


Make your Amiga mora intelligent 

and see your bright ideas blossom 

— I 

See all your plans come to 
perfection with Maxiplan4. 
This upgrade of Amiga's 
best-selling spreadsheet is 
more than an improvement, 
it's a real revelation. It's 
compatible with the new 

Workbench 2,0 as welt as 1,3. To ensure extra speed, 
flexibility and a truly professional finish. 

Fantastic features 

Whether for financial analyses, database lists or mar- 
keting research, Maxiplan4 has it all. More charts, 
graphs and presentations. More eye-catching 
colours. More macro commands. You can create up 
to 50 charts per spreadsheet. In a faster, friendlier 
environment. With everything from user-definable 
page breaks to file linking and various data viewing 
modes. Maxiplan4 is even compatible with 
Lotus 1-2-3™. 

More tor less 

A list of each and every benefit would simply take up 
too much space. But one fact is immediately obvious, 
At just £49.99*, Maxiplan4 makes your money - and 

your ideas - go far further. It all adds up to yet 
another hit from The Disc Company... 

the brains behind the brainiest soft- 
ware ! 

Kindwords3 gives Amiga's most 
popular word processor a big 
boost. For a start, this new 
version is faster, far more 
powerful and fantastically 
friendly. Incorporating the 
incredible Human Interface 
Protocol™, it works harder for 
you, So you don't have to work so 
hard! 

Over 25 major impnovements 

Get to grips with words and graphics instantly. 
Advantages include automatic text wraparound for 
pictures. From all graphic file formats of any colour 
or resolution. Up to 255 fonts per document are 
available, including high density printing fonts. 
There's also an expanded British Collins dictionary 
and thesaurus, on-line help, a WYSIWYG display... 
and much more. While a digital clock keeps track 
of time, 

Perlecltv priced 
So what's the price of this superior software? That's 
the best news of all: only £49.99*. Which proves 
that the best really can cost less! What's more, 
KindwordsS also works with Workbench 2,0 (and, of 
course, 1.3). What else? Check it out right now at 
your nearest computer store. 

* suggested retail price 

THE DISC COMPANY 
Outstanding upgrade offer 

Yes, I want to mike my Amiga more intelligent, at die outstanding upgrade 
prkenf 119.99. 
lb qualify for this offer, I am returning my original Kindwords and/or Maxiplan disks. 
Name , ,  
Address .  
Town/City  
Country .  
Daytime Phone  
Credit Card Number  
Expiry date  /  
Sim i ai LL re  

Send mc_ 
Send me 

MaxiPlan4 at£ 19.99 inc.VAT each 4 £3 shipping charge £_ 
_ KindWords3 at £ 19-99 inc.VAT each 4 £3 shipping charge£_ 

Ten at Enclosed;   

Post Code 
Method of payment by cheque, VISA, Master Card, HnroCard, Switch and Money 

Orders. 
DO NOT SEND CASH Make cheque payable to : THE DISC COMPANY (UK) Led. 

Send to : THE I>1SC COMPANY (UK) Ltd. C/O I MED I AT, P3, Edison Road, St Ives, 
Huntingdon, PF. L74LF, United Kingdom. Allow 2 weeks for delivery. 

For information call; 0480 496 688; Fax : 0480 494 512 

inadt's require Ami n     upgraded to I 
sa SOU 3004- fitTO 600 Hl> 1000 20W><* MM, Wunkbcntli 1-3 0* 2.0, 1 ME RAM (additional memory rwnmmcmiL-dI. I™ l>isf. drives or Hud L>hk .L^jmrm ML-LLI.  ."..-s ; 0 KT.I*,.,.K I ■:. I \_\ .. I'  J,,'™'* Chutes. lUr-c OlR.:- Kiu S"iirtvr ki. IWiWurb aod tulu-x bund* packs c<»in.,«„i6 any version 4 Kindwds. tian IK- upgraded ro Mutiplan 4.U: Masiplan 3U0, MyxipLm Vhu-., Itoitic kn and Vov.niWn«k>. 



WELCOME 

h 

AT A GLANCE 

GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
Quickly and easily, this is a cross- 
referenced list of all the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper, The 
subjects covered in Amiga Answers 
are detailed on page 17; the many 
PD programs covered on page 163 
are listed there. The page numbers 
given are for the first page of the 
article in which the product is 
mentioned. 

A1200 7 
A4000 7 
A600 7 
Accelerators 67 
Amiga Answers 17 
AmigaDOS 90 
AMOS 114 
ARexx 88 
Artificial Intelligence 108 
Bulletin boards 155 
Business 147 
Buying advice 172 
C S6 
Chaos 82 
Comms 155 
Competition 178 
Desktop publishing 73 
DTP 73 
Education 151 
For sale 162 
Graphics 53,99 
Home Office 2 147 
Imagine 53 
Letters 14 
Listings 142 
Mail Order 125 
MIDI 79 
Multitasking 84 
Music 79 
News 7 
Opal Vision 94 
Product Locator 174 
Pro Draw 3.0 73 
Projects 135 
Public domain 163 
Ray-tracing 53 
Reader ads 162 
Shareware 163 
Subscriptions 132 
Talking Shop 14 
User Groups 158 
Video 99 
Workbench 3 7 
X CAD 3000 152 

Are there arty products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Well, just 
drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30f Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW. 

WELCOME 

la* r 

_^ -L 

Jeez, what an issue! First up, it's the biggest 
ever - a mere 180 pages of everything 
that's happening in the Amiga world - and 
second, we scooped the story on the new 

A1200. But the news did come rather late in the 
day so you'll have to excuse the fact there's no 
mention of it in Talking Shop where I'm ranting on 
about the new A4000 and how it may as well be a 
Ferrari for its lack of afford ability. 

So the specs and, more importantly, the price 
of the A1200 are a blessing. A 68020-based 
Amiga should give you around 4 times the 
performance of a standard A500/60Q, It comes 
with the new graphics chipset, 2Mbs of RAM, the 
memory card slot and a keyboard with keypad - all 
for around £500. Like the A600, there's a hard 
disk version planned too. It can only be good news 
for anyone seriously interested in DTP, graphics, 
video, and number-crunching. So the only thing I 
have left to say is 'At last'! 

But those A500, A1500 and A2000 owners 
among you wishing to power up beyond the 
performance of the A1200, and the A3000 if it 
comes to that, should check out our accelerators 

round-up on pages 67- 
71. And if anyone 
wants to get to grips 
with the practicalities 
of ray tracing in the 
feature on pages 53-61 
then I should turn to 
page 67 again because 
any graphics intensive 
work requires some 
pretty mean processing 
power if you haven't got all the time in the world. 

So as we enter the last lap of the year it looks 
as though things are really on the up and up, 1992 
has seen three new Amigas, a CE>R0M drive, and 
some damned good software. And, of course, the 
continuing success of a great magazine - which, 
incidentally, comes with a cover disk next month! 

Enjoy the ish! 

Editor 

FABULOUS NEW FISH 
There are thousands of Amiga programs which are 
available for little more than the price of a disk. And 
many more which allow you to try the software free 
before you buy. Each month in Public Domain Wortd 
wo examine the best of these programs and explain 
how to get hold of them. 

This month we focus on new astronomy and 
genealogy programs, an appointments scheduler, a 
coupte of neat disk management utilities and the 
very latest Fred fish disks. Public Domain World or 

Catch it while you can 
as we call It this month, start on page 163 

21 PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Every month in Amiga Answers our panel of experts 
answer more genuine reader questions than any 
other Amiga magazine. And for beginners our easy 
Expert Tips will help you get to grips with your 
Amiga, and understand the other features in this 
month's issue. 

We answer questions every month on 
Workbench * The CLI * Comms * Programming * 
DTP * Video * Business software and more. 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 17 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with hps, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight key 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
• Understand your readers' needs, 
■ Satisfy them. 
More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 
Amiga Shopper • Amiga Format 

• Amiga Power • Commodore Format 
• PCW Plus • PC Plus 

ST Format * Your Sinclair • Sega Power 
Amstrad Action • PC Answers • PC Format 
Total! ■ Super Play * Mega ■ GamesMaster 
- and masses more coming at ya in '93! 
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BETTER GRAPHICS. 

BETTER SOUND. 

BETTER SOFTWARE 

BETTER GET ONE. 

Better take note. One CD inserted Into the new Amiga 

CDTV stores the equivalent of up to 700 floppy discs. That's 

550 megabytes of memory or 250,000 A4 pages of text. 

CDTV also gives you access to over 3,000 Amiga titles 

and over 100 CDTV discs, covering everything from arcade 

quality games to education. And 

CDTV can be used as a regular audio 

CD player when connected to your stereo. The Amiga 

THE WORLD'S MOST INTERACTIVE INTE 

3i 

CDTV Computer Pack, complete with qwerty keyboard, 

disc drive, mouse and infra red remote control can be 

yours for only £49999 including our free Public Domain 

Collection disc. The Amiga CDTV Player Pack comes in 

even lower at only £399*99- All of which proves one thing. 

When it comes to the ultimate in J^fyfJ(jj\^ 

home entertainment, you won't find 

anything better than the Amiga CDTV. 

RACTIVE HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

CDTV 

CDTV fS AVAILABLE AT SELECTED STORES OF ALLDERS. CALCULUS, COLORViSION, CDMET. OIXOHS, TECNO. TEMPO. VIRTUAL REALITY AND ALL LEADING INDEPENDENT COMPUTER SPECIALISTS, INCLUDING NASCR. PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS 5/11 
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So how about winning another year's free 
subscription? This time it's ail about trendy 
Los Angeles where the new A4000 was 
launched. QkayT who was the psycho who died 
in Beverley Hills on September 12th? You got 
it? Then just send his name orj a card to: 
LA. "a a riot', Amiga Shopper, 30T Monmouth 

St, Bath, BA1 2BW First out the bag wins 12 
free issues . Oh, and last Ish's winner was 
DOW 'they put his head on a spike' Griffiths of 
Cheltenham and the Eastenders winner was 
Col 'Dagmar' Co upland of Scarborough. Smart! 

CONTENTS 

DE THIS ISSUE 

^Exclusively 

News 7 
All the launch low-down on the amazing new Amiga 
A1200 PLUS how does it compare to Atari's Falcon? 

Talking Shop 13 
The best letters page in Amiga computing! 

Amiga Answers 17 
21 pages packed with solutions to your Amiga problems 

How to get Ray Tracing 53 
All you have to do is read the solid facts in our six-page 
special, offering the definitive step-by-step guide to 
creating masterpieces of light and shade. 

Desktop Publishing 73 
We put the eagerly-awaited Pro Draw 3 through its paces 

MIDI Music 79 
Are MIDI guitars any good, and are they worth your notes? 

Controlling Chaos 82 
Explore the world of fractals on your Amiga 

Turbo-charge your Amiga 67 
j If you're after more power without forking out for a 

1 A3000 cheek out this round-up of the best accelerators 

Multitasking 84 
How to make sure it all happens at once - every time 

C Programming 86 
Where to learn the programming language of the pros 

ARexx 88 
How to start to program your own useful routines 

AmigaDOS 90 
How to get more from your Amiga's built-in language 

Artificial intelligence 1 
How to create a digital creature which lives in your Amigaf 

AMOS Professional 114 
There's a radically enhanced new version of the AMOS 
programming language - is it worth the upgrade? 

DIY Hardware Projects 135 
How to build a ROM-switcher for less than a quid! 

Listings 142 
This month we have a neat utility to format C programs 

Business 147 
Home Office 2 is here - but has it been worth the wait? 

Education 151 
All you need to use Computer Aided Design programs 

Video 
Is the new Opalvision 24-bit board the new King of 
Amiga mega-graphics? It certainly looks like it... 

The World of Comms 155 
How to log onto a bulletin board system for the first time 

User Groups 158 
Get your hardware and software bargains here 

Real Things 161 
Is this latest animation module a real dog or what? 

Public Domain World 163 
All the latest in the PD and shareware scene; This month 
we to do a spot of fishing and catch a few bargains 

Product Locator 174 
Your at-a-glance guide to the best in Amiga software 

Win WordWorth 2 178 
We have £1,900 worth of word processors to give away! 
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of Hampshire Established 7 years 
UleServe 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with sherf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour. 
Special price £27.50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 

24pin Colour* 
Advanced 24pin printer, lots of new 
features. Please phone for a data sheet 
•optional colour. Price with cable It paper 

New Price 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi Interface for Amiga 

£19 
Dr, T's Midi Music Software 
(not for A500 + or A600I £4.95 

240 Mono 
240C Colour 

£245 
£265 

Swift 200 
24pm Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin primer. SWIFT 24E plus: 
Extra type faces & features. Please phone 
for a data sheet 'optional colour. 

Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono £195 
200C Colour £225 

Printer Packs 
All printers are supplied with a printer 
pack consisting of printer paper and a 
connection cable. If required a printer 
stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer) 

Free of charge 

HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpi colour InkJet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1/10 of the cost, 

3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£419 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. With cable & paper 

£325 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Colour 24pin ..... 5.00 
Canon BJ-10e  4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour  9.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 
forA500     Hard Disks 
52Mb   Hard Diso £329 
120Mb Hard Disc £419 
240Mb Hard Disc £689 
52Mb -A530 Combo £649 
120Mb A530 Combo £749 
240Mb A530 Combo £989 
for A1500 
52Mb Hard Disk £265 
120Mb Hard Disk £405 
240Mb Hard Disk £629 
GVP ram £25 per 1Mb 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
The most reliable drive you can buy 
f> A s\ jfk jrv ' ^ external 
L 4£? i 9U   Whi le stocks last 

Commodore 
A1011 1M external    r* A Q 

While stocks last I_*fO 

New Prices 

Roctec/Zappo 
1M external drive      £4 9.90 

Bridgeboards 
CBM A2286 286 for A1500 .... £269 
CBMA2088 XT for A1500  £99 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 1Mram +clock £21.90 
A500 IMram no clock £17.90 
A500+ 1Mram -Hciock £39.90 
A600 IMram + clock £49.90 

Commodore 

1084SD 
Refurbished 14" Colour Monitor 
1 full year warranty with cable 

£159    Wh'te Stocks last 

A 500 Pius 
Cartoon Classics full software pack 

£299 

Amiga 1 500 + 
WB 2.04 with full software 

£499 

Amiga 600 
Standard A600 with full software 

£259 

Amiga 600SD 
ID.Paint III Grand Prix, Putty, Pushover) 
Wild Weird 
& Wicked £305 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable 
& paper £109 

All Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet primer 
with cable & paper 

£199 

Citizen Swift 9 

Mono £1 69 
Colour £179 

with cable 
& paper 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199 

Commodore 

1084SD 
14" Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm. Medium Res. 

£ 1 7 9     Whi le stocks last 

Amiga 600HD 
(Trivial Pursuit, EpicH Rome, Pushover) 

Epic Pack £435 

£10.00 discount on 1084 
or 8833 with an Amiga 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably the best 24pin mono 
printer available, With cable & paper 

£169 

Star LC100 
Spin colour with cable & paper 

New £159 

Star 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin   134 
KXP11241 24pin  215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229 
Epson LX400 Spin   135 
Epson LQ570 24pin ..... 265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Scanner 

New 
with touch up   IM fjQ 

software      i_ I v/C? 

Naksha Mouse 

£21.50 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST St Amiga   £ 1 3-90 

LC20 Mono 9pin .....119 
LC200 Colour Spin  1 77 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin .... 175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. 249 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2,04 full upgrade 79,00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.60 
Kickstart ROM only v 1,3   29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer...  24.95 
Keybhd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelerator ..239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip 37,50 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £15. 90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga    £14,90 

Philips CM8833 MK2 

UK. 240V 
game £ 1 89 cab,e 

£179    "° cable 

Special Offer 

Accessories 
Joy stick/Mouse twin extension 4,70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead 3.75 
A500 Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension 10.95 
23way Plug or socket ♦ 2.95 
A500 Dust Cover .  4,70 
Mouse Mat {thick soft type) - 4.95 
Mouse House  2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU  39,00 
A590 replacement PSU 49.00 
Rocgen Plus -Genlock + ,. 129.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7,95 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ...... 7.50 
5Ox   3.5" DS/DD 135tpt  32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  141.00 
Ikx   3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY /DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty) 

(100% certified error free} 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi........ 5,95 
5Ox   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  21,86 
100x3.5W DS/DD 135tpi ., 39.60 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi 94.8S 
Ikx   3,5M DS/DD 135tpi  353,68 
40 x 3.5M Disk box with lock .... 5,49 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .. 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 

Phone for our 80 page catalogue 
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 

All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Established 7 years, 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11, 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3,53 Securicor £6,46 (£5.50 + VAT) 

UleSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portehester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 

UJESBrVB    Best for service   LUBSBrVE   Best for service 



NEWS 

Colour hand 

scanner 

Power Computing has launched its 
colour hand scanner for only 
£239,99, 

The price includes version 3 of 
the PowerScan Professional 
software, which is compatible with 
Power s mono scanner and is 
available as an upgrade to existing 
owners for £15. 

The scanner offers four scanning 
modes: text, grayscale, colour 
halftone and colour. Images are 
scanned in up to 4096 colours. Note 
that although the images can be 
displayed in HAM mode, with the 
colour fringing inherent in that mode, 
they are actually stored in a full 12- 
bit format without any loss of colour 
resolution. 

The scanner plugs into the 
expansion slot of an 
A1500/2QQO/3000/4000, An 
alternative version will plug into the 
side slot of the A500 or A500 Plus. 
The latter version comes with a 
through-port which, Power claims, is 
compatible with all A500 
expansions. 

Facilities provided by the 
supplied software include the ability 
to scale, rotate and skew images, 
crop images, and clean up, lighten or 
darken images. Drawing functions 
are also provided. Power Computing 
* 0234 843388. 

COVER DISK FOR 

AMIGA SHOPPER 

Next month Amiga 
Shopper wi l l be 
appearing with a 
cover disk, They 

I said it couldn't 
I be done, but 

A we're going 
to bring YOU 

a disk packed with the 
latest and greatest in shareware and 

public domain utilities. 
The Amiga Shopper Shareware 

Collection Volume /will be chock full 
of the very latest in useful programs 
for your Amiga - you won't have seen 
their like before. And of course they'll 
be accompanied by the very best in 
step-by-step instructions that you've 
come to expect from THE serious 
Amiga magazine. 

The January issue of Amiga 
Shopper will be available on 
December 3 for the special price of 
£2.25... with a cover disk, 

Buy it; you know it makes 
serious sense. 

NEW HIGH-POWERED AMIGA 

FOR UNDER £400 

Commodore has unveiled its latest 
Amiga, the A1200, to an audience of 
100,000 at the Future Entertainment 
Show in Earls Court. After months of 
speculation, the machine that 
everyone has been waiting for has 
finally arrived. 

Incorporating the same latest 
graphics technology as the A4000, 
launched only two months ago, the 
sub £400 machine promises to 
provide strong competition for Atari's 
Falcon in the mid-range productivity 
marketplace, as well as being the 

ultimate games machine. 
At the heart of the A1200 is 

Motorola's 32-bit 68020 processor. 
It comes with 2Mb of RAM as 
standard and a single floppy drive 

Turn to pages 10 and II for the 
full exclusive story. 

FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT 

EXTRAVAGANZA 

If you've bought this issue of Amiga Shopper as soon as it 
hit the streets, then you'll still be in time to get yourself 
down to Earls Court for the Future Entertainment Show, 
incorporating the Wo rid Of Commodore. 

Running from November 5 to 8, the show promises to 
be the biggest of its kind for years. It will be devoted to 
every aspect of electronic entertainment, including Amiga 
productivity software, games, Nintendo and Sega 
consoles. Further attractions include a huge video wall 
and the finals of the National Computer Games 
Championships, to be shown on ITV's forthcoming Bad 
Influence TV programme- 

The Radio One RoadShow will be present throughout 
the show, and Adrian Juste will be broadcasting live from 
the show on Saturday. 

You'll also find a big supplement about the show in 
the November 2 issue of the Daily Mirror, just to help you 
get the most out of it all. 

Drop in and say hello. The Amiga Shopper crew will be 
there and happy for a chat, and well be holding our 
famous Amiga Answers technical workshops throughout. 
You'll also get the chance to witness the launch of 

FINAL COPY BECOMES 

PENULTIMATE COPY 

Gordon Harwood Computers is to fina/ Copy It 
distribute version 2 of Softwood's provides DTP- 
Finai Copy. like facilities in 

Softwood is the manufacturer of a cheap and 
Pen Pal, also distributed by Gordon easy to use 
Harwood Computers, now at the new package 
price of £49.95 

Final Copy //will print smcooth 
outline fonts to any Workbench 
supported graphic printer from any 
Amiga. Furthermore, it includes features 
such as graphics cropping, drawing, text 
over graphics, PostScript output, text 
leading and spacing, zoom facilities and 
automatic hyphenation. 

Although Final Copy I was available 
in this country as a grey import, an 
official UK version was never released. 
Final Copy tl is the first version to be 
officially available with full Collins 

See the future of electronic entertainment, and the 
Amiga in particular, at the Future Entertainment Show 

Commodore's marvellous Amiga 1200. 
The doors to Earls Court open at 9.30am, so get 

yourself down there early to avoid the rush, because 
there's certainty going to be one. 

HARD DRIVES 

FOR CDTV 

SCSI hard drives are now available to 
GDTV owners thanks to trade 
distributor ZCL 

Existing owners can buy the drive 
as an external boxed unit along with 
a plug-in SCSI controller. Initially the 
units will sell with 65Mb capacity 
hard drives. 

The external version costs 
£349,99 

ZCL will also be selling CDTVs 
with 65Mb hard drives already 
installed internally. The whole lot will 
cost £649.99, or £699.99 for the 
Multimedia pack with keyboard, disk 
drive and so on. 

The drives will be available from 
most retail outlets, and are 
distributed in the UK by ZCL » 0543 
414817. 

British-English Spelling and Thesaurus 
dictionaries. Harwoods will be providing 
a technical helpline for registered users, 
along with an opportunity for owners of 
the grey-imported version to upgrade to 
the official version 2, 

Hnaf Copy li requires 1Mb of RAM 
and either two floppies or a hard drive 
to run. 

It costs £99.95 from Gordon 
Harwoods s 0773 836781. The 
manufacturer Softwood is on i* 0101 
602 431 9151. 
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NEWS 

Low cost 16-bit sampling 

Microdeal is to launch a 16-bit stereo sampler for the 
incredible price of £149.95. 

Clarity 16 contains two analog to digital/digital to 
analog converters to provide stereo sampling and 
playback at up to 44.1KHz. As well as having the facility 
to output sound to an amplifier or mixer, the package 
includes a facility to replay samples through the Amiga's 
standard audio hardware, but using advanced 
mathematical techniques to give a resolution of 14-bits. A 
MIDI Interface is also included on the cartridge. 

The software provided includes all of the standard 

sample editing functions, In addition, sophisticated 
operations such as digital filtering, Fourier analysis and 
re-synthesising of samples to alternate frequencies are 
also possible. Possible real-time effects include echoT 
flange, reverb, chorus and distortion. The input samples 
can be monitored with the softwares VU meters, 
oscilloscopes or Fast Fourier Transform displays. A 
simple one track sample sequencer is also provided, as 
is the facility to use the Amiga as a multivoice MIDI 
keyboard emulator, Clarity 16 will cost £149.95 from 
Microdeal * 0726 68020. 

Rush of RAM 

Two companies have released RAM cards 
for the A600's credit card slot, both 
claiming to be the first to do so. 

The Calibra, from Taurus Distribution, is 
available in two sizes: 2Mb and 4Mb. Both 
will fit in the PCMCIA slot of the A600 or 
A1200 to increase the machine s Fast RAM 
capacity. Taurus Distribution is planning 
further PCMCIA cards, including a 
modem/fax card, an Ethernet adaptor and a 
SCSI-fl interface. The cards will be avail bale 
from most retailers, Taurus Distribution *r 
0543 414939. 

Silica Systems is to market the Amitek 
PCMCIA cards, AgainT these are available in 
either 2Mb (for £129.95) or 4Mb (for 
£179.95) prices. Silica Systems   081 309 
1111. 

MORPHFOR 

YOUR MONEY 

First sighting of a PCMCIA 
RAM expansion for the A600 

POWER BULLETIN 

BOARD 

Prom orient Amiga dealer and 
developer Power Computing is to 
launch its own bulletin board service. 

The Power House Bulletin Board 
System will provide a free service to 
caHers, with product 1 nformat ion, 
technical descriptions and 'wanted' 
and 'for sale5 sections. Power will also 
be providing free technical advice to 
callers. 

An optional registration fee will 
make users eligible for discounts of 
between 5 and 15% on Power 
products. A large range of software 
will also be available for download. 

The Power House Bulletin Board 
System is on « 0234 841503. Power 
Computing's voice line is « 0234 
843388. 

MicroPace is to sell ASDG's brand new 
graphics morphing package, Morph Plus* 

The package can operate as a stand 
alone program, or be integrated into 
ASDG's Art Department Professional 
image processing package. As well as 
creating still or full motion morphs and warps, it will map 
images on to spheres (which may be rotating), rotate and 
twist imagest and ripple distort images according to the 
rules of wave interference. Effects can be carried out in 
two modes: fast or high quality. The package is ARexx 

Incredible Terminator 2-style effects are possible with 
ASDG's Morph Pius package 
compatible, and requires Workbench 2 or higher to run. 

Morph Plus is available for £199.95 from MicroPace 
tr 0753 551888. ASDG u 0101 608 273 6585. 

LOW COST VIDEO FROM MICRODEAL 

Microdeal will soon be launching Videomaster, a low cost hardware and 
software video system for the Amiga. 

Videomaster contains a digitiser which can record monochrome quarter 
screen pictures at up to 25 frames per second directly from a video recorder or 
camera. Colour stills can also be digitised, using supplied colour filters. 

The package also includes a sound sampler, complemented by a sound 
recording and editing program. 

The whole lot comes together in Videomaster1 s sequencing software, with 
which video clips and sounds can be joined to create short "movies'. 

Videomaster costs £69,95 from Microdeal ^ 0726 68020. 

TROUBLE WITH CLR 

The Central Licence ware Register has 
removed PD Soft from its list of 
members. Anyone who has bought CLR 
Licenceware from PD Soft of Essex for 
more than the fixed rate - £3.50 for 
one disk programs, £4,50 for two disk 
programs and £4.99 for three programs 
- is advised to contact the library for a 
refund of the difference. No more than 
50p should be charged for postage. 

UK DISTRIBUTOR 

FOR OPALVISION 

ZCL is to become the exclusive UK 
distributor for Opal Vision, the 24-bit 
graphics system reviewed on page 
99 of this month's issue. 

ZCL will be selling the board, 
along with OpalPaint, Opal Presents, 
Opaf hotkey and King Of Karate for 
£762.58. ZCL * 0543 414817. 

WORDWORTH 

UPDATE 

Version 2 of Digita International's 
Wordworth is ready for launch. 

The word processor offers many 
improvements over its predecessor, 
including the facility to print at the 
highest resolution of whichever 
printer is connected. Printing 
operations overall have also been 
simplified, and the user inteface as 
a whole has been improved as a 
result of research at the University 
of Wales. 

Wordworth 2 can scale fonts to 
over 800 points in size, and comes 
with 17 Agfa scalable fonts. The 
package costs £129.99. Upgrades 
for existing owners will cost £49.99, 
while a trade-in deal is available to 
owners of other word processors for 
£59,99. Digita n 0395 270273. Turn 
to the back page for a chance to win 
one of 15 copies of Wordworth in this 
month's competition. 

GAMESMASTER 

MAGAZINE 

LAUNCHED 

Future Publishing (the makers of the 
lovely Amiga Shopper) is to launch a 
magazine to tie in with the popular 
Games Master TV programme. 

The magazine, called simply 
GamesMaster, will deal with games 
for the Amiga, PC, Sega and 
Nintendo machines, and will include 
a Consoletatlon Zone hosted by 
Patrick Moore, 

The first issue will be on sale 
December 3 for £1.75, and will 
include a free tips book mounted on 
the cover. 

DIARY DATES 

November 5-8: The Future 

Entertainment Show, Earls 

Court 1 & 2, London. 

Tel: 051 356 5085 
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Actual screen. Not simulated 

\? I )iqitn inter national I 

il Digita Worclworth 

If you want to take a closer look at the new Wordworth 
call 0395 270273, or write to 

Digita, FREEFOST, Exmouth EX8 2YZ ENGLAND 

Actually, you're looking at the new 
Digita® Wordworth® version 2. 

It's the revolutionary Intel I [font® 
technology which produces on-screen 
fonts at sizes from 3 to 800 points! 

Wordworth comes with 17 genuine 
Agfa® Compugraphic fonts, which are 
just about the best quality around. 

Best of oil, Wordworth prints silky 
smooth fonts at the highest possible 
resolution of your printer. 

Which means, in human terms, 
unbeatable print quality. Just click the 
icon on the tool bar and in seconds 
youII be printing jagged-free letters and 
graphics. 

But, there's more to new Digita 
Wordworth than [ust pretty fonts... 

New features include • columns * 
tool bar • indexing * table of contents • 
endnotes * improved mailmerge and 
file support • bookmarks * text sorting 

* improved search and replace * 
hotlinks. In fad, there's over 100 new 
features and improvements- 

So, if you want to print the sharpest 
possible letters around, trade up now 
from any Amiga word processor for just 
£59. But hurry, this is for a limited 
period only. 

Digita Wordworth, what you see is 
what you get—the power to present. 

•DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited Black Horse House Exmouth EX8 1JL England Telephone 0395 270273 Facsimile 0395 268893 

- A member of ihe Digita group - 
Digita, ifie Digita; Jogo, ond Wordworth are registered trademark* of Digita Holdings Ltd. Scalable type outline! are licensed from Agfa Division of Miles Inc. Agfa is a registered trademark of Agfo-Gevaerl, AG. Inteflifanr a a registered 
trodciriQrk; of Miles Inc. Digita Holdings Ltd acknowledge* that all registered and other trademarks used in iKo text of this advert are me properties of their respective companies. Whiljl1 every core has been token to unsure ±<ai the information 

provided in this advert is accurate, Digita Holdings Lfd cannoJ be held liable for any errors ar omissions that may hove occurred. 5old subject to standard conditions of sale. E and OE. 



NEWS 

A1200: AMIGA POWER 

It's here - fhe first Amiga to offer Commodore's 

new generation of advanced graphics chips for less 

than £400 - and here are the exclusive details... 
The mid-range machine long 
expected to fill the power gap 
between the A600 and A3000 has 
finally arrived in the form of the 
Amiga A1200. 

Receiving its first public 
unveiling at London's Future 
Entertainment Show on November 
5thf the new machine wowed 
showgoers with its impressive 
graphics capabilities and speed. 

The A1200 will initially go on 
sale at the Incredibly tow price 
of £399.99r causing a certain 
amount of conflict with the A600 
Christmas bundle, currently priced 
at £349. 

As with the A600, a version of 
the A1200 with a built in hard disk 
is also expected for around an extra 
£100. 

BANGS PER BUCK 
What you get for this money is 
certainly impressive. The machine's 
casing is similar to that of the A600, 
but deeper and with a numeric 
keypad. 

The central processor is 
Motorola's 68020 running at 
14.28MHz and a PCMCIA slot is 
included making the machine 
compatible with peripherals for the 
A600 and even peripherals for 
computers from other 
manufacturers. There is also a slot 
for users to easily upgrade to faster 
processors at a later date. 
Disappointingly, a single 880K 
floppy drive is also provided as 

standard, but it is expected 
Commdore will introduce the high 
capacity 1.7 Mb floppy drives at a 
later date. 

As with all Amigas, much of the 
machine1 s heavy duty work will be 
done by its graphics processors. In 
the case of the A1200 these are 
provided by the Advanced Graphics 
Architecture chip set, which so 
recently made its debut in the 
A4000. The AGA is backwards- 
compatible with the earlier 

colours is made available by the 
AGA, up to 256,000 of which may 
be displayed on screen at once in 
HAM S mode. This mode, available 
in any resolution, brings with it a 
certain amount of colour fringing, 
but this is far less noticeable than in 
the Amiga's standard HAM mode 
because of the use of 64 base 
colours rather than the ordinary 16. 

Hardware sprites have also been 
improved. Their resolution is now 
independent of the screen on which 

playfields, each with a maximum of 
16 colours. 

On the software side, the A1200 
comes with Amiga DOS Release 3 - 
the collective name for the latest 
versions of Workbench and 
Kickstart. The new operating system 
offers several advantages over 
Workbench 2.04, including the 
ability to directly access MS-DOS 
formatted floppy disks and hard 
drives, a PostScript printer driver 
and foreign language support. It also 
provides full support for the new 
screen modes of the AGA chip set. 

Commodore hopes to have 
25,000 A1200s in retail channels 
by Christmas. So you should be able 
to buy one right now. 

Commodore's revamped Amiga range now consists of four machines. While the future for the AGOOT A1200 and A4000 
is assured, doubts hang over the A3000. Could yet another new Amiga - perhaps the A2400 - be waiting to replace it? 
Meanwhile, the A1200 represents the leading edge of affordable Amiga power - outperforming an A500 nearly fourfold 

Enhanced Chip Set as found in the 
A50G Plus and A600. 

NEW SCREEN MODES 
In addition to all of the ECS's 
facilities, the AGA also provides a 
number of new screen modes. 
Screen resolutions are now user- 
definable, ranging from 320x200 to 
1280x400 pixels in size. The use of 
overscan makes higher resolutions 
possible. A palette of 16.7 million 

they are displayed, and their 
maximum width has been increased 
to up to 64 pixets. 

Hardware scrolling has also 
been beefed up - screens can now 
be moved in any direction in a 
fraction of a pixel increments. 
Multiple playfield abilities - as used 
in games such as Sonic The 
Hedgehog to create parallax 
scrolling effects - have been 
enhanced to provide up to two 

FILLING THE VACUUM 
The thinking behind the launch of 
the new machine is pretty 
straightforward. With the phasing out 
of the A1500 and A2000, a large 
gap was left in the Amiga range 
between the A600 and the 
expensive A3000. 

The A1200 fits very nicely 
between these two machines, in 
terms of both price and 

HAT DOES THE INDUSTRY THINK? - AMIGA SHOPPER ASKS THE PE 

INITIAL SHOCKS 
"Wow! Brilliant, isn't it? I must buy 
one! it sounds like the machine we've 
all been waiting for." 
- Mark Smiddy, Amiga developer 

"I'm buying one the day they're 
released. It makes up for all the silly 
things Commodore did with the 
A4000." - Jolyon Ralph, CDTV 
developer 

CAUTIOUS OPTIMISM? 
u [along with the A600 and the A4000] 
these product announcements 
exemplify Commodore's continued 
commitment to offer computers with 
probably the best price/performance 

ratios in the computer industry today/ 
- James Dione, president and general 
manager of Commodore US 

"I think that1 s excellent. It s great 
news for us. I think the Amiga has a 
good product range, and a good 
software base. It's a one horse race 
unless Atari can pull it around/ 
- Jeremy RhIH, MD, Oigita 

"From what you say, it's going to be a 
good seller. It should be good for 
video." - Graham Kelly, Trilogic 

MORE COMMITMENT 
"We are confident that these products, 
particularly the A40Q0, will keep 

Commodore at the forefront of 
multimedia technology and enable us 
to continue our aggressive push in the 
multimedia marketplace." 
- James Dione, CBM US 

"If Commodore market and advertise it 
right they'll clean up. This is a great 
step forward for the Amiga community 
because it shows that Commodore are 
committed.n - Toby Simpson, 
Millennium 

'This machine should represent great 
value for money for those wishing to 
deveiop software on tow-end Amigas. 
We're very pleased that such a high 
specification machine is being made 

available at such a low price.1 

Link, MD of HiSoft. 
David 

"The new A1200 is a step in the right 
direction and confirms Commodore's 
commitment to the Amiga range." - 
Gary Anderson, MD of Merlin Express 

AND THAT NEW ATARI? 
"The Falcon still uses GEM, which is 
awful, whereas the Amiga has 
Workbench with its scaleable font 
technology and so forth. At that price it 
encourages me to continue producing 
high quality software like Wordworth." 
- Jeremy Rhill, MD, Digita 

"From what I can gather, I'm not sure 
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HOW THE AMIGAS COMPARE 

Shown here is the current Amiga range, giving a direct correlation between 
price and performance for each cf the machines. The A1200 fills what was 
previously a yawning gap in the Amiga range. Bear in mind that we are only 
comparing processing speed against price - there is also the graphics factor 
to take into account when making a purchase, as well as the different 
expansion possibilities that each machine offers, 

AMIGA PRICE MIPS POWER PER £ 

A600 £299 0.75 1 
A1200 £399 2.5 2.5 
A3000 £1299 9 2.8 
A4000 £2466 19 3 

News 

GRE PRICE! 

performance. Nevertheless, there's 
still a substantial difference in price 
between the A1200 and the A3000. 
An A2400 - or whatever name 
Commodore finally decides on - 
looks likely, probably with an 68030 
processor and better expansion 
capabilities. 

"What you get 

for your money 

is certainty 

impressive " 

With the sudden halving of the 
ASOOO's price only two months ago, 
and a subsequent drop of its price in 
the USA to only $1500, it seems a 
distinct possibility that the A3000 is 
not long for this world. Commodore's 
Andrew Ball hinted to Amiga Shopper 

LE IN THE KNOW 

there will be any competition." 
- Andrew Bail, CBM public relations 
manager 

"If it's as good as it sounds the Falcon 
seems to have some stiff competition- 
The only doubts in my mind are 
rumours about incompatibility. But it 
looks like a winner." - Gary Anderson 

"We know the specification: we don't 
know how well it performs. We 
understand reproduction of still 
images is as good as on the Falcon, 
but moving images are half the quaffty 
of that of the Falcon. We see as it as a 
stop gap measure, an afterthought" 
- Peter Walker, Atari public relations 

that it might not be long before we 
see an A4000 with an 030 
processor at a tower price, giving 
further weight to the theory that the 
A3000 has had its day. 

If something like an A2400 is 
released at a lower price, then 
Commodore would have a full range 
of Amigas, ranging from the A600 for 
the home enthusiast right up to the 
top of the range A4000 at the cutting 
edge of personal computer 
technology. 

CLONE COMPETITORS 
Despite the A1200's excellent 
capabilities, Commodore's 
continuing success in the home 
enthusiast market is still not 
assured. While it looks like trusted 
technology and a large software 
base, combined with better 
performance, may have beaten off 
the forthcoming threat from Atari's 
Falcon before it even hits the 
streets, the competition from PC 
compatibles remains. 

With their ever-decreasing prices 
and increasingly better 
specifications, the clones are 
mopping up many new buyers for 
whom a 68000-based Amiga is no 
match for a similarly priced 386. But 
the faster, more powerful and 
graphically stunning A1200 should at 
least maintain Commodore's slice of 
the home market. 

However, recent news that Apple 
has now joined the fray with an 
aggressive pricing policy that all of a 
sudden makes the Macintosh look 
like a very attractive alternative only 
complicates competition further. 

How Commodore will fair in the 
32-bit wars only time will tell, but at 
least the stagnation has ended and 
it has set its sights on continuing its 
domination of the UK home computer 
market by offering more power for 
less price. 

THE 32-BIT WAR BEGINS HERE 

Atari makes many claims for its forthcoming 68030-based Falcon machine - 16-bit 
colour from an 18-bit palette, built-in genlock, digital signal processor, built-in 
networking, multitasking and screen interlacing with overscanning. All for a 
projected price of £499 - £100 more than the new Al200. But beneath the hype 
lies the real performance characteristics and even though the Falcon has a more 
powerful processor, other factors will combine to give the A1200 the edge. 

HEAD TO HEAD: A1200 VERSUS FALCON 

AMIGA A1200 ATARI FALCON 
CPU 14Hz 68020 16Mfrz 68030 
MIPS 2.5 3.84 
RAM 2Mb {up to 18Mb) 1Mb (up to 14Mb) 
Upgradable CPU yes no 
floppy drive SBOk 1.44Mb 
Optional HD yes yes 
Drive controller IDE SCSI-2/IDE 
Custom graphics Alice,Lisa, Paula none 
Digital Sign a i Processor no yes, 32Mhz 
Sound 8-bit, 4 channel, 16-bit, 8 channel 
Network port no yes 
Expansion slots PCMCIA slot DSP expansion slot 
OS Amiga Dos 3 MuftiTOS 
Multitasking yes yes 
Graphics modes 6 o 1280X4001 320x200* 

1280X2001 

800x600* 
640x4803 

320x2003 

640X9601 640x200* 
640X4801 320x400f 

1 All A1200 modes 640x400* 640x4003 

offer 256,000 640x200* 
colours from a 320x400* f32,768 colours from262,I44 
palette of 16,7m 320x200* 3256 colours from 262,144 

Although the Falcon's faster processor 
would appear to deliver greater 
performance, the way graphics and 
memory are handled effectively 
undermines any such advantage. This 
is because the CPU and the graphics 
hardware share the same memory 
address bus which means that either 
the processor or the graphics must 
slow up when both are simultaneously 
in use. As such its blitter is crippled. 

The Amiga, on the other hand, with 
the addition of Fast RAMt enables both 
the 68020 and custom graphics chips 
to access memory simultaneously with 
no drop in speed. Consequently, it 
should beat the Falcon in terms of raw 
graphics processing power 

In terms of multitasking too, the 
Falcon is a bodge, MufuTOS is based 
on the old CP/M 68K code in the 
original ST and is not capable of pre- 
emptive multitasking like the Amiga, 
This means there is overall control of 
the various tasks running and if, 
among other things, a badly written 
one should hog the processor, the 
others will come to a stand stilL 

Atari claims the Falcon has a built- 
in genlock but in fact it requires "an 
adaptor to phnt to video1. In other 
words, it has genlockable display 
modes, just like the Amiga, but 

requires an external genlock in order to 
record to video. 

Also, the sound chip in the Falcon 
is a straight 8-bit DMA device which 
feeds data to the Digital Signal 
Processor in order to produce 16-bit S 
channel sound. 

Admittedly the Fa icon does have 
additional 16-bit digital to analog and 
analog to digital converters built in as 
well as integral DMA audio signal co- 
processors, but there is no reason 
these couldn't be offered on A1200 
PCMCIA cards. 

But it's probably in the graphics 
department where the crucial 
difference between the two machines 
lies. The A1200,s AGA chipset 
features a full 24-bit palette giving 
access to any one of 16.7 million 
colours - 64 times the number of 
colours available to the Falcon. 

Moreover, with the A1200's new 
AGA HAM-8 mode, which can be used 
with any screen regardless of 
resolution, you can create images that 
use over 256,000 colours at once. 

In conclusion, the Falcon may win 
in the sound department, and this is 
likely to be the market where it will 
end up, but in all other areas the 
A1200 wins hands down. Commodore 
has delivered the goods, 
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worldwide 

The World's PC Emulator Specialists 

PC-Compatibility 

by Mail Order 

You get German products directly 
from the manufacturer 
You get all prices included VAT. 
You get all deliveries within 1 week 
by TNT worldwide express. 
You get a 12 month guarantee. 
You get free software updates and 

V^iardware upgrades at a reduced pricg/ 

Manufacturer's 

Tech Support 

You get technical support directly 
from the manufacturer by fax, letter 
or Compuserve # 100015330. 
Contact the vortex developers and 
technicians in Germany (please keep 
your SN ready at hand), 

Fax +49-7131-597231 

Golden Gate 486SLC 

25MHz 486SLC PC/AT emulator for Amiga 2000/300j 
As a bridge-slot-board it connects the Amiga 
zorro slots with the PC/AT (ISA) slots. 
2MB RAM onboard (max. 16MB and 
up to 4MB for Amiga). Includes 
PC/AT IDE hard disk interface 
and optional HD (2.88 
floppy disk controller. 
Norton SI 45. 

' Customer and ^ 

Order Service 

Tel +49-7131-597213 

Monday - Friday 

8.00- 11.00 am 

12.00 - 15.00 pm 

yFax +49-7131 -597210, 

en Gate 

86SX 

25MHz 386SX 
PC/AT emulator 

or Amiga 2000/3000. 
512KB RAM onboard, 

entical with 486SLC board. 

£6 

£399 

Monitor IV 
small external box 
EGA/VGA graphics 
Amiga video output with 
Multisync monitor 

HD Floppy Disk Controlfif 
for Golden Gate 386SX/486SLC 

2MB (60ns) RAM^Kit 
for Golden Gate 386SX/486SLC 

80C387SX-25 
Coprocessor for 
Golden Gate 386SX/486SLC 

£49 

£99 

£ 110 

once-classic 
C/AT emulator, for Amiga 500/500-Plus 

ice-Plus 
PC/AT emulator, 512KB RAM onboard, 

liga 500, 500-Plus and 2000 

80C287SX-1 2   Coprocessor for ATonce-Plus 

Update B   ATonce-Plus in exchange 
for a receipt for ATonce or ATonce-classic 

Update A   Golden Gate 386SX in exchange 
for a receipt for any PC-Amiga hardware emulator 

Update D   Golden Gate 486SLC in exchange 
for a receipt for any PC-Amiga hardware emulator 

£99 

£ 199 

£99 

£ 159 

£359 

£659, 

Qty. Product Name Price 

Plus shipping costs £ 20 
Total (in£) 

INFO- AND ORDER FORM 

Method of Payment Name 
□ Wire transfer to National Westminster Bank PLCr 

London. Konto-No 97117412r Sort Code 500O00Acjdress 
(no P.O. Box) □ EC-cheque enclosed (max. £ 100) 

□ AM EX 

Card Owner   

Credit Card #   
Prices Include VAT in the UK and are only valid In the UK 
Ask for prices other than UK. Defective product exchanges only. 
All returns require an RWA#. Please call or fax for an RMA# 
before returning anything. All returns without RMAfrwill be 
refused. Ad prices subject to change without notice, 

Expiration Date 
Signature of 
Card Owner 

Telephone 

Signatu re 
I would like to receive more Information about 
n ATonce-classic /ATonce-Plus 
fl Golden Gate 386SX   □ Golden Gate 486SLC 
Mail or fax this order form to vortex. 

yortex Computersystetne GmbH, Falterstrape5I-53, D-7101 Flein, Tel +49-7131-59720, Fax +49-7131^506^ 



NEWS 

Agreat debate is raging In 
the USA, among Amiga 
enthusiasts and 
Commodore detractors 
(some of whom are one 

and the same). The central issue? 
When will Commodore end Its no- 
li urn treatment of the Amiga in the 
USA and begin taking America 
seriously as a computer 
marketplace? 

A few months ago, fledgling 
newspaper, Amiga News, published 
in Peterborough, New Hampshire, 
even went so far as to print front 
page headlines asking, "IS THE 
AMIGA DEAD?" which stirred up 

The launch of the A4000 In 
Pasadena has caused a certain 
amount of controversy 
incredible dusty clouds of 
controversy among dealers, 
enthusiasts, detractors, and a few 
totally unconcerned IBM users who 
incorrectly believe their own machine 
is the niftiest in the known galaxy. 
Up until that time, the most 
complimentary thing anyone had to 
say about Commodore USA could be 
pretty much be summed up with a 
single co-ordinated movement of 
hand, arm and digit of the hand. I'm 
not making this up, folks. Dealers, 
users, even Commodore employees 
were hard pressed to defend CBM 
management and most wisely, 
politely refrained from public 
comment. 

A4000 MEGA-LAUNCH 
But in the underground, rumours had 
been circulating for months of a 
wonderful new machine, the answer 
to life, the universe and everything 
Amiga. It was... The Amiga 4000... 
and was spoken of with reverence in 
the hallways and computer rooms of 
American Amigadom. 

Commodore, who would not 
acknowledge a singfe word about the 
A4000, was, in fact, preparing to 
announce its new arrival to 
attendees at the World of 
Commodore Amiga Show in 
Pasadena, California, on Sept 11. 
Apple, years ago, introduced one of 
its next generation of computers to 
North America via the convincing 
vehicle of television advertising, in a 
single short stroke - Superbowl! 
Meanwhile, Commodore premiered 
its newest, and what may prove to be 
its best technical achievement since 

the original AmigaT in Pasadena to a 
few thousand devoted enthusiasts 
and dealers, with all the fanfare of a 
hot air balloon race on a foggy 
afternoon, Yep, Commodore bashing 
is a habit too easily acquired in the 
USA and one harder to fose than that 
of dipping snuff. 

So, what about this fantastic 
A4000? What's it all about? Well, 
the introduction of the AG A {formerly 
called AA) chip set in the A40O0 has 
got many A3000 owners up in arms 
about not being abfe to plug the AG A 
chips into their machines. But, 
Commodore never claimed this - It's 
been saying for years something 

along the lines of 
'any theoretical 
32-bit chip set will 
not work in any of 
the current {pre- 
A4000) Amigas7, 
There's a great 
deal of physical 
impossibility 
involved in 
plugging a 32-bit 
chip into a socket 

oniy wired for a 16-bit chip, and 
that's what you'd have to do to use 
AGA+ 

But before any of you start 
mourning your A3000 as orphaned, 
think about this, One of the effects 
of the A40001s introduction will be to 
drive down the 3000's price (there 
were said to have been 3000/25- 
50s at World of Commodore-Amiga 
for under US$1,500), A result of the 
introduction of the 4000 will be lots 
more Zorro III equipped machines out 
there, and more incentive for 
developers to come out with real 32- 
bit Zorro 111 cards which can work not 
oniy in the new computer, but in your 
'outdated' 3000 as well. 

FOR THE LOVE OF IDE 
But one of the big question marks 
over the A4000 is why CBM use an 
IDE controller instead of SCSI? Well, 
the answer is that it was essentially 
free to manufacture. Apparently the 
IDE controller consists of just a few 
minor adjustments to one of the 
custom chips. But, the general 
consensus is that on a $3,000 
machine that's supposed to be a 
multimedia workhorse, free IDE is a 
lousy tradeoff for SCSI. Most buyers 
would probably be willing to pay an 
extra $100-200 for an A3000-style 
on-the-motherboard SCSL 

Commodore has promised to 
come out with a fast Zorro III SCSI 
card soon, but installation leaves 
only three free expansion slots. So, 
one bright side to the 4000ps IDE 
controller is that we'll probably soon 
see lots of new Zorro III SCSI boards 
from third parties. 

Another frequent A4000 question 
asked is why has it only two megs of 
Chip RAM? Weil although more Chip 

Amiga Xiowooy 

Bob Liddil brings you 

the first in a regular 

series of news, views and 

rumours from the good 

'o/e US of A 

RAM would have been nice to have, 
its not as if the machine is crippled 
by the 2 meg limit. You'll just be able 
to open fewer 262,000-color 
1280x400 screens than you'd like - 
thafs all. 

FORTHCOMING AGA 
SOFTWARE 
Some might be worried that it will 
take a while for software to support 
the AGA chipset. But unless you're 
into games, don't be. Existing 2.04- 
compliant applications can be 

It won't be long before we see 
version 5 of one of the Amiga's most 
popular programs 
updated relatively easily, and we're 
already starting to see some 
software with AGA support, By the 
end of the year, The USA will likely 
see AGA-supporting products such as 
ProWrite 3,3, Final Copy If, 
'Brilliance* - an impressive new paint 
program from Digital Creations, 
DPaint 5(1), ProDraw, ProPage, Page 
Stream, and Imagine. ASDG has 
announced a "Retroactive Upgrade" 

to support AGA machines for Art 
Department Pro fessional. The 
upgrade is retroactive in that ADPro 
2.1 has already had AGA support for 
months! Also recently announced 
from ASDG is support in ADPro for 
the Abekus Digital Disk Recorder, a 
high-end Videographer's tool* 

AND IN THIS CORNER... 
Rumor has it that Commodore and 
NewTek are just about at each 
others1 throats. Each blames the 
other over the fact that the Toaster 

doesn't fit in non-2000 
machines. There has also 
been a lot of contention 
over NewTek's Toaster 
Workstations clogging up 
Amiga dealerships, and 
NewTek has decided to 
stop selling the 
standalone Toaster 
boxes. Commodore has 
apparently gone so far as 
to threaten revoking 
Amiga dealership status 
to anyone selling Toaster 
Workstations. Doesn't 
this seem infantile and 
just a little bit like two 
cats with their tails tied 
together? 

So the A4000 has hit the USA 
like a thunderstorm. We love it, but 
every American Amiga user has a 
different opinion. It's what makes us 
Yanks! I have not seen any television 
adverts for this or any other 
Commodore product. 

Until next month, this is your 
Amiga Cowboy sayin' Yippietiyiyay, 
pardner, rope yourself a PAL version 
of the A4000 as soon as 
Commodore makes it available on 
your side o' the pond. But don't wait 
for them to advertise it! CD 
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Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters 

pages! - the place where you get the chance to 

speak your mind. So join your host, the editor, 

Andy Storer for some more no-holds barred 

bantering. And remember, all you have to do to 

be included is send your missive to: 

'Talking Shop', Amiga Shopper, 30, Monmouth St, 

Bath BA1 2BW. So get to it!... 

THAT NEW ATARI 

Being an ST and Amiga owner I try 
to consider myself unbiased. I 
therefore read with interest your 
comments about Atari's Falcon. 
Quote; "Who's going to develop for 
it these days when all the main 
software houses pulled out of the 
ST market well over a year ago?" 

Despite the fact that the vast 
majority of software houses do still 
support the ST, there has boon a 
very positive reaction from major 
companies promising support for 
the new machine and development 
machines have been with them for 
quite a while now. Interested 
parties include the Bullfrogs, US 
Gold, Micro prose. Mirage, System 
Solutions, Compo, Hlsoft, HGS etc. 

The industry standard 
sequencer, CuBase, Is already being 
rewritten to make use of the 
advanced audio features. Other 
packages being developed include 
realtime 3D rendering, photo 
retouching, video titling, graphic 
equalization, direct to hard drive 
recording system, a multi-effects 
processor, true colour art packages 
one of which is rumoured to be 
Deluxe Paint 5 (a package very 
close to an Amiga owner's heart!). 

All of the advantages the Amiga 
had over the ST have been thought 
of including sound, colours, 
scrolling, overscan, genlocklng, 
multitasking etc... 

Many Amiga owners seem to be 
sifting very tentatively on their 
throne judging by the worried letters 
about PCs and the Falcon in various 

Amiga mags. I don't care if 
Commodore or Atari market the 
computer, I just want the best 
computer for my money with state- 
of-the-art software. Development 
and support for the Falcon looks 
pretty certain and it's set to add a 
new dimension to home computing. 

With all this in mind I'm not 
going to miss out on the opportunity 
of buying the computer of the 90s. 

Stephen Lord 
Lanes 

Atari's new Falcon - is this the new 
king of home computing or the next 
white elephant in the living room? 

Like I said last issue, I think the Atari 
Falcon really is an incredible deal. 
But, apart from the music side of 
things - Atari's sates heartland, why 
would anyone buy one? The ST range 
has been marginalised in all other 
areas. And that's why 1 think you 
should wait and see what software 
arrives rather than rely on the stated 
intentions to develop for it. 

Nevertheless, I hope it sells in 
droves for the simple reason that it 

might spur Commodore to launch a 
souped-up Amiga for the same price. 

NOW THAT'S RICH 
I'm sorry, but I must take issue with 
your editorial comments to letters 
in the November issue of Amiga 
Shopper, On two separate 
occasions you totally miss the 
points raised by the authors in 
which the arguments are well put 
and concise. 

In your reply to G.H. Jones 
letter, ON THE OTHER HAND', you 
state 'alt computers are mere 
boxes' - that's true enough but 
then you follow this with 'it's what 
you run on them and why which 
makes the difference - not the 
particular spec of the hardware'. 
Utter nonsense. 

It's common sense that new 
hardware development must in turn 
lead to new software development, I 
mean there's only so far that any 
developer can push an unexpanded 
A500. A600 or even a low spec 
A3000 for that matter and it's this 

I   singular lack of development by 
Commodore that is the real cause of 
concern for anybody that uses their 
Amiga beyond games- If it wasn't 
for the enterprising third party 
developers then the Amiga as a 
serious platform would have died 
years ago? 

In a second spate of utter 
nonsense you argue that you 'still 
can't see the Falcon selling in big 
numbers though - who's developing 
for it?'. Maybe my understanding of 
the fickle image-conscious 1 YoufV 
mentality and basic economics is a 
little astray here Andy - if Atari can 
sell enough units over the 
Christmas period then tell me one 
company that won't be developing 
for m 

Now I'm all for good editorial 
comment but feel basic facts have 
to be admitted here, the Amiga has 
real competition in the 16-bit arena 
from the consoles and the ever 
improving PC market, the 32-bit war 
has started with both Atari and 
Acorn off the starting blocks and in 
the shops with nothing in sight from 
Commodore. And In the only serious 
market to take the Amiga to heart, 
DTV, both the Apple Quadra and the 
NeXT are causing a stir. 

The real fact here is that when 
Commodore acquired the Amiga it 
purchased a system that it didn't 
understand or for that matter really 
want to, the Amiga gave 
Commodore an entry into the 16-brt 
market ahead of Atari, and with Its 
superior graphics and sound 
capabilities has managed to hold 
that position for the past seven 
years, but now with a new emerging 
32-bit market it is panicking 
because it really doesn't have a 
product ready to complete. 

What I would really like to see 
is a split In the Amiga range with a 
new high end system introduced to 

take advantage of the already 
considerable in-roads made by the 
A3000 system in DTV, this system 
would feature Opal Vis ion graphics 
specification output from the 
mother board, a full 32-bit 
architecture, 68040 CPU, DSP chip 
and a new Unix-based version of 
Workbench. If this means that 
compatibility suffers then I for one 
think that would be a price worth 
paying even to the point of 
renaming the system away from the 
Amiga stable! 

Michael L Rogers 
London 

I'm afraid I'm completely at a loss to 
understand both of your accusations 
of 'utter nonsense' here. 

Firstly, the best way to choose a 
machine rests on what you want to 
use a machine for - not what it's got 
under the bonnet. If I want to just 
print a letter I don't buy a NeXT 
workstation do I? If I want to keep a 
check on my monthly outgoings 
balance I don't need a 66MHz 486 
PC. You buy the machine to suit your 
needs and your pocket. 

Secondly, if there's hardly any 
developers working on the Falcon, 
and therefore little software available 
over Xmas, then it's hardly likely to 
sell in big numbers] On this point, 
I'm prepared to wait and see - but 
hey! don't start jumping up and down 
in the meantime. 

Otherwise I agree with every 
single point you make afterwards. 
Except that, again, you appear to 
forget that not everyone can afford 
Mac Quadras and NeXT machines for 
desktop video. Me included. 

HE SHOOTS, HE SCORES 

I read your Talking Shop special and 
accompanying letter section in the 
November issue with extreme 
interest, and I'd like to add to the 
debate. Commodore are in real 
trouble now, they've been stabbing 
themselves in the back for years, 
ignoring all complaints from 

|  concerned Amiga owners over their 
sales strategy, and now Atari are 
Jumping on the bleeding, dying 
carcass of the CBM marketing 
department and probably laughing 
at the same time. 

\ think the rot set in way back 
when Commodore simultaneously 
released the A500 and 2000. 
Everybody loved the 500, a brilliant 
machine but does anybody 
remember the stunned silence 
concerning the original 2000? Price 
wise it was pitched In against the 
Macintosh range, once you added 
fairly essential additional memory 
and a hard drive. Did it have the 
eagerly-expected 68020 under its 
bonnet? Did it hell. Here was a 
computer in the four-figure price 
bracket which amounted to a 7 Mhz 

•  68000 based 'box' that you had to 
!  expand to make any use of it. 
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That was own goal number one. 
Then to own goal number two, the 
3000. What a joke! Here was a 
machine whose only differences 
from the 2000 were 32-bit stamped 
on it and a telephone number price 
tag. Did it have better graphics? 
(1280 x 400 mode isn't better 
graphics, just a fine tuning of 
existing ones.) Did it hell. Better 
sound? Don't be stupid. 
Own goal number three was 
releasing a Plus version of the 500 
mere months before dropping the 
computer In favour of the 600. 

Own goal number four is the 
A4000, let's be kind, they got the 
graphics right at fast and they gave 
it a decent processor which it's 
going to need to survive in the 
nineties, but the sound! How could 
they be so stupid! They're making 
the same mistake Atari made with 
the original ST. 

Own goal number five is the 
mythical mid-range A800/2200. I'm 
willing to bet, considering its 
sudden disappearance following the 
release of the Falcon, that it is, or 
rather was, 68020 based, has/had 
the same graphics chips as the 
4000 and a lot of other stuff, most 
significantly the sound, booted over 
from the 16-bit Amigas. The final 
nail in the coffin had to be a near 
£1000 price tag and no monitor 
supplied. 

Now to Atari's Falcon. Are you 
seriously telling me someone is 
going to spend 12 months 
producing graphics for a game and 
not boot It straight across from PC 
to Falcon to 32-bit Amiga? Of 
course they are. The Falcon and 
Amiga will both have Motorola 
chips, any games company with an 
eye for profit and an easy buck will 
boot product around left, right and 
centre between the three machines. 
Don't anybody make the mistake of 
thinking Commodore will win the 
32-bit war just because they won 
the 16 bit war. The head of CBM US 
Is Just plain wrong if he thinks users 
are content with a 7 Mhz 68000. 
People in this country have an 
insatiable appetite for affordable, 
newer, faster machines with better 
sound and graphics. 

The reason the Amiga won the 
16-bit war was that it had better 
sound, graphics and hardware spec 
than the 5T, and people were 
prepared to cross a £200 price 
barrier to get at those 
specifications. If the Falcon has a 
faster CPU than the A2200, and 
better sound, then CBM will lose 
the war. 

A much higher price fag will 
only be fuel to the funeral pyre. The 
only plus will be if the new Amigas 
custom chips can throw graphics 
around faster and easier than the 
Falcon. 

Unless CBM match CPU for 
CPU with Atari they will lose the 32 
bit change-over altogether. 

I leave you with this final thought, if 
Kelly Sumner is so convinced the 
Falcon will fall, where Is the 
A2200? 

Rob Jackson 
Suffolk 

Hard-hitting stuff there RobT andT 
despite the rather acute tone, pretty 
accurate. What you appear to be 
calling for is a new Amiga that's just 
as radical now, in 1992, as the 
original was in 19S5. i went over to 
Pasadena for the lauch of the A4000 
and yes it was pretty damn spanking 
good, But at its UK price, a mere 
£2466 or so, it may as well be a 
Ferrari in a car park full of Escorts. 
Caption: Look and dream, 

Meanwhile, we need at least a 
68030 machine at welt under 
£1000. DSP processor, 16-bit 
sound, etc etc. Failing Atari's pulled 
such a machine out of the bag, why 
not high-flying Commodore? 

BANISH THE BLOBS 
Firstly I'd like to congratulate you 
on your excellent magazine, I have 
every single issue and thoroughly 
enjoy each one. 

But now my main point, Since 
issue 6 you have changed from 
using a percentage to rate software 
and hardware to "blobs". In 
percentage terms programs can 
only get either 0,20,40,60,80, or 
100%. For high-priced equipment, 
this simply Is not specific enough. 
For example, the Video Toaster got 
four blobs, and for an add-on card 
that costs £3,030 that rating is not 
good enough- Seeing as reviews 
make up for a major part of the 
magazine, I and many other readers 
would like to see the percentage 
brought back. 

Chris Maynard 
Kent 

Blobs are just as precise as 
percentage scores - though both are 
arbitrary in any case and only exist 
so as to give a summarised relative 
rating to a review product. 
But at least our rating system gives 
you five sets of blobs - an easter 
way of instantly concluding a 
product's worthiness than getting 
confused over percentile averages. 

So I'm sorry but we're sticking 
with blobs for the foreseeable future. 

BRIGHT IDEAS? 1 
A lot of people have said they 
wished the Amiga operating was 
completely In ROM. However if this 
happened you would not be able to 
customise the Amiga. So the one 
solution is to keep the Klckstart 
ROM as it is but Instead of 
Workbench on disk why not put 
Workbench on Flash ROM (you 
know the chip that you can read, 
write and delete but all information 
Is kept even when the machine Is 
turned off)... 

If the above was done it would 
be better and the Amiga would boot 
up Workbench quicker etc., what 
do you think? 

Robert Hart 
London 

Sounds fine to me - more speed, 
easier to upgrade. Any takers? 

BRIGHT IDEAS? 2 
DYNAMIC TRUE COLOUR - 
COPYRIGHT (C) NICHOLAS 
BLACHFORD 17/8/92 
This Is a method of generating a 
new screen mode and can be used 
by anyone free of charge - a gift to 
the Amiga community, although I 
have ownership of the copyright. 

The Amiga has no way of 
displaying raw 24-bit data on the 
screen, this however may be 
changed by the following method;- 
1 Set screen mode with 1 bit plane 
2 Set bit plane as alt I's 
3 Set up raw 24-bit data 
4 Display picture but change the 
palette value (X) on every pixel 
using raw data. 

This should work with most 
screen modes depending on memory 
and the speed at which the palette 
data can be moved. 

For superhires mode (1280 by 
256) or (1280 by 512 Interlaced) at 
50 frames per second, the palette 
value of 1 will have to be changed 
at a rate of at least 16.38MHz, or 
higher if overscan is used - this 
figure does not take into account 
flyback times etc... 

The above mode will only be 
possible if the custom chips have 
been sped up considerably or if a 
faster processor has been fitted. 
Animation may be possible with 
double buffering but will require very 
fast RAM (25ns or faster) and 
another chip to shift the data. 

It should work on current 
Amigas at a very low resolution but 
a faster processor (68020, 68030 
or 68040) and more RAM will be 
required for any higher resolutions. 

I don't know If the above idea 
will work but feel free to use it if it 
does. 

Nicholas Blachford 
Ulster, 

Quite aside from the difficulty of 
changing the palette at 16MHzr when 
the 68000's only clocked at 8MHz, 
there's the added difficulty of being 
able to display only a pafette of 
4096 colours. Nothing like the 16.7 
million colours 24-bit employs, 

NO MORE PCs PLEASE 

Everytime I turn to the letters page 
in an Amiga magazine there seems 
to be a letter on the subject THE 
PC IS 50 DAMMED GOOD GO AND 
BUY ONE II!' Please don't fill up the 
letters pages like this. If you're that 
adamant that the PC is better value 
then sell your Amiga's - there are 

'I CAN LARF 

ABOUT IT NOW 

Have you teamed a valuable lesson 
from the trials and tortures of 
experience or overcome some mind- 
boggling problem through incredible 
ingenuity or even sheer tuck? Then 
let us know and win yourself a fiver 
into the bargain. Just send your post- 
embarrassed tomes to 7 can tarf 
about it now', Amiga Shopper, 30, 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 28 W. 

Check that waggler... 
Just days before my warranty on my 
A500 ran out I encountered a 
strange problem when my son 
wanted to play an educational game. 
What happened was the program 
loaded in up to where it drew a 
loading screen and played a bit 
music then the whole thing locked 
up. I thought a corrupt disc was to 
blame so I tried loading a few more 
programs in and I found that about 
$0% of them failed to load. As I was 
packing my system up to send it to 
my local computer engineer, I 
noticed the joystick fire button was 
stuck in the fire position. So I 
thought I would give the computer 
another try. After freeing the fire 
button I had a go at loading a disc 
and hey presto everything was okay 
again, 

So if you have any problems with 
your computer check your add-ons 
before you start blaming the 
computer - or don't let the kids play 
games? 

Steve Morrison 
Tyne and Wear 

others who will appreciate what a 
wonderful thing they are. 
Perhaps I can sell my car and buy a 
Cos worth? I doubt that I'd be able 
to afford the running costs 
"Insurance and Parts etc..." 

I could probably put four new 
tyres on my car for the price of an 
exhaust system on the Cos worth, I 
think there Is a similar parallel on 
the PC. The software is 
astronomical - maybe five times as 
expensive. In some cases you could 
buy an A600 for the price of a word- 
processor. 

I'd be interested to know 
whether the Editor is of the same 
opinion and can perhaps let the 
readers letters be for the readers 
and not for a continual war of words 
on which is best. 

S.Ward 
Surrey 

Which, in a round about way, was 
exactly what I was saying earlier in 
my reply to Michael Rogers. 

Yep, I agree, the Amiga's the 
reason weh re a 11 re ad i ng t h i s - so 

| let's concentrate on it! And forget the 
| Falcon as well while we're at it] 
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AMERICA'S LARGEST 
SUPPLIER OF 
AMIGA CUSTOM 
CHIPS + UPGRADES 

8372A I Meg Agnus inc. chip puller £27.00 
8375   f A50O+/A6O0) 2 Meg Agnus £25.00 
U Kk-ksiarl ROM  ''. 114.00 
A50O UK Keyboard - factory new £26.50 
5719 Gary £10,44 
I x 4/80 Static Column Zip (A3000) .£11.00 

8520A CIA (2MHz) Great price £6.35 
6570-036 keyboard control chip £7.95 
A500 original P/S, 220 volts £25.00 
A2000 original P/S, 220 volts .£60.00 
A5Q0 internal floppy drive £35+00 

• A500 PC Motherboard-PA!,, populated & tested, (new low price) Rev. 3... „*M£54JOQ 
■ Amiga 2D0O Computer: includes I -3 ROM, 8372 Agnus, Super Deni.se and new keyboard. Comes with 90 

day warranty. These units are reconditioned and were used as demonstrators. Shipping extra. Once 
in-a4ifetime offer. 20 vnits, PAL format £362.50 

GRAPEVINE EXCLUSIVES 
• B373 Super Penise Upgrade > .......„.„ , £1900 
• 2,04 ROM (chip only - no manual or di skettes) „ , 120.50 
• Advanced Amiga Analyser; Sophisticated but easy to use (hardware & software). Checks stains of 

all data transmissions/signals, disk drive, ports, buffer chips, alignment, joystick & mouse. 
Checks status of ready write errors and tells what chips are bad. A must for all individuals and 
repair shops £45.50 

• Mkroeard Gfll; A card-size memory (PCMCIA) for A600, fantastic price. Now add on more FAST 
RAM. 2 Meg card/4 Meg card £88,00/£115.0O 

• The Final Test: Diagnostic diskette tests keyboard, display, graphics, Workbench, sound, timing, 
realtime clock, RAM etc, {12 diagnostic programs in all)., £6.95 

• MegAChip 200ft by DKB: Upgrade your Amiga to 2 Meg of chip RAM. Includes 2 Meg Agnus, 
chip puller & Final Test.'1 No soldering required. Same 8372B chip used in A3000 XI 42.00 
Buy the MegAChip from us and we'll give you the new Super Denise for £17 00 

• Switch Jtf: America's most popular ROM switch with speaker, keyboard controlled. 
Does not overlap the 68000 £15.00 

• Ad RAM 540 for A50G by ICD: Add up to 4 Megs of RAM with battery backup internally in 
your A5Q0. I Meg/2 Megs (install up To 4 Megs) £74,20/£95,15 

• AdSpeed by ICD: Best accelerator in its price range £118.90 
• Flicker Free Video by ICD: Eliminates interlace flicker ,.£163.30 

DO NOT FEAR! 
Buying directly from the U.S with your credit card offers you the same protection as it does in 
the U.K. with the added benefit of saving lots of money. Deal directly with North America's 
largest distributor of custom Commodore Sc Amiga parts and chips. The Grapevine Group has 
been successfully servicing the UK, and the Continent for 12 years. AH our parts and chips are 
ne w and1 guaranteed for 90 days plus VAT and duties. 
^^^^^^ DEALERS ■ SEND YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR SPECIAL PRICING 
M       3k   THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC, 

[[y   3 Chestnut Street, Suffern, New York 10901 U.S.A 
"™     International Fax: 0101-914-357-624 3 
■HH  Customer Order Line: 0101-914-357 2424 
Telephone Hours: 1pm to 12pm Mon-Fri, 2pm to 6pm Sat, British time. 

Prices subject to change. International Orders: If your order is over £40 send or fax front of 
credit card. Air Parcel Charges: AH chips - £536. Keyboard & PC Board - £8.40, Kit - £22.62. 

AMIVISI0N SOFTWARE PRESENT A POWERFUL, 
EASY TO USE DATABASE FOR ALL AMIGA OWNERS 

PowerBase v3.20 

Power Base combines immense database power with incredible user friendliness. Pull 
down menus and a V.C.R. style control panel help to make this one of the most user 

friendly programs ever seen on the Amiga. Hundreds of features. 1MB required. 

The POWERful dataBASE system 
+   Up to 10,000 records on a 1 Mb Amiga 
* Easy to use thanks to pull down menus & a V C R 

style control panel 
* 7 Field typesh including the ability to include 

IFF pictures (even in HAM mode) arid unlimited 
length text documents within your records 

* Lightning fast search (2 types), sort (3 types) and 
filter facilities 

* Label printing, reporting and many other printer options 
* Design an unlimited number of layouts [forms) for your files 
* Built in help files for all of PowerBase's features 
+   Hard disk installation utility, additional utilities and example files. 
* Other features include; timed autosave. many 

preferences (including a printer preferences section), 
add/edit fields at any time, record calculation, key macros, 
keyboard shortcuts, password protection, and much more 
all from one integrated package. 

"An essential purchase" 
Mr T Wagstaff,Mansfield 

"The best & most 
powerful database for 

under £100 on the 
Amiga/1 

AMIGA SflOPPEfi 

'the finest example of 
business software to date." 
'Incredibly easy to use." 

CU AMIGA 
"Very easy to use with 

good tiering capabilities" 
Mr L J MUdon, Southampton 

Complete with manual for just £9-95 
PowerBase v3.20 keyboard overlays (not for A1000, A600 or CDTV) now available, just £4 each. 

Word Power V1.3+     + FREE + FREE + FREE + 
WORD POWER is ideal for crossword 
enthusiasts, anagram addicts, and those 
who just want to improve their spelling. 
Features include a huge wordbase, 
sentence check, crossword solver, spell 
checking of text files, anagram solver / 
scrabble, create user dictionaries etc. etc. 
Easy to use. Ideal for home or business 
use. 

Complete with manual for just £4.991 

Send for our FREE catalogue 
If you are one of the hundreds of people 
that own either PowerBase v2.10 / v2.20 
or Formula One Challenge v1,48 / v2.Q0 
then please send us your name & address 
and we will send you full details of the 
latest versions. 
All of our software is compatible with all Amiga 
machines including A5Q0+, A600 & A3000. 
Overseas orders please add £1 P&P. UK Free 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUE / POSTAL ORDER PAYABLE TO:- S. RENNOCKS 
(Dept. AS), 1 Cherrington Drive, Great Wyrley, Walsall WS6 6NE 

A nAiiAnAnAnAnAnAn AnAriAnAnAnAiiAiiAnAnAnAnAnAn 
AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1500 DOUBLE wiih 1,3 AND 2.04 FtONts Mouse Switched , Amiga 1500 PLUS wilh Kickstarl 2/WB 2 & S/WARE  CDTV Oynamic Total Vfelon  I CDTV Multimedia Pacfc + Free Software Pack  I 8Mb RAM Board for A2000 Pop 2W6/8Mb , I Supra RAM 500HX 8Mb for AlQOO/A5007Plus Pop  , A2336 £0MHz 386SX Bridgebc^ro (NEW) ,, , A1500/2000 Vortex 25MHz 35&SX PC Emulator 
PRINTERS I Slar LC-20  I Star LC-100 Colour (NEW)   I Slar LC-zoo Colour  I StarLC24*20  I Star LC24-100 (NEW)  |StarLC24-200 „  I Star LC24-200 Colour  I Star StarJet SJ-46 Buoble Jet  
MONITORS 

I Ptiillipsa833-ll + Game + Home Maim  I Commodore 1084S  I Commodore I960 Tn Sync Hi Res   .. . 
DISK DRIVES 

I ftocllle Anti-Virus Anti-Click Ext 3.5" (NEW)  I A2000 Internal 3.5"  I GVP A5M/2OO0 Hard Disk Drives. 
MISCELLANEOUS 

I ROM Sharer - MOUSE CONTROLLED  
I AlfaScan Plus Hand" Scanner 256 G* ay Scale  
I AlfaScan Plus wilh OCR software..., .,„.„..„  
I Commodore A2320 Display Enhancer „.,„„,,„ 
1 KCS PC Board lor A500 trie MS DOS 4.01  
I KCS PC Board for A5M without MS DOS  
(CHIPS 
I Kickslart VZ.04 ROM lor A5Q0/20OO  
I Kickslart VI .3 ROM for A5O0/2D0C  
I Super Denise 8373 (For New Graphics Modes}  
II Mb Fat Agnus 9372.,..„„ , ,  
ICIA Chip8520  
11 Mbyle SIMMs , 
11 Mbyte 1 Mbit x 1 or 256Kbit X 4DIPs  

 .....£569.00  £529-00  £379.00 - £489.00 ..,£139/18^-239/269  £129/199/339  £429.00  £419.00 

 All printers . .. ...include a free.. 

..Near Laser Quality! 

 All Monitors ..  Include....  Amiga Leeds .. 

...p&p£2.. ,..pAp£2.. 

.. free pSp.. 
 p4p£2.. 
 P&pC2„ 
 P&p£2.. 
...,p&p £2.. 
 p£p£2.. 
...free p&p.. 

..,£135,00 
,,,£168.00 .-£195.00 ...£109-00 -.£139-00 ...£219-00 ...£269.00 .£2*9.CD 

,..£209.00 
,..£189.00 ...£435.00 

 £59.95  £5995 ...PHONE 
 £19.99 
-.£139.00 ...£249.00 
,..£219.00 
...£199.00 
,..£179.00 

,...£35.00 
....£25.00 
—£30.00 
....£35.00 
-.£12.00 
....£26.00 
 £35.00 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT 

e pip - 
...free pfi.p.. 
...free p&p-. 
...free p&p.. 

...fr&e p&p.. 

Amiga 600 Pack 1 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £339 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + DPaint HI 
Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 

Carry Case + T-Shirt 
Mouse +- TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 2 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £349 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + DPaint III 
Zoo I + Striker + Pinball Dreams 

Trans write Word Processor with Spell Checker 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 3 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £479 
Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivral Pursuits 

Amiga Text + DPaint III 
Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 

Carrry Case + T-Shirt 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manual 

Amiga 600 Pack 4 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £489 
Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivial Pursuits 

Amiga Text + DPaint III 
Zooi + Striker + Pinball Dreams 

Trans write Word Processor with Spell Checker 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

(AIJ A600 prices include Home Maintenance) 
CARRIAGE £7 

8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, IM. Yorks Y021 1ND 

TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 

A 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

ALL YOUR HASSLES BASHED TO 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
'basic' in content 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

General: 
this icon ss 
used for 
any 

general Amiga-ret ate d 
queries. 

Technical: 
any 
queries 
about 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer 
before trying it out. 

A 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or youl 

Ah 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

programming will have     about using your Amiga    MIDI, sampiing, 

Hardware; 
this icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
general hardware. 

Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
this icon next to them. with video hardware. synthesizers and so on.    next to them. 

Buying 
advice: we 
use this 
icon if the 

question asks us for 
buying advice, 

Comms: if 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 
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WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

Thai's the task we have set ourselves in giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find it 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about AmigaDOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If it's to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter into personal correspondence - all 
enquiries wlli be dealt with In the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay In solving your problem, but you'll just have to 
be a little patient and wait for it to appear in print. You won't get a 
personal reply even if you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street Bath BA1 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smiddy and Jeff Walker - and, of course, our resident deputy 
editor Cliff Ramshaw. We will also be calling on the services of all 
our other contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping 
whatever the subject of your query. 

Each panelist will be dealing with queries En their own specialis 
area(s) so if would help us greatly if, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who can solve your 
particular problem. 

Below is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about at 
subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary Whiteley- Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Mick Draycott - Hardware, programming, MIDI 
Jeff Walker- Desktop publishing, programming 
Mark Smiddy- AmigaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware projects, 

hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Holborn - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jolyon Ralph - Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Cliff Ramshaw - All the other bits and pieces 

■ f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
™ all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
SA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Hard disk: Mb as DH_: Manufacturer. 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer. 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Name: 

Address: 

Now. use this space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500    □    A500 Plus □ A600 

A150O Q    A2000     Q A3000 

Approximate age of machine:  

□ 

□ 

A1000 

Kickstart version (displayed at the 'insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 2.x □ 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 Q 1.3 □ 1.3.2 □ 2.x Q 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take you machine apart just to look 

for this!   

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for 1.3 Workbench) 

Chip memory available (see AVAIL in Shell)   

Agnus chip (if known)  

Extra drive #1 (3.5V5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

Extra drive #2 (3.5"/5.25n) as DF : Manufacturer __ 
AS 20 
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NO PROBLEM! 

Welcome once more to Amiga Answers, the 
section of the magazine where we endeavour to 
straighten out your hassles with that wonderful 
but occasionally stubborn machine, the Amiga. 
Every month we devote more space and apply 
more resources than any other Amiga magazine 
to solving your problems. We receive something 
like ±00 queries a weekT so the service is 
obviously appreciated. 

ttTs my job to co-ordinate the whole thing: 
sorting through the questions and sending them 
off to the relevant chappies for the kind of in- 
depth answers you've come to expect; and 
compiling them into the lovingly crafted pages 
which you see before you. 

! call on a variety of expertise to make sure 
you get the answers you need, which Is why 
Amiga Answers Is so successful. There's Mark 
Smiddy, Industry guru, Amiga DOS-tamer and 
business applications wizard; Jeff Walker, 

probably the most knowledgeable Amiga desktop 
publisher there is; and Jason Holborn, long-time 
AMOS explorer and PD sampler, as weii as good 
all-rounder (or should that be ail round good 
guy?); and Toby Simpson, lead programmer for 
Millennium and accelerator expert. 

If it's a question about video, HI pass It on 
to Gary White ley, our professional videographer 
for whom the word 'genlock' means 'mixing 
Amiga graphics with video for magical results' 
and for whom the word 'snipwirral' means nothing. 

Programming queries are dealt with by Paul 
Overaa, who's not afraid to code in any 
language, and who doubles as a MIDI maestro to 
solve your sequencing slip-ups. 

Our hardware guru is Jolyon Ralph. This man 
knows Just about everything about disks, both 
hard and floppy, and what he doesn't know about 
memory he's probably forgotten* Communication 
breakdowns are flxed-up by Phil Harris* 

printer, and 

DIP IN THE DJ 
I have recently 
bought a Hewlett- 
Packard DeskJet 
500C colour inkjet 

I am very pleased by its 
exceptional print quality. 
Something that I am having a little 
trouble with is the correct dip 
switch settings, The printer manual 
recommends that ail the switches 
should be set to off, whereas the 
Commodore-Amiga Workbench 
Guide shows them as all being set 
to the on position. 

Personally I feel all the 
switches should be set to off. 
except switch A6, allowing 
standard A4 sheets of paper to be 
used. Is this correct? If not, what 
settings should I be using to enable 
the printing of text and graphics 
from a variety of programs, 
including Word worth 1.1 and 
PageStream 2.2? 

Also have you any 
recommendations regarding the 
best type of paper to use. 
Information in the manual Is heavily 
biased towards the manufacturer's 
own paper. A friend suggested laser 
paper. Is this suitable? 

Finally, where can I obtain a 
good driver for this printer, enabling 
colour selection? Hewlett-Packard 
supplies every conceivable driver 
for the PC, but bugger all for the 
Amiga* 

Rob Fowler 
Southend-on-Sea 

Essex 

The printer manual tells what each 
dip switch, or combination of 
switches, does, so set them 
accordingly. For instance, you've 
worked out for yourself that switch 

A6 dictates the default page size. 
You1 II definitely get better results 

printing on to Hewlett-Packard's 
inkjet paper. I don't know what your 
Mend means by laser' paper. Most 
laser printers use bog-standard 
'bond' paper, the same as 
photocopiers, and this certainly isn't 
the best stuff for inkjets, For best 
results the paper needs to have a 
coating of chalk, or something 
similar, which is why proper inkjet 
paper costs more, 

There's no proper printer driver 
currently available for the 500C, the 
best there is can be obtained from 
Just Amiga Monthly on * 0895 
274449. JW 

PC DISCS 
I've got a load of old 
IBM 5.25" disks lying 
around that I d love 
to access (read text 

files etc) using something like 
MessyDOS, I've managed to get my 
hands on an old BBC 5.25" drive 
manufactured by Cumana. It has a 
pin ribbon cable with two pin 
correctors (one at the end and 
another halfway up!) and another 4 
pin lead which I believe to be the 
power lead. Is there any way to 
connect St to my Amiga? Where can 
I get a driver for a Brother M-1409 
printer? Mo Epson drives seem to 
work? Thanks for your help. 

Philip Marley 
Poynton 

Cheshire 

It's extremely difficult to link 5.25" 
drives to the Amiga.! have seen 
some circuits that say they will link 
5.25" drives to it, but I know of no- 
one who has got one to work. Roctec 
and Cumana both do 5.25" floppy 

All In all, a formidable team, supplemented 
by my own not inconsiderable Amiga suss. Let's 
face It, If we can't answer your question, it's 
probably one of the Mysteries of the Universe. 

This month we divulge the mysteries of Chip 
and Slow RAMT solvre the problems of sticking 
notes with MIDI, give advice on writ in operating 
system-legal Interrupt routines, explain how to 
hook up a tape streamer to the Amiga, and much 
more. 

Don't forget to keep sending us those 
problems - we love them! 

Cheers, 

ROM Switchers are a little like 512K 
RAM expansions - because of their 
simplicity, they're all basically the 
same. I use two ROM switchers - 
one from Cortex and one from 
Omega Projects and both are 
keyboard switchable. The Omega 
Projects ROM sharer is better as it 
comes with a built-in 'buzzer' unit 
that tells you when the ROM 
switcher is between ROMs (the reset 
key combination has to be held 
down for a while for the switcher to 
come into action), The Omega 
Projects ROM switcher costs £25 
from Omega on © 0942 682203. IH 

CURIOSITY 
My main interest In 
the Amiga is video 
titling and graphics, 
though like many 

others I also dabble In DTP and 
other fields. However, on to the 

ton tin i3 e d on page 21 

drives for the Amiga; I have the 
Roctec drive and it's very good. The 
Brother printer should be Epson 
compatible. If it doesn't work try the 
Star9pin driver on JamDisk 5 (in the 
J am Disk Pack from Just Amiga 
Monthly on a 0895 274449). JR 

SWITCH DECISIONS 
F^B Like many Amiga 

1 owners, I possess an 
Amiga 500 with 
Kickstart 1.3.1 am 

very tempted to buy a ROM 
switcher with Kickstart 2.04 
Installed. 

Before doing so however, I 
would like your advice about which 
ROM switcher you consider offers 
the best value for money in terms of 
make and type (those by Pheonix, 
Power Computing, Cortex and so 
on). Is It better to get a manual or 
keyboard switchable one? 

Alan Chambers 
Ashford 

Middlesex 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Dip switch - a method employed by several devices, including hard drives 
and printers, to enable the user to make manual adjustments to the way 
the device behaves. Printers typically have dip switches to control line 
feeds, perforation skips and the kind of fonts they will use. 

Printer driver - a program that sits inbetween any applications program 
producing output and the printer. It converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 

ROM - Read Only Memory is used to store essential programs, such as 
Kickstart and many of the library routines. These do not have to be re- 
loaded each time the Amiga is switched on because ROM retains its 
contents without power. No new information can be written to ROM, 
hence the name Read Only, 

Kickstart - the most basic and central part of the Amiga's operating system, 
held in ROM so that it is present as soon as the machine is switched on. 
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rEL: 

446 

316 

7-8 SULLY VIEW 
TV Verlon Industrial Estate 

Barry CF6 3BE 

FAX: 

0446 

420404 

ROC LITE 3.5 SLIMLINE DRIVE 
Amlgo Format Ktfl "beautifully mode slimllre 
ditw. quick orid qufet 
*3.5* B8QKB Esctecnal Drive 
* Access time; 3ms track to track 
* 0.9" high * EfKfote/dlmble 5*11ch 
* 23 pin pass through socket 
* Alows connection to a 3rd drive * Includes new chip ■which makes the Roc&te fully com- 

patible wtfh ALL 
A5CO+ Machines 

£54.95 

AMIGA EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 
SPECIAL PURCHASE LOWER 

PRICES 
■E- External hard drive for Amiga 

500 
* Built in Autobooting 
* On board Ram option up to 3Mb 
* Beginner friendly on-line help 
* A super-fast, high capacity 

hard drive that leaves others in its wake 
Raahard 
RH800C 52Mb 
SCSI OK £299,95 Rcchard RK800C Hard 

Disk Controller £159,00 RAM upgrade 
per 2 Mb £59.95 

MONITORS 
PHILIPS CM8S33/11 STEREO 14" COLOUR MONITOR. 

Covered by a 12 month warranty includes connecting 
cable, green screen swftch UK specifications 

£229.99 

GOLDSTAR AMIGA COMPATIBLE TV/MONITOR 

A 14" remote control colour Television/Monitor 
with Amiga Monitor Cable Only £179,99. 

PRINTERS 
Price Incl VAT Citizen Pin Sheetfeeder Printer 

120D 9 £97.50 «129.50 Swift 9 9 £104.50 £187.00 Swift 9X 9 £204.50 £264.50 Swift 24E (including colour kit) £295.00 
Swift 24X 24 £204.50 £370.00 
Hewlett-Packard Thinkjet  £320 00 Quletjet £420 00 
Deskjet 500 colour (3 year warranty) £559.00 Deskjet (3 year warranty) £385.00 
PaintJet  £600.00 

9    £77.00   £133.00 9 colour   £77.00   £199.95 9  ....£175.00   £240.00 24   £77.00   £230.00 24 colour , ...,.£77.00,.,.,.  £269.95 
....£159.00   £415.00 ....£175.00   £47000 

9  
 £65.00   £230.00 

£129.99 
Star LC20 Star LC20O Star LC15 Star LC24-2O0 
Star LC24-2CO 
Canon BJ30Q Canon Canon Eu | CIE 
Brother 1309 
Brother HR-20 Dalsywheel £154.95 

BEST BUYS SAVE £ £ £ s 

AMIGA A600 SINGLE DRIVE 
4 GAMES WORTH £120, 0.5Mb RAM 
EXPANSION, COMMODORE MPS1270 
INK JET PRINTER. PRINTER STARTER PACK 

RETAIL VALUE OUR PRICE ONLY £495 
AS DEAL 1 BUT WITH NEW GOLDSTAR 
AMIGA/TV MONITOR, includes Scart 
Leads, Remote Control and 40 
Channel TV 

RETAIL VALUE 
OUR PRJGE ONLY £650 

AMIGA CDTV GAMES PACK 
Includes - Amiga CDTV Player 
SOFTWARE - Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia 
Lemmings, Welcome disk, 

FLOPPY DISKS 

BRANDED DISKS 

^0 
3M DATALIFE . TDK . VERBATIM 
DATAFILE PLUS MITSUBISHI 

ATHANA 
CHOOSE ANY OF THESE BRANDS 

Boxes of 10 
5.25" DSOD 43tpi 
5.25" DSDD 96tpi 
5.25' DSHD 1.6Mb 
3.5" DSOD T35tpi 1Mb 
3.S1 DSHD 2Mb 
3" Maxell CF2 

1-2 
£5.60 
£6.90 
£6.90 
£7.10 
£12,00 
£20.50 

3-9 
£5.30 
£3.40 
£8.40 
£6.80 
£11.60 
£19,50 

10+ 
£5.20 
e&. o 
£S.:0 
£6.50 

£11.00 
£10.50 

25 * 
£4.70 
£7.80 
S7.B0 
£6.15 

£10.35 
£16.70 

TOP AMIGA SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

1. Senslbl e Soccer , .£23.50 
2. Civilisation £32.50* 
3. Games Espaniu 99 £27.50" 
4. Secret Of Monkey Island £34.99* 
5. Lure Of The Temptress £27.50* 
6. Fire And Ice £22.50 
7. Hook (1MB) £22.50 
8. Premier £27.50 
9. Grand Prix £32,50 
10. Eye Of The Beholder 2 (1 MB) £33.50 
NEW RELEASES " Please ask about new products 
©t educational plus business/home software. 

A570CD DRIVE 
With the NEW A570 CD DRIVE, attached to your 
A5QQ AMIGA, It will have essentially the same 
capabilities as Commodores CDTV Player. Like 
the CDTV your new system will allow you to play 
any CDTV title as well as CD+G, CD+MDl and 
standard audio CD's, The A57Q installs easily, no 
software installation is required, you can contin- 
ue to use your Amiga Keyboard, mouse and 
monitor for Inputs and displays. 
£375,00, including VAT & Carriage. 

DISK BOXES 
T-9 10+ 

10 Capacity 3.5' £0,85 £075 
10 Capacity 5,25" 50.95 £0.85 
25 Capacity 3.5" £3.25 £2,75 
40 Capacity 3.5" £4.40 £3.95 
80 Capacity 3,5" £4.95 £4.55 
100 Capacity 3,5" £5.65 £5,25 
50 Capacity 5,25" £4.95 £4.55 
100 Capacity 5.25" £5,65 £5.25 
80 Capacity (stackable) £11.50 ©9,40 
200 Capacity Cstackabfe) £19.50 £17,95 

NO HIDDEN EXTRAS 

OUR PRICE 
ONLY £399.99 

"ft 

FAX PHONE 

0446 0446 

420404 421316 

BULK DISKETTES 

00 
We only source bulk diskettes 

from major manufacturers, 
therefore we only supply qualify 

performance products, 
100% ERROR FREE {Prices include VAT) 

Price per disk 
5.25' DSDD 48tpl 
5.25" DSDD 96tpl 
5.25" DSHD 1.6Mb 
3.5" DSDD 1Mb 
3,5" DSHD 2Mb 

20 
029 
0.30 
0.40 
0.45 
0.68 

SO 
027 
0.29 
0.39 
0.43 
0.65 

100 
0.24 
0.27 
0.36 
0,41 
0.63 

200 
0.23 
0.26 
0.35 
0.39 
0.61 

S00 1000 
0.22 0.20 
0.25 0.25 
0.34 0.33 
0,38 0,34 
0.59 0.56 

ACCESSORIES 
Keyboard Drawer „,  
14" Tilt and Swivel monitor stand. 
Multifunction printer stand  
Universal printer stand  
Copyholder - adjustable  
Copyholder - grlpclip ,  
14" Anti-glare screen filter ,  
Dust Covers - all types , 
ACCD PC workstation  
3.5" cleaning kit  
Mouse mat  
Mouse pocket  

 £14.99 
 £9.99 
 £15,99 
 £3.99 
 £14.50 
 £3.99 
 .,,£9.99 
 from £3.50 
 £99.95 
 £1.50 
 £2.45 
 £1.95 

MICE & SCANNERS 
ROCTEC AMIGA MOUSE rm3Q0Q 
Superbly styled, ergonomic design 
smooth precise operation! 
200dpl/500mm/soc  , £13.95 

OPTICAL MESA MOUSE 
6'lead, 300 dpi   £29.95 

NAKSHA SCANNER for Amiga 500  ,..£115.00 

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL 
A625 SCANNER 
2/3/400 dpi  

FANCY MOUSE (AMIGA)  

,,,£170,00 

£26.50 
CORDLESS MOUSE ,  ,,,,£57,95 

JOYSTICKS 
Maverick QS128 F  
Rightgrip  
Python l  ,  
Quickshot Turbo  
Speedking Autoflre  
Cheetah Bug  
Apache 1  
Tac50  
Bfack Cruiser  
Python 3 (Sega)  
Zipstick  
Foot Pedal  
Zipstick (316 BEST SELLER).. 
NEW PRODUCT- 
SIGMA RAY  

£14.95 
..£8.95 

....£9.95 

....£9.50 

..£10.50 

..£13.95 
,,,.£6.99 
..£12.99 
....£9.95 
..£11.50 
..£11.95 
,,£22,50 
.£11.95 

,.£11.95 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 

0446 421316 

mrm VISA 
m N ^    Payment by: 

Cheque,Postal Order, Visa or 

Access. Please do not send cash 

E&OE all prices and manufacturers specifica- 
tions are subject to change without notice. 

Please call before ordering 



continued from page 19 
main points of my letter... 
a) 1 have a Rombo Complete Colour 
solution and I wondered what the 
SCART-type connector with a cover 
over it marked "WARNING Feature 
connector use special lead" on the 
Vidi-RGB unit is for, and how to 
make use of it? 
b) I also have a RocGen Plus 
genlock which has a phono 
connector on the back marked "KEY 
IN". What is this for, and how do I 
use It? 

David E Smith 
Pudsey 

W. Yorks. 

The Feature connector on the Vidi- 
RGB is to enable RGB and S-VHS 
signals to be taken to external 
monitors or VCRs for viewing and 
recording. You will find full details of 
the connections in the manual. Do 
not attempt to connect your Amiga to 
this connector - otherwise you risk 
frying your machine. 

The KEY IN connector is for 
connecting an external key signal 
into the RocGen, or more specifically 
the KEY OUT signal from the new 
RocKey chroma keyer which you'll 
find reviewed in the Video section of 
issue 19 of Amiga Shopper. GW 

Ah 

FINDING INSTRUMENTS 
I have just started out 
learning to write 
music on the Amiga 
and currently own 

StereoMaster and OctaMED 
Professional. I'd like to know how to 
isolate one particular instrument 
(eg drums, bass etc.) from a sample 
of music that contains three or 
more instruments. Can I use the 
equipment I've got or would I need 
to purchase more software or 
hardware? 

Also can you explain to me the 
difference between RAW, 1,3, 5 
Octave, etc.? 

Steve Collins 
Chlgwell 

Essex 

Separating the component 
waveforms of each instrument is, to 
all intents and purposes, impossible. 
What you should be doing in most 
cases is sampling individual 
instruments and then using them as 
the Instrument basis' of your songs, 

A RAW sample data file is 
essentially a copy of the sound data 
as it appears in memory. The lh 3 
and 5 octave files that you mention 
are different types of IFF 8SVX 
format sound files. PAO 

FUJITSU DRIVER 
own a Fujitsu DPL24 

(M3333B) printer for 
which I have not got 
a driver, and I don't 
can get one. I know where 

DISPLAY CORRUPTION 
V J1 My B2000 Includes an A2320 display enhancer and an NEC 

B        3D multisync monitor running WB2 supporting ECS. Why, 
^jfl when 1 try us,n£ a suP€r Hl RES interlacer screen do I have 

yfr H | to switch off the display enhancer to stop the corruption of 
the display {namely the fonts) and thereby introduce the dreaded interlace 
flicker? The A2320 user guide states that the corruption Is due to the 
board sampling only every other pixel. Is it possible to get a nen flickering 
super hires Interlaced screen without a distorted display? 

Thierry Leung, Frogmore, London 

At the moment, no. Standard Amiga hi res has a pixel speed of 70ns (a new 
pixel is displayed every 70ns). With Super-Hires the pixel size is halved so 
pixels are displayed every 35ns, So the display enhancer would have to work 
twice as fast to capture the Information into its RAM (which would have to be 
twice as fast and far more expensive), But I have heard rumours that a new 
version of the Microway Flicker Fixer will be out soon which is capable of 
35ns de-interlaced displays and mil handle the Super Hires mode. JR 

obtained the printer second-hand 
when a firm was buying new stock. 
At the time I owned a 064 and was 
able to connect this up as a letter 
quality printer, but graphics were 
not available. 

1 have since bought an Amiga 
500 under the impression that a 
driver would be available for It. I 
have been in touch with Fujitsu UK 
who very kindly sent me the driver 
for the DPL24C, as mentioned In 
your last Issue, 

This turned out to be of no use 
as my printer is a 24-pin mono, and 
the driver is for a colour printer. I 
believe there Is a PD driver for the 
DPL24L or DPL24I, but the PD 
libraries I have been in touch with 
do not know where to obtain it. Can 
you help? 

J Walsh 
Knotty Ash 
Merseyside 

Fujitsu made several versions of the 
DPL24; most had Fujitsu's 
implementation of an IBM emulation 
built into them, but some emulated 
the Diablo 630 and some the Epson 
FX (a 9-pin printer). The DPL24C 
driver that Fujitsu sent you should 
work with the mono model as well, 
unless it has one of these older 
emulations. 

The thing to do is phone Fujitsu 
Europe Ltd (« 081-573 4444) and 
ask to speak to Chris Barclay or Ray 
Friend, who are the Amiga boffins 
there. Be near your printer when 
you phone because they 11 ask you 
for a 14-diglt model, number. JW 

HOT PROPERTY 
Further to recent 
letters In Amiga 
Answers, 1 am 
considering the 

purchase of an A-Max II Macintosh 
emulator, though I might wait for 
the Plus version to be released. 
Having contacted local suppliers 
and spoken to Silica technical 
support, it still does not seem 
possible to get a Mac emulator 
working as nobody seems to be able 

to supply the 128K Mac ROM chips 
mentioned in the Silica catalogue 
and your answer to D. White {AS 
issue 14). 

When I contacted a local 
Macintosh supplier, they refused to 
supply the chips and suggested that 
they are actually Impossible to 
obtain as they are protected by 
license. Please help. 

Mr S. Hirst 
Sheffield 

Obtaining Mac ROMs for any purpose 
other than replacing an existing set 
inside a real Macintosh can be 
something of a frustrating task. This 
is a deliberate move instigated by 
Apple to clamp down on emulators 
which they see as just another form 
of cloning. 

It is possible to obtain ROMs 
though through Meridian *r 081 543 
3500. They can also sell an A Max II 
or an A-Max El Plus, complete with 
the ROMs pre-installed, JH 

HOME GOALS 
Firstly, let me say 
that l am totally 
illiterate in the world 
of computers but 

have taken a great interest In the 

visual side of computer graphics as 
It occasionally touches my work in 
the decorative arts. 

Over the past few years the 
effects which can be computer 
generated have been simply 
breathtaking, although they seem to 
me to lack direction and do not 
cross over successfully into the 
world of fine arts. They simply seem 
to run side by side on a parallel 
course. 

One aspect of this is computer 
games, where I feel the graphics are 
totally artificial and unrealistic, with 
no depth of humanity. This may 
sound very grand, but it is 
fundamental to human enjoyment. 
Take for example the simple game 
of football, which is played in all 
weathers and contains all the 
wellsprings of human emotions not 
only in the players but also in the 
spectators. This is the area that 
could be developed into something 
vastly superior If graphics were to 
be more influenced by the fine and 
decorative arts. 

For hundreds of years, artists 
and sculptors have been using and 
developing perspective, moods, 
feelings, colour, light and shade, etc 
to convey the human emotions. At 
the present time, computer- 
generated images, although they 
may look 3-dimensional and real, 
lack these emotions. This is the 
area that particularly Interests me. 

Having been totally confused by 
the proliferation of computer 
magazines at WH Smiths I closed 
my eyes and picked one. It was 
Amiga Shopper. After reading 
through, I decided that you would 
be the person to write to. 

Could you put me In touch with 
someone in the computer field who 
may be In sympathy with my 
views/ideas and with whom I could 
collaborate to rocket computer 
graphics Into the next millennium? 

Stephen Harvey 

As Clement Greenberg, the American 
art critic said, "All profoundly original 
work looks ugly at first." 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

ECS - Extended Chip Set is the name given to the new versions of the 
Amiga's custom chips which handle graphics and sound. 

IFF - interchange File Format is a means by which data from different 
graphics or sound sampling programs are saved in a compatible way. It 
allows data to be exchanged between programs very easily and avoids 
the situation on, say, the PC where dozens of different packages each 
save data in incompatible formats. 

Printer driver - a program that sits inbetween any applications program 
producing output and the printer. It converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 

Sample - a digital - computerised - representation of a sound. A sample can 
be sent through a digital to analogue converter (the Amiga has four of 
these) and be heard as sound. Changing the speed at which the sample 
is played back changes the frequency (or pitch) of the sound. 
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JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator board - a device which either includes a central processor like 
the Amiga's, or a more advanced one in the same range, but operating at 
a higher speed. An accelerator is useful for calculation-intensive 
applications, such as 3-D rendering. 

MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer, 

RANT - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through from the 
start of memory to the point of interest, RAM is used to hold programs 
while they are being executed and temporary data. The contents of RAM 
are lost when the power is switched off. 

RAM buffer - a temporary storage area placed between a program sending 
data and a device receiving it. It means that the sender and receiver do 
not have to be working at the same speed, and that the sender isn't tied 
up waiting for the receiver to finish processing the data it already has. 

SCSI - Small computer systems interface is the standard used for 
connecting hard drives, CD-ROM drives and tape back-up units to 
computers. 

Computer art is in its infancy - 
not much past the cave-painting 
stage really, in terms of relative 
development. Fine art has a much 
longer evolution , a different set of 
hardware - how often does a 
paintbrush crash? - and a different 
set of aims. Many ,Jgreat" artists 
were considered to be dreadful in 
their own times. 

But seriously, I'm not really 
interested in arguing about good or 
bad in art - ultimately it s down to 
personal choice and that's all, even 
with the best "education" we'll never 
all agree about "taste", which is 
often dictated by financial, rather 
than artistic, considerations anyway. 

Anyone interested in getting in 
touch with Stephen to discuss his 
ideas or compare notes could try 
writing to him at 15 Deepwell Close, 
Isleworth, Middlesex, GW 

MISSING MIDI 

Ah 

I use my Amiga 
mainly as a MIDI 
sequencer and very 
good it is too - 

nearly! The problem is that when 
receiving MIDI data the computer 
misses the odd bit producing a MIDI 
error and leaving a note hanging on 
(not very good for live work). I don't 
think It Is my master keyboard (Ml- 
D10-K4) as when going thru the 
MIDI interface directly to a module, 
it's fine. I also don't think it is the 
software as the same problem 
occurs with both Music X and 
Sequencer One. 

M Kealy, 
Edgbaston 

I suspect you are right in thinking 
that this problem isn't connected 
with your keyboard or sound modules 
and !hm sure that more 
experimentation will eventually solve 

the problem. Does the error occur in 
real time, ie when you are echoing 
data back to the sound modules as 
you play, or is it restricted to times 
when you replay sequences that you 
have previously recorded? If it does 
occur in the latter case, is the error 
repeatable - does the same note get 
stuck? is the problem more prevalent 
when you are replaying lots of tracks, 
ie have a lot of MIDI data flowing 
down the line? If it is then this might 
suggest that the fault is due to 'MIDI 
clogging1, 

I assume you've checked all your 
leads/connections. Possibly there 
may be a fault with the Amiga's 
serial port but to be honest I doubt 
it. The fact that the interface works 
OK when linking your synth to a 
sound module doesn't necessarily 
mean that it will be working fine 
when a lot of data is being pumped 
through it and, at the moment, I 
must admit that it is the MIDI 
interface 1 suspect. My next step 
would be to borrow another interface 
(preferably not the same make) and 

, check your system using that. PAO 

WORK WHILE PRINTING 
E~7       ^ I am fed up waiting 

A for printouts from my 
Star LC-10 and would 

^^^^  like to continue 
working in Professional Page while 
it is printing. Is there a software 
printer buffer for use with 
Professional Page? I am sure this 
would be a relatively simple task 
considering the device-based nature 
of the Amiga, 

Robert Read 
Sun bu ry-on-Tha m e s 

Middx 

Yes there is, It's called CMD and it's 
in the Utilities drawer on your 
Workbench 1.3 disk, or in the Tools 

drawer on Workbench 2.04. 
CMD redirects printer output 

from the PRT: device to a file, either 
on disk or in RAM. To use it you 
would double click the CMD icon, 
after which the very next thing you 
print gets sent (by default) to 
"RAM;CMD_File\ If you want to 
change the device and/or filename, 
then alter the icon's "FILE=" Tool 
Type to reflect the device and 
filename you require - change it to 
"FILE=DFO:PPageSpoor for example, 
to save the fife under the name 
"PPageSpool" on to a disk in the 
internal drive {DFO;}. 

CMD can also be used from the 
command line; type CMD HELP for a 
brief run down on the syntax and 
options that can be specified. 

After the file has been saved to 
disk or RAM, you need to use the 
Copy command to send the file to 
the printer, via the parallel device 
PAR:r not the PRT: printer device. So 
the command would look something 
like ... 

Copy RAM I CMD_Fi le TO PAR: 

And while the Copy command is 
printing your page or pages, you can 
go back to Professional Page and 
continue working. 

Keep in mind that you'll need a 
fair amount of spare memory if you 
are going to spool to RAM:, and that 
the printer' file for some pages or 
documents may be larger than can fit 
on to a floppy. I see you've got 2Mb 
at the moment, I'd recommend at 
least 2Mb more, JW 

XT DRIVES? 
I currently have a 
20Mb SCSI drive 
fitted in my A590. Is 
it possible to change 

this for an XT drive and then daisy 
chain the SCSI drive on? (Speed is 
not of particular importance as 
most stuff will be crunched). What 
type of XT drives are usable In the 
20-40Mb range (IDE? IVIFM?). I 
think it's possible to set a delay on 
a SCSI drive so that two drives 
don't power up at the same time. If 
this is so, can two drives be wired 
to the same PSU (as power needed 
after power up should be minimal)? 
I read In a PD mag somewhere that 
It Is possible to increase the 
memory capacity In an A590 beyond 
the 2Mb limit. The article 
mentioned that the board has to be 
a 'series 11' but mentioned nothing 
about the chips. 
a) Is the above correct? 
b) How do you spot a 'series IT 
board? 
c) What type of chips are needed? 

Colin Smith 
Denny 

Stirlingshire 

It's possible, but not worth while. 
Commodore stopped using XT drives 

because SCSI drives are now 
cheaper than XT drives. Most XT-IDE 
drives we have tried do not work 
properly in the A590; there are no 
such problems with SCSI drives. I 
would suggest getting an external 
SCSI drive and leaving the SCSI drive 
that you have in the A59Q, 

As far as I know you can't fit 
more than 2Mb of RAM inside the 
A590. iff 

IN PRINT - FAST 
I am considering 
Investing in a new 
printer and also an 
accelerator card, I 

would therefore appreciate your 
help In making the right buying 
decision. 

On the printer front I have only 
been able to look at reviews in a 
rival magazine and would therefore 
prefer your opinion on my 
selections. These are the Canon 
BJlOex and the HP DeskJet 500. 
The difference between these two 
printers works out at around £70 
and I would like to know which one 
you consider to be the better bet. 
How do the two printers compare in 
terms of availability of printer 
drivers, quality, speed and 
maintenance costs? Is the HP really 
only a DTP printer or is it worth 
paying the extra cash for the uses 
that I will be putting it to - namely 
letter writing, CVs, listings etc? 

My second concern is over 
accelerators and the anticipated 
new range of Amiga computers. I 
intend to buy a SSL A5000 with a 
20MHz 68882 and 1Mb of 32-bit 
RAM. I am wondering whether I 
should buy this now or put the 
money towards an A800 with a 
66020. If I buy the accelerator, 
would It be compatible with the new 
6S020-based Amiga assuming I 
upgraded the Klckstart etc? I know 
that it is unlikely that you can 
answer this question now, but I'd 
appreciate your thoughts on the 
matter. 

Whilst I'm on the subject of the 
new machines, will the new A800 
have an A500-1ike bus connector or 
an A600 ROM card slot? If 
Commodore go for the ROM card 
slot, this will mean that I will have 
to sell my hard drive. Please help. 

David McGuire 
Cumbernauld 

Glasgow 

The most popular Amiga printers 
come in basically three flavours - dot 
matrix {9 and 24-pin), inkjets (and 
Bubblejets) and expensive lasers. 
The two printers that you mentioned 
are actually fnkjets which, in my 
opinion, are the best of the three in 
terms of print quality and value for 
money. Having just completed a very 
comprehensive round up of printers 
for Amiga Shopper s sister magazine 
Amiga Format, it came as quite a 
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shock to me that people are still 
buying dot matrix printers at all when 
inkjets provide considerably better 
results for pretty much the same 
amount of cash. OK, an Inkjet is 
more expensive to run, but the 
difference in print quality is 
astounding. 

If I has to choose between the 
two printers that you have selected, I 
would go for a Canon, although I 
would probably not buy the BJlOex. A 
much better bet is the Canon BJ20 
which is basically a BJlOex with a 
cut sheet feeder as standard, but it 
also comes with more fonts than the 
basic BJlOex. Not only that, but it 
also works out cheaper to buy the 
BJ20 than to buy the BJlOex and cut 
sheet feeder separately. In terms of 
print quality, the BJ20 (and BJlOex) 
actually produce better results than 
the DeskJet, especially when used 
with Canon's own Amiga printer 
drivers. There isn't actually a decent 
DeskJet printer driver available, so 
you'll never be able to use the 
DeskJet to its full potential. 

The ASOO is still very much 
4vapourware\ so it's difficult to offer 
any details about it, Fitting your ASOO 
with an A5000 board will actually 
make the machine run much faster 
than a straight '020 Amiga, so speed 
is not really the question here. If the 
rumours are correct, the new Amiga 
will be technologically more advanced 
than current Amiga models thanks to 
the new AGA chip set and its full 32- 
bit architecture. At the end of the day 
it s up to you - if you plan to upgrade 
simply for the faster processor, then 
go for the A5000. Personally though, 
I'd go for the A2200. 

Although nobody has yet seen 
the specification of the new machine, 
I think we can be pretty sure that it 
won't have an A500 bus connector 
but will come with an A600 ROM 
card slot. Commodore is trying to 
push the ROM card slot heavily, so it 
would seem logical that all new 
machines would come with this 
facility to increase the market for 
third party ROM card products. JH 

CONFUSED OF WALES! 
I have a well- 
configured Amiga 
2000 which I mostly 
use for video 

graphics, titles and animation in a 
high-band U-matic edit suite. I use 
the latest versions of Scala and 
Dpaint /Vand I've noticed that 
Scala loads an animation much 
faster than Dpalnt IV does. Why is 
this? How can I make animations 
play back In DPaint at the same 
speeds they do in Scats - ie 
quicker? 

I'm also very confused about 
what I need to do to add more ChJp 
RAM to my Amiga - as DPaint 
sometimes says "Not enough 
memory for operation1'. Do I need 
Workbench 2f a 2Mb Agnus, a 
Super Denise chip or a MegaChlp 

from DKB? Writing or phoning many 
advertisers has (eft me bewildered 
as to what I really need and not 
what they want to sell me, 

Norman Meyer 
Llanboldy 

Dyfed 

Well, you're certainly right about the 
speed differences in animation 
playback. Scala UK tell me this is 
because the Sea/a program 
optimises the use of the Anim5 
format, while DPaint doesn't. I also 
know that the PD program View 3.0 
plays back amms much faster than 
DPaint! As for the 2Mb Chip RAM 
problem, the only way to fix this at 
present is to add the DKB MegaChip 
2000, which is a small circuit board 
built to carry the 2Mb Agnus. You 
can get one from MicroPace (« 0753 
551888} in this country for £210, or 
from GrapeVine in the USA. Td also 
suggest upgrading to WB2.04, as 
you'll soon realise the benefits of its 
improved functions and stability. GW 

C MANUAL 
Can you tell me how 

to print files on the C 
manual PD disk. 1 have 
tried using Notepad 

and Prowrite but this doesn't work. 
In the Amiga C For Beginners book 
it says 'Start the Lattice compiler 
with the command 1c -L hello'. 
When I create the hel lo,c demo 
program and type the Ic command 
Into a Shell window I get the 
message ic "unknown'! I get similar 
messages with Aztec C. Can you 
tell me what the problem is? 

Anonymous 
Tyne & Wear 

You need to use an editor that can 
read/write ASCII text files of any 
length - ED or MEMACS (which is on 
the 1.3 extras disk) will do the job. 
Your C troubles are due to 
environment problems - basically 
Lattice and Aztec are failing to 
compile your example because 
AmigaDOS is looking in the wrong 
places for the compiler tools. 

Lattice ,for Instance, expects a 
number of assignments (LC, 
INCLUDE, LIB and so on) to be in 
place. Both the Lattice/SAS and 
Aztec compiler manuals will explain 
the nitty gritty details for you. PAO 

CHIPPED CHARACTERS 
I am using PageSetter 
ft with a Canon BJ- 
lOe printer. I have 
one external floppy 

drive and a Virgo V4000 RAM 
expansion, giving me a total of 1Mb 
Chip RAM and 3.5Mb Fast RAM. 

My problem is that when 1 try to 
print out 12?pt characters at 360 
dpi, only part of some of the wider 
characters are printed. The 
characters appear perfectly formed 
on the screen, and if I print out at 

180 dpi the characters also appear 
perfectly. 

I wrote to Gold Disk. They said 
that problem was because I do not 
have enough Chip RAM and that if I 
fitted more the problem would go 
away. But I can only fit a maximum 
of 1Mb Chip RAM in my Amiga 500. 
Help! 

Ian Avery 
Hltchln 

Herts 

I think it's true that the problem is 
Chip RAM related. I remember when I 
moved from a 512k Chip RAM 
machine to a 1Mb Chip RAM 
machine this notorious 'brts missing' 
problem wasn't as bad as it had 
been before, and I certainly haven't 
have this problem running 
PageSetter It on the 2Mb Chip RAM 
Amiga 3000. 

The higher the resolution you 
print at, the more contiguous 
memory is required to form the 
image, and for various reasons 
(mainly speed) PageSetter It uses 
Chip memory for printing- I found that 
with 1Mb Chip RAM if I stuck to 90pt 
and below, bits rarely went missing, 
but it depended on which typeface I 
was using, which suggests that there 
may be a problem with AGFA'S 
Compugraphic format as welL 

Sometimes it helped to 
defragment memory by re-booting the 
machine, running PageSetter It, 
loading and printing the document 
again. It also helped to save a many- 
page document into single pages 
and load and print them a page at a 
time, re-booting between pages 
where necessary. I find that moving 
in and out of different levels of 
magnification fragments memory 
quickly, and so does flipping between 
Interlace and non-interlace, and 
wireframe and non-wireframe. JW 

TAPE BACKUP 
I have a tape backup 
drive from a PC and 
wish to connect it to 
my Amiga. The drive 

is a Compaq/Irwin magnetics, and I 
think It just plugs into a normal 
drive bay in the PC, It has a 
standard 4-pin power connector, 
and two edge connectors, one with 
11 contacts on each side and the 
other with 17 contacts per side, one 
side being grounded, I do not have 
the pin-outs but I would Imagine it 
would be standard. Could I connect 
It to the Amiga, either via the 
Internal SCSI pert, or as another 
drive and would I be able to use the 
Quarterback 5.1 tape backup utility 
with It? 

James Darling 
Whippingham 
Isle of Wight 

The connector you describe is not a 
SCSI connector, so the tape drive will 
not work with the Amiga at all, You 
can now pick up SCSI tape drives 

quite cheaply, make sure that you 
get a SCSI drive - nothing else will 
work with the Amiga. JR 

PACKED PICTURES 
Can you tell me how 
to 'archive' an IFF 
picture file such as 
those produced by 

Deluxe Paint? Could compacted 
pictures still he viewed using a 
program such as ViLBM? 

DG Clarke 
Brentwood 

Essex 

It's not usually possible to view a 
compacted image file unless the 
utility you use to vfew that file has 
been specifically written to 
automatically decompact the file. 
One such program that will do this 
though is Power?acker 4r a file- 
cruncher program which comes with 
a VILBM-Wke utility called PPShow 
which can display image files packed 
using PowerPacker, JH 

CPC PROBLEM 
A few issues ago you 
printed the 
connections for 
hooking up an Amiga 

to an Amstrad CPC 464 colour 
monitor. 1 made up the lead exactly 
as shown but I only ever got a very 
poor, badly coloured and out-of- 
shape picture. A friend of mine 
suggested that a resistor may be 
required on one of the pins. Both 
the Amiga 500 and CPC monitor 
work fine separately, so do you have 
any advice? 

Cpl McFegan 
RAF Bruggen 

I don't recall needing to add a 
resistor when t did this a good white 
ago, but I can't verify it anymore as 
my Old CPC464 monitor went pop 
some time back. 

One thing which wasn't made 
clear in the original answer was that 
the RGB connections should be the 
analog ones from the Amiga, not 
their digital counterparts. 

For £6,98 + 90p p&pr Meedmore 
Ltd (28 Farriers Way, Netherton, 
Merseyside, L30 4XL * 051 521 
2202) can sell you the proper lead 
for the job. Note that this price 
applies to BFPO addresses only, 
since VAT doesn't apply in this 
instance, GW 

UN SQUISHING FISH 
F~j     ^1 I recently bought the 
JLrl      1 Fred Fish disk PCQ 
I  J  Pascal compiler but 
^^^^J the compiler is 

compressed. 
How do I decompress the 

compiler and use this program ? 
Michael Hanafln 

Tralee 
Kerry 

Ireland 
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To decompress the files you'll need 
to boot up from your Workbench disk 
and open a CLI/Shell window. Having 
done that you have got to execute 
the lharc program and, since you only 
have a single-drive machine, the 
unpacking process is more 
complicated than it would otherwise 
have been. 

The best idea is to copy the 
commands "copy' and "d i r" (and any 
other commands you think you will 
use) from your Workbench disk to the 
RAM disk and then make the RAM 
disk the current directory (using the 
cd ram: command). Having done this 
you'll be able to take out the 
Workbench disk, insert the PCQ disk, 
and then copy lharc and the archived 
files to RAM:. 

You'll then be able to insert your 
destination disk and de-archive the 
files that you've placed in the RAM 
disk. To de-archive the file 
sourceJzh1 for example, you could 
use the command... 

lharc 
dfO: 

-a -m e source.lzh J 

Typing lharc without any options will, 
incidentally, give you a list of other 
archiving and de-archiving options. 
As far as using a C compiler is 
concerned you have a tot of work 
ahead but a good starting point is to 
print out, and read, all of the 
documentation files which are 
provided. They won t all make sense 
but read the introductory sections 
and then start looking at some of the 
simpler C examples which have been 
provided. PAO 

MULTIPLE COPIES 
Following your recent 
tip to print to the 
RAM disk via CMD I 
printed a page from 

PageSetter IL My problem Is how to 
obtain multiple copies of the 
CMD_File without resorting to 
typing In the Copy command several 
times. 

Is it possible to set the Canon 
BJ-lOex printer to print more than 
one copy of a document? 

Ian Fere day 
Great Houghton 

S Yorks. 

No, the only way is with multiple 
Copy commands, or an AmigaDOS 
script that con-tains multiple Copy 
commands. JW 

DELL MONITOR USAGE 
l have a Dell VGA 
colour phis monitor 
and I'm wondering if I 
could connect it to 

my Amiga with some sort of lead? 
There is a lead coming out from 

the monitor with a 15-pin socket, if 
it's any help. 

Paul Grave 
Fort William 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Assembler - a program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words (well, almost) into the machine code numbers that the 
Amiga's 68000 processor understands. Writing programs in assembly 
language ensures that the best possible speed and memory efficiency Is 
gained from the machine. 

Genlock - a way of slaving one video source (eg Amiga) to another (eg video 
tape) in order to synchronise their signals to allow stable wipes, mixes 
and other effects including overlay between the two sources, 

Pascal - a structured programming language developed by Nicklaus Wirth, 

VGA "Video Graphics Array. High resolution colour or monochrome graphics 
system for the IBM PC. 80 columns by 25 or 50 line text and a huge 
range of colours; sometimes 256 at a resolution of 1024x768, 

You will need some form of flicker 
fixer, such as the ICD Flicker Free 
Video card, to use a VGA monitor 
with your Amiga, and then only if the 
monitor is capable of a 50Hz display. 
Check with Dell if the mode! of 
monitor you have is capable of 50Hz 
Vertical Sync* If it is, you will still 
need the ICD card or equivalent to 
link your monitor to the Amiga. If your 
monitor can't run at 50Hz sync then 
unless you fix your Amiga to run 
permanently as an NTSC machine 
(with smaller screen size which wont 
run all UK software), then you can't 
use the monitor, JR 

GENLOCK GEN 
Please could you tell 

.Jj me which is the best 
genlock for picture 
quality and also the 

best value for money? It must have 
S-VHS connectors and work with my 
Amiga 500 Plus. 

RS Raju 
Bradford 

Here is another question which is 
based on cost versus quality, But at 
what cost? I could say that a £1000 
genlock is good value for money, as 
well as good quality, but it may be a 
pointless answer because it is 
outside your budget range. Please, at 
least give me some indications of 
what you can afford to spend when 
you ask a question like this one. GW 

Ah 

THROATY SAMPLES 
I have got OctaMED 
Pro, Sequencer One, 
and SoundStudio 
(public domain), and 

a Casio MT-64 keyboard and want 
to get Into MIDI and sampling. I 
would like to do things such as 
make a noise like a cough and play 
It back at different pitches, and use 
the rhythms on my keyboard. 
Apparently I need a MIDI interface 
and a sampler. Could you answer 
these questions for me: 
a) Do I have all the software I need? 
b) I have a printer in the parallel 
port - will this cause problems? 
c) I have a 1Mb A500. Is this OK for 

what I want to do? 
d) Can I connect my electric guitar 
to my Amiga? 
e) Do you know of a good 
MIDI/samp ling book? 
f) Is my Casio MT-64 suitable for 
what I want to do? 
g) Can I get a combined sampler 
(with microphone socket) and MIDI 
interface for about £40, and can 
you name a good one? 
h) Is sampling and MIDI worth the 
trouble? 

Moushumi Saha 
Wimbledon 

a) You've certainly got quite enough 
software to get started! 
b) Amiga samplers attach to the 
parallel port but this just means that 
you'll have to unplug your printer 
when using the sampler. 
c) A lot of musicians do great stuff 
with just a 1Mb Amiga. 
d) Guitar pickups do not usually 
provide a sufficiently strong signal for 
plugging straight into a sampler but If 
your guitar amp has an auxiliary 
output with a reasonable signal 
strength* eg a headphone output, 
you'll be able to connect this your 
sampler and sample the guitar In 
this way. 
e) Nowadays there are plenty of 
reasonable books and rather than 
me recommending one the best idea 
is to get down to your local music 
store and have a look at a few! 
f) Yes. 
g) No, so you'll need both. There are 
a number of MIDI interfaces around 
for under £20 and one cheap 
sampling package that I recently got 
very good results with is City Beat s 
Beat Studio (which costs £29.95). 
This is about as near to your £40 
budget as I can get 
h) Very definitely yes - MIDI is here 
to stay. All musicians should know 
as much as possible about it. PAO 

BACK TO THE SYSTEM 
1 am having a great 
deal of trouble with a 
small assembly 
language program 

that I am writing. The program is 
based around stuff in the Abacus 

System Programmers' Guide. I am 
using DevPac 2 to write it, 

The program works fine: it is 
returning to the OS that I can't 
seem to do properly. When I use 
INCBIN to get a file into my 
program, the thing won't run after 
being assembled a few times. This 
also happens if I use the SECTION 
directive to get my data into Chip 
memory. The Abacus books use the 
operating system calls AllocMem() 
and Free Me mO to request Chip 
memory, This works fine when 
returning to the OS, so I imagine I 
am disrupting the system memory 
management with the way I am 
trying to do it. I have followed the 
program in a monitor, and it is 
failing with the memory requests 
from the OS. When using INCBIN or 
SECTION isn't the OS given a way of 
releasing the memory requested? If 
so, what am I doing wrong? 

Another problem with an 
extension to this program is the 
interrupt to play a SoundTracker 
module. I can get the program to 
work, but the computer locks up 
afterwards. Do I have to use an OS 
routine to do this? 

Also I am about to begin a BTEC 
Computer Studies course. The 
programming languages used on 
this course are Pascal and Cobol. I 
have not heard of a Cobol compiler 
for the Amiga; do you know of one? 

Andy Powel 
Saris bury 

Hants 

The Abacus System Programmers' 
Guide is rather guilty of teaching 
some extremely bad programming 
habits. I would strongly recommend 
that if you are able to afford 
Commodore's official offerings that 
you buy them as soon as you can. 

I would suspect that your 
memory problems are related to 
fragmented memory maps. The best 
way to avoid this is to reduce the 
requirements your program has of 
single large chunks. I would certainly 
discourage using INCBIN to include 
large files, such as soundtracker 
modules and graphics. It's much 
better to reduce the size of your 
executable program as much as 
possible and allocate memory from 
within the program and use DOS to 
load them in. Also, SECTION is a 
good thing to use. Separate 
functional parts of your programs 
with SECTIONS, and group all data 
variables together in a DATA section, 
When your program is then loaded in, 
AmigaDOS is more likely to be able 
to load it into a fragmented memory 
map as it is now lots of little bits 
rather than a couple of real big ones. 

Your interrupt routine is deadly. 
Its certainly no surprise that you 
have had problems with it- You are 
rightP you will have to use the 
operating system for this one. The 
overhead is little, and the result is 
that your program is more legal. 
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Now AMOS has 

turned Professional! 

AMOS The Creator has brought programming within the 
reach of over 50,000 Amiga users. Now it has been given a 
complete overhaul and the result is a vastly enhanced 
product - AMOS Professional - designed for all experienced 
Amiga programmers, 

AMOS Professional has 200 new commands, taking the total to over 
700. Included in the package is a 650-page manual written by Mel 
Croucher who wrote the highly-praised Easy AMOS manual; and 
Stephen Hill who wrote the original AMOS manual Programs I AMIGA 
written using earlier versions of AMOS and Easy AMOS can be j^B£S5 
loaded into AMOS Professional for amendment or enhancement. 

v 

4 
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Write programs with ease using the feature 
packed Editor 

Track doivn problems fast in the advanced 
Monitor Mode 

You can get serious too - File 0' facts shows 
just xohat's possible 

• On-line help provides details of the command at the 
cursor position - another click takes you to a fully 
documented working example* 

• A new editor with drop-down menus, keyboard macros, 
advanced undo/redo, and multiple windows on screen- 

■ IFF animation playback that runs faster than in DPaint. 
• MED music library support with MIDI data send, Noise 

Tracker support, easier access to the printer, serial and 
parallel ports and much more. 

• MOUTH commands to link sprites to speech output 
from the SAY command to create a realistic talking head. 

• Two discs crammed with working examples, and tutorials 
demonstrating AMAL, the new AMOS Interface system, 
collision detection and other key topics. 

• A selection of new highly-finished programs, 
including Planet Zybex (a scrolling shoot'em up), 
File O'Facts (electronic data organiser), Quatro (puzzle 
game) and Dithell's Wonderland (an eight-way 
scrolling platform game). 

The result is a package which zvill more than satisfy home 
and professional AMOS users. It's fun to use, lots to learn - 
it's essential for the Amiga, 

An easy introduction... 

If you're a complete beginner to programming you can make your 
Amiga really work for you! Easy AMOS is a simplified/ ultra-friendly 
version of the best-selling AMOS Basic programming language, and it 
will propel you into a fascinating world. 

You will learn haw to: • Produce impressive graphical effects • Create 
and animate colourful objects • Scroll large text across the screen 
• Make your Amiga actually talk ■ Add music to your creations 
Turn your ideas into reality - arcade games, adventures, computer art, cartoon animations, home 
finance, educational software, demos*,, the list is endless! 
Packed with ready-to-run programs, you can quickly understand how they work, and use the ideas 
in your own programs. There's a 20-lesson course to take you through the steps of programming. 

Easy AM OS's step-hy-step a mi fun approach is the simplest 
and ens test route to writing your own software. 

Create eye<atching animations 
with the pouterful Bob Editor 

EASY AMOS REQUIRES 1 MB OR MORE OF RAM AND THREE BIJVNK 
DISCS AMOS PROFESSIONAL REQUIRES 1MB OR MORE OF RAM. 

TO UPGRADF TO AMOS PROFESSIONAL CONTACT DATABASE DIRECT 
ON 051 357 2961. AMOS PROFESSIONAL AND EASY AMOS ARE STOCKED 

BY MOST COMPUTER SOFTWARE RETAILERS, 

PUVOPRESS 
wTs SOFTWARE 

Europa House, Adlington Park, 
Macclesfield SK10 4NP 

Tel: 0625 859333 Fax: 0625 879962 
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reliable and more likely to work on 
future machines and operating 
systems. With interrupt routines of 
the kind in your program you can 
actually cause real damage, 
including corruption of hard drives. 
One of the root problems is the 
following little snippet of code: 

iflove ,1 $ 6c. w, Oldlntermpt 
lea MyInterrupt,aD 
inove.l aO, $6c 

There is only one fixed memory 
location on the Amiga, and that is 
$04.L and that is the ExeeBase. 
Accessing $6c is illegal. On every 
68000 series processor from the 
68010 and up, it is actually possible 
to MOVE all of those interrupt 
vectors somewhere else. 
Commodore, for example wanted to 
move them all into Fast RAM with 
Workbench 2 to speed up the OS. It 
couldn't, because too many people 
were accessing $6c and the like. 
This sort of code wit I break on future 
OSsr and increasingly people are 
running go faster utilities which move 
things like the Vector Base Table into 
Fast RAM. Also, by stealing this 
interrupt, you are starving the OS of 
possibly essential information, and 
this can cause the OS to lose or 
corrupt data - something you don't 
really want. Its not really more 
complex with the OS: 

InstallVertB: 
move. 1 Interrupt. VERTB,al 
lea VERTB_Nama (pc), aO 
move. 1 a0, $0a(al) 
; Set server name. 
move.b J 

#m?_INTERRUPT, $0a(al)       ; J 
Set type, 

move.b#15,$0b(al)       ? J 
Set priority. 

lea Vert icalBlank (pc), a0 
move.l a0, $12 (al) ; J 

Set address, 
moveq  # INTB_VERTB, d0 
SYS AddlntServer ; J 

Add the interrupt server. 

This will add the routine 
"VerticalBlank" as the vertical blank 
routine with a priority of 15, The joy 
of this procedure is that your routine 
no longer needs to return with an 
RTE. as the OS will handle all of that 
itself. It sorts ail the interrupts and 
only gives you the one you wanted. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Agnus chip - the custom chip dedicated to graphics, The first three versions 
- 8361, and the 8370 and 8371 Fat Agnus - can access 0.5Mb of Chip 
RAM. A later version, 8372ar can access 1Mb; while the ones used in 
A500 Pluses, A600s and A3000s can access 2Mb, 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming, it was 
used to write much of the Amiga's operating system, and is used in the 
writing of many Amiga applications. 

CD-ROM - Compact Disc Read Only Memory is the latest technology in 
storage devices, A CD can hold over 550Mb of data, compared to around 
100Mb for a hard disk and 880K for a floppy disk- The big disadvantage 
is that users cannot store information on a CD, only retrieve it, but this 
doesn't stop CO from being a potentially revolutionary medium. 

Chip RAM - the area of tne Amiga's memory directly accessible by the 
custom graphics and sound chips. Originally a maximum of 512k, newer 
machines fitted with the fatter Agnus graphics chip can access 1Mb, 
enabling smoother animations and more screens to be displayed at 
once, The new A600 comes with an Agnus chip capable of addressing 
2Mb of Chip RAM. 

Your routine would be called for 
every level 3 interrupt (currently there 
are 3). The one above is only called 
for the vertical blank one. This is all 
documented in the Libraries Book 
(Edition 3). 

Finally, I am afraid I don't know 
of a Cobol compiler anywhere. Its 
certainly not a very widely used 
language these days, even in 
industry its slowly dissapearing in 
favour of Database languages. TS 

BJ ITALICS WANTED 
I own a CDTV and the 
Canon BJ-lOex 
printer, which I use 
with TextPlus2. The 

problem Is I can't get italics to 
work. I've used the generic printer 
driver, Canon's official printer driver 
and the shareware Canon48 driver, 
all with no luck. 

Notepad is the only program 
that outputs graphics. I hate 
Notepad, All I want Is Italics, what 
do I do now? 

Mark Smith 
Liverpool 

The BJ-lOex contains two 
emulations, IBM and Epson. Mote 
that I'm talking about the BJlOex 
here, not the BJ-lOe {without the V) 
which has only IBM emulation. 

To use the Canon driver you 
need to be in IBM emulation, which 

INFLATION AMD BUBBLE REFILLS 
I'm using a Canon BJ-lOe bubble jet printer, and I'm finding 
the replacement ink cartridges a bit costly, in issue 13 you 
answered a query from OR Thorpe of Wallasey In which you 
said there are firms that sell cartridge refill kits. 

Could you please give details of where to buy these kits? 
Danny Mlstry 

Evlngton 
Leicester 

There are quite a few companies selling these bubble jet and Inkjet refill kits 
now. Try INMAC on ^ 0928 579000, Redesign on = 0279 444313, or 
Systems Insight on a 0707 276913. JW 

fs what you are doing at present. The 
trouble is that this particular IBM 
emulation does not have an italic 
character set. The reason Notepad 
prints italics is because it is doing a 
graphics printout (or a "screen dump' 
if you like) using the low resolution 
screen fonts, which is why the output 
is all jaggy. 

To get the printer to use its own 
internal italic character set you 
should switch the BJ-lOex into Epson 
mode by altering the configuration of 
the dip switches. The printer manual 
will tell you which ones; I believe it's 
switches 10 and 11 in the second 
bank of switches. 

Then you need to use an Epson- 
compatible printer driver instead of 
the Canon driver, which only works in 
IBM mode. The best one on the 
Extras disk is Nec Pinwriter. JW 

ACCELERATOR ANGST 
Please could you tell 
me If card-based 
accelators will 
function correctly in 

my machine. There have been 
rumours that the co- processor slot 
in the Rev A A2000 was wired 
differently from the one in Rev B 
machines. Is this true? Does this 
mean that I would have to go for a 
surface 68000 socket mounted 
accelerator like the VXC-30 
instead? As to the timing errors 
which were supposed to happen In 
the Rev A machines (I do not have 
any timing errors at all) Rev No 4.0 
does not have timer errors, hut I 
have found that Rev 4.5 does, so 
watch out all you would-be second 
hand buyers! 

Stephen Swales 
Sunderland 

Tyne & Wear 

You can use the Commodore 
accelerators (the A2620 and A2630) 
without problem in your machine, 
except you will have to remove the 

68000 from its socket. The 
installation procedure is explained in 
the manuals for the two cards. I 
don't know if any other accelerator 
cards will work in the old German 
A2000s> iff 

NOT SO SUPRA 
V" JPl My problem is with 
m the Supra 500RX 

I expansion RAM. The 
LvL^I I Prop'em appeared 

when I tried to mount a little RAD: 
to store some data (no boot). When 
I mount the RAD: everything is OK, 
and I can read/write to the RAD: 
with no problems. But when I boot 
up the computer and Workbench 
reloads (from disk) the RAD appears 
normally, but the data stored on it 
is corrupted. If I switch off the 
SupraRAM, boot and mount the 
RAD (i.e. forcing RAD to place in 
Chip RAM) the RAD has no 
problems. Obviously the problem is 
in the SupraRAM. 

I have tested the expansion 
RAM a lot of times (with the test 
software supplied by Supra) and I 
never get errors. In normal use the 
RAM works fine (Real 3D demo, 
large animations or a very large 
RAM disk cause no problems at all.) 

After some very hard mind- 
crunching I have done some test to 
the RAM. I switched off the RAM 
(i.e. turned to the test mode), and 
then, with a machine-code monitor. 
I have filled the RAM with the byte 
FT (the board remains placed at 
address $200000 In test mode, i.e. 
In test mode the RAM just doesn't 
join to the available memory list but 
It autoconfigs normally). After the 
reset I looked the RAM and I found 
that the data was (very) corrupted. 
Longer reset times means more 
corrupted data. Definitely the 
problem seems to be that no refresh 
is done in the time that the reset 
keys are pressed. I suspect that the 
board uses some signal from the 
computer for timing the refresh that 
stops when reset keys are pressed. 
In run mode everything is the same. 

Is my board faulty? 
Antonio J Pomar Rossello 

Pal ma De Mai I ore a 
Spain 

This definitely sounds like a fault 
with your hardware. Whether it is a 
design fault or a problem with your 
particular unit I do not know. If you 
run system / No Fa stMe m before you 
mount RAD: then it will mount into 
Chip, and should stay there after a 
reboot. JR 

C SOMETHING SIMPLE 
At college I wrote a 
simple program... 

/* Join Twostrings */ 
#include <stdio.h> 
main() 
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mm. 

static char £Iower[80]; 
static char addon[]  = "B J 
smell like old shoes.'"'; 
puts{"What is your J 
favourite flower?"); 
gets^flower); 
strcat(flower,addon); 
puts(flower); 
puts (addon); 
} 

Using Zortech C on an IBM it 
worked fine but with SAS/C on the 
Amiga the first puts() is ignored 
until after the gets() function so the 
output lines come out in the wrong 
order. What has happened? 

Eric Patterson 
Wembley 

I didn't run your program but J do 
know what is causing the problem - 
the puts{) output is being buffered 
rather than immediately sent to the 
screen. Try putting the statement: 

fflosh(stdout); 

immediately after your puts{) tines - 
this wiil force any buffered character 
output to be printed and your 
program will then work as expected. 
PAO 

ROM SELECTION 
I am thinking of 
putting in a 2.04 ROM 

' chip. Will I have to 
chain the selector 

switch and the Zydec Ram chip 
switch together so as to disable the 
1,5Mb Zydec Ram when using 
WB2? I have heard that these 
boards connected to Gary will not 
work with WB2. What would be your 
suggestions about adding an 
accelerator board? 

Chris Busby 
Crawley 

West Sussex 

My advice would be to get rid of the 
Zydec board if it doesn't work with 
Kickstart 2 and get a better RAM 
board. You could look at getting an 
accelerator such as the Microbotics 
VXL-30 with RAM board, which gives 
you a second Kickstart socket for the 
2.04 ROM plus room for more 
memory to replace the Zydec card, 
JR 

PIECES OF EIGHT 
F~I I have a few images 
i\       \ saved in IFF format 

from my Power 
Scanner. My friend, 

who also owns an Amiga 500, has a 
copy of PageStream 2.2. 

He told me I could get a much 
better printouts on my Citizen 
120D+ by Importing the pictures 
into PageStream. 

I borrowed it from him but when 
I tried to Import a graphic it said 

"Format not supported by modules". 
I have found them on the Drivers 
disk, but cannot use them through 
the program. Help! 

David Hurst 
Bolton 
Lanes. 

Ah yes, I know this problem. It's an 
illegal lending activity called software 
theft, popularly known as 'piracy'. 

What you need are instructions 
that to IJ you how to set up 
PageStream, For that you'll need a 
manual. And to get a manual you'll 
need to buy a proper package, JW 

MORE CHIP RAM 
I have read letters 
from people who have 
the same system as 
me, but have a 

configurable trapdoor RAM 
expansion to allow 1Mb of Chip 
RAM. If I swap my trapdoor 
expansion for a configurable one, 
could I enable 1Mb of chip RAM 
without having the motherboard 
conversion? Also, Syslnfo says that 
my trapdoor RAM is "Slow RAM"T 
why? 

Graham Smith 
Featherstone 

West Yorkshire 

You would not be able to do this 
unless you have the ECS Agnus chip, 
which in your case you do. 
Depending on the age of your 
motherboard, you may still need to 
make some alterations. Consult your 
dealer for further information. 

Slow RAM is the name for the 
trapdoor RAM at $c80000. This is 
special memory which is controlled 
by the same hardware as the Chip 
memory. The result of this is that 
although technically it is not Chip 
memory, it suffers from Chip memory 
limitations, and slows down 
depending on what work you are 
doing. 75 

NO MORE MEMORY 
I bought Pen Paf at 
the same time as my 
A600HD, because my 
mother plans to write 

a book, and I have decided to make 
a separate 2Mb partition so that all 
she needs to open Is that partition if 
she is going to use the word 
processor. 

My problem is that as soon as I 
attempt to Import pictures, or as 
soon as I attempt to perform a 
spelling check, Pen Pat comes up 
with a message Indicating 
insufficient memory. 

I have tried to use Pen Pal from 
the floppy disk and have got the 
same results, but if I re-boot with 
the Pen Pal disk In the drive, a 
Workbench 1.3.2 system gets 
loaded and everything I have 
attempted to do so far has worked - 

n 

CHIP RAM CONTRACTION 
I have got an A 500 rev. 6a with a Fat Agnus (1Mb) and with 

B        a Zydec 1.5 Mb Ram expansion. But when I make the 
jflfl changes to make it 1Mb Chip RAM and 1Mb Fast RAM as 

\jf       | you told In AS 14 page 24 the computer won't boot. The 
power flashes and the screen flashes between white and grey. What am I 
doing wrong? And can you tell me where I can find a printer-driver for the 
Swift 24 colour printer? 

Edwin de Honing 
Enschede 

The Netherlands 

Most 1.5Mb RAM expansions do not work as 1Mb Chip RAM. Replace the 
Zydec board with a standard 0.5Mb RAM card and you should be OK. I am 
afraid I do not know of a printer driver for the Swift 24 colour printer. JR 

I have Imported two pictures into 
the tutorial with no problem at all. 

The supplier of the kit says it is 
my fault that the problem exists 
because of the extra partition on 
the hard drive, as It takes up about 
20k of memory. But why does the 
system work when the old version of 
Workbench Is loaded? 

My options appear to be remove 
the partition which will give me an 
extra 20k of memory, or to buy a 
memory expansion as suggested by 
the supplier. Neither of these 
options appeals to me, especially 
the latter. Are there any other 
answers? 

B Darch 
Yeovil 

When Workbench 2 is booting from 
your hard disk it runs a few programs 
that Workbench 1.3,2 doesn't. With 
enough memory, these 'extras' much 
improve the working environment* 
But with only a little memory they 
restrict what you can do, and this is 
the situation in which you find 
yourself. 

In truth your supplier has not told 
you a lie: the best option would be to 
buy a 1Mb memory expansion. Even 
under Workbench 1.3*211Mb is 
precious little memory to work with, 
especially for any activity that 
involves importing and printing 
graphics.And the 2Mb hard drive 
partition is probably unnecessary. 
Why not have the one big 20Mb 
partition and simply create a drawer 
called MUM and put Pen Pal In 
there? That way your mum's got her 
own tittle drawer on the hard drive 
and you've clawed back that 20K. JW 

CDTV DRIVING 
Ml Is it possible to 

connect a standard 
SCSI hard drive to the 
CDTV? Also, is It 

possible to disable the CDTV ROMs, 
as when they are removed I can run 
any software that will run on an 
A500 configured to 1Mb Chip? 

D Boland 
Sheffield 

Almathera Systems (■* 081 683 
6418) wiil have a SCSI card for the 

CDTV available soon for under £100. 
This wilt allow any external SCSI hard 
drive to be connected to the CDTV. 

Unfortunately I've no idea if it's 
possible to disable the CDTV ROMs 
directly on the CDTV. JR 

RELUCTANT ICONS 
MWhen a Workbench 

screen is displayed 
with icons and an 
Icon is selected the 

pointer wilt freeze. If a disk is 
inserted it unfreezes. This means I 
can't drag Icons. Also when I switch 
on my printer any disk I insert 
develops a read-write error. When I 
switch my printer off It doesn't 
happen again. I've had a new CIA 
chip fitted, but my mouse still 
freezes. 

Richard Scot hern 
Grantham 

Lines 

Your problems are definitely CIA chip 
related. It sounds like both CIA chips 
are faulty. It may be that one of your 
external devices is causing your CIA 
chips to blow up. I can't overstate 
how important it is to make sure your 
Amiga is turned off when you plug or 
unplug in external devices. If you've 
got a mouse with metal shielding 
around the connector, never plug the 
mouse in when the machine is in. 
This is one of the easiest ways to 
blow your CIA chips. If you have a 
Naksha mouse or similar with a 
100% plastic plug, you can safely 
swap the mouse /joystick with the 
machine on. JR 

SHOPPING LIST 
I am having difficulty 
choosing a computer 
system. I lack the 
expertise to make 

the right decision and would 
therefore be grateful If you could 
assist me. 

I have a video camera and a four 
head VCR and I would like to be 
able to capture images from these 
and insert them in my letters. 1 
would also like a colour printout and 
be able to record simple animations 
onto videotape. 
•Will an Amiga 600 with 40MB hard 
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INTUITIVE AREXX 
I have written a few small programs in ARexx and decided 
to get the Rexx Intuition library {Fish Disk 483) to allow me 
to use Intuition front ends in my programs, I dropped the 
library files Into the libs: draw but when I attempt to run the 

demo examples 1 get 'Function not found' errors. I've tried placing the 
ADD LIB command into the programs but it doesn't make any difference, 

Tim Reeves, Southend on Sea 

I'm a bit stuck here because, having not actually seen the Fish Disk you 
mention, I have no idea what the demo programs contain. Before ARexx 
function libraries can be used it is necessary, as you indicate, to use the 
Built-in ARexx ADDL!B() function to get the library name added to the library 
list. Assuming you've done this properly, and provided the call with whatever 
offset and version data this particular library requires, you should then be 
able to use the library functions. Have a good look at the library 
documentation because it is just possible that the library's function name<- 
> function remapping routine (which aii ARexx libraries provide internally) is 
case sensitive - this would cause the problems you've encountered. Failing 
that, other than mentioning that as well as putting the library in the libs' 
directory you have to assign the libs: logical device to the libs directory of 
the disk in question, 1 don't know what to suggest, Perhaps the demo 
programs have assumed that the ARexx ADDLIB utility was used to pre-load 
the library? PAO 

disk do the Job? 
•Can you recommend suitable hard 
disk backup software? 
• if I have a hard drive, will i still 
need an external floppy? 
• Will I need an extra megabyte of 
RAM? 
• Does VIDI Amiga 12 work on the 
A600 and would you recommend ft? 
•Is the Star LC200 Colour a 
suitable printer? 
•Can you recommend a suitable 
word processor? I hear Final Copy Is 
good. 
• Is there a dealer I can buy the 
whole lot from? 
I aim to spend approximately a 
thousand pounds, so could you 
provide a shopping list for me? 

Once I have acquired the 
necessary hardware/software 1 
need a way of connecting it all 
together. My video has a fully 
Implemented SCART socket and I 
understand that Commodore 
monitors now come with a SCART 
socket. I'm not sure what 
connectors V1DI Amiga 12 has. 

The Amiga output must go to 
the monitor for normal use and to 
the video for recording. The video 
output must go to the monitor for 
normal use and the computer for 
digitising. What leads are required 
to achieve this? 

I would be very thankful if you 
could help me. I understand 1 have a 
lot of questions - but then it IS a lot 
of money 1 
Brian Ford 
Luton 
Beds. 

An Amiga 600 with 40MB HD should 
handle your needs welt enough, so 
long as you add more memory 
(preferably more than 1MB), I'd 
recommend QuarterBack 5, for HD 
backup, though a less friendly 
program (BRU) comes free as part of 

WB2. I'd recommend the extra drive 
if you regularly need to shift data 
between disks as it's easier that 
way, though one drive is by no 
means a problem, 

Rombo say that Vidi Amiga 12 
will work on an A600. I've not seen it 
yet, as I'm still waiting for a review 
copy, so I cant fairly comment. 

Final Copy is fine, though it has 
one (perhaps slight) drawback in that 
it uses its own Outline font format, 
and cannot use any of the 
Compugraphic fonts which are 
available either as PD, from Agfa, or 
with WB2 - though with 10 good 
fonts provided you should be happy 
enough. Final Cop/s output is 
excellent, however and it can print in 
up to 4096 colours. So check it out. 
And read Mark Smiddy's review in 

Amiga Shopper issue 15 if you can, 
Although it's getting a little Song 

in the tooth, the LC200 has been a 
workhorse for many people, though 
its 9-pin output looks a tad crude 
nowadays. 

A better bet would be to plump 
for the more expensive LC24-200 
(the 24-pin version) or alternatively 
check out the Citizen 224, which will 
only add around £40 to the cost of 
an LC200, but vastly improve your 
printed output. 

Don't worry about video 
connections to and from the 
computer, video and digitiser. If you 
buy an RGB monitor and a SCART 
switcher (about £20) you can happily 
swap between video and computer 
outputs at the flick of a switch. 
However, if your video only has 
SCART output you'll have to get 
another lead for when you want to 
connect it to the VIDI 12. I think this 
will probably be a SCART to Phono, 
and you should be able to get one at 
Tandy's. You might also want to 
consider buying a parallel port 
sharer, as both the printer and the 
digitiser use the Amiga's parallel 
portT though a quick reconnection 
from time to time won't do any harm. 

Try Hob byte, in Luton Arndale 
Centre, or WTS Electronics En Chaul 
End Lane and see if they can put 
everything together for you. At least 
they'll be local if you have a problem. 

Finaliy, I don't do shopping lists, 
but a quick glance through Amiga 
Shopper says that the whole lot 
(Amiga, HDT memory, monitor, printer 
software and Vidi 12) wilt cost a little 
more than your £1000 budget, 
though this is from several different 
dealers. 
You may be able to negotiate a 
better price if you get It all from just 
the one dealer. GW 
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Font - the group of letters, numbers and special characters that comprise 
one variation of typeface, eg; 12 pt Times, 12pt Times Bold, 12pt Times 
italic. Sometimes (mistakenly) used in desktop publishing to refer to a 
type family. 

include files - supplied by Commodore, provide all the offsets needed to 
access system library routines, and the formats for all system structures. 

Intuition - the part of the Amiga's operating system concerned with window 
handling, menus and so forth. It interprets user input from the mouse 
and sends information to the relevant windows via the Intuition Direct 
Communication Message Ports. 

J aggies - the jagged edges seen on diagonal lines, caused by the use of 
small, but nonetheless finite, rectangular pixels to make up a picture. 

Library - the Amiga has many special features, and programs are already 
present in the operating system to make use of these features. These 
programs, or library functions, may (and should) be used by applications 
programs, obviating the need for each programmer to write a similar set 
of routines. 

ROM sharer - a device which will hold more than one ROM (the chip in which 
Kickstart is stored) and enable the user to choose which version to use. 

FILE NOT FOUND 
I have just bought 
October's Amiga 
Format with DevPac 2 
on the cover disk. 

After completing the tutorial in the 
magazine, I tried to assemble other 
source code from various other 
magazines. When I clicked on 
Assemble, it reported "file not 
found" on where there were lines 
using "Include" as a command. I 
have locked for these flies but I 
cannot find them anywhere. Could 
you please tell me where they are or 
how I can get hold of them? Are 
they in the original packages? 

Justin Hannan 
Chester-le-Street 

Co. Durham. 

There are two reasons why this could 
be happening. Firstly, the source 
files in question are using custom 
include files especially for that 
program. In which case, it will be 
hard to find them. Hopefully, it will 
simpiy be "The Case of the Missing 
Commodore Include Files/. These 
files, with names like " exec/exec, i", 
"intuition/screensJ" and so forth are 
included in the original packages. 
They can also be bought separately 
from Commodore. If you wish to buy 
them, along with lots of other handy 
development tools you need to write 
to: 
Developer Support, 
Commodore Business Machines, 
The Switchback, 
Gardner Road, 
Maidenhead, 
Berks 5L6 7XA 
and ask for information on the 
current"Native Developers Toolkit" 
This will probably cost around £25 
and is worth its weight in gold. TS 

CLOCK THAT! 
ITT ^ When booting up I get 
Lrl the message "Can't 
|^ J find battery backed-up 
t J clock". IVIy clock 

works if I reset it each time — 
what's going on? 

RA Theme 
Henley 

When you say reset do you mean 
RESET or re-set as in change the 
time? The most likely cause of this is 
the hardware clock has been 
corrupted at some point and you are 
only re setting the system software 
clock. The RTC on the trapdoor is 
only read during boot-up, after that 
the system time is maintained by 
Kickstart using timing "ticks" from 
one of the CIAs. The simple answer 
is to leave the machine on for at 
least eight hours to make sure the 
battery is fully charged, the follow 
these steps: 
a) Boot your Workbench disk. 
b) Open a Shell window. 
c) Enter the following: 
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SETCLOCK RESET 

d) Now set the clock from 
Preferences and select SAVE. Nip 
back to the Shell and check the time 
and date are correct like this: 

DATE 

e) Just to make sure the RTC is 
fixed, now enter this: 

SETCLOCK LOAD 
DATE 

and you should get the same date 
and time back again. 
f) If that doesn't work, follow Steps c 
and d again but skip step e, Now 
enter: 

SETCLOCK SAVE 
SETCLOCK LOAD 
DATE 

If the clock is still causing problems, 
get the RAM card checked out by 
your local dealer. MS 

LONELY AS A DESKJET 
I am thinking of 
getting a Hewlett- 
Packard DeskJet 500 
and Wordworth. Does 

support the DeskJet Wordworth 
500? 

Currently Wordworth (1.1 Rev 6) 
supports the DeskJet 500 better 
than any other Amiga word 
processor. 

Text and pictures will print 
without problem provided you have 
enough memory to do the job. 

The fact that the text and 
pictures are all loaded into the word 
processor - that is, formatted and 
ready to print - does not mean you 
have enough memory. 

The word processor will require 
more memory to print your 
document, especially if you are using 
Amiga screen fonts as opposed to 
the fonts built into the printer, 

Wordworth is able to use these 
printer fonts, but if you want graphics 
and printer fonts on the same page 
you'll have to pass the paper through 
the printer twice - first to print the 
text, then the graphics. 

How much memory you actually 
need will depend on how many 
pictures are loaded and the size of 
those pictures, how many Amiga 
screen fonts are loaded and the si2e 
of those fonts, and the output quality 
selected at print time. 

Is 1Mb enough? For one page of 
text with one picture on it, yes. Two 
pages? Depends what's on them. 

Wordworth, the DeskJet 500 and 
at least 3Mb of memory is a good 
combination, but, as always with this 
kind of word processing (which is 
semi-DTP really), the more memory 
the better. JW 

Mark Buckle 
Bath, Avon 

DOUBLE TROUBLE 
I started using Amiga 

Ipfl computers to add 
1 titles to our videos 

about two years ago, 
and later bought an A500 with 
0.5Mb RAM expansion and Pro 
Video Plus: for what it cost this was 
a very good buy, although the 
quality was not that good, In terms 
of AJaggies'. 

This year I acquired an Amiga 
2000, with WB2.04, with a view to 
running titling programmes, In the 
hope that it would be better, With 
this in mind, I had the supplier, 
Hobbyte, install an extra 2Mb of 
RAM. 

My first attempts at titling with 
the new machine were with 
Broadcast Title? 2, which 
unfortunately did not produce 
satisfactory results. Font selections 
were poor, definition was bad, and 
anti-aliasing was essential, but the 
result was still below our older 
program, BT2 was returned. 

Pro Video Post (a development 
of Pro Video Pius) won't function 
property with our Amiga 2000. For 
example, end titles would normally 
roll, but with PV Post a single pixel 
black line appears at the page 
break when using vertical 
transitions. It won't work at all on 
our A500. Shereff Systems, who 
produce PV Post, haven't responded 
to my letters. 

Another Important use of our 
Amigas Is for Edit List Management, 
for which we use Micro Illusion's 
EDLP system. In this case the 
problem is that It will work on 
occasion with our A500, but often 
crashes five or six times on boot, 
sometimes freezing up the machine. 
EDLP works OK with the 2000, but 
certain functions don't work 
correctly under 2,04. 

We retail our videos to the 
public, so the quality of titling is 
important (we use professional BVU- 
SP machines for editing). The 
quality we get from the Amiga Is 
very disappointing and so are the 
results we've had from our extra 
investments over the last year. 
Could you make any suggestions 
about: 
♦ more effective titling software? 
• how to improve the reliability of 
our WB 1.3 Amiga 500? 
•whether there are updated 
versions of the programs mentioned 
which will work on our Amiga 2000? 
•whether fitting a ROM sharer to 
the 2000 might help to run 
programs which work badly on the 
A500? 

At present I am very 
disappointed with these Amiga- 
based systems. I'd like to use the 
machines for other things, 
particularly 24-bit graphics, DTP 
etc, but my experiences so far 
make me think that Amfgas are, 
after all, best regarded as games 
machines and it would be better to 

look at something more professional 
in the PC or Mac field, despite the 
extra cost. 

Andrew Saunders 
Great Dawkins 

Essex. 

Tm sorry to hear you've been having 
so much trouble. One thing which 
struck me immediately was that you 
haven t mentioned what you use for 
encoding the Amiga's RGB output 
into video. Since you are using BVU 
SP for recording, I hope that you are 
using a suitable quality genlock or 
RGB encoder, not one of the 
cheaper, domestic-type units! This 
might go a long way to explaining 
some of the problems you are 
having. If you are using a good one, 
have it checked over for faults and 
alignment. 

I have used Amlgas with Pro 
Video Pius, Pro Video Post and 
Broadcast Titler 2 for video work, 
including broadcast and, of the 
threet I would always recommend 
BT2 out of choice. I can t understand 
your comments about jaggies with 
BT2- unless you are being hyper- 
critical. 

While I have sympathy with your 
situation there are many happy users 
of Amigas which are fitted with 24-bit 
cards (and this includes national 
broadcasting companies) and plenty 
of professional DTP'ers who use 
Amigas to produce high-quality work, 
including colour postscript output. It 
seems that there is something 
fundamentally flawed with your Amiga 
video setup which has led to your 
despairing conclusions. 

I'm pretty sure that the problems 
with Pro Video Post are being caused 
by it being incompatible with WB2 (in 
the case of the Amiga 2000) and 
that the 0.5MB of CHIP (display) 
RAM on your A500 is not sufficient 
for it to run at all. A ROM sharer In 
the A2000 might solve this one, but 
you'll have to upgrade your A500 to 
1MB of CHIP RAM to stand any 
chance of success with PV Post I 
think you'll find that such problems 
are mentioned in the manual you got 
with the software and that some of 
the earlier Amigas are no longer 
suitable for newer, more powerful, 
software which is designed to run on 
correspondingly more powerful 
machines. I1d suspect that such 
incompatibility problems are also the 
root of your troubles with EDLP, It 
always pays to scrutinise the 
recommendations of the software 
publisher before you buy - if only to 
discover whether the software is 
actually suitable for your system. 

The only other advice I have to 
offer is to have another look at BT2 - 
it IS a top-notch program - and try 
another genlock/encoder if things 
stiff look bad. You seem to be having 
an uncommonly difficult time, and ( 
have to say that for all the love/hate 
relationships there are with both 
Commodore and their Amigas, they 

are nowhere near as depressing as 
your unfortunate experiences would 
indicate. GW 

INACTION REPLAY 
a).I wish to buy an 
accelerator for my 
A1500 that does not 
make the Action 

Replay cartridge redundant, ie. that 
either does not use the 86 pin 
expansion slot or has a pass- 
through port. Is there such a card or 
a method of using both 
simultaneously? 
b) I wish to purchase the Magneto- 
Optical drive from Power Computing 
and wonder If (how) I could use the 
Dataflyer SCSI board (with 52Mb 
hard disk) with the Magneto-Optical 
drive or would I have to purchase a 
second SCSI board? 

Anthony Steel 
Swansea 

W Glamorgan 

Unfortunately the Action Replay 
cartridge (on the Amiga 500 at least) 
doesn't work with an accelerator 
fitted anyway, so the problem that 
both the accelerator and the Action 
Replay require the same slot is 
rather beside the point. The way the 
Action Replay cartridge (and similar 
cartridges) work makes it rather 
unlikely that any will work properly 
with an accelerator fitted. 

And it s bad news on the SCSI 
front too, you will need a new SCSI 
card for the Magneto-Optical drivet 
preferably the Commodore A2091 or 
GVP Impact II. Once you have that, 
put your 52Mb Quantum on the new 
card too and ditch the Dataflyer. JR 

I WANT TO PROGRAM 
I am keen to start 
programming and 
have some good Ideas 
for projects. New I 

know this will take time but is it 
worth It with ail the stupid changes 
that Commodore are making by the 
time I get on my 'computing feet' 
the A500 be dead and I will have 
wasted my time so my first question 
Is Is It worth it'? 

If It is, could you advise me on 
what packages to start with? I was 
considering Amos followed by 
Devpac til but will learning Amos 
have been of any help to me once I 
come to Devpac or will I have to 
start again? 

A User 
Gower 

Swansea 

The bad news is that computers will 
continue to change and you are quite 
right - the A500 will probably be 
dead and gone long before you've 
got to the point where you can write 
professional programs. If, on the 
other hand, you think you really can 
knock out a commercial product in 
the relatively near future then 
sticking to the standard Amiga 
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Amiga DOS - the most basic part of the Amiga1 s operating system - the 
collection of programs that take care of the general running of the 
machine. AmigaDOS concerns itself with device-handling: control of the 
keyboard, basic screen output, disk drives, printers and so on. 

ANSI C - a standard for the language devised by the American National 
Standards Institute, which differs from some areas and clarifies others of 
the original definition of C given by Kernighan and Ritchie, the language s 
creators. 

Basic - Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code is a high-level 
programming language, much favoured by micro-computer users. It 
combines a fair amount of power with ease-of-use. 

ECS - Extended Chip Set is the name given to the new versions of the 
Amiga's custom chips which handle graphics and. sound. 

Editor - an editor, like a word processorr is a means of entering text into the 
computer. Programs are written with an editor before being turned over to 
a compiler or interpreter, 

Multisync monrtof - a monitor which can accept its signal at a variety of 
frequencies, usually ranging from 15 to 32 KHz. A multisync is useful for 
displaying signal produced by a flicker fixer or from an IBM PC VGA card, 

programming conventions will 
safeguard you against most aspects 
of current model obsolescence. 

Only you know how much 
enthusiasm for learning you've got 
but there's no doubt that a certain 
amount of what you learn will seem 
to be wasted as time goes on. For 
instance, ten years ago I was doing a 
lot of 6502 and Z80 assembler 
programming but now most 
machines based on those 
processors are buried in peoples 
gardens (or should be), What you will 
need to do is isolate yourself from as 
many programming 'danger areas' as 
possible by concentrating on 
programming techniques, rather than 
machine-specific hacks and tricks. 
That way the things you'll learn will 
remain useful long after the current 
Amiga range has bitten the dust. 

As far as languages are 
concerned there's nothing wrong in 
starting with Basic and Amos is an 
excellent Basic-type language, 
Devpac III is great but tackling 
assembler on the Amiga is not 
something I'd recommend you do in 
your early programming days, PAQ 

WHICH AMIGA? 
For Christmas this 
year I am hoping to 
get an Amiga 500 
Plus. I have seen 

adverts for A600's, and I fear that I 
may not bo ablo to get one. I think I 
will get an A500 and will then 
expand it to 1MB. Would this cost a 
lot? Also, could I run my ever 
expanding collection of magazine 
disks and games on my expanded 
A500? Who would do the 
expansion, could I do it myself or 
would I have to get a dealer to do 
it? I definitely only want a 1MB 
machine. As a last resort, if 1 got an 
A600, could I stilt run all of my 

A500+ stuff on it? Please answer 
truthfully as I really need the help 
and advice. 

John Bolton, 
Sto u rpo rt-on-Se vern 

Worcestershire 

1MB expansions are currently very 
cheap and easy to fit. If you are 
worried about the fitting yourself, 
then you could get a dealer to do it 
for you, it is unlikely that they would 
charge you for such a simple 
operation. 1MB expansions can cost 
as little as £25 now, or around £30 
for one with a real time clock. 

As far as software compatibility 
goesr this rather depends on how 
well the software was written. 
Anything that runs on the A500+ will 
run on the A600 with no problems, 
as they are essentially the same 
machine but in different boxes. Its 
the older A500 software that could 
possibly cause problems for you. 
Some of this software was badly 
written, and is incompatible with 
Commodores new operating system: 
2.04. TS 

MORE OR LESS? 

W 
The description of 
MORE In ''Using the 
Amiga Workbench - 
the Official Guide" 

states that SHIFT-E allows editing 
of the file using the editor defined In 
ENV: Editor. The description of 
environmental variables says: 
"SET - Creates a local 
environmental variable." 
"SETENV - Creates a local 
e nvi ronm enta I va rl a ble. * 

Mastering AmigaDOS 2, V2 
gives two examples for setting 
M ORE'S editor, viz.: 

a) SETEWV EDITOR C:ED 
b) ECHO >ENV:EDITOR "C:ED" 

The first example does not work at 
all, the second attempts to invoke 
ED but falls with the error required 
argument missing. Con you explain 
how to Invoke MORE's editor 
successfully? 
Also, "Using the Amiga Workbench" 
mentions only Analog and Digital. 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2, V2 
mentions Analog, Digital! and 
Digital2. 

Can you clarify this please? 
G Roberts 
Moor Row 
Cumbria 

Since I was the author of one of the 
texts mentioned there I will attempt 
to put matters straight, 

The first example given in 
Mastering Amiga'sDOS 2, V2 does 
work as described. I cannot get it to 
fail at all. The second example 
described there Es intended as an 
example (as it states in the text you 
should always use the command), It 
should have read: 

ECHO >ENV;EDITOR "C:ED" 
NOLIME 
To explain, When you press SHIFT-E, 
MORE reads the contents of the 
variable in ENV:EDITOR and adds the 
name of the file it is currently 
viewing. It then sends this as a 
command line argument to 
AmigaDOS. The second example 
does not work because ECHO 
appends a line feed to the variable 
which the command parser reads as 
end of line, Put another way, it looks 
like two separate lines. If MORE was 
showing S:SPAT, and you called the 
editor it would send AmigaDOS: 

C:ED 
S:SPAT 

The clock problem is something of a 
nusiance, Somewhere around the 
release of V36/37 (I no longer have 
an old enough version to check) 
CLOCK was re-written and the two 
DIGITAL modes were replaced by a 
single one, ergo. 

run clock digital 

You can still append the X and Y co- 
ordinates if you wish: 

run clock digital 200 0 

This error was entirely mine and 
should have been corrected in the 
new edition. However, in all cases 
like this — if in doubt ask AmigaDOS 
what the current version is: 

VERSION <ccintnand> FULL 

and 

<cornmand> ? 

to get the latest template. MS 

CONFUSED OF HIGH 
WYCOMBE 

I am considering 
1 buying an A Video 24 

card and I would like 
to know a little more 

about it, namely: 
•Is there any proper English 
documentation for it yet? 
• Does the documentation go Into 
enough detail to allow me to write 
programs for it in HfSpeed Pascal, 
for instance? 
•As normal Amiga graphics can be 
overlaid, how does it cope with the 
Super Hires mode when its 
resolution is only 768 x 580? 
•Does it require a multisync 
monitor? 

Finally, with all the rumours of 
the new A A chip set, do you know 
whether It will be a direct 
replacement for the existing ECS, or 
will we ail have to go out and buy a 
new computer? 

Darran Williams 
High Wycombe 

Bucks. 

The basic documentation for^Weo 
is available in English, though it isn't 
amazingly detailed. There are 
Developer Docs included on the disk, 
which I'm told are adequate (though 
again not brilliant), but you should at 
least be able to figure out the 
Libraries and so on. 

I'm not a programmer, so I have 
no idea whether you could use 
Pascal to communicate with AVideo - 
though ,4flex* can be used, if this 
provides any clues for you, 

AVideo 24 doesn't support Super 
Hires mode at all, and you don't 
need a multisync to use it ■ in fact it 
is much preferable without. 

By the way, remember that TV 
Paint (as available for AVideo24) 
needs a 68030 processor installed 
in the Amiga before it can be used, 
and that you need a fair amount of 
RAM (>4MB) to make best use of it! 

On your other questions, the new 
AA (or AGA as they are officially 
known) chip set is not a direct 
replacement for the ECS so, yes, it 
will mean having to buy a completely 
new Amiga if you want the new 
graphics modes. GW 

GOT IT TAPED 
I have a Wangtec 
Tapestreamer. How 
do I connect the tape 
streamers to my 

Wordsync 2000. ie (a) what lead 
(for internal fitting)? (b) 

How do I configure it with SCSI 
numbers, etc? What software is 
required to run it? What are SCSI 
and LUN numbers? 

Nigel Barker 
Weston-S u per-M a re 

Avon 

All you need is a three-way SCSI fead 
to connect your devices together, a 
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reputable dealer will be able to make 
up a lead for you for around £12, 
Every device connected to a SCSI 
controller needs a different SCSI ID 
number (between 0 and 6). 

Most hard disks are set to either 
0 or 6 by default, so choose 4 or 5 
on your tapestreamer and you should 
be OK. Usually there are three 
jumpers on SCSI devices labelled 0 1 
and 2. 

These make up.binary digits of a 
number 0 to 7. Use the following 
table to work out what jumpers need 
to be set for the ID you require: 

ID 0      No Jumpers set 
ID 1       Only set Jumper 0 
ID 2       Only set Jumper 1 
ID 3      Set jumpers 0 and 1 
ID 4       Only set Jumper 2 
ID 5       Set jumpers 0 and 2 
ID 6       Set jumpers 1 and 2 
ID 7      Set all jumpers {not 
usually allowed on SCSI devices) 

Some devices contain more than 
one Unit (LUN) number, a good 
example is the Pioneer CD-ROM drive 
that contains six CDs in one box. 
Each CD has a different LUN number. 
For most SCSI devices (including alJ 
hard drives and tape streamers) LUN 
0 is all that will be recognised and all 
that you have to worry about. 

The software to run the 
tapestreamer comes with your Amiga 
on the Workbench disk. It is called 
HDBackup. and will support SCSI 
tape drives. 

Alter the S:BruTab file to set up 
HDBackup for your Tapestreamer. 
Alter the entry for TAPE:, change 
SCSLDEVICE to 
SUPRADIRECT.DEVICE and the unit 
number to the number that you set 
your Tape unit as. Do the same for 
the NTAPE: entry. 

Although HDBackup will work 
there are other programs that will 
support your Tapestreamer directly. 
MrBackup Professional and 
Quarterback 5.0 both support tape 
devices, but my favourite is Ami Back 
V2.0 which is very powerful, yet easy 
to use. JR 

MORE THAN C 
I would like to start 
learning C or C++ 
{progressing on from 
Basic) and would like 

to know the difference. What 
commercial packages are available 
and how much do they cost? Also I 
have noticed that my computer gets 
very hot when used for hours on 
end. Will the power supply burn out 
with this sort of prolonged use? 

Andrew Cheung 
Wallington 

Surrey 

C++ is an object-orientated language 
which is a sort of high-power 
extended C. Some of the new ANSI C 
characteristics incidentally, such as 
the use of function prototypes, have 
come from C++. Both languages are 

available on the Amiga although it 
must be said that C++ has not really 
acquired the following that some C 
gurus originally expected, You can 
expect to pay about a couple of 
hundred pounds for the C compiler 
and somewhat more than that for 
C++. The best commercial C package 
is Lattice/SAS and it is also Lattice 
who support a C++ compiler (which 
needs at least 1.5Mb to run), 

Power supplies do get hot and 
some Amiga power supplies, like a!! 
other computer power supplies, do 
overheat and burn out. Most 
however, despite the fact that they 
seem to get rather hot, do not. t 
regularly have my Amigas running for 
24-36 hours at a time and I've only 
had one power supply go in the last 
seven years! PAO 

MONITORS AND MORE 
¥~7      ^ I own an Amiga 500 
\/±      !] with 2MB, Kickstart 
l^^^l 2.04 and a 20MB 
^^^^J Novia internal hard 

drive and I am looking for help with 
the following problems; 
a) I am looking for a Multi-sync 
monitor to display all standard 
screen modes, without the need for 
a flicker fixer, it must be under 300 
pounds if possible. 
b) What is the difference between 
an SVGA and Multi-Sync monitor, 
and does a Flicker Free video board 
work with both? 
c) I am looking for a COBOL 
compiler for the Amiga, without 
much luck. Do you know of any? 
d) I am looking for a Hard Drive 
menu system, preferably one where 
the user just has to press a key to 
run the required program, eg, 1 
Word Processor, 2 Pascal etc. 
e) I am also after a quicker Startup- 
Sequence for the hard-drive as the 
one I just just now is fairly slow, I 
just copied the one from the 
WorkBench disk to the HD. 
f) Can you tell me which printer 
driver to use for a Digital LQP45 
daisy wheel printer, with a serial 
Interface? 

Robin Brown 
Smithton 
Inverness 

a) I am afraid that you will need a 
flicker fixer for sure in order to get all 
modes without flicker. The Amiga can 
only output its video information at 
one speed. The monitors capable of 
displaying the higher resolution 
modes, such as VGA, without flicker 
do so by receiving information at 
different rates. A Flicker Fixer 
generates these special clock rates 
that the Multi-Sync monitor will 
understand. 
b) SVGA and VGA monitors are 
generally a bad buy for Amiga 
owners. You can ONLY use them with 
the flicker fixer ONT and some will 

I have problems with some Amiga 
| modes. They are designed 
l specifically to display the PC's 320 x 

200 and 640 x 4S0 VGA modes. The 
SVGA monitors are simply higher 
spec to be able to show the higher 
resolution SVGA modes. If you are 
unsure , its best to check with a 
dealer but you WILL need a flicker 
fixer, We use a VGA only monitor 
here in the office on an A2000 with 
no problems, but the flicker fixer 
must remain on. The term Multi-Sync 
means that the monitor is A) More 
expensive and B) able to 
automatically detect what speed the 
information coming into it is, and 
switch over to it. This is by far the 
best option for Amiga owners. 
c) Goodness, it must be COBOL s 
lucky day! Thats two queries about 
this strange language in one month. 
I'm afraid I don't know of a COBOL 
compiler for the Amiga. 
d) There are a number of Menu 
programs of this sort for the Amiga in 
the PD. I would personally 
recommend using a program like 
ToolManager      which is an 
excellent PD program that allows you 
to add Programs to the Workbench's 
"Tools" menu. 

In addition to this, ToolManager 
has a "Dock" feature which allows 
you to join lots of little Icons together 
in a strip, and clicking on one will run 
that program. Its like a visual menu 
that is permanently on view on your 
Workbench screen. In addition to 

this, ToolManager will allow you to 
use keyboard short-cuts to run 
particular programs. For example, left 
amiga and D to run DPaint 
e) its best to agree to disagree with 
the startup-sequence. I would not 
recommend summarising it if you can 
bear the length of time it takes to 
run. Most of it is quite important. An 
in depth discussion on what you can 
and can't remove is beyond the 
scope of this answer, but you can get 
further information from the 
' AmigaDOS Manual, 3rd Edition.". 
The WorkBench 2 startup sequence 
is pretty much as small as it can go 
as it is. You could, however, remove 
any references to MOUNT AUX: 
MOUNT PIPE: and MOUNT SPEAK: if 
you wish to, Likewise, the ECHO 
command's can go and so can 
ASSIGN REXX: if you are not using 
ARexx, 
f) As a general rulet to try getting a 
printer to work that you do not have a 
driver for, try EpsonX first. I am afraid 
that 1 could not find a driver for the 
printer you mentioned. If you cannot 
get it to print try copying files to 
SER: after setting up the serial 
preferences to match the printer 
correctly. For example: 

copy s:startup-sequence ser: 

This should print this file out. TS 

THIS WOMAN'S WORK 
¥T2     II The majority of your Questions come from men, how about 
j l\       I coming to the afd of a 'woman driver'? I have two irritating 

problems with PageStream 2,2. First, despite its much 
^^ll^^J acclaimed and publicised irregular text runaround facility, I 

still can't get the program to do it. 
It works perfectly well when I use the structured drawing tools - the 

text flows neatly around a square, rectangle, triangle, circle or ellipse - 
but when I draw a freehand shape the text resolutely flows around the box 
and not the object within. Obviously Pm doing something drastically 
wrong somewhere, but what? 

Secondly, I use single sheet feed and A4 paper, Why, when printing at 
the bottom of the page, will the printer advance the paper but not fully 
eject It? In order to clear the buffer I have to insert a fresh sheet of paper, 
press the on-line switch, allow the paper to continue advancing, turn the 
printer off line, eject that page using the paper feed switch, then re-insert 
a fresh sheet, Then, and only then, can I print my next page. 

If you are able to print a reply please could it be in words of one 
syllable? Big words bother me. 

Gill Noyes 
Borough Green 

Kent 

The answer to your first problem is that irreguiar runaround doesn't work 
with the Freehand drawing tool. Use the Polygon tooi instead. (Don1t blame 
me, It's not my fault). The paper feed problem is more tricky to sort out 
because exactly the same thing has been happening to me for ages. Tve 
never mentioned it or bothered to investigate because nobody has ever 
brought up the subject before. 

Um. Check that the Paper Size dimensions in the Global/Configure 
Printer requester are set correctly. For A4 they should be 21cm and 
29.7cm- But as you are using single sheets, and as your printer probably 
requires the bottom half inch (ish) for itself in order to feed the paper out., it 
could be that PageStream is * printing' this bottom part of the on-screen 
page on a new sheet (because it couldn t print it on the first sheet because 
the printer stole the bottom half inch). Try knocking the actual on-screen 
page size down to 28 or 28.5cm, Worked for me. 

May I just say that the reason most of my questions come from men is 
because women have more organised brains and are better DTPers. JW 
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DRIVING ME MAD 
I realise this is 
something of the 
fabled "piece of 
string" question, but 

how reliable should 3.5" floppy 
disks be? Having been subjected to 
one too many read/write errors with 
my Roctec external drive 1 invested 
in the Power Computing dual 
external. Whist this has proved a 
fine and reliable piece of hardware, I 
still seem to suffer from occasional 
disk corruptions. At a guess I would 
say every three to four weeks of 
heavy evening use brings a disk 
corruption and this seems 
unacceptably high. 

I use the best branded disks I 
can find and clean the drives often. 
I check for viruses regularly and all 
appears well. The only aspect of the 
system that worries me is the four 
way adapter powering the system 
due to the layout of the room. Do 
you have any suggestions or am I 
just expecting too much? 

I Intend to upgrade my Amiga to 
Kickstart 2 In the near future. How 
worthwhile would it be for me to 
install the rest of the ECS? The 
main applications I run are Pen Patf 
Sequencer One Plus and Lattice C, 

John Kinley 
Palmers Green 

London 

A systems analyst friend of mine 
claims his experience of 3.5" media 
has been fess than good and is 
happier with the older 5.25" media. 
The reason for this is probably the 
required density of the magnetic 
particles is lower on the larger 
media, and with care this might 
make it more reliable. Also, 5.25" 
media is usually specified for lower 
density devices: on the PC 1,2M for 
5.25M HD devices compares with 
1.4M for 3.5". Nevertheless, I have 
also heard tails of people running 
cars over disks, doing origami with 
them and even washing them — and 
they still work afterwards. 

You can read from that, portable 
magnetic media is more robust and 
reliable than you might think — 
certainly more so than your 
experience suggests. Disk drive 
heads are precision manufactured 
components (if they were made as 
one-offs the costs would be 
astronomical) and this could the 
problem. The answer to your 
question is, most probably, one of 
overdoing it. Head cleaners are only 
useful when the head is dirty — 
typically after several YEARS of 
constant use. If you use them too 
often two things happen; 
{blob} Small particles of magnetic 
material get lodged in the fibres and 
after a few more revolutions dislodge 
back onto another part of the drive 
head. When you insert a disk, the 
particles act like an abrasive and 
scratch the disks — causing wear, 
and therefore, re ad/write errors. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Bicker fixer - a card that plugs into the A2000 s video slot and removes the 
flicker from the Amiga's interlace mode and the visible scan lines in the 
non-interlace mode, interlace mode is the Amiga's way of doubling the 
vertical screen resolution, but normally by effectively halving the screen 
update rate and creating flicker. 

Icon - a graphical representation of a program, piece of data or device such 
as a disk drive. Clicking on an icon will open its corresponding file. 

Interlace - a method used to double the apparent vertical resolution of the 
monitor by alternately refreshing the screen at a slight vertical offset, 
thus squeezing an extra line between each of the lines of a non- 
interlaced screen. 

Multisync monitor - a monitor which can accept its signal at a variety of 
frequencies, usually ranging from 15 to 32 KHz, A multisync is useful for 
displaying signal produced by a flicker fixer or from an IBM PC VGA card* 

Startup-sequence - a program which is executed every time the Amiga is 
switched on and after every reset. It sets up the system so that ft is 
usable from Workbench, and may be customised by those who have 
unusu al hard o r s oftwa re re q u i re me nts. 

•After constant use, the abrasive dry 
cleaners will wear out the drive 
heads or clog them up. In any event, 
the whole mechanism will have to be 
replaced. 

If you open up an old disk, you 
will notice it is sandwiched in 
something lake tissue paper. This is 
not there by accident — itrs there to 
pick up the excess particles of 
magnetic material, In other wordsr 
disks are self-cleaning! Consider 
this; like most old-timers, I treat 
head cleaners with the contempt 
they deserve, never use them and 
rarely get problems — even with 
cheap, unbranded disks. MS 

PaSeStream I 

TURBOPRINT NOT 
NEEDED 

Is It possible to get 
PageStream 2.2 and 
Turboprlnt to work 
together? 

PageStream insists on using its 
own printer drivers and will not 
accept any others. If I try to redirect 
the output to PRT: instead of PAR: I 
just get garbage. 

It seems to me that Workbench, 
Turboprlnt and PageStream drivers 
are Incompatible with each other. If 
so. what can I do? I get banding 
and dark graphics with with 
PageStream, both of which I know 
can be fixed with TurboPrinL 

Adrian M Lay den 
Stoke-on-Trent 

To force PageStream to use the 
printer driver you have selected from 
Workbench Preferences, Load and 
Save Default (from Global/Configure 
Printer in PageStream) the 
PageStream printer driver called 
Preferences, 

Alas, this won't help the 
TurboPrint problem. PageStream 
Insists on using its own dither 
patterns when printing, no matter 

what options you have selected from 
Workbench Preferences or from 
within Turboprint. PageStream does 
this because it needs to be sure 
what pattern is being used so that it 
is able to change the Screen 
Frequency and Screen Angle, if 
asked to do so. 

Screen Frequency is a lines per 
inch1 figure and in effect it informs 
PageStream what size the cell for the 
dither pattern should be. Your printer 
(a 360 by 360 dpi Star LC24-200) 
can only really represent 16 shades 
of grey (including solid black and 
solid white), so you only need a cell 
size that contains 16 pixels, or a 4 
by 4 matrix in other words. To work 
out the correct Screen Frequency 
figure for 16 shades of greyf divide 
the cell width (4) into the printer 
resolution (360), which give a figure 
of 90 lines per inch. Click on each of 
your PageStream graphics 
(bitmapped and/or structured) and 
enter 90 into the Screen Frequency 
gadget in the Edit Coordinates 
requester for each graphic, and you'll 
find that your graphics will print much 
brighter. 

This feature of PageStream is a 
similar technique to that which 
Turboprint employs to improve the 
output of graphics. 

(DeskJet and LaserJet users 
have a maximum resolution of 300 
dpi, so their Screen Frequency figure 
for 16 shades of grey is 300/4 = 75 
lines per inch. A Screen Frequency of 
100, which is 300/3 and therefore a 
3 by 3 dither pattern cell, would give 
a maximum of 10 printable shades 
of grey including solid black and solid 
white.) 

The Screen Angle is simply the 
angle at which the dots are arranged 
in the dither A good ballpark figure 
is 45 degrees, but you can 
experiment with this for each and 
every graphic. JW 

HAPPY SHOPPER 
jr~i     ^| a) I have my own 
LnL      I black and white 

Jj photographic 
darkroom and I want 

to use DigiVlew to record my 
contact sheets and use the pictures 
as the basis for design work at 
college. I've made a template In 
OigiPaint 3 for laying out the grabs, 
and set the blank spaces to he the 
same size as a OigiView quarter 
screen scan, So far so good. The 
problems arise when I try to expand 
the grab for closer Inspection. If I 
pick up a grabbed image as a brush 
and scale it up the quality 
deteriorates in ratio with the 
enlargement. 1 have tried grabbing 
at the highest size and resolution 
and then shrinking the resultT but 
the image always becomes 
unacceptable after scaling up again, 
Is there a way round this? 
b) I use Wordworth 1,1 for my word 
processing requirements, saving the 
files in ASCII onto a PC-formatted 
disk using MessySID. I load the files 
into an Apple Mac at college and 
then print them out with a laser 
printer as the quality is much better 
than that of the Star LC24-200 
colour printer I use at home. I have 
recently read that Wordworth can 
use Compugraphic fonts (like 
PageSetter 11} when running under 
WB2.04. Is there any way I can do 
this with WB1.3 so that I can have 
better quality prints without the 
fuss? 
c) I may consider upgrading to WB2 
if I can rob a bank or something. lTm 
worried that when I do upgrade that 
the Information on my hard disk 
might be affected, as It has taken 
me the best part of a year to 
configure everything how I want it 
and I would hate to have to do It all 
again, 
d) I'm considering trying my hand at 
ARexx programming. Do you think 
this would be too advanced for a 
complete beginner? I would like to 
be able to write scripts to control 
OigiView Gold, as suggested in the 
manual provided. What do I need to 
get started, etc? 

Steve Hughes 
Partington 

Hants, 

a) As you have discovered, whenever 
you blow up a bitmapped graphic, 
such as your digitised images, they 
very quickly start to turn nasty on 
you. What happens is that the small 
images which you are expanding only 
contain enough information to 
describe that image, Since the 
picture is made up of separate dots 
(pixels) of different colours you just 
get bigger versions of them when you 
enlarge the image, which fs why your 
pictures start looking naff. There are 
software image enhancers which can 
improve things a bit by trying to work 
out what might be there, based on 
surrounding data, but they're not 
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...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 

I rom the makers of Pen Pal comes a 
brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 

| Processing package, that's simply the 
only choice for those who demand the 

| most from their Amiga. 

Final Copy II is not only the Amiga's most powerful 
Word Processor with every feature you'd expect 
- plus many more found normally in DTP packages - 
but also the only Word Processor that gives superb 
scaleable outline fonts from any Amiga - even 1.3's. 
Imagine outputting to your printers highest resolution, 
with almost Postscript™ laser perfection - no matter 
which printer you may have. Even with a simple 

j)in dot matrix 
printing* from Fir 
20 smooth outline type 
that are included! 

Wish its powerful new features time's no better Word Processor/Publisher 
for your Amiga. You'll quickly realise the benefits wltich were once the exclusive 

preserve of the Macintosh™ and other high aid publishing systems. 

s printer with normal Word Proc essor 

newspaper 
style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 
squares, lines at any angle, ovals, circles, 

arrows etcfJ plus colour text, along with many 
other formatting tools - your documents will look 
and readjust as you want them to. 
Final Copy II includes a 110,000 word British- 
English Collins PtDximity Spelling Detector & 
Corrector, to help typing errors become a thing of 
the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 
Thesaurus, for thai extra inspiration. 

Final Copy H is so easy to learn and use, that 
• you'll become an accomplished author in no 

time at all - but if you need extra help you're 
not on your own as our support hotline is there 

for all UK version users. Look out for (he UK 
lqgo on the box! 

word Processor Q ^^^^^ 

...Final Couvn 

J 
ompatible with., 

X     m/    Only £99.95 
mm ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DEALERS 

Amiga-A50G/600/600HDM 500/2000/3 000. 
System requirerrjents... min. of 1Mb. RAM and two Floppies 
or a Hard Disk Drive [A600HD requires at least j 3Mb]. 
*Any Workbench supported graphic printer, colour or mono, 
including... Citizen 120D, 124D, 224, Swift 9/24, 2tXV240; 
Star LCIU 20, 200, 24-200, and XB Series; Canon BJIOex; 
HP Ink/Paintjet; Postscript™ devices and many more. 

inal Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here's just a selection; 

♦ Uses the latest Workbench 2 Style interface on all Amigas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls (format your 
document with the simple touch of a button) ♦ 25% to 400% editable page reduction and niagnirlcstion command    _ ^ 
♦ Title page, master pages & style sheets ♦ Right/left pages with binding offset ♦ Open multiple ^ ^%<^JS 
documents # Fast mouse document panning and zoomAm-zoom ♦ External and internal mail 

rade Distribution by.. 

♦ Centresoft/IBD ♦ HB Marketing 4 Leisuresoft ♦ 
♦ Meridian Distribution ♦ SDUProdis ♦ 

Dealers... Please cab" Harwoods for your supply of leaflets 
and inclusion in the list of stockists we provide to customers. 

United Kingdom version imported & supported by,„ 

GORDON 

Gordon Harwood Computers»New Street • Alfieton 
Derbjshire • DE55 7BP ■ Telephone: 0773 S3678! 

merging ♦Cut, copy andpaste#Searchandreplace#Onscreenmaths^ Auto-hyphenation 
♦ Import resize and crop IFF, HAM and 24Bit ILBM graphics and auto-flow text # 
around them ♦ Text over graphics 4 Outline fonts on all Amiga screens, and any 
non-Postscript™orPost5cript™comr^tibleprinter^4pointupto300point  ^ c° 
[over 4" high] smooth text printing 4 Text leading and spacing \^ 
controls ♦ Condensed and expanded characters ♦ Positive ^^!$& 
and negative obliquing ♦ Background printing, ^^^A^ 
allowing simultaneous editing & printing of two 
or more documents ♦ Fast proof printing 
facility ♦ Comprehensive range of    ^ <^ 
additional attractive font 
volumes available. 
F..AO.F. 



continued from page 32 
likely to help you much. 

Like most things there is a 
simple solution. Instead of digitising 
at quarter screen size, do it at the 
highest, and largest resolution that 
your set up will allow - in black and 
white if your photos are 
monochrome. Shrink these images 
down to put in your template for 
quick reference, but don't discard 
them, as they will be your master 
images which you will use for 
manipulation, Label each small 
image for reference with the same 
name which you have filed it under, 
Then, when you want to work on it, 
load the original image up and off 
you go. You can make things easier 
by loading your large images into 
DiglView 3 and then saving them 
again, unchanged, DigiViewadd 
an icon to them in the form of a 
miniature version of your original, so 
you can see at a glance what 
pictures are on disk and load them 
quickly. 
b) No, the special form of 
Compugraphic fonts (known as 
Outline fonts) used under WB2.04 
are not compatible with WB13 
applications. It's easy to get 
confused about this scalable font 
business, as Jeff Walker would no 
doubt point out if he was writing thist 
since there are several different 
formats currently in use on the 
Amiga. PageSetter II (En common wfth 
Professional Page 3} uses AGFA 
Compugraphic fonts, PageStream 
uses a variation of these which are 
incompatible with other programs, 
while the Amiga Outline fonts (which 
are yet another variation of the AGFA 
format) are also pretty much an 
entity in themselves. However, the 
WB2 program Fountain can convert a 
standard AGFA Compugraphic font 
into an Amiga Outline font. Lastly, a 
competitor of Wordworth, Final Copy, 
comes with its own scalable fonts 
which aren't compatible with any of 
the above. 
c) I'd recommend changing to WB2f 
it's worth the effort, Before you start, 
back up the contents of your hard 
drive using a recognised utility such 
as QuarterBack or AmiBack, just in 
case anything goes wrong. Then, 
once the WB1.3 system has been 
replaced with WB2.04, and you make 
a few more adjustments to get it the 
way you want, you'll very quickly reap 
the benefits - including using Outline 
fonts with Wordworth. d) If you want 
to use ARexx, you may as well get 
WB2, as ARexx comes free with it, 
Mind you, the documentation 
supplied by Commodore is dreadful. 
As mentioned elsewhere, get 
Abacus" "Using ARexx On The Amiga1' 
book (£26.99 from Tri logic, for 
example). And read the tutorials 
printed in Amiga Shopper. It's not 
too hard to get to grips with - even I 
can use it, at least enough for the 
things I want to do! GW 

SLIP OF THE BRAIN 
I have a Canon BJ-lOex printer and I am using the 
EpsonX[CBM-MPS-1250] and BJIO printer drivers with it. 
With Business Card Maker the right-hand image "slips', and 
using Notepad and Graphics a spade symbol is printed by 

the MPS-1250 driver. Wfth Interword the characters "XFO" appear on 
every printout, regardless of printer driver. Data easy and llinlos are 
perfect. 

Graeme M Ross 
Ayrshire 

The BJ-lQex emulates a 24-pin Epson, so in that mode you should be using 
EpsonQ or Nec-Pinwriter, not EpsonX[CSM-MPS-12503 which is a 9-pin 
printer driver. 

The BJIO driver does not work in Epson mode. You need to alter the dip 
switches. The documentation that came with the driver will advise you what 
to do. If you need the latest version of the BJIO driver, which includes the 
full instructions plus a Preferences and Font Download program, you can get 
them from JAM on 0895 274449. 

Keep En mind that some of the programs you're using are PO and may 
not work well. Business Card Maker in particular is extremely suspect, JW 

PROGRAM THE PRINTER 
Please could you 
demonstrate with a 
small piece of 
assembly language 

programming how to send text to 
the printer (Using the PAR: device 
not the PRT:, although I imagine 
this would be a matter of changing 
a string holding the direction of the 
output). I believe the task Is 
possible by using the OPEN and 
WRITE library calls, but I don't 
seem to be able to combine the two 
together! 

Also, I have recently purchased 
an HP DeskJet 500 and I was told 
by the sales assistant that I would 
have to upgrade to WB2.0 to stop 
random characters being sent to 
the printer bearing in mind that I've 
sent away for the JAM driver for the 
printer, Is this really the case, or 
were they trying to get £60 out of 
me? 

Richard Paul, 
Andover, 

Hampshire 

Try this small program. Depending on 
the include files that you have, you 
may need to change the "include" 
lines: 

incdir   "inc:" 
; Point this to your 

include files. 
include "dos/dos.i" 
include 

"dos/dos_lib. i" 
include "exec/exec.i" 
include 

"exec/funcdef.i" ; You 
may or may not need this 
line J 

include 
*exec/exec_lib,i" 

move,i 

endrn 

$04,a6 
_LVO\X(a6) 

SECTION 
our_program,code 

DOS: 

SYS J 

• macro 
move.l   DosBa.se, a6 
jsr _LVOU(a6) 
endm 

START: lea DosName, al 
moveq #$00,dO 

; No worries about version 
SYS OpenLibrary 
move.1 dO,DosBase 
bne. s Dos_Ok 

; Dos opened OK 
moveq #$0a,d0 
rts 

; Return a fail code. 

Dos_Qk: lea FileName,aO 
move.1 aO,dl 
move.1 

#MODE_NEWFILE,d2 
DOS Open 
move.1 60,Channel 
beq FileFail 

; Couldn't open output file. 

lea TextToSend,aO 
move,1 a0,d2 
move.1 #TextEnd- 

TextToSend,d3 
move.1 dO, dl 

; Recover Channel 
DOS Write 

; Print the string. 
move. 1 Channel,dl 
DOS Close 

Close the output file. 

FileFailr move.1 
DosBase,al 

SYS CloseLibrary 
moveq #$00,dO 
rts 

; Clean up and return. 

SECTION our_data,data 

DosBase:dc.1 0 
DosName: dc.b 
"dos.library",0 
FileName: dc.b 
*PARi",Q ; Change as 
you require. 

Channel: dc. 1 0 
TextToSend: dc.b "This 
should pop out along the PAR: 
device wires J" 
TextEnd: 

END 

As far as your printer driver problem 
goes, I would recommend you wait 
and see if the JAM driver solves your 
problem before spending £80 on an 
operating system upgrade. 

However, if you are going to be 
doing lots of development work its 
certainly worth considering upgrading 
as soon as you are able to. TS 

CDTV.. OR NOT? 
I use an Amiga 500 
(+l/2Mb upgrade) 
and I would like a 
CDTV. If I exchange 

for CDTV will my PD Library disc be 
compatible {with or without 
modification) or would I be better 
off fitting a fatter Agnus and buying 
the A570 CD-ROM? 

B.Leyshon 
Llanelli 

Dyfed 

Most PD demos will work fine on a 
CDTV (especially as it has Kickstart 
1.3 ROM), although there are a few 
that complain. I'd say go for the 
Multimedia Kit upgrade deal, it's a 
real bargain and you get a brand new 
machine that you won't have to hack 
around.JR 

MIDI DUMPS 
I own a Yamaha QY10 
Sequencer. Can you 
advise me If there is 
any software that 

would allow me to do a bulk MIDI 
dump to Amiga disk and back. I am 
not concerned about editing the 
dataT Just transferring it. I have a 
MIDI interface and Sequencer One! 

Alan Holman 
Bridge water 

Somerset 

The QY10 sends its bulk data out as 
a giant sysex (system exclusive) 
message and so, in theory at least 
any program which can send and 
receive sysex messages will be able 
to do what you want. Sequencer One 
did not have sysex facilities but 
Sequencer One Pius does sor unless 
you want to experiment with a few pd 
offerings first, upgrading your 
sequencer seems a reasonable way 
of getting the facilities you want, 
PAO 

PC OF JUNK 
I recently bought a 
GVP PC286 16MHz 
emulator for my GVP 
hard drive. It works 

finefor the most part with the 
exception of a few niggles. I have 
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mm. 

installed the hard drive to boot 
Workbench at startup. However, If I 
want to re-configure the PC-286 I 
get a requester stating: "RCT 
Library? Cancel/Retry", The only 
way round this is to re-boot from the 
original disk, start the configuration 
from hard disk and re-configure from 
there. Do I need to copy the RCT 
library from floppy disk or is there 
some other method? 

The graphics facilities of the 
emulator seems limited. It works 
fine in Olivetti V400 although this is 
basic with only monochrome for text 
and four colours for graphics. The 
alternative modes EGA/VGA, CGA 
and Toshiba either make my display 
flash with blurred flickering image 
or give nothing at all. Four colours 
in all modes is limiting, I would like 
16 or more in VGA. How can I 
improve the emulator's 
performance? 

David Morris 
Beeston 

Leeds 

You are quite correct in assuming 
you will have to copy the RCT library 
to your hard disk — this is the 
fastest and easiest method. You can 
do this from AmigaDOS with the 
following steps: 
a) Boot from your hard disk, 
b) Open a Shell window. 
c) Put the original configuration disk 
in the internal drive. 
d) Enter the following command; 

COPY DFO:LIBS/RCT#? TO LIBS: 

From this point on, you should be 
able to start the configuration 
without any problems. 

The graphics ability of AT-Gnee is 
limited and there is nothing you can 
do about it, In my experience, the AT- 
Once has afways fagged way behind 
KCS in software — even though the 
hardware is, on the face of things, 
much better. 

Since both these emulations are 
hard and software only the right 
combination will give good 
performance and I will say again, the 
KCS unit is the right choice for the 
vast majority of users. In my 
personal opinion, AT-Once could be 
greatly improved if Vortex spent more 
time developing the software rather 
than fiddling around with more 
powerful hardware. 

The screen modes are controlled 
in software and the software is 
limited by the constraints of Amiga 
hardware. For instance, with a basic 
(1.2/1:3] Denise, you can only 
display up to 16 colour VGA and you 
must use interlace (flickering) display 
modes to display enough screen 
lines. The fact is, a computer using a 
standard television screen — 
including most monitors — can only 
display the equivalent of CGA without 
resorting to interlaced scan; the 
electronics just aren't designed to 
cope, 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Assembly language - the programming language which is native to a 
particular processor. Assembly language is written as a series of short 
words known as mnemonics - these are translated directly into numbers 
for direct processing by the computer's micro-processor. 

8itplane/bitmap - a bftplane is an area of memory where every binary bit 
corresponds to a pixel on the screen. One bitplane represents a 
monochrome image, several can be overiayed (a bitmap) to represent a 
colour image. 

Digitiser - a device which takes the analogue information taken by a source 
such as a video camera and converts it to digital screen information for 
use by a computer. 

Dithering - the juxtaposition in varying densities of black and white (or 
coloured) dots to create a grey scale (or more colours). 

HAM - Hold And Modify is an Amiga graphic mode allowing all 4096 colours 
to be displayed at once, with certain restrictions. 

MID* - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard allowing a number 
of synthesisers to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer. 

The Amiga can only display 16 
colours in Interlaced Hi Res and that 
sets the theoretical limit on the 
number of colours displayed. Clever 
programming of the Copper can 
enhance this greatly. In practice 
however, programming Copper "on- 
the-fly" is hardly a practicable 
solution, HAM mode is, regrettably, 
out of the question too. 

Real PCs get around all these 
problems by using specially designed 
monitors. For instance the one I use 
on a PC retails at £600 — 
considerably more than a Phillips 
CMSS33. MS 

LOST BITPLANES 
My problem concerns 
an IFF HAM file 
created using DPalnt 
4,1, Two backup 

copies of the tile were somehow 
saved in 64 colour 320 x 512 
format, rather than interlaced HAM. 
The files will display in 4096 colours 
using the "Display" utility of WB2, 
but will only load as 64 colour In 
DP a int. I know of no way I can alter 
the registers of the file back to 
HAM. 

Is It possible to retrieve the file 
using a screen grabber whilst it is 
being displayed? I have PlcSaver, 
but this does not work in HAM. 

Can you help me get my 
pictures back? 

Arlo Parker 
Chelmsford 

Essex, 

Well, a bit of research shows that it 
isn't possible to restore a 64 colour 
picture to HAM because it no longer 
contains ail the information which 
the HAM picture previously would 
have had Jn simple terms, around 
4000 colours have gone AWOL - 
permanently. So the doctor's opinion 
is that you've lost your HAM images 
this time. If it was a problem with 

Dpalntd.l, report Ft to Electronic 
Artst as this sounds serious. If you 
made a mistake, take more care in 
the future. 

As for your comments about the 
64 coEour pictures loading in HAM in 
the Display program, there appears 
to be no way to tell what format is 
being displayed - so how did you find 
this out? 

There are plenty of screen 
grabbers around including the PD 
program ScreenX* Check out a PD 
library for more details, GW 

DISK DILEMMA 
Ml have Just bought an 

Amiga 600 and also 
have a nearly new 
Commodore 1541 

disk drive. Could you tell me If they 
make a converter to allow it to be 
used on the Amiga 600? 

R Webster 
Norwich 
Norfolk 

The 1541 disk drive was designed 
for the Commodore 64, it can hold a 
very small amount of data (around 
180Kb compared to 880Kb on your 
Amiga 600 drive). There is an 
interface that allows you to connect 
it to the Amiga, but only for use with 
the Commodore 64 software 
emulator, and there really isn't any 
other sensible use for it, unless you 
have a desk with one short leg, or a 
door that refuses to stay open, for 
example. JR 

INCLUDING C 
I have just embarked 
on the enormous task 
of learning 68000 
assembly language 

on the Amiga using the Devpac 3 
assembler. I have also Just acquired 
the NorthC compiler which does not 
include any of the Commodore 
header files. Is it possible for me to 

, use the Devpac include files 
! with North C? 

Daniel Jeffery 
Leeds 

The short answer is NO and this is 
why: The files provided with Devpac 
are the 'J1 include file versions which 
contain assembly language macros, 
structure definitions etc. The header 
files used by C programmers, 
although they effectively represent 
the same sort of system information, 
are in terms of content totally 
different - because the macros and 
other definitions are built using C 
language statements, PAO 

I CANT RESISTOR 
Can you tell me the 
value of R914 on the 
Rev. 4.4 A2000 
motherboard? Mine is 

starting to fail due to overheating 
and the browning has made the 
colour code unreadable. A friend of 
mine who is an electrical engineer 
suggested the resistor should be 
replaced before It fails {damaging 
something else) and its value 
cannot be measured since the 
overheating has probably caused a 
change in value. Also, is the 
A2000's clock battery charged by 
the computer or will it need 
replacing at some point? 

RJ Cornford 
Bath 
Avon 

The problem is actually more 
complex than it might first appear. 
Your friend is right to suggest the 
resistor has probably changed in 
value, downwards most likely, 
although a lot depends on the type of 
material used in its construction, 
carbon, metal film and so on; old 
machines probably used carbon. 

That is not the problem. Passive 
components such as resistors don't 
usually just fry without a reason. 
Sometimes it can be a design fault, 
like a wrongly specified component 
— 0.25 W where a 0.5W should 
have been used. However it is more 
likely to be caused by the failure of 
an active component (transistor, IC) 
or a short circuit. This causes an 
increase in localised circuit current 
(Kirchhoffs first law) and heating in 
the affected components. This 
includes the ICst resistors and in 
serious cases, even the PCB tracks, 
Given this, you would be better 
advised to investigate why the 
resistor overheated in the first place 
rather than just replace it. Better 
still, have the machine overhauled by 
a respectable service agent such as 
WTS Electronics at Luton. 

The NiCad battery pack for the 
real-time clock is charged constantly 
by a low current charging circuit while 
the computer is swrtched on. Under 
normal circumstances it will run for 
up to two weeks on an 8-10 hour 
charge. It will fail eventually, typically 
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CITIZEN 
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Canon COMPUTER PRINTERS 
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k51 dot pitch resolution, Amiga cable included. 
Some People think these'monitors are a legend lit t 
own time// 
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overscan 
The Brilliance monitor has a high quality Super VGA 
resolution, includes overscan facility, i28 dot pitch.and 
tilt/swivel stand. 12 months on site 

with Flicker Free Vi< 

) send and receive fax messages. This 
from Supra has full 14400 baud ciipa- 

includes V.:J2bisr V32, V,22bis, V22, 
vjP2-5, Y.47, V42hiSj Class I ft 2 command*, 
400 Group 3 Fax. Includes free cornms soft- 

dp m cable 

end faxes! Even faster than the 
l Supm v/ich nuto dial ft auto 

ps Hayuscotiip,V22J V42 Bis, MNP 2- 
ist to maximise transmission speeds, 

^ mndgrTI cab [ft ft CO mm 5 slv/ll 

2400 PLUS [facility 

Internal version for the 1500J200OJ
1
 3000 range. 

Similar to Supra Fa* Plus but no Fax capability. 
Inc. free modem coble ft A-tolk 3 rtunms SJ'.W 

ud Hayes coinp, V22 BIS. 

t-VLI Supra Modems come with a 5 year warranty.'/ 



Replacing ihe famous Complete Colour Solution, 
this new package from ROMBO is even better 

The ultimate low cost colour digitiser. No filters 
or RGB splitter required. Colour images can be 
captured in less than a second, mono images 
are grabbed in real time. Fully compatible with 
any video source, 

| POWER SCANNER 
Will, U.v If.lcrf rt-iMon > wUtm- fto [n\y),\    cWtr J:u) 
'.<*■]<■   \»(:V\<\V-Wihi\U:,   I U>.iMc-  UlrUUvC'   \U\i-\S \\h\*\'t.) 
i\\Y.\i\yv\fi\\u\\t*y\'knit, |^tu.{      u^t-iy^^hku, i ei-frf t- iii| ■ 

only £94.99 on demo 
Colour4 version only £229.99 

i \>mi &mm o\ om \ i km n 

Includes muleitaskii 
masking, mukifn 
playback, corn posit, 
support and many i 

g software, cut & paste with 
me store with animated 
or s-videp input. 4096 HAM 

iore advanced features 

only £77.99 

or £99.99 
with built in 

MEGA MIX MASTER/.' 

TAKE 2 

only £859.99 phone for detail; S demo 

| MICE &TRACKERBALLS 

NAKSHA MOUSE win. .•>.«,,.*.. s^p 
ii,r.ii:..- ivikljioirifn 5=1 tc^ 7 ym wm*Mt>\ /VOI 'II. 

only £24.99 
Golden Image Mega Mouse iniiy initio 

only £12.99 
GENIOUS Happy 

KCS Power board 
Regarded as one of the best emulators on the market. 

only £179.99 
I50W2000 adaptor only £59.99 MS-DOS LEH....£ E5.00 e*tra 
Vortex Golden Gate 386-25 
This is a PC 386-25SX Sridgeboard running at 25 MHi 

only £439.99 
VORTEX AT Once Plus l6Mhz 
Now with i6Mhz speed only £214.99 

VXL30 2SMhz .£229.99 
VXL30 40 Mhz £349.99 
68881 Co pro for above £79.99 
I 68882 Co pro for above...£ I I 9.99 
3 2 bit 2 Mb ram for above.. .£ 189.99 
32 bit 8 Mb RAM for above.£399.99 

This is latest animation package for the Amiga from 
Rombo. Features include load and save from D. Paint 
animations and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics. 

only £39.99 

MEGAMIX MASTER 
This is a low cost 6 bit. high spec, sampler that plugs into 
your printer port. Special effects include echo that can be 
added in real time, fully multitasking and easy Co use. 

only £29.99 
We recommend all ROMBO products 

Jiirii :.;;IIK- t ;U. = 111 y    the I^.Ksliii moiT^ & 4 Mb 
only £19.99 \MDRAM 

GOLDEN IMAGE Brush mouse with 
Deluxe paint 31;:,,,,, M  ta 

only £24.99 
Golden Image optical mouse £29.99 
Zydec TrackerbalL . £29,99 
Golden Image Crystal TrackbaJL.£36.99 

I   DISK DRIVES Because some older software will not run on Kidepart 7 Firsr 
Computers launched the PRIMA (as supplied to Phoenix) ROM 
sharer. This high quality ROM sharer features a flexible ribbon 
connection so that it can he positioned anywhere within your 
A500 Plus or Afi DO. Full I year replacement warranty 

now only £19.99 or £27.99 
for keyboard switchable version 

GYP HARD DRIVES 

& ACCELERATORS 
AMIGA A50Q HARD DRIVES 
G VP Se ries IIHDB+ 52Mb only £329.99/ 
GYPSeriesllHD*+ f20Mb« only £419.99\ 
GVPSt-rii-siiHDB- 240Mb r. only £669.99 
A500 GVP Combo's 
AS30 Combo 4flMHi/52Hb HD only £649.99 
A530Cambo40MHzi'f2(JMbHD Only £759.99 
A530 Combo 40MHL'24QMb HD... only £9B9.99 
mil Co-Processor Kit for A530...... on ly £209.99 
GVP memory RAM 
8mb RAW card AMIGA I SOW WQ with Zmb.,onJy £ \ 49.99 
n bicoflns I MbSIMMfor Accelerator, only £64.99 
32fait6Dni4r1t>SINM for Accelerator only £ 179.99 
1500/2000 Hard Drives 

ImpactSeriestlHCa* Control card only £124.99 
Impact Series IIH CB+ with 52Mb H D O nly £269.99 
Impact Series IIH CI+with! 20Mb HD. only £409-99 
Impact Series IIH C8+ with 240Mb HD. only £639.99 
Impact Series II HCB+with 420Mb HD only £ I 03 9.99 
1500/2000 G-FORCE ACCELERATORS 
G-Force 03015MHz with I Mb32 bit RAM.only £549.99 
G-Force 030-40MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM.only £789.99 
G Force 030-SO MHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM ......only £f 109.99 
G-Force 040-28 MHz with 2Mb 32 bit RAM for A3 000 

only £1499.99 
Syquest 88Mb + Cartridge & HC8+ 

only £559.99 
All GVP products come with a 

full 2 year warranty 

ROCTEC 
ROCHARD DRIVES 

ROCTEC A500 CONTROLLER CARD 
Very similar in style to the GVP HDS+ but 
unpopulated and without a hard drive so you 
can fit your own. Please specify IDE or SC5SI 
Expands to 8Mb of RAM using SIMMS 

only £164/99 
ROCTEC 40Mb....£269.99 

ROCTEC 60Mb,„.£304.99 

ROCTEC 80Mb....£339.99 

ROCTEC !20Mb..,£374.99 

1 Cumana 3.5"i .„E !; ^M^\ <!>**, i i* 

now only £52.99 

New Slimline Prima Addup 3.5" 

r—N    only £49.99 

NEWIlV 
V-VOPALVISION 

>< i-if J:I -•I'1'"- ■ < . i <• •'• vi<i< (^>y!(( i.« for tin I f.ou 

only £679.99 

GENLOCKS 

Rocgen ™<hk M|{ ill inotk' wit< h \n*y. 

ROCGEN ROCKEY 
•I- r IiU't&p!0i*j!'i->{U-i (kilt vuico j.| mint i !(■ 

i f     only £269.99 

SUPRA RAM 

8Mb pop to 2 Mb (25*Mz^.„£l 14.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb <iMb*4 ^...£139.99 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb....£194.99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb .£299.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb for 2000/ 
1500 range £149.99 

5I2K RAM EXPANSION 

Imbby ft/9 SIMMS................ 
4 Mb by 9 Simms  
I Mb by 4 DRAMS  
I Mb by 4 ZIPS  

256 by 4 DRAM (DILs) ideal for 
4+{SI2K)  
8+(IMb).  
16+(2Mb).,..  
Kick-start 1.3  
Kicks tart 2.04.._...  
Fatte r Agnes 8 3 72 A...... 
Super Denise  
6571 -0326 Keyboard controller., 
CIA 8S20A I/O controller............ 

 £21.99 per Mb 
 £9 8.9 9 per 4 Mb 
 439,99 per I Mb 
.only £38.99 per Mb 
rA590 and others 
.......now only £3,39 
 now only £3.19 
 now only £2.99 
..................... .£23.99 
 „.04.99 

n £31.99 
 £22.99 
; , .£9.99 
   £7.99 

Pro-Midi 2 Interface featuring midi in/out/thru, 
and 2 switchable midi out/thru sockets...only £24.99 
Mouse/joystick port switcher.. ......only £ 13.99 
Computer VideoScartSwitch.......... only £ 19.99 
2 way Parallel port sharer box inc cable.only £17*99 
Amija Sound Enhancer Plus by Omega Projects. Hear ttie Amiga's 
sound like you\e never heard it hetereL .......only £36.99 
PRINTERFACE (ADDITIONAL PRINTER PORT 
FORTHE IS00/2O0O/3OG0).. «.>,.£35>99 
QUALITY MOUSE MATS  £3.99 
25 CAPACITY DISK SOX £2 99 
40 CAP LOCK ABLE DISK BOX. £4.99 
100 CAP LOCK ABLE DISK BOX,,...... ..,,£6,99 
*90 CAP STACKABLE BANX BOX...... £8.99 
♦ISO CAP STACKABLE POSSO BOX £16.99 
♦add £3.00 delivery if purchasing pet one P«so nr Bajix box. Free 
delivery when purchased with other product or when buying? or more. 
AMIGA A500 DUST COVER £3.99 
AMIGA 600 COVER £2.99 
14" MONITOR DUSTCOVER £6.99 
12" MONITOR DUSTCOVER ......,.£5.99 
AMIGA TO SCARTCABLES.. £9.99 
STD 1.8 METRE AMIGA PRINTER LEAD £4.99 
MODEM AND NULL MODEM CABLES £9.99 
2 WAY Parallel port Sharer, £ 17.99 

All 3,5" disks are GUARANTEED FQft ft LIFETIME & arc 
CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE. Our D5JDD disks are high quality 
magnetic media & arc extensively Uied hy duplicating houses 

QTY JUjjjJ OR 

10 £4.99..... £6.99 
30 £M.29 £17,99 
50......£21.99.... £28,99 
I 0O....£39.99...^ £54.99 
200....£72.99.. ..£99.99 
500 £169.99 ..£POA 
1000..£339.99...,. £POA 
Sony Branded come complete with labels 
Disk Labels....500..,now only £6.99 
Disk Labels.. 1000....now only £9.99 

fculit for First Computers & supplied to Phoenix, 
4rsesc high quality modules will take your AS00+ or 
the new A600 (inc built in clock) up to 2 Mb of chip 
RAM without invalidating your warranty 

A50QP A6C0 
Unpopulated „ .only£l6.W.£23.99 
Populated to S!2K..only £26,99.(32.99 
Populated to I Mb.^nly £33,99.£39.99 
2 Mb A600 PCM CIA RAM card.i 134,99 
A Mb A600 PCM CIA RAM card,i2G4,99 

| S   F TT lvt=— 
WORDPROCESSIIMG/DTP 

FINAL COPY version 21! only £65.99 
I KdntiiL-WiiU I: uM'< 1111. 11 l Um siinliihi lmili lliiu'!l]ilit,'ft'lil*- 
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I i/'.j.'S},l!n-hMH LiSiJ't;Illi,}:lh! tin i o. C< i M.luVVlit! iH _ I<111: ,l: 
['i-y.i: lH'lnlu-|, 3:1J'1 lit^ In rU)' ib.i; J-I \ inL'lLijilc 
11'lUllllhb k-.fl'Vii, UWywhtli & I I't^jLf \ltwt- HlLUll IliClf. 
New! KINDWORDS V3...only £36.99 
Vt-4 y ^tulliil If Woifiv.'tij ih |.- i<MIIcii.i- \t< lie villi 1 In. 
Irii W-U 11, i i H'V.-M 1!f,h(.i{i|n 1 •■' Uy1 a toiiiini init o. 
PENPAL 1.4. only £39.99 
l'tj,| tx-ilUty. kituii- v.'0»'<! i^blWiti v,Uk i-tlnbi-Vc-. 
PAGESTREAM 2.2 only £126.99 
I'ti^'.'t i iitl h'l I" 1». 1. ki^cUmt v.'c K-LiL'Jiiiucitt' . in.! us'-, 
HotUnks..  £48.99 
Pagesetter 2 DTP „ £39.99 
Pro Page professional V3 DTP...now £99.99 
Protext4.3 VWP  now only £3 9 99 
ProtextS.5W/P „ nowonly £69,99 
WORDWORTH 2 word pubiisber„.,£72,99 
ni'VVvviLh I V tfjiL[»i»|:i .-|'hi( (t'Jitvf I <ohm> (oJittm^K- 

VIDEO AND GRAPHICS 
DIGI-VIEW GOLD MEDIA SYSTEM 

Ct'Jiij'ltit j:ijij'liks ]>utiHi(tui(,<Ji |rtH-l:p|:ii. 1
:
IOM|IJL:IC YViUi 

PlJ^-VlevM-i'lo, I ^y.i I ,MIII; 'i l: I Ii ik I'l tiinim-j 
now only £ I 19,99 

37 Compugraphk fonts Vol I or 2 by GT only £9.99 
Amiga Vision..,,. now only £ 19.99 
Ani Magic , ,,£67.99 
Art Department Pro 2> I only £ 129.99 
Big Alternative Scroller „...£74.99 
Can Do , £59.99 
Deluxe Paint 2>. now only £4.99 
Deluxe Paint3 .now on\y £ 12,99 
Deluxe Paint 4       ,...„ now only £5 7.99 
DirectorVL £59.99 
EXPERTDRAW.. only £49.99 
EXPERT 4DJR .only £37.99 
Flexidump printer utility..... £31.99 
Image Master. £ 124.99 
I magine V2.... ...» £ 169.99 

I Make Path fo r Vista ....£2S.99 
I PixMate £32.99 
Pro Draw 3.........  ....... 4^49.99 
Pro Video Plus  . £84.99 
Real 3D ...»  £229.99 
ScalaSOO. „£7S.99 
TURBO PRINT, M  .£39.99 
TVTextPro £69.99 
Vista  £19.99 
Vista Pro 2 (2 Mb required).. , £62.99 

MUSIC/SOUND 
Aegis Sonix ..£39,99 
Audio Master version 4........«.»....««......» £42.99 
Audio Engineer Plus V2..... .........£159.99 
Bars & Pipes. £164.99 
Broadcast Titler 2 only £ 164.99 
Deluxe MusicCostmction Set. , £49.99 
Music X JUNIOR only £ I 2.99 RRP 

£49.99 luit'i uw.tit ki\$tc 
Sequencer One , .£49.99 

PROGRAMMING 
Amiga Logo programming for kids....£l 9.99 
Amos C reator.... ,  ..£34.99 
Amos Compiler ...Q1.99 
Amos3D..*. ....£25.99 
Amos Professi onal. £47.99 
DEVPAC3 ....£S0.99 
Easy AMOS £24,99 
GFA BASIC 3.5 Interpreter.  .only £ 19.99 
GFA Bask Compiler .............£POA 
Lattice C Version 6— .£205.99 

UTILITIES 
AMf"BACKT.^Ia»|^(ilk>' £30.99 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 UPGRADE KIT 
Ci,i„|,lrn- widii Kklitltii fM CUM;, VVOJ1:K'UI]I 
/Mi liu-i i ll, I wiU b I r.i*   tiit-lct ft-ll i MMj11"HI M-i 

now only £77.99 
NEWCrossDosVS £2599 
Opus Directory m £26.99 
QUARTERBACK VS. ..now only £32.99 
I :u -i m MI.M ,.j ilus \    11 LINK'S Usui tili.li bi iix*\> iniilty. 
Quarterback Tools................. .now only £37.99 
Xcopy Pro inc. hardware £33.99 

BUSINESS 
H ome Atcou nts 2. .-„„„„„..„„w„„„....£3 7.99 
INTERSPREAD...i only£24.99 
Mini Office £42.99 
5u perbase Personal £ 19.99 
PLATINUM WORKS & HOME ACCOUNTS!! 

I    lli-iil 11" .. . >• '■ l'i>-ii ■■■•.VI :■ |>     v.iii. |•>»•,•..•• ii.il \'/'< c<i.'oj' 

only £44.99.'.' 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Distant Suns new version!! ...£39.99 
GB Route Plus * £54.99 
World Atlas ...£26.99 
GP FAX Software £39.99 
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Whether you are looking to buy your FIRST Amiga, upgrade 
to a NEWER model or odd to your existing system, Merlin 
Express have got the product for you. 
With truly competitive prices plus Merlins' expert advice and 
service, why not give us a call? Remember with all Amiga 
600 computers you get a full 1 Year IN-HOME warranty plus 
an advice helpaesk that are only a phone call away! In the 
rare event that a fault occurs an engineer will call at your 
home to sort out the problem Freel 
With Merlin Express you automatically receive the 
following with every Amiga pack,.. d 
v TV Modulator [a tf owing your own TV as a display] 4 Mouse 

User Manuals    Connecting Leads v Operating System Disks 

Matrix Prinhers 1 GVP Product Ranee 

tmmm Compile! Bit 

in iffilMIM Fn'tl 
r 

Amiga A600 package with 3.5" floppy disk drive and 
the following great software [whilst stocks last]... 

Deluxe Paint III - Paint Package  f-fr-r r, r. f p j I 
■*>■ Commodore 'Mystery Game'     l^iI^l.lrLJ 111!\ I 

GFA Basic - Programming PtlOflG US! 

LC20/Vono 
LCI 00 Colour 
LC200 Colour 
ZA2001 Colour 
ZA250" Colour 

LC24-20Mono 
LC24-100Mono 
LC24200 Mono 
LC24-20G Cclaur 
XB 24-200* Colour! 

iiiiiiu him, I'.niffi i; ivfnifnfi w 

Amiga A600 package with 3.5lr floppy disk drive and a 
fantastic collection of superb quality software... 

t^%it::r mM\ km 
* Deluxe Paint III Phone U5> 

(Ililinn IliOO llliliif: Officii 

Amiga A1500 package with twin 3,5EI floppy disk drives 
and 1 Mb RAM plus Games and Business software... 
& THE WORKS PLATINUM EDITION [Word Processor, 
Database, Spreadsheet] HOME ACCOUNTS O 
DELUXE PAINT III - ELF » TOKI r PUZZNIC & a great 
book: ,rGET THE MOST OUT 6* G^/fl ft fi 
OF YOUR AMIGA" ^S'iJl'l 

120D+ Monc 
I Svfift 9 Vkinc 
Svtift9 Cobir 
PriiDot {>* Mono 
Pr|>Dot^* Colour 

pi 

im-?,\m \m IN nil 

Siift 260 M<ino 
s4ift2CiOCcfour 
Svfift 2^0M<|no 
Svjift 2^0 Colour 
arid wh 1st stcjcks tq 
Svfjft 2S4 Colour 
Svjrift 2^E Coteur 

|Prido*^4* Aflono 
\>6ot?A* dolour 

£l64.*9 
£194^9 

£lPhoi!ie 
^Phoie 

241 
£f99.*9 
£i 89.^9 
£il9.49 
£i64^9 
£*49^9 

CITIZEN 9PIH 
£i 29.^9 
£f 79**9 
£f84.$9 

mi 

0Mb. HD /l\ Unxjp. 
[52Mb. HD+/IIUipop. 

120Mb, H0+/II Jnpop 
j24|Mb. HD+/II Jnpop 

flora n IT n rrlr 
[ Sir lply a taches into tte sid*! port jf your 

An iga A SOO/J \50Q i 'lus co mpute 
I All unit$ im 40 MHz and cqms wfh 1Mp. 

of B2Bit tAMinstdb i 

(I firivfifi 
into tie sido port ?f youf 

| Ar^ ga Aj5Q0/f50O flus compute,,, 
S1&9.99 
fb29>9 
J3409.$9 
£659>9 

[52Mb.- 1Mb. RAM 
12 )Mb, - 1Mb. i!AM 
24)Mb. -1Mb J AM 
68 S82MataCoPo«issaV 
[foi use wt h A530 Comb 0 Boarjfe, abo^e] 

lip tin rn Cnrrff 
j Fit£ intefitafly ir your A150p 
I OK ib. Ihf opulat 5d 
I 52Mb. Uupopulnted 

12)Mb. Unpopulated 
I 24DMb, Unpopilated 

42 3Mb. L npcpul ^ted 

\m mm\ lips 
Uplgradei for hjpS+/|l am.. 
Hcfd CaijJs [SIMMS 1Mb, 2Mb 
2i 1Mb Chip, 
4 A 1Mb Chip, 
2ii4Mb Chipi 
Upgrade> for Combo Boards 
[3iBit$li^MS Mb, or 4Mb.] 
1Mb. Chip 

ib. Crfp 

111H 

£i629>9 

s929,^9 
mo9M 

SI 29.99 
^74,*9 
ffl994*9 
£^19^9 

Hi 

riliiiOn rriNpiinfiilC- fififi 

fift fir^jririfsf; n a I nrn i 

flififin HI; ffirLftiii Uw, 



after five to eight years of use — it's 
impossible to guarantee how long 
exactly. MS 

ASSEMBLING BOOKS 
I will soon be 
purchasing Devpac 3 
for my A500+ and 
would be grateful if 

you could recommend the best 
books available- I'm aware of the 
ROM Kernel Manuals but what other 
books might I need? Secondly, is 
there any chance of seeing a regular 
assembly language series or does 
the sJze of assembler code listings 
make this a 'no go' area? 

Darren Kemp 
Leeds 

West Yorkshire 

The ROM Kernel Manuals are 
indispensable for anyone serious 
about programming the Amiga and 
you will also need a good general, ie 
non-Amiga, 68000 book (6S000 
Assembly language programming by 
Kane Hawkins and leventhal and 
published by McGraw-Hill Is the one 
I'd recommend). If you are new to 
68000 coding however this is not 
going to be enough to get you over 
the initial hurdles and some sort of 
Amiga-specific tutorial guide is 
needed. 

The bad news is that there 
hasn't been anything which Td regard 
as suitable for newcomers to Amiga 
68000 coding published. Now I don't 
usually * blo w~my-own-trum pet' but in 
this case it will be worthwhile waiting 
a few weeks - I have an Amiga- 
specific 68k coding book being 
published which may prove very 
useful to you (simply because it 
concentrates on explaining a lot of 
those Amiga-specific nasties that 
other books have not mentioned). 
The book itself, called 'Mastering 
Amiga Asembler', includes a disk, 
and it is being published by Bruce 
Smith Books 0923-894355). 

As for a 68000 series? Listings 
are not really a problem and I think 
that if enough people bombard Andy 
Storer and Cliff Ramshaw with letters 
requesting a 'beginners 68k coding 
series'.,, the chances are quite high 
that you'll get one! PAO 

STILL SPACED OUT 
Thank you for 
answering my 
question In your 
esteemed 

publication, Unfortunately the 
solution you suggested to cure the 
double Jine spacing on my 
Mannesman Tally MT81 printer 
does not work, as you can see from 
this letter. I am not a complete 
computer Illiterate, and the printer 
has been In my possession for three 
years. I assure you that the dip 
switches are set correctly. 

This letter was written on 
KindWords and printed using the 
EpsonXOId driver. I also get double 

line spacing when printing from 
PageSetter. 

Neil Croft 
Herri ngthorpe 

S. Yorks 

If you are getting double line spacing 
and it isn't the printer that is sending 
the extra line feed, then it is either 
the software or the printer driver that 
is sending it. 

The double line spacing might be 
happening because there is an 
incompatibility between the software 
and the printer driver, or the printer 
driver and the printer Mannesman 
Tally says the MT81 emulates an 
Epson FX-85, and Commodore says 
its EpsonX printer drivers will work 
with an Epson FX-65, If everything in 
Printers Prefs is set up correctly and 
you can't get your MTS1 to work 
properly, someone must be lying. 

This kind of problem is extremely 
difficult to solve remotely — by letter 
or phone I mean. I could theorise 
until the cows come home, but at the 
end of the day the only way to find 
out what's going wrong is to 
experiment. 

Try other Epson printer drivers. 
Change the Paper Size and Right 
Margin settings in both Workbench 
Printer Prefs and within the software 
that is doing the printing; if the page 
width is set too wide this can often 
result in double line spacing. Switch 
the MT81 into IBM mode and try the 
MPS1000 driver. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming, It was 
used to write much of the Amiga's operating system, and is used in the 
writing of many Amiga applications. 

Include files - supplied by Commodore, provide all the offsets needed to 
access system library routines, and the formats for all system structures. 

Printer driver - a program that sits inbetween any applications program 
producing output and the printer, it converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 

You should also try phoning 
Mannesman Tally Technical Help 
again. Avoid slipping into Mr Angry 
mode as this tends to put people's 
backs up. When I spoke to them 
about your problem their first 
reaction was that I should ask you to 
phone them, 

It doesn't help that the software 
you are using are two of the buggiest 
and idiosyncratic programs ever 
written for the Amiga. JW 

POWER UP 
■ my I have an A500, GVP 
B        Impact 11+r Phillips 

Monitor, Amplifier and 
\fr J | Citizen Swift printer. 

Right now I switch them on using 
their own switches, but I wonder If 
it would be OK to switch them on all 
at once using a 13A switched spur? 

C Cheshire 
Rotherham 

West Yorks. 

ETHERNET LINK 
HI am about to start my third year at UNI 1ST in Manchester, 

doing Software Engineering,! have managed to get into a 
student halls of residence which allows me the option of an 
Ethernet link in my own room. I own an Amiga 500 with 

both KickStart 1.3 and 2.04 installed and 1MB of chip RAM, 
I would very much like to be able to connect my Amiga to the 

Ethernet. I have been unable to find an ethernet card/adaptor for the 
Amiga. The closest thing I have managed to dig up is an ethernet adaptor 
for portable PC's, which plugs into the parallel port of the PC, Speaking to 
a network person from ICL, it became increasingly apparent that the 
driver software for the parallel port ethernet adaptor was horrfficaily 
complicated and would be difficult for me to write in my own time. 

Do you know of any ethernet adaptors for the Amiga (If not the A500, 
any Amiga). Also, is anyone writing software to drive the parallel port 
adaprots? 

The ethernet link is lOBaseT twisted pair, I don't know what protocol, 
I don't seem to have any information on it, but I think Its TCP/IP. 

Peet Lfndsey 
Dalton 

Rotherham 

The Commodore ethernet card is your best bet, but will not plug into an 
A500 I'm afraed, but plugs into a Zorro II or HI slot in an Amiga 1500P 2000, 
3000 or 4000. This can come with the NFS-TCP/fP software so you should 
be able to use it straight off. Its a pity you can't get an RS232 link into your 
room so that you could simply be a terminal onto the network. TNs was the 
way it worked when I was at university, and there were simply tonnes of 
RS232 sockets around the place, Armed with a portable PC and a seriat 
cable, you could sneak into the library, plug in and go if there were no other 
Terminals free! The card Itself is the A2065 and will cost around 250 
pounds. NFS-TCP/IP software is available separately, but you'll need it, and 
it costs around £100. 

I did hear of a company making A500 ethernet adaptors but they are not 
SANA-11 compliant, and you would be forced to use their software drivers. 75 

In theory, this is possible using a 
13A 6-way adapter since none of the 
individual items draw a lot of 
Standing current 

The switch on surge current 
shouldn't harm anything, but 
electrical items are fitted with 
individual power switches for your 
safety — and you should use them. 
If memory serves, the power supply 
on the GVP Is controlled from the 
computer, so you could leave this on 
all the time. MS 

CDTV COMPATIBILITY 
HUsing my CDTV with a 

3.5" disk drive I have 
found some 
compatibility 

problems with some programs. 
I believe this is my ROM chip 

causing the problem so would it be 
worth getting a ROM switcher, and 
If so. which one? 

Matthew Lave 
Colchester 

Essex 

The problem depends on what 
software you are running. There are 
actually three ROMS in the CDTV. 
One is the standard Kickstart 1.3 
ROM, the others are the CDTV ROMS 
{to control the CD Rom drive). 

If you have software that should 
be compatible with Kickstart 1.3 
(such as most games) then it's the 
CDTV ROMs that are causing the 
problem. You can apparently switch 
out these ROMs with a hardware 
switch, although I haven't tried this 
yet! 

Switching to a Kickstart 2.04 
ROM poses more problems. The 
CDTV can be upgraded to Kickstart 
2.04 but to do so requires all three 
ROMS to be changed, not just the 
Kickstart ROM. 

The other two ROMS are 
currently not available to the public, 
although I am currently trying to 
arrange a way of getting these 
available through Commodore USA. 

You will almost certainly have to 
add some more memory to your 
CDTV when you change Kickstart 
ROMS, as the CDTV gets very low on 
memory with only 1Mb of RAM and 
Kickstart 2.04. I have a CDTV with 
Kickstart 2.04 and 2Mb of chip RAM 
using the Meg-A-Chip board, and that 
works fine. JR 
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Award winning innovative products from 

A2000 Hard Cards 24-Bit Colour Optical Hard Drive 

GVP Series 2 HD 
- Up to 8MB SIMM RAM on board 
■ Supports external SCSI devices 
■ 14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare £129 
40QMB 0MB £249 80QMB 0MB £349 
40GMB 2MB £29 9 80QMB2MB£399 
40QMB 4MB £3 4 9 80QMB 4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB £429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Nexus Hard Card 

■ Up to 8MB RAM on-board 

Bare £129 
40QMB 0MB £249 80QMB 0MB £349 
40QMB 2MB £299 80QMB 2MB £399 
40QMB4MB£349 80QMB4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB £429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 

40 Quantum .£179 80 Quantum £229 

{Suitable for GVP G-Foree, GVP HD or Nexus HC) 
Other sizes of HD available, please call 

RAM Expansion 
■ Aries A1500/A2000 BAM 

2MB 
4MB 

£129 6MB £209 
£169 8MB  £249 

Macintosh Emulator 

'This really Is the best emula- 
tor we've seen for the Amiga, ft 
behaves just as if you really 
were using a Mac" 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

AMax-ll Plus 
■Amiga 1500 and above 
■ Runs Mac software fflijy 
■Runs System 7 
■Full support for all SCSI Mac 

peripherals and the ability to read Mac 
disks in your drives 

■ 68020/68030 compatible 
■ AppleTalk emulation 
■ Can use Amiga ECS 
■ Easy to install 

AMax-ll Plus   
(Mac ROM chips required) 

£229 

Opal Vision 
■ 24-bit graphic card 
■ 16.8 million colours available 
■ Operates in all standard Amiga 

resolutions 
■ VLSI Microcode graphics co-processor 
■ Double buffered 24-bit and 15-bit 

animation is available in all resolutions 
■ 'Palatte-mapped' design updates screen 

colours in real-time. Fade pictures in and 
out and change their palettes 

■ Equipped with 1.5MB of display RAM 
■ Auto-config for NTSC or PAL 
■ Available for all Amigas 

Software included 

OpalPaint 
■ 24-bit painting and image processing 

Opal Presents 
■ Presentation program 
■ Control OpalVision images, Amiga 

graphics and live video 
■ Includes fades, effects etc. 
■ Many more features 

King of Karate 
■ 24-bit computer game 
■ Exciting karate competition 
■ Demonstrates OpalVision capabilities 

OpalVision .,„„„..„ .,..„. ..,,£699 

More information available 
OpalVision roaster chip available soon 

Auto ROM Sharer 

■ Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 
Power 

■ One of the most advanced kickstart 
ROM sharers available 

■ A clever design on a small reliable 
board 

■ Fits A500, A5Q0+, A1500 
■ Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
■ No messing about with switches 
■ No 'CIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 
■ Jumper to select which ROM boots on 

switches 
■ Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
■ Simple internal fitting* 
* Kick-off requires the lid to be removed from the Amiga. 
This may invalidate your warranty. 

ROM Share £17.95 
ROM Share inc. kickstartv2.04 £55 
ROM Share inc. kickstart v1.3 £39 
ROM Share for AGOD £29 

■ Manufactured by Power Computing 
■ 128MB on one optical disk 
■ Read and write optical disks 
■ 40ms running speed 
■ Built-in power supply 
■ High power cooling fan 
■ 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 
■ Thru port built-in 
■ SCSI ID switch 
■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal) £729 
128MB optical drive (External) £999 
128MB 3,5" optical disk £39.95 each 
SCSI controller card 
forA1500/A2000 £129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PC, and Mac A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

Commodore AlBOO 

■1MB of RAM 
■ Two 3.5 internal disk drives 
■ Fully expandable, accepting all A2000 

peripherals 
■ Keyboard and mouse 
■ Software included 

The Works Platinum Edition 
Oelux Paint III 
Home Accounts 
Puzznic game 
Toki game 
Elf game 

A1500 ..£599 

Accebrfitor 

GVP G Force 
■ 68030 accelerator board 
* 68882 Maths co-processor 
■ DMA SCSI controller on-board 
■ 68000 fall-back mode 
■ Only CPU slot is used 
■ Internal and external SCSI connector 
■ Converts to hard card with Hard Drive 

mount kit 
■ 32-bit RAM as standard 

25MHz 1MB RAM .£529 
40MHz 4MB RAM , £759 
50MHz 4MB RAM  , , £1249 
Hard drive mount kit £35 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R. SRL OOl42r Roma. Via Ouccto Di Buoninsegna Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax G040666 
Power Computing, France, IB Rid Voltiar* 7501 1, Paris, France. Tel {1) 43386206 (6 lines)   Fax (1) 43380023 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Scanners 
"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan*1 

Amiga Format July 1992 
Power Scanner v3_0 

■ 100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
■64 grayscales 
■Tbru'portfor printer 
■ Award winning editing, image manipu- 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner v3.0  £99 
Power Scanner Colour £239 

Epson GT-6000 

■ 600 DPI Colourflatbed scanner 
■ 24-bit colour 
■ A4 reading area 
■ Software included 

Epson GT-6QQ0 , ....€799 

Epson GT-SOOO 
■ 800 DPI colourflatbed scanner 
■ 24-bit colour 
■ A4 reading area 
■ Software included 
■Amazing scan quality 

Epson GT-8000  .. £1199 

Upgrade Offers 
If you consider your scanner system to 
be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 
happily upgrade your software and inter- 
face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 
most scanning heads) 
v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface) £49.95 
v3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 
users (send SAE) ..,£15 
The Amiga can only display 16 grayscales 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad- 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PC88OB Power Drive 

■ Award winning drive manufactured by 
Power Computing 

■ Super slim design 
■ Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 
■ Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 
■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga £60 
PC880B with Blitz & XCopy £75 
PC880B (Cyclone compatible)* ....£65 
PC8S0B in black case £65 
"This dnve is only avai able to registered owner:; nl XCopy 
Professional. You must provide proof of purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive £49.95 
PCS81 A500 Internal drive £40.00 
PC882 A2000 Internal drive £45.00 

Dual Drive 
■ Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
■ Same features as PC880B 

Dual drive £125 

Blitz Amiga 
■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■ Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga £20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■Stores 20MB on one ZXA" disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 
■ Can be used as a 1.44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AM AX 
■AMAX compatible with OMI Mac driver 
■ Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
■Additional disks available 
■ Internal version for A1500/2000/3000 
■ External version for A500 
■ SCSI Interface required 
Internal A2000 kit ...£289 
Internal A3000 kit £289 
External A500 kit £389 

RAM Expansions 

A600 Memory Cards 

1MB RAM with clock . £39.95 
1MB RAM without clock £34.95 

PCSO1 + RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A500+ computer and comes with 
1MB of RAM on board to expand your 
memoryto lMBof chip RAM. Plug-in and 
go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC5QH RAM card £35.95 

8MB for any A500 
■ Plugs into side slot, fully auto config, full 

thru port. Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB£109 4MB£169 8MB£289 
1 x 4ZIP chips ....£14.99 

2MB for any A500 
■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 
■ 16-chip (1 x 1 DIP) 
■ Nothruport 

2MB RAM £79 

1.5MB RAM Board 
■ Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 
* Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
iKickstsrt 1.3 and above, not compatible with A500+) 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your warranty! 

1.5MB RAM board £75 

1MB with Thru1 port 
■ Expand your ASOO's memory up to a 

total of 2MB without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

■ Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
(512K RAM must be 4 chip type or not exceeding 9cm in length) 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your Warranty! 

1MB with thruport ,£45 

A500 RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A500+ compatible) 

512K RAM {4 chip) £29 
512K RAM without clock £24 
512K RAM (16 chip) with clock .£24 
512K RAM (16 chip) without clock £19 

Power Shop, 86 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 ODL. 081 941 9073 



CHEAP TRICKS 
At the moment 1 am running my computer on an ITT 
television, which I want to sell and buy a monitor instead. 
The problem is that that the person who t was going to sell 
the TV to was told that running a computer on it would ruin 

It for normal use, and so they no longer want It, Can you tall me whether 
or not there Is any truth In this story? 

Chris Perk in 
BPPO 104 

Sounds like somebody is trying to get out of a deal, Chris, Whilst it is 
theoretically possible that you can irretrievably damage a TV by running a 
computer on it, what is most likely to occur is that through long usage a 
ghost image of the computer screen will become "engraved'' onto the TV 
tube - this is the case with permanent displays in shops, banks and so on 
which just show the same information in the same place for months on end. 
it's also true that a TV tube will "soften" with use - but this occurs 
irrespective of whether it is being used as a TV or computer monitor. 

Unless you've been running just the one screen continually, your TV 
should be OK. The obvious test is for the prospective buyer to have a look 
and see if it's what he wants. 

In the meanwhile, here's a tip to monitor users - either use a screen 
blanker to blank the screen while it isn't in use, or better still, turn it off 
altogether, save some electricity and help cut down pollution emitted from 
power stations at the same time. Either wayT you'll extend the useful life of 
your monitor, GW 

PS TO PC 
I want to print from a 
PageSetter DTP file 
created on my Amiga 
on my friend's Canon 

bubble jet that Is connected to his 
IBM compatible computer, 

I understand that this can be 
done by saving my document as a 
PostScript file. Is this correct, and If 
so, how do I do it using PageSetter 
1.2? If this is not correct, can you 
suggest another way of using my 
file in his machine? 

S Palmer 
Luton 
Beds 

PageSetter 1.2, which is the version 
that was given away free with Amiga 
Format, cannot produce PostScript 
output. Neither can PageSetter ti, 
although the version of PageSetter H 
(called "Page1) that comes with Gold 
Disk Office can output in PostScript. 

But the Canon bubble jets are 
not PostScript printers anyway, so 
even if PageSetter 1.2 could write a 
PostScript file it couldn't be printed 
on your friend's PC unless he has 
PostScript interpreting software that 
can print PostScript files to non- 
PostScript printers. 

The files created by PageSetter 
1.2 cannot be loaded and printed by 
any computer but the Amiga. The 
simple solution is instead of taking 
the file to the PC for printing, bring 
the bubble jet to the Amiga. You'll 
need a proper Amiga printer driver for 
the bubble jet, Ring JAM on « 0895 
274449 and ask about the Canon 
Drivers disk, JW 

BOY RAYTRACER 
Being a great fan of 
ray tracing I'm going 
to upgrade from my 
A500 to a brand new 

Amiga 2000 fitted with a GVP 
50MHz 68030 Combo card, 240MB 
hard disk and 4MB of RAM. To 
improve the quality of my graphics 
I'm also thinking about buying a 24- 
bit card, but since most of my 
budget has gone on the Combo card 
I'm considering DCTV. I would be 
very grateful if you could answer the 
following questions; 
a) Do you think I've made a good 
choice with the Combo, or should I 
go for a 63040 processor Instead? 
b) I've read some reviews about 
DCTV and I know Its output is in 
composite mode. This means that 
whenever I want to see a DCTV 
Image I have to switch from an RGB 
monitor to a composite one - or can 
I always have my computer 
connected to a composite monitor 
and display DCTV Images plus 
Amiga graphics? 
c) Do the images created with DCTV 
flicker, and if so what can be done 
about this? 
d) Can I connect a 5CART lead to 
DCTV and use this to display 
composite on my Sony Trinitron TV/ 
monitor? If not, can I connect DCTV 
to a Commodore modulator and 
then connect it to the TV aerial 
socket? 
e) If I am playing a game and the 
DCTV is connected, will I have to 
use a composite monitor or can 1 
use the normal RGB monitor? 
f) I have a Commodore 1950 
multisync monitor. Can I use this 
with DCTV? 

Ruy Botelho 
Portimao 
Portugal 

Hmm, now that the A4000 has been 
released you might just be better 
advised to go for that instead of your 
A2000/GVP/DCTV combination. 
You'll end up without the paint 
program and digitising offered by 

DCTV, but you II get a 68040 
processor instead, as well as all the 
new graphics modes offered by the 
AA chip set, lots of memory, a 
reasonably sized hard drive and a 
machine which won t be obsolete in 
the foreseeable future. And all for 
around the same price (probably) as 
you proposed spending in the first 
place. 

On the other hand, the GVP 
cards are excellent (I have a 40MHz 
Combo), and there are loads of 
expansion devices for the 2000. 
Obviously, a 6S040 would be faster, 
but also quite a bit more expensive. 

Personally, I'd also hang fire on 
the DCTV and check out Centaur1 s 
new OpalVision 24-bit card (reviewed 
in this issue), as it promises to be a 
great product, and at a reasonable 
price. It produces RGB output which 
is transparent to Amiga graphics and 
can be used with any RGB monitor. 
Another viable alternative, which only 
costs a little more than a DCTV, is 
Arch os' A Video 24 card* 

If you must have a DCTV, I Ml tell 
you that it passes the Amiga RGB 
through, so that the Amiga graphics 
appear as normal - a composite 
monitor is only necessary to use the 
DCTV software and output DCTV 
images and animations. If you have a 
switchable RGB/composite monitor 
such as a Commodore 1084 this 
would be ideal for your purposes. 
Otherwise any monitor which can 
accept composite input can be 
permanently connected to DCTV's 
composite output, including your 
Trinitron. GW 

SCSI SOLUTIONS 
Ml have some 

questions about GVP 
drives. I have an 
Amiga 500HD+ 

Series II and I want to exchange my 
52Mb for a 240Mb drive, but I've 
heard that the 240Mb needs SCSI II 
and some of my friends say that the 
GVP is only SCSI I. What I would 
like to know is if I can fit in a 
240Mb without any problems and 
can I use the same GVP disk to 
format It? The second question Is 
can I upgrade this to the 40Mhz 
68030 like the GVP A530? None of 
the stores have been able to answer 
my questions. I hope you can. 

I have an upgraded Amiga 500 
with Klckstart 2, Super Denise and 
1Mb chip ram. I can easily change 
my workbench to SuperHiresLaceT it 
looks nice, but what 1 would like to 
know is if there is a program like 
Deluxe Paint that can use this new 
format so I can draw pictures or 
features in a nicer resolution. 

0 Cullens 
Hoogvliet 

Holland 

You can upgrade to the Quantum 
240Mb hard drive without any 
problems, except you may not be 
able to get hold of one! Most 

Quantum drives have been 
unavailable in Europe for about a 
month now. If this is the case then 
the Maxtor 240Mb drive will also 
work fine in your GVP case, and yes, 
the GVP software will format and 
initialise the drive fine. SCSI 2 drives 
will work with SCSI 1 controllers (like 
GVP), although they aren't as fast as 
they can be with SCSI 2 controllers. I 
would also like to know if GVP will 
upgrade the HD+ to A530 with 
40Mhz 68030. I, like many others, 
bought the GVP HD+ after being told 
By GVP and SDL (their UK distributor) 
in November 91 at the World of 
Commodore show that upgrades 
would be available. Now 1 year later I 
have heard nothing and I'm annoyed. 

No doubt Deluxe Paint 5 will 
support the new Super Hires mode 
(and all other modes like Productivity 
and the new AGA chipset modes) 
when it is released, hopefully soon. 
JR 

MIDI MIX 
I'd like to know how 

I^H^I to s&t up some sort 
of MIDI box to control 
two Amigas running 

the Deluxe Music Construction Set 
program so that I can use eight 
channels of sound. 

Richard Brooks 
Thorton Heath 

Surrey 

I've not used DMCS for many years 
and no longer even remember what 
facilities it had (MIDI or otherwise), 
I II assume however that it has 
reasonably normal MIDI send and 
receive facilities and that these are 
explained in the manual. In general 
any sequencer type program which 
supports internal sounds and MIDI 
will do what you want and it should 
just be a matter of linking the two 
Amigas via a MIDI cable (MIDI OUT 
on the transmitting machine to MIDI 
IN on the receiving machine). The 
Amiga program that is receiving data 
should be set to play internal sounds 
data as it receives its MIDI 
information, and in effect is acting 
just like a MIDI sound module would 
(only it it of course using Amiga 
internal sounds). On the controlling 
machine, ie the one used to play 
"song sequences' you arrange for the 
song tracks to play four voices as 
internal sounds and transmit four 
channels of MIDI data to the second 
machine. 

This may be an interesting 
experiment but I wouldn't 
recommend the twin-Amiga approach 
as a general way of getting eight 
note' polyphony - a MIDI sound 
module would do the job better for a 
fraction of the price! PAO 

STAR TROUBLE 
I have been given a 
Star LC-10 mono 
printer and am having 
some problems with 
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it. I own Pen Pal, Excellence! and 
Deluxe Paint III and IV. When 1 use 
the printer with the word processors 
the text comes out fine, but when I 
use the art packages the graphics 
come out completely different. 

For Instance, If I was to draw a 
circle the printer will it out 
elongated like a vertical ellipse, and 
it will have gaps between the 
various parts. 

I am using the EpsonX[CBM- 
MPS-1250] driver, narrow tractor 
paper, and all of my patience! 
Please can you help? 

Also, can you tell me how to het 
the Times, Helvetica and Courier 
fonts from the Extras disk to the 
Workbench disk? 

Stephen Wheels n 
Glasgow 

Let's get the fonts problem out of 
the way first. Boot from your 
Workbench disk. Open a Shell or CLI 
window and enter the following 
command (there will need to be 
about 80K of free space on the 
Workbench disk for the fonts to fit, 
so make sure beforehand that there 
is room otherwise you Ml get a "disk 
full" error message): 

COPY EXTRAS1. 
FONTS: ALL 

3:FONTS TO 

That's assuming your Extras disk is 
called "Extras 1.3". If it's called 
something else, then replace the 
EXTRAS 1.3 bit in that command with 
whatever the name of the disk is. 
You only have the one disk drive I 
notice, so from time to time you wMl 
be asked to swap disks, Simply 
follow the prompts. 

Now the printer problem. Star 
changed the EPROM in the LC-10 
quite a few times because it had a 
number of bugs in it so there are 
many ^versions' of the LC-10. Some 
work OK-lsh, some don't. The 
problem is mainly with the colour 
model, and I've found that the mono 
model works well with the Star9Plus 
printer driver. You can get the very 
latest version from JAM on « 0895 
274449. JW 

VIDEO CONFUSION 
I write in the hope 
that perhaps you will 
answer my query 
concerning Gold 

Disk's Video Director program that 
your sister magazine, Amiga 
Format, reviewed earlier this year 
and has so far been unable to 
answer. I have written to them on 
two occasions and have been 
unsuccessful in obtaining a reply In 
their letters pages. 

In his review, Jason Ho I born said 
that he had used a Panasonic M7 
camcorder and that it was 
compatible with the program. That's 
the problem - I too use an IVT7 and 
for the life of me I cannot get the 
program to work with this machine. 

I spoke to Jason about this at the 
Shopper Show and he informed me 
that another interface was required, 
and that I could get one from 
Dixons, But Dlxons cannot help* Fax 
after fax to gold Disk In Canada 
have seemingly disappeared into 
the void. 

So please lads, lend a helping 
hand - if you are able to, that Is! 

PD Clarke 
Bordon 
Hants. 

HB Marketing, Gold Disk's UK 
distributor, is also seeking a solution 
to this problem. It would appear that 
a different lead is needed to connect 
to the Ml, HB are in the process of 
bringing them over from Canada. 
Contact HB on 0753 686000 for 
more details. GW 

RAM LIMITATIONS 
Ml have an Amiga 2000 

which Is two months 
old, it has Kickstart 
2.04.1 also have a 

Commodore A22S6 Bridge Board 
and a Commodore A2630 
accelerator card (4Mb 32bit ram) 
and a Microbotics 8-Up with 2Mb 
installed. 

Do you know why I can only 
have a maximum of 6Mb of fast ram 
when my bridge board is installed. 
When tried to add another 2Mb of 
memory I got the message 
" All TOCO N FIG OUT OF MEMORY", 
what does this mean? According to 
the A2630 manual when you hold 
down the right mouse button, apart 
from the option to switch between 
the 68000 and 68030, another 
option should appear, UNIX. What is 
UNIX anyway, and how do I get it to 
appear? 

I understand that there are two 
64 pin connectors on the back of 
the A2630 board and that these are 
32 bit memory connectors. Is there 
a product out yet which makes use 
of these connectors to let me 
expand my 32 bit memory? Is the 
A2630 fitted with the 68030 or the 
6S0EC30? And finally, will any PC- 
AT 3.5" 1.44Mb disk drive work as 
a second drive when connected to 
the disk drive ribbon cable from my 
PC-AT 
bridge board? 

D Whittingham 
Honley 

Hudersfleld 
The bridgeboard takes up 512Kb of 
the Amiga Autoconfig (8Mb) space, 
so you are limited to 7,5Mb of fast 
RAM, and as most RAM cards 
expand in 2Mb segments, this 
rounds down to 6Mb. The UNIX 
option was on early cards when 
Commodore were planning to release 
a version of the UNIX operating 
system for the Amiga 2000, however 
they never did release UNIX for the 
Amiga 2000 (in the UK anyway), so 
the option was removed. There is at 
least one RAM board that plugs in to 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Bridgeboard - a plug in caret released by Commodore for the A1500 and 
upwards which enables the Amiga to run programs written for the IBM PC 
series of computers. 

Kickstart - the most basic and central part of the operating system. 

IVtlDi - Musical Instrument Digital interface is a standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer, i 

PostScript - a powerful mathematical langauge used to describe graphics 
and text Images to compatible printers. Because it does not rely on a 
pixel system, objects so described can be scaled and rotated without 
distortion or loss of detail, 

SCSI - Small computer systems interface is the standard used for 
connecting hard drives, CD-ROM drives and tape back-up units to 
computers. 

24-bft graphics - normally, the Amiga uses between one and five bits (binary 
digits) to store the colour of each pixel (picture element) of a display, 
This means that between two and 32 colours can be displayed. Hardware 
add-ons are now becoming available which use 24 bits per pixel, giving a 
possible 16 J million colours. 

the A2630 called produced (I 
believe) by DKB in the States, and 
allowing up to 112Mb of 32-bit RAM 
to be added. 

The Commodore A2630 is now 
one of the few 6S030 boards to use 
the original (and best) 68030 
processor, not the cut-down 
680EC30. Future versions of the 
Amiga Operating System may not 
work properly with the 680EC30 
processor. And yes, you can use any 
standard 1.44Mb disk drive with the 
CBM A2286 Bridge Board. JR 

A CASE OF MISTAKEN 
IDENTITY 

While I was in 
Germany recently t 
was looking at Amiga 
products and saw a 

box marked A2300 genlock. The 
spec on the box was as follows: 
Genlock / digitiser Y/C 5VH5 Hi8 
and the price was DM850 (around 
£300). 

I contacted Commodore about 
this but got no reply. I enquired at 
distributors advertising in Amiga 
Shopper and drew another blank. 
Perhaps you could give the spec, 
quality, value for money and maybe 
a test report. 

I am an absolute beginner 
waiting for my new A3000 to arrive. 

M Wright 
Pinxton 

Notts. 

I'm not sure exactly what's been 
going on here, but this definitely 
sounds lake a case of mistaken 
identity. The Commodore A2300 
GENLOCK is quite an old device 
which fits into the video slot of 
suitable Amigas and has composite 
video in and outr as well as an RGB 
connector for the Amiga monitor, By 

no stretch of the imagination can it 
handle SVHS or HIS, and neither can 
it work as a digitiser. Also, they sell 
for around £100 or less In the UK 
nowadays, basically because they 
aren't particularly good. 

On the other hand, the A2300 
box you saw may have been 
something else altogether, 
containing a product not made by 
Commodore - though copying their 
numbers. There are loads of good 
German products that never see the 
light of day in the UK, but the 
amount of detail that you've provided 
isn't enough for me to be certain of 
what you are describing. Drop me a 
line if you have more Information on 
it and HI see what I can do about 
getting a review sorted out if It 
proves to be something new. GW 

CHIP RAM MOD 
HI have carried out the 

chip ram conversion 
as detailed in Amiga 
Shopper October 92 

Issue. With no trap door expansion 
in place the Amiga works as a 
normal 512k machine. However 
with the expansion In place, when I 
beat up the machine, the power 
light flashes and the screen Is light 
grey In colour then turns to dark 
grey and back to light grey again 
and the disk drive is Inoperative. No 
disk insert screen appears* 

However, when the Action 
Replay cartridge is connected I 
press freeze to get into it and select 
memory control screen. I find that 
although chip 1Mb Is highlighted, 
512K is also highlighted as fast 
ram. What is wrong? 

Timothy Weir 
New Bar net 

Herts 
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ST ALBANS OPEN SUNDAYS 
lO.OOAM-4.30PM 

LATE NIGHT OPENING FROM MID 
NOVEMBER ■ PHONE! 

I 

|4» 

AMIGA 500+ 

£284.99 

A500+ with A570CD + PDCD .£584.991 

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE ■ PHONEI 

AMIGA 3000 
12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 

Latest version, 68030 25MHz, 3.5" flflOK FD + spare drive buy (or 4 
spore bay* on Tawer)r5i2K 32 bit ROM, 4 Zorro fflr slots with 2PC AT slots 
(or 1 CPU, 7 Zorro lit, 2 PC AT on Tower), hord drive and memory as below- 
DESKTOP 52MB 120MB 210MB 425MB 
IMS video + 1MB Fast Ram 1289 1469 

1679 
1729 
1859 

1729 
1959 
2029 
2149 

2249 
2359 
2429 
2559 

AMIGA 600 
A60Q with 12 month on-site warranty, 
1MB, WB 2.05,3,5" FD + Sraurl Cord Interface, 
Mouse and Manuals 

WITH 

A600 
A6O0 20MBHD 
A600 60MB* 
A600 80MB* 
A600 120MB* 

UK 8833/CBM 1084 
444.00 
599,00 
674.00 
714.00 
774,00 

2MB video* 1MB Fast Bom 1437 
2MB video + 4MB Fos! Ram 1599 
2MB video 4 8MB Fast Ram 1729 
TOWER 
1MB video + 4MB Fast Ram - 2299 2549 2949 
2MB video + 8MB fast Ram - 2449 2699 3199 
With Multimedia Pack: AmigoVivon, 

Deluxe Pont 4.1 and SEUIU ADO £195*99 
OR with Pro Poos 3 + Pro Draw 3 ADD £165.99 

With extra 4MB Fait RAM (fitted if required]ADD £169.99 
With Philips SVGA 28*>THK. tilt S swivetADD £259.00 

AMIGA 4000 
MULTIMEDIA AMIGA 

New AGA (hip Set + blistering 68040 processor. 256,000 colours from 
1 ii million, scan doubling for flicker free display, 25 MHz, Mouse, Amiga 
3.5 /1.76 MB 3.5" drive Plus Crass DOS for transfer of files between 
Amiga DOS +M5 OOS, 2 rear 4- 2 front 3.5" bays, 1 x 5.25" bay, Hard 
Drive os below, Amiga OOA 3.0 system and utilities, Gold Service Warranty 

ALONE |K| 
120MB HD 2 +4MB £2259 inc. VAT   TRAP* 'Ve I 
120MB HD 2 +8MB £2429 inc. VAT  /SVA|LAI* | 
240MB HD 2 +8MB PHONE 
With SVGA low radiation high-res 28 dot pitch col, monitor 

' me tilt and swivel ^pp £259 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

Bt years experience in Commodore product end here to stay 
Commodore trained staff ore friendly and helpful and are 
parents, multimedia, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more man one!) 
Open 9-6 ptn Monday to Saturday and 10.00 am to 4.30 pm 
Sundays for convenient shopping. 
Callers welcome for advice and demanstriilkin at our 1600+- sq 
ft High 51, Town Centre brandies 
Next day cklivery for most orders received by 5,30 pm; express 
am and Saturday services available 
Hardware carefully handled and delivered safety and reliably 
by coped, insured, lap name courier service 
100% pre-despotch testing an Amigas 
Free 30 day, next day courier collection and delivery of NEW 
replocement4except product with on-site maintenance) 
Hotline support and in-house engineers 
Upgrade and trade in offers to keep you up to dote 
Exceptional after sales service 

ALONE 
264.00 
419.00 
494.00 
514.00 
594JO 

2MB VERSION ADO £39,95 
WITH DELUXE PAINT Ul + GAME ADD £5 
See below/across (or alternative software packs 

* lop quality 3rd party drives, covered by full 12 month return- 
to base warranty 

AMIGA 1200 

£4 PHONE! 99 

With new AGA chip set, 256,000 
colours from 16 million colours, First 
shipment arriving early November - Very limited 

THE HOT LIST 
CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES: 

irtayll Hunt Ftff Red October 
Colossus Chess Blinky s Scary School (under 12) 
Challenge Golf Battleships 
Ancient Games - 5 events Licence to Kill- Bond Game 
Cisco Heat - Police cor race Silkworm Helicopter jeep mission 93% CU 
Ed the Duck (under! 2)    Corrtinentd Grcus - 8 lot race amis n% AA 
Master Btazer - 3D sports Zarof hiusla - Thrust done H% Zzop 
Ondauajit - Format G %% Thundershike - Rghter flight Sim 
+ IOTS MORE - AT LEAST 25 TITUS TO CHOOSE FROM! 

1500PACK EXTRA 
(ALSO FOR A500,A500+, A600 

CDTV, 3fo00» 
VALUE/RRP 

The Works Platinum, ward processor, spreadsheet, 
169,95 
79,99 
9,9$ 

39.99 
9.99 

24.99 
24.99 
29.99 
29.99 

429.82 
49.99 
69.99 
67.99 

Deluxe Paint III wilh animation 
Get the most out of your Amiga hook 
GO Prog Hohbyte PD Greats Pack - see 'rtartet Lol Pack' 
4 disc 700 Clip Art pks/grapNcs far DPatnt III 
Puzznic        OR Lemmings 
Toki Captain Plaacl 
I II The Simpsons 
Diqito Home Accounts 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMK5A/CDTY 
SEPARATELY 
PLUS Starter Pack 

Miaeswtlched Joystick 
m cop. lackaUe disc box PLUS 10 blank discs 
4 greal boxed games - See HOT LIST 
Phone for correal choice OR Home Accounts 
OR D Paint III 4700 Clip Art Pics/graphics 

Mouse Mot and Dust Cover 
CDTV T Shirt 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 

PACK 
MAXVALUE/RRP I 

9.99 
16.98 

159.96 

9.98 
6.99 

203.90 
19,99 

Wanf an ASDOXwn?\lm W&m *dk 

WE WANT TO 
BEAT ALL PRICES! 

CALL US!! 

AMIGA 1500 inc. on-site 
[ Full UK spec, wilh 1MB RAM, mouse, expansion as 2000, leads, manuals. New 

including Kickslart & Workbench 2,05, Hard disc configuration inc. the high 
performance GVPII controller card, 
EXPANDABLE TO 8MB. Fast 52MB + 
120MB Quantum Drives art! used. 
Dual Drive 469.00 
DD+GYP+52MB HD 732.00 
DD+GVP+12DMB HO 872.00 
Wilh 8833/1084$ ADD 179.99 
With 7CM + M/WFF ADD 379.99 
Perexlra 2MB filled toGVP 
Also with Kitkstorl 1.3> ROM Sharer 
Also with Gtizen 200 24 pin Col Prinier + Starter Pack 

1500 SPECIALS 
i/2 PRICE 1500 S/W PACK EXTRA This montt 
only with 1500,1500 Pock Extra at only „„£?4.9<i 
1500 + ON-SITE, 8833/1084S, CITIZEN 201 
24 pin col printer, 1500 Extra software pock, Starter 
Pack +• AmigaViston 
52MB. £1149.00 120MB £1359.01 

ADD £60.00 
ADD £39.90 

ADD £199.00 

CDTV 
1MB, with Disc Caddy, Welcome CD + tutorial +■ remote control unft. 

AS ABOVE    WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, HOUSE + WB 1.3 

As above £369* 
With Goldstar Blatk TV £S49* 

£459 
£639 

\ Extra RAM £PO A 
Plus Hutthinsoas Entydopaedio + Lemmii 

See below/across for software perl 
to 
cfc 

NEW 

'RICES! 

THE HOTTEST LOT PACK 
VAtUE/RRP 

* All as Starter Pack 203.90 
PLUS: 

* An oilier 11} GRFAT individually packaged games, BETTER 269.82 
THAN THE REST previous fiRPs up lo 39.99 each, phone to 
choose from HOT LIST, or leave il to usf Children's gomes available. 

» 80 Prog. Hobhyte PD Greats Pack II - Includes top gomes like 
Batttecars, Star Trek, Computer Conflict, Meqaboll, dozens of arcade 
classics, board classics ana 'shoot em-ups'r OPainl di 
Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database + Desp 
ultimate virus killers - a must far every newlrniga 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA 
SEPARATELY 

SPECIAL; ALSO 10 extra great 

Utilities 
_ und she 
r 39.99 

513.71 
49,99 
69.99 

ADD 25.00 

WWW EXTRA - 
vANYTHING YOU CAN 

* DPtHntfflwithaninwaao 79.99 
* 700 clip art pics/graphics for DPoinlHI 9.99 
* 3 disc Home Pack incl. W Processes Dbase, Spreadsheet 9.99 

Virus Killer 4,99 
TOTAL VALUE 18193 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 59.99 

EPIC PACK EXTRA 
Heeds 1 MB and Hard Drive VA1DE/RRP 

Epic Pock:       Trivial Pursuit, language Lab, Amiga test 29.99 
Epic, Rome, Myth 

OPainl Mi with animation 
700 clip art pics/graphics far DPaint III 
3 disc Home Park incf. W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheel 

•   Virus Kller 
TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

77.97 
79,99 
9.99 
9,99 
4,99 

212.92 
39.99 
49.99 

W* B.pBTt^^Z- ' 
AMIGA SPECIALISTS • STAR GOLD DEALER • CDTV CENTRE • PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER • 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RRF 
* Caltwn flossies Games: Lemmings OR Elf 25.99 

His Simpsons Mi 24.99 
Cnplafn Planet Puzznic 25.99 

* Deluxe Pamt III with unimutian + 700 Clip Art pics 89.99 
* The Works Platinum Word Processor, Spread sh eel 

and Database T 69.99 
« Ed the Duck 29.99 

OR Round the Bend OR Digital Home Accounts 
* Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
» BQ Prog. Hobbyte PD Greats Pack - seefHottest Lai Pack139,99 

4 disc DP park inc. Fonts, Gp Art and Dk Tulor 
Habbyte Infan1r Junior {specify} or Secondary 
Educational Pock 
10 Blank Discs + 80 Capacity lockable disc box 
Mouse Mat + Dust Cover ana Joystick 

9.99 

19.99 
2A.9S 
!9J7 

48B.AS TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79,99 
SEPARATELY 99,99 

SPECIAL: Also with Citizen 200 24 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 199.00 

+ SCHOOL PACK 
Zoo! - Number 1 Chorttjuster 25.99 
Striker -94KCU Amiga 25.99 
Pinball Dreams *94JGAUL 25.99 i 
Transwrite UK WP + Spelfchecker 49.99 j 
ADI French, Maths or English [111 5, specify age} 
ADI the lovable extra terrestrial gifted teacher, guides you 
through National Curriculum, Ideally compliments school work. 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 3-13 YEARS 

VALUE/RRP 
Your choice from; 
Fun School 2 3 or 4 (for 3-9 yrs specify age, 9 diff. 25.99 
versions available} Up to 6 stunning UK educational games in each 
package, with beautiful pictures, exciting animation + music that 
helps la develop numbers, word + other skills, tip to 6 levels of 
difficulty. Conforms with National Curriculum. 
Merlin's Mollis (for 7-11 yrs) from the award winning 
'fun School' stable, 6 engrossing gomes to teach essential maths 
skills, in a way children will love. 
Spelling Fair [for 7-13 yrs) alt the fun of the fair on 6 levels mokes 
learning spelling addictive and fun, Includes 6 gomes plus 3000 word 
dictionary t special selection of words far needs of dyslexic children 
+ parents can create own- dictionary of words requiring special 
attention, 
Ed the Duck (7 yrs) OR Elf (7+ yrs} OR Round the Bend 25.99 
Habbyte Infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pack, featuring up to 
12 learn while you ploy ' games 19.99 
Hobbyto 30 Easy Children*.' Games, 10 pack disc including Train ■ 
Set and other tup entertaining PD titles 19.99 
Deluxe Paint HI with animation + 700 Clip Art pics for OP 89.99 
inc. children, Fairytale 4Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons etc. 
Joystick* 10 blnnk discs 15.98 

TOTAL VALUE 197.92 
WfTK AJWGA/CDTV 39.99 
SEPARATELY 59.99 
SPECIAL Each extra title from first 
selection add just 15.00 

A3000 24 BIT 

TRAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NODDY'S PACK 

2-8 YEARS 
AT LEAS! 57 EDUCATIONAL/FUN FILLED GAMES! 

WAXVAIUI/RRP 
* The Shoe People - 6 colourful and entertaining gomes 29.99 

featuring Trompy and friends to encourage earfy number reading and 
pre-reading skills. With Shoe People music 

OR Thomas the Tank Engine 's Fun with Words - 6 separate easy to use 
learning programmes with animation and sound. 

OR Noddy s Playtime (to 7 years) - B magical learning gomes at 3 levels, 
PLUS Junior Art package inc. Colouring, electronic Fuzzy felt', FREE Toy 
Town map, Keyboard overlay and wobbler. 

* Shapes and Colours - Bobby the Clown entertains and lays down the 
foundation for maths ond writing in 6 colourful animated games, 9,99 

■ Fun School 2, 3 or 4 - the "Fun School" suite hove won just about every 
award going, 5 or 6 wonderful animated games, 24.99 

OR Picture Book: 4 colourful and amusing gomes from ex 'Fun Schoolr 
design ma nager will deli ghl young children. 

• Deluxe Paint III with animation + 700 Clip Art pics for DP 89.99 
inc. children, Fairytale ^Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons, 

• Kobbyte Infant EducationolPD Pack, containing 10 19.99 
fun while you learn games 

• Habbyte 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 
* 10 Blank Discs, Joystick, Mouse Mat 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

19.99 
26.96 

221.90 
49.99 
69.99 

SPECIAL: Each extra title fram first 
selection add just 18.99 

OR 
From the award winning Fun School team 

6 HOT LIST Games 
Hobbyte 80 Programme PD Greats Pock ■ 'See Hottest Latr 

Hot byte Secondary Educational Pack 
jfPPTujlW ■   Micraswitched quality joystick 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

25.99 ] 

209.94 
39.99 
19.99 
9.99 

407.87 
49.99 
69.99 

WE SPECIALISE 
• Extra RAM • 68040 accelerator 

» 24 hit colour card • 24 bit colour real time digitizer \ 
• 24 bit 3D Art + animation s/w 

• Pitting ond Free 1/2 day customised training 

TELEPHONE JP 

\ 1 1 1 * t 

ARE GO! 
We hope! We are trying to organise pack for 

Christmas, complete with die-cast toy, no promises, 
but phone for latest!! 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitz virus protector + backup ,2199 Golden Image Happy Mouse 18.99 
AS20 Modulator 19,99 El Brush Mouse + DPII1. 23.99 
A500 Deluxe control centre 44,99 Gl Optical Mouse 2A.99 
A.6O0 Control Centre 29,90 Gl Crystal Trackball 35.99 
CDTY Keyboard 39,99 

MODEMS 
AmstradSMZ400 Modem 
Supra Fax 2400 + 5 year 
Supra Fax 2400 Plus + 5 year warranty  

FLOPPY DRIVES 
Zvdec 3.5 external drive, daisvehain + on/off  
Cumona CAX 354 3,5 external drive, beige  
CDTV external 3.5 drive, black +■ 10 blank discs.., 

A5301MB 52MB  
A5301MB 105MB. 

ACCELERATORS/HD 
A500/600 24 BIT 

..m.99 
78,95 

J 37.95 

 48.95 
....52.99 
..49.99 

...643.99 

.75199 
A5301MB 240MB.... 983.99 
453068882.,., 203.99 
GYPHDfl 52MB ,,323.99 
Gv?MDfll?0MB ,413.99 
GVPHDfl 240MB... „.*63.99 

A570 for 2.04 1MB 500 309.99 
IVSTrumpcord 42MB HD ,..,279,99 
RortetRochard 120MB ...,.415.99 
Extra 2MB fitted to any above .62 .9 9 
MicrobolicsVXiiO 25MHz..219.99 
2MB BuntRAMJarabove, ...179.99 
IOE500TrumaCard 123.99 
As above plus 40MB HD„ 293,99 

A Video 24 with 1Y Paint for 500 .588.90 
Art Dept. Pro ZlA „  74.99 
DC1Y 395.99 
Firecracker POA 
GVPIV +V1U-S 1389.99 
GVPIV + Viy-CT .1759.99 

Harlequin 400O 24 bit card 1498,95 
Imago Master 1069.00 
Opal Vision 24 bit board + Opal Point, Opal 
Presents, Karate 24 bits/w 699.95 
Rembrandt 24 bit board ..,2489.99 
V lab 24 bit real limedigitiser .279.99 

PC 8BOB with anti click + Blitz back up and virus protector 65.00 
PC 80OB os abover Cydone compatible   . ,..78.99 
Dual drive as PC 880B   125.00 

MONITORS/ACCESSORIES 
CBM 1084SDI monitor 4- leads + 2 great Hot list' games 188.99 
Philips UK 8833 MO mon.+leadsf Turbo Challenge t an^site , 1 94.00 
Till + swivel stand for Philips 8833 ....12.99 
Philips 3332 FST TV/Monitor , 238.99 
CBM I960 High res monitor.... , _ - , 379.99 
Philips 7CM Hi-res SVGA .28dp inc. tilt & swivel „ 259.99 
NEC 4FG Multi-Sync ,„., „ 544.99 

 124.99 
 197.90 

A590 20M8 259.99 
ACCELERATORS/ 

HD Al500/30000/3000 
GVP Series II52MB _...„ __...26X99 G Fence 030 50MHZ4MB_1099.99 
GVP Series H105MB „__„„„403.99 G Force 040 2BMHZ 2MB 1489.99 

RtgZajs0402ffl*C4Mfl__.l 739.99 
rotary MO 2BWHZ{3rjOO} 1349.99 
Sysqued mnmdste HD 08IAB. 549.95 
Bttm 2MB fitted to «iy oixwe,„.6 2.99 

GVP Series II240MB- „63199 

Microwoy FlickBr Fixer  
ICD Flicker Free Video 2-A500,..,  

SCANNERS & DiGITISERS 
Epson GT 6000, 60Odpi 24 bil A4 , 982.99 
Epson GT 8000,800dpi 24 bit A4   1192.99 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Greyscale, Fawerscan software.....88.99 
Power Colour Hand Scanner  219.49 
Sharp JX T OO A6 Scanner + scanfab s/w up to 18 bit. 469.99 
Sharp JK 320A6 Scanner + s/w up to 24 bit 898.99 
VidE Amiga 12,„„ , .„.„.. , , 77.99 
Summa Sketch IIA4 Tablet Digilber   .....319.99 
Summa Sketch II A3 Tablet Digither   529.99 

GENLOCKS 
mton&kffll/m-^ POA RrxrjeriPb  
tM(kidflfe8802Si)H5__529.99 Pragen  
Rocgen 78.95 Video PSc4v330,.___ „. 994.94 

DISCS 
10 Blank DS/DD discs in box .6.99   50 Blank DS/DD discs 17.99 
10 filonk DS/HD discs 8.99   50 Blank DS/HD discs .27.99 

GVP Series II420MB 1033.99 
6 Force 030 25MHZ 1MB 543.99 
GF»tt03040MHZ4MB__.J83.99 

EXPANSION 
A500 512k Ram ExptClock... 19.90 MOO 1MB exp 39.99 
1 MB exp for A600 49.99 A60O 2MB exp 117.99 
A500+ 1MB exp , .,,28,99 A60O 4MB exp 159.99 
A500+ Switch 1MB exp .,,,,37,99 A500 Rom Sharer U POA 
CBM A501 exp 29,00 A500 Rom Sharer 2.04 POA 
CBM 2.04 upgrade kit 74,99 A60O Rom Sh. +1.3 POA 
Chip fitting and board upgrade available, by 
our qualified engineers or DIY kit POA 

EMULATION 
KG Powerbourd 174.99 G Gate 386sx ?5MHz .438,99 
KCS Powerboard with DOS .199.95 G Gate 486SX  795-99 
KCS odaptof 69.50 GVP 286 for GVPil +530 .216.99 
X\ Bridgeboard for 1500 99.00 AT Once 214.99 
386 Bridseaoard fori 500 ...249.99 GVP 40/4 lor 1500  945.99 

PRINTERS 

J 14.49 
 85.99 

Citizen 120+D 114.99 
Star LC20 117.25 
Star LC100 9 pin coLJ 54,99 
Star LC200 col,, 167 25 
Citizen Swift r,.*„ 167,25 
StnrLC 24-20  177.25 
Star IC 24100 24 pii..J74.99 
Star LC 24-200 197,25 
Star LC 24-200 col 239.99 
Crtizen 124D ...176.99 
Epson LG100 189,99 
Citizen S2O0 24* ,„ J79,99 
Crtizen S200 24 col* ...,189,99 

WtTH 
ALONE STARTER 

PACK 
WtTH 

ALONE STARTER 
PACK 

GRAPHK5/CAD 
Amgata ,„47JO 
Aft Dept. Pto 2.1 ,,,.98.99 
Deluxe Point III 9.49 
Deluxe PointtV ......53.99 
Expert 4D Junior ...36.99 
txperlDrcrw 48.99 
imagine v2 186.99 
Pto. Draw 3... 69.99 
Real 3D 9eg 1.4 ,,,83.99 
Reol 3D 
Turbo Pro 14 .229,50 

ScaJa 500 .,.,68.99 
Scala MM20O....434.99 
Scala Pro 1.13. 173.58 
Sculpt 

Animate 4D 198.99 
Spectre Colour 57.99 
XCAD 2000  89.50 
XCAD 3000. 238.90 
VIDEO PRODUCTION/ 
TITLING 
AmigaVlsion, 47,50 
Broad cost 
Tiller Jl 148.99 
Deluxe Photolob ...51.49 

SOFTWARE 
Pro Video Plus ....137.99 
TV Show Pro 51.39 
TV Text Pro... 68,99 
Video Director 106.99 
Walt Disney 

Animator 63.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
Any Fun School .....15.50 
AnyADt 17.50 
See also software packs 
UTILITIES/ 
LANGUAGES 
AMAXII Plus 289.99 
Amos 3D 21.49 
Amos the Creator ..30.95 
Amos Compiler 19.49 
Easy Amos 22.49 
Cross Dos vS ,22.75 
Disk Master II 43.75 
GFA Basic 17.99 
Lattice C 6 ,,179.99 
Quarter bmk ,,.,....30.50 
Quarter back Tools44,99 
APPLICATION 
Arena Accounts 69.50 
Excellence 3.......... 88.99 

Final Copy II POA 
Kind Words m 35,99 
Moxiplan Plus v4 ..38.99 
Mini Office,.. 43.99 
Pagestreom 2,2 „ 122,99 
PagesEtlerll 42.49 
Pen Pal 1.4 ..52.50 
Personal Finance 
Manatjer Plus 31,99 

Pro. Page v3„.,,137.99 
Saxon Publisher POA 
Superbase Pro 4 A 48.99 
Wordsworth.. 69.99 
Works Platinum ... 43.99 
MUSIC 
AD 1012 Studio 16 

Sampler... 349.95 
Audio Engineer 

Plus 2 Sampler.188.99 
Audio Master 4 44.49 
Bars & Pipes 

Pro 1.0E,.  172.13 
GVP Digital 
Sound Studio 48.99 

Midi Interface 19.95 
Rombo Mega mis ...23.99 

Citizen S240 24col* 259.99 
Citizen S24x col* 296.99 
HPDeskjei 500  345,99 
HP Deskjet coH 399,99 
HP Deskjet 550C1, 519.99 
HPPoinlierl ..,639.99 
BJlOex Bubbldet port. 204.99 
BJ20 319,99 
BJ 330 A3  469.99 
BI300 33199 
Star SJ 48 .,.,204.99 
HP Laserjet 1 TP + .....649,99 
QMS InkJet col A4...4999.95 

itj 

L 

K 

CS 

K 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES HO: (07271 56005 

Next day delivery for credit card wders plrxed before 4.30pm siAject to crailability. Alternatively send cheap, postal onderr bankers draft or om'cifK order: PLCs.. Edixotion and Goveinmen: bodies only) ro; Dept. AS, Mbyte Computer Centre,. 10 Marker 
Pke, St, Albons, Herts AL3 SOC, Pleow ulbw J working doys for cheijue clewaiue. Subject to availability despatch is normally 
Mttrin 24 hours of receipt of dewed payment. Prices are correct at time of going to press however, we are sometimes forced to 
change rnem, either up or down. Please check before arriving. Additional services ana different patkopjes may be offered in our 
showrooms, ond pikes may vory from Mail Order prices. Personal tollers am asked to quote this ad to ensure Moil Order packages 
an affwsd. 

STurbo Print Pro driver/util s/w highly recommended ADD £39.95 
STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 or continuous paper, Amiga to 
printer load & Universal Printer Stand * with nm driver 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UE MAINLAND (NOT HIGHUNAS) 
Smoll consumables & Despotdied by post, please check 
software items diorg&s wfwn ordering 
Other items, except lasers M\ day coarrer s«vicef £ 10 par DOR 
Offshore oi» Higfiwods Please enquire 
IN ADDITION m OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES; 
5aiurrtoy rMveries tomol rate plus ? 15 + W per box 
Am [text day . Ncwmol rote plus £8 -i- VAT per bos 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit lerms at 34.8% APR (variable) can 
be ononged lc*r purchases avjr f 150, subject 

to status CampElilive lending irheme^ are 
olso available (or businesses, inducting sole 
iraders and partnerships. Just telephone for 

wrinen del oik and appficaiion form. 



INTERFERING VIDEO 
After replacing my old TV with a new 1084S monitor I found 
that when I feed video into it from my VHS deck ! get 
diagonal green and blue lines across what Is essentially a 
very good picture. I don't have this trouble with my Amiga 

500 RGB picture. I have changed the phono-phono lead for a better one, 
but to no avail. HELP!! 
Mark Jaques 
immingham 
5. Humberside. 

I'm not sure about this but it sounds like you are getting Interference from 
somewhere affecting your video picture. Have you tried disconnecting the 
RGB lead while playing video? Also, is there a difference when the computer 
is turned on or off? it may help to keep your video cable separate from any 
other cables, especially printer and power cables, as these might also 
cause interference. Other than this, there's not much else that I can 
suggest you might usefully do. It's an odd problem. GW 

Kick start 1,2 is the problem. You will 
need to fit Kickstart 1.3 or 2.04 to 
use 1Mb chip ram. Kickstart 1.2 is 
obsolete, many programs no longer 
work with Kickstart 1,2. JR 

DOTTY PRINTOUTS 
Since upgrading my 
DTP package from 
PageSetter to 
Professional Page 3 I 

have had problems with both text 
and graphics printouts on my 
Citizen Swift 9 colour printer. 

The printouts are corrupted by 
dotted lines, which happens at ail 
print densities, although to a lesser 
degree at lower densities. Initially I 
thought this was a printer driver 
problem, but after changing to the 
MPS-1000 driver the dotted lines 
were still printed. 

I've also attempted to bypass 
Preferences altogether by using the 
Citizen Print Manager, but to no 
avail. What am I doing wrong? 

Sam Aitcheson 
Dyce 

Scotland 

First things first. Everything printed 
by Professional Page is graphics. 
Nothing is text'. Even the words in 
Profess ion at Page (and all other DTP 
programs) are graphics. Text 
printouts are pages that are printed 
using only the fonts that are built 
into the printer. 

Now, from the example printouts 
you've sent me it looks like the 
dotted lines are being printed at the 
start of every x strip' that Professional 
Page 3 is printing - I'm talking about 
the "strips" that Professional Page 
says it is printing in the requester 
that appears while it is printing, This 
suggests a printer driver problem - 
corruption at the start of every batch 
of data being sent to the printer - 
but you say it works OK with 
PageSetter 1i, which prints in a 
similar way to Professional Page, so 
it probably isn't that 

The fact that you say Citizen's 
own Print Manager program - which 
presumably contains absolutely 
correct printer drivers for specific 
models of Citizen printers - produces 

similar results also suggests that it 
is not a printer driver problem. 

Professional Page 3 has far 
greater memory requirements than 
PageSetter //, it needs at least 2Mb, 
and the dotted lines could be caused 
by a lack-of-memory problem as you 
have only 3Mb. Although a megabyte 
to spare sounds like a lot, you'll be 
surprised how quickly it can get 
eaten up. Professional Page will load 
itself into expansion memory, of 
which you have 2Mb, so most of the 
memory you have left will be Chip 
ram (which Professional Page 3 
conserves to a fault) plus there'll 
probably be a very small amount of 
expansion ram that isn't big enough 
to be of much use. 

Difficult to say for sure, but more 
memory might be the answer. You've 
not got enough to do anything very 
big in Professional Page 3 anyway, 
so your money won't be wasted on 
another 2Mb. JW 

NO HELLO IN C 
E[»Sjy*Xm Having unpacked 
SriOilP NorthC I've been 
U^Z'JE trying to run the 
^fj^^l introductory hello 

world' program but when trying to 
compile it using cc 1 get kcc 
unknown command' errors. I've 
tried everything but cannot compile 
nor link the program. 

J Lejey 
Newport 

Isle of White 

You actually asked a number of 
things in your letter butT for reasons 
of space and because we get a lot of 
queries about NorthC, I'll stick to 
giving a detailed answer to the 
problem shown above. 

To start with it is worth pointing 
out that almost everyone has 
problems with C compilers, and the 
related task of creating compiling 
environments, in the beginning. With 
ail public domain, and other non- 
commercial offerings, these 
problems are made worse because 
the documentation is scattered 
around the disk as a selection of 
readme/doc files (as opposed to 
being in a printed manual)- 

There is actually a reasonable 
amount of documentation provided 
on the NorthC disk and now that you 
have unpacked the disk it would be a 
good idea to print out all of the 
readme/doc files that you can find. 
You won't understand it all but 
believe me it does help to have a 
hard copy to refer to. Amongst these 
files you'll find compiler, assembler, 
linker and library documentation, 
notes about creating bootable disks, 
some NorthC questions and answers 
and plenty of code examples- 

As far as creating a C 
environment goes this is also 
explained in detail on the disk and 
Steve Hawtin has provided some 
quite flexible script files which do all 
the setting-up operations for you. 
What is explained in less detail 
however are the reasons why various 
things have to be done but 1 think 
that if I tackle these things the 
reasons for some of your difficulties 
will become apparent. 

First let's look at the compiler 
tools (cc, NorthC, a68K, blink and so 
on). These, as you've probably 
realized, are held in the 'bin' 
directory of the NorthC disk BUT... 
copies of these programs can be 
moved anywhere - it cant for 
example, be convenient to copy 
these tools to the ramdisk when 
using a 1Mb single-drive system. The 
important point is that, one way or 
the other, the system needs to be 
able to find these tools during the 
compilation process. In a similar 
fashion the compiler will need to 
know where to look for any include 
files and it, or rather the linker, will 
need to know whereabouts the library 
functions can be found. 

As Tve mentioned, NorthC 
provides a series of script files - you 
should also print out, and study, the 
ones called Setup-NorthC, Single- 

Make and Single-Disk because these 
files are the ones which allow you to 
set up your compiler Environment1 

automatically. Now all of this is 
explained En the disk documentation 
and there's little point in repeating it. 
There Is however nothing 'magic' 
about these files and it is just as 
easy to create alternative 
arrangements. 

Here's an alternative 
scheme/explanation which should 
give you the starting point you need: 
After booting up from your 
Work Bench disk, open a CLI and type 
(as two separate commands) these 
lines: 

setenv INCLUDE 
NorthC:include/ 
assign clibs: NorthC:clibs 

These statements will tell NorthC 
where to find the include files and 
the library files (you'll be asked to 
insert the NorthC disk when you type 
theassign command - insert it, and 
when the '1> prompt' reappears 
replace your WorkBench disk)- 

Now copy the 'copy' command to 
the ramdisk using the command: 

copy dfO:c/copy to ram: 

and then replace the NorthC disk and 
copy its compiler tools into the RAM 
disk using these instructions; 

ram:copy dfO:bin/cc to ram: 
ram:copy df0:bin/NorthC to 
ram: 
ram:copy df0:bin/a68k to ram: 
ram:copy dfO:bin/blink to 
ram: 

Finally insert the WorkBench disk and 
ty pe- 

ed ram: 

SOUND ADVICE 

Ah 

I should [ike to be able to create sound files consisting of 
either music or sound effects which can tie loaded into my 
own programs and played under my own control fin the same 
way that DPaint IFF fifes can be used for Amiga graphics). 

What do you recommend as the audio evquivaient of DPaint? How can I find 
out about the structure of the flies created by the package you suggest? 
Are there any Amiga music books that might help? 

Alun Evans 
Swansea 

For playing sounds In your own programs you need a tracker package that will 
create songs and effects based on Amiga internal sounds. The bad news is 
that while there are some brilliant MIDI music programs there's no tracker 
program that provides a musical environment equivafent to DPaint. There is 
however a program called OctaMED Professional which is one of the better 
quality tracker programs. Fortunately the package includes a lot of technical 
info for programmers {including code for incorporating play routines and 
general file structure details). The program costs £22.50 and is available 
from: AmigaNuts, 169 Dale Valley Road, Hollybrook, Southampton SOI 6QX> 

As far as Amiga music books are concerned there Isn't much available. 
The ROM Kernel Devices manual covers the workings of the Amiga's Audio 
device, and there is an Abacus book called 'Making Music on the Amiga' 
(written by Spanik, Tai and Hahn} which might be a certain amount of use. 
PAP 
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to make the RAM disk the current 
directory, 

Since the current directory 
assignment is now the RAM disk all 
of your source files and intermediate 
files will now be automatically placed 
in the RAM disk as they are created. 
More to the point your compiler tools 
(including cc) that you need are now 
all in the current directory as welt, so 
you won't have to worry about using 
filepaths etc to identify tool 
locations. 

Your first example program ought 
to be the 'hello world' program that 
you mentioned so create a source 
file (using the ED text editor) by 
typing: 

ed hello.c 

and enter that famous C program, 
namely: 

#include <stdio.h> 
main{} 
{ 
printf("Hello World\n"); 
} 

Save st (by using ESCape followed by 
X) and then compile the program 
using the cc command: 

cc -ohello hello.c 

On a single disk machine you will be 
asked to swap your 
NorthC/WorkBench disks a couple of 
times, but that, in this paricular 
example, is all there is to it. Your 
program, called 'hello\ will be sitting 
in the ramdisk waiting for you to run 
it by typing its name at the CLI 
window] Once you got this to work, 
and have come to terms with the 
purposes of assign/setenv etc, you 
should be in a position to create 
whatever compiling environment you 
want. PAO 

PC FORMAT DISKS 
■ J am using Deluxe 
I Paint til to design 

artwork for my small 
promotional leaflets - 

My problem is thatafter after 
blowing all my money on buying the 
computer, I'm still a few months off 
being able to afford a decent 
printer. But I need to get some of 
the artwork printed now. 

A friend has a laser printer 
attached to his PC and has said 
that he will print it for me if I can 
transfer the Mies to PC readable 
disks. Can you recommend a PD 
program that will do the job? It has 
to work on the A600 and be useable 
by a complete amateur. 

Graham Betts 
Leicester 

What you need is MultiDOS. It's not 
made it into the Fish Disk collection 
yet, but any PD library should be able 
to provide you with a copy. 

Make sure you get MulWOS, not 
MessyDOS, You do n't want 
Messy DOS, it's a bit buggy and a 
real bugger to set-up if you don't 
know what you are doing. MultiDOS 
is a lot easier to get working, and 
I've yet to have a single problem with 
it. 

Also keep in mind that your 
friend will need to have PC software 
that read IFF-iLBM format graphics. 
Either that or you'll have to convert 
your artwork into a PC graphics 
format before transferring it on to the 
MS-DOS format disk. There are 
several PD graphics conversion 
utilities available that might help. 
Ask the PD library about this at the 
same time as getting MultiDOS. 

And remember, if the PD library 
you call first sounds puzzled or 
doesn't know', try another library, 

and keep trying till you find one that 
does understand and wants to help. 
In general you'll find that the libraries 
that charge a little bit more do so 
because they are prepared to spend 
a little more time trying to help you. 
JW 

VIDI SWITCH TURN-OFF 
Cutting a long story 
short I recently 
bought a Rombo VIDI 
Amiga 12 dlgltlser 

from First Choice computers in 
Leeds. When I got it I found that it 
wouldn't fit the parallel port of my 
Amiga 1500, nor was there a pass- 
through for my printer. 

First Choice advised me that I 
would need to purchase an 
extension cable from Rombo and 
also a 2-way data switch to share 
the parallel port. 

I duly got hold of these items, 
connected them up and found to my 
dismay that the V.A. 12 refused to 
work with the printer attached, 
though It worked fine on its own, 

First Choice then told me that 
the V.A 12 * would not* work with 
the data switch. I wrote to Rombo 
explaining the situation and asked 
whether they could make up a cable 
to solve my problems. 

Rombo replied that they had 
sold hundreds of switch boxes to 
Amiga 1500, 2000 & 3000 users 
and that they had never had any 
problems. 

They did mention that It could 
be a fault with the "strength" of my 
Amiga's parallel port, as they had 
experienced some problems with 
AlSOOs in the past. 

I was advised that this was 
Commodore's problem, and not 
Rombo's. But as we all know, 
there's no point In calling 
Commodore! 

I'm now confused about the 
whole thing. I'm told that I need a 
switch box, and then that It won't 
work. 

And if my A1500 is up the chute 
then what if it was like that when it 
was produced? It's 18 months old 

now and out of warranty - so what 
can I do? 

Ken Ward 
Oldham. 

Ken, I spoke to Rombo Technical 
(0506 414631) about your problem. 
The people there assured me that 
there should be no reason why your 
switch box wouldn't work - as you 
mention, they have hundreds of 
satisfied customers - even if you 
didn't buy it from them. They did 
point out that the cable between the 
VIDI and the switch box should be as 
short as possible (preferably less 
than half a metre) and of flat ribbon 
style, not rounded cable. The reason 
for this is that the data is passed at 
high speed through the cable and 
longer (and rounded) cables tend to 
cause interference and therefore 
problems. 

So, if you haven't already tried It, 
get hoEd of a shorter, flatter cable, If 
that doesn't solve your problems it 
may be as you suggest - that your 
parallel port is in trouble. This can be 
caused by poor quality CIA chips 
being used, or by a fault caused if 
you have plugged anything into the 
port while the computer was "live". 
This is far easier to do than you 
might suspect - I've blown the CIA's 
on my Amiga 2000 in the same way! 
If you suspect you have a faulty 
computer the only thing you can do is 
contact your dealer, or Commodore if 
all else fails. 

I've passed your details onto 
Rombo and they promised to follow 
up this enquiry. GW 

CONNOR CHAMELEON 
Is It correct that the 
60Mb GVP HD3+ hard 
drive is a Connor 
drive and not a 

Quantum 
drive? If so what is the difference in 
speed between the two? As I 
purchased the GVP drive on past 
tests/wrlteups claiming it to be the 
best and fastest, I feel concerned 
that I may have a slower drive, I 
rang the dealer from whom I 
purchased the drive and he told me 
that the Connor drive was fitted 
because of a shortage of 52Mb 
Quantum drives. He also told me 
that the Connor drive was only 
slightly slower than the Quantum 
drive. Could you verify or otherwise 

these claims. If the speeds are 
more or less the same then I got a 
bargain as I was charged the same 
price as the 52Mb version. 
8 Smith 
Chase Terrace 
Walsall 

Yes, your dealer was correct when he 
told you that Quantum 52Mb drives 
are a bit on the rare side now. Big PC 
manufacturers like Compaq have pre- 
booked Quantum ProDrive production 
for the next six to eight months, so 
lt*s unlikely you will see many 
Quantum drives on sale before 
Spring 93, GVP and Other 
companies have had to find 
alternatives at short notice, and the 
Connor 60Mb is one of the few SCSI 
drives now available under 200Mb. 
The Maxtor 120Mb drive has 
replaced the Quantum Prod rive 
105Mb and 120Mb drives with most 
suppliers. Many suppliers are now 
dropping all SCSI drives below 
100 Mb (and below 300Mb in some 
cases). Even 60Mb Conner drives 
are difficult to source now, so the 
120Mb wili soon be the smallest 
SCSI drive available. 

As for your question, were you 
conned with a Connor? Well, that 
decision has to be up to you, The 
difference in speed between the two 
drives is so little that only the most 
pedantic disk performance programs 
will complain. JR 

SCART OUT AGAIN 
For a long time I have 
used my SCART TV as 
a monitor for my 
computer. I have 

recently bought a video and I would 
like to run my Amiga 1500 through 
the video and then into the TV. 

Plugging my computer's SCART 
lead into the video's SAT input only 
produces a black screen, though 
the sound still works. The name of a 
supplier of a lead which would work 
would be appreciated. 

James Talbut 
Brighton 

I think you have a lead for which the 
connections do not tally with the 
Sony's input, My guess is that the 
Amiga lead is RGB and the Sony 
needs a composite video input. Try 
Meedmore Ltd w 051 521 2202 or 
Trilogic v 0274 691115.61V 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming, used 
to write much of the Amiga's operating system. 

Genlock - a way of slaving one video source (eg Amiga) to another (eg video 
tape) in order to synchronise their signals to allow stable wipes, mixes 
and other effects including overlay between the two sources. 

Messy DOS - a program which enables the Amiga to read and write to IBM PC 
format floppy disks. 
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Phoneuifordetails 

CD 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

Available as either... 

Pack with Deluxe Paint 111 

and a MYSTERY game 

But only whilst stocks last 

at just..J 
£269! 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW.,, 

SOFTWARE W I C K E D 

PUSHOVER 

•SILLY PUTTY* 

PROSE GRAND PRIX 

•DELUXE PAINT th- 

at only- 
319- 

CD 

20JARD 
HARD DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... B 

IHM SOFTWARE | 

EPIC  -MYTH- ROME 
•DELUXE PAINT III- 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION IFitnch. Gerrturt. EagElih] 
MULTi LANGUAGE 

■ DICTIONARY' 
AM'IGATEXT WORD 

PROCESSOR 
at only. 

J MM om speci 

and include the following features... 

1Mb, Disk Drive, 1Mb* RAM, 4096 Colours, 

Integral TV Modulator, Mouse, Workbench 

Disks, Manuals, PLUS all Leads - AND,,. 

FREE 1 YEARS IN HOME SERVICE' 

EXCLUSIVE! 

GOLD 

K t o 
ily.. 

£49 

SPECIAL EDITION 
I^ADD  our great 
I^POWERPLAY PAC 

your order for oi 
you get;A Superb High Quality 
Microswitched Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick * 10 Essentia! 3.5" 
Blank Disks• Disk Storage Box- 
Tailored A600 Dust Cover and a High Quality 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse 
PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RELEASE GAME,,.ZOOL! 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIONALGAMES WHICH 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN £20 TO E301M 

Xenon 2 Megablast ■ Pinball Dreams - TV Sports Football 
Hostages Jumping Jackson • Striker * Bubble Plus -TinTin on 
the Moon Bloodwych * Stir Crazy ■ Krypton Egg * Skychase * 
Eliminator ■ Purple Saturn Day • Safari Guns ■ Lombard RAC 
Rally Captain Blood'Strike Force Harrier1 Lancaster«Sky Fox II 

AND. ..Transwrite - Word Processor for trie Amiga 
With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages! 

7W 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb. for just £39.95 extra 

DRIVE AND ?Mb RAM 

HarwbT POWER-PRO 

^ULTIMATE 

^ENTERTAINMENT 
Y S.T E M and 

professionals 

J\V  Amiga 600HD 
with 20Mb Hard 

Drive & 2Mb RAM 

O Philips CM8833/II* 
^ Stereo Colour Monitor 

and a new Swift 200* 
£—* Colour 24pin Printer 

^ Including a complete set 
of 3 tailored dust covers 
^Replace the CM8833 with a 

Philips Monitor TV for only 
rO £39,95 extra. 
Q    JPrefer an alternative 

printer? Simply ptck 
another one & pay 

i inn      v*'>>     the difference 
I AND,,.      /f^      [see page 3] 
NEW Final V>>> 

| Copy II.,.The ^TQ 

| Best Amiga Word 
Processor/Publisher 

Superbase, database 

Superplan, spreadsheet ^ 

I Deluxe Paint III, Amiga p-j 
[Text, Mufti Language « 
Trivial Pursuit & Dictionary ^ 
{French, German, English), ^ 
Three Great Games.,  ^_ 
Epic, Myth and Rome. ^ 

iWhy not add our 
Power pi ay t 

|Pack to you r 
order! 

£9991 

it you want a 
DIFFERENT SIS 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! 



AMI 

1500 TWIN FLOPPY DRIVES 

^LATEST 

■^workbench 

2 OPERATING! 
But more than an 
ordinary 1500... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 
GVP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5" Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 
SOFTWARE... 

•Tokl*  -Elf- •Puzznlc* 
•Home Accounts* 
•Deluxe Paint III* 

•The Works- 
and the book 

GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
AMIGA 1992 

£999 
P h o n e for prices on 
other spec. A 1 5 0 0's 

m 

m HHP 

AMIGA 

mm 
MULTIMEDIA AT HOME 

THE   NEW AMIGA 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA 

PACKAGE   HAS   THE LOT 

INCLUDING 
CDTV Player, Keyboard, Infra- 

Red Mouse, 3.5" Disk Drive, 
Workbench Disks, Welcome CD, 

and Remote Controller 

£479S INC VAT 

VIII \# "I 
aiXd 

 ■ AM IG AS 
A500 1/2Mb £29.95    A500+ 1Mb £39.95] 

A600 1Mb £44.95 
All RAM expansions inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
 SIMMS FOR GVP'S  
HC8 & HD8 Drives add RAM in 2Mb. incrementsts 
IMbSimm £22.95     4MbSimm £89.95 
32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators [min. 2Mb. increments] 
1Mb x 32Bit £52.95   4Mbx32Bit £152.95 ! 

■ 

lonrtor TV's 
DISCOUNT 

W W ip ▼  ▼  ▼  ^ ▼ 
Add a CM 8833/1! monitor or CM8833/1I 
a Monitor/TV when buying  £194 95* 
your Amiga and pay the low   MftIUIT' TU 
PHILIPS GOLD DISCOUNT J**!0*'!^ 
prices to save even morel £229.95 

[*on!y when purchased with an Amiga *J 

■1 

1 ii 
nonitura I 

}H" stereo L_ 
?c o L o y R o* i f 
)w i t h  a —i 
)F fl E £ 5~ ■*> 

(2£)cable & 
©@and dust 9 

cover 4   ^ CO 
^"In-Home I" " 
t»# Service * 

AMIGAro 

3000 

Latest Workbench 2 

25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 

3.5" Floppy Drive 
Including.,. 

FINAL COPY II 

and AMIGA VISION 

fj|ji£14791 

3QQQM0NIT0RS 

f 9CC.95 
,28' dot pitch LkVV 

SE £429M 

.28' dot pitch  

"ctffiW 
DRIVE for A 5 0 0 + 

r*** use music cd's &CDTV 
<5 titles on your A500 Plus[ 

l< Only... £329.95 

AMIGA 

10 
S

Y
S

T
E

I 

UJMULTIMEDIAS 
CDTV player with Welcome 

Disk, Remote Controller, 
Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia 

I and the great game Lemmings 

i£379i 

■ 

CO 

I clCvi 
Pro' 2000 definition RGB colour Monitor/TV, 
FASTEXT Teletext, Infra Red Remote, Z 
Satellite and Video Connections, Headphone 
Socket, 2000 Character Higher Res Tube 

only... 
" At^AS cktesa 



the extensive 

SPRiNTERS 

All our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 

a cable, paper and labels 
FREE OF CHARGE. 

Dot matrix models come 
with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons. 

ALL Citizens have 2Yr Warranties 
Please call for prices on any models not listed 

INTERS 

I IVaw MOM IVI JJM1<C4 

STAR LC 20 MONO £134,95 
NEW STAR LC100 COLOUR £164.95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £124.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179.95 

INTERS 

STAR 
LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.95 
XB 24/200 COLOUR £369.95 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO £209.95 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR £239.95 
SWIFT 240 MONO £249.95 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR £269.95 

INTERS 

STAR SJ48 INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ206X INKJET including 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £369.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 COLOUR £559.95 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR £679,95 
STAR LASERS FROM.., £749.95 

urn™™ 

it Mm ran Mjffi 

A-EAS 

PRINTER 

wmm 

I PRINTER PRINTER BLACK SLACK RIBBON COLOUR COiOUR 1 TYPE RIBBON SIX PACK4 RIBBON 'SiX PACK' 1 
CmZEN 120O+ BLACK ONLY £4.75 £22.95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN 12* BLACK OMY £4J5 £22.95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN SWIFT* BLACiy COLOUR £4,75 £22.95 £16.45 £94.95 
SWIFT unmn* RtACK/COtOUR £4 76 £22,95 £16.45 £94.95 
STAR LC10.-20/10O BLACKJCOiOUR £4.45 £23.35 £5.95 £34.95 
STABLC2M BLACK/COLOUR £5,35 ZX9 £32 95ZXS £12.452X3CL £64,952X90. 
STAR LC?4/?00 BLACK/COLOUR £6 95 724 £39 95 Z24 £12.95*«CL £69 95 XZACL 
STAR XB RANGE BLACK/COLOUR £8,95 224 £43.95 Z7A £14.95 x^a £74 95 KH& 
STAR SJ+S INK CWTBDGE BUCK ONLY Al» wmpd+ihlt! wr!h Aytfih: ■and Canon BJIOex Bub blejet £l5,95e». 

Ofcan BflColm^ £3735 Ookhif KtMLL irwMsbcil 1Z4] 
£2t.9& 

PAINTJET... BiawlnHCanndw E22.95 Colour Irk Cartr<J0o E24.S5 £20J* Z-fotd Paper £14.95 /([Sid] £25,95      Transparency Film: Padt of 50 Sheets £52.95 
AUTOMATE SHEET FEEDERS:tef ALL StartCifirai BOCttmnmpJete  Only.,.£69,95 [ptegseslateJnoJel wftenQfdew>g| 

HMIM ftttard Oriqnal Ccl DESKJET m_ 
3IICK ik cartridge IDDrtrieLife) OH. Ink Carl [5 

IHAm 2mh. only... £199.95 
IUHK  60Mb.    omr. £299.95 

UADH    X   80Mb'     Only... £349.95 
n^^Fiy     f Prices include courier collection Si 

- —& return of your Amiga, installation 
St a full 12month Warranty 
for both your drive and Amiga. 

600HD Owners, trade up your 20Mb. Hard Drive! Phone for details. 
DRIVES 

Mi 

HD8 Hard Drives 

A 5 3 0 Combined 
Hard Drive and 
68030 Accelerator 

HC8 Hard Drives 

with free disk head cleaner 
-LONG CONNECTING- 

CABLE -THROUGHPORT- 



0773 83671 

IGA 

soTtware 
Listed beiow is a sample from our vast range 

of software at competitive prices. If you need a 
product not listed simply phone us and we will 

be delighted to quote for your requirements. 

word processors/pubiishingH    animation and graphics 

sjV 

Pen Pal VI,4 £79.95 
Final Copy II V2.0 £99,95 
Kindwords 3 £39.95 
Wordworth VI,t £109,95 
Transwrite £29.95 
Pro write 3.3 £79.95 
Pa gestream V2.2 £129 .95 
Professional PageV3.0 £129,95 
Pagesetter II £44.35 
SoftClips Clip Art... 
Classic Clip Art £29.95 
People Clip Art £29.95 
Collectors Clip Art £29.95 
Animal Clip Art £29.95 
Electric Thesaurus £29.95 

1 integrated t 111 e S | 
Mini Office 
Gold Disk Office 

£44.95 
£53.95 

d a t a b a s e S 
H omebase 
Super base 2 Personal 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/DB 

£13,95 
£23,95 
£39.95 

CAD & structured drawing! 
Intro CAD Plus 
X-CAD 3000 
Professional Draw ; 

£79.95 
£269.95 

£89.95 
video 

Seal a 500 
Scala Professional 
Broadcast Titler 2 
Pro Video Post 
Video Studio VI 

£79.95 
£199,95 
£179,95 
£169.95 
£119-95 

Deluxe Paint 4 £$4.95 
Real 3D Professional 
Turbo £249.95 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £144.95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24 Bit Graphics 
System (PAL) £379.95 
Imagine 2.0 £189.95 

utilities & development 
Disk Master V2 £44,95 
Quarterback V5 £44,95 
Quarterback Tools £54.95 
Dos-2-Dos £29 95 
Easy Amos £24.95 
Amos The Creator £36,95 
Amos Compiler £23.95 
Amos 3D £25.95 
New SAS Lattice C V6 £219.95 
Devpac 3 £54.95 
Directory Opus £27.95 

miscellaneous 
GB Route Plus £39,95 
Professional Calc £124,95 

games & entertainment 
Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range now! 

# easy legrty .ADI titles 11 toi2: 
FOR EDUCATION r%  English £18,95 
micro maths - to GCSE standards £18.95 tf* maths £13 95 
micro english - to GCSE standards £18.95 french £18.95 
micro french - to GCSE standards £18.95 ^ ADI titles 12to13: 
micro german - to GCSE standards £18.95 ^ english 
primary maths - 3to12ls        £18.95 V maths 
mega maths - A level      £19.95 french 
reading and writing first shapes 
course - over 3's    £18.95        'puzzle story book - 3to8 
compendium six   £29,95 ^ 
fun school 4 software: £ 
choose - under 5's, 5to7's /> 
or 7to11's, only ■■£19,95 each 

£18.95 
£18.95 
£18,95 
£12.95 
£19.95 

3to8 £19.95 
- 3to8 £12 95 

3to8 

dinosaur discovery kit 
first letters and words 

sn op 

o 

e
a
sy

 
re

a
d

 

Amiga for Beginners £12,95 
Getting the most from your Amiga £13.95 
Amiga Machine Language £14.95 
Amiga DOS inside and out £24.95 
Amiga Hardware reference manual £21.95 
Amiga C for beginners £13.95 
Other Books: ...call us with your requirements 

AMIGAaccessories 
Colour Pic Plus £679.95 
Super Pic £579.95 

|Rombo Vidi 12 £89,95 
i Am as 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 

|ott_2 Interface inc.Microphone £79.95 
-QI— Audio Engineer Plus 
=^ Sound Sampler £179,95 
Q— Technosound Turbo 
wQ Sound Sampler £29.95 
OMiracle keyboard music teaching 

syste m fo r the Ami ga £299.95 
, Music X (full version 1,1 whilst 

stocks last) £19.95 
| C/5 Midi interface 5 port with two 

cables £24,95 
I Super JAM £84.95 
( Bars & Pipes Professional £219,95 
! Stereo Speakers with a £39.95 

I 5__3? Power Mono Hand 
i Held Scanner 
: Power Colour Hand 
: Held Scanner £239.95 

_jSharp JX 100 Colour 
| CJO Flatbed tA6 Paper size] £549.95 

ProGen - Perfect high quality 
\££    entry level true video signal 
■g o genlock £64.95 

" Roegen Plus £119,95 
Multi connection cable kit for 
all genlocks £14.95 
HQ Microswftched mouse £1395 
HQ Micros witched mouse inc. 
Mouse Mat Si Holder £19.95 
Maksha Micros witched mouse 
with Mat & Holder £2195 
High Quality microswltched 
Optical mouse £28.95 
HQ Microswitched Trackball £29.9 5 
Superb Automatic Mouse and 
Joystick Switcher £17,95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 
_2 IPtease state A5Q0 or plus when 
JSS ordering- not A600 compatible} 
2 Now supports most hard drives! 
§5 supplied without DOS £184,95 

<,_> supplied with DOS 4.01 £214.95 
1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69.95 
GVP 286 PC emulator card for 
A500 HD^/530 (no DOS). Simply 
plugs into your GVP drive £189.95 

^Premier Control Centre & Monitor 
_^P]inth with shelf: 
5^For Amiga A500 £39.95 
E   For Amiga A600 £34.95 
SSZiostickautofire £11.95 

« ^ Co m petiti o n Pro-Sta r a utof ir e, 
I §?<J5 burstfire & slow motion £13.95 

Full range ofQuickjoy and other 
makes stocked - call for prices 

BLANK 10 Sony 3.5* DS DD £8.95 
j T^T 50 Sony 3.5" DS DD £34.95 
V# Certified Bulk Disks with labels; 
Jj^J 10 with library case £6.95 
- jfc 50 Disks - only... £24,95 

I W# 250 Disks -only.,. £79.95 
Ql 3,5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £2.95 

Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised 
and more, available at the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES. < 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parking nearby to< 

HOW TO FIND US.... 

F      WE ARE JUST % MINI FROM THE Mlr JUWCTI [ IThjid etil oil (ha A33 law«r 
r $ MINUTES JUNCTION 28 31 toward* tkrbti 

%,Q P E  N  I N  G TIMES 
9.00 until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays - 9.Q0 until 1.00 

_____ 



MJC 

COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice. E&QE. 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 
TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 

placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/PO's made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 
MJC SUPPLIES (ASH) 

Unit 2 The Arches r Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462)461166(6 lines) 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 
280 DPI quality replacement mouse - pack includes Mouse 

House, Mat and Operation Stealth game, 
MJC PRICE £21.95 

SQUIK REPLACEMENT MOUSE 
Great value replacement, 
MJC PRICE £12.95 

A5O0 PLUS 1 Mb Expansion 
1Mb expansion for the A500 Plus - fits in the trapdoor 

taking your memory to 2Mb - no internal fitting 
MJC PRICE €39.95 

NEW - ACTION REPLAY III 

MJC PRICE £57.95 

NEW - ROBOSHIFT 

Auto sensing joystick/mouse switch box 
MJC PRICE £13.95 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 

Quality brand name 3,5" second drive includes thru 
port, disable switch and FREE Virus X Utility 

MJC PRICE £52.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF382C DISK DRIVE 
New super slimline, super quiet second drive. 

MJC PRICE £57.95 [cream only) 

FUN SCHOOL 
Probably the best selling Educational Software for the 
Amiga - great sound and graphics and now conforms 
to the National Curriculum (FS3 & FS4) 

Fun School 2 - 8 programs per pack 
Fun School 2       under 6.,. ....£6.95 
Fun School 2       6 toS„„ £6,95 
Fun School 2        over 8 £6,95 

Fori School 3 *      6 programs per pack 
Fun School 3       under 5 £15.95 
Fun School 3       5 to 7 £15.95 
Fun School 3       over 7 £15,95 
NEW - Fun School 4 - 6 programs per pack 
Fun School 4       under 5 £15,95 
Fun School 4        5 to 7 £15,95 
Fun School 4        7 to 11 £15.95 

Fun School Special: Spelling Fair designed to help your 
child master basic spelling and grammar (7 to 13 
years)..., £17,95 

Further information on our Ed 

AMIGA 600 COMPUTER 

The latest Amiga computer featuring surface mount 
technology for greater reliability and the latest 

Workbench 2 comes complete with Deluxe Paint 3 
& a popular game. 

PLEASE NOTE: for total peace of mind these com- 
puters' now come with 12 months on-site warranty. 

MJC PRICE £275.00 
(Price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA A6O0 HD EPIC PACK 
Includes a very neat internal 20Mb hard drive for those 

needing extra storage space and faster loading. 
Epic pack includes four great games. Plus the 

A600 HD comes with 12 months on-site warranty. 
MJC PRICE £429.95 

(Price includes free courier delivery) 
PLEASE NOTE: A600 prices correct at time of going 

to press - Please call - they may be even lower! 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 

Includes: 10 disks, mouse mat, joystick, 
dust cover & disk box, 

MJC PRICE £19.95 
OR 

JUST £15.95 if purchased with an A600 

AMIGA A600 CONTROL CENTRE 

The Control Centres are manufactured by Premier 
Micros and are made from sheet steel with welded 

seams and Epoxy coated to match the A600. 
They are precision made to fit over the back of the 
A600 to make a perfect platform for a monitor and 

improve the look of the A600. 
They also come complete with a shelf for extra 

drives and peripherals. 
MJC PRICE €34.95 

OR 
JUST £29.95 if purchased with an A600 

A600 1Mb EXPANSION 

Increases the memory of the A600 to 2Mb 
MJC PRICE £44.95 

NEW - MINI OFFICE AMIGA 

Great new integrated package 
featuring Word Processor, 
Database, Spreadsheet, 
Graphics & Disk Utilities 

MJC PRICE £39.95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
KQSMOS Answerback Junior Quiz- 
includes 750 general knowledge questions 
and a game reward £14.95 

Answerback Senior Quiz - 
as above but for age 12+ ..£14,95 

Factfiles - add-on question packs for toe Answerback 
Quiz: 
Factfile Spelling (6-11) £7.95 
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11) £7.95 

KOSMOS Language Tutors; with a vocabulary of over 
2500 words + the ability to add your own ■ up to GCSE 
level: 
French Mistress  ... £14.95 
German Master £14.95 
Spanish Tutor £14.95 
Italian Tutor ...£14.95 

KOSMOS Maths Adventure; The latest offering from 
Kosmos covers the National Curriculum mams using a 
series of four games. There are four difficulty levels 
and your performance can be kept and printed 
out, [6-14). , ,.£17.95 

NEW - VIDI AMIGA 12 

Vidi Amiga 12 is the latest low cost colour digi- 
tiser from Rombo. There are no filters and no 
separate RGB Splitter. Colour images can be 
captured in less than a second. Mono images 
are grabbed in real time. Some of the features 

included are multi-tasking software, capture 
into a user definable window, composite or S- 
Video input, 4096 colour HAM mode, 64 colour 

EHB mode and many more 

MJC PRICE €75*95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Pro Midi Interface   £19.95 
Stereo Master ..„„„   £29,95 
Techno Sound Turbo   £29.95 
Romeo Megamix Master........   £28.95 
Rombo Take 2......   ..£39.95 
Home Accounts 2 .   , £36,95 
Hisoft Devpac 3   .-£49.95 
Hi soft Hi-Speed Pascal   £69.96 
Maxiplan 4   £34.95 
Final Copy 2 tt++   £65.95 

AMOS - The Creator 
HEW ■ EASY AMOS - Powerful but easy .£22.95 

AMOS V1.2 - The original Language.-.£31.95 

AMOS COMPILER £19.95 

AMOS 3D £21.95 

HEW - AMOS PROFESSIONAL.... ..£44,95 

NEW ■ AMOS PROFESSIONAL 

An enhanced version of the very popular AMOS 
program. Contains over 200 new commands, 
650 page brand new manual and many more 

new features, 
MJC PRICE £47.95 

NEW - KIN DWORDS 3 

Features include: Ability to open two documents at 
once, Import Kindwords 2 files, Proximity spell checker 

and thesaurus, text flow around graphics. 
Requires 1Mb RAM 

MJC PRICE £32.95 

Protext V4.3 ..... £39.95 
Pen Pal VI .4 m. „ £54.95 
NEW - Word worth V2 due soon CALL 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12) . £18,95 
Micro Maths (GCSE level) £18.95 
Micro French (GCSE level) £18.95 
Micro English (GCSE level) £18,95 
Reading and Writing Course (3+) £18.95 
HEW -MEET ADIf 
AOI is a friendly alien being that appears on this latest 
range of educational software from Europress (the manu- 
facturers of the Fun School range). Each package is 
specifically designed to follow the National Curriculum for 
a particular school year. 

ENGLISH 11/12: Features pronouns, verbs, 
adverbs, spelling, synonyms and 
prefixes/suffices  MJC Price £17.95 
ENGLISH 12/13: Using dictionaries and 
reference books, construct adverbs, 
punctuate sentences MJC Price €17,95 
MATHS 11/12: Covers geometry, algebra, 
statistics, symmetry, quadrilaterals and 
number operations MJC Price £17.95 

ucational range is available in our Educational Supplement - on request 

Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 
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MAKING LIGHT WORK 

... or how to push your imagination to its limits 
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RAY TRACING 

3D Made las? 

Jason Holborn unravels the 

mysteries behind the modern art 

of ray tracing and shows how 

you too can get in on the act 

They say that the best way 
to learn a complex subject 
is to be thrown In at the 
deep end, Whether you're 

learning to drive, taking a crash 
course in llama husbandry or just 
trying to suss out the London 
underground, there's nothing like a 
bit of practical experience to put 
you on the right tracks. Take ray 
tracing, for example. As you will no 
doubt know If you've already tried 
your hand at this seemingly 
impossible-to-master application, no 
amount of techJe-speil Is going to 
teach you the basics. 

Back in the days when ray tracing 
was still a relatively new application, 
I suffered no end of frustrating 
rendering sessions - although my ray 
traced images looked great as 
wireframe representations, they 
never quite fulifilied their fulf 
potential once rendered. Most of the 
timef all I ever managed to get was a 
couple of sparkling dots on a largely 
black background. The 
disappointment wouldn't have been 
so great if I hadn't had to wait 12 
hours for the damned thing to 
render! fTm sure that this experience 
is not common which could explain 
why ray tracing has unduly gained 
itself such a bad reputation. 

Thankfully the quality of ray 

tracing programs has improved in 
leaps and bounds since those early 
days. Ray tracing is no longer the 
impossible-to-master application It 
once was. With just a little bit of 
practical experience under your belt, 
you too will be able to create images 
that rival the sparkling handiwork 
adorning these pages. 

"k bog-standard 

IMgbyte A600 is 

more than enough 

Ray tracing isn't so complex after 
all, so don't dismiss it as something 
best left to the pros - get yourself a 
ray tracing package and you too will 
be amazed at what you can do! You 
don't even need a porky Amiga either 
- a bog standard 1 Mbyte A600 is 
more than enough to get started. A 
processor accelerator certainly helps 
(ray tracing complex scenes can take 
a very longtime to generate), but it's 
not really that necessary - I just left 
my machine on overnight! 

SCHOOL DAZE 
So how does it work? Well, let's take 
a quick trip back down memory lane 

UNDERSTANDING 3D EDITORS 

We've already seen how ray tracing 
attempts to emulate the effect of 
light in the real world, but that's not 
where the similarities between ray 
tracing and the world around us end. 
We live in a three-dimensional 
universe that not only has height 
and width, but depth too. Emulating 
this sort of environment on a flat 2D 
screen is by no means easy, but ray 
tracing packages use perhaps the 
best method available - tri-view 
editors. 

Pioneered by Eric Graham's 
Sculpt 3D, the tri-view system is 
used by virtually all ray tracing and 
solid modelling programs to allow us 

to create 3D 'scenes1 on the rather 
limiting 2D medium that is your TV 
or monitor. As the name tri-view 
suggests, the tri-view system 
presents you with three flat 20 
'plan1 views - front, right and top* In 
more sophisticated systems, you're 
usually also given an extra 
perspective view which displays the 
scene or object you1 re editing in true 
3D perspective. 

In a tri-view editor, the virtual 
world is based around a set of three 
co-ordinates - X (left and right), Y 
(up and down) and Z (in and out). 
Using these three sets of reference 
co-ordinates, it s possible to move 

With a little bit of patience, you too could be creating ray traced images of 
this quality - just follow our comprehensive guide tc the procedure I 

to your school days. Physics lessons 
were generally pretty duff, but - 
looking back - you may well be 
surprised to learn that the boring sir 
who used to plague you with 
questions on the index of refraction 
actually knew a thing or two about 
ray tracing. Fact is, it's simply a 
mathematic technique which 
emulates how we see objects in the 
real world. 

As your old physics teacher 
would telf you, when we fook at an 
object in the real world, we're not 
seeing the object itself, but the light 
that is reflected by that object. If you 
don't believe me, ask yourself this 
question - why can we see things 
during the day but not at night? 
WhatTs the missing link? Light, of 
course! Put simply, our eyes are 
effectively very complex data capture 
devices. All they do is to convert the 
light that falls onto the back of the 
eye (the retina) into electrical pulses 
that are built up into an image by the 

Most ray tracing programs use a tri- 
view editor which displays the 3D 
world inside your computer In three 
views - front, right and top 

around the 3D world, spinning, 
resizing and moving objects to your 
heart's delight. I know that it sounds 
like a rather confusing system, but 

brain. Ray tracing packages are 
based around pretty much the same 
theory - in many respects, your brain 
is essentially a very fast ray tracing 
program! 

THE VIRTUAL WORLD 
Generating a ray traced image 
primarily envolves two steps - ray 
tracing and solid modelling. As we 
have already seen, the process 
works by calculating the colour of the 
light that is reflected by a 
particular object. In the real world, 
these objects are all around us, but 
where do they come from in the 
virtual world inside your Amiga? 
While the Amiga will happily handle 
the job of generating the ray traced 
image {don't complain - this is the 
hard bit!), it's down to you to build 
up the 3D wo rid that the ray tracing 
algorithm works on. 

Creating a 3D universe isn't as 
complex as it may first seem. For a 
ray tracing program to produce an 

you'll be surprised just how quickly 
you get used to ft. 

Creating 3D objects using these 
three views isn't the most natural 
way of working. By the very nature of 
the world we live in, we humans are 
more used to working in true 3D. 
Some more recent programs have 
attempted to adopt this method of 
working {Caligarj, for example} but it 
usually doesn't work that well simply 
because the Amiga's line drawing 
hardware can't update a complex 3D 
perspective view fast enough to 
allow us to move around a 3D scene 
at a comfortable rate. As the speed 
of the Amiga's hardware increases, 
developers will be able to more 
readily exploit true 3D perspective 
displays. 
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TUTORIAL HEADING 

image, your 3D 'scene' must contain 
at least four very important elements 
- a light source (without light, you 
won't be able to see a thing), objects 
(a light source is no good unless It 
has something to illuminate), a 
viewpoint (your position in 3D space) 
and a location {the point in 3D space 
which the viewpoint focuses on). 
With these four basic elements in 
place, all the ingredients are there to 
create a ray-traced image. 

Of the four elements, the most 
complex to create are objects. In an 
ideal world, everything would be 
exactly the same shape and size, 
making the process of emulating this 
world far easier. But, thankfully this 
isn't the case (imagine how dull life 
would be!}, so the task of creating 
real world objects in a 3D editor is 
far more complex. Programs such as 
imagine use a system of primitives 
which are basically building blocks 
which can be stretched, squeezed, 
rotated, skewed and generally 
messed around with until you get the 
shape you want. For more complex 
objects, you can also group several 
primitives together to form your 
chosen object Take for example a 
3D model of a human hand - When 
constructing such a complex object, 
you should start by breaking the 
object down into its component 
parts. In the case of our hand, weTd 
need a wrist, a palm, a thumb and 
four fingers. And, because the arm is 
not solid, it needs to be articulated, 

For the sake of an example, let's 
take a look at how you'd construct a 
finger. Starting from the base of the 
finger, you could build it up in a 3D 
modelling program using a tube, then 
a sphere for the joint, another tube, 
yet another sphere, a tube and finally 
a distorted sphere for the finger tip. 
Once one finger was complete, it's 
simply a matter of copying this 
grouped object three times, scaling 
the copied versions so that they're 
the correct size and you're away. 
Then all you'd have to do is to create 
the rest of the hand using the same 
technique. 

Once the basic shape of the 
object is complete, you can then 
assign attributes to that object that 
will dictate how it will behave when 
the lamp (or lamps) that light your 3D 
scene are shone onto it. As the most 
basic level, this usually involves 
assigning a colour and a material to 
that object - colour is pretty self- 
explanatory, but the material is 
somewhat more complex. The 
material dictates what the object is 
made of - it could be anything from 
dull metal or plastic, to chrome or 
(for really spectacular results) glass, 
The 3D editor emulates these 
materials by adjusting parameters 
such as the shininess of the object, 
its hardness, how reflective it is, etc. 

More complex 3D editors also 

allow you to wrap pre-defined 
textures around objects. These 
mathematically-calculated textures 
allow you to use textures from the 
real world, including wood (complete 
with a nice grain effect), stone, brick 
and even a nice watery wave effect. 
Be warned though - once you start 
using such complex textures, the 
time it takes for the ray tracing 
program to generate your scene can 
escalate beyond your wildest 
dreams! 

More recent modelling programs 
also allow you to wrap any IFF brush 
around an object or even 'bump map' 
a brush. Bump mapping is a process 
whereby certain user-defined colours 
are raised when the brush if rapped 
on the object, giving the Illusion of a 
far more complex object. A good 
example of this is the tea-pot in the 
picture elsewhere on this page - this 
beaten brass look was made simply 
by wrapping an IFF brush onto a 
smooth object using bump mapping. 

MAKE A SCENE! 
Once ail your objects are complete, 
you Ye ready for the final stage in 
creating a 3D universe - ail that now 
remains is to create a 'scene1 

containing all your 3D objects, at 
least one light source, a camera 
position and a location for the 
camera to focus on. The first stage 
is to load in all your objects one by 
one and then position them where 
you would like them to appear in 3D 
space using the same style of tri- 
view editing that we used to create 
these objects in the first place. Once 
they're in pface, you must then 
create a light source and position 
that too. A word of warning though - 
never position your light source too 
close to the objects that it must 
illuminate. If you do, you may well 
find that the light source floods the 
scene too much, producing an image 
that is simply too bright. A much 
better bet is to put that light source 
at quite a distance away from the 
objects, This way, you'll get an even 
spread of light across the scene. 

Positioning the camera and the 
location point must be carried out at 
pretty much the same time. Just like 
in real life, the camera must be 
pointed at the subject that you wish 
to 'photograph'. The easiest way to 
do this is to use the 'Retrack' option 
that many ray tracing programs offer 
- this option allows you to set the 
direction that the camera points by 
aligning it with a particular object. 
Once you're happy with this, do a 
quick test render using the fastest 
rendering mode that the program 
offers just to be absolutely sure that 
everything is in order. If it is, itTs time 
to unleash the program's ray tracing 
afgorythmns on your 3D scene. 
Fingers crossed, you should get 
some pretty spectacular results... 

Who says ray tracing is tough? 

Don't you believe it! Work your way 

through our step-by-step guide and 

you'll soon be tracing away like 

there's no tomorrow! 
Just to prove to you just how easy 
constructing and then ray tracing a 3D 
scene really is, we present what must 
surely be the most comprehensive 
tutorial ever written demonstrating the 
subtle art of ray tracing. 

Over ther next three pages well 
take you step-by-step through the entire 
process, highlighting the major stages 
In great detail. As you can see from the 
final image, even the most simple of 
scenes can produce some fairly 
startling images providing you arrange 
and light your scene correctly. 

Although ray tracing and solid 
modelling requires a pretty keen mind 
for 3D, it's equally Important {If not 
more so) to have a keen eye for what 
looks good. 

Science and art rarely meet in the 
real world r you 11 soon come to realise 
that the two realms are hut one and the 

*| Armed with a copy of Imagine, we're 
JLready to start. The first step is to 
create the objects that will inhabit our 
3D world, imagine offers two object 
editors - the Forms Editor and the 
Detail Editor. For this sake of this 
tutorial we'll ignore the Forms editor and 
plough straight Into the Detail Editor. 

The object that we shaff be 
using in this tutorial isn't available 
ready-made, so we'll have to 
construct it ourselves using the 
primitives that imagine offers. In 
this case, we need just two 
primitives - a sphere and a tube* 

same, once you start to tinker a way I 
Although this tutorial Is based 

around Imagine 2, Digital Multimedia rs 
excellent 24-bit system, much of the 
theory discussed can be applied to just 
about any ray tracing system, 
regardless of whether it costs £40 or 
£400. 

Don't think that the process 
requires a fairly potent Amiga either - 
this entire tutorial was produced using 
a standard 68000-based Amiga 2000 
with just 3 Mbytes of RAM (of which 2 
Mbytes is stolen by Imagine!). You 11 
find a full round up of the packages 
available to suit your pocket later on in 
this feature. 

Anyway, fet*s get back to the 
serious business of building our virtual 
world- 

hardness etc) manually or use a preset 
attribute set. In this particular caseT 
imagine already provides a preset 
attribute set for chrome that will suit our 
needs. All that we need to do is to foad 
this attribute set and set the colour - 
for the sphere, the cofour should be 
white. Once this is done, click on the 

2Before we can start constructing our 
object, we need to set the attributes 

for both. We can either set all the 
various attributes {colour, shininess, 

'OK" gadget, select the tube and 
then repeat the process for this 
primitive. Once again, we want the 
tube to be chrome too, so we can 
simply load the same attribute file 
In again although this time we'll 
set the colour of the tube to green. 

3With the attributes for our two 
primitives defined, the next step Is 

to fit them together. Before we can do 
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this though, we need to reduce the 
diameter of the tube so that it 
retains its length but isn't so wide. 
Imagine allows us to scale an object 
in any combination of the Xr Y and Z 
axis. In this particular caseT the tube 
is scaled aiong the X and Y axis. 

Now that the tube is the correct 

Once grouped, we then need to copy 
the object, rotate the copy by 90 
degrees and then position the copy 
so that it lines up with the sphere of 
the first. Once the copy is in place, 
we can put these two objects 
together to form an even larger 
single object. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Primitive - Primitives are very simple 3D objects that are used as building 
blocks for your own objects. By manipulating these primitives and then 
joining them together (called 'grouping'}, some quite complex objects 
can be created. Most 3D modelling programs offer pretty much the same 
selection of primitives - a sphere, a disk (a flat circle), a plane (a flat 
square), a torus (a doughnut shaped object), a tube and a cone. 

Object - Objects are individual 3D elements which you create to inhabit your 
3D universe. Built up from primitives, the shape and complexity of an 
object is limited only by your grasp of the 3D modelling program that you 
use and your own Pagination. Most 3D modellers allow you to build up 
a 'library' of objects which can be used over and over again in your 3D 
creations. 

Scene - A scene is a collection of objects and light sources that are 
positioned in such a way so as to produce the image that you want. For 
a scene to work, you must also set the camera position and the target 
position that the camera focuses on. 

Light Source - Because ray tracing programs produce images by calculating 
the effect of shining light onto objects, it s very important to add light to 
your scene by adding one or more light sources. 

size, we simply select it again, click 
on the 'Move' gadget and then drag 
it into place. Once you're happy with 
it's position, press the space bar 
and the object will be deselected. 
Mow that both objects are correctly 
aligned, we no longer need to treat 
them as to separate primitives. 
Using the 'Group' option in the 
'Object' menu, we can join them 
together to form a single object. 

4The next step is pretty much the 
same as the last Using the 

object that we created by grouping 
together the much smaller primitives, 
we create a second copy which is 
then picked up, moved away from the 
first and rotated ISO degrees along 
the Y axis. The two halves are then 
positioned and then grouped to form 
a single object. 

We now have the front face of 
our cube. 

5Swapping over to the right hand 
side view, we need to make a 

second copy of this front face for the 
back face of the cube. Once again, 
all we need to do is to select the 
object we already have, click on the 
'Copy' option and drag the copy to 
the right of the first, therefore 
effectively moving it backwards in 3D 
space. Atl that now remains is to 
create the four tubes that will join 
the four comers of the two faces 
together. Using the 'Add Primitive' 
option again, we create a tube and 
then scale it so that it is exactly the 
same dimensions as the tube that 
we created in step !♦ 

6Now that the tube is the correct 
size, we should make a copy of ft 

and drag the copy of the tube into 
place. It's unlikely that the two faces 
are exactly the right distance apart 
for the tube to join them together 
exactly, so you'll probably have to 
reposition the right hand face (the 
one at the back) so that the two 
faces are at exactly the right 
distance for the tube to fit snugly. 
Once the distance is correct though 1 
we can then carry on with copying 
and then positioning the next three 
tubes, To position the two tubes on 
the left hand side of the cube, you'll 
need to swap back to the front view 
to position them along the X axis 
(the side view editor will only allow 
you to put objects along the Y and Z 
axis). Once all the tubes are in place 
though, the final step in constructing 
this object is to group the whole lot 
together to form a single object. 

7Our first object is now complete, 
so we can swap back to the tri- 

via w editor to view it in all its 3D 
glory. If you wish to see the 
perspective view in greater detail, 
simply click on the 'PERSP1 bar and 
Imagine will generate a full-screen 
wireframe representation. Once 
you're happy with the object, save it 
off to disk for use later on. 

8With the cube finished, we can 
start work on our second object, 

the ground. Unlike some oider ray 
tracing programs, imagine treats the 
ground as just another object. So 
without further ado, select the JAdd 
Ground' option. By default, Imagine 
sets the ground to exactly 320 by 
200 units which is a bit small for our 
purposes. We can therefore enlarge 
it using either the Scale' option or - 
for more precise results - the 
Transform' option. The 

Transformation option Es perhaps 
more suitable for our needs: it ailows 
us to both scale and object by a 
percentage value or to state the 
exact size of an object in units. In 
this case, the size of the ground was 
set to 600 by 600 units. 

Once the size of the ground is 
set, we can then assign a set of 
attributes to the object. Here we 
want to create a chequered effect 
using the 'Check' texture supplied 
with imagine. Select the ground, click 
on 'Attributes' from the 1 Object' 
menu and then click on 'Texture' and 
a file requester will appear. Click on 
'Checks' and the requester for this 
texture will pop up onto the screen. 
Set the Red and Green values to 256 
{to create a yellow) and select 'OK1; 
Save this object off to disk too and 
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we're ready to start work on our 
scene. 

9With both objects complete, we 
can leave the Detail editor and 

start using the Stage Editor, the part 
of Imagine that constructs the 
scenes the ray tracing algorythmn 
works upon. Start by loading in both 

X,Y and Z rotation and then drag the 
mouse until you're happy with the 
angle of the cube. 

With the cube in place , we 
can move on to positioning 

the camera. Before we do this 
though, select 'Add Axis' from the 
puff-down menus, to create an 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Camera - The camera position dictates where in 3D space the image is to 
be generated from. 

Location (Target) - Just like in real life, the camera must be pointed in the 
direction of the objects that youTre trying to 'photograph'. In some ray 
tracing programs, the target is a transparent object which is completely 
separate from the 'real' objects - it can therefore be moved around and 
positioned like any other object. In Imagine 2 though, the camera can be 
targetted by aligning it with a particular object. 

Brush Mapping - Brush mapping is a technique which is used to 'wrapT any 
JFF picture around an object. 

Texture Mapping - Texture mapping is very similar to brush wrapping but for 
one major difference. Instead of wrapping a pixel-based image around an 
object, texture mapping uses textures that are handled internally as 
complex mathematical formulae. 

Bump Mapping - Bump mapping can be used to create uneven surfaces on 
an object based around the colour content of an IFF brush. When a 
particular colour is found within the brush file, the ray tracing package 
produces a 'raised1 effect that gives the object an uneven texture. 

objects and then position the ground 
(using the 'Move' tool) so that the 
cube "floats" directly above it. 

i«f #Vt all looks rather dull, so we 
^H/can make it more exciting by 
rotating the cube to give a greater 3D 
impression, imagine allows us to 
rotate any object along all three 3D 
axes, so just select the cube, sefect 

invisible axis in the centre of the 
cube which will be used as a focus 
point for the camera. 

Next, the camera itself. Some ray 
tracing programs insist that you 
create this yourself, but Imagine 
does the job for us automatically. In 
the tri-view displays, the camera 
appears as a small circle with a line 
point out of it. At the moment, the 

camera is far too close to the object, 
so we need to move it away so that 
the entire object is in view. Select 
'Zoom out' and then move the 
camera away. Now we need to align 
the camera so that it points at the 
cube using the k(Re)track camera' 
option. When the requester appears, 
enter "Axis' and click 'OK'. To view 
the scene through the camera, 
Imagine provides a very handy 
'Camera View' option in its pull-down 
menus that draws the perspective 
view as it would appear from the 
camera's location, if the whoEe of the 
object still isn t in view, keep 
repositioning and then retracking the 
camera until it is. 

n4 ^Although our scene looks 
AO great in wireframe mode, it 
wouldn't look very impressive once 
rendered because we haven't 
created any light sources. In this 
particular case, we're going to create 
two light sources using the 'Add Light 
Source' option which you'll find in 
Imagine's pull-down menus. Add 
each light source in turn and position 
them both so that they are quite high 
in the sky. Position the first so that 
its light illuminates the front of the 
object and the second to illuminate 
the side. Once this is done, save the 
scene off to disk, 

1 AWith our scene comP|ete
T a" 

^L^frthat remains is to add the sky 
and edit the intensity and colour of 
the light sources, using the Action 
Editor, For the sky, click on 'Globals- 
>Actor' and edit the Horizon R, G and 

B values so that they read 
255, 255, 100 

respectively. This should give you a 
nice sky blue colour. 

Next, we need to edit the colour 
and intensity of both light sources. 
Click on "LightSource^Actor' (or 
LightSource.l-> Actor for the second 
light source) and edit the intensity of 
both so that the read 300, 300, 300 
and 300. 50, 300 respectively. Once 
this is done, select Save Changes' 
and you're ready to start ray 
tracing... 

is/16: 
*The scene is 
(complete, but we 

need to check that it works'. We can 
save it off to disk and then enter the 
Project Editor. It's no good jumping 
straight in to the ray tracing process 
when we can't be totally sure that 
the light source produces a well lit 
scene that is easily recognisable. 
Thankfully Imagine 2 offers a very 
fast 'Shaded Colour' option which 
can be used to preview the scene 
before commiting ourselves to a full 
trace. This particular image too just 
five minutes to render. And, as you 
can see, even this preview looks 
pretty impressive. 

If this preview image had been 
too dark, we would then have to 
either go back into the Stage Editor 
and adjust the position of light 
sources or increase intensity using 
the Action Editor, it's wise to render 
a preview image again just to be sure 
that our adjustments have remedied 
any problems spotted in the first 
preview image. Don't worry if it takes 
a few preview renders - it's better to 
waste 30 minutes adjusting and then 
re-rendering than to waste six hours 
waiting for imagine to ray trace a 
scene that doesn't work too well. 

■■■■■■HI 

15   

#f ^Six hours later, here's 
JL ft the product of our 

efforts in all its 24-bit glory I 
Although it's still not perfect, 

it's most certainly getting there. 
If I had timeT I would like to have 

been able to make further 
adjustments As it is, you'd never 

know that a purpfe light is being 
shone onto the scene from the east. 
Perhaps I could animate the scene 
too by rotating the object Oh well, 
perhaps I'll leave these rather minor 
adjustments to you.,. 
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AMIGA 600 WILD, I 
WEIRD & WICKED' | 

AMIGA 600HD 
EPIC PACK 

£479,99 ^ 
> MOUSE 
> 1MEG RAM 
> 3,5<0£SK DRfVH 
> WORKBENCH 2 
> BUILT- IN TV 

MODULATOR 
PLUS 

> DELUXE PAfNT 3 
> GRAND PRIX 
> PUSHOVER 
>PUTTY 

AS SEEN 
ON TV 

for 2 meg 

>MOUSE 
>1 MEG RAM 
> 3.5P DISK DRIVE 
> 20MEG HARD DRIVE 
^WORKBENCH 2 
>BUfLT-lNTV 

MODULATOR 
PLUS 

> TRIVIAL PURSUITS 
>EPIC 
> MYTH 
>ROME 

DONTmssOm INCREDIBLE 

ZOOL BONUS PACK, 
INCLUDES?' 
* ZOOL   up £25,99 
* PIN BALL DREAMS np £25.99 
*Sf*fK£R        rrp £25.99 
* TRANSWR1TE rrp £49.09 

(vVotd process or) 
+ pack of 103,5" DISKS £6.99 

SAVE 

OVER 
£90* 

ESTABLISHED 1984 - YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR OVER 500 
TOP QUALITY AMIGA PRODUCTS - MOST EX-STOC 

PHONE US NOW ON 0274 - 6911 15 

PRICES 
INCLUDE 

VAT 

ITS 

BACK 

AMIGA 

500 

PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

> BUILT-IN DiSK DRIVE PtfJS 
>1 MEG RAM > LEMMINGS 
* MOUSE' > CAPTAIN PLANET 
> TV MODULATOR       > THE SIMPSONS 
> WORKBENCH £ > DELUXE PAINT 3 

We can supply S. tit our Rom Switch complete with 13 roifl for ]mi %54.99 without InvaHdatung your warranty. 

LIMITED STOCKS- HURRY 
: im§     FIRST COME 

M y^FIRSTSERVED 

0ONT MISS OUR INCREDmLE5 ZOOU PACK 
Jj^f £39.99 EXTRA 

TMLQOIC> 

OPEN SUNDAY 20-4PM 
LOW COST EXTENDED 

WARRANTIES 
Underwritten by a leading Uk 

Insurance Co* 
For only £44,99 your Amiga can be 

covered against repairs due to 
breakdown & ACCIDENTS for three 
years. Covers ALL parts & labour. 

Must be taken out within 30 days of 
purchase. 

WE ARE NOW STOCKING:* 

TOTAL VALUE 

WHY NOT ADD A HARD DRIVE to your Amkja 600: 
BQMeg - Cphone. Fits inside just like the Amiga 600HD 

ALU 600s H^VE f REE 12 MONTHS ON-S>TE WARRANTY 
3 a. 5 YEAR D(TEND£^WARRAflTtES AVAILABLE 

MONITORS  & TV MONITORS 

PHILIPS C***e33mk2 
£194.99 

> I* SCREEN 
> STEREO SOUND 
> ROB 4 COMPOSrTE INPUTS 
>ON SITE WARRANTY 
> LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 
> OFFICIAL UK MODEL 
>DU$TC0VER £7.9* 
>CONNECTlNG LEAD £3.99 

GOLDSTAR TV 
MONITOR 
CI 79.99 

> 141 SCREEN 
> FULL REMOTE CONTROL 
> SCART SOCKET (rgb input; 
* SUPERB PICTURE 
> DUST COVER £7.99 

> CONNECTING LEAD £3 99 

^ SEGA MEGADRIVES £119.99 
PCs FROM ONLY     £339 +VAT 
+ PC PARTS - MOTHERBOARDS, CASES, 
DRIVES, VGA CARDS, MONITORS, SOUND 
CARDS, SOFTWARE, ACCESSORIES, ETC. 

ALL AT LOW LOW PRICES 

f2 

TVnjNEfr SuAaNefee use withPhiipe & Commodoremeditors. ■ 
ONLY £39.99 - hurry not m any toft 

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 

ROCLITE R F362C Slimline drive £58,9$ 
C UMANA CAX 354 3.5" DRIVE £54.90 
All drives feature thru port & disable switch. 

Using mora than on* external drive ? ■ you need our External Drirw* 
poww unit - see opposite page for details. J 

MONO PRINTERS COLOUR PRINTERS 

3D+ BUDGET MODS. ONLY £129.99 9 p*i printerwithl44cps draft *. 2Scps Now tetter quality print speed. Pull 
tractor i friction toed*. Three fort*. Epson & IBm emulations 

C FTTZEN SWFT 9 SUPERB QUAUTY FOR ONLY        El 69.99 
9 pin printer capable of i9aeps draft, 4flcps NLQ printing speed, Four built-in fonts, FnctKJO* tractorfeed*, Paper park - saves having to remove continous 
paper when you want to use single sheets. Low cost ribbons. 2 year warranty. Epson & IBM Proprinter emulations. Low noise lewei 
CmZEN SWIFT ex Wide carriage version of above £31 o .99 

quality fonts, 2 scalable tetter quality fonts. Paper parking, push a pull tractor 
feedH friction toed. Epson LQ670. NEC P20 & ISM Proprinrter24jce emuMiana. 
Ultra low noise level, f quiet mode for even lower noise. 2 year warranty. 

C mZEN PRO JET INKJET    LASER QUALITY PP.NT 
300dpi Laser quaJrty 50 nozzle INK jet printer. Fast & very quiet, 090cpe draft a 
240 cps totter quafty print speed,Three toner quality fonts +■ optional font cards. HP Deskjet Plus emulation. Optional 12tt& 266k ram cards. 100 sheet 
automata toeder. Optional tractor toed t second sheet feeder. 

^.      FREE DBWEH OWK HtlW #LLCT^BW PHWTLf^ 

CITIZEN SWFT 9C SUPERS QUALITY FOR ONLY £194.99 
9 pci prirter capabto of I92cps draft, 4acpe NLQ printing speed. Four 

buit-in fonts. Friction & tractor feeds. Paper park - saves having to 
corttJnous paper when you wart to use tingle sheets, Low cost ribbons 
year warranty. Epson & IBM Proprimer em ulations. Low rtdte level 

£26499 
24 pin prhter wrtfi 240cps draft a. B0 cps totter qualrty print speed. Nine 
totter quality fonts, 2 scalabto tetter quality fonts, Paper parking, puih A 
pul tractor feed friction feed Epson L0S70; NEC PSOa. IBM proprInter24xeemulation* urtra low none tovei, + quiet mode for even 
tower noise. 2 year warranty. ffvm^b^ qmMty oa*ettrj«H(#i(Ci. 

THE NEW CITIZEN 240 PRINTERS. 

These new primers K 
With 
yet to 

can be 
Fully 

AVAILASLE, IN MONO a COLOUR VERSttWS ters leature Improved performance, lower noise level, more 
scalabto fonts, easy to use control panel &. m ono or colour veraiona. 

clearer prim quality. & enhanced colour print quality, we have 
see a better printer for even twice the price. Can prmt on OHP film & 

i, a the quarter sire print feature enabtes pages for Personal to be printed, For more com ptox printing, the internal &k buffer expanded to 40k or 136K. 
impHtiblewiti the Amiga & virtually al other com puters - dwers for M icroeon Windows too. 

Printer lead just IZ. 99 extra with el printers. , 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
AIBGABODP^US 1MBQ1 

Just plugs in. No soldering Warranty unaffected. 
A500/ SOD* 1/2meg upgrade without docfc 
A500.i SOO+ 1,2meg upgrade with docK & battery 

Just plugs SI. No soldaring Warr^nty unaffected. 
AUkaAOQDimeg upgrade *ctoeMunpopul*ted) t2T.99 

AMIGA 600 1 meg upgrade + dock 
complete- nam only £44,99 

Just plugs In. No soktorlng.Warranty unaffected. 
A5007 500+ EXTERNAL MEMORY UPGRADES 
SUPRA RAM 8Meg -1 Meg fitted £99.99 
SUPRA RAM 8Meg - 2Meg fitted £139.99 
SUPRA RAM 8Meg - 4Meg fitted £199.99 
SUPRA RAM 8Meg ■ 8Meg fitted £299.99 
f 5 MEG A5O0 UPGRADE hiry popUated   NOW ONLY £69 99 
AMIGA 1 EOO&OOO 6 MEG MEMORY CARD £79 99 
t       USES 1 MEG *9 SIMMS £24 99 EACH 

HARD DRIVES 
SUF&RB G VP HARD DRl VES 

fa ICES ACCELERATORS & EMULATORS 

£194. OVP HD9 - NO DRIVE CVP SERIES ilHDO* 52 Meg for A500 - now anry 
GVP SERIES II HOB+ ismsg for AH»- now onry 
0VP SERIES M HD9+ 240meg fur A500- now unry Tr»HD9seriesll can accept eithef 1 or 2 or 4.1 meg simmi. or J, 4 m eg 
stem, A530S2Meg Hard drtvc & 68O30 A ocetarator for A5O0 EBaflL»9 
A530l2DMeg Hard drive 1 9BD3Q Accelerator for ASOO E7B9.99 

24C*»eg H erd drive ii SBB3D Accelerator tor AS0O £H9fl.flffThe 
The A£30 Com bos feature a 99030 40MHz cpu, 1 meg ram expandable to 
smegs, 99992 maths w-prooeeaor socket, power supply, cooling tan, raini- 
eaperrsion slot, SCSI hard disk ccmtroner a hard disk a* specified above, The A530 run at 12MIPS com pared to standard Am kjas 0 67MIPS □VP 6fiafl£ MATHS CO PROCESSOR KIT for A530 COMBO £209.99 
gyp 3ERI £S II HC9 tor At 50O/200O - NO DRIVE El 19.99 
GVP SERIES II HC9 t 52m eg for A1900/2000 - now orty £279.99 
GVP SERIES 11 HOB * 120meg for At500/2000 - now onry £409.99 GVP SERIES II HC9 + 240meg for A1500/2000 * now Only £649 99 
The HC & Series II can accept upto9> 1 meg x9 Simms in 2 meg stops, t MEG SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES C 24 99 
4MEG SIMMS FOR GVP DRIVES Efl9.99 GVP EM PACT EXTERNAL TWIN 61/41 HARD DRIVE CASE £174.99 

A590 40Meg TEAC SCSJ upgrade - easy to f* ^   Et29 99 
AS90 120meg QUANTU M SCSI upgrade - easy f$Ti C349 99 A590 MEMO RY CH IPS £24 99/MEG 
We now stock a ranSWHfije^^dMflS^ folWiSSouflS^ These can also be installed in the current AfiOOs. Please phone for prices. 

mm arreoa vmm IN I EWFALE EBKW  
Feature 1/2 meg ram & battery backed ckxk, plum ST506 hard drive interface 

for oW PC drive*, (Cables a. power supply reouHred) 

ICS ABOVE wHhoui MS DoM £190,99 KCS POWER PC EMULATOR CARD FOR AMIGA BOO EPOA 
AMIGA 15093900 KCS ADAPTOR £64.99 VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 2BS PC EMULATOR FOR ASOO £219.99 
This \t a teMHiPC card for ihe Am iga5CK).5004.i 500.2000. enabling your 
Amiga to run PC software. No soktorlng installation: VGA. EGA a. CGA PC 
graphics Modes supported; runs as a task on the Am KJK supports hard 
drives 90297 socket VORTEX GOLDEN GATE 389 CARD FOR 1 500/3000 £449.99 
The very latest PC Card for the Atsoo/Eooo. using a 395 cpu running at 
25MHz IDE drive interface. 1.4472 99Mb FDD control*, CGA/EGA/VGA & Hereul» emulatton, 90397 uxhet etc. Run* aa a ta»k. runaWindow* 3 in 
a&9 Mode. Holds upto teMbram ■ 4Mb can be used by Amiga 

EXCLUSIVE TRILOGIC OFFER. 
HURRY- STOCKS UMTED 

GVP HD8 SERIESII40MEG HARD 
DRIVE FOR ASOO £299.99 

G VP HC8 SERIES II40 MEG HARD 
DRIVE FORAI500I2000 £229.99 

eittatt with tint* qufct, rma Aecaaa (1Mi>) SCSI dri^ Famatied 
rMdy to BM. Wooll* vtrfotty llmHMl 

DTFHLOOC 1ltZ KIOC P^CM bhaif ad ■» thM. M UM dty )H Bl4*r -f 
ORDERS FROM PLC*, LOCAL GOVERNMENT A EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS WELCOME. 9-10-92 

PRINTER & MONITOR LEADS 
IN 

AMP1 1.9m LONG PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD E9.99- AM P2 3m LONG PARALLEL PRIN TER LEAD El 2 99 
AMP3 5m LONG PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD £16,99 MF1   26WAY MALE F EM ALE LEAD 2m LONG £1 0.99 
M M1 25WAY MALE -MALE LEAD 2m LONG £10 99 
MM2 39W M ALE -MALE LEAD 2m LONG 12-99 PRIN TEG S HARER 2 WAY INC LEAD £21.99 
2 PIECE UNIVERSLA PLASTIC PRINTER STAND E7.99 
U N rVERSAL M ETAL PRl NTER STAN D & PAPER HOLDE R    E12.99 1 ACROSS s/adhesrve LABELS approx 3 5*xl S   1000 for     E7 99 
CONTINUOUS eogm PAPER irx9.&' box of 200 Ofor £21.99 
RISSON RE INKING SPRAY ^ Jet black ■ saves £££& £11 99 
MONO RIBBONS E4.99 each lor: CITIZEN 120D/SWIFT 9/24/224/124 
STARLC10/20/LC1S/24-10/NB24/1 OfNXl 000; AM STRAD DM P200O/ 
3000/31S0/4000/PCW9299; BROTHER HR1/M1009/M1224; 
COMMODORE MPSfi01/803: OKI 1 &2H92/320/32; \PANASONIC 
KXP1081/10901 SHINWA CP90; EPSON M X7FX/RX30/100 
ORIGINAL COLOUR HIQBONS ALL AT £15.99 for SWIFT 9/24/224 LC10/LC20/ LC200/UC24-200 {Slate wNchfr 
TAILORED PVC PRINTER OUST COVERS £7 99. For popular Crtizen & Star printers ■ please state printer when ordering. 
ALl FOR TVs WITH SCART SOCKET (Not for VCHs} £13 99 

including Sony, Phibps, Ferguson, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi etc AL2 tor Ferguson Mc01 /Mo03/Mc05with S pin Din socket £12.99 
AL4 lor HrtacN/Granada sets with 7pin Din ROB input £12.99 
ALB for Am strad C PC46^612fi m onitor (with no sound) £ 12.99 
AL9B for new Am strad CPC stereo monitor E 12.99 
AL7 for 10B4s m onrtor with 9 pin Din socket £14,99 
AL7P lor 1 oaa/i oa4s/9a33 with 9pin D socket £14.99 
ALU wih 9 pin D plug for multisync monitors £12.99 
AL12 with 15 pin 3row socket for multisync morwtors £13,99 
ALl3wMh l&pln 3 row plug for multisync monitors £13.99 PUCKER FIXER LEAD  - 9 plug to 15way 3 row plug £13 99 

M ODULAT0 R EXTENSI ON LEAD eH m mates overhang £10.99 
MONIT0R PLINTH 1 frts over Amiga & supports monrtor £23.99 MONITOR PUN TH 2 as above plus shelf under m onrtor £33.99 
DELUXE MON I TOR STATION fits over Amiga £49 99 

Includes monitor/computer 1 piece PVC dust ewer, mouse mat & 
joystick/mouse extension sockets. Both plinths have cut out for drive 

access & holes lor mouse/joystick extension sockets. 
Monitor Station has cut out for hard drive as well MOUSE a JOYSTICK EXTENSION KIT FOR PUNTH 142      £7 99 pal 

MON I TOR TtLTSWlVEL BASE for upto 14'm onftors or TVs      £12 99 



QdaelT Railway 

TRILOGIC y 

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 10-4PM 
Ctlm*efceat OpwHMFriSaiiepi.SatSai -4pa.SU4104j 

Wete easy toM ^ iSofesfron the MS2 Easy parking Leas MB2i jundim 2a take A63SI& Bradford, uphU aflef about IS lies* 
jid pad the park, tun left woe <MT a rainay biidga Ateiiy4al^ brtfwiisonWqiposieaPOiallwK 

M^IIJIUIUIM 

A 641 Hudderefietd 56 Leeds 

Dcwebury 
UNIT1P 253 NEW WORKS RO, 
BRADfORD 
UK 
BD12 OOP 

SALES 
0274 6911 IS 

FAX027460 01 SO 
ACCESS, VISA, 

SWITCH, DELTA 
CONNECT 

AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

FAST MAILORDER SERVICE SAME DAY DESPATCH* 
ORDERHG ts EASY 

1) I Order by phone using your credif charge, or deb* card 
2) Order by Mai - serxUng cheque 
bankers draft or postal order* made 
payable to TCI LOGIC. 3) P lease add part postage & packing 
of £1.00 to am all order* under £100 or C2.P0 to small orders over £100. 
Minimum pap on heavy items eg Dak drives. Stereo System* etc - -£3.50 
(46tt Pare afore e) 
4Shr delivery any other order f £3.50. 
Overnight canter +£5,60. (May take longer for outlying, remoter area*. Uk 
Maailand only), 
Safari* delivery - add £12,00. Datapoat service avaiabla P.O.A. 
'Subject to goods being In mock & 
orders received before 2.30pm. 
Goods remain our properly until paid 
for in full 
NB. Credit card orders subjectlo 2% 
surcharge. Not applicable to Switch, Delta, Connector other bank DEBIT cards ) 

EXPO RT ORDERS WELCOME 
Hone EC countries - deduct 1 5%. + 
carnage For EC Countries - UK vat 
must be charged from 1-1-&J Contact us for carriage charges 

ULTIMATE PRO ANALOGUE 
JOYSTICK 

Sujerb lv cos laodjri acton A PB)CQLQ jcyeiidt wih f rw ti on ha and pus patftaTJaX & Y tranmam, Mmwifchli-B 
tutors; aitdies (net all pen ajppat iiir^idatircTfigN 

: (Not ml fame* ajppcrt Rnabouc jc^atcei Only £19.0* 

DESKTOP VIDEO PE R1PHERALS L DISPLAY EN HA NCERS 
ROCGEN PLUS 
Aauparta wha Gericcr, wth (way & ladar eoMroa RSB As '.I111 Add-on HOCKEY (*» bated, tar ":Cr* lariEia* 4. aTad 
HANDY SCANNER 
in our espeeioe [tie e  Far the best 8 W hand sa ^rsfessora'^aDftwaa IrmerrnHiBj prpas bnct £09.00 flt aJQdpi B4 ^Qr*/ScaB y scoleni Da^a an 

ROC KEY Chroma keying unit 
Tf*dSBlgflrtre!rcftheflccGsiPuJ TussaS-CfiK 
ffirough, Grapncscvarirry. toy vhdbwnte ayinr/ unt enaoai ps* 

1290.00 (rrp £200) isvcnalelirAsii^asChnORfl koy rq lumato ynaKe/ 

RG B SPUTTER toabrj rypr,,. ESABB FBJnagratfce^tB* RGB Spltar4 adnata 
H7. as Fo uBBwhei dgtbing cobur so/iaa win vuraDqwew 
£52999 F Tsma grabber cobu dgtaer A oarlcoi h on unt £42999 F'Sna; *be S cdar dgraar in ryw unt COUDURPC,  

&EN DALE HBGEHUKK „„._  ci 48.9 Um art hepec budgd OBnbdt 
REN DALE SW>ER 8ftS 5VHS  Ce»»^(jdeHal SVHS Genlock-ageallwtwu! Foegtomd & radiffouxl medio; Sups VMS hputloJpu;Ccfflpr*i»wJto iripU & cUpX; r^mcotrdWrKlss, oeesfadaAmga to VOJC fade IE bads aewral powerful V:paa 
(SavlMOCElffW PLUS............—_ ClUAn^mSV^Ga^wthFajHKirtaBc 
0PALVBIC4I OTVldasaytfen        E794tt Corn patt wlh Opal psrt t, Opal Presorts » W yariiicsrl pe»d**tarMi4a5»+ King of Karate ■ 1Ha 1ks 31 bl r^ma I 

WW  tfi^fceTiiiiilpi^ia i mi mi ii in n uiym 
EPSON GT emo COLOUR SCAKNfft £919196 Prdessicnil 9ua1ry Fat bad cpbn start* dpjbeor maoMrq 167MiiDncDbjri;or I^SS welg'fly safe a-XEcp raank/cf 
Ko*«t*tT0« ..,B ^.-^p.       tt»» CompiawOieiVi EW GOtO wkedgtav pa cat tonaawtti a 
camara] +QQPjU^3+Eui^PERF0RMtR FUCKEfl FBKVDEOa  improad waoi. a Fta nadByquASOQSOOt 1500 or 20001 rtm rates arao/na flidca. Late 

■ Compatible with ALL Am iga video modes. * Fteqiirea V<JA. of Muftisync m onJtof. 
* Overscan capability for lull screen display. 4 No vmibie scan inee OOLOtm UOHITOB - FFvff & DC TV compatible MP Hires Q.29mm Dot pitch £229.39 

SPECIAL PRODOCTS 
SUPERFI2 STEREO SYSTEM - HI Fl QUALITY. pwiWH 

i^ra^^4bwfcr#0lrfRp^Ttyat»un SpMe*antern tar iaaw^K«(knpiJar$ laytm^Staao VCFis, 5dsHs9|aJHnE tWlhniaia Mow weSa <qjrdone -1 s pechannBi, dfett^ mars pwaitl Sway^aHta lyjtgm k haOaas. tree* I YOUM corftos &. canst with mfte^q MS Frequexy mspom: 32Hz - aiHHi ONLY £SUB 
ALSO A.YUABLE • Zf Ft STEBEO - ei proied model -0*0290  

AMIGA ROM SWITCH 
OurKejoardGparaed 'noway Rom nwtch anatieya) 10 u» ether cf SWoflSench«yna TcarldiOA, jiat htil^soMr CprtroV 
Arrrja^rb^^^ti^Jhsaraaisep. IRaeaaaireni babe tie New to Vaim 4aif WfJl P» furrtrt ru-i FbASGCrBDO+.'ISOIWO 

SiifUTeririlOtaMfe*i ... On^QT.SS^^ Ftng invaJicU» cenputa wtrraty unlw fttad *t ut, Ftting cJargi E1SO0 
Plaaas state whiah yaj raw 4m rj* when ordenry 
ROM SHARER & t 3 - ROW ROM SHARER & 2 01 ROM 

MOUSE i JOYSTICK PORT SWITCH 
* Haisxkasfci maasB joystick. 1 Pu^fjulonaskffimojaao'jo/Sidc 
* Uaa? no pewer unteahar Types 
* Cofliptfttewr,h m any rjong «i 
* SsrtH wear i jaarcn Moae (bit 

KAKMA fetOMSt * OKRATONffTEALTK OUR PWCE Q4« 

kjr^PtW^NfwXK EU* 
SQUCHWOUSE"  CIS 9S 
GRAVIS fcCJSESXK - E6699 
DELTA * AN*U»l£ JO^STKX        CU 9B PRO mom- BLACK _ _. C1Q9S 
aPSTICKALTtDPRE _ E<333 CRUSS JOYSTICK  CSSO CKJOY SUPERSTAR _ £1299 
MOISTARtCAWOUTYjOlfSIICK.. tE2Sffi SPEEDIQJ*SAuTQRRE...._ „ _ E11.9B 
OPHCALMOUSE _ _       £37 SC 
MOUSE MAT _ _ £a» 
MOUSE HOLDER _ _ ETffi JOYSTICK EftENSION LEAD Oa]  £249 
PC ANALOG JOYSTICK CO/VlRIEB ...„ E7.» 

SPAWES . ACCESSORIES & IHSC 
WCKSTART 1.3 RDM 
WCKSTART2RCM.   
CJFRCWL YiKDNCH 2UPGRADE NT... 
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RAY TRACING 

HIGH POWERED 

Considering the Amiga's 
talents in the ray tracing 
field, it comes as a surprise 
that there's little in the way 

of ray tracing programs available. 
What is available though, is top- 
notch and on par (if not better) than 
similar programs on other systems. 
For professional work though, two 
programs rule the roost - Impulse's 
Imagine 2 and Active's Real 3D, 

IMAGINE 2 
Alongside Eric Graham s infamous 

Imagine 2.0 is an absolutely 
brilliant program that is both 
logical to use and very powerful 

Amiga in the shape of Turbo Silver, a 
very powerful but flaky system that 
was a real pig to use. Thankfully 
they've moved on from those early 
days and their latest ray trace 
offering is imagine 2, a powerful 
system that takes the good bits from 
Turbo Silver and dumps the rest in 
favour of a far friendlier working 
environment 

imagine consists of modules 
used to construct and then render 
3D scenes - The detail editor, forms 
editor, stage editor, action editor and 
^tmmH^^mm Project editor. The 

I Detail and Forms 
editors are used to 
construct individual 
objects which are 
then pulled together 
into a scene using 
the Stage Editor, 
Individual attributes 
can then be 
modified and added 
and animations 
created using the 
very powerful Action 
Editor. Finally, the 
scene or animation 

is rendered using the Project Editor* 
imagine rs object, form and stage 

editors use the now-familiar Tri-view 

In terms of ease of use, no other 
Amiga ray tracing program comes 
close- It's a shame the wireframe 
representations are so basic 
(and now geriatric) Sculpt series of 
ray tracing programs, impulse were 
one of the first companies to 
produce a ray tracing product for the 

editing system which was pioneered 
by Sculpt 3D. The screen is split into 
four views - three plan and one 
perspective which attempts to give 
you an idea of what the object or 
scene looks like in true 3D. One nice 
feature is the ability to select any 
one of these views so that it fills the 

While it's quite possible to get some 
very good results indeed using 
nothing more than a 1 Mbyte Amiga 
A600, ray tracing programs really 
come into their own when used on an 
expanded machine. If, after a couple 
of months, you decide that ray 
tracing really is your (shiny bump- 
mapped) cup of teaT you may well 
want to invest in a few extra items of 
hardware which can help to enhance 
your ray tracing sessions 
immeasureably, Here's a rundown of 
the sort of kit that you should 
consider if you want to render some 
serious scenes. 

MEMORY - Complex scenes which 
contain objects made up of hundreds 

(or possibly even thousands) of 
points eat memory like there's no 
tomorrow. You should therefore 
seriously consider at least 3 Mbytes 
of RAM if memory is a little short. 
Whilst this won't actually speed up 
the process at allT it will give the 
ray tracing program far more 
room to stretch its modelling 
muscles, Take it from me, there's 
nothing more annoying than leaving 
your machine to render a scene 
only to find that it has run out of 
memory three hours into the 
render process, 

HARD DRIVE - For normal HAM work, 
a hard drive isn't really that 
necessary since even the most 

Jason Holborn 

surveys the options 

available to the would-be ray 

tracing fanatic 

entire screen, giving you the ability to 
edit objects with greater precision. 
The range of object editing tools is 
comprehensive, offering all the 
functions you'd expect to find such 
as object scaling, rotation and 
extrusion, plus a few extras. 

Imagine includes direct support 
for a vast array of screen and 

rendering modes. Screen mode 
support extends to full 24-bit and 
re nde ri ng m o d e s i nc I ude ws reframe r 
shaded, scanline (same as ray 
traced, minus the shadows and 
reflections) and finally full 24-bit at 
virtually unlimited user-definable 
resolutions. It also supports many 
file formats, including RGSN-12 and 

RAY TRACING COMPANIONS 

Quite a few companion products are 
available which are designed to make 
ray tracing faster and more 
productive. Here's a roundup of my 
current faves. 

Art Department Pm 2.1 - ASOG's 
award winning 24-bit image 
processing program is just the thing 
for modifying 24-bit ray traced 
images in their native display 
configurations, ADPro allows you to 
modify the palette of the image, 
convert the image to a variety of 
different file formats, print the image 

on a standard Preferences printer at 
full 24-bit resolution and carry out 
many impressive image processing 
task. JPEG support is also very handy 
as it will allow you to compress 
massive 24-bit files amounting to 
megabytes in size so that they will fit 
onto a single Amiga floppy. 

Pixel 3D 2.0- If your Image creation 
skills are a little rusty, then let Pixel 
3D 2.0 do ait the work for you. it's a 
very clever program which can 
convert a pixel image from a 
standard IFF paint package into a 3D 

object. Once 
converted, you can 
then extrude, twist 
and spin the object 
to your heart s 
content. A little 
known feature of 
Pixel 3D is that it 
can also be used 
as an object 
converter allowing you to convert 
object files between a number of 
different packages including 
imagine, VideoScape, Lightwave 
and Sculpt 4D. 

SB Prfr | tempt sa \\ 

Pixel 3D can not only convert pixel 
Images to 3D objects, but It can 
also be used to convert object files 
between a number of different file 
formats. 
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RAY TRACING 

KAY TRACING 

complex HAM images will happily 
squeeze onto a floppy disk with 
plenty of room to spare. If you start 
to work with either ray traced 
animations or 24-bit images though, 
a hard disk is virtually a must. Not 
only that, but a hard drive gives you 
far more flexibility, giving you the 
chance to build up huge libraries of 
textures, brushes and objects, all of 
which can be pulled in within a 
matter of seconds. 

PROCESSOR CARD - Ray tracing 
takes time, no doubt about It, 
Although a standard 68000-based 
Amiga is a pretty swift fittle beast, ray 
tracing a complex scene can stretch 
to several hours (or even days!). 

Whilst this is not too much of a 
problem if you're generating single 
frames, try to generate an animation 
on a non-accelerated machine and 
youMI grow old waiting for aii the 
frames to be completed. If the 
software that you use supports a 
maths co-processor, then this is 
another damned good reason for 
upgrading - a ray tracing program 
written specifically to address a 
maths co-processor will be 
considerably faster than a program 
which forces the processor to carry 
out all those complicated 
computations. 

DISPLAY CARD - Ray traced HAM 
images look great, but nothing can 

match the quality of a good 24-bit 
display card. These devices will allow 
you to display your ray traced images 
in all their 24-bit glory. The price of 
24-bft cards is dropping faster than 
share prices these days, so shop 
around for the best deaf. The 
cheapest we've seen is the new 
OpalVision card. It offers full a 24-bit 
display on a standard Amiga monitor 
and is well worth its £800 asking 
price. 

For those of you with somewhat 
humbler budgets, Digital Creations' 
DCTV is worth considering. Mot oniy 
will it dispiay 24-bit images, but it 
also includes a very impressive frame 
grabber. Note that DCTV is not RGB 
though - instead, it uses a very 
clever system which outputs a 
pseudo-24 bit image as a composite 
signal. While the image quality is very 
good, it s suit not as sharp as a 
dedicated RGB 24-bit card. 

Contenders 

24-bit (Impulse's own proprietry file 
format), ILBM-12 and 24-bit, DCTV 
and separate R, G and B files. 

The speed and quality of 
Imagine's rendering engine is very 
high indeed. Ray-traced images are 
sharp and full of detail. Although the 
object and form editors take some 
getting used to and animation is a 
little quirky, Imagine 2.0 is a superb 
program worth serious consideration. 

object editor used to construct 
objects and scenes, a wireframe 
editor for modifying the camera 
viewpoint and a solid editor which 
does the hard bit of converting the 
wireframe scenes into ray-traced 
images. 

The most impressive aspect of 
Reai 3D has to be its object editor. 
Creating objects in Reai 3D is 
different from the more conventional 

RAY TRACING ON A TIGHT BUDGET 

If your budget won't stretch to the price of either Imagine or Real 3D, check 
out Expert 4D Junior from GeniSofL Technically not a fuli blown ray tracing 
program, it is capable of producing some weil rendered images complete 
with subtle light source shading. It also has an easy-to-use object editor. As 
an introduction to ray tracing, Expert 4D Junior is worth investigating. It costs 
just £49.95 and is available from GeniSoft on   0753 686000, 

REAL 3D 1.4 
Activa's Real 3D is a young upstart - 
although it hasn't been available as 
long as programs such as Imagine's 
forerunner Turbo Silver, it's caused a 
stir among those in the know. 
Indeed, our cover image was created 
using this very program running on 
an Amiga 2000. 

Unlike imagine 2.0, Real 3D is 
so easy to use that you barely need 
to consult the manuat to produce 
some very impressive results. Real 
3D uses the same modular approach 
to object design - there's a tri-view 

skin-based method. Instead, Real 3D 
uses a technique whereby the 
primitives you create are real solid 
3D objects rather than simply hollow 
skins. It offers a bewildering array of 
preset primitives including spheres, 
pyramids, cuboids and prisms, which 
can be further modified with ease 
using Reaf 3DJs excellent 

hierarchical editing system. Using 
Boolean operations, you can even 
use one object to cut hollows into a 
solid 3D object. 

Object attributes are we If 
handled in Real 3D. As well as the 
usual texture and brush mapping, 
Reaf 3D also offers Bump mapping, 
a unique feature. Bump mapping 
allows you to assign complex 
textures to any object by drawing a 
small portion of it in a conventional 
2D Paint package, The program then 
raises certain areas of the image 
based around the lmage"s "red lever 
for interesting results. 

One nice feature of Real 3D's 
rendering page is that (providing 
you're in a standard Amiga screen 
mode) it actually shows you the 
scene being rendered, giving you a 
better idea of progress. Like Imagine, 
Reai 3D fully supports 24-bit 
rendering of bitmaps of over 32,000 
pixels square. 

There's no doubt the Real 3D 
object editor beats Imagine's hands 
down. ltTs a shame its wireframe 
representations aren't as detailed as 
imagine's. But apart from this 
there's little to separate the two. It's 
up to you to choose,., €0 

THANKS • THANKS * THANKS : THANKS 
A big thankyou must go to both Henri and Yuri at Alternative Image for the 
excellent 'Interior' ray-traced image which proudly adorns our front cover. 
This image was created on an 030 based Amiga 2000 running Real 3D Pro 
version 1.4.2. The massive 1024 by 1024 24-bit bitmap took two days to 
render and filled up almost 2.5 Mbytes of hard disk space, 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Real 3D Beginners,.,.. 
Real 3D Professional* 

,£269 
.£115 
.£280 

Imagine 2 Is available from Digital 
Multimedia Ltd at; Crest House, 
102-104 Church Road, Teddington 
Middlesex 

0702 206165 

Real 30 is available from: 
Alternative Image, 
6 Lothair Rood, 
Aylstone, Leia, LE2 7BQ 
^ 0533440041 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGINE 2 

Ease of Use •#•0 0 
Getting used to Imagine takes time, but 
once youVe got trie experience under your 
belt, you'll find it a very straightforward 
program. 

Speed • • • • O 
imagine is one of the fastest ray tracers 
available! 

Facilities • • • • O 
Object creation is a slow and painstaking 
task, but the range of editing tools is 
impressive. 

Documentation    • • • • O 
Very readable - it's just a shame that the 
manual is perfect bound. 

Price Value        • • • O O 
£270 is a lot of dough, but then imagine 
is worth it. 

Overall rating ••••o 

Polished until it shines, Imagine 2 as a 
damned impressive piece of software. 

CHECKOUT 

REAL 3D 1.4 

Ease of Use • • • • • 
Object creation is absolute child's play. 

Speed • • • • O 
Rendering speeds are faster for solid 
objectsr but transparent objects slow 
rendering down tremendously. 

Facilities • • • • O 
Unmatched by any other ray tracing 
program, Reai 3D is a real work horse of a 
program. 

Documentation    • • O O O 
Mot the best manual in the world, but it 
gets the job done. 

Price Value • • • O O 
Slightly more expensive than imagine, but 
equally worth every penny. 

Overall rating ' • O 

For ease of use alone, Real 3D scores 
very highly. 
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AMIGA A600 THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED P. 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

INDI Direct Moil If original and very 
exciting. Before you buy mail order 
you must first be confident that you will 
receive the product you've ordered and 
that the supplier will still be there in the 
future, should you need them* 

A mail order purchase from INDI is a 
safe ond secure decision, and here's 
why. 

INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a 
public company now in its tenth year of 
trading and specialising in the supply 
of computer products. 

With a turnover approaching £30 
million per annum, we have the 
resources and the purchasing power to 
offer you the best deals, deliver them 
next day nationwide and always be 
around when you need us. 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

The INDI sales team have been trained 
to take your order with the utmost core 
and efficiency. All stock offered for sole 
is held in stock, centrally at our group 
warehouse complex and is ova liable 
for next day delivery, direct to your 
home or business. If at any time we are 
out of stock your money will not be 
banked until the product Is available 
(a point worth checking should you feel 
tempted to purchase elsewhere). 

General information regarding 
product is available from our sales 
team, however technical support is 
always on hand should you need 
assistance. 

All prices quoted ore inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
Tel 0606 43860 Fax 0606 43825 

Once again Commodore have put together 
a winning theme pack to complement the 
already popular Amiga A600. 
The Wild, the Weird and the Wicked Pack is 
an ideal starter pack containing a considered 
mix of software making the most of the 
Amiga's amazing capabilities. 
To make this pack a perfect gift INDI have 
added a further four awarawinning games 
and a staggering list of valuable extras totally 
FREE of charge. Also included at no extra cost 
to you ore the latest 'Zapsac' carry case and 
Zappo T-shirt. Crucial Amiga accessories, 
mpressed. Who wouldn't be. 

• Amiga A600 single drive 
• Built In TV Modulator 
• 1Mb memory 
• Push Over   Silly Putty 
• Grand Prix Deluxe Paint 11 
o Mouse and Manuals 

Zappo 

INDI PRICE 

£339-22 

INDf VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Micro Switch Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kick off 2    Pipe mania 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9,99 

£12.99 
£5.99 

£122,52 
£12.99 
£6.99 

£183.46 

AMIGA A600 HD  (HARD DISK) EPIC PACK 

12 MONTHS AT HOME SERVICE 

DESPATCH 

EPIC by name... definitely by content, 
Commodore's talent for pack creation has 
never been better. The software included in 
this pack; EPIC, Rome, ond Myth totally 
exploit the stunning features of the Amiga 
A600. Add to this Trivial Pursuits language 
lab edition (playable in 3 languages), Amiga 
Text (Wordpro} and the now standard 
graphics package: Deluxe Paint III for 
serious/educational applications and you'll 
start to realise just how dynamic this pack is. 
As with all products supplied by INDI, we 
have added our extra dimension to an 
already incredible offer (see below for INDI 
Value Added Pock totally free of charge) 

• Amiga A600HD (Hard Disk) 
• Built in TV Modulator 
• Mouse and Manuals    1Mb Memory 
• EPIC, Rome, Myth, Trivial Pursuits 
(la nguage lab edition), Amiga Text, Del uxe 
Paint III. 

INDI PRICE £489-99 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Microswitched Joystick 
• Lockable Disk Box 
• Disk Wallet 
• 10 Blank Disks 
• Kickoff 2 Pipemania 
• Space Ace Populous 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

TOTAL 

£9.99 
£9,99 

£12.99 
£5.99 

£122.52 
£12.99 
£6.99 

£183.46 

AMIGA A600 1084S COLOUR/STEREO MONITi 

A600 Single Drive 
PACK INCLUDES 
• D. Paint III • Mystery Game 
Plus • Kickoff 2 * Pipemania 
• Space Ace • Populus 
• Zapsac Carry Case 
• Zappo T-Shirt 

WHILE STOCKS LAST. 

INDI PRICE 

Commodore's own Amiga Monitor. Designed 
solely for use with the Amiga range of 
computers. With its ergonomic design, 
Hi-res graphics display and stereo sound 
capabilities, the 1084S will really bring 
your Amiga to life. 

Apart from offering this product at a very 
competih've price INDI are including two 
great software products totally free of charge^ 

£189-22 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Days of Thunder 
(Driving Simulation) 
• Night Breed (or alternative 
exciting game) 

£19.99 

£19.99 

AIJ orders received by 6pm Monday to 
Friday are despatched that day for 
next day delivery using our nationaI 
carrier — Sec unco r. (UK Mainland only)* 
Saturday deliveries ore available at a 
small surcharge. If you are out when 
we deliver a card will bo left at your 
home giving you a contact telephone 
number to arrange a convenient re- 
delivery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved 
Immediately using our on-line 
computer. 
All orders are despatched on a next 
working day delivery basis. Cheque 
orders are despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually 10 working 
days from receipt* A delivery charge 
of £5.00 is made per item unless 
otherwise stated* 

AS PART OF OUR POLICY OF CONTINUAL 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND REFINEMENT, 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CHANGE 
SPECIFICATIONS OF PRODUCTS ADVERTISED* 
PLEASE CONFIRM CURRENT SPECIFICATION 

AT THE TIME OF ORDERING* 



AMIGA CDTV THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER 

TOTAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

MONITOR h 
INCLUDED 

COMMODORE AMIGA CDTV E3E1 
JJjj_MULT1 MEDIA CQMIMJTFF^^^^^^^^^^ 

AUDIO 
Blues Brolfiere 

(CO Audio) El 2.99 

The problem with any new product is that it always takes time for 
everyone to realise its full potential CDTV is no exception and in 
our opinion everything we have read does a pretty poor job of 
explaining just what CDTV can do and why it is so exciting. 

THE INDI GUIDE TO CDTV 

AMIGA 
Pjpemania* Populous 
Kickaff 2 »5pace Ace 

£122.52 

MULTIMEDIA 
Lemmings CDTV 

£34,99 

IT'S A CD PLAYER —Yes, it will play all your Primal Scream, 
Pavarotti, Pink Floyd and any other CD you care to mention in superb 
high quality stereo, with remote infra red control. 
IT S AN AMIGA —Plug in the keyboard, switch on the external disk 
drive and the colossal range of inexpensive Amiga software con be 
used on your CDTV. 
ITS A MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM -Just imagine, stereo sound, 
images and text all on screen. It asks a question, you respond, it 
reiponds — truly interactive! Each CD disc holds nundreds of 
megabytes of data with instant optical access. The whole of 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia fits onto 1 disc. This interactive system is a 
unique aid for Education, Business or Leisure. The future is here! 

GOLDSTAR 14" REMOTE TV/MONITOR 
FEATURED AVAILABLE SEPARATELY AT £179.99 

INDI PRICE 
£480.99 

PACK CONTENTS AS 
STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player 
• CDTV keyboard 
• CDTV 1411 3.5" Disc Drive 

CDTV Infra red remote 
controller 
• CDTV wired mouse 
• CDTV Welcome Disc 

• Manuals 
• Fred Fish CDTV 
INDI VALUE ADDED 
• Lemmings CDTV (£34.99' 
• Blues Brothers (£12.99) 
• Pipemania, Populous, 
Kickoff2, Space Ace (£122 .52) 

I CDTV CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO YOUR TV SET 

Books, magazines and television have long been a source of 
nformation. CDTV technology combines their qualities and 
nakes seeking out that information easy. The CDTV comes 
:omplete with a Welcome Disk 

INDI are also adding the addictive Lemmings Game and 
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia totally free of charge. 
PACK AS STANDARD 
• Amiga CDTV Player • Infra Red Remote Controller 
• Welcome Disk 

INDI VALUE ADDED FREE 
• Lemmings £34,99 * Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £49.99 

STARTER PACK 

INDI PRICE 

£379-22 

If you al ready own a CDTV or are just about to pu rchase one you'll be 
pleased to know that I NDI stock probably the largest and most 
comprehensive list of CDTV software in the country, Below is a list of top 
selling titles we are offering at very competitive prices. For more details 
please phone our sales team. (Prices include postage). 
EDUCATION 
A Bun for Barney 
Asterix and Son English 
NASA The 25th Year 
The Paper Bag Princess 
Thomas's Snow Suit 
Tale of Peter Rabbit 
My Paint 
Cinderella 
MUSIC 
Musk Maker 
Remix 
REFERENCE 
Dr Wellman 
Guinness World of Records 

ustrated Holy Bible 
Elearonic COOK Book 

ENTERTAINMENT 
24.99 Defender of fhe Crown 24.99 
19.99 Battle Chess 34.99 
19,99 Battle Storm 24,99 
29.99 Classic Board Games 29,99 
29.99 Hound of Baskervilles 24.99 
34.99 Psycho Kilier 24,99 
24.99 Trivial Pursuit 45,99 
34.99 Wrath of Demon 24.99 

Basketball 24.99 
31,99 Dinosaurs For Hire 14.99 
24.99 All Dogs Go To Heaven 29,99 

Raffles 29.99 
49,99 Prehistorik 24.99 
31.99 Town With No Name 29.99 
24.99 Team Yankee 29.99 
29.99 Snoopy 29.99 

Sim City 24.99 



DEALS 

FROM 

INDI PRICE 
£49922 

(See panel opposite) 

The A1500 is the ultimate home computer for the 
whole family and is designed to cover every 
computing requirement. 
INDI are able to offer you exclusive deals on this 
outstanding product in various configurations and 
bundles (see options on opposite page). 
All configurations come complete with the following 
software and accessories:- 

FEATURES: 
e Fully functional keyboard with numeric pad 
separate from CPU 
• Includes 2xV/in disk drives as standard with 5!4W 

Disk Bay. 
• Integral memory and card expansion capabilities 
(most cost effective expansion route) 
• Work bench 2,00 and Kickstart 2.04. 

CONTENTS; 
• Keyboard, mouse, reference manual, Puzznic, 
Toki, Elf (Games), D Paint III (Graphics Package), 
Home Accounts, The Works (Platinum edition: 
Word pro, Spreadsheet, Database) Joystick 

AMIGA A1500 FEATURED 
(see photograph above) 
• 52 Mb SCSI Hard Disk 
• 1084 S Monitor & Panasonic KX-P2123 24 pin 
colour printer 
INCLUDED FREE 
Amiga Vision, Ntghtbreed, Days of Thunder,^ — 
Word worth Worth £268,99 

Panasonic Quiet Printing 

We researched the colour printer market in great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful 
graphic output yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect (printer in the Panasonic KX-P2180+KX-P2123 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer, you would probably need a quality word processing 
package to use with it. We found that too, in 9 Wordworth', yet at a retail price of £l 29.99 we thought that might be a little too 
expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of 'Wordworth' free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value? 

[ 
PANASONIC KX-P2180 PANASONIC KX-P2123 

The new Panasonic KX-P2180 9 pin quiet colour printer. 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with new quiet 
technology. The new KX-P2180 is typically 15dBA quieter in operation, 
than the competition. 
• Fast Printing Speed> 192CPS Draft and 38 
CPSNLQ 
• Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magenta and black) 
• Quiet Printing Super quiet 45-48dBa sound 
level (most matrix printers are typically in excess 
ofoOdftA) 
* 6 Resident Fonts Over 6, J 00 type styles 
using Courier, Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, Script 
and Sans Serif Fonts 
* 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, 
top and rear for total flexibility 
* 1 Year Warranty For total peace of mind 

INDI PRICE 

£19999 

The new high performance Panasonic KX-P2I23 24 pin. 
Quiet colour printer offers leading edge quiet printing technology at an 
affordable price. 
• Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 
CPSLQand32CPSLQ. 

Colour Printing 7 colour palette (blue, red, 
green, yellow, violet, magento and block) 
• Qu ietPr i ntin g Super qu iet 43.5-46k BA 
sound level (most matrix printers ore typically in 
excess of 60dBA) 
• 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles 
using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold PS, 
Roman, Script and Sans Serif Fonts 
• 24 PIN Diamond Printhead High 
performance and high quality output 
• 1 Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

INDI PRICE 

£239« 



A1500 
   

CONFIGURATIONS AND BUNDLES 

AMIGA 1500 
(Amiga Vision, Worth £99 FREE) 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 MB SCSI Hard Disc (inc. Amiga Vision worth £99 FREE) £749.9^ 

AMIGA 1500 + 1084'S MONITOR 
Free (inc. Amiga Vision, Days of Thunder, Night breed worth 138.99) 

AMIGA 1500 + 10084'S + PANASONIC KX P2123 PRINTER 
Free (inc. Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder, Wordworth 268.99)' 

AMIGA 1500 + 52 Mb SCSf Hard Disk + 1084'S MONITOR 
Free (Amiga Vision, Night Breed, Days of Thunder worth 138.99)  

£499.91 

£699.9! 

£929.99 

£929.99 

* WORDWORTH —COMPLETELY FREE! 

WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS 

The writers choice. The ultimate word processor for AMIGA computers. 
Wordworth is undoubtedly the ultimate word/document processor for the full range of AMIGA computers. 
The graphical nature of WORDWORTH makes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced printing fonts 
(including full Panasonic KX P2180 and KX P2123 colour printing support), Collins spell checker and Thesaurus, no other 
word processor comes close. 
"Without doubt this is one of the best document processor! for the AMIGA, Today." (Amiga Format). 

NORMAL RRP £129.99 inc. vat 

THEZAPPO RANGE 

ZAPPO 601 RAM EXPANSION 
This is an all new, high performance upgradable 
RAM expansion for the Amiga A600. Adding this 
superb product to your A600 will allow for serious 
applications use and high performance games 

FEATURES: • Enable/disable facility 
• Socketed design (user upgradable) 
• 12 months warranty 
Optional with battery backed clock 
OPTIONS: 512K no clock £29.99 
512K with clock £39.99 
1Mb no clock £39.99 
1Mb with clock £44.99 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE 
At last a truly powerful, fast and capacious hard 
drive for A500/A500+ at an exceptional price. 
Upgradable to 8Mb of fast RAM, SCSI and IDE 
hard drive compatible. 
FEATURES: i Auto booting — upto 8Mb fast 
RAM # SCSI throughport for additional 
expansion e Mouse button game switch 

12 months warranty 
OPTIONS: 
• 40Mb Hard Drive 
* 65Mb Hard Drive 

ZAPPO EXTERNAL 3.5" DRIVE 
A high quality external 3.5" drive for use with 
A500/A500+andA600. 
FEATURES: * Low profile, 880K formatting drive 

Enable/disable switch   Daisy chain capability 
• 12 months warranty 

only £49.95 

only £299.99 
only £349.99 

ZAPSAC 
Designed specifically for 
the Amiga A600the 
Zap sac gives your 
Amiga portability and 
you credibility   £12.99 
+£2,50 postage 

ZAPPO T-SHIRT 
If you own an Amiga 
you've already got 
respect, InaZappo 
T-shirt you've got the 
Cred. £8.99 
+£X50 postage 
The only Amiga 
accessories you'll want to 
wear out. 

* INDI TELESALES * 

TEL 0606 43860-FAX 0606 43825 

AFTER SALES AND 

SPECIALIST SERVICE 

All products are guaranteed for 12 
months. Some products carry a 12 
month at home service/repair 
guarantee {where indicated). 
In the unlikely event that any product 
Eurchased from INDI arrives at your 
ome faulty, we will collect from your 

home and replace the product 
completely free of charge. 
If you own an AMIGA 1500 or 3000 and 
would like to expand its hard disk or 
memory capability or add any other 
peripheral INDI can offer you a 
complete door to door configuration 
service together with an additional 12 
months Back to IN DI warranty. Why 
not ask for a quote? 

Products advertised represent a small 
sample of our Instock range. A 
complete price list Is available on 
request. 

All products purchased come with a 
complete list of all products available 
from INDI with special customer 
loyalty offers. 

INDI Prize Draw. Each month all 
customers purchasing during thot 
month will be entered into a free pr 
draw. The winner will receive a hill 
refund tor product to the value of 
original purchase. 

PRICES ARE VALID FOR MONTH OF PUBLICATION ON 

HOW TO ORDER 

BY POST — simply fill in the coupon 
below. 
BY PHONI — ring 0606 43860 where 
your call will be answered by one of 
our IN Dl sales team. After 6.00pm 
each day your call will be answered by 
answer phone. If you would like to 
place on order have all details at hand 
including Credi t Cord, The message will 
guide you through your order. 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 
INDI DIRECT MAIL 
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, 
85 WITTON STREET, 
NORTHWICH 
CHESHIRE CW9 5DW 

Please send  
Price  + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/PO for £  
or charge my Access/Visa No. 

Expiry date 
Signature  

Send to Name, 

Address......... 

Daytime Tel.... 

Postcode.,.  



i   COMMODORE ■ 
!   1085S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE Lead 
ONLY £199.00 

r™ 1 
! PHILIPS 8833 MKII | 
r STEREO MONITOR i 

Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £199.00 

$8$^ J        Open Monday to 
Saturday 9 am - 6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

L. 
r1 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC Emulator 

For Amiga A500 

ONLY £179.00 

! AT-ONCE AMIGA 
PC 286 AT EMULATOR 

FORA500 

. J 
•1 

L  J 
r ~ HARD DRIVES 

L  1 
 1 

GVP SERIES n 
1500/2000 

1        52Mb Quantum 
I     Space for 8Mb RAM 

£269.00 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 
120Mb Maxtor 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
£379.00 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES H 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£325.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

105Mb Maxtor 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 1 

120Mb Quantum 1 
Space for 8Mb RAM | 

£425.00 I 

AMIGA A600 FUN PACK -n 
Amiga A600, Mouse, Modulator, Manuals > Workbench, Joystick, Disk Box, 10 

Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint 3,1Mb RAM, PLUS 13 GAMES, Lemmings, Simpsons, 
Captain Planet, Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin, Purple Saturn Day, Jumping 

Jackson, Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg, Shuffle Puck Cafe 
ONLY £329.00 inc VAT 

COMMODORE 
386 x 20 

Bridgeboard 
£399.00 

Amiga A600 
Amiga A600 Wild, Wierd, Wicked Pack ...£345 j 
Amiga A600 Cartoon Classic Pack. .£299 | 
Amiga A600 Epic Pack £489 I 
AmigaA600_Standard_Pack .__.,_..£289j 

SOFTWARE 
HARDWARE 

DELUXE PAINT H.. £4 35 X CAD 2000 ..£95.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK £32.00 QUARTERBACK V5 £39.00 
BROADCAST TITLEK II £139.00 PRO-WHITE V3.2 £69.00 
HOT LINKS £49 00 IMAGEMASTER „ ..£92.00 
DIGIVIEW MEDIA STATION £109,00 PHOTON PAINT 2 £25.00 
LATTICE C V5.10 £199.00 FINAL COPY £45.00 
PAGESETTER V2.. .,,£42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D,,,,.... .£99,00 
PAGESTREAM V2.2 £125.00 DOS 2 DOS £23.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS PACK £49,00 Q/BACK TOOLS   ,,,£42,00 
X CAD 3000 £249.00 WORDWORTH £72.00 
CROSS DOS VS. ....£39.00 SUPERJAM £35.00 
SCENERY ANIMATOR , £53.00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS £99.00 
TURBO PRINT PROFESSIONAL £33.00 
PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor £53.00 
IMAGINE 3D V2.0 Animations & ray-tracing £179 00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL £119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS .......£29.95 
VIDEO EASE, Video titling package £35.00 
BARS + PIPES PROFESSIONAL £139.00 
DPAINT 3 £15.00 
THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package £39.00 
IBM EMULATOR emulates a PC on the Amiga £39.00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language £53,00 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO £54.00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL.. £269.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 with tutorial video , , ,£115.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3.0 New Version £129.00 

■ ■ = : •djoaKi For 150Q/2000.... 
I ROM V2.04 AND ECS DENISE NOW IN STOCK... 
[ ROM V2.04 Upgrade Kit  ■ DCTV 24 bit colour graphics  ■ WIRELESS MICROPHONE Ideal for sampling,. 
[ GVP PC EMULATOR (cor GVP A500 haid drives) IGMhz.. ■ A530 40 MHz Accerleracor with 52 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram ... 
J A530 40 MHz Accelerator wiEh 120 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram.., 
I DPW TV TUNER for Philips + Commodore monitors.. 

,..£399 
ih£29 
 £85 
,..£419 
 £75 
...£195 
...£639 
,..£749 

..£49 
| GOLDEN GATE 386/25 Bridgeboard far 15O0/2OD0/300O £425.00 ) 
iJ'V TUNER for Philips and Commodore monitors ..,.„.„„,,,„„„,,„,,,,,,,. ,£69 J 00 j 

PRINTERS 
STAR LC24/200 COLOUR inc. free lead £269.00 1 STAR LC200 9 Bin colour inc. free lead £189.00 

I STAR LC20 9 pin mono inc. free lead £132.00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer inc free lead . ..£265.00 
■ CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pin colour printer inc free lead , £222.00 
J CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead £181.00 

CANON R.T10 EX bubble jet prime* inc free lead... , £232.00 
I STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead £225.00 
| HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead £349.00 
j HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR Inkjet inc free lead. £539.00 
J CITIZEN 224 MONO 24 pin mono printer inc free lead ,.£209.00 
^CITIZEN 240E COLOUR. 24 pin printer inc. free lead.., £275.00 

AMIGA A1500 

The A1500 inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 5 monitor, Twin drives, Dpaint 3, 
The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739,00 
AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

MEMORY 

SUPRA RX500 8mb RAM BOARD FOR A500/A500+ 
With 1MB £92 00    With 2Mb £117.50 
With 4Mb £135.00     With 8Mb £285.00 

A500 512K With Clock „.., £29.00 
A50Q+ Imb £39.00   A600 1Mb £47.00 
ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer With Switch (Rom 1.3 £22.00) £12.00 
ROM 1.3/V 2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 £22 00) £22.00 

ACCELERATORS I— 
j Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 25MHz £222.00 
I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-3Q, 40MHz   £351.00 
I Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed £129.00 
I GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 Mb RAM £545.00 
1 GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM £779.00 
1 GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM ..£1090.00 

MODEMS & FAX 
Supra 14400 Fax modem v32 bis inc. comma software £255.00 
Miracomm WS4000 v21. v23 modem £49.00 
Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc. comms software ...,...£189,00 
Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600) £129.00 
Supra FAX MODEM SOFTWARE .., , £29.00 
Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A1500/B2000 £99.00 

iJornado 14400 HSTFa* Modem (Sp£e^j£pjo^^0^)2JewJn___. ^ __£499_00_ 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17, 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0423) 53X8X2/5263X2 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 



ACCELERATORS 

head 

Other than a hard disk , It 
is likely that an 
accelerator card for your 
Amiga Is going to bo your 

most expensive hardware add-on. A 
few years back, buying an 
accelerator was easy - your choice 
was limited, and they were all 
seriously expensive. Unfortunately 
the decision is less than simple 
now. The range is vast, with lots of 
manufacturers making cards with 
lots of processor types on them, 

The intention here is to try and 
help you decide which is the best 
choice for the applications you are 
going to be running with it Someone 
who uses Vista and 3D modelling 
programs regularly is gOfng to have 
different needs than someone who 
uses their Amiga for more 
generalised tasks such as word 
processing, accounting and comms. 

MAKING THE CHOICE 
Ok, so you're thinking of buying an 
accelerator. Now think again. Why 
exactly are you thinking of doing 
this? 

Most people who will buy 
accelerators are after a general 
overall speed increase in the day to 
day functions of their Amiga. The 
more specialised groups of users are 
software developers and graphics 
artists. Each of these three groups 
would have different requirements 
from an accelerator card. 

Cost, of course, is a serious 
factor in the available choice, ff you 
have less than £150 to spend, its 
probably best not to bother- The best 
value accelerator you can get for this 
sort of money costs around £12 and 
is a drop in replacement for the 
68000 Chip: a 68010. This will give 
a very small but noticiable speed 
increase. The modification should be 
done by a qualified dealer otherwise 
you coutd both invalidate your 
warrenty and cause expensive 
damage to your Amiga, 

If you are an A3000 owner then 
you can only use cards specifically 
designed for it These are all 
currently 68040 based. The range 
and value for money of these cards 
is getting better by the day, so its 
worth shopping around as prices are 
always coming down. 

For those of us who are starting 
from scratch, with a 7.14Mhz 
68000, then a much wider choice 
exists. The market does not cater for 
the A600 yet, although someone wit! 
figure out how to attach a processor 
add-on pretty soon. For A500, A500 
Plus, A1500 and A2000 owners, the 
range is dazzling. Ask yourself the 
foflowing questions before making 
your choice: 

• Do I already have a hard disk? 
Some cards have hard disks on 
board with special high-speed 

Full speed a 

interfaces. The GVP range is worth a 
mention for this; the G-Force cards 
have extremely quick SCSI 
interfaces. The one we tested 
managed about 2Mb per second 
peak performance using a disk 
speed program, whereas a standard 
A3000 peaked at 1.4Mb/s. 

If you are getting an accelerator 
card for general use, then you might 
like to think twice and look at hard 
drive costs; as a hard drive will 
revolutionise your day to day Amiga 
work, such as Workbench usage, 
word processing, painting and so on, 
whereas an accelerator will make you 
smile and things wilf work a lot 
faster. 

Toby Simpson 

gives you the 

low-down on 

increasing the 

performance of 

your machine 

An ideal solution if you have 
niether a hard disk nor an 
accelerator already is to kill two birds 
with one stone by buying one of the 
dual cards. 

What Is a 
Processor 
anyway? 
The Microprocessor Unit's (Or MPU) 
sole task in life is to execute a 
sequence of very simple Instructions 
from when Its switched on till you 
switch it off. In order to turn this MPU 
into a full biown computer it needs 
Jots of support devices, such as 
memory, and other special chips to 
allow rt to have a screen display, and 
interfaces to the outside world, it Is 
also referred to as GPU (Central 
Processing Unit.) 

What is in the Amiga? And Just how 
fastis ft really? 
Your Amiga has a Motorola 68000 
chip In it running at a clock speed of 
7.14Mega Hertz. It executes well over 
half a million single instructions per 
second. A processor that can perform 
1 million instructions per second is 
said to be able to run at 1MIP 
(Millions of instructions Per second.) 
The American definition of a 
Supercomputer was 100 MIPS. An 
A4000 can deliver 20 MIPS. Your 
Amiga can already out-run the 
computers that landed men on the 
moon by a vast factor. 

An MPU will have a clock speed 
which dictates how fast It can go. 
This Is not a clock as In time, date 
and so forth, but a single logic signal 
that switches on and off rapidly. The 
frequency of this logic signal is the 
clock speed of the MPU. Each full 
transition from logic OFF to logic OH 
Is called a cycle. RISC (Reduced 
Instruction Sot Computer) processors 
can execute one instruction per cycle, 
The 68000 chip takes several cycles 
to execute each instruction, so at 
7,14 Millions of Cycles/Second it 

BEGINNERS 

'START HERE MW m m^K. mm m     mm mm RcK MM manages less than 
one million 

instructions per second. The 68040 
chip, however, is much more 
advanced and on average takes 1.2 
cycles to execute each instruction, so 
at 7.14Mhz the 08040 would do 
around 6.5 MIPS. In reality you cannot 
get a 68040 to run this slowly; they 
start at 25Mhz, and at this speed can 
do about 20 MIPS. More advanced 
chip technologies have allowed chip 
designers to run chips at these high 
clock speeds. 

Although chips are becoming very 
fast, memory has been finding It hard 
to keep up, and the bottleneck In 
some modern computers Is not the 
MPU, but how fast main memory can 
operate. It was getting to the point 
that the processor would have to sit 
Idle waiting for the memory to come 
up with the results. These forced 
delays are called "wait states". In 
order to alleviate this problem, the 
chip designers developed the cache. 

What is a cache? 
A cache is a small amount of 
extremely fast memory that is on- 
board the MPU chip Itself. The MPU is 
able to read and write Information to 
the cache much faster than main 
memory. The MPU Is able to fetch one 
instruction whilst It Is still executing 
the previous one. Because the East 
lew instructions are held In the cache, 
it is possible for small program loops 
to execute entirely In the cache, thus 
running very quickly. On chips like the 
68030, the Cache controllers pre- 
fetch both Instructions and data. So, 
why isn't all your memory cache 
memory rf Its so fast? Well, the faster 
the memory the more expensive it is. 
Cache RAM Is very expensive. 
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• Do I need an FPU? 
The FPU (Floating Point Unit) is a 
hardware goodie that bolts on to the 
CPU to give extremely fast 
processing of floating point maths. 
What exactly uses floating point 
maths? Well, if you are a user of 
programs such as Real 3D, Imagine, 
Vista, Sculpt 4D and Art Department 
Pro, then you are someone who 
could really make use of the FPU. 
Desktop publishers wijl also benefit 
from an FPU To give you an 
example, an Amiga A2000 with a 
Commodore 2630 6S030 @ 25Mhz 
accelerator card draws our Vista test 
in 886 Seconds. With the FPU 
enabled, the same frame took 462 
seconds to generate. There are two 
FPUs: the 68881 and the 6SSS2. 
The 68882 came out to accompany 
the 6S030 primarily, Most 68020 
boards ship with the 68S81, if an 
FPU is included. 

• Do I need an MMU? 
The MMU (Memory Management 
Unit) Is a clever little device that 

THE MOTOROLA 68000 FAMILY 

63000 
internally the 68000 is fully 32-bit, 
but externally it is a 16-bit chip. It 
can address a maximum linear 
address space of 16Mb. It was 
available in 4P 6, 8,10 and 
12.5Mhz versions, 

68010 
The 68010 is pin compatible with 
the 68000 chip, and it Is possible to 
replace It directly with a 68010. If 
you are going to try this, get at least 
an SMhz chip, The 68010 adds 
virtual memory to the 68000. Other 
improvments over the 68000 are a 
small cache and improved speed of 
execution for some instructions. 

68020 
The first version of the 68000 
series to be fully 32-bit, 
representing a major performance 

increase over the others. It has a 
256 byte instruction cache, an 
expanded instruction set and new 
addressing modes. The 68020 was 
available initially at 12.5 and 
16Mhz, with a performance of 2-3 
MIPS, It's now available in 20 and 
25Mhz versions, giving around 5 
MIPS, With the 68020 came the 
68881. Most '020 based 
accelerators will allow you to add 
the 68881 FPU, and also an MMU, 

68030 
The 68030 has a 256 byte data 
cache, a 256 byte instruction cache 
and an MMU, It can address 4Gb of 
memory. The 68EC030 is identical 
except it does not have the MMU. 

68040 
The flagship of the Motorola range, 
this chip has seperate 4K 

instruction and data caches, an on- 
board FPU and dual on board MMUs+ 
At 25Mhz, it is capable of executing 
20 MIPS. It also manages 3,5 
MFLOPS with its onboard FPU. The 
only catch with this chip is the 
Floating Point Unit. Its not a full 
68882. Some of the instructions 
that are present in the 68882 FPU, 
found mostly on the 68030, are not 
present on the 68040. The missing 
instructions are emulated in 
software. 

The Future 
Rumours of both a 68050 and 
68060 have floated around now for 
some time. It would be reasonable 
to expect that the next 68000 
series chip would be the last, ft is 
also likely to have an improved FPU 
on board and increased parallelism. 
It's likely to be very fast indeed. 

ARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Linear Address Space - The maximum amount of physical RAM that the 
MPU can see at any one given time, A processor such as the 68000 
can see up to 16Mb of memory, The 68020 and above can see up to 4 
Gigabytes at once. 

CMOS - Complimentry Metal Oxide Semiconductor, This is a chip type. The 
unique thing about CMOS chips is that they require very little power to 
run on. Originally the disadvantage was they were extremely slow in 
comparison to other logic types. These days, CMOS technology has 
advanced considerably, and CMOS chips are now lightning fast, but still 
requiring a fraction of the power of other chip types. This made it 
possible to manufacture portable computers (and is, incidentty, why we 
have yet to see an Amiga Portable, since the old chip set and ECS were 
NMOS chips. The new AGA chip-set as found in the A4000 is now 
CMOS; so fingers crossed.,.) 

NMOS - Negative Oxide Metal Oxide Semiconductor. NMOS chips require 
much more power to run, and the individual logic gates can not be 
packed to densely, 

BCD - Binary Coded Decimal. A method of referring to decimal numbers 
that is more easily dealt with by Microprocessors. This notation is not 
used oftern in the Amiga world. The 6S020 provided new instructions 
to process BCD numbers. 

MIPS - Millions of Instructions Per Second. This is a benchmark showing 
how many single machine code instructions a processor can execute in 
one second. A standard Amiga executes under IMiP. An A4000 will 
manage around 1&-2DMIPS. 

MFLOPS - Millions of Floating Point In struct ions/Second, A benchmark, 
rather like MIPS, execpt it refers to floating point math instructions. 

SIMMS - Single In-line Memory Modules. A rather neat way of reducing the 
chance that you will write off £100 worth of new RAM by mis-installing 
them. Memory is provided on a self contained module which plugs into 
a special socket on your curcuit board. The modules are vastly easier 
than chips to install, and as the IBM PC Compatible market has 
embraced them, the prices have conveniently come tumbling down! 

DMA - Direct Memory Access is a process where external hardware, such 
as a hard disk controller is able to put data directly into the computer's 
main memory without the need for a program to transfer the 
information, It makes for very fast data manipulation. The Amiga is full 
of DMA-based goodies, such as the graphics and sound hardware. 

converts logical addresses to 
physical addresses using special 
translation tables. Usually memory is 
divided up into pages and these 
pages couid either be stored in real 
memory (physical RAM chips) or 
virtual memory (hard disk for 
example). The CPU Is then ' tricked" 
by the MMU Into thinking that virtual 
memory is real memory, What 
happens is a program has a logical 
address of a memory location. This 
is fed into the MMU which translates 
it to a physical location, or causes 
an exception to allow virtual memory 
processors to act. 

Virtual memory increases the 
amount of free RAM you have by 
setting aside part of your hard disk 
and pretending it is real RAM. It is 
considerably slower of course than 
real RAM. PC s running Windows use 
large quantities of virtual memory. 
MM Us also offer memory protection. 
Memory protection allows the CPU in 
a multi-tasking environment to stop 
one task meddling with other tasks 
when it goes wrong. The MMU does 
this by preventing tasks from writing 
to memory that they do not own. The 
Amiga currently supports neither 
memory protection nor virtual 
memory, so you might ask, "What is 
the point of having the MMU?JP 

If you are a programmer, or are 
thinking of taking up programming 
seriously, especially in C or assembly 
language then the MMU allows you 
to run some pretty neat debugging 
tools, such as Commodore's 
Enforcer. Enforcer jumps in when 
your program screws up and tells you 
what it did and where it went wrong. 
This is called an "Enforcer hit". It's a 
form of hardware debugging, and 
believe me, if you are thinking of 

purchasing that new C compiler, or 
looking enviously at DevPac 3, then 
you ought to be drooling over the 
possibility of having the MMU. 

• Do I need 32-blt RAM? What Is It? 
The 6S020 and above are 32-bit 
processors, This means that they 
can retrieve 32-bits of data at once 
from memory. This rs equivalent to 
four bytes. The 68000 and 6S010 
chips, on the other hand, are both 
16-bit processors. They can only 
access 16 bits, or two bytes, at 
once. Consequently, the A5001 
A600, A1000, A1500 and A2000 all 
have 16-bit RAM. Normally, if you 
simply expand the RAM of your 
Amiga you would be buying 16-bit 
RAM. If you then later on add an 
accelerator card then you will have a 
CPU that is capable of accessing 
memory 32-bits at a time, at least 
twice as fast as your old processor, 
So it follows that if you could add 
some 32-bit RAM to your Amiga with 
your 68020T '30 or '40 then you will 
have a seriously fast computer. 

Most accelerator cards allow you 
to add 32-bit RAM to them these 
days, It s certainly worth checking if 
you expect to increase the memory 
of your machine at some point in the 
future, because 32-bit RAM will be 
the only way to get the best 
performance from your accelerator. 
You cannot convert existing 16-bit 
RAM to 32-bit. Your Chip RAM, for 
example, will always be 16-bit, as 
will any trapdoor RAM added by A500 
or A600 owners. 

The A4000 is a major step 
forward in Amiga Technology as it Is 
32-bit throughout - there is not a 
single byte of 16-bit RAM to be found 
in it anywhere. 
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THE ACCELERATORS REVIEWED AND RATED 

COMMODORE A2630 

Until recently this was the flagship of 
Commodore's accelerator range. It is 
a 25Mhz 68030 with MMU and 
25Mhz FPU. It comes with either 2Mb 
or 4MBb of Fast 32-2bit RAM. There 
is no on board hard-disk controller, 
although it does have a special 
expansion connector for RAM or 
faster processors, It is an internal 
card for either the A1500 or the 
A200O computers. It can also be 
used to replace the Commodore 
A2620 68020 card found in A2500s, 

FITTING 
It fits in the CPU expansion slot of 
the A2000, and does not take up any 
of the normal Zorro II expansion 
spaces. Fitting is a straightforward 

matter, although best left to a dealer 
ff you're worried. 

IN USE 
This board requires no setting up. 
Once it's installed, that's it. It is 
transparent in use. A special boot- 
menu is provided so that you can 
disable the 68030 and fall back to 
68000 mode. The A2630 is capable 
of providing UNIX on the A2000, with 
the correct ROMS, lots of money, 
large quantities of RAM and a huge 
hard disk you can have the joys of 
UNIX on your home machine. 

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 
It's a pretty bland, no frills 25Mhz 
68030 card; absolutely bomb proof, 

CSA ROCKET LAUNCHER 

A gadget which fits onto 
Commodore's A2630 card and 
accelerates it to a SOMhz 68030 and 
50MHz 68882, 

FITTING 
The board itself is very small and fits 
over the top of the 68030 chip 

already present on the A2630. You 
actually have to remove the existing 
6S03O and 68882 chip before fitting 
the Rocket Launcher. Fitting can be 
made more difficult depending on the 
revision of 2630 board. This 
installation is probably better made 
by a dealer. 

IN USE 
As with the A2630, this requires no 
setting up and no software support. 
Once installed, you have a 50Mhz 
68030 at your fingertips, running 
about twice as fast as the normal 
A2630. This is extremly fast indeed, 
the Amiga just whizzes along. 

Fitting: 
Software: 
Documentation: 
Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: 
MMU: 
FPU: 

FEATURES TABLE 

involves opening case ta fit card. 
Hone Supplied, not required. 
Excellent, straightforward 

• ••• 

• • • • 

Hard Disk Interface: None, 

A1500,orA2000. 
Fitted. 
Fitted 25Mhz, expandable to 33Mkz 688B2. 

Price: £920 for 2Mb. 

OVERALL: 
totally reliable. Other than the fact 
that the RAM is not on SIMMs and 
therefore cannot be easily expanded 
from 2MB to 4MB, there is nothing 
much wrong with it. There have been 
two in this office working faultlessly 
now for over a year. 

One of the possible plus points 
for FPU users is that the card will 
accept a 33MHz 68882 in 

replacement for the existing 25Mhz 
one. 

The card itself is a bit pricey in 
comparison to other 6S030 cards for 
the A2000. 

Manufactured by: Commodore, 
Business Machines UK Ltd. » 0628 
770088 

FEATURES TABLE 

Fitting: 
Software: 
Documentation: 
Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: 
MMU: 
FPU: 
Hard Disk Interface: 
Price: 

Reasonably easy, 
None required. 
Brief, but good. 

• • • • O 

• tiOO 

Al 500, A2000 with Commodore 2630 68030 card. 
Included. 
Included. 
None. 
£549. 

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 

It provides an upgrade path which will 
not involve selling the A2630 and as 
such represents a very economical 
option. The manual, although brief, is 
thorough and provides all the 
inform at ton you need to know. Once 

OVERALL .... 

installed, the board is as transparent 
as the A2630. If you own an A2630 
card you ought not to miss this. 

Manufactured by: CSA f 0101 619 
566 3311; distributed by: Omega 
Projects * 0942 082203 

GVP G FORCE CARDS 

This is a 68030 card for the A20OO, 
available in either 25, 40 or 50Mhz 
configurations. The 40 and 50MHz 
versions reviewed come with 4Mb of 
Fast RAM. All versions come with a 
h is peed SCSI interface. The hard 
disk can actually be fitted to the card 
itself if the correct bracket is 

purchased. The boards accept up to 
16MB of RAM, except for the 25MHz 
version, which takes up to 13Mb, 

FITTING 
Like the A2630 card, it fits in the 
special CPU expansion slot. 

IN USE 
The 40Mhz version does not have an 
MMU, but both reviewed cards came 
with a 68882 FPU running at the 
same clock speed as the 68030. 

With the optional hard disk, fitted 
to the 40Mhz version of the card 
reviewed, the user has a full DMA 
SCSI controller which performs much 
faster than the IDE drive found in the 
A4000. 

fitting: 
Software: 
Documentation: 
Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: 
MMU: 
fPU: 
Hard Disk Interface: 

Price: 

OVERALL IMPRESSIONS 

This really is the A2000 version of 
the A530 reviewed below. It's a good 
value for money product. The 
software supplied is comprehensive 
and excellent although the hard disk 
prep software might be a bit 

FEATURES TABLE 
Involves opening case. 
Excellent •••• 
Excellent. * • # ft 

A1500 or A2000. 
Depends on Model 
Optional, 
Fast DMA based SCSI controller on board. 
Hard disk available optionally. 
40Mn, as reviewed: £849. 
SOMhz, as reviewed: £1 If. 

OVERALL: 

o 

intimidating for new users. 

Manufactured by: Great Vattey 
Products » 0101215 337 8770 
Distributed by: Silica Systems tr 
081 $091111 
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COMMODORE 68040 CARD 

This card first appeared \n a special 
version of the A3000T available in 
the USA, and is now found in 
A4QQ0s, It is a straight toward 
68040 card clocked at 25Mhz. As 
with atf 68040s, the MMU and FPU 
are on board the chip itself, This 
board is currently not available for 
existing A30OO owners. 

FITTING 
Easy. A30O0 owners witl need 
KickStart 2.04 on ROM in order to 
use this (or any for that matter) 
68040 card. Due to bugs in the 

original A3000 boot ROMs, 68040 
cards will not run straight off. 
Accelerators for the A3000 plug into 
the special CPU expansion port, 
which is different to that of the 
A2000 to reflect the 32-bit bus which 
is found on the A3000 and A4000 
computers, 

IN USE 
Transparent. The card is very fast in 
most operations, although some of 
the floating point tests we carried out 
didn't show a significant increase in 
speed as some FPU instructions are 

ECATIIDEC TADIC 
FcATURcS TABLE 

Fitting* rits in trie trii expansion slot inside ine AJUUU/ A^UUU* 
Software: Little needed* 
Documentation; Adequate. 
Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: A3000 or A4000. 
MMU: Internal to '040. 
FPU: Internal to '040. 
Hard Disk Interface: - none -   
Price: 

not present on the 68040 chip-and 
need to be emulated in software- 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 
Solid, well-behaved card. Some 
software is needed, including the 

Commodores 68040.library in order 
to patch the OS. 

Manufactured by: Commodore 
Business Machines UK Ltd. « 0628 
770088 

GVPA530 

The A530 is a combination high- 
speed SCSI hard disk and 40Mhz 
68030 accelerator for A500 owners, 
fitting where a A590 would go. It is 
available with an optional 68882 
FPU. The version reviewed came with 
1MB of 32-bit RAM. It will accept up 
to 8MB. 

FITTING 
Couldn't be simpler, The manual 
wasn't really necessary. 

It auto-boots from the hard disk, 
detects which version of KickStart 
you have and asks you If you want to 
install the appropriate WorkBench 
version. 

IN USE 
Great. I got straight into it - the 
installation is self explanitory. The 
software and documentation supplied 
is excellent. 

The A530 comes with a SCSI 
connector on the back, so it is easy 
to add further SCSI devices at a later 
date. This device also accepts 6VP's 
286 PC Emulator card. 

A handy switch is provided on the 
front of the A530 to disable itT 
allowing you to run software that 

Fitting: 
Software; 
Documentation: 

Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: 
MMU: 
FPU: 
Hard Disk Interface: 

Price: 

FEATURES TABLE 
Very Easy. 
Comprehensive. 
2 Manuals, arte far GVP's Hard Disk 
software, one especially for the A530. 

• •••• 
#•€)• 

A500 or A500 Plus, with at least KickStart 1.3. 
No. 

Yes, High Speed GVP SCSI with Internal 
Drive (120MB) and external connector. 
£7M.0fc 

OVERALL 
does not like the 68030. 

The disk which comes with the 
package contains a useful collection 
of utilities to control various features 
of the A5301 such as disabling the 
68030, or mapping the Kickstart 
ROM into 32-bit RAM for example. 

OVERALL IMPRESSION* 
An excellent product. If you are an 
A500 owner and are seriously 

thinking of adding a hard disk or an 
accelerator, or both, go and have a 
good long look at this device, and 
take your credit card with you. You 
may not want to leave it! 

Manufactured by: Great Valley 
Products * 0X01215 337 8770 
Distributed by; Silica Systems vQ81 
3091111 

MICROBOTICS VXL-30 

This is another internally fitting 
A500/A2000 card. Microbotics does 
several versions of this card, and the 
one reviewed was labeled as a 
25Mhz 68EC030 - the EC meaning 
no MMU - although actually it turned 

out to have the MMU fitted. No FPU 
was present, although it can be 
added as an optional extra. RAM is 
available as a seperate plug in 
module for this. Our review model 
had a 2Mb RAM module with it. 

FITTING 
WellT this is pretty much a pain, and 
you should really get a dealer to 
perform this operation for you, 
otherwise you1 II age 30 years and 
have kittens in the process of adding 
it. People who have added Gary 
Towers f 1.5MB trapdoor expansions 
which plug onto the Gary chip in 
some way) will have problems fitting 
the RAM module. Finally one of the 
plastic support legs on it was up the 
wrong way and stopped us from 

FEATURES TABLE 

Fitting: 
Software: 
Documentation: 
Minimum Hardware 
Requirements: 
MMU: 
FPU: 
Hard Disk Interface: 
Price: 
RAM Module: 

Slightly easier than the CSA board.       0 O O C O 
Excellent, and not necessary to set up.    9 9 • © 
Small but comprehensive. •••CO 
A500, or A2000. Kickstart 2 recommended due to 
some bugs in 1.3 causing timing problems. 
Included. Depends on model. 
Optional 

£274.99. 
£199.95. 

fitting the keyboard back without 
removing it and fitting it ourselves, 

IN USE 
It seemed fine, with some software 
enclosed to allow software switching 
of the 68030 and 68000. The 
program SetVXL allows the cache 
options to be turned on and off also. 

OVERALL: ... 

OVERALL IMPRESSION 

A good product, but tough to install. 

Manufacturers by: MtcmBotics Inc. 
n 0101 214 437 5330 
Distributed by: Micro-PACE UK Ltd. 
ir 0753 551 888 
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ACCELERATORS SPEED COMPARISONS 

The graphs below show flow each of the accelerators perform in a 

series of speed tests. The final graph gives an overall rating 

ASOO { 

A4000 
(25Mb 68040) 

CBMA2630 

GVPA530 

GVP G-Force 40MHz 

GVP G-Force 50MHz 

Rocket Launcher 

MkroSorks VXL-30 

A500 (normal) 

A4000 
(25Mhi 68040) 

CBM A2630 

GVPA530 

GVP G-Force 40MHz 

GVP G-Force 50MHz 

Rocket Launcher 

MicroBotks VXL-30 

10    20    30 40 

FMATH 
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| WritePixe* - a screen based benchtest that tests how fast pixels can be 
drawn to the screen. A quick (small) time Indicates rapid screen displays, 
window movement and scrolling 

IMath - Integer Mathematics. A quick (small) time In this indicates rapid 
Integer Maths, which will indicate an overall speed increase tnoughout the 
Amiga in ail operations 

| FMath - Floating Point Maths. A good time in this means 
programs such as DTP and graphics applications will work faster 

The same times but with the FPU Installed If applicable 

A 500 (normal) 

A4000 
(25Mhz 68040) 

N/A 

1 

CBM A2630 

GVPA53Q N/A 

GVP G-Force 40MHz 

GVP G-Force 50MHz 
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■ 

MicroBotics VXL-30 N/A 

BEACHBALL 
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i The time taken to draw a ray traced beach-ball 

The same drawing but where applicable the FPU timings are shown 

VISTA 

500    10O0 1500  2000   2500  3000 3500 

| A vista frame drawn without the FPU 

| A vista frame drawn with FPU 

A500 (normal) 

A4000 
(25Mhz 68040) 

CBM AZ630 

GVP AS30 

GVP G-Force 40MHz 

GVP G-Force 50MHz 

Racket Launcher 

MkroBotrcs VXL-30 

OVERALL 
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An average timing showing how fast the cards are in comparison to each other 
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BJ10 /130 Fonts! 
on bub bie let * Bored with print ins your J Got a Canon bubblejet? Bored witli printing 

letters in the same old 'Times1 font from your 
word processor, but find that graphics 
printing is soooooooo sloooooooow? 
Why not download one of our Soft-fonts'? In 
just 9 seconds, we can transform how your BJ 
prints! Helvetica, Shadow, Star Trek & many 
more, all at the click of an icon! 

Feeling creative? Use our 
programs to design a whole new 
Co tit of your own..its so easy! 
Works on any Amiga (AM)Or A500+, AG00 etc.) 
Great new styles from most Word processors (even ED!) 
Produce fixed-width or proportional fonts - you decide! 
Please make cheques payable tn: Jeff liiltttl, 
11 Highwell Gardens, Felling, Tyne & Wear NE10 ONB 
Tel: 091 4383204 (S.A.E. for details: demo disk £2) 

Ursa Software 

Ursa Software presents: 

x-MJtch Haster! 

Computer Cross Stitch Design for Commodore AMIGA. 
This very easy to use program comes wrth dozens of patterns 
on disk for you to use, or edit using the built-fn 1arf package. 

* Stitch the whole picture or ar^x small area! 
* Change colours on screen - up to 32 from 4096 shades! 
* Preview before printing - reallocate symbols if required! 
* Professional output - grid/symbol /key/size/stitch count! 
* Uses standard Amiga IFF picture files! 
* New version - (V3.4) - toads of new features! 
* Built-in art package* ALL you need to design pom scratch! 
Please make cheques/RCX payable to: 
J, Tullin 
11 Highwell Gardens, Felling, TVne & Wear NE10 ONB 
Tel: mi 438 3204 ML I l.llll JJPlWmfflffJJIJ ! !■ 
Upgrades from olde^ere!ons*n>aila^^ 

ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 115 and 270 original, nigh quality, images for use with Amiga art and OTP 

programmes - Deluxe Paint. Pagesetter, Pro Page, Pag&stream, Wordworth, Penpal etc. 
i. Pets     2. Castles, cottages A Churches     3, Trees 

4. Signs & symbols       s. Wild Animals      6. Prehistoric Life 
7. Signs & symbols II      a Weddings & family occasions 

£6.99 each - Buy 3 or more for onty £6 each - Over 1400 images for only £48 
^ Inclusive of 1 st class P&P. 

Please make cheques/PCs payable to ARTWORKS 
(Dept ASh) 1, Pond View, Wootton, Ulceby, &Humberside. DN39 6SF » 0469 588138 

EARN &POUNDS with your 

% MICRO 
Financial Security - New car - Holiday 

Your Micro can give you all of this and MORE. The make 
and power is irrelevant - Any micro will become a goldmine 
if you follow just a few simple instructions. 
Working for others will never get you rich - but we will show 
how working from home can open the door to undreamed of 
riches. You already possess the tools to guarantee your 
financial security - now take ike most important step of 
your life and send for our FREE information pack detailing 
how to set up your own 

HOME MICRO BASED BUSINESS 
NOTE - unlike several other advertisers we do NOT offer Just a small flimsy 
printed booklet of Ideas, but we DO offer a complete get you started package 
Including training/reference material, cut price sources, software and backup. 

For FREE details, send SAE to 
'PFV\ 3 Greaves Way, Bishops Itchington, Warks, CV33 OPY 

TELEPHONE: 0101-206-456-7656 IJVTEf   f AMDIIfCBC 3929 MARTIN WAY + SUITE D 
FAX: 0101-206-456-7657   111 I El   VWflflr U I tK5 OLYMPfA. WASHINGTON 98506 

★ PAY BY VISA * MASTERCARD * WIRE TRANSFER * BANK DRAFT *    * USfl * 

★ ★ ★ ★ *T0LL FREE INTERNATIONAL ORDER LINE * MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 4:00PM - 1:00AM * * * * * 

★ ★★★★★0800  891 224****** 

★ * FREE DHL 2 DAY INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING ON MOST ORDERS OVER £200 * SOME IMPORT COSTS EXTRA 

For 
each 

2MB memory 
add £59,95 

For 512K 
Shadow RAM 
add £9.95 

BLIZZARD TURBO MEMORY BOARD 

Memory Board 
for the 
A500/A500+ 
Unpopulated 
£129.95 

= 

D KB MECACHIP 500/2000 

increase 
your 500 or 

2000 to 
2MB of 

Chip RAM, 
Includes 

2MB Agnus 
£149.95 f 1 

RocHard 500 IDE/SCSI 
★ No Drive, No Memory £114.95 
★ Maxtor 130MB 

No Memory £299.95 
* Or add any hard drive dj*-* 
listed below to the 
"no drive" price. 

★ For each 
2MB memory 
Add £39.90 

ACCELERATORS 
CSA Mepa Midget Racer 25mlv 68662 £249.95 CSA Mepa MUQOI Place? 36mhz 6B8B2 £319.95 CSA 33 SpecHl 33>50mhz 66662 £439.95 
Progressive 2amhz 040/500 4MB £699.95 Progressive 26mhz Q4Q/2000 £979.95 Mercury 28mhz (MOfoi A3OO0 El 399.95 Zens 2Smhz 040 for A2000 £1429.95 

* GVF acceleratorsavailable - call lor prices 
AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 

Kickstan T.3 ROM £19.95 Kickstari 2.0 ROM £24.96 
Fitter Agnus 1MB £23.95 Fatter Agnus 2MB £47.95 Sniper Beni&e £22.95 CIA 2rnhu 8620 £5,45 tCn Kickback > RDM Switcher El 9.95 

MODEMS 
S jprarr rJeir 2400 £54.95 SopraFAXmodem 2400 £99.95 
SgpraFAXmodem V.32iii5 14400 baud £199.95 * us Rabaiics madams available -- call for prices 

MEMORY CHIPS BARE HARD DRIVES   HHARD DRIVE CONTROLLERS!      MEMORY BOARDS 
1MB X 8 SIMM eons 
4M8 X S SIMM BDns 
1MB XI DIP 80ns, 
256K X 4 DIP :!:;■: , 
1MB X 4 DIP 80ns 
1 MB X4 Static ZIP 70ns 

£19.95 
£84.95 

£2.26 
£245 

£14.95 
£■3.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Golden Image JIN Mouse £11.95 
flacTflc Amiga Mouse £i 3.9& 
KA-1 Keyboard Adapter £37.95 
CDTV KeybMrt CODteClor £9.95 
CDTV Briek-ette Jaysnck/MDuse/Auto E35 95 
RocLrte AV 3.5" Ivory/Blac* £47.95 
Sitpercard Ami II Copier E24 95 
Sybil Harawaflj/Soltware System £49.95 
RocMale 35" HD Enclosure £64.95 
GE Scanner nl To jcr Up £99.95 
Softool ZOOwait A500 Power £54.95 
PowBf Plus 20W 230watt £119.95 
AMAS U MlDf/Diflitizer £59.96 
Studio 1&VAD10t212bll Sourwt £379.95 
386SX Bridgeboard £379.95 
Archive Python DAT 2-0 GIG £399.95 

+ 3.5" Low Proflla or Hall-Hi Maxtor 130MB SCSI 
Maxtor 213MB SCSI 
Maxtor 340MB SCSI 
Maxtor 535MB SCSI 
Quantum 42MB SCSI ELS 
Quantum 120MB SCSI 
Maxtor 80M8 IDE 
Maxtor 130MB IDE 
Maxtor 213MB IDE 
Maxtor 340MB IDE 

* Larue Capacity 5.25" Full H 
Maxtor 1.2GB SCSI 
Maxtor 1.7GB SCSI 
Conner 44MB 2.5' IDE 
Conner 124MB 2.5' IDE 

* Diner hard drive sizes and rands 
 -idil far prices 

£2^9.95 
£369.95 
£579.95 
£749,95 
£149.95 
£244,95 
£174.95 
£214.95 
£319.95 
E559.95 

t * 
£1064,95 
£1259.95 

£124.95 
£36995 

available 

CD-ROM DRIVES 
Chinon CDS 431 internal C0-flOM £279.95 
Chinon CDX 431 External CD-ROM £369.95 
AsimCDFS File System «/ Fred Fish CD-ROM £37.95 

* Amiga Sflfl Canlra 1 IVS Trumpcartf 500 SCSI ers * £79.95 
AUIDE 40 Kit IDE £69.95 
Da^atlyer Express MIBM IDE £116.95 
Dataflyer Express 8MR4) SCSI £124.95 
Dataftyer Express flMBA) IDE/SCSI £149.95 Dataflyer 500 SCSI £94.95 
Daiaftyer 500 HEME £39.95 

* Amiga 20MCMlrt HI* 
Nexus 20Q0 8MB« SCSI £129.95 Dalatlyer 2000 IDE £54.95 Dalaltyer 2000 SCSI £ii9.95 
* CaH lor prices on GVP controllers and custom hard 

tfrive, controller and memory combinations 
REMOVEABLE MEDIA 

D-MI20MB FlopticaJ Drive, Inlarnal 7m 95 DM120MB Flopticai Drive, External £349.95 
20MB Optical Disk £13.95 SyQuest 44MB Internal £249.95 
SyQuest 44MB Cartridge £49.96 
SyOues; 03MB Internal £299.95 
SyQuest 9SMB Cartridge £69.95 DMIH/W Optical 128MB E*t £999.95 

* Amiga 500 Memory * 
Eureka 512k w/ clock 
Baseboard 4MB/D 
Supra RAM 500RX 8MB/2M6 

* Amiga 500 Plus Memory * 
Baseboard Plus IMBM 
Baseboa.d Plus 4MBA) 

* Amiga GQ0 Memory * 
Baseboard 6011MB/0 w/ drxk 
Basefroard 601 IMB/Ow/octock 

* Amiga 2033/3000 Memory i 
rjaijUyer RAM 50O/20O0 3MBJO 
Aries 2000 Memory Board ftMB'D 
6-Olden Imaoe A2000 HAM BMB/2MB 
PraflAM 3000 64MB/0 
CSA 512X Static RAM 70ns 
CSA 4MB Memory Board MMR 
DKB 2632 112MB.4MB RAM A26M 

£13.95 
£49.95 

£114.95 
£10-95 
L49.95 

£19.95 
i ll 95 
£59.55 
£7495 

£109.95 
£229.95 

£66.95 
£269.95 
£329,95 

VIDEO HARDWARE 
Flicker Free Video II NTS&PAL 
CNCTV 24blt Colour PAL 
DMF FieBOlver'A* NTS&'PAL 

£159.96 
£299.95 
£649.95 
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Professional Draw 3 is the 
latest version of Gold 
Disk's structured 
drawing package. ltTs 

been a long time coming; version 2 
was released way before Amiga 
Shopper was born, and rather than 
review an 'old' program I've been 
waiting impatiently for version 3. 
Impatiently r because Gold Disk first 
told me the 'specs' for version 3 
more than a year ago. 

A 'hotlink' to Professional Page 3 
was promised. Adobe Type 1 
typeface support was hinted at. 
And 24-bit support, gradient fills, 
plus a magical feature called 
Genies, which sounded pretty 
neat and, as ProPage 3 
owners know, turned out to 
be the wonderful interactive 
ARexx scripts. It all 
happened just as Gold Disk 
said it would, We'll talk 
about these new features 
later. Best we start at 
the beginning though. 

Structured 
drawings are intended 
solely for publishing 
purposes, not to ogle at on the 
screen, Their aim in life is to print 
out at the highest resolution your 
printer is capable of, be it a 9-pin 
dot-matrEx or a high resolution image- 
setter. Structured drawings are the 
illustration equivalent of 'outline' 
typefaces. And just like outline 
typefaces they can use lots of 
memory and take a while to render 
on the screen and to the printer. 

SQUIGGLY STRUCTURES 
All drawings in ProDraw are created 
from single structures called 
'objects'. An object is a shape - a 
line, a curve, a rectangle, an ellipse, 
and so on. All objects have 
'attributes', colour and thickness for 
example. As a drawing progresses, 
two or more objects can be grouped 
together to form a single object. To 
ProDraw, the squiggles you have 
made are not a collection of coloured 
dots, they are a structure that is held 
in memory as a description. 

This description is rendered on 
the screen at the screen's 
resolution, which is approximately 
65-75 dots per inch (dpi) depending 
on what monitor you are using* 
Diagonal lines and curves will look 
jagged on the screen, but when 
printed, structured drawings render 
at the printer's resolution, which is 
normally a much higher 300 or 360 
dpi. If you printed them on a 
professional imagesetter they would 
print at 1,270 dpi, or whatever is the 
resolution of the imagesetter. 

Structured drawings are held in 
memory as a description of the 
image, rather than the image itself. 
It's left to the output device (screen, 
printer, imagesetter...) to draw the 

image from the description. 
If you are used to creating 

pictures with a paint program, be 
warned, creating the same things as 
structured drawings will be a 
different ball game. It's no good 
sitting there complaining that 
"Deluxe Paint doesn't do it that 
way", you have to learn a whole new 
set of skills. Creating pictures with a 
paint program is like putting oils on 
canvas; structured drawing is more 
iike using a combination of pencil, 
crayon, bendy-wire, sticky-back 
coloured paper and Plasticine 

pancakes. Objects are 

An 
object in 
ProDraw consists of 
lots of control points (the black 
squares) that describe the line or 
curve between adjacent points. 
The best way to work with control 
points is In Wireframe mode so 
that fill patterns and line 
thicknesses don't get In the way 

defined by 'control points\ A straight 
line, for example, will normally have 
two control points, one at each end* 

Control points are not fixed, they 
can be moved around at will. Moving 
either of the control points of a 
straight line would simply change the 
angle of the line. But if there was a 
control point in the middle of the 
line, moving that would cause the 
line between the two end points to 
bend in the same direction as the 
middle control point - a bit like what 
would happen if you pinned a length 
of elastic down at each end and then 
lifted up the middle a little bit 

Apart from the start and end 
'anchor1 points of lines and open 
curves, each control point is 
connected to two other control 
points, one on either side of it, so 
moving the control point changes the 
description of the line that joins It to 
its partners, The part of the line 
between two control points is called 
a segment". Once you've wrapped 
your head around this, the rest is 
just practice and experimentation, 

CUP SERVICE 
Individual objects or groups of 
objects are saved as Clips, which is 
Gold Disk's own structured drawing 

of things to come 

Put a little structure into your 

drawings with Professional Draw 

3.0 - Jeff Walker draws on the 

wealth of possibilities offered by 

this latest release,.. 

Pratrs.s\<tASl Brw W.I I IM2 hid Disk Uc ■ H^II-I^ 

In black & white mode the screen 
refresh is much quicker and different 
colours can be distinguished by 
different dither patterns 

format. These Clips can be imported 
by PageStream, ProPage and 
PageSetter IU but not Saxon 
Publisher, which prefers the rival IFF- 
OR2D structured drawing format that 
ProVector uses. 

Clips can be saved Individually, 
or you can save many of them 
together in one file. When such a 
'library' is opened by another 
program you will be presented with a 
list of Clips and asked which one you 

want to import. 
A ProDraw 

project, which may 
contain many pages, 
is called a 'folio1. The 
whole folio can be 
saved as a single 
file, or each 
individual page may 
be saved separately. 
These files are not 
the same format as 
'documents' and 
'pages' in ProPage or 
PageSetter H, only 

~~ the clip files are 
interchangeable, 

The program can import (and 
print if required) IFF-ILBM bitmap 
graphics up to 24-bit standard 
(16.7m colours). To conserve 
memory bitmap graphics are 
displayed on-screen in a maximum of 
four shades of grey; in almost all 
circumstances this is enough colour 
to enable you to work with the 
graphic, even if it s really a 16 J 
million colour one. In black-and-white 
mode ProDraw replaces these 
shades of grey with dithered 
patterns. 

Encapsulated PostScript Format 
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{EPSF, more commonly called just 
EPS) may also be imported, but 
these can be output only to 
PostScript printers or to a PostScript 
file, and they cannot be displayed on 
the screen. Instead you get a shaded 
rectangle. This rectangle can be 
scaled, cropped and rotated, but 
that's all, and you are working blind 
so the feature is of limited use, 

With Wireframe off the drawing can 
be viewed in WYSIWYG, but It takes 
longer to render on the screen 

To display and enable you to edit 
and manipulate EPS flies, ProDraw 
would have to include a full-blooded 
PostScript interpreter in order to 
convert the EPS format data into its 
own Clip format. This would add 
considerabiy to the cost of the 
program, and not everyone needs 
EPS support. Perhaps a better 
solution would be a separate EPS-to- 
Clip conversion utility. If there's a 
demand for it. I'm sure Gold Disk 
would consider developing it. So 
shout loud at Gold Disk if you want 
it, but don't expect it to take any 
notice of you unless you are a 
registered user* 

The main reason people want on- 
screen EPS support is because there 
is an enormous library of PD and 
commercial structured clip art 
available, most of it created with the 
famous Adobe illustrator program on 
the Macintosh. But more and more 
Amiga structured art is becoming 
available in Clip format, on the PD 
scene as well as commercial. 

Another way to build up a large 
library of Clips is to use the Trace 
program that comes with ProDraw. 
This utility is able to turn 1FF-ILBM 
bitmap graphics into structured 
drawings. Its main use is for 
converting black-and-white line art, or 
simple pictures that contain just a 
few solid colours. 

Although Trace will do it if you 
insist, it is not sensible to convert 
16 level grey or 32-colour bitmaps of 
scanned photographs, or any other 
bitmap that is both colourful and 
complicated, ft will take a very long 
time to trace - we're talking hours 
and hours here - and the resuitant 

file will be of an enormous size, 
probably weli over a megabyte, which 
will take maybe an hour to load into 
ProDraw or a DTP program. 

It can take a while to convert 
even a simple black-and-white 
bitmap, and the results are not 
always perfect. You are able to 
adjust a 'Fit' parameter that decides 
how accurately the bitmap is traced - 

the higher the Fit 
figure, the smoother 
the curves will be, 
but the less accurate 
the result, The Trace 
program mustn't be 
looked on as a 
perfect solution to 
converting bitmaps 
to structured 
drawings, It's doing a 
very difficult job - 
which is why it takes 
so long - and it does 
the best it can. ft 
makes a fairly good 
job of tracing 

company logos, cartoony art and 
simple diagrams, both in black-and- 
white and colour, 

DRAWING SKILLS 
If you use ProDraw merely to import 
clip art, even if you are editing the 
drawings after importing them, youfre 
only scratching the program's surface. 

1W  l.nlM ')".K   int.   full,.    Ui.r.r ,■: 

A traced bitmap may end up 
containing many thousands of 
control points, every single one of 
which you may alter the position 

The common failacy is that you 
have to be "born artistic' or 'have a 
gift for art' to be able to draw. 
Poppycock! Drawing is nothing more 
than attention to detail and practice. 
If you have a desire to draw, then 
you can learn, 

ProDraw provides you with four 
basic drawing tools. The Pen tool is 
for drawing straight lines and curves, 
both of which can be constrained to 
45 degree angles if you like; the 
rectangle tools draws rectangles, 
which can be constrained to 
squares; the Ellipse tool draws 
ellipses, which can be constrained to 
circles. The Freehand tool lets you 
draw freehand - inexact for sure, but 

useful for the twiddly bits, especially 
at high magnification. Everything you 
draw will begin with shapes drawn 
with these four tools. 

Any number of extra control 
points can be added to any line or 
segment, allowing you draw a rough 
approximation of the subject and 
then 'pull' and 'push' the shapes 
about until they are the correct 
shape, very much like moulding with 
day. For instance, to draw a profile 
of a face you could start with an 
ellipse. By adding three contrai 
points at the relevant position you 
could pull the middle of these 
inwards to make the dent where the 
eye is. Similarly, control points can 
be added in order to shape the nose, 
mouth, chin and so on. 

If at some point you need to 
open1 an enclosed shape - to create 

a neck for the head to sit on for 
example - there is a tool that allows 
you to xcuf through a line at any 
control point, after which the two 
'loose ends' can be moved away 
from each other. 

Eventually you reach a point 
where a new object is required - to 
draw an ear for example. So you drag 
out an approximate shape and begin 
the moulding process again. 

One of the best ways to learn 
how to draw with ProDraw is to 
import a black-and white bitmap of 

some line art and use 
the drawing tools to 
trace over the lines 

iiMM by hand. 
Unlike ProPaget 

I which has pre-set 
magnification levels, 
ProDraw will let you 
magnify to any level. 
Using the mouse to 

- drag a box over the 
I area to be magnified 
I you can zoom in to a 
I maximum 
I magnification of 800 
| percent, so that the 

whole screen displays about a one 
inch square of the page. At this level 
of magnification the Freehand tool 
comes into its own for adding those 
little touches, a spot of reflection in 
the pupil of the eye for example. 

DIFFERENT WORK MODES 
There are various modes in which 
you can work. The sexiest mode is 
Colour with Wireframe switched off 
(WYSIWYG mode). 

Colours are specified as RGB 
values of 0-15 each, allowing for the 
standard Amiga 4T096 colours in 
total, or you can use YMCK (yellow, 
magenta, cyan, black) percentages, 
giving a theoretical maximum palette 
of one hundred million, although only 
up to 65,000 colours can be defined 
and present in the requester at once. 

New to version 3 is the database 
of more than 700 predefined 

i 

1 Pantone' colours. 
ProDraw uses dithered colours to 

simulate a large number of colours 
on-screen - about 1,000 of them. 
While these are by no means exactly 
accurate representations of the 
colours that will be printed, it's the 
best you are going to get without 
expensive 24-bit hardware and 
software. Professionats will be using 
known YMCK values from a colour 
chart anyway, so the important thing 
is that you can see the difference 
between colours on-screen* 

Tints of colours can be quickly 
defined by entering a percentage 
after the name of a predefined colour 
- "Blue 50%n for example - the 
program does the rest. 

With Wireframe switched off all 
lines wiil be displayed in their 
specified colours and thicknesses, 
and objects that are filled will be 
displayed filled with the specified 
colour. The more complex your 
drawing becomes, the longer it will 
take for the screen to render. As in 
ProPage, the ProDraw screen refresh 
can be interrupted by clicking the 
right mouse button, enabling you to 
crack on with work after the part of 
the drawing you are interested in has 
been rendered without having to wait 
for the rest of it. 

MONO FOR SPEED 
Toggling into Black & White mode will 
speed things up, colours being 
replaced with fill patterns composed 
of black and white dots. If your work 
is going to be printed in 
monochrome, this is the most 
sensible mode to work in. 

Rendering can be speeded up 
even further by switching Wireframe 
on. In this mode no colours or line 
thickness are displayed, just the 
pixel-thin outlines of the shapes. 
Once you are used to the system this 
is by far the most productive mode to 
work In, switching Wireframe off, and 
toggling into colour every now and 
then to check that everything's OK, 

Another new feature in version 3 
is the ability to switch individual 
objects into Wireframe while 
everything else remains WYSIWYG. 
This gives you the best of both 
worlds - the ability to work in 
WYSIWYG mode and a faster screen 
refresh as you can toggle every 
object except the one you are 
working on into Wireframe, or 
Outlines' as the menu item calls it 

to distinguish it from actual 
Wireframe mode. 

Remember that if Wireframe is 
on, colours and tine thickness will 
not be displayed, even if you are in 
colour mode. To see line thicknesses 
and colours, Wireframe must be off. 
The Wireframe menu item will have a 
tick next to it if it is on. 

Line weights can be anything 
from a 'hairline' - the thinnest tine 
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any particular output device can 
produce - up to enormous thick- 
nesses that are bigger than the 
maximum page size of 48in by 48in. 
There are nine styles of line to 
choose from - one solid and eight 
dashed and dotted - and you can 
invent your own pattern. Connected 
lines can join in one of four ways: 
mitre, round, bevel or butt. 

One small disappointment is that 
there are no fill patterns at all. For 
monochrome work these can be 
especially useful , and it's very 
puzzling that Gold Disk's budget 
PageSetter II DTP program has this 
feature, and ProPage has some pre- 
defined fill patterns, but ProDraw has 
none. Wonder why? 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 
The real power of the program is in 
its ability to create special effects at 
the click of a few buttons, effects 
that would take hours to create by 
hand. 

Gradient fills are new to version 
3. In previous versions you could 
simulate this effect to a certain 
extent by using the Blend feature 
(which is still present), but now you 
can create those marvellous filled 
backgrounds that change smoothly 
from one colour to another, or from 
dark to light, much more easily, 

Both radial and linear fills are 
supported. Radial fills are those that 
start off as a circle and change 
colours in a specified number of 
steps radiating out from it until the 
edges of the object are reached. Any 
shape may have a radial fill, not just 
a circle. The classic example is of a 
gradually shaded sphere with a white 
highlight where a bright light is 
reflecting off it It simulates a kind of 
3D effect. The centre of the radial fill 
can be placed anywhere within the 
object, the start and end colours can 
be anything you like - white to black, 
green to red, yellow to orange - and 
the number of steps can be anything 
from 2 to 2,000; the program 
calculates the colours required to 
blend the start colour into the end 
colour, 

Linear fills can be tilted to any 
angle in 0.1 degree steps. Again the 
start and end colours can be any of 
your choosing, and the number of 
steps is between 2 and 2,000. But 
linear fills don't have centres , so you 
can't, for example, automatically 
simulate the effect of looking down 
on a bevelled tile by having a light 
shaded centre point [the peak of the 
tile) getting darker down the four 
triangular sides, This would have to 
be done in four steps by drawing four 
joined triangles that form a square 
and then shading each one 
individually. 

The aforementioned Blend 
feature has two uses. Firstly it can 
be used to turn one simple object 

into another simple object, using a 
specified number of steps. The 
starting and ending objects may 
contain a different number of control 
points, so itTs perfectly possible to 
turn any shape into any other shape 
- a straight line into a circle for 
example. But this doesn't work with 
drawings that are composed of 
several objects (groups or 
"compound' objects), only with 
simple objects - single objects 
created with the Pen, Rectangle, 
Ellipse, Freehand or Grid tools. 

At the same time as changing 
shape, the colour of the first object 
can be blended into the colour of the 
second object, in much the same 
way that the gradient fills work 
except this time It is each object in 
the transformation that takes on the 
next colour in the blend. 

To help you keep everything in 
line there is a customisabfe grid that 
can be "snapped1 to, plus several 
features that allow a selected group 
of objects to be aligned with each 
other. These come in handy for 
centring graphics or text between the 
left and right hand margins on a 
poster, for example, or for laying 
objects exactly on top of each other. 

A group of objects can be turned 
into a compound1 object. This will be 
used most often to create 'holes' in 
existing objects. 

Say you had drawn 
a wall of a house as a 
coloured rectangle, 
and you had also 
drawn a small chair 
that you would like to 
be seen through a 
window in this wall. 
One way would be to 
draw a white rectangle 
for the window and 
place it on the wall, 
then place the chair 
on the white rectangle. 
It would look like you 
were viewing the chair 
through a window. But 
a better way would be to draw the 
window on the wallT group the 
window and the wall together and 
make them a compound object. This 
turns the rectangle for the window 
into a real hole in the wall So you 
can now place the wall on top of the 
chair, and the chair will be visible 
through the window. 

HELPFUL TOOLS 
Scaling, or resizing, objects or 
groups of objects can be achieved 
either by clicking on the Scaling tool 
and dragging control points, or by 
double clicking on the Scaling tool 
and entering percentage figures for X 
and Y directions. 

A number of other tools bring up 
a requester when double clicked. The 
Null Pointer tool brings up an Object 
Position requester that allows an 

object to be positioned more 
accurately and more quickly than by 
hand. The Zoom tool brings up a 
Screen Scale Factor requester that 
will take factors from 25 per cent 
(0.25) to 800 per cent (8.0). These 
above three features are actually 
part of the program, the next four 
double-clickers' are actually 'Tool 

Genies\ I'll talk about Genies later, 
but for the moment 
it's enough to know 
that with a knowledge 
of ARexx you are able 
to edit these Tool 
Genies, or create new 
ones that work with 
the other tools. 

Double clicking 
the Marquee tool (the 
one that groups 
objects) puts up a 
requester that allows 
you to group objects 
according to their 
attributes. For 
instance you could 
group all objects that are a certain 
colour, all objects that are circles, ail 
objects that are EPS files, all objects 
that are of a certain size or within the 
bounds of specified co-ordinates^. 
This feature helps enormously when 
you want to make wholesale changes 
to the attributes of objects. 

Double clicking the Pen too! 

there's indirect support for Adobe 
Type 1 typefaces in the form of the 
FontManager utility that converts 
these to Compugraphic. 

The Supplement Manual says 
that ProDraw 3.0 can use standard 
Workbench 2 Compugraphic 
typefaces as well as the "Gold Disk" 
kind, as used by PageSetter U and 
ProPage. 
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Text handling is much improved with 
direct Compugraphic support and a 
supplied utility that will convert 
Adobe Type 1 to Compugraphic. 
Many new features allow you to set 
text juts the way you want them 

results in a requester asking for the 
number of sides and the radius of 
the polygon you want to draw. Enter 
5 and you get a pentagon, 6 for a 
hexagon,., you get the idea. 

For the Ellipse tool you are asked 
for width and height figures, much 
quicker than dragging it out by hand. 
For the Rectangle tool it's width and 
height, plus a radius parameter for 
drawing boxes with rounded corners. 

One tool I've not mentioned yet 
is the Text tool. This has had major 
changes made to it since version 2. 
It now directly supports 
Compugraphic typefaces, plus 

Special effects can be created easily 
and quickly. Here the Distort and 
Rotate tools have been used to give 
the logo some perspective 

Can it, by golly? I wish they'd tell 
me howl There are no instructions 
concerning this in the manual, and 
i've faffed about until blue in the 
face trying to get it to use the 
Compugraphic typefaces supplied 
with Workbench 2. I eventually 
managed to get ProDraw to 
recognise and use CGTimes by 
assigning the logical device CGFonts: 
to ' Fonts :_B u I let_0 utl i ne s', re- 
installing the program and running 
ProDraw's CG„Update program, but 
no way would it let me get at 
CGTriumvirate or LetterGothic* 

Still, it works with the Gold Disk 
kind OK, and most people will be 
using a large library of these so ! 
guess it's not too much of a problem 
right now, Definitely something Gold 
Disk needs to sort out though. 

The Text requester is much 
enhanced- Tracking and Kerning 
distances can be specified, as in 
version 2, but new to version 3 is 
Line Spacing, Shear, X and Y Bold, 
and Aspect Ratio. 

For the life of me I canTt get the 
automatic Kerning feature to work - 
not even with the Gold Disk 
Compugraphic typefaces which are 
supposed to contain correct kerning 
information. On or Off, it seems to 
make no difference; instead I have to 
enter a negative Tracking distance. 

The addition of Line Spacing may 
give you a clue that ProDraw now 
allows you to type text directly on to 
the page - when you press the 
Return key the cursor is moved to 
the start of the next line, directly 
underneath the start of the text 
above, distanced from the line above 
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Line Spacing amount, specified 
either as a percentage or an actual 
measurement in inches, centimetres 
or picas and points. 

Eight sizes of text from 24pt to 
I44pt are available on buttons, or 
you can enter a custom point size 
into a gadget, up to lT440pt, which 
is twice the maximum size in 
ProPage. 

ft hitter QTL« GSnl- Trxt la f iRttitt Lcttvra QRrwrit Curve Text Stni 

manipulated in the same ways as 
any other object. Should you want to 
justify some lines of text, a special 
menu item will spilt the object into 
one object per line of text, and the 
Align facility can be used to left, right 
or centre justify. Another menu item 
will completely ungroup the text - 
Text -> Graphic as the menu item 
calls it - allowing you access to each 

and every control 
point of every 
individual character. 

DREAM GENIES 
What makes ProDraw 
3,0 really special are 
the Genies* For these 
to work you need 

I ARexx (which comes 
I free with Workbench 
2) installed and 
running. 

mat 

Text can be quickly aligned with any 
curve, no matter how vriggjy 

Shear is entered in degrees, -45 
to 45 in 0.1 degree steps, the effect 
of this being to slope text backwards 
or forwards. If you need to shear to a 
greater angle than this (unlikely) then 
you can use the Distort tool, which 
will shea' vertically as well as 
horizontally. The Distort tool will also 
enable you to 'bendh objects or 
groups of objects, and alter their 
perspective. 

X and Y Bold affect the horizontal 
and vertical strokes of characters, A 
zero percentage is the normal 
typeface, 100 per cent is similar to 
the normal bolded typeface, -100 per 
cent would approximate a light' 
version of the typeface. The overall 
size of the characters does not 
change, just the thicknesses of the 
strokes. I've found that it works fine 
with commercial Compugraphic faces 
like those supplied with ProPage and 
those in the Outline Fonts pack, but 
I've had no success here with the 
scores of PD faces that have been 
converted to Compugraphic from 
Adobe Type 1. 

Aspect Ratio affects the width of 
characters, so a figure of 50 per cent 
would result in characters that are 
half as wide as normal. 

The old ProDraw \pdfont' 
typefaces are still supported should 
you require to use them (Times and 
Triumvirate PDraw typefaces are the 
only two typefaces that come with 
the pack age) h and everything in the 
Text requester works with them 
except for X and Y Bolding. 

To begin with, text typed with one 
use of the Text tooJ (that is, until you 
hit the Null Pointer tool) is seen as a 
single object, even if it is spread over 
a number of lines. This object can be 

More than half 
of the Supplement 
Manual (about 35 
pages of it) details 

the ARexx commands and the 
Function and Tool Genies. Over 30 
Function Genies are provided, which 
do jobs as mundane as copying and 
deleting a range of pages, through 
useful jobs like converting colours to 
shades of grey, up to incredibly 
powerful things like drawing flower- 
like objects and plotting 
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The Genies are a wonderful 
Invention, there's even one that 
enables text files to be Imported into 
a rectangular region, making It 
easier to set and manipulate 
paragraphs of text for things like 
publicity leaflets 

mathematical functions. 
Sets of often used object 

attributes can be turned into Style 
Tags, enabling you to create other 
objects quickly in the same style - 
with the same fill colour and line 
colour, line join, line pattern and line 
weight. 

You may have used programs 
that have 'ARexx ports' before. You 
might have looked at the 
documentation for the ARexx 
commands and thought "Sod that for 
a game of soldiers". You may have 
used programs that come with a few 

ARexx scripts supplied attached to 
function keys. But Gold Disk's 
Genies, although they are just ARexx 
scripts, are like nothing you have 
seen before. 

Genie selection is carried out via 
a normal file requester which lists all 
itie Genies available. An About 
button will tell you more about the 
selected Genie (actually itTs the first 
'comment line' of the script) and 
after executing a Genie you will get 
either another requester asking you 
to specify more details (line weights, 
colours and so on) or prompts along 
the title bar asking you to do some 
action like click on an object. 

The system Integrates so 
seamlessly that if you didn't know it 
was an ARexx script, you'd think it 
was just another ProDraw feature. 

There's even a Genie Editor built 
into ProDraw (not a separate 
program) which is basically a very 
simple text editor. You can edit 
existing Genies, or create new ones. 
But you'll need to learn about ARexx 
and ProDraw*s ARexx commands first 
of course- It isn't that difficult. It's 
easier than programming in BASIC. 
The best way to learn is probably to 
study the supplied Genies and then 
alter them slightly to see what 
happens, but a good book on ARexx 
wouldn't go amiss. 

Like its sister DTP program, 
ProDraw 3 demands 
hefty system 
requirements - a hard 
drive and at least 2Mb 
of memory. To activate 
the 'hotlink' to 
ProPage 3-which 
means you can send 
clips from ProPage 
straight to ProDraw for 
editing, and then back 
to ProPage again - 
both programs must 
be up and running, 
meaning 4Mb 

 minimum. 
To those who 

can't afford it this might appear to be 
a bit of an 'elitist1 attitude, but 
anyone who owns a hard drive will 
tell you what a world of a difference 
it makes. It's not so much the 
greater speed and storage capacity, 
although these are important of 
course, it's first and foremost the 
fact that all the 'system1 flies which 
almost every piece of Amiga software 
requires are easily available on the 
one 'volume' - no more making up 
bootable disks that don't work 
properly because you (or the 
installation program) forgot to copy 
an important file into the correct 
directory. 

The memory requirements are so 
high because the program is doing 
jobs that require iots of memory. 
Whether you can afford it or not, you 
can't fit a quart into a pint pot It's a 

wossname, that. Fact of something. 
Life. 

No program is ever perfect, there 
are always bugs and room for 
improvement, but ProDraw 3.0 
provides exceptional power 
combined with quality output at an 
extremely attractive price, especially 
considering a whole disk of 
structured art is thrown in free of 
charge, © 

OOCJOOOOCXJ 

SHOPPING LIST 

Professional Draw 3.0. £129*95 
by Gold Disk Inc 
POBOK 789, 
Streelsville, 
Mcssissauga, Ontario, 
Canada L5M2C2 

Distributed in UK by: 
HB Marketing 
Unit 3, Poyle 14p 
Newlands Drive, 
Colnbrook SL3 ODX 

0753 686000 

Note that ProBiaw IQ 
and ProPage 3.0 can now 
be bought as one bundle 
for as Utile as £165 ar 
less. Shop around! 

CHECKOUT 

PROFESSIONAL DRAW 3 

Ease of Use        • • • • O 
Structured drawing take© a while to get 
used tor but once you get the hang of rti 
ProDraw is not difficult to master. 

Features • • • • O 
Needs to support the IFFDR2D structured 
drawing format. Plus it desperately needs 
either on-screen support for Encapsulated 
PostScript files or the ability to convert 
EPS format to Clip format. 

Speed •#•00 
I guess it's going as fast as it can, and 
there are several options to speed things 
along, but to be used productively 
structured drawing packages really need a 
faster processor than the standard 6S00O 
chip. 

Documentation    • • • O O 
The manuals are short, easy to read and 
contain plenty of pictures and stepby-step 
instructions. Could do with a tutorial on 
how to write your own Genies. 

Price Value        • • • • O 
At about the same price as a good word 
processor, ProDraw has enough powerful 
features. 

Overall rating 

Pounds per feature, the best Amiga 
structured drawing package. But to hold 
its head up in the desktop publishing 
world it desperately needs on-screen EPS 
support. Even a bitmapped representation 
would be better than an empty square. 
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★ NEWS FLASH * 
 :  

ATTENTION ALL COMPUTER OWNERS 
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WITH SERIOUSLY 

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE 

Are you considering buying a modem? Have you recently bought 
a modem? We have put together an information package that will 
save you from hours and hours of frustration and will save you 

pounds and pounds in wasted phone calls. 
Send for your free up to the minute information package. 

CRYSTAL CONCEPTS (AS) 
85 / Tanes .\rt *ntu \ \\ tg&n* w \J $EQ or t*>l 09 i2 

52, J. W7 Ihc inforauit Um ptickcigp wt* wilt ke'ttcf ytm trrff 
cbii/ig&, vaitr Hfe foret % *i 

Of 

NTERPRISES 
LKCTIOMC SEEVICES 

C/O WOOD GROUP FIRE PROTECTION, OCEAN YARD, SUFFLING ROAD, 
GREAT YARMOUTH, NORFOLK NR30 3QP 

Telephone/Facsimile. 0493 332462 (24 HOUTS) 
PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 

Any repair 

£50.00 
Including P&P 

Keyboards and "Drives extra 
MONITORS ALSO REPAIRED PLEASE ASK 

CALL ON THE ABOVE NUMBER NOW! 

FAST TURNAROUND 
We reserve the right to refuse any machine that in our opinion has 

been tampered with. 

* H00 Dpi Scanning from our Scanner 

♦ We can accept disks to run out from all Mc 
Amiga Desktop Publtsbfyig & Paint Progr 

• documents mmi be outpfa&at high res 
te&Fitm or RrmfffBtMLQm our Linot 

Tel: m 275 7132 Fax: 07T 275 7535 

MAGIC CLIP-ART COMPANY 

Output to your Printer's 
HIGHEST RESOLUTION 

fOT Auk 

At last the Amiga has some Clip-Art it really deserves! 
BIO ORIGINAL image* that do justice to your Printer, 
And because the Clips are all HIGH RESOLUTION you 
will NOT SUFFER front the u&md JAOOtES when you 
mcrease their size. All disks are presented in Slides how 
Format and are at least 95% full. A Catalogue of 
images accompany* each Disk. And remember] A lot of 
our business comes from previously satisfied Customerst 

Ctflpflfch Hrtfh *M DTP, Art W*fd hiMMilfiJ Progra mi 

Ajmjgs Modal* 
1 to 3 Disks:      £5:99 each 
4 or More Disks £4:99 each 
Make Cheques payable to: 

DB H MA HILLS 

Christmas (NEW!) 
Wedding fNEW!,>._ 
Whimsical Animals 
Funny Attention Getters 
Cotrtempory Silhouettes 
Recreations (inside j out) 

STYLE 
Cartoon 
Serio 
Cartoon 
Cartoon 

Serious 

DISKS 

MAGIC a,TP-ART COMPANY, 
84 THORPE ROAD, HAWKWELL. 

Nf HOCKLEY, ESSEX. SS5 4JT I 

if you only wish to order 
PART of a set.pleaie specify 

Di6k i. Disk2, etc etc 

*-c|r J* ^r*       ^F       ^P1       *r ^r* ^P* 

* Price Busters!! * 

♦ Graphics & General    Hardware * 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

AnitiA 24.99 
Art Department Pro 2....129,99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...34.99 
Big Alternative Scroller 2 54.99 
Broadcast Tiller 2.. ...149,99 
Deluxe Paint 4.1 .. 54.99 
Charts & Graphs - NEW! 59.99 
Expert Draw. .49.99 
Expert 4D Jr 39.99 
Font Grabber , ..19.99 
Hotlinks 49.99 
Imagine 2.0.... 169.99 
Maxiplan 4.0 39.99 
Personal Finance 
Manager Plus . 19.99 
Personal Font Maker 29.99 
Presentation Master 149.99 
Professional Calc 99.99 
Pro Draw3.0-NEW! ..89.99 
Real 3D Beginners 99.99 
Real Things - Dogs 
- NEW! 19.99 
Scala 500, 64.99 
Take 2.. ....34.99 
Video Director........ 99.99 
Vidi Amiga 12..... 84.99 
Vista Pro 2 49.99 
XCAD 2000 - NEW! ........89.99 
XGAD 3000-NEW! 279.99 

Educational 

Compendium 6 ....24.99 
Distant Suns 4.1 39.99 
Fun School 4 Series 15.99 
GB Route Plus., 29.99 
Micro Series.... ............16.99 
Tekno Amiga 59.99 

Kick Back with 1.3 ROM .39.99 
Colourburst.... ,249.99 
1.5Mb RAM with Clock....82.99 
Irivision Plus/Live 399.99 
Naksha Mouse,. 22.99 
Optical Mouse., 29.99 
Rendale 8802 inc Ext 
Cable., ....149.99 
RocGen Genlock.. 84.99 
RocGen Plus... 129.99 
RocLite Drive 54,99 
RocKey 249.99 
Podscat Graphics Tablet.179.99 
Touch Screen for Amiga229.99 
3 Button Track Ball 34.99 
Zydec Trackball. 29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive. ....49,99 
Zydee A500 1 Mb RAM 
Card 44.99 
Zydec A6001Mb RAM 
Card 44.99 
Sharp JX100 Mono 
Scanner...... .....349.99 
Sharp JX730 Colour 
Printer , 949.99 

Music & Sound 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

AD1012/Studio 16 # 
Card.. 399.99 
Aegis Sound Master ..89.99* 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 ..149.99 
Music X1,1 49.99* 
Pro Midi interlace 19.99 
Stereo Master.... , 29.99* 
Techno Sound Turbo.......29.99 

Development & Utilities   DTP & Wordproc^inq * 

3k AMOS 29.99 
AMOS 3D. .., 22.99 
AMOS Compiler.. ....19.99 

*Easy AMOS ....22.99 
Cross Dos 5.0... 24.99 

* Blitz Basic 39.99 
Can Do V1.6. 64.99 

^ Dev Pac 3.0 ..49.99 
Directory Opus.... 25.99 
HiSpeed Pascal 64.99 

* Home Accounts 2 ..36.99 
Quarterback 5.0 ..39.99 

* Turbo Print Pro 2.0 39,99 

Excellence 3.0 39.99 ^ 
Final Copy 2 64.99 
Kindwords 3.0 ...34.99 
Mini Office ...39.95* 
Page Setter 2 34.99 
Page Stream 2.2 129.99* 
Pen Pal .34.99 
Protext V5.5 ,,..99.99* 
Professional Page 3.0 ..129,99 
Transwrite 29.99* 
Wordworth 1.1 79.99 
Works Platinum..... 34.99* 

* Post & Packing add £1.50 * 

Securicor add £5.00 
* 48 hour despatch   (cheques 7 days) * 

Cheques should be made payable to Soft store 
* Access and VISA cards accepted * 

Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough SL1 6JA 

* 0628 - 668320 * 

* CALLERS WELCOME * 
-jfc 3|c s£c   .jj^   sfc   *^r^ s|c 



USERS 

* Don't send away for it WAIT! 

* Visit our showroom first 

for  

* A500, A600& 1500 Packs, 

* Books, Software, 

* Upgrades, Spares, 

* Drives, Printers, 

* Accessories 

Repair Service 

* Advice 

* Demo's 

* Discs 

Mon-Sat 

9.30 to 5.00 

091-510 3300 

QUALITY OF SERVICE 

COMES FIRST AT: 

Advance Electronics (NE) Lid 
1 Victoria Place, St Marks Road, 

091 -510 3939   Millfield, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear 

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT 
U-ich the AM TO A TMPU'lVOtrrPUT PORT 
Now you can use. your Amiga to swituh electric; 
motors, respond to sensors and control robotic devices, 
11 Outputs for rciolors etc. Up to 13 inputs for sensors + 2 
analog inputs. Easy to program in AMIGA BASIC. AMOS. GFA 
& HISOFT, 21 page User Manual. 
"All outstanding value for money product  Am iga Computing 

AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KIT £1 OFF if purchased 
  with I/O Porr. 

6 plug-in Projects, No soldering required. Includes relay module, 
motor, lilt sensor, reed switch, light bulb. 4 LEDs, powerful software on disk and FREE ''Guide to Amiga Interfacing1'. 
JUST RELEASED.. ROBOT BUGGY lOtT £17,95 Easily programmed to move fmwi reverse, turn, draw shapes etc. Requires 
I/O PorttDttat Motor Controller {£17.95}*Mains adapter '{£ 7.50J+ Buggy Disk {14}: Complete buggy package fexd I/O Port) = 144 

raammnmamanmPHMnnaBi 
Thermo & Photo sensors plug into analog inputs + superb "Amitrol" software 

(Standad mains socket), handles 1 Samps. FREE INFORMATION PACK ON ALL PRODUCTS: PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE 
Please send cheque payable to SWITCHSQFT or ring Switchsaft on 
0325 464423. Prices include P&P, Overseas add 14. II no I sahslkxl, 

i i.'iin 11 any pi rxhtcl 
ivilhin H) days Inr a 

lull refund. 
SW1TCHSOFT Dept AS1292 

smrcHsoFT   26 Ridgeway, Darlington, 
// \ A        Co. Durham DL3 OSF 

Amiga-64-Link 

• Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port )C64 Not required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

I Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
I Graphics output on dot-matrix printers      • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs      • Read/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard "Ami-64-Link" £35.25 Prices include VAT and delivery 
Budget   "Ami-64-Link" £23.50   Budget stops mutti-taskingduring printing 

York Electronic Research (0904) 6 J 0722 m^M 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE 

WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS. 

HARDWARE 
A600 + Joystick + Mouse Mat . £294.00 
A600 , £239.00 
A1500 & Software £565.00 
1084S Monitor £199.00 
GVP series 2, Hard drive 52 Meg £350,00 
1 Mes sims,. £24.00 

Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices, 

ACCESSORIES 
Amiga Int drive  
Cumana Ext drive  
Zydec E>ct drive  
512K upgrade with clock  
512K upgrade no clock  
1.5 Meg upgrade with clock  
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade.,.,..,.,,, 
8 Meg fast ram, 4 Meg populated 

....£49.00 
 £5400 
 £49.00 
..£23.50 

....£17.00 
...£79.00 
..,£37.00 

.,£169.00 

PRINTERS 
StarLC-20  
Star LC 24-10  
STAR LC100 Colour "NEW" 
Star LC200 Colour .,..„. 

I Star LC-24-2QQ Colour  

..£19.8.00 
£195.00 
.£165,00 
.,£189,00 
..£269.00 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot II £650 
Python Micro Switched , ....£8.00 
Speedking Autofire £10.50 
Competition Pro Extra £12.50 
Mini Competition Pro ..£13.50 
Maverick Autofire £12.95 
Zipstick Autofire £1295 
Intruder £21.50 
Aviator Flight Sim £23.50 

^Jet Fighter £12.99 

DISKS with labels 
Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 

3.5" DSDD 37p each 
3.5" Rainbow 44p each 
3.5MDSHD 50p each 
5.25" DSDD 2Bp each 

Branded Disks 
3.5" DSDD 45p each 
3,5" Labels per roil of 1,000 £6.50 
3.5" Tractor feed per 1,000 .£8,50 

, Please phone for bUk purchase discounts , 

STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity £0.95 
NEW 200 Cap box stackabie/lockable...... £16.50 
50 capacity lockable £3.95 
100 capacity lockable £4.50 
30 cap Banx stackable/iockabie ....£7.99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable ..£15,00 
250 cap stackable/lockable , £18.99 

Most of the above available in 3,5" and 5.25" 

Orders by phone or post to: 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782-311471 Anytime 
0782 - 642497     9am - 5.30pm week 
0630 - 653193     Eveni ng/Weekend 

54 Spring Road, 

Longton, 

Stoke-on-Trent, 

Staffs ST3 2PX 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 

500 plain white labels & software to print 
your own professional labels 

Only £9.95 
SPECIAL OFFER 

1000 labels with software £13,50 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse £1.60 
Mouse Mat £2.50 
Disk Drive Cleaner £1.80 
Amiga Dust Cover £3.50 
Monitor Dust Cover £3.50 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift , £15.99 
Amiga Light Pen & Software £32,00 
Optical Mouse £32.00 
Squik Mouse , £15.99 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories..... £22,00 
Zy-Fi Amplifier & Speakers £37.95 
Thumbs FingerTrackerba!! £19.99 
Crystal Trackball £32.00 
Action Replay Mark III , £57.00 
Techno Sound Turbo Sampler £32.00 
2 Piece Printer Stand with tray £5.70 
Midi Master..... £26.00 
Wordworth1,1 , £77.50 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand ..£8.50 

Prices include VAT 

Postage please add £3*30 

We accept cheques/ 
P-O/s/Visa/Access 

A 
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Shake, rattle 

and strum 

In the Amiga music world the guitar undeservedly 

gets little exposure. This month Paul Overaa flexes 

his plectrum and sets the record straight with a few 

pointers as to what you should consider when it 

comes to choosing a MIDI guitar 

espite how it might look, 
guitarists, like other 
non-keyboard playing 
musicians, are not 

completely left out of the 
MIDI/music revolution. They do 
however often seem to he regarded, 
and treated, as 'poor cousins' as far 
as the high-tech MIDI world is 
concerned. That said there are 
actually two areas where a guitarist 
can use MIDI. Firstly, guitar 
synthesisers, 'MIDI guitars', are 
available that can transmit the 
appropriate MIDI data as it is played 
and this enables the guitarist who 
does no want to use the more 
oonventlonal synthesiser keyboard 
to still get into Amiga MIDI 
sequencing. Secondly there are 
MIDI controllable amplifiers and 
effects units that can also be used 
by the conventional guitarist. 

As far as the first area, the MID! 
guitar, is concerned the reason that 
MIDI guitars do not get as much 
Amiga MIDI/music magazine 
coverage is because there are 
relatively few Amiga musicians who 
actually use them. This doubtless 
stems from these beasts having a 
relatively poor track record. 

MIDI GUITARS 
Converting sounds into MIDI 
information is a job which, from a 
technical viewpoint is far from easy 
and inevitably snags have been 
encountered along the development 
road. Early MIDI guitars in fact 
suffered from so many 'tracking' 
problems (resulting in wrong notes, 
notes jumping up and down by a 
semitone, notes cutting off and so 
on) that they were virtually unusable 
outside of a studio. 

Guitars, like most stringed 
instruments, are always prone to 
tuning problems and so the above 
MIDI difficulties were compounded 

especially when people tried, as they 
did, to convert ordinary guitars to 
MIDI guitars by adding specially 
designed 'MIDI pickup' units. The 
approaches, and the technology 
used, have however matured over 
the years and MIDI guitars have now 
improved to the extent where their 
use to generate MIDI data for an 
Amiga sequencer is certainly 
feasible. 

The task of converting a guitar 
note to an appropriate MIDI message 

playing fingerstyle on a MIDI guitar is 
concerned, you might as well forget 
ft...)- 

The need for playing technique 
adjustment is another thing that 
has limited the interest in the MIDI 
guitar - in short, many guitar purists 
find this a serious limitation. Not only 
do most guitarists feel 
uncomfortable about such 
restrictions, but in addition to this, 
all of the harmonics, flicks, note 
hammers, vibrato effects, etc (that 

is however still a relatively difficult 
job. 

All MIDI guitars take a bit of time 
to do the necessary conversion. It 
may only take a tenth of a second or 
so, but the result is that if you 
expect to be able to pick up a MIDI 
guitar and pfay fast or do Eddie Van 
Halen style tricks, then you are going 
to be disappointed. 

STYLE WARS 
As far as bending notes and playing 
chords go, however, most MIDI 
guitars can provide reasonable 
performance but you still have to 
adjust your playing style very much to 
the guitar rather than expect the 
MIDI guitar to adapt to your particular 
playing technique - and as far as 

Get those toes in motion with a MIDI guitar foot controller. The Boss FC-50 
six pedal controller board is Ideal for creating stunning guitar sound 

is, the things that set guitar music 
apart from other instruments) get 
lost along the way. At the end of the 
day the fact is that there is little that 
can be done on the MIDI guitar which 
couldn't be more conveniently 
achieved with a cheap synth 
keyboard anyway. 

Another snag that is sometimes 
still encountered is 'MIDI clogging1. 
This is caused by the enormous 
amounts of data that can be 
generated when you bend notes, 
Nowadays most guitar synths do 
however provide modes which can 
reduce the amount of bend 
information transmitted. Basically 
these limitations are things you have 
to live with if you want to use a MIDI 
guitar 

Casio's Professional 
PG-380 Digital Guitar is one 
instrument sure to get you noticed 

THE UPSIDE 
To be fair there are benefits as well. 
Most MfDI guitars have conventional 
pickup circuitry and audio signal 
output as well as MIDI output 
facilities, so the sounds created by 
the MIDI guitarist can come from 
both the sound modules and 
synthesisers being driven by the 
guitar s MIDI output, and form the 
output to a conventional guitar amp. 
This makes it possible to get 
excellent 'spiit sound' effects. If 
MONO mode is supported you can 
even have the six strings on six 
different MIDI channels which means 
that each string can be given a 
different synthesiser voice! 

The prices of MIDI guitars vary a 
lot and in most cases the more you 
pay, the better the instrument will 
be. At the lower end of the scale, 
prices are still likely to be in excess 
of £400, but it is possible to pick up 
far more reasonably priced items 
secondhand. Casio, for instance, 
produced a range of guitars which 
was moderately successful: items 
from this range, such as the MG- 
510, PG300 and PG380 can now be 
picked up surprisingly cheaply, 

CONTROLLABILITY'S THE 
NAME OF THE GAME 
The other main use of MIDI for a 
guitarist is in controlling other 
devices such as digital delay units, 
distortion and other effects, and 
perhaps even his or her guitar 
amplifier (a few of these are MIDI 
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Casio MG 510 - Seek and you will 
find... second-hand guitars like this 
one at amazingly cheap prices 

control! a We). This might be done as 
part of an Amiga-based sequencer 
set-up by embedding the control data 
in the song sequences themselves 
or it might be achieved by adding 
real-time control using a device which 
can generate MIDI control 
information. 

REAL-TIME CONTROL 
For real-time controlt the guitarist 
needs a unit that is convenient to 
use - remember here that, unlike 
keyboard players, a guitarist's hands 
are usually fully occupied all the 
time. Many guitarists also play 
standing up. There are quite a few 
add-on foot pedals, such as the 
Digitech PDS350G, that can send the 
appropriate program change 

messages and there are also units 
designed with the guitarist especially 
En mind. 

THE DAT AC ASTER 
One such device, called the 
Datacaster DCT-10/DCFM00 unit, 
comes from the US-based Lake 
Butler Sound Company. It enables 
you to send MIDI program change 
commands by using a ten position 
switch which is actually mounted 
onto the guitar itself. 

The DCR-100, the guts of the 
device, is a 1U rack-mounting unit 
which control-wise is a pretty simple 
affair.,, the back panel has the 
power connector and a single MIDI- 
OUT terminal, the front panel has the 
rotary click-dial bank and channel 
switches, the instrument sockets 
and an extra input terminal (for 
specialised wireless-link use). 

At the guitar end you've go to 
mount the DCT-10, the ten way 
control pot, on to the guitar. The 
DCT-10 is only a little larger than a 
normal volume/tone pot and will 
fit into most existing control 
areas quite easily. 

You could, for example, 
rewire a Strat-styfe guitar to a 

maste r-vo I u me/m a ste r-ton e 
configuration and then put the DCT- 
10 in the unused tone position. The 
alternative is to fit the DCT-10 as a 
separate control and here, unless 
you know what you're doing, the best 
idea is to have it fitted 
professionally. 

The link between the guitar and 
the DCR-100 unit is via a special 
Datacaster stereo cable. The benefit 
of this arrangement is that only one 
lead is needed between the guitar 
and the DCR-100 unit. This lead 
carries the audio signal, the power 
for the DCT-10 switch and the 
signals used to trigger the main DCR- 
100 unit 

When you change the switch 
position on the DCT-10 the main 
DCR-100 unit is triggered and that in 
turn generates the appropriate MIDI 
program change message. 

The Datacaster is certainly 
simple to use... you set the channel 
on the main unit and then select one 

The Casio PG 300 Digital 
Guitar can also be picked up 
as a bargain second-hand if 
you*re prepared to shop 
around 

of the 13 'bank' positions (numbered 
0-12). 

In bank position 0 the guitar 
control will generate program change 
messages numbered 0-9; in bank 
position 1 messages 10-19 are 
produced and so on. This means that 
unless you want to walk over to your 
rack to change the bank setting you 
are limited to generating a range of 
just ten program change numbers. 

In the past this would have been 
a pain but nowadays, providing the 
equipment you want to control has a 
user-definable program change table, 
it's not so much of a limitation 
(unless you are going to need to 
switch between more than ten 
different types of effect). 

As well as just patch selection, 
it's also possible to use the 
Datacaster in conjunction with other 
MIDI control u n i t s a nd th e o n ly re a I 

"For real-time 

control the guitarist 

needs a unit that is 

convenient to use" 

drawback to all this MIDI 
controllability magic is the price - the 
Datacaster costs £299 (including 
VAT), Nevertheless it is a useful 
gadget and could be worth its weight 
in gold if you need this sort of 
remote control capability mounted 
directly on to the guitar itself. (You 
can get further information on the 
Datacaster from Dixies Music on 
0484 512601). 

CONTROL BY TOE 
Most guitarists however tend to go 
for the foot pedal style controllers 
and one of the most popular current 
models is the Boss FO50 six pedal 
foot controller board, The FC-50 has 
six foot controls and four control 
exchange jack-sockets which can be 
used to sense the state of a number 
of external pedals or switches and 
then generate and transmit the 
appropriate MIDI controller 
messages. 

Sockets for two external 
expression pedals and two foot- 
switches are available and this 
enables MIDI volume information 
(continuous controller #7) and 
general purpose continual controller 
(#16} messages to be added to the 
MIDI output stream. The two switch 
type controller messages are 
implemented as the hold controller 
#64 and a general purpose #80 
controller (recommended FC-50 add- 
on pedals are the Roland EV5 and 
the Boss EV10). 

A controller board such as the 

FC-50 can therefore allow the 
guitarist to select particular settings 
or 'programs' remotely without the 
need to make manual changes to the 
front panel controls of their MIDI 
equipment. Some MIDI units have 
permanently fixed, pre-programmed, 
program-change relationships, so 
that sending a program change #12 
message, for example, will always 
select a particular setting, 

Other units employ somewhat 
more flexible arrangements based on 
the use of user-definable, internally 
memorised tables. The benefit of 
this latter arrangement is that the 
user can not only define the result of 
a particular program change 
command, but also edit such tables 
if it becomes necessary to do so. 
The reason I've mentioned this is 
that when you're using a controller 
like the FC-50 it is often convenient 
to arrange to use sets of program 
change values that are numerically 
close to one another, Obviously this 
is not necessarily possible when the 
unit that you are controlling uses 
fixed program-change 
correspondences. 

The FC 50 costs £158 (including 
VAT). It is both well made and 
competitively priced and as a 
dedicated foot controller it does as 
good a job as many of the more 
expensive units currently on the 
market (For more details on the FC- 
50 give Roland (UK) a call on 0252 
816181). 

AT THE AMIGA END 
if you are choosing a sequencer for 
use only with a MIDI guitar then it is 
worth remembering that not all 
sequencers are equally convenient 
when it comes to particular types of 
event editing. Sequencers which 
offer controller thinning, splitting and 
stripping facilities are particularly 
useful to have around (Dr T's KCS 
and Passport's Master Tracks Pro 
are two of the heavyweight 
sequencers that have proved their 
worth in these areas). 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 
Although I've not experienced too 
many problems with the MIDI guitars 
that I've used, it's only fair to point 
out that over the years I've heard 
more than a few MIDI guitar related 
horror stories. 

It is always difficult to tell 
whether snags arise because of real 
hardware or software faults, 
incompatibilities between particular 
combinations of equipment or 
whether they are just the result of 
the misfortunes of a user who is new 
to MIDI. As always it is usually easier 
to err on the side of pessimism and 
although not always easy to arrange, 
that ideally means trying the Amiga 
sequencing software with the actual 
MIDI guitar that you will be using. 
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Were you to pop down to your looal bookstore tomorrow, you'd 
be faced with shelves full of music books. Each one of those 
books, if you were to believe the blurb on the back, would 
promise to make the secrets of music making available to you. 

More often than not a casual book purchase {the 'yeah, this one will do'- 
syndrome) can be a disappointment when you get the book home and try to 
put alt the book's knowledge Into use. So, this month, I've decided to take a 
look at three books from PC Publishing and give a no-fuss guide to their 
contents. If you're a beginner, remember not to buy a book which jumps right 
In at the deep end - this will only leave you confused and liable to give up 
right away. In any case, one of the following should see you sorted... 

very readable. If you are new to, or 
intimidated by, computers youll find 
this material very reassuring. The 
introduction to MIDI itself provides a 
fairly standard discussion outlining 
why MIDI happened, how it works 
and the purposes of the various 
types of MIDI messages. Subsequent 
chapters deal with music software, 
sequencers/voice-editing software 
etc, and the use of MID! instruments. 

There's a useful glossary 
followed by appendices dealing with 
such things as hexadecimal numbers 
and software/sequencer checklists. 
Computers and Music neither aims 
to make you a computer genius, nor 
efoes it expect you to be one in the 
first place. It's simply been written 
for people who want to learn how to 
use computers to make music! 

COMPUTERS 

MUSIC 

fl APENfOLD 

r-—u 

J V 

£3 

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC 
- 2nd Edition 
Author: RA Penfold 
Publisher: PC Publishing 
Price: £8.95 
ISBN: 1-870775-32-5 
This edition, only just published, is 
aimed at the musician wanting to 
jump on the computer/MIDI band- 
wagon and has been updated to 
include more information on Amigas, 
PCs and the newer Atari machines. 

The first few chapters are 
devoted almost exclusively to 
computers and what they can do 
providing a 'from scratch' intro- 
duction explaining how computers 
work and looks at their keyboard 
layouts. It also explains how to get 
data into, and out ofT these beasts 

"Computers and 

Musk does not 

expect you to be a 

computer genius" 

that are slowly taking over our lives. 
From time to time there is the 

odd diversion into topics which get a 
little technical (such as the sections 
on serial and parallel ports), but on 
the whole these early chapters are 

PRACTICAL MIDI 
HANDBOOK - 2nd Edition 
Author: RA Penfold 
Publisher: PC Publishing 
Price: £6,95 
ISBN: 1-870775-13-9 
This edition, like its predecessor, is 
intended for musicians who want to 
exploit the vast capabilities of MIDI 
but have no previous knowledge of 
what MIDI can do. It covers all the 
MIDI based equipment you can use - 
keyboards, drum machines, 
sequencers, effects units etc. It also 
includes sections on the various 
types of software which are available. 

Whether you're new to music on 

the Amiga or an expert, there'll 

always be times when you need 

to lay your hands on a good 

book. Paul Overaa pours over 

three offerings from PC 

Publishing designed to help you 

through the MIDI music maze 

In a sense it continues where 
Computers and Music leaves off. 

ADVANCED MIDI 
USERS GUIDE 
Author: RA Penfold 
Publisher: PC Publishing 
Price: £9.95 
ISBN: 1-870775-1S-X 
This third book is aimed at those 
people who have previous knowledge 
of MIDI and electronic instruments 

and is designed to give readers a 
more detailed understanding of 
MIDI'S capabilities and limitations. 
The first chapter provides the usual 
explanations of the various MIDI 
message classes but after that come 
chapters on all sorts of goodies. 
There is a good account of MIDI 
routing and the chapter on 
troubleshooting even includes 
guidelines on writing simple MIDI 
analyser programs in Basic. 

A chapter on synchronisation 
includes discussions not only of MIDI 
clock syncing but SMPTE timecode 
as well (MIDI Timecode info is 
provided separately in one of the 
appendices), There isT incidentally, a 
reasonably good introductory chapter 
on MIDI programming and another on 
the format and use of system 
exclusive messages. 

Some knowledge of Basic 
programming would make some of 
the topics covered more digestible 
but on the whole you need to be a 
MIDI enthusiast not a programmer, 
to get the most from this offering, 
Perhaps the best thing about this 
particular book is that it covers its 
subject areas in a detailed, but 
general, way. This means that it is a 
useful aid to any musician regardless 
of the computers or software 
packages they are using!© 

BUYING INFORMATION 
All these books should be available from your local music store or 
bookshop, but In case of difficulty they can be obtained directly from,,. 
PC Publishing, 4 Brook Street, Tonb ridge, Kent TN9 2PJ. 
Alternatively you can give PC Publishing a call on * 0732 770893 

{Adding £1 for post & packing in the UK or £2 for overseas orders). 
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Weather forecasters 
had always believed 
that they could 
represent the world's 

weather using a complex 
mathematical model, just as 
astronomers could use maths to 
predict the positions of the planets. 
When the first computers appeared 
in the 50s and 60s the forecasters 
hoped that the new machines would 
be able to perform the multitudinous 
calculations needed to run their 
weather models. With politicians 
realising the military and economic 
Importance of 
accurate weather 
forecasting, 
considerable 
funds were 
allocated to 
meteorology, the 
science of 
weather 
forecasting, 

MODELLING 
THE 
WEATHER 
One beneficiary of 
the resulting 
forecasting boom was Edward 
Lorenz, a keen mathematician and 
experienced meteorologist who was 
quite at home writing programs on 
his rather rudimentary {in relation to 
the Amiga) computer to model 
simple weather systems. Lorenz 
simplified the weather down to a 

fluid dynamics system, sea and air 
being fluids, and chose three 
equations to represent different 
elements of the weather. Each 
equation interacted with the others, 
and although the model was very 
simple the output from it had some 
interesting similarities with the 
behaviour of real weather. The three 
equations are: 

• dx/dt = a*(y - x) 
• dy/dt = b*x - y - x*z 
• dz/dt = x*y - c*z 

LISTING 1 

REM Set up constants 
DEFDBL a-c,x-y 

b-28 
c=8/3 
dt=.01 
detail=10 
REM Set up initial J 
values of variables 
x=l 
y=i 
z=l 
REM Move to starting J 
point 
PSET(~1,0) 
FOR tM) TO 319 

FOR dummy-1 TO detail 
REM Calculate J 

increments 
dx=a* (y-x) 
dy=b*x^y-x*z 
dz=x*y-c*z 
REM Calculate new J 

values for x, y and z 
x^x+dx*dt 
y=y+dy*dt 
z=z+dz*dt 

NE3J7T dummy 
REM, Plot the line 
LINE -(t*2,200-z*3.5) 

NEXT t 

This may look like a butterfly, but 
It's really an illustration of the Lorenz 
attractor in action 
where: x, y and z are variables, each 
represents an aspect of the weather 
and a, b and c are constants. 

These equations cannot be used 
to find the new values of xt y and zf 
they are used instead to find the rate 
of change of these variables. For 
example, dx/dt represents the rate 
of change of xt or more explicitly the 
small change in x (dx) that occurs in 
the (small) time, dt. The reason the 
change must be small is that the 
equations were not designed for 
large changes; to perform a large 
change you have to carry out the 
equivalent group of small ones. 

The actual values of *, y and z 
I  are calculated by repeatedly adding 

the change in the variable (eg dx) 
calculated using the formula, to the 
previous value of the variable (eg x). 
The values of x, y and z are then fed 
back into the equations to calculate 
the next set of changes. The act of 
feeding in the old results to get the 
next set of results is called an 
iteration. The Lorenz model is known 
as an iterative process (just like the 
May equation discussed last issue). 

Lorenz's original programs used 
these three equations to produce a 
list of numbers, much like these.., 
iteration* x=1.000 y=l,000 1=1-000 
Iteration;! x=l*QO y=l.2fi0 z=0.9B3 
iterations x-1.026 y= 1,518 z=0970 
iterations x=1.075 ysl.780 2=0.959 

These meant a lot if you could 
decipher them, but trends and 
repetition were hard to spot; 
obviously a graphical representation 

is better. A simple line graph of 
some of the information can be 
created on the Amiga with a simple 
Amiga BASIC program, such as 
Listing i. This plots the value of t 
against time, giving a single line 
which can be described as a forecast 
of one of the three weather aspects 
of Lorenz's model, 

This program can be broken 
down into two main sections, the 

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT 

Lorenz's most important discovery 
however was probably accidental. 
Wishing to continue an earlier run of 
his model Lorenz used initial values 
of xt y and 7 taken from an earlier 
print-out. He assumed that the fact 
that the values on the print-out were 
rounded off to three decimal places 
(from his computer's more accurate 
/ / / 

f * 
/ / 

In the third instalment of our 

series on chaos theory, Conrad 

Bessant explains how chaos 

intervenes to hinder even the 

most technologically advanced 

weather forecasters 

first is the Initialisation of all the 
constants and variables. The second 
is the loop in which successive 
values of x, y and 2 are calculated, 
and where z is plotted vertically 
against time. It is important that all 
three variables are calculated, even 
though only one is displayed, 
because all of the variables interact 

The line in Figure 1 is similar to 
the kind of output you can expect 
from Listing i. The graphs are not 
especially nice to look at, but they do 
reveal the non-periodic nature of the 
equations. 

There are several experimental 
alterations that can be made to the 
program, the most obvious things to 
change are the values of a, b and c, 
and the initial values of xt y and 2, 
You could also change the LIME 
command so that x or y are plotted 
instead of, or as well as, z. 

internal values) to save space would 
make little difference to his results. 

To simulate the original run of 
the model we can alter the relevant 
lines in Listing 1 so that the initial 
values of x, y and z are set up as 
follows {it is important to type the 
numbers in full): 

x=8.16468 
y=8.96761 
2=25.5002 

These numbers are of the same 
precision as those used internally by 
Lorenz's computer, and are said to 
be shown to 6 significant figures. If 
the program is now executed a graph 
similar to the solid line shown in 
Figure 2 will be produced, which is 
not particularly unusual. However, if 
the program is executed with the 
initial values rounded off to four 

FURTHER EXPERIMENTATION 
The Lorenz attractor never intersects itself* Because the attractor is three 
dimensional and the Amiga's screen is only two dimensional, it often looks 
as though intersections are occurring where fines are actually passing 
behind or in front of one another. The simplest way of verifying the non- 
intersecting nature of the attractor, without wading through a lot of maths, 
is to use colour to represent the third dimension. If each point is plotted In 
a colour proportional to the value of y in the program given in Listing 2 
then, ideally, two adjacent pixels would be touching only if they were both 
of the same colour, However, the range of values for y is much larger than 
the number of colours on the Amiga, so this method is unworkable. 
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significant figures different results 
can be seen, The initial values can 
be rounded off by changing the 
relevant lines to read as follows; 

y-8.968 
z=25.5D 

Rounding these numbers off is 
effectively what Lorenz did by typing 

f 
/ 

/ 
/ 

✓ 

meant immediately, they showed that 
his model, and hence the weather, 
had a sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions. Ultimately this meant 
that weather prediction was 
practically impossible, because even 
the smallest error from a 
thermometer or other instrument 
would send a forecaster's modet off 
down an increasingly wrong track* 
Other meteorologists took a more 

/ / 
/ / 

I 

rains 

tiro 
A typical Lorenz time series graph produced by Listing 1 

time 

The growing difference between the graphs is caused by the butterfly effect 

in his old printed out values. The 
output from these less precise initial 
conditions is shown as the dotted 
line in Figure 2. Comparing the two 
lines reveals that although they 
follow the same path for the first few 
iterations they gradually diverge into 
totally different patterns. The effect 
witnessed here is what is technically 
Known as sensitive dependence on 
initial conditions, meaning that the 
equations are so sensitive to the 
initial values supplied to them that 
even the smallest difference quickly 
grows into a large difference. 

Lorenz realised what his results 

optimfstic viewT believing that they 
could alter future weather by making 
the relevant small changes such as 
heating small areas of land. They 
were right, but Lorenz pointed out 
they could not control the weather 
with any precision, as the effects of 
the small changes that they made 
would be impossible to predict 
because other, undetected, small 
changes would have equally large 
results. Some argued that a complex 
system such as the weather was so 
sensitive that the path of a hurricane 
could be altered by a butterfly 
flapping its wings on the other side 

of the globe. Hence the name 
butterfly effect was coined as the 
common term for sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions. 

WATCH YOUR STEP 
A more down-to-earth example of the 
butterfly effect is the story of an 
airline company going bankrupt. A 
man leaves his house on foot one 
morning, intending to visit the travel 
agent to book his holiday. As he 
walks down the street he notices 
that his shoelace has come undone 
so bends down to tie itT in doing so 
he loses his balance and falls into 
the road. As he stumbles, a passing 
bus collides with him and he is taken 
to hospital. The man is then unable 
to book his flight before the dead- 
linet meaning that the airline is one 
person short of the quota needed to 
make the flight financially viable. The 
flight is cancelled, and ticket holders 
refunded, but with the absence of 
the income from that flight the 
already financially troubled airline 
company goes bankrupt. 

It seems incredible, you never 
read of companies going bankrupt 
because of undone shoelaces, but it 
could happen, and It would be 
almost impossible to predict. 

THE LORENZ ATTRACTOR 
The Lorenz model has three 
variables, three directions in which it 
can change, and is therefore said to 
be three dimensional This means 
that instead of simply plotting a time 
series graph of one variable against 
time we could plot x against y 
against z on three dimensional axes. 
The shape produced is known as the 
Lorenz attractor, an infinitely long 
complex spiral which never intersects 
itself. Plotting it in all three 
dimensions is rather involved and 
unnecessary, as a good 
representation can be achieved by 
plotting z against x in two 
dimensions, The illustration shows 
the graph that results from this 
process. To appreciate the line's 
behaviour it is necessary to see it 
being drawn - just run Listing 2 to 
see it for yourself. 

The name Lorenz attractor 
requires some explanation* Attractor 
is a piece of mathematical jargon 
used to describe a set of points, in 
an imaginary mathematical space 
known as phase space. Each point 
on the attractor represents the state 
of the system at a particular time, 
and the tine showing the sequence of 
these points is known as the 
trajectory. By looking at the trajectory 
of the attractor the behaviour of the 
system can be determined. The idea 
of attractors has been around for 
some time, but non-periodic 
attractors (called strange attractors) 
such as the one created from the 
Lorenz model are relatively new* 

As Listing 2 shows, the trajectory 
behaves unpredictably, switching 
from lobe to lobe almost at random, 
but it does produce a very complex 
structure and the trajectory is 
constrained within a certain range. 
One of the line's curiosities is that it 
never intersects itself, although on 
the two dimensional screen of the 
Amiga it looks like it does. Because 
the Lorenz attractor is no n-periodic it 
cannot intersect itself, if it did it 
would rejoin an old trajectory and 
periodically repeat. However, if we 
believe this we must also believe 
that an infinitely long line can exist in 
a finite three dimensional space - an 
interesting paradox! 

The butterfly effect raises an 
interesting question: what is the real 
Lorenz attractor? Lorenz drew his 
first diagrams using output from a 
program using numbers correct to six 
decimal places. Double precision 
variables in Amiga BASIC are 
considerably more accurate, so our 
program produces different output to 
that obtained by Lorenz, so who is 
right? This is a good question, but 
although the values may differ the 
general characteristics are the same. 

NEXT MONTH 
In the next instalment of chaos Til be 
taking a look at the truth behind the 
infamous Mandelbrot set. 

Conrad Bessant can be contacted 
by e-mail, his address is 
ppyhcmb@uk.ac.nott. vax. 

LISTING 2 
REM Set up constants 
DEFDBL a-C,x-z 
a=10 
b=28 
c=8/3 
dt=.Gl 
detail=10 
REM Set up initial J 
values of variables 
x=l 

z=l 
REM Move to starting J 
point 
PSET{3I4,197*) 
WHILE MOUSE(0)=0 

REM Calculate J 
increments 

dx=a* (y-x) 
dy=b*x*-y-x* z 
dz=x*y-c*z 
REM Calculate new J 

values for x, y and z 
x=x+dx*dt 
y-y+dy*dt 
z=z+dz*dt 
REM Plot the line 
LIME -<300+x*14,200- J 

z*3.5) 
WEND 
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more 

In order to make a command 
Resident, you should type the 
following: 

reaident c:dir 

Cliff Ramshaw explains how 

doing several things at once, far 

from being a pain, can actually 

work to your advantage* This 

month he looks at multitasking 

from the Shell 

One of the best ways of 
becoming familiar with 
many aspects of the 
Amiga is via the Shell, 

and this is certainly true of 
multitasking. Last month I outlined 
the principles behind multitasking 
itself, now we're going to take 
a look at some of the AmigdDOS 
commands that are specifically 
designed to deal with 
multitasking. 

I finished last month with a brief 
mention of the 'Resident' command. 
The command's basic function is to 
make a copy of further AmigaDOS 
commands in memory. 

The advantage of this is that 
whenever these commands are 
executed, the Amiga can do so 
immediately, rather than having to 

"Commands made 

Resident must be 

written with certain 

constraints" 

load them in from disk first. 
You may be wondering why a 

command such as Resident is 
necessary to do this* After all, it 
would be a simple matter to copy any 
commands needed into the RAM: 
disk manually. The problem with this 
approach is two-fold. 

Firstly, although the command 
now resides in RAM:, if the user 
types its name with intent to execute 
it, then a further copy has to be 
made; this copy is placed elsewhere 
in RAM and is the one that is actually 
executed. The process of copying, 
needless to say, takes time* So 
already we have two copies of the 
command taking up precious 
memory. 

In addition, if the same 
command is executed twice 
simultaneously, then a further copy 
in RAM needs to be made; similarly 
for further concurrent executions. 

The Resident command enables 
this situation to be avoided* When a 
command is made Resident only 
one copy of it exists in RAM (and not 
in the RAM: disk). No matter how 
many times the command is being 
executed simultaneously, only this 
one copy will be necessary. For this 
to be possible, commands which can 
be made Resident must be written 
with certain constraints. 

Such a command must be 
written so that it is 'pure', or re- 
entrant and re-executable. These are 
programming terms and not really of 
importance here, but suffice to say 
that not all commands in your c: 
directory conform to the criteria, 

Notice that you have to put the full 
path of where the command is to be 
found. 

In most cases this witt be the c 
directory of your system disk. Finding 
out which commands are already 
Resident can be done by typing: 

resident 

Alongside each command listed you 
will find a use count1 - it tells you 
how many times each command is 
currently executing, in most cases, 
each command will have a zero next 

more pipe:a 

This line starts the 'More' program. 
It's a simple text reader. 

Normally it is given the name of 
the file containing the text, but in 

the Type command starts sending 
text down the pipe the More program 
will pick it up and display it in its own 
window. 

It was necessary to use two 
separate Shell windows to get this 
example to work* 

The reason for this is that under 
a normal circumstances a program 
started from the Shell will take over 
that Shell's console window. Any text 
typed into that Shell will be sent to 
the program, and any text the 
program generates will be output in 
the Shell window* So once More was 
running, you would have been unable 
to enter the AmigaDOS Type 
command into the same console 
window since it was then only able to 
understand commands sensible to 
the program More. 

There is another way to achieve 
the same result with only one Shell 
window. It makes use of the 
AmigaDOS 'Run' command. Run is a 
command which can precede any 
other AmigaDOS command or 
program. The command that follows 
it is carried out in the normal way, 
except that it does not take over the 
Shell's console window. 

Instead a new Shell or GLJ is 
created for the program to run in, but 
this new Shell is without it s own 
window. The program still sends it 
output to the Shell window from 
which it was originated. It becomes 
what is known as a 'background 
process1* 

Here's how the above example 
could be done using Run: 

run more pipe:a 
type STstartup-sequence to 
pipe:a 

That's all very well, but really not very 
much use, After all, the whole thing 
could be done without the aid of 
pipes at all, simply by typing: 

Clo-elt V2.22 
IralCJot* HI 

Chip:343 Fast:765?   3116159 PK 
H ft    5148 ($061410 

»L 5         3 (SieWA) Bytfr ?8    
068Si   64f524d 8368*414 494e424d 424d4844 'FORtf. , .. ILBHBMKD' 
Wlil 88088814 B28fl&Bcfl 8fcB0ft809 83880188 1 E  8888830^ 828888c8 43414*47 88808884 1 ,tCAHG,..,' r   8838: 8800^088 434^4158 88008813 88808858 \. a.CHAP ,.P 8848: f8f89808 8B8Bf908 8088f8f8 98f0ft8f6 'SS 5... f0958: tMMM% 424f4459 088813C0 03f3ffff TS<ft&B0DY., ,A,6yy 
8868: cfbcf f86 e7£l(£e7 ffffc7bl 86bl8898 ' cv$?cygc±Ti». 
0078: f30800cd 3f9fffdf 9ffIfB] jjBBjff WW3Mm\U^S^^4Ir 1 

Process 2: Process 3: 
Process 4* Process 5: Process £: 1,Alyosha: > 
[CLI 6 3 1 .Alyoslia: > Process 11 
Process 2T Process 3: Process 4: Process 5: 
Process 6: 1. AlvoshJi: > 

Loaded as COHttand: Loaded as command! Loaded as connand' Leaded as cot wand r 
Loaded as connand" run dM;tools/zap 
status Loaded as coreianti: Loaded as coraanti: Loaded as comand: Loaded a$ eotinand: 
Loaded as cctmand: Loaded as ccmnand: 

uti I i ties/sci 
utilities/cit tools/perfnor dhlt to&ls/zaf 

£5088 
idle 

stHen Haj<=7688k 
status 
utili ties/screenx at i U ties/clock tools/ptrfnon 
dM:too*s/zap 

Typing the AmigaDOS command in a Shell window will result In a list of all 
the processes currently running, along with their corresponding process 
numbers. Here we've got quite a few on the go... 

to it, aside from Resident itself 
(which is also a resident command) 
which will have a one next to it. 

To remove, say, the Dir 
command from the resident list, 
simply type: 

resident dir remove 

STICK IT IN YOUR PIPE 
One of the nice ideas present in 
AmigaDOS 1.3 and upwards, taken 
from the Unix operating system, is 
that of pipes. A pipe forms a ttnk 
between two programs, and enables 
them to exchange information. 

The output of one program 
becomes the input of the other. 
Pipes only work from the Shell or CLI. 
Open up a Shell window and type the 
following for an example of what they 
do: 

this case it has been told to use 
whatever it finds in the pipe. The 
pipe is an AmigaDOS device, much 
like a disk drive, and so must be 
written with a colon after it. in 
addition, a pipe must be named. 
Here it has simply been called a'. At 
this stage the More window will be 
blank. 

Now open another Shell window 
and into it type the following: 

type s:atartup-sequence to 
pipe:a 

This line uses the command 'Type'. 
This normally displays text on the 
screen, but the destination has been 
switched from there to the pipe 
named 1

E\ 
This is done using the 'to' 

keyword. You'll see that as soon as 
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than one 

more s: startup-sequence 

and cutting out the need for Type 
altogether. 

But there might be cases when 
the program sending stuff into the 
pipe has to perform some more 
complex processing on its data 
before the program at the other end 

"One of its failings 

is that the files 

arenlt listed 

alphabetically" 

of the pipe receives it. 
It would be possible to write a 

single program to perform both 
tasks, but why bother when two 
programs already written can be 
joined together to do it? 

The AmigaDOS 'List' command 
gives a list of all the files in a 
directory. it's similar to the Dir' 
command, but has several more 
powerful features. One of its 
failings, however, is that the files are 
not listed alphabetically. Fortunately 
however, there is an AmigaDOS 
command - kSort' - which will quite 
happily order items alphabetically. 

So the solution to the problem is 
simple: use List to create the list of 
files in a directory, then pipe this text 
to the Sort command, which will put 
it all in alphabetical order: 

run list to pipe:a 
sort from pipe:a to * 

The first line should be easy enough 
to understand. The keyword to' is 
used to tell List to send its output to 
a pipe called, once again, 'a1. 

In the second line, *fromT tells 
the command sort to receive ltTs 
input from pipe 'a1; and 'to' tells it to 
send its output to... an asterisk!? 
Well, in AmigaDOS the asterisk Is 
used to refer to the current console 
window - the one you've just been 
typing in. 

Many commands assume that's 
where you want your output to be 
sent, so there is no need to say so 
unless you want the output to go 
elsewhere, but Sort needs to be told 

explicitly where to send its results - 
hence the asterisk, which effectively 
says, 'just here will do fine4. 

In fact, you could turn the above 
two commands into a single one if 
you liked. Just enter them both on 
separate lines in a text editor and 
save the result You can then run the 
program by typing 'execute', followed 
by the name you have given the file. 

STATUS, MR SULU? 
Once you get going with multitasking, 
it's quite conceivable that you have 
more programs running in the 
background than you can adequately 
keep track of. Fortunately, AmigaDOS 
supplies a solution in the form of the 
'Status' command. 

When typed in at the Shell or CU, 
Status will give a list of all the 

As explained elsewhere in this 
month's article, the AmigaDOS Run 
command can be used to multitask 
further AmigaDOS commands or 
programs. There also exists a 
related command used for 
multitasking scripts. 

A script is a text file containing 
a series of AmigaDOS commands. 
When the script is run, each of the 
commands in it is executed in turn 
as If a user were typing them one 
after the other into the Shell. 

Using a text editor, create the 
following simple script mentioned 
elsewhere in this article: 

nan list to pipe:a 
BOrt from pipe:a to * 

'processes' running at any given 
moment. The word 'process' is really 
just a fancy way of saying 'program', 
but it is used in technical circles to 
draw a distinction between 
programs and tasks', which are low- 
level operating system objects with 
some, but not all, of the properties 
of processes. 

What it means is that if you type 
'status1 at the Shell, you will be 
given a list of all the programs 
currently running, but not of the 
myriad individual tasks which are 
currently running behind the scenes 
to keep the operating system ticking 
over. 

If you've just booted your 
machine, opened a Shell window 
and typed 'status', you should, 
assuming you have no background 
programs running, see the following 
information appear on the screen: 

Process   1: Loaded as 
command: status 

The only process currently running is 
the command Status, which is 
running in the Shell window. If 
several programs were running, then 
each would be listed along with its 
process number. 

This associated number is handy 
because it can be used to shut the 
process down, Many Amiga 
programs can be stopped by 
pressing [Ctrl] and C simultaneously. 

Save the file with the name 'Is', The 
command to make a script act tike 
an ordinary command is 'Execute'. 
To run the script, you can type; 

execute Is 

If %* were a true command, rather 
than a script, then the effect the 
above has would be the same as 
merely typing the name of the 
command. To make the script run 
as a background task, the 
command Execute can be 
proceeded by Run: 

run execute Is 

But this method will only work if the 
program can accept input from a 
console window. 

If you made the program a 
background task with the Run 
command, then the [Ctri]-C 
combination (known as a break' 
signal) may not be an option, Try 
this: 

wait 60 sees 

The AmigaDOS command 'Wait' 
simply halts processing for a 
specified length of time. Until the 
period is up, you won't be able to 
enter anything else into the Shell, 

unless you first stop wait by typing 
[Ctri}C. Now try this: 

run wait 60 sees 

You'll find that you can immediately 
type into the Shell window. If you 
then type 'Status', you should see 
the following; 

Process 1; Loaded as command: 
status 
Process 2: Loaded as commandT 
wait 

The Wait command is running, 
although of course it isn't doing 
anything useful. But if you try 
pressing [Ctrl]-CT you'll find that it 
has no effect - you can't stop the 
program. 

" Wait' simply 

halts 

processing for 

a while" 

This is because the break signal 
is being sent to the Shefl, which 
isn't running anything at the moment 
and so ignores it. To get the signal to 
the required program you must make 
use of another AmigaDOS command. 

It1 s cal 1 ed, h e I pfu I ly en ough t 
'Break'. It must be followed by the 
number of the process you wish to 
halt (which is where Status comes in 
handy, since it will tell you the 
number of each process running). 

If you try typing Break 2' while 
the Wait command is still running 
(remember it only runs for 60 
seconds), you'll get the following 
response: 

1.SYS:> **BREAK 
wait failed retumcode 10 

AND FINALLY, A NOTE 
OF CAUTION 
Although the message says that Wait 
failed, it's not strictly true, since you 
forced it to fail. But the desired 
effect has been achieved. 

One thing to bear in mind is that 
it is only possible to stop programs 
in this way if they have a facility for 
checking for the [Ctrl>C combination. 
Some programs don't, and 
stopping these might present 
problems, 

Wellr that's all for this month 
folks. Have fun experimenting with 
multitasking from the Shell, and if 
you need more information about 
AmigaDOS, have a look at Mark 
Smiddy's regular Cracking The Shell 
column, which you'll find on on page 
90. CD 

DEATH OF A SHELL SCRIPT 
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Cliff Ramshaw introduces you to 

your first C program, makes a 

few asides about editors and 

compilers, parts the waves of 

confusion and generally shows 

what a walk-over C can be 

This month our C 
programming tutorial 
begins in earnest, with a 
fully executable program, 

But first let me tell you something 
about the strange ritual which has 
to be performed before a program 
can be run. 

Those of you used to 
programming in Basic may be 
surprised to learn that programming 
in C isn't a simple matter of typing a 
program in and watching it run... oh 
no. not at all. 

THE VIRTUE OF EDITORS 
First, you must use an editor to 
create a text file. This is simply a 
collection of characters all stored 
together under a single name, similar 
to the output produced by a word 
processor, although editors are 
designed specifically with the 
creation of programs in mind. In the 
context of programming, the text file 
produced with an editor is referred to 
as the source file. 

Sticking with the disk we 
compiled last month, we'll use 
Memacs as our editor. After booting 
with the NCBoot disk, change 
directory to the RAM disk with the 
command: 

cd ram: 

We'II do most of our work from the 
RAM disk, since it is quicker and 
saves on disk swapping for those 
users with only a single floppy drive. 
Bear in mind that anything stored in 
RAM will be lost if the machine 
crashes or the power is switched off. 
At this early stage, we're not writing 
anything critical so it's not important, 
but if you want to keep any code for 
future reference you should make 
regular back-ups on to floppy or hard 
disk. 

The next thing to do is create the 
source file. The first program we 
write is a time-honoured classic in C 
programming circles - it simply prints 
the text message 'hello world' to the 
screen. We'll call the source file 
'hello.c1 {the \c' extension denoting 
that the file contains source code 
written in C}. To create the file type 
the following: 

memacB hello.c 

This actually runs the editor and tells 
it you're going to be working on a 

"...you might not 

believe it, but the C 

program*., is 

designed to be read 

by humans. 
n 

new file called hello.c'. Now that 
you've loaded up the editor, type the 
following into it: 

#include <stdio.h> 
void main{) 
{ 

print f("He1lo worId\n"); 

Now save the file and exit Memacs. 
And that's the first stage over with. 

NEXT PLEASE 
What normally happens next is that 
the file has to be compiled (which, of 
course, is the job of the C compiler). 
A compiler converts a text file into a 
series of machine code numbers 
which are directly useable by the 

up nicely before the program gets on 
with its main task. The linker acts 
like glue, joining all of these 
disparate elements together and 
producing a finished program. Finally, 
the program can be run by typing its 
name at the Shell prompt. 

NorthC, you II be glad to know, 
goes some way towards simplifying 
all this. The system comes with a 
cc' command, which performs the 
stages of both compiling and linking 

CHOOSING A COMPILER 

There are quite a number of C compilers for the Amiga. The package most 
professionals choose is SAS/Lattice C, available for £229 from HiSoft ~ 
0525 718181, This is a lot of money for a language that you are as yet 
unfamiliar with, and which you are not sure is the one for you. Far safer, 
then, to try something from the public domain. We recommend NorthC, a 
package which includes a linker, assembler and numerous examples. It's 
on PDOM disk 211. We got our copy from Public Dominater which can be 
contacted on " 0279 757692. NorthC is now a charity ware product. A lot 
of work has gone into it; and we urge you to send £15 to the Spa sties 
Society as the author Steve Hawtin requests. 

Amiga's processor. At this stage of 
things you might not believe it, but 
the C program you have just entered 
is designed to be read by humans, 
not machines - a translation is 
required, and that is what the 
compiler does. 

The next stage is to link the 
program. Put simply, linking is a 
process which fills in certain gaps 
left in the machine code produced by 
the compiler. It may be that your 
program makes use of some of the 
Amiga's libraries, or perhaps calls 
sections of other, previously 
compiled programs. Even if it does 
none of this, at the very least it will 
require the addition of a starting 
section of code just to set the Amiga 

automatically. To produce an 
executable version of the program 
you've typed in, just enter the 
following: 

cc hello.c 

This tells the program cc to take the 
text file hello.c and produce an 
executable program from it. As it 
runs, it will first compile the program 
into an intermediate assembler file. 
You'll then see this being assembled 
into machine code. This machine 
code will then be linked and, all 
being well, you should be told 'BLINK 
Complete1, along with the size of the 
finished product. 

The program cc names the result 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JA 

ANSI C - a standard for the language devised by the American National 
Standards Institute* which differs from some areas and clarifies others of 
the original definition of C given by Kemighan and Ritchie, the language's 
creators. 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It is the data 
storage method commonly used when we type text files and enables data 
to be exchanged between different computers. 

Assembler - a program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words (well, almost) into the machine code numbers that the 
Amiga's 68000 processor understands. Writing programs in assembly 
language ensures that the best possible speed and memory efficiency is 
gained from the machine. 

Compiler - A means of translating a program to render it understandable to 
the computer. A compiler translates the whole thing into machine code 
before it is run. The compiled program is generally much faster than its 
interpreted counterpart. 

Editor - An editor, like a word processor, is a means of entering text into the 
computer. Programs are written with an editor before being turned over to 
a compiler or interpreter. 
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of its compilations 'a.out', so to try 
out your work just type: 

which will ask AmigaDOS to load and 
run the program of the same name. 
Because ail of the programs 
compiled with cc are called a.out, if 
you want to keep your compiled 
program be sure to save it under a 
different name before compiling 
something else. 

So how does the program do 
what it does? The first statement's 
function is explained in the 'standard 

",»tfie function 

expects no 

arguments, and it 

will be less than 

satisfied with any 

other number/f 

library1 box, but what about all the 
rest? 

Well, the statement Void main()' 
is the beginning of a function 
definition. Functions are used 
extensively in C, and every program 
must contain at least one - the 
function called 'main'. This is the 
function which is executed when the 
program is run, Any further functions 
are called from within main', or from 
within functions which have in turn 
been called from main', 

Functions normally yield a result. 
In this case, we don't expect a 

result, so we say that 'main' is a 
void function. 

NOTHING BUT THE VOID 
If we wanted main1 to give, say, an 
integer - a non-fractional number - 
as a result, then the line would be re- 
written as: 

int main() 

on. If you imagine a function called 
'plus' which added two numbers 
together, it would require two 
numbers as arguments and would 
return a result of one number. The 
first part of its definition might look 
like this: 

int plus(int firstnumber, int 
secondnumber) 

things the programming wants it to 
print out. 

In our example, we are only 
interested in printing one piece of 
text, so we only need give printf one 
argument - the text in question, 
which must be enclosed in quotes 
(part of the definition of how text 
must be presented in C). There's one 
peculiarity about the text in the 
quotes: the bit reading 'W. This is 

THE STANDARD LIBRARY 

C's standard library was briefly 
discussed last month. The use of It 
ensures that C itself is a small 
language, with many of its more 
complex operations being 
performed by accessing pre-written 
programs held in the library. 

Such programs are standard 
across ail versions of C - they are 
always called by the same names 
and produce the same results. 
Nevertheless, the exact means by 
which they perform their functions 
will vary depending on the computer 
for which they are implemented - 
printing to a screen on an IBM PC is 
quite different to printing on an 
Amiga screen. But because the C 
library function that handles screen 
printing is always used in the same 
way, a program written on the Amiga 
which makes use of the function can 
easily be recompiled on a PC and it 

will work without problems. Hence 
the library increases the portability 
of a 

There are many, many functions 
within the standard C library. They 
are conveniently sub-divided into a 
number of 'headers', each of which 
contains related functions. The 
header used in our 'hello world' 
program is the most common. It is 
called stdio.h, which stands for 
'standard input and output header', 
In it are all the functions necessary 
for basic input and output - reading 
characters from the keyboard or a 
file, and sending characters to the 
screen or a file. 

To make use of the functions in 
a header a program must include' 
it; done by use of the 'include' 
statement; 

#include <atdio.h> 

This must appear near the start 
of the program, before any of stdio's 
functions are used. When the C 
compiler sees the include 
statement it goes looktng for a file 
called "sdtio.h* in its Include1 

directory, Having found the file, the 
C compiler effectively tags its 
contents on to the beginning of your 
program for the duration of the 
compilation. 

The include file contains a 
series of definitions that will be of 
use to your program. The imporant 
one in the 'hello world' program is 
the 'printf function. It's very 
versatile, but here it is used to 
output text on to the computer 
screen. 

We'll be looking at printf in more 
detail and some of the other 
functions in the C standard library as 
the series progresses. 

The parentheses directly after the 
function name normally contain the 
arguments that the function is 
expecting. The term 'argument' is a 
fancy way of describing whatever it is 
that the function needs to operate 
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Executable object - a file which can be loaded into the Amiga and run as a 
program, as opposed to a data file which requries another program to 
give it meaning. 

Interpreter - another means of translating a program for the computer's 
convenience. An interpreter translates a program line by line as it is 
running, and therefore tends to be slow. 

Library - the Amiga has many special features, and programs are already 
present in the operating system to make use of these features. These 
programs, or library functions, may (and should) be used by applications 
programs, obviating the need for each programmer to write a similar set 
of routines. 

Linker - a program which joins together the various segments of code 
produced by a compiler, along with any relevant library routines, and 
produces a finished, executable program. 

Object file - A runnable program ■ 
intepreter. 

one which works without the aid of an 

Source code - a program represented as a text file and presented to a 
compiler or assembler for input. The output is known as object code. 

tn this case of our program, no 
arguments are needed, so the 
parentheses are left empty (they 
themselves must still be included). 

The curly brace on the next line 
tells the compiler that what follows is 
the actual nuts and bolts of the 
function we are defining. Similarly, 
the closing curly brace tells the 
compiler that we have reached the 
end of the definition. 

tn between lies the peculiar 
statement 'printfr Hello world\n");'. 
Printf, which means 'formatted 
printing', is not a C statement as 
such; but one of the functions of the 
standard library. This shows how a 
pre-defined function in C is used: 
first comes the name of the function, 
followed by any arguments it needs 
enclosed in brackets. 

With just about every function in 
C, the number of arguments required 
is fixed. If a function is defined to 
need two arguments, then it must be 
given two arguments or it will not 
work. In our example, the function 
main' expects no arguments, and it 

will be less than satisfied with any 
other number. As luck would have it, 
one of the most common C functions 
- printf - is an exception to this rule. 
It can take a variable number of 
arguments depending on how many 

C's representation of a carriage 
return, ensuring that the next thing to 
be printed after 'Hello world1 comes 
on a new line. 

The only other point of note is 
the semi-colon at the end of the 
printf line. This in C is called a 
terminate . It lets the compiler 
know thr    has reached the end of 
a state t. 

ENE      THE LINE 
All s       ants used within a function 
musi be terminated. It's necessary 
been - , : c doesn't pay much 
at1     jn to new lines, all it worries 
ab     s white space', which is 
defines as any combination of the 
following: spaces, tabs, and carriage 
returns. The example program could 
have been written without a single 
line break, with each element simply 
being separated by a space, The 
splitting of a program across several 
lines is used simply to make it more 
readable for humans. 

And now it's time to terminate 
this month's column. Next month 
we'll be taking our first tentative look 
at the inconstant world of variables, 
and well be doing some sums. 

Until then, have fun with your 
new found ability to print things on to 
the screen. 
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DECISION MAKING 

All this looping, printing things on 
the screen and getting input from 
the user is all very well and good, 
but the real power of any program 
comes from its ability to make 
decisions based around a set of 
definable rules - if the game is 
good then play it else chuck it in the 
bin, for example. Once again, ARexx 
provides a set of decision making 
constructs which bear more than a 
striking resemblance to their BASIC 
equivalents. The construct that we'll 
be taking a look at this month is 
IF...THEN,,.ELSE. 

Well, what more can I say - 
once more, the ARexx form of the IF 

construct Is so similar to its BASIC 
equivalent that its needs little 
explanation, As in BASIC, ARexx' IF 
construct can be used to test a 
variety of different conditions by 
taking advantage of its 'Else If and 
'Else Do' extensions, Indeed, this is 
probably one aspect of ARexx that 
is considerably more powerful than 
its BASIC counterpart. Once again ,1 
think a demonstration program is in 
order - 

If construct demonstration 

Say "Enter a number* 
Pull numberl 
Say "Enter another number* 
Pull number2 

If nOmberl = number2 Then 
Say "They're both the 

samel" 
Else If number1 > number2 
Then 

Say numberl "is greater 
than" number2 
Else do 

Say numberl "is less 
than" number2 

End 

it's all pretty straightforward. The 
program starts by ashing you to 
enter two numbers. The IF construct 
then starts by comparing the values 

held within the variables 'numberl' 
and 'number2p. If they are equal, 
the message They're both the 
same!' is shown. If not the IF 
statement continues to the next 
part of the construct where the two 
variables are compared to see 
whether the first is larger than the 
second. If it isn't, the second 
variable is obvious larger than the 
first so the message isls less than' 
It's also worth noting that our old 
friend the End' command crops up 
here too. End is a general purpose 
command that is used to mark the 
end of the code that applies to a 
multi line construct If it were to be 
omitted, ARexx would think that ail 
the lines that proceed the construct 
are actually part of the construct. In 
any case, you still get an '+++ Error 
26 in line nnn; Missing or 
unexpected END' error thrown up. 

After last month's instalment of the ARexx column, you should 
now be pretty familiar with what ARexx Is and what it is capable 
of- We've seen how it can be used In a number of different ways - 
as a macro language for any program that supports ARexx, as a 

mediator between applications and as a programming language In its own 
right. And it's this versatility which puts It In a class of its own. 

Before we jump in and start covering application specific routines 
though, it's important that we take a lock at the core commands of 
ARexx. These commands contain all the usual general purpose commands, 
functions and constructs that you'll need to piece together some quite 
powerful ARexx scripts. 

Fundamental to all programming 
languages is the variable , a very 
clever system which allows you to 
assign 'pigeon holes' in memory 
which can be used to store data 
such as numbers, letters and even 
complete strings. Unlike virtually 
every other programming language 
under the sun, ARexx' variables are 
what are known as "typeless'. That 
is, they1 re not just restricted to 
holding one particular type of data 
(strings, for example). This is a very 
important aspect of ARexx that 
makes it very flexible although 
sometimes rather confusing. To 
illustrate typelessness, let's take a 
look at how BASIC handles variables. 

In any other program language, 
the variables you wish to use must 
follow strict conventions that define 
both the name and the type of 
variable. Most programming 
languages are pretty flexible with 
naming conventions, but they all 
insist that the 'type' of each and 
every variable is defined. In the case 
of BASIC, a dollar symbol must be 
appended to the end of a variable if 
you wish it to hold a string of 
characters, a percentage symbol for 
whole numbers (integers) and so on. 
OK, this is pretty straightforward so 
far, but what happens if you try to 
store a string of characters in an 
integer variable? BASIC would think 
about it for a while, fall over and then 
complain bitterly by throwing up 

some obscure error message such 
as 'Illegal Type Combination at Line 
nnn1. 

ARexx is somewhat different 
though. Because its variables are 
typeiess', it s perfectly possible to 
use the same variable to hold many 
types of data. Depending upon the 
type of data that you pass to the 
variable, its type class is defined for 
you. So it is perfectly possible to 
change the type class of a variable 
many times simply by passing data 
to that variable in different ways. For 
example, if you had a variable called 
AMIGA1 and you passed 1.34 to it, 

ARexx would treat the variable as a 
number variable. If later on in your 
script you passed "SHOPPER'1 to it, 
ARexx would then treat it as a string 
variable. What's more, ARexx is 
pretty flexible with numbers stored 
as strings, If you were to try an 
expression such as "6.0"+6 BASIC, 
you'd get error message. If you tried 
this in ARexx, you'd get 12.0. 

Defining variables within an 
ARexx script is very simple indeed. 
This can be done at any time within 
an ARexx script, so you can start 
using a new variable whenever you 
want without having to check to 
make sure you've defined it first. 
Like BASIC, you simply define a 
variable using the age-old format 
<Variable name> = <Value>. For 
example, 'name = "Jasonr T and age 
= 22' are both legal variable 

Jason Holborn continues his 

series on ARexx, getting to the 

core of the matter and looking at 

commands before starting you 

off on your very first program 

definitions, Alternatively, you can just 
start using a variable within a 
command without even defining it- 
'Pull surname', for example, {'Pull' 
being the ARexx command and 
'surname' the name of the variable). 

YOUR FIRST PROGRAM 
Mow that we understand ARexx 
variables, we can start coding, install 
ARexx by booting up Workbench 2,0 
and then clicking on the RexxMast 
icon (if ARexx isn't already installed 
by your Startup-Sequence). Next, 
open up a Shell window, load up your 
favourite text editor (or simply use 
the standard Amiga DOS 'Ed' editor) 
and enter this ARexx script: 

Say and Pull demonstration 

V 

Say "What's your name? 
Pull name 
Say "Hello there" name 

Once you've typed It all in, save it off 
to disk under the filename 
'RAMfTest.REXX', go back to the 
Shell and type TO RAM:Test.REXX'. 
And - as if by magic - your ARexx 
program will start to run. Just enter 
your name when prompted, press 
RETURN and eh voila! Your first 
ARexx program is now complete. Now 
that wasn't at all painful, was it! 

OK, so that was hardly a 
particularly impressive example of 
ARexx in action, but it does serve our 
purposes perfectly. Let s take a look 
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at it line by tine. If you've ever 
programmed in C, then you II 
recognise instantly the strange '/*' 
and      symbols that appear at the 
top and directly befow the comment 
'My First ARexx Script', As in Cp 
these strange symbols are actually 
markers that separate comments 
from the rest of the ARexx script (a 
bit like the REM statement in BASIC), 
The first '/*' marks the start of the 
comment and the second v*f marks 
the end (note that the second is 
reversed though). 

One thing that you should know 
is that unlike other languages, ARexx 
insists that all scripts start with a 
comment. If you just entered the last 
three lines of the example code 
above, ARexx would throw up the 
error message Command returned 
5/1: Program not found'. This is 
exactly the same error message 
you'd get if you entered the filename 
for RX to execute incorrectly. A little 

containing the 'Pull' statement so 
that it reads 'Parse Pull name'. Don't 
worry too much about Parse for the 
meantime - we'll be covering it in 
quite some detail in a future issue. 

Right, you now know how to get 
an input from the user, how to 
display various items of data on the 
screen and how to store values in 
variables. Before we go any further 
th ough, he re' s a nothe r A Rexx 
program for you to type in which 
demonstrates both 'Pull" and 'SayT in 
action, 

Say, Pull and Do 
demonstration 

Say "Enter a number" 
Pull number 

OKf It's not exactly exciting, but here's the output from our first ARexx 
program in all its glory 

confusing maybe, but at least you 
now know what could be causing it 
As a rule then, a [ways start your 
ARexx scripts with a comment. 
Simple really. 

Next we move onto the Sayh 

command which is basically the 
ARexx equivalent of BASIC'S 'Print' 
command. Like Print, Say is a pretty 
flexible beast that can be used to 
not only print text strings, but also 
the values of variables and it can 
even print the result of combining 
variables. The syntax of the Say 
command is almost exactly the same 
as its BASIC equivalent - Say 
<parameters>. 

Finally we have the 'Puir 
command which is used to get an 
input from the user - just like the 
Input' command in BASIC. Once 

you've typed in and run the example 
program above, you may notice that 
even if you enter your name in lower 
case letters or a combination of 
upper and lower case, the Pull 
command automatically converts the 
string to upper case, resulting in 
some rather odd-looking output. To 
get around this, you can use the 
'Parse' command. Just edit the line 

Do counters1 to 12 by 1 
Say counter "x" number 

number * counter 
End 

Say "End of program.* 

Oops! Without even knowing it, I've 
unwittingly introduced a couple of 
extra new commands - Do and End. 
If you've ever done any programming 
before, you'll probably already have 
spotted that this is actually our old 
friend the Tor...Next1 loop. Ok, it 
looks a bit different from its BASIC 
equivalent, but it's still essentially 
the same construct. To make it a 
little easier to understand, here's 
that same program in BASIC. 

Print "Enter a numberH 

Input number 

For counter = 1 to 12 Step 1 
Print counterx 

";number;* ■ ";number * 
counter 
Next counter 

OPERATORS 

Here's a list of all the operators that // Remainder 
ARexx understands. These are used ** Exponentation 
to perform tests and operations on 
two or more items or data. Concatenation Operators 

Logical Operators II Concatenation 
(Blank)    Blank concatenation 

~   Logical NOT 
&   Logical AND Comparision Operators 
1    Logical Inclusive OR 

Logical exclusive OR = Exact equality 
~==       Exact inequality 

Arithmetic Operators -   Equal to 
-= Not equal to 

+ Addition <   Less than 
- Subtraction <= Less than or equal to 
* Multiplication *?< Same as '>=' 
/ Division ~> Same as '<=' 
%   Integer Division 

Print "End of program." 

As you can see, the 4DoT line shares 
virtually the same syntax as its 
BASIC equivalent, The only real 
difference is the 'by* option which 
replaces BASIC'S 'Step1, The JEnd' 
command marks the end of the code 
which is contained within the loop - 
a bit like the "Next' command in 
BASIC. Do...End isn't just another 
form of BASIC'S For,..Next construct 
though. It can also be used for 
conditional loops, unconditional 
loops and even infinite loops. Here's 
a rundown of the commonest forms, 

DO FOREVER - Loops continuously 
until the user breaks out of the 
program or the program breaks the 
loop itself using the 4Leave' 
command (once again, we'll be 
covering the Leave command in a 
future tssue). 

DO <Count> - Performs the loop 
<count> times. For example, 'Do 20' 
would force the loop to be performed 
twenty times. 

DO UNTIL <Test> - Same as the 
Repeat...Until construct in BASIC, 
Performs the look until <test> is 
true. 

DO Variabie=<Start> TO <Limit> BY 
<Step> UNTIL <Test> - Probably one 
of the most powerful forms of the 
Do,,,End construct, it offers all the 
functionability of BASIC1 s For.., Next 
and Repeat... Until constructs all 
rolled into one. It's very simple but 
very complex to explain, so here's 
another snippet code which shows 
this form of the Do command in 
action, 

Complex Do construct 
demonstration 
Loops until counter equals 
input or until counter 
equals 20. 

*/ 

Say "Enter a number" 
Pull number 

Do counter = 1 To 20 By 1 
Until counter = number 

Say "Amiga Shopper ARexx 
column" 

End 

Say "Looped" counter *times. 

NEXT MONTH 

Believe it or not, but we've actually covered quite a bit this month. You 
should now be able to write ARexx scripts that can take input from the 
user, print things on the screen, perform loops and test conditions. This 
knowledge alone is more than enough to write some interesting programs. 

Next month we'll he taking a look at even more ARexx commands 
including the SELECT.-.WHILE construct and the Nested IF construct. If you 
start to feel that any particular aspect of this series confuses you, then feel 
free to write to me at the normal Amiga Shopper address. If the problem 
seems common, I'll be more than happy to back track a little to clear up 
any problems that you may be having. See you next month! 
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A M I G A D O S 

HEX COMPRESSION 

Compressing a hex file is not as daft as 
it sounds - but it is quite tricky since the 
output file must still be made up of 7-foit 
ASCII data - around 127 characters in 
ali. The compression technique used 
here only uses about 30 of the most 
common sub-strings found in typical 
AmigaDOS (68000) code - but it can be 
extended to use more. As rt is, the 
compression ratio rates at between 30 
and 40 per cent typically - which is quite 
acceptable for a compressor written in a 
DOS language, 

Typically the hex dump for ISTOO 
(described last month) compresses from 
246 to 153 bytes - here's what it looks 
like: 

1- 33F3 a bl a 07B4 
2. a bD d3E9 bD 11BA 
3. 43IN26 7025f b4 izD8 3u3 
4. 4A806604 7N5k 2240f b4 4CB1 
5. iy52 7Mk 646L32E 6C6962q 7779 
6. 61q79N d3F2 8570 

Entering such code manually would be 
extremely tricky since upper and lower 
case code is significant. However, this is 
highly suitable for transmission down 
the wires. 

Using the compressors is very easy. 
First enter the compression macros 
COMPRESS, MAC and 
UNCOMPRESS.MAC and save them In 
the S: directory. Now when you want to 
compress a hex file, simply call edit like 
this: 

1>KDIT ISTOO.HEX WITH J 
S:COMPRESS.MAC VER=NIL: 

Decompression works in the same way. 
You can add the compression 
/decompression to the Hexify and 
UnHex scripts if you wish: but 
remember: compress after generating 
the hex-checksummed code and 
decompress before regenerating the 
binary file. 

H can Imagine a few people 
I thought I had gone completely 
I round the bend by returning to 
I the good-ol'-days with a 

nostalgic visit to hex dumps. 
Anyone who can remember that far 
back will also remember, hex dumps 
used to be difficult to use- Some 
programs required you to enter each 
line "live" and the code would often 
be several thousand bytes in length; 
often without a checksum. 

Time has marched quickly on and 
the hex dump, like all good ideas, 
can still find a use - provided it is 
brought up to date. 

Last month I described an ARexx 
hex compiler which takes pre-edited 
hex and compiles it as a program. 
This approach is much simpler and 

far more friendly than any other 
because it allows you to take a break 
at any point and a mistake is not 
necessarily fatal. 

To complete this two-pa rter, I'd 
like to introduce you to another use 
for hex dumps - electronic 
transmission. Some BBS systems 
only support text (7-bit) protocols. It 
is therefore impossible to transmit a 
binary file over them. And how could 
you send a machine code program to 
a friend using a FAX? These are just 
two places where a hex dump is the 
only solution. 

Consider sending the source 
code - surely this must be shorter. In 
practice, a hex dump can actual!y 
work out slightly smaller than the 
original source it replaces. Especially 
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ARexx - The Amiga version of the IBM Rexx language invented by Mike 
Cowlishaw and converted by William Hawes. ARexx is an interpreted 
scripting language used mainly to control other applications. Perhaps the 
best example is Professional Page from Gold Disk. 

Assembly language - Often (wrongly) referred to as machine code, Assembly 
language is a series of mnemonic instructions translated into true 
machine code by an assembler. The code generated by an assembler 
executes at extremely high speed and is usually more compact than that 
produced by any conventional method. It ts much harder to use and 
more prone to errors than other (high-level) languages such as BASIC 
and C. 

LVO - Library Variable Offset. The Amiga's ROM operating system, Kickstart 
contains hundreds of little routines to control the system. These are 
referenced by adding a base address (called a library base) to the 
variable offset. The fact these variables are negative isn't really vital. 

Machine code - The series of numbers understood and executed by the 
68000. Very few people actually program in true machine code, although 
it can be done. This technique is usually referred to as hand-coding. 

UN-HEX 

Usage: [EXECUTE] UNHEX INFILE/A, OUTFILE/A 

Examples: 

l>execute UnHex RAM;ISTOO * SMHX C: 
l>execute UnHex ISTOO 

Essentially UnHex is exactly the same as Hexify, only In reverse. It 
takes a SmidHEX file and converts that into an executable using the 
ARexx script Hex2Bin, 

This support script makes handling the ARexx programs a little 
easier because it appends ' .HEX" to the source (input) file and 
saves it in the same path as an executable. The listing appears 
below and no further description should be necessary. 

.key infile/a,outfile 

. def outfile <infile> 
echo "Converting SmidHex <inf ile> .hex -> binary J 
<outfile>" 
EX Hex2Bin <InFile>,hex <OutFils> 

the shell 

In the second part of this ARexx 

special, Mark Smiddy explains 

how fo generate machine code 

programs you can send over a 

FAX terminal 

if the code is heavily commented or 
written in C for instance. As an 
example the original source of 
ISTOO, with only a few short 
comments ran to 297 bytes - 
whereas the GENSUM hex coded 
version runs to just 246! The actual 
saving is impossible to quantify for 
any particular case, but hex dumps 
are often more efficient than a 
casual glance might suggest. 

The binary to SmidHEX 
conversion is completed in two 
stages. First, the file is dumped In 
hex by AmigaDOS then an ARexx 
program is used to convert that into 
a usable hex file. Experts can do the 
first part of the conversion manually, 
but the AmigaDOS script Hexify, has 

been provided to make things that 
bit simpler. AmigaDOS is used to 
parse the binary file into hex first 
because it's much faster than an 
equivalent program written in ARexx. 
The second part of the conversion is 
performed in ARexx for just the 
opposite reason) 

COMPRESSION 
1 have included two cut-down ARexx 
versions of the hex-to-binary and 
DOS hex-to-hex conversions which 
neither generate nor require 
checksums. These can be used in 
place of the checksumming versions 
when you are transmitting 7-bit code 
over a modem for example; the hex 
code generated is shorter by 5 bytes 

90 
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Protext is Unbeatable Value! 

Protext 5.5 

'7/ you need a professional word processor 
Protext is perfect"     AMIGA COMPUTING 

Amiga Format and ST Format Gold Awards 

1Mb required (Amiga or ST). Free demo disk available. 
Upgrade from any earlier version on same computer just £40. 

>.   *,J        :.: ::!
;' 

Just 
f8o 

01 OU ■ 

£«0 

Prodata 

reliable, easy to use and excellent value1 

AMIGA COMPUTING 

Database manager. 1Mb required (Amiga or ST). 

Exfile 
6 Is 

sue. The magazine for Protext users. Packed with information to I 
help you make the most of Protext including mail merge 
and macros, printing solutions and tutorials. 

for 

^16 

Announcing Lapcat 
a new easy-to-use transfer solution for sending 
fdes between different types of computer. 

Lapcat was designed for the NC100, Amstrad's new Notepad Computer. To make file transfer easy something new 
was needed; the difficulties in sending files via the serial port are well known - the problems of different 
connectors, different types of leads, baud rates and the software at the other end. Lapcat is a combined 
software/hardware package that transfers files quickly via the parallel port. 

The Lapcat software is built into the Amslrad NC100. The standard package consists of the Lapcat lead plus 
software on disk for the computer of your choice. This will enable you to transfer files between an NC100 and your 
chosen computer. Lapcat is not just for NC100 owners because you can buy software to transfer between any two 
of the supported computers. No technical knowledge is needed. 

Lapcat prices: (Please state clearly the type of computer you are using - PC, Atari, Amiga). 

With software for one computer £40 Software for extra computers £10 EACH 
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Listing 3: HEXIFY 

.key infile/a,outfile 
,def outfile <infile> 
echo "Converting binary <infile> -> J 
SmidHex <outfile>.hex" 
type >T:<infile>$$ <infile> hex 
rx geneum T:<infile>$$ <outfile>-hex 

Listing 2: GENSUM.REXX 

1. /*REXX Convert HHXdump to hex with J 
checksum */ 
2. arg com 
3. infile » word(com,l) 
4. out file = word (com, 2) 
5. if outfile ==      then do 
6. say "Arguments not suitable for J 
key - RX GENSUM INFILE/a OUTFILE/a" 
7. exit 20 
8. end 
9. if -exists(infile) then do 
10. say "Fatal - source file" infile J 
"not found." 

11. exit 20 
12. end 
13. say "Converting: " infile "->" 
outfile 
14. open('hexin' . infile, 'r'] 
15. open ('hexout', out file, w) 
16. sum = 0 
17. do while ~eof {'hexin/ ) 
18. hexline^readln('hexin'} 
19. hexline=substr {hexline, 7,36) 
20. do X=l to words{hexline) 
21. long=word (hexline, X) 
22. do Y=l to 8 by 2 
23. sum^sum + J 
(x2d(substr <long,Y,2)))*(Y+X) 
2 4 . end 
25. end 
26. if ~eof ('hexin') then do 
27. writeln( 'hexout',hexline\ fd2x(sum,4)) 

29. end 
30. close ('hexout') 
31. close ('hexin'} 

Listing 3:Hex2BmE,REXX 

/*REXX convert HEX to executable */ 
arg com 
infile ■ word{com,1) 
outfile ■ word(com,2) 
if -exists(infile) then do 
say "Fatal - source file" infile "not J 
found." 
exit 20 
end 
say "Coaoverting; " infile "->" outfile 
open ('hexin', infile,' r') 
open( 'prog' ,outf ile,w) 
do while ~eof{'hexin') 
call writech(STD0OT,".") 
hexline=readln( 'hexin') 
do X=l to words(hexline) 
long=word (hexline, X) 
do Y=l to 8 by 2 
writech( 'prog' ,x2c (substr (long, Y, 2))) 

end 

each line. 
The hex-to-binary conversion 

program can be used to translate 
manually edited hex dumps 
(provided the checksum is left off) - 
but don't do it since it's all to easy 
to make an error which could crash 
the machine. 

For people using those systems, 
a hex compression/decompression 
system has been included which 
offers on average 30- ^^^^^^^ 
40 per cent 
compression of hex 
code generated by the 
ARexx programs. 

These programs 
are actually EDIT 
macros which replace 
common sub-strings 
in the hex code I An 
example of the code 
generated by the EDIT 
compresser is also 
listed. 

file. (If you don't supply a 
destination, Hexify will automatically 
choose the name supplied and use 
that as the destination path and 
filename,) The input file must be in 
the current directory* 

Here's how it all works; 

1. Defines the key argument 
template. Hexify takes two 

^^^^^^^^^arguments - the 
Input file which 
must be supplied 
and the optional 
output file. 

2. If an output file 
is not supplied, 
this takes care of 
it by setting the 
variable "outfile" to 
the contents of 

■"infile". 

" ..hex dumps are 

often more efficient 

than a casual 

glance might 

suggest" 

HOW IT WORKS: 
Hexhfy 
Calling Hexify could not be easier. All 
you have do is supply the name 
(without a path) of the file to be 
converted (optionally with a 
destination file and pathname) and 
the script does the rest. 

Typically it might be called like 
this; 

Usage: [EXECUTE] HEXIFY 
INFILE / A, OUTFILE 

l>execute hexify istoo J 
RAM: IsToo 
l>execute hexify istoo 

The extension ".HEX" will be 
appended to the name to identify the 

3. Displays a status message. This 
line is optional and can be omitted if 
desired, 

4. Converts the binary input file to a 
simple hexadecimal/ASCII dump. 
This is sent to the T assignment in 
the RAM disk for speed and 
convenience. 

The <$$> adds the process 
number and allows the script to 
multi-task if you desire. 

5. Calls Gen Sum (described 
be low) and converts the Amiga DOS 
hex dump into a shortened version 
with line checksums. Note this line 
adds the extension ".hex" to the 
output filename. You can change this 
to another extension if you desire - 
but do not omit it altogether or you 
will overwrite the existing binary. 

HOW IT WORKS: 
Gensum.REXX 
Gensum takes an AmigaDOS TYPEd 
hex dump and converts that into a 
hex dump with a checksum. 

There are two ways of using 
this program - either call it directly or 
use the Hexify script descnbed 
above. The automatic variant is 
preferable for speed, but if you want 
to call it manually you can do so 
thus: 

RX GENSUM Input file J 
Output file 

Typically a call will look something 
tike this: 

handles the argument templates with 
less fuss. 

GENSUM is very simitar to 
HEX2BIN described last month, so 
the following description is not as 
detailed; refer to the original code for 
more information. 

1. All ARexx scripts must start with a 
comment line. This is a feature of 
the language which cannot be 
avoided and therefore should be 
used to describe what a program 
does. This facility can be put to good 
use if you start all your initial 
comments with the same string: 
7*REXX" perhaps. 

Now a simple AmigaDOS 
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/*REXX: covert input DOS J 
HEX to general HEX */ 
arg cam 
infile - word(com/1) 
Outfile = word(cam,2) 
if -existsfinfile) then do 
say "Fatal - source file" J 
infile "not found." 
exit 20 

say "Converting: " infile J 
"->" outfile 

open ('hexi_n', infile, 'r *) 
ppen( 'hexout', outfile, w) 
do while ~eof ('hexin') 
hexiine=readln( 'hexin') 
hexline=substr(hexline,7,36) 
if ~eo£ ('hexin') then do 
writeln ('hexout',hexline) 
end 
end 
close ('hexout') 
close ('hexin') 

1>TYPE C:lipt RAMtlist.hex 
1>RX GENSUM list.hex list.sex 

Using the program in this way gives 
you the advantage of choosing the 
name and position of the temporary 
workfile and the file extensions - 
there is little benefit in practice. In 
fact, TYPE could be called from the 
ARexx script, but has been left 
separate because AmigaDOS 

command will give descriptions of all 
your ARexx programs, viz: 

1>SEARCH REXX;#?.REXX J 
/*REXX NONUM 
gensum.rexx 
/*R£XX Convert HEXdump J 
to hex with checksum */ 
hex2bin,rexx 
/*REXX Convert HEX to J 
executable with checksum */ 
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EI AMIGA REPAIRS 

JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
* Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
* Some computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in* 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£15 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1 Mb of memory for fust £16.00 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
if you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 

advert along with just an additional £16,00, we will supply and fit a 512K 
memory expansion at no extra cost 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 
computer will be sent hack by contract parcel post 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS reserve the ri^ht to refuse machines that in our opinion are beyond reasonable repair Norma] charge applies. 

PREMIUM BULK 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 

25 10.99 

50 2030 

100 36.99 

250 34.99 

500 164.99 

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AW ARE COMPLETE WITH LA&ELS 

3.5SUPERI0RL0CKABLE DISK BOXES 

100 Capacity 
120 Capacity 

3.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap. box + 50 3.5" DS/DD 
120 Ca p, box +100 3.5" DS/DD 
90 Ca p. Dank box + 50 3.5" DS/DD 

.49 
,49) 

) 

24A9 
42.99 
29A9 

3.5" BANK BOX 90 CAPACITY 

A 5UFERB PRODUCT WHICH 15 BOTH 
L0CKA3LEAN0 5TACKA8LE 
ONE 9,96 
TWO 13.96 
THREE 26.95 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 # 

457111 

RIBB0HS-POSTFREE 
~1 

Full Mark Brand Zoff 4e>ff 

f*RICEEACH 
Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24      2.75 235 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour (Compat) 12.95* 
Panasonic KXF1020/1123/1124 5,25 3.05 
StarLC10/LC20 2.60 2.40 
Star LC10-4 Cotour 5.90 5.70 
StarLC24-10 2,95 2.75 
Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat) 9.95* 
StarlCZOO 5,00 2.80 
Star LC200 Colour (Compat) 9.95* 
Star LC24-200 2.95   2.75 
Star LC24-200 Co\our (Compat) 9,95* 
Ribbon re-Ink 12.95 

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those 
marked with an asterisk * 

ACCESSORIES-POST FREE 

Amiga External Drive 49.99 
A500 VfeML3 upgrade with dock 23.99 
ASOO^ME upgrade withoutclook 2199 
Mouse Mat 2.99 
Mouse Holder 2.99 
Roll 1000 3.5 Di 6k Labels B.99 
Amiga A500 dust cover 330 
Phillips monitor cover 3.99 
Star LC10, Star LC20 covers 
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3.99 

All products are eubject to availability - A ll prices Include VAT. 
Flea&e add £3,50 p+p for disks and boxee. Eo\QE, 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax:0703457222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, NetJey Abbey, Southampton S03 5QA 
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Compress.MAC ge/4lED/l/ ge/FE/y/ 
ge/43ED/m/ ge/FD/z/ 

ge/OOOOOOOO/a/ ge/4AAB/n/ ge/FC/G/ 
ge/OOOOOOO/b/ ge/4AAD/o/ ge/FB/H/ 
ge/OOOOOO/c/ ge/4AAB/p/ tl 
ge/OOOOO/d/ ge/72/q/ rewind 
ge/OOOO/e/ ge/74/r/ eg 
ge/2C79/f/ tl ge/FA/I/ 
ge/4lFA/g/ rewind ge/F9/J/ 
ge/4EB9/h/ eg ge/FS/K/ 
ge/4EAE/i/ ge/76/s/ ge/F7/L/ 
tl g©/7B/t/ ge/000/H/ 
rewind ge/7A/u/ ge/OO/N/ 
eg ge/7C/v/ rewind 
ge/4EBA/j/ ge/7E/w/ tl 
ge/4E75/k/ ge/FF/x/ 

2. Takes the argument line and 
stores it in the variable, "com". 

3. Removes (parses) the first word 
from the command line and stores it 
in the variable Infile". 

4. Stores the second argument in 
"outfile". 

5. Both arguments are required for 
this script so this line checks if the 
last argument was a null (empty) 
string. If it is control continues at 
Step 6T otherwise it jumps to Step 8, 

DON'T TYPE THEM IN! 
Due to the width of the columns 
in Amiga Shopper, we have to 
break a listing across two or 
more columns from time to time. 
When this happens and you have 
to enter two or more lines 
without a [Return] between them, 
we've used this symbol: J 

6. Provides an error message with 
command line help and.,, 

7« ...exits cleanly back to AmigaDGS 
with an error. 

8. Terminates the IF.,,DO block 
opened at Step 5. 

9. Checks for the presence of the 
input file. If the specified Hie is 
missing, control continues at Step 
10 otherwise it resumes at Step 12. 

3L0, Displays the file missing error 
message.., 

11. «t,and returns failure to 
AmigaDGS. 

12. Terminates the IF,..DO block 
opened at Step 9, 

13. Everything has gone to planT 
so this displays the program's 

opening progress message. 

14, Opens the specified input fite for 
read access (r) with the handle 
HEXIN. 

15. Opens the specified output file 
for write access (w) with the handle 
HEXOUT. 

If the file cannot be opened for 
some reason ARexx will fail with its 
own error message. An existing file 
will be overwritten unless it has been 
protected against deletion. 

16. Sets the cumulative checksum 
variable, SUM to its initial value. 

17, Starts the main loop which wilt 
keep running until the end of the 
input (source) file is reached. 

IS. Reads a single line from the 
input file into the variable hexline. 
Typically this might look something 
like this: 

-O- -L- -L- 
0000: 000003F3 00000000 

-L- -L-  A  
00000001 00000000 ..,6  

0 = Offset from start of file. 
L = One longword of binary data, 
A = 16 characters. Non-printing 
characters are shown as periods. 

19. Removes the unwanted data 
(offset and ASCII) from the line of 
hex. 

This trims the example above 
into something like this; 

L- -L- A? As 
000003F3 OOOOOQOO OOOOOOOl 0O0O0O0O 

L = One longword of binary data. 

20. Determines the number of words 
in the variable hexline and sets up a 
loop to increment X start from 1 to 
that number. This has to be done 
because the last line of data can 
have between one and four 
longwords worth of hex. 

21. Extracts one word of data from 
the string in Hexline and stores that 
in "long". The word selected is 
dependent on the value of X which is 
controlled by the loop, 

22. Sets up a loop which will 
position Y at 4 Steps through the 
word (actually its a HEXed longword). 

Y is incremented by 2 each loop. 

23. Calculates the cumulative 
checksum. 

24. Closes the DO loop opened at 
Step 22 and increments Y. If Y has 
passed its fence limit, control 
continues at Step 25 - if not control 
returns to Step 23. 

25. Closes the DO loop opened at 
Step 20 and increments X. If X has 
passed its fence limit, control 
continues at Step 26 - if not control 
returns to Step 20, 

26. Checks the end of input file has 
not been reached and if not 
execution continues at Step 27, 
otherwise it jumps to Step 28. 

27. Concatenates the current line of 
hex with a four-byte, hex-converted 
version of the checksum value and 
stores that in the output file, 
HEXOUT. 

28, Terminates the IF,, 
opened at Step 26, 

DO block 

29. Closes the main DO loop opened 
at Step 17. This loop executes once 
for each line in the input file. 

30-31. Close all the open files and 
return to AmigaDOS. © 

Gotta Problem John? 

If you get stuck with Amiga DOS or 
there is anything specific you 
would like to see covered here, 
drop a line detailing your 
conundrum to: Mark Smiddy, 
Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth StT 
BATH, BA1 2BW. Sorry, no 
personal correspondence can be 
entered into. Desperate people, 
with no regard for telephone bills, 
can EMail me on CIX "SMIDOID". 

LISTING 6 • LISTING 6 • LISTING 6 

UnCampres s.MAC ■ ge/l/4lED/ ge/y/FE/ 
ge/ift/43ED/ ge/z/FD/ 

ge/a/00000000/ g©/n/4AAB/ ge/G/FC/ 
ge/b/0000000/ ge/o/4AAD/ ge/H/FB/ 
ge/c/000000/ ge/o/4AAB/ tl 
ge/d/0000D/ ge/q/72/ rewind 
ge/e/0000/ ge/r/74/ eg 
ge/f/2C79/ tl ge/I/FA 
ge/g/4lFA/ rewind ge/J/F9 
ge/h/4EB9/ eg ge/K/F8 
ge/i/4EAE/ ge/e/76/ ge/L/F7 
tl ge/t/78/ ge/M/000 
rewind ge/u/7A/ ge/N/00 
eg ge/v/7C/ rewind 
ge/j/4EBA/ ge/w/7E/ tl 
ge/k/4E75/ ge/x/FF/ 
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PHOENIX 

Welcome to our three 
page Christmas-Special which has all 

the products you need to make this a "Happy Amiga Christmas!' 
Page one is devoted to Options \ packs which are designed to take (he headache out of your choice this Christmas, 

AH year tve ham been gathering regularfeedbackfrom our customers on what they think are the essential items to he 
found in a pack. From this information we have assembled what we and the Amiga buying public believe to be the 

ultimate in packs at unquestionably the best prices. 

Make 'Options'your only option this Christmas! 

OPTION x^ 

ARCADE ACTION PACK 
This Pack, 
built around 
the A6G0 1Mb 
machine, 
wiM provide 
you with 
everything 
you need to 
to create 
your own ^ 
in house' all-action arcade environment 
Exploit the Amiga as the ultimate games 
I——. I   1machinem 

NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT  
PHOENIX 

OPTION 1 L.% 

WHAT YOU GET! 

AGOOIMb 
Phillips Monitor 

S833 Mkll 

10 Capacity 
Dish Box 

1Q Phoenix Bulk Disks 
witn Labels 

Two Joysticks 
dully microswiiGhed) 

Mouse Joystick 
Switch 

Phoenix Stereo Hi-Fi 
Sound Speakers 

ZOOL 
Software Pack 

(ID High duality Games inc. 
ZDfll, striker) 

8mm Mouse Mat 

James MiJJard 
M«»*mg Director 

WHAT YOU GET! 

OPTION 

HOME DFFIC 
This pack is based round the A600 HO 
giving you all the advantages of an 
electronic office environ ment in the 

_ _ fcff^ comfort of your 
H nflfH own n°me 

i Alongside ihe 
~mA600 HD"phoenix 

.^f^^^^f^-JMr^ a'sa provide you 
tdM^@0S& JEM! with a top selling 

9 PIN dot matrix 
colour printer, 

a highly rated software package - rated 84% in 
Amiga Format - our own Phoenix Deluxe drive, 
and a full range of top quality accessories, 
making day tn day household management 
easy!! 
NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT  
PHOENIX 
OPTION 2 

ABOD 1Mb 
(20Mti HD) 

Phillips Monitor 
8833 Mkll 

Star LCI 00 
9 PEN Colour Printer 

3.5" External Drive 

PA 601 
RAM Expansion 

Europress 
"Mini Office'1 

10 TDK 8.5" Disks 
A4 Copy Holder 
Anti-Glare screen 

500 
sheets of Paper 
8m Mouse Mat 

OPTION <^ 

FAMILY PACk 
Based on Commodores Epic*Language 
pack. Option 3 gives the whole family 
maximum use of the Amiga. 

itaSa^^^^^ *~yy have added 
>^^F BTJk;", to the top 

* ^^^fit ^ already in 

^^^Bfcfc choice of 
fun school titles for the children and Monkey 
Island 2, {Amiga Format Gold winner). They 
complete what is an unbeatable software 
based pack. Whether it's word processing, 
learning, home accounts or just good old game 
playing, the FAMILY PACK is all you need. 

NORMAL R.R.P. inc VAT  
PHOENIX 
OPTION 3 imZ 

WHAT YOU GET! 

AGOOIMb 
Epic/Language pack 
(20Mb Hard Drive) 

Phillips Monitor 
8833 Mkll 

Star LCI 00 
9 PIN Colour Printer 

PA 601 
1 Mb HAM Expansion 

Fun School 3+4 
Monkey Island 2 

50 Capacity Disk Box 

10 Phoenix Dulh 
Disks with Labels 

Joystick 
(fully micraswitched) 

8mm Mouse Mat 

OPTION 

CHRISTMAS CRACKER 
"Unbelievable", "Crazy", are just some of 
the quotes from the industry regarding 
the demise of the A500+. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ superc^ 

*-  • MM *■ the largest 
stocks in the UK of the Cartoon Classics Pack 
and offer you the very last chance tn purchase 
this legendary machine!! 

WHAT YOU GET! 

A500+ 

1Mb of RAM 
Expandable to IDMb 

Workbench 2.04 

Real-Time Battery 
Backed Clock 

Full Comprehensive 
Manual Set 

Mouse 

TV Modulator 

External PSU 

Lemmings 

PHOENIX 
OPTION 4 
A 500+ Cartoon 
Classics 2Mb... 

Captain Planet 

The Simpsons 

Deluxe Paint ill 

WHY 
• ALL PRODUCTS arc full UK spec. 
* ALL PACKS supplied with full connecting cables for immediate operation, 
- FREE Getting Started' technical guide. 
• FREE RETURN TO PHOENIX pick-up on all faulty hardware within 1 fl r|TI flRI P 

days of purchase, 111 I IU N U 
* FREE UK DELIVERY- on all Options1 packs 

If you wish to upgrade any major item of hardware m the 'Option Pack', simply tell us at the time of ordering and we will just 
charge you the difference in price between the two products. Easy! 

• FREE DOT COVERS for Computer, printer and monitor when 
purchasing an options pack 

• EXCLUSIVE technical helpline number. 
• THE KNOWLEDGE that you are purchasing from one of the: premier mail 

order companies in Europe. 

The Phoenix product helpline 
ensures that all our customers 
benefit from the highest level of 
after sales technical support. 

We also offer 
advice to help 
you in choosing 
exactly the right 
product for your 
requirements 
thus eliminating 
the possibility 
of an unwanted 
or unnecessary 
purchase. 

Once you have made the 
decision to purchase from 
Phoenix your order will be 

dispatched 
promptly and 
without fuss. 

Using one of the 
countries 
leading courier 

I services 
ensures that 
your goods 
arrive on time, 

intact and in the same condition 
they left our stock. 

SPECIAL  CHRISTMAS OPENING TIMES 

Mon Sat 9.00-7.30 
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P H O E N 1 X 

i 
NEW PACKS 

'THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 
1 Mb A 600 as standard and includes the excellent value 
Software titles: Deluxe Paint ill * formula One Grand Pnx • 

"TONLY £339.99! 
A 600 2Mb Unci, above software) £379.99 

'EPIC*LANGUAGE PACK' 
1 Mb A 600 as standard and includes 20MB HARD 
DRIVE the excellent value Software tides: Deluxe 
Paint III • Trivial Pursuit - Epic* Myth ■ Rome 

...ONLY £484.99! 
A6002Mb+20 Mb Hard Drive ..£52499 Ibotb oicluiie !fre above detailed software) 

A 600 

The stand-alone 
A 6DD is compact, 
semi portable, 
fully featured and 
can be purchased 
in the following 

Configurations: 
A GOO £274.99 
A GOO HD nESMna£429.99 
A 600 2Mb £314.99 
A 600 HD 2Mb £469.99 

RAM EXPANSION 

FEATURES INCLUDE: - Trapdoor installation Will 
not invalidate your warranty ■ Battery backed real time 
clock • Long life lithium cell • Enable/disable facility * Full 
installation instructions • Made in U.K. * Complete with 
fame us Phoenix 2 vear warranty, 
Phoenix PA GDI-populated^ Mb £44.99 
Phoenix PA 601 -unpopulated 0Mb...£24.99 
Phoenix A 600 ROM Sharer £29.99 
Keyboard switchgbief 
Phoenix PA fi020-2Mb Smartcard. £119.99 
Phoenix PA GQ40-4fWb Smartcard.£149,99 

AMIGA 4000 
Features Include; 68040 32 Bit Pro cess or running 
at 25 MHz (upgradable! * New Doubie AA chipset 
with 16.8 million colours ■ high density 1.44 Mb 
floppy* 120 Nb IDE hard drive • New Workbench 3 

AMIGA 4000  £2,229.00 
A 4000 wth 40Mb Hard Drive £P.OA 
A 4000 with 240Mb Hard Drive £KO.A. 
A 4000 with 425Mb Hard Drive ..fP.O.A. 
Please note that a SCSI II 4000 controller will be 
available from mid November-Call sales for 
details and price, 

AMIGA 1500 

2.04 Workbench Includes: Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum 
Works, Home Accounts, Tokt, Puzznic, x Elf, Amiga 
Format Book and Joystick   rrm rtn 
AMIGA 1500..,. MS2 tDoa.oa 

GVP PC-286 1 6MHz.. £239.99 
KCS Power board {with DOS Mil £199,99 
KCS Powerboard £184.99 
Saptor for 1500/2000.../: 1 £59.99 

A Tortce Plus 2B6 mm 1214.99 

ACCELERATORS 
The incredible speed ef 
32-Bit teehnelegy at a price 

ou can afford only from :.S.L. Ray tracing an image 
that takes 24-hrs on a standard Amiga takes just 
1 hr. 36 mins. with an A5000M Ffl£E maths co-pro 
included with both A/85000 accelerator cards. 
A5000 + 1MB 16.67 Mhz £249.99 
A50DO + 2MB 16.67 Mhz £289.99 
A5000 + 3MB 16,67 Mhz £319.99 
A5000 + 4MB 16.67 Mhz , £349,99 
B5000 + 1MB 25.00 Mhz £499,99 
B5Q00 + 2MB 25.00 Mhz £669.99 
B5000 + 3MB 25.00 Mhz £829.99 
B5000 + 4MB 25.0D Mhz „.. ,...£979.99 

PRINTERS 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the 
fastest Herd Drive/Controller for the Amiga. 
Features Game Switch, external SCSI port, 
FAAASTR0M SCSI Driver, EVP's custom VLSI 
chip and internal RAM expansion up to B meg] 
Units use high specification fast-access 
QUANTUM Hard Drives coming with 2 yr. guarantee. 
A50Q-HD8+ 52 Mb (Unpopulated) £329.99 
A500-HD8+ 120 Mb (Unpopulated) £424.99 
A500 H D8+ 240 Mb {Unpopulated) £689.99 

ROCTEC 

SALE OF THE CI EMI ruR1 m 
Phoenix in association with Roctec and 
Conner, continue to achieve massive sales 
on this high specification, quality product. 
Due to the buying power of Phoenix we are 
able to maintain these incredible prices- 
prices that have left the competition GREEN 
with envy-end the Amiga buying public 
licking their Hps. Stocks will only last until 
the end of November, 
ROCTEC 40 MB £259-99 
ROCTEC 60 MB S..Q.kl!EI9f 19B' 
ROCTEC 85 MB  £299.99 
ROCTEC 120 MB   £364.99 
Featuring Connor drives-very last access times- 
(19ms or better) ■ expand up to S Mb using 1 Mb 
Simms only * 1 year guarantee * slimline design 
ideally colour matched to the A5D0 * Own power 
supply. 
ROCTEC (controller Only)...... £164.99 
Same specification as the above but without the 
hard drive fitted so you can fit your own. Please 
specify IDE or SCSI. 

EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

HARD DRIVES 
1500/2000 

Series II Hard Disk Controller/RAM card .£114.99 
Series II 52 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card..£269.99 
Series I1120 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card.J399.99 
Series II240 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card. £63999 
EXTRA MEMORY Only £25.99 per Mb. 

ACCELERATORS 
GVP COMBINATION ACCELERATORS & HARD DrwEs-Tfre 
ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 
A530 Cembi 40MHz + 52Mb Hard Drive £659.99 
A530 Combi 40MHz + 120Mb Hard Drive..£757.99 
A530 Com hi 40 MHz + 240Mb Hard Drive £979 99 
A03O 63BB2 Co-Processor, £204.99 

ACCELERATORS 
1500/2000 

GVP G-Force 030-25MHz + 1Mb £545.99 
GVP G-Force 03tM0MHz + 4Mb £784.99 
GVP G-Force 030-50MHz + 4Mb £1099.99 

ACCELERATOR 
RAM Modules 

1Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds £65.99 
4Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds £182.99 

EMULATORS 
11500/2000-3000/3000T 

Vortex GOLDEN GATE' £E£F£419.99 
This emulator is the ultimate bridge between 
PC/AT platforms and the Amiga. If you think this is 
for you, cross to page three for specification 
details in this months Trail Blazers' section! 

STAR 
LC-1QD Colour... CMW £159.99 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, eight fonts 
and electronic DIP switches. 
LC24-100  £25557 £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mrjder 16 K buffer and 
10 letter quality fonts,(with Star printer driver only). 
LC-20 , £129.99 
LC-200 Colour.... £195.99 
LC24-20 .............£199.99 
LC24-200 Mono £219.99 
LC24-200 Colour . .£268.99 
XB24-200 Colour £379.99 
SJ48 Bubblejet       fflXmff £219.99 
Star printers come with one year warranty, 
CITIZEN 
Swift 240 Colour iTizm £279 99 
Swift 240 Mono £H5W £259.99 
Swift 200 Colour...... mw £219.99 
Swift 200 Mono................ mm? £199.99 
Swift 9 Colour. fffitomffif £179.99 
Citizen printers come with 2 year warranty, 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
Deskjet 500. MmWK*;f £329.99 
Deskjet-500 Colour £449.99 
HP printers come with 3 year warranty. 
HP black ink cartridge £24.99 
HP colour ink cartridge £29.99 
AUTO SHEET FEEDERS   
STAR LC20 ».LlMYMm £57.99 
STAR LC200 „, £59.99 
STAR LC24 200 £62.99 
STAR LC24-20  £62.99 
STAR SJ4S. „ £49.99 

"I will recommend Phoenix to my 
friends with no reservations." 

C. A. Squirt- Aldburgh 

BUBBLE JET 

CANON BJ ioeX.. nam £224.99 
Upgraded version of BJIOe. the worlds biggest 
selling portable inkjet printer 
CANON BJ 20 mm £319.99 
More Features than the BJ10, includes Auto sheet 
feeder. To p se 11 ing-H i g h ly R e c om mended 
CANON BJ 300 fSMW £374.99 
BO column bubblejet provides laser quality output. 
CANON BJ 330 £499.99 
136 column bubblejet 
CANON Bubblejet cartridges.... ...£17.99 

PHOENIX PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with ALL printers containing T.8m std. 
printer cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE. 
PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We have a large range of high quality printer 
accessories for all the printers we sell including: 
dust covers from £2.99 * Ink cartridges from 
£13.99 • Mono ribbons from £3,50 ■ Colour 
ribbons from £7.99 * Printer stands from £7.99 

CHIPS 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kickstart 2.04 ROM....... „ ,..£34.99 
Kfekstart 1.3 BOM. ,£27,99 Fatter Agnus 8372A. £34.99 
NEW Super D en iae.£29,99 GIA 852DA £9.99 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb x 9 (-70} Simm . £9999 1 Mb x 4 m) lip *£34.99 
1 Mb x 9 (-80| Simm..£27.99 256k x 4 { BO) Zip.... •£29.99 
2Sek x 9 |-SO) Simm..f 12.99 1 Mb x 1 DRAM ,£3,49 
256k x 4 D RAM. .,.,.£3.49 This price is for 1 Mb of RAM 
These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hartf Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga Ie. GVP, SUPRA, MICRCB0TICS, COMMODORE 

"I must write to congratulate you on 
the efficiency of your mail order staff," 

Robert S. Blair - Denmark 

SUPRA 50QRX the ultimata in Fast Ram 
expansion umts.rUses 256x4 Zips) 
8 Mb pop to 1 Mb* £99.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb*. £124,99 
8 Mb pup to 2 Mb ..£149.99 
8 Mb pop to 4 Mb. £209.99 
8Mb pop to 8Mb £309.99 

PHILIPS 8833Mk II /3H7£194.L _ 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including 'Lotus Turtle 
Challenge , and 1 years en-site warranty. 
COMMODORE 1085 SDI £216.99 
COMMODORE 1084 SDI... £199.99 

Ml monitors are supplied with a FREE 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
14" Dust covers 1499 
14" Tilt & Swivel stand £13.99 
Anti-Glare filter screen £19.99 
A4 Copy Holder........ ..£12.99 

"This is is the second time I have dealt 
with you and each time have had 

excellent service and rapid delivery" 
Peter W. Beaumont*- H adders field 

n u i a 11 urn 
Don't confuse these quality disks with others 
currently available. 3.5" 100% certified error free 70% 
clip. All disks include FREE high quality Phoenix labels. 
10. £4.99 200....,., 172.99 
25 £12    : 500 1 74.99 
so ...£22.99 750.., £259.99 
ioo £39.99 1000. £339.99 
TDK Branded disks- High performance 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels. 
19. £5.99 ioo .£52.99 
50.. .£26.99 SOD..,., £249.99 
1000 Phoenix Disk Labels.. £9.99 

& CABLES 
Midi-Midi 2m £3.99 Modulator ext....£9.99 
Midi-Midi 3m..,.£4.99 Amiga-Scart £9.99 
Midi-Midi 5m £5.99 Amiga 8833MklI,£9.99 
Disk Drive ext. ..£9.99 Joystick long ext.£4.99 
Mouse/Joystick ext £4.99 
Mouse/Joystick splitter,,,,.., ...,£4.99 
*Se ri a I/Mod em cabl es. ,........... £9.99 
* A m iga-Multisync. , f ro m £ 9 - 99 
"Amiga-Microvitec,,.... £9.99 
#Amiga-CPC monitor £9.99 
*Armga-RGB/TV , .£9.99 
"SCSI Cable various ..,,...£9.99 
Printer 1,8tn.,......£5.99 Printer Z.Om HQ...E7.99 
*For full details of these cables or 
information regarding the right cable for 
the job call 0532 311684. Custom built leads 
ore no problem Phoenix. 

PHOENIX 2 Meg 
RAM Upgrade Modules 

A PHOENIX RAM 
module can expand 
your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb by using the 
trapdoor expansion 
port. Extra RAM is 
necessary to unleash the 
incredible graphics capa- 

bilities of your Amiga. All our haarrfs carry a full 2 year no 
r|11ihbIe repls^anient guarantee. It's never been 
cheaper to upgrade! 
1 Mb Fully populated f%ui rxr\ 
RAM board.... £34.99 
1 Mb unpopulated RAM board £16.99 

MULTI-MEDIA 
Rom bo's Vidi Amiga 12 is the rep I a cement for their 
complete colour solution bringing you the world's 
first mess market colour digltiser for under £100. 

VIDI-AMIGA 12. „S3H £79.99 
Outstanding features and plenty of VFMI /Va/w? 
fcrmorceyJfHighlyRecommended. 
R0CGEN Plus £129.99 
Quality features and performance-Recommertded. 
ROCKEY BY ROCTEC 
The new chroma key unit - used in conjunction with 
a Genlock - allows you to superimpose live video 
over graphics or video-substitute the brightness 
portion of a video source with a keyed image- 
Embed live video in graphics! 
Phoenix Price....,,  £269.99 
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0 UPGRAD 

Simply 

the 

Best! 

£44.9 

1TEX GOLDEN GATE' 
Designed for the Amiga 1500/2000/3000 
and 3000T this is a 25MHz 80366SX PC/AT 
Emulator. PC/AT slot support-Max 16 Mb 
PC/RAM, 4Mb for Amiga-Will use PC/AT IDE 
Hard Disk and floppy disk drives 2.38 Mb under 
Amiga D0SH highly recommended. 
Phoenix price £419.99 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
The most eagerly awaited software package of 
the year, has just received an award of 97% in 
CU AMIGA. Francois Lionet's superb creation 
has now evolved to include numerous new 
features developed from Amiga users ideas 
and feedback, Don't miss this six disk 
Bonanza f 

Phoenix price...  £44.99 

ROCTEC ROCLITE 
This famous super slim drive has now 
been upgraded to include Anti-click 
and virus checker - We have 
reluctantly had to raise the price of this 
product due to the variance of the 
do liar rate. However to soften the blew 
wa will include a FREE disk head 
cleaner worth £3.99 

Phoenix price  

FINAL COPY-UK VERSION 
^aJL^This   powerful unique 

WYSIWYG word processing 
package is the hest value choice for 
your Amiga, sharing many of the £ 
features of full-blown DTP packages 

Phoenix price £69.99 J 
Be safe in the knowledge that you are buying 
the official UK version of the product from 
Phoenix. BEWARE of dealers offering 
"Latest version" of Final Copy. This may he 
American product and should not he sold in 
the UK! 

OPAL VISION 
Amazing new 24-8it graphics card and 
video system tor the Amiga 1500, 2000 
and 3000. Includes software suite 
worth hundreds of pound. With an 
incredible performance, this is simply 
awesome. 
Phoenix price. £739.9^ 

PRODUCTS| 

MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH .£13.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's ports!This, device saves 
wear and tear makes switchover FAST, and do&s NOT 
require power unlike many others. 
COMPUTER/VIDEO SCART SWITCH...£19.99 
Rip- between Video/computer signals at the push pf a button. 
Phoenix Stereo speakers fTUW £29.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 

DISK DRIVES 
All drives feature super slim design, enabie- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee! 
Phoenix Deluxe Drive £47.99 
Roctec Roclite . £^£64.99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 
include Antic lick and Virus Checker 
Disk head cleaner   £3.99 

FREE FAST UK DELIVERY 

NEXT-DAY COURIER ONLY £4.50 

MICE & 
ITRACKBALLS 

NAKSHA Upgrade Mouse £24.99 
(With Operation Stealth, mat & holder) 
Roctec Mouse  ...£13.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE ***** 
Mega Mouse   ...£12.99 
{Has just received 90% Amiga Format Gold Award) 
Optical Mouse   £29.99 
High precision, pointing device. 
Crystal Trackball £37.99 
Infrared-Cordless-Mouse...        £47.99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovation.} 
Optical Pen Mouse MM £39.99 
High Duality 8mm mouse Mats ....£3.99 

AMIGA MUSIC 
Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
kept this unbeatable music deal running for you 
throughout die Christmas period. 

MU5IC-X Jnr....onm CICfM 
When purchasing either a fm | URUU 
Phoenix Stereo Sampler or Pro Midi 2 Interface 
Please Note: this is a limited offer only while stocks last! 
STEREO SAMPLER       fi'mmm £29.99 
Combines ease of use with state of the art analogue to 
digits! conversion technology.(inc. FREE sample editing 
software i sue in lead I 
PRO-MIDI 2 INTERFACE £24.99 
This fully featured professional quality midi interface is 
very flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities, It ha>s five 
ports in, outr thru and two switchesle Dutfthru. (inc. FREE 
midi lead) 
GVP DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO £54.99 
High quality sound sampler for all Amiga Computers 
Amiga Music Made Easy-Only from Phoenix! 

A 570 CD ROM 

This essentia! add-on has finally arrived, 
suitable for A500/A500+, A570. 
Phoenix price .. ^£329.99 

SCANNERS 
Powerful image processing tools for the 
office or the home environment 
POWER-Features include: 100-400 dpi ■ 64- 
Greyscates Thru-port to printer ■ FREE Editing 
software. 
Power Scanner v2.0 £94.99 
Power Scanner Colour £234.99 

GOLDEN IMAGE-Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi ■ 256-Greyscale • Touch up 
and Merge it software. 
A f fa Scan ....£124.99 
AlfaScan Plus £149.99 
AlfaScan OCR fine OCR Software/.....£279.99 
EPSON GT-6000 FLAT BED FULL 
COLOUR SCANNER Plug into Amiga 
parallel port, 600 d.p.i. resolution, up to 16 
million colours COOCk flfl 
Phoenix Price... tbuiJ .UU 
ASDG-SOFTWARE-Scanning software 
comes in two forms, integrated into art 
development as a new module or used as a 
stand-alone programme, £m nr\ QQ 
Phoenix Price X I U3.JJ 

WARE 

WORD PROCESSING / OTP W 
Kindwords 3 £36.99 
Final Copy 2 33- EES® £66.99 
Professional Page 3 ATH^ £129/99 
Saxon Publisher iTmu £189.99 
Pagestream v2.2 ....... £126.99 
Pagestream Font pack 1 £44.99 
Pen Pal 1.4™. mESMHH £39.99 
Prowrite v3.X £57.99 
Quick write ........,£36.99 
Wordworth £79.99 
Hot Links .£52,99 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office £59.99 
Mini Office fTJm £39.99 
CAD & DRAWING 
Design Works £53.99 
Professional Draw 3 mMWi&l £79.99 
Intra CAD Plus £74.99 
X CAD 2000 £99.99 
X CAD 3000 £269.99 
UTILITIES 
Lattice CJ v6. /^17/T £214.99 
A-Talk 3 £44.99 
Cross Dos v5 fine, Cro$$ PC Fmutero/-j.......£29.99 
Diskmasterl ....£43.99 
Dos 2 Dos ..........£29.99 
Opus Directory £29.99 
Xcopy £36.99 
Quarter Back £45.99 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5 £49.99 
DATABASE 
Superbase Pro 4 £164.99 
Superbase Pers 2  ifflf £39,99 
VIDEO PRODUCTION/TITLING 
SCALA 500 £79.99 
SCALA Professional £219.99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...£35.99 
Broadcast Titler 1.... £179.99 
Font Pack 1 for Broadcast Titler 2 £88.99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Titler 2,.£88.99 
Pro Video Post £168.99 
TV Show Pro £51.99 
TV Text Pro £64.99 

a j 1 
£34.99 

perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A5O0/A50O+ A 600 
control centre now available. 
DATA SWITCHES-tf5p/n D type) 
2 way £15.99 
3 way. ....£17.99 
4 way.......... , £19.99 
STORAGE: 
90 Capacity BANX , £11.99 
150 Capacity POSS0 ...£16.99 
Disk Box 10 Cap .£1.99 
Disk Box 25 Cap.... ., £2.99 
Disk Box 50 Cap   ...£4,99 
Disk Box 100 Cap £6.99 
Disk Box 120 Cap ..£7.99 
Top grade, heavy duty injection moulded boxes. 
Low cost, high quality. 

M 11 

Now Only.. 

£79.99 

The popular upgrade kit for 12/13 owners from 
Commodore is in stock and selling fast! 

FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX  
Race Trace £57, £93 
Deluxe Paint 4 £63.99 
Deluxe Video 3 ,., £71.99 
image Finder £44.99 
Pixmate £43.99 
Scenery Animator  .,.£62.99 
Vista.... £43,99 
ProVrsta.... £71.9^ 
ANIMATION * 
Take 2 £42.99 
Image Master £129,99 
3-D Images  ...£36.99 
Amos £36.99 
Amos Professional ... £5127 £44.99 
i 97% in CU Amiga -Software release of the ysarf 
Amos Compiler £21.99 
Amos 3D £25.99 
Easy Amos £22.99 
Deluxe Paint 4  £63.99 
Director v2 £71.99 
Imagine v2 fMMW £189.99 
Map master for Imagine ...... ....£59.99 
Presentation Master £169.99 
Surface Master for Imagine £29,99 
Showmaker £142,99 
Video Director £107.99 
PRESENTATION & SLIDE SHOW 
Can Do vl.6 £72.99 
Art Department Pro v.1  £143.99 
Art Department Pro Conv. Kit £57.99 
Can Do It V.I.G - ...£94,99 
Hyper Book ., ..£44.99 
ACCOUNTING 
Personal Finance  £73137 £29.99 
Arena Accounts £83*99 
Home Accounts 2 £39.99 
System 3 £43.99 
Cashbook Combo £57,99 



THE TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD 

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 

CASH PAID ON ALL YOUR COMPUTER 

AND CONSOLE EQUIPMENT 

INCLUDING: 
ALL COMMODORE AMI GAS 

AMIGA LEISURE AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
MONITORS, PRINTERS, HARD DRIVES AND PC BOARDS 

PC COMPATIBLES (286 AND ABOVE) 
ALL SEGA, NINTENDO AND LYNX CARTRIDGES GAME 
GEAR, GAMEBOY, LYNX LAPTOPS, NOTEBOOKS AND 

PALMTOPS 

PART EXCHANGE ALSO AVAILABLE 

CHECK OUT OUR STOCK 

OF COMPUTER BARGAINS 

AT 
143. WHITFIELD STREET. LONDON W1 

(NEAR WARREN STREET 

TUBE) 

Tottenham 
Court Road 

-0 Tube Station 

no™ 

iODDO Tottenham Court Road 
| melt* | 

071-388-2613 
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 10AM TO 8PM 

□ Q 

m 
ft 

V 

Educational 

Programs 

Written by experienced 
teachers. 

88% in ST Format June 91 
Trade enquiries welcome 

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something 
other than shoot-em-ups? 
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick? 
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out which 
button does what? 

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for 

Send SAE for information or disk/SQp for demos, state computer 

To C.V.S. 10 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9NH 

Tel 962$ 
779631 E        r E 

Tel: 0626 779695 
Day or evening 

PRIORITY DRAWS 

!!Forget Straight Perms!! 

Individualize your football pools coupon - 
make your entry more flexible and increase 
your chances of winning. The writer of this 
program has won a few £000ls. You can too! 
Revitalize your method of doing the pools. 
Use this system and put some discipline into 
your entry. Only £10 From: 

KM+ Software 
PO Box 17 
Wombourae 
WOLVERHAMPTON WV5 8LF 

VIDEO USERS! 

VidepWare Presents A New And Innovative Concept In Video Titling 

The VideoGold Collection 

Anniversaries, Christmas, - you name it!! ikin THE PRICE? 

12 Disks full of superb animations and effects to transform your videos into 

professional looking productions instantly!! 

Mix and match the animations with your own text or use our specially designed brushes and Animbrushes 
supplied to give you endless variations and cover every occasion. 

Designed by graphic artists, the volumes cover Weddings, Birthdays, Sport, 

Holidays, Parties, Children, Special occasions and much more! 

All will run on Amigas with a minimum of 1 Meg and Dpaint 3 or 4 and any other 

graphics or multimedia program supporting Anims/Animbrushes. 

Animated Wedding Album, Christening, Animated Copyright Messages, Holidays and Places, 

AND THE n«» Just £29i99 for the! 2 disk collection 

Don't worry if you have little or no graphics experience. 
The VideoGold collection comes complete with a full user 
guide to enable you to get the most from the Disks - we even 
supply a hot-line for those who need further assistance. 

Please state Volume required when ordering. Overseas 
please add £5. Please make cheques/RO's Payable to 

Videoware and send your order to 
VIDEOWARE 

(DEPT. AS) 
50, Heather Close, Locking Stumps, Birchwood, 

Warrington. WA3 7NX 
For further help, information or advice please telephone 0925 - 851S59 



VIDEO 

The je 

crown 

Gary Whiteley samples the 

spectrum of software which 

comes with OpalVision - the 

latest heavy artillery in the 

Amiga graphics war 

With the Introduction 
of DCTV, and of 
AVideo 24 earlier this 
year, a price war for 

quality Amiga graphics devices 
began- OpalVision looks set to 
Intensify this conflict, with a 

Like the rare gemstones that are 
Its namesake, OpalVision hails from 
Australia, apparently from the same 
designers as the ill-fated Colorburst 
system - which promised so much, 
but for many reasons ultimately 
failed to deliver the goods. 

The OpalVision Mother Board which plugs Into the Amiga's video slot 

ONE PIECE AT A TIME 
The most interesting aspect of the 
OpalVision design has got to be Its 
modular concept. The motherboard, 
which is the core of the OpalVision 
system, plugs into the video slot of 
Amiga 1500/2000/3000 computers 
and connects directly to the Amiga's 
RGB monitor, external genlock or 
other RGB device. As they become 
available, expansion modules can be 
added to perform a variety of video 
operations, including digital video 
effects, vision mixing, frame 
grabbing, genlocking and de- 
interlacing, (See the side panel for 
more details). 

slot, connected to the RGB monitor, 
and the software installed on to hard 
disk. By opting not to install the wide 
range of demo pictures and 
backgrounds I had the whole thing 
done in less than twenty minutes - 
and I didn't even have to fiddle with 
the adjustment screw on the rear of 
the board to tune the video signal in, 
though maybe I was lucky. 

OPAIPAINT 
As is often the case when I'm testing 
new products, once installation is 
complete I just jump straight in and 
start playing. This time I made a 
beeline for OpaiPaint, which loaded 

OpaiPaint's easy-to-use palette mixer and colour 
selector keeps everything rosy 
powerful 24-bit paint program and 
opportunities for expansion into full 
video mixing and processing which 
will surely draw comparisons with 
NewTek's Video Toaster. 

The font types which can be used with OpalVision 

Not much fear of OpalVision 
going the same way though, as it is 
undoubtedly a world away from its 
quirky and unsuccessful 
predecessor. 

OPALVISION'S TOP NOTCH TECH SPECS 

• Mounts En A1500/2000/3000 video slot 
• External version to be available for A500/600 Am [gas 
• 24-bit RGB output 
• 1.5Mb display RAM on-board 
• Maximum display screen size 768 x 580 (PAL Overscan) 
• Max image size 32768 x 32768 pixels using hard drive as virtual memory 
• Expansion sockets for frame grabber/genlock, video effects, vision mixer 

and de-interlacer 
• Use OpalVision to display 24-blt backdrops and Amiga software on same 

screen and genlock or record the output to video. 
• Autoconfigures for PAL or NTSC 

Gradient fills 
OpaiPaint 

Packaged with the OpalVision 
motherboard is a variety of software, 
including OpaiPaint - a full-featured 
24-bit paint program, OpatPresents! 
- a sophisticated slide show 
p rogram, OpatHotKey - for d ispl ay 1 ng 
Amiga graphics and animations 
directly over 24-bit graphics, a 
number of useful utility programs 
and, wait for it, King Of Karate, 
touted as the world's first 24-bit 
personal computer game, of which 
all that really needs to be known is 
that you need over 5Mb of hard drive 
space and 2Mb of Chip RAM just to 
get it running. 

QUICK FIT BUSS 
Installation is beautifully simple, 
requiring the OpalVision motherboard 
to be inserted into the Amiga's video 

come In many varied forms with 

quickly and presented me with a 
straightforward looking main menu, I 
soon found that the basics of 
OpaiPaint were very easy to get to 
grips with, particularly since it 
duplicates the now almost standard 
Deluxe Paint keyboard shortcuts. 

Of the various Amiga 24-bit paint 
programs I've looked at this year 
{MacroPaint, WPaint 1.8 and DCTV 
Paint among others) I reckon this is 
the best value yet, 1 was impressed 
with the sheer range of options, 
though ! eventually had to resort to 
the well presented manuals In order 
to understand the finer points of 
several of the more unfamiliar new 
functions. Surprisingly, for all its 
features, OpaiPaint seems to be very 
fast on the draw, compared with 
other programs. 
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ACCELERATORS Unlimited 
P.O. liOX 87, LYTHAM St ANNUS, LANCS, FYS 5SI> 

TEL 0253 795796      I AX 0253 736035 
OPEN 10AM TO 5PM MONDAY THRU' THURSDAY 

Mail Order Only-Overseas Welcome 
Registered      ur couiier extra. Prices include VAT 

PERIPHERALS 
(Rt Distributors for Progressive Peripherals & Software) 

PROGRESSIVE 040 
28mhz for 2000/1500 with 4 megs £1250 
33mhz for 2000/1500 with 4 megs £1450 

ZEUS 040 I tl MM KM Mil 

2000/1500 28 Mhz 040 + 4 Meg And Scsi £1499 
33mhz version 4 megs and SCSI £1799 

MU Mil ill 3000 25 mhz 040 £699 

MERCURY 040 

i£QQg 28 MHZ 040 FOR 500/500P 
With 4 megs £875 

33 Mhz version 4 megs £1075 

RAMBRANDT £2499 
RAMBRANDT Personal due out November, 92 

FUSION FORTY 040 

28 mhz 2000/1500 4 meg £1199 
ORDER NOW & BEFORE END DECEMBER AND GET 4 

MEG EXTRA FREE - 8 MEGS FOR 4 MEG PRICE!! 

CSA MAGNUM 040 
Fast SCSI2 interface option of fast Serial and 

Parralel ports (User installable) 20 nansecSRAM 
28 mhz with 4 megs and SCSI £1675 

33mhz version £2325 
PRO VERSIONS have addition 1 or 4 meg SRAM 

SUPERIOR GENLOCKS 
We have tried all the UK ones and these West German ones aie 

the best and on S/VHS guaranteed to work without a TBC. 
PAL Genlock; Y/C Genlock; Frame Grabbers; Framestore; 

Y/C Col Splitter, Flicker Fixer; a Pro Genlock for Hi8 S/VHS, 
colour splitter, RGB converter & plenty of knobs and dials 
fRADh-IN YOUR CSA 030 CARD AND GIT AN 040 

PRICE 

BREAKTHROUGH 

LOWEST PRTCE 

030'sKVFR!!! 

CSA 030 for 500/1500 25 mhz with 

03QMPU chip/68882 FPU £250 

C SA 030 for 500/1500 33 mhz £325 

2 Meg £190 4 Meg £325 8 Meg £475 

•\1 i. SYSTEMS RJLl.Y WARHANThl) UNDER CURRENT UK LEGISLATION 

Amiga for Beginners £12.95 
Amiga BASIC Inside & Out £18.95 
Amiga Machine Language .£14.95 
Amiga 3D Graphics in BASIC £16.95 
Amiga Intern (d) £34.95 
Amiga C for Beginners..., £16,95 
Amiga C for Advanced Prog £29,95 
Amig DOS Inside & Out (d)... £19,95 
Best Amiga Tricks & Tips (d) ......£24,95 
Amiga Printers Inside & Out (d) .£29.95 
Making Music on the Amiga (d)..£29.95 
Amiga Desktop Video Power (d) £24.95 
Using Arexx on the Amiga (d) ....£29.95 
Screenplay 2 £9,95 
The AmigaDOS Manual 3rd 
Edition £21.95 
Kids & The Amiga 2nd Edition ...£15.95 
Amiga Graphics Inside & Out.,...£29.95 
Amiga Desktop Video 
2nd Edition  ..,......,..£18,95 
Mastering Amiga Workbench £19.95 
Amiga ROM Kern ah Includes £32.95 
Amiga Made Easy, , ...£12,95 
Little Red Workbench 1.3 Book..£14.95 
Intuition Practical Guide .£16.95 
Official Amiga Vision Handbook.£20.95 

Mastering Amiga Beginners £19.95 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vol 1 (d)£21,95 
Mastering AmigaDOS 2 Vol 12 ..£19,95 
Mastering Amiga C (d),. ..,£19,95 
Mastering Amiga Printers (d) £19.95 
Mastering Amiga System (d) £29.95 
Amiga ROM Kernali Libraries ....£32.95 
Amiga ROM Kernal: Devices £24.95 
Amiga Hardware Ret Manual .,..£24,95 
Amiga Interface Style Guide £18.95 
Mapping the Amiga, .£19,95 
Amiga D OS: Dabhand Gu ide ....£14.95 
Amiga BASIC: Dabhand Guide,.£15.95 
Get the Most From Your Amiga,..,£9,95 
2 companion disks for above £4.00 
Amiga Assembly Language £12.95 
Becoming an Amiga Arttst ....£16.95 
Using Delux Paint 2nd Edition....£18.95 
Amiga Game Makers Manual £16.95 
Little Blue Workbench 2 Book ..,.£14,95 
Program Design Techniques £16.95 
Commercial Games Prog. 
Guide , ...,.......,....£11.95 
Amiga World AmigaDOS 2 
Companion .£22.95 

SPECIAL, 

Amiga Microsoft BASIC Prog. Guide......£10,00 
AmigaDOS Ref Guide 2nd Ed (WB 1.2) ...£5.00 
Amiga Hardware Ref, Manual 2nd Ed .,,.£10,00 

Price 

OFF 

Amiga Desktop Video (Compute!) ,,,£10,00 
Amiga Programmer's Guide £10.00 
ROM Kernal Includes 2nd Ed £15.00 

'rices include postage in U.K.   Europe add £1 per book.  Airmail outside 
rope add 25%,   Access & Visa cards accepted.   Tel/Fax 0706-715028 

^ostal Orders payable to DTBS, 

SPECIAL OFFER TO AMIGA SHOPPER READERS: 
0% discount on orders over £35. You MUST' quote AS 12 to claim discount, 

DTBS 
(Dept AS12), 18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lanes OL11 5J2 
SHOWROOM now open - 413 Manchester Road, Rochdale OL11 3PG 

MAIL BYTE 

Orders & Enquiries 081 974 6767 

AMIGA Software 

Phone for prices on our huge 
range of Amiga leisure, business & 

creative software 

AMIGA Hardware 
Amiga 600 £Cal! 
Amiga 6O0HD .,.,£Cdl 
Amiga 1500 £Call 
Amiga 590HD .,£Ca!l 
Amiga & Monitor,  £Cdl 

Commodore 1084SD2 £197 
Philips CM8833 MKII £197 

512Exp+ Clock £29.99 
512 Exp £24.99 
1Mb Simms |70Ns) £25.99 
4Mb Simms (70Ns). £110.00 
A600 1Mb Exp + Clock £44.99 
A500+ 1Mb Exp £36.99 

GVP Hard Drives 
PRICE DROP Coll for the now even 

lower prices on Great Valley Products' 
Hard Drives, Accelerators & Video 

Boards 

Accessories 
Auto M/J Switch .,£1249 
Amiga to Philips Midi .,£5.99 
Amiga to Sony Scart ..£8.99 
Amiga to Scarf .£7,99 
Parallel Printer £3.99 
All Serial Cables £6,99 
Citizen Swiff Stand..,,,, £24.99 
Mouse Mat ...£2.75 
Squlck Mouse £8.99 
Techno Plus Mouse £13.99 
Amiga 500 Soft Cover, £3.25 
Amiga 600 Soft Cover.... £4.25 
Tractor 3,5' Labefe x IK £9.99 

Highest Quality Bulk Disks 
50x3.5^ Bulk Disks £23.50 
100x3.5" Bulk Disks .£45.25 
200x3.5" Bulk Disks £89.50 
500x 3.5" Bulk Disks £178.25 

1 000x3.5" Bulk Disks £356.75 
80 Cap Disk Box £4.99 
Posso 150 Cap Box £19.99 

Canon BJlOex. £225.00 
lOex Sheet Feed £58.99 
Canon BJ30O £359.00 
Canon BJ330 £469.00 
BJ Ink Cartridges.. £Ca!l 

Remember all our prices include 2-3 clay cfeliv 
Add £4.50 for Next Day Courier Service 

Orders by Fax:- 081 974 6102 or Orders by . 

Mail;- 3, Enterprise Way, Teddington, TW11 | 



VIDEO 

As you would expect, all the 
usual paint tools are present, as well 
as some new features which haven't 
been seen on the Amiga before. 
There are some notable omissions 
too, such as perspective scaling for 
brushes, colour cycling and soft 
edging. Some functions, such as 
ARexx, alpha work mode (8-bit 
masking) and the Magic Wand 
feature (for cutting out edge-detected 
areas), weren't working In the 
release version I received, though 
the doc files say they're imminent 
On the positive side, the omissions 

are greatly outweighed by the wealth 
of new features which OpalPaint has. 

PAINTS, BRUSHES AND 
PAPER 
One such novelty is the expandable 
range of artists tools which very 
effectively simulate air brushing, 
watercolour, crayon, chalk and 
something called Texta, along with 
several types of drawing surfaces - 
including hairy paper, rice paper and 
hessian - which can be called at any 
lime. 

With 240 colours available for 
immediate use (from a palette of 
16,8 million), and the ability to 
change any of them at any time 
without affecting the image, palette 
management could become a bit of a 
nightmare. Not so with OpalPaint, as 
it has a versatile on-screen colour 
mixing system which is rather like 
mixing real oils together on a palette, 
but without the mess. Colour 
spreads and individual colours are 
easily made and both palettes and 
colours can be named and saved for 
later recall, and to get you started a 
small, but useful, range is provided 
with the software, Switching to a new 
set of paint pots, as they are termed, 
is easily done with a mouse click or 
two, 

To keep high quality imaging, 
anti-aliasing is available for any jobT 
from lettering to brush placement, as 
well as normal drawing functions, so 
you can quickly smooth new clips 
into an existing image and draw with 
no fear of the j aggies. 

STENCILS 
Stencils are used either to protect or 
expose parts of the image from being 
affected by painting operations. With 
OpalPaint stencils can be made in 
two ways. The first is to define a 
mask stencil which works rather like 

a traditional artists' frisket in that it 
temporarily seals off the masked 
area from any further changes. The 
second, or colour stencil method, 
specifies selected colours to be 
either opaque or transparent to 
subsequent painting operations - 
though 1 use these terms loosely - 
as colour stencils can also be 
controlled by a range of colours or 
tolerance parameters which use 
brightness, contrast and hue settings 
to limit or extend their effectiveness. 
Colours can be included or excluded 
from use, and both types of stencil 
can be in use simultaneously. Sadly, 
stencils cannot yet be saved for 
reuse, nor have soft edges, though a 
stencil can be made into a 'Priority 
Stencil' which is saved with an image 
to make windows when mixed with 
Amiga graphics or live video. 

BRUSHES 
Like all paint programs, a brush can 
be clipped from a single colour 
background by using either a stencif 
or, more simplyt by setting the Colour 
option in the brush requester to 
reject anything which is the current 
background colour. But this isn't the 
only way - as OpalPaint has a more 
elegant approach for use where more 
complex backgrounds are concerned. 

By carefully setting tolerance levels it 
is possible to extract a brush from a 
gradient filled background, for 
instance, though this is something of 
a black art and mastering it does 
require some experimentation. 

Once captured, up to three 
brushes can be held ready for 
immediate use, while others can be 
loaded and saved as usual. Brushes 
can also be flipped, resized, rotated, 
stretched and warped into new 
shapes - everything but perspective, 
This, like soft-edged pasting, will no 
doubt appear in future releases, 

TEXT 
OpalPaint can handle all the normal 
Amiga-supported fonts. This means 
Amiga fonts, Colorfonts and Outline 
fonts (under WB2,x)+ With a choice of 
16 million colours Colorfonts no 
longer hog the palette as they do in 
Deluxe Paint, for example, and they 
look good too. Sure, direct AGFA 
Compugraphic (CG) font support 

r 

A quick mixture of colour effects, 
rubthrough, tiling and sharpen, 
among the others available 

Little gems or soft in the head? The latest Antipodean offerings are from the 
same stable as the Colorburst system but look more promising 

ADD-ON EXTRAS FOR OPALVISION 

Four expansion modules are being developed to plug into the OpalVision 
motherboard* These will be available separately and, when fully loaded, 
OpalVision should be capable of providing high quality video processing and 
effects, vision mixing, 24-bit graphics, image grabbing, gen locking and 
flicker-free multi-sync output If the price is right OpalVision could quickly 
become the PAL-user's add-on to rival to NewTek's Video Toaster, especially 
if a PAL Toaster is not available within a very short time. 

• FRAME GRABBER / GENLOCK 
As well as promising instant 24-bft frame grabbing up to broadcast quality, & 
bit level keying (for fine control) and overlaying of both OpalVision and Amiga 
graphics onto live video, it will also be possible to use this module to do 
real-time video processing to produce a variety of colourful effects such as 
false colour, inversions etc. 

• ROASTER CHIP 
This could well be the component that ends the Video Toaster's reign as the 
only Amiga-based digital video effects generator. Details are sparse at the 
moment, but with software for designing and sequencing custom effects and 
transitions, expandable libraries of wipes, and scalable picture in picture 
(video on Workbench) it looks like PAL users will finally be getting what they 
deserve for their favourite Amiga computer. 

* FOUR INPUT VISION MIXER 
Another parallel development to the Toaster s four input switcher - four 
video inputs assignable to two channels for mixing and effects, and all 
inputs will accept either S-Video or composite signals. For slaving the Amiga 
system to a video suite the mixer has an external sync input, though it's 
unclear whether each VTR input will require its own time base correction (I 
suspect they wilt). There's also an External Key output to feed Alpha channel 
information to an external vision mixer. Both the Roaster Chip and the Vision 
Mixer expansions require the Frame Grabber / Genlock module to be 
present. 

* SCAN-RATE CONVERTER 
A de-interlacer and frame-buffer to provide flicker-free, rock steady video 
output to multi-scan and multi-sync monitors for high resolution applications 
such DTP and 3D modelling. 

fve been told to expect these modules to be released around Christmas, but 
[ won't be holding my breath, Nevertheless, if you're listening Santa, I'd like 
OpalVision and all the trimmings please, even if you can't deliver till Easter! 
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VIDEO 

would be niceT but WB2.x owners can 
use the Fountain program to convert 
any of the newly-emerging PD CG- 
type fonts to work perfectly with 
OpaiPaint. 

Use Opal Vision's HotKey software to 
put a 24-bit backdrop behind any 
Amiga screen 

MODES 
In addition to the standard paint, 
smear, smooth and coIourise-type 
modes, OpafPaint has an extensive 
collection of other operators (or 
Modes) which can be sprung on any 
unwary image. Sharpen, emboss, 
edge detect, blur - they're all here - 
along with about 30 others, and 
doubtless more will be added as 
time goes by. I'd like to see a Colour 
Cycling included as it would be great 
for animated diagrams and 
psychedelic pop video backgrounds* 
Where necessary, modes have a 0 to 
100% parameter bar which is 
adjusted to affect the extent of their 
action - making them even more 
flexible. 

SWEET FILLINGS 
If, for some inexplicable reason, you 
ever get stuck for inspiration, there 
are lots of ways to fill up those 
empty spaces - solid colour, warped 
brushes, tiled brushes or smooth 
colour gradients being popular. By 
setting a tolerance value, added 
control can be made as to exactly 
where the fill will take effect. Colour 
gradients are easily set and tested 
before use, and brushes can have 
their degree of 'warping' set so that 
they will flow into a space. 

RUB THROUGH 
Did I mention that OpaiPaint can run 
as many screens as your Amiga's 
memory can support? Not only that, 
but it's possible to rub through from 
one screen to another, which means 
that slick compositing effects can be 
easily done. Select the screen to rub 
through from, decide what 
constraints to use (stencil, 
transparency, antialiasing etc) and 
off you go, 

In addition to all the above, there 
are a few extra items which have 

their own menu bar. Zap Image will 
affect the whole image with the 
current settings in one fell swoop, 
Workbench temporarily shuts down 
OpaiPaint to an icon on the 
workbench screen, Preferences sets 

up some filing, 
drawing and 
memory settings 
and Page Format 
controls the 
current screen 
size. 

PICTURE 
FORMATS 
OpaiPaint can 
handle ait IFF 
picture filest 
including 24 bit 
and 8-bit, It can 
also load and 

save JPEG compressed files and has 
its own OV-Fast format for speed 
loading and saving when an 
accelerator isn't available, though 
this format isn't otherwise 
recommended for normal use as it 
produces large, non-standard, files. 
All standard screen formats up to 
768 x 580 PAL overscan can be 
used and multiple screens of any 
size can be open at any time, 
dependent upon available memory* 
Images up to 32768 x 32798 pixels 
can be manipulated because 
OpaiVision can use vacant hard drive 
space as virtual memory. 

Transparency, stencils and Modes 
all played their parts In this 
composited construction 

I made one final acid test - the 
user trial. I asked both a traditional 
artist unfamiliar with computers and 
a video artist familiar with Amigas 
and other computers to try 
OpaiPaint The verdict was 
unanimous - brilliant - and who am I 
to disagree? The best fun I've had 
for ages. 

OPALPRE5ENTS! 
My initial impressions on seeing 
OpatPresents i was that it was a very 
smartly presented, high class slide 
show. It has 20 transitions, including 

some very smooth and impressive 
effects, adjustable display and 
transition lengths, ability to load any 
OpaiVision compatible image and 
prioritise the display screens, 
meaning that the order in which 
OpaiVision, Amiga and Live video 
(when the genlock is available) layers 
are displayed. OpatPresents! can be 
driven by mouse, ARexx or timer 
settings. The bad news was that my 
Amiga hung quite often whilst using 
OpatPresents!. Only a reboot could 
restore the system. Still, at least the 
presentation script can be saved. As 
I first thought - a posh slide show. 

OPALHOTKEY 
When OpalHotKey is running in the 
background it can be used to control 
the various settings of the 
OpaiVision system by using a 
selection of function keys and ALT- 
CTRL-SHIFT simultaneously. It can 
also be addressed by ARexx {and 
this one is working), so either 
manual or remote control of 24-bit 
background images, screen priorities 
(Amiga/OpalVision/Live Video) and 
stencil settings can be attained. So 
Amiga screens can appear in front of 
OpaiVision images, and 
simultaneously have a stencil 
applied to give priority to selected 
screen areas. Sounds complicated 
but it still looks pretty cool. 

LITTLE 
HELPERS 
A number of 
utility 
programs are 
also included, 
most of which 
perform small, 
but often 
essential, 
tasks: 

* 8ackdrop24 
- loads any 
image which 
OpaiVision can 
display as a 
backdrop. 

• $now24 - shows images by 
selecting them from their icons. 

• MakeThurnbnaits - checks for IFF 
files and makes (or deletes) 
thumbnails for them as required. 

• Convert 24 - a CLI utility to convert 
to and from IFF, OV-FAST and JPEG 
formats simply and quickly* 

REQUIREMENTS 

High quality graphics are very 
demanding on any computer system. 
OpaiVision is not alone in requiring 
at least 1Mb Chip RAM, 4Mb of Fast 
RAM and a 40Mb+ hard drive. 

Although it can work with a standard 
68000 CPU, an accelerated version 
would be far superior. WB2.X is 
recommended, and 2Mb of Chip RAM 
will ensure that OpaiPaint can open a 
full hi res work screen, rather than a 
truncated one such as I was 
experiencing. OpaiVision can also 
use the WACOM pressure-sensitive 
graphics tablet 

CONCLUSION 
OpaiVision is an ambitious and 
innovatory idea. Some rough edges 
need smoothing down, but as a first 
version it has abundant promise and 
I II be following its progress with 
more than a little interest. 

OpaiVision can be had in 
America for US$999, mail order - 
though an average retail price could 
be closer to $1300. Add freight and 
insurance (say $100 for FedEx), 
import duty, VAT and the cost of a 
money order and it will probably 
come in at a price of around £720 
inclusive, assuming a 1,9 £/$ 
exchange rate. 

Just a thought, if you don't need 
support* 

OOOOOOOOO" 

SHOPPING LIST 

OpafYiskn- EW9.95 
Motherboard and software 
by Opal Technology Ply Ltd 

Distributed in UK by: 
Mkro-PACE Distributors UK Ltd, 
Unit 10, Perth Trading Estates- 
Perth Avenue, 
Slough, Berks. 
SL1 4XX 

0753 551888 

CHECKOUT 

OPALVISION 

Documentation     • • • • • 
Excellent for installation and instruction. 

Features • • • • O 
With a great paint program, a good slide 
show, backdrops and utilities there's not 
much more that you could reasonably ask 
for. 

Quality • • # • • 
Top quality all round. 

Price Value • • • • O 
Pretty good, considering what you get for 
the money. 

Overall rating ••••o 

A potentially amazing product which will 
show its worth when the video modules 
become available. Until then the 
motherboard and OpaiPaint are a great 
starter - and of course provides an all-in 
24-bit paint and display package. 
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GASTEINER 
  m 

ICD POWER Wm 

Unit 3 

Millmcad Business Centre 

Mil I mead Road 

London N17 9QU 

Tel: 081 365 1151 

Fax: 081 885 1953 

Amiga 
Shopper best 

buy 

256 Greyscale Scanners 
Total solution for scanning A4 images 

FeaturesTrue greyscales, 100-400 dpi, 105mm head, OCR option 

Top quality hardware with the latest version of software from Migraph. Allows real time scanning, provides powerful editing/ 
painting features. Compatible (imports&xports) FF.IMG^PCX JFF and MACRUNT fofmate.Gompatibfe with all Am^s 
ASOO.ASOO^AeOO.AlSOO^OO.Aa^ and A3000 _     _  _mM 

Touch UP , Merge It and Special 
Touch UP and Merge It Software OCR software 

Full OCR Version 
Software Available I 

£165.00 £119.95 

Minmum system requirement 2Mb RAM, and a Hand 
Disk 

£199.00 

Trackballs 

Stylish three button trackballs, 
with third button supporting 
auto fire and drag and hold 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN ST 

FORMAT 
92% 

ST 
REVIEW 

91% 

£29.95 

With two colour 
shining Crystal Ball 

£34.95 

Auto Mouse/ 
Jostick Switch 

n 
St Format 78% 
Automatic Switcher 

between two input devices 
with a click of a button. 

E.g. mouse/mouse, 

mouse /joystick, joystick/ 
joystick. 

£12.95 

Mega Mouse 
GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

A 290 dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse. 
Top quality construction ensures rapid and smooth 

movement, with micro switch buttons. 

Mouse only 

£10.95 

Mouse with hard mat 
and mouse holder 

£14.95 

Optical Mouse 

St Format 81% 
Cu Amiga 79% 

Superb 300dpi Optical 
Mouse with effortless micro 
switch buttons. Fast, smooth 
and reliable, 

Includes Optical Mouse Pad 
and Holder 

£26.00 

Optical Pen 

Mouse 

A stylish Fen Mouse with 
quality construction and 
smooth fast movement 
Micro switch buttons. I deal 
for DTEarlwork,etc 

Includes Optical Pad 

£35.95 

1Mb RAM with Clock AtiOO 
1Mb RAM without clock A600 
512k RAM with clock A500 
1Mb RAM for A5Q0+ 
Kkkitart Switch 
BooteeJectcr Switch 
ftwer Simply for A5O0 
15* External Dn» 
1Mb Sirnmi 
2-8 Mb RAM far A 2 000Al 500 
Power Scanner 

£49.00 
£4100 
£2100 
£39.00 
£ 14.95 
£ 9 . 95 
£ 14.95 
£49.00 
£25.00 
£129,00 
£95.00 

Cordless 

Infrared Mouse 

Cu Amiga 81% 
Remote control mouse, 
long working distance* 
Long life rechargeable 
battery, 260 dpi. 

Includes Hard Mouse Mat 

£45.00 

Hard Drives 
A500/A500+ 

52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £329.00 
105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £399.00 

210 Mb RAM Upgradeable £519.00 

A1500/A20G0 

52 Mb RAM Upgradeable £299.00 
105 Mb RAM Upgradeable £379,00 
210 Mb RAM Upgradeable £499.00 

P^^^^ Goldenlmage Mouse 
with Mat 

£ 13.95 
The Brush Mouse with 

D-Paint. 

£ 19.95 
St Format 

GOLD 
AWARD 

WINNER 
IN AMIGA 
FORMAT 

90% 

ICD Products 

AdRAM-2080<2 Mb RAM) £139.00 

AdRAM-540<4 Mb RAM) £209.00 

AdSCS! 2000 w/LPSlOSS £405.00 

AdSpced £129.00 

AdSpeed/lDE>40 £229.00 

Flicker Free Preference £ 19.00 

Flicker Free Video 2 £195.00 

KickBack ROM Switcher £ 19.00 

Novia 60i £359.00 

Novia 85i £449.00 

Novia AdSpccd 60i £499.00 

Novia/AdSpeed 85t £599.00 

Prima 105i £429.00 

Prima 120i £445.00 

Prima/AdSpeed 105i £579.00 

Prima. AdSpeed 120i £599.00 

Please add £330 postage and packing to all orders under £100.00 and Orders over £100.00 add £5.00 postage and packing. COURIER CHARGE £10,00. All prices bckide VAX 
Goateju* curaptv poLfTLGnlA by VWL, AOOC^ Cheque ot Jfefttai rtdek, 

E.   O. E. P*k&b. Avhjpct X» change v&heuL nrtkxk Gtoctv *uijeot \» a^taiaJbiity. £peocfiorfkirL Auigoct tir ohonga without ration 



•SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT* 

Stock Reduction of Cumano 

COM 201 3-in-l interface 

v X 

IN TEH FA' I; 

€ O M 

20U 

for the 

Amiga 500 

• £22.45 • 

(Including VAT & delivery) 

For less than some 0.5Mb RAM upgrades, the COM 201 is a 3-in-l 

interface card combining 0.5 Mb of RAM, a battery backed real- 

time clock and a calendar with an ST 506 hard disk controller which 

fits in the A501 expansion slot beneath the Amiga 500. Check out 

some of the features: 

• Unique "RAM refresh" circuit. 

• Utility software disk provided. 

• Production static control management 

system increases reliability. 

• Full auto mounting of hard drive. 

• Many more features too numerous to list! 

» Easy to install - it just plugs in. 

► Fast RAM. 

* Direct memory access (DMA) 

improves performance. 

► Memory enable/disable switch. 

► Auto RAM configuration. 

Prepare the way for a hard disk drive by fining a memory board 

with all the extras 
 , , 

NAME ADDRESS 

 POSTCODE  

I would like to order □ Cumana COM 201 (s) at £22.45 each. 

Please debit my ACCESS /VISA card (please delete): 

No Expiry date of card /.... 

Signature  

Cheques should be made payable to Cumana Ltd 

The best name in memory 

Orders may be placed by: telephone ■ 0483 503121, or fax 
0483 503326 or sent to: Cumana COM 201 Offer, Pines 
Trading Estate, Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BH 

Thk cnerinl nffpr k tiihiprf tn nunilnhilitv nnri k nnlv nunilnkle Hired frnm f\ imnnn 
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Let's face facts, Impulses^ 
Imagine 3D software can be 
very frustrating to use, as 
even seasoned users will 

attest, and the most hardened 
fanatic can be brought to his knees 
when something goes wonky with 
their favourite Tenderer. The trouble 
Is, It's not usually the software 
which Is at fault, more often the 
user simply tackling a problem from 
the wrong angle, or without the 
proper knowledge. 

Aware that many folks have 
probferns with Imagine, American 
maths graduate Steven Worleyf and 
his company Apex Software 
Publishing, have been working hard 
over the last year on two excellent 
products to help Imagineers get the 
best from their systems. 

Their first offering is a book, 
Understanding imagine 2.0, which 
takes an in-depth look at many of the 
more incomprehensible features of 
this powerful ray-tracing package and 
affords illumination for the most 
seasoned user, as we(I as the 
novice. The second is a wild 
collection of algorithmic textures, 
called Essence, for use with imagine 
1A or 2.0f as well as with the earlier 
Turbo Silver software. 

Understanding imagine 2,0 is an 
A4 sized, spiral-bound handbook with 
over 200 pages on the length and 
breadth of Imagine 2, explaining the 
finer points of everything from brush 
mapping to 3D modelling. Think of it 
as a supplement to the original 
software manual It's far more 
comprehensive than David 
Duberman's imagine Companion 
book, and a vast improvement over 
the manual, even venturing into 
previous no-go zones such as the 
dreaded Forms Editor and how the 
mathematics of spherical brush 
mapping work. It is well indexed, and 
sidebars often provide minor pearls 
of wisdom. There are separate 
chapters covering all the various 
editors, plus tricks and tips, texture 
and effects descriptions and even a 
table of useful surface attributes. 

LEARNING CURVE 
1 took it steadily, reading the book 
and thankful to be able to have a 
legitimate excuse to play with 
imagine. I was amazed at just how 
much I learnt andr though I would 
regard myself as being pretty au fait 
with imagine, this book corrected me 
on some of the things that I had 
concluded just didn t work properly, 
such as how to do a proper spherical 
brush wrap! Or, why a ground object 
has to be mapped with the Y axis of 
the brush pointing downwards! 

It also inspired me to new 
heights, stimulating my curiosity and 
pointing me off in new directions of 
experimentation and back to old 
projects that I had left unfinished for 

lack of knowledge. Designing 
brushmaps for objects became a 
pushover, and my use of global 
reflection mapping has improved no 
end. 

For all its good points, 
Understanding imagine 2,0 does 
have a few faults. Americanisms 
aside, some of the grammar is a 
little strange and requires rereading 
severai times to get the message 
straight. But perhaps this isn't such 
a bad thing, as this is a book which 
definitely repays multiple readings. 

I have always enjoyed using 
imagine, despite its shortcomings, 
but Understanding imagine 2.0 has 
really shifted me up a gear. I 
thoroughly recommend It. 

ESSENCE 
I first heard about Essence in late 
June when I read several exciting 
rumours on the e-mail 'nets about a 
new set of algorithmic textures for 
use with imagine. As soon as I heard 

ENHANCED 

Gary Whiteley reviews two new 

products which are guaranteed to 

improve your use of Imagine 

suggest. 
f began with some simple things, 

such as putting an atmosphere 
around an earth globe, and pfaying 
with texture parameters. But before 
Jong I had produced a 60 frame 
animation of the Earth rotating with 

'030 accelerator. No doubt many 
imagine {or Turbo Silver) fans will be 
disappointed, but remember that 
even on a fast J030 machine these 
textures can take a while to render, 
so imagine how long they woufd take 
on a standard Amiga! 

Can't see the wood from the trees, or just plane 
stumped? Spruce up with this poplar new package! 

Get In shape with a range of techniques and textures that 
promise to get the creative ball rolling 

it was released I took the plunge and 
ordered a copy direct from the 
States. In the meanwhile, people 
were reporting how great the fractal 
noise, marble and bump textures 
were, and what amazing things were 
being done using Essence. I simply 
couldn't wait 

A couple of weeks later i had the 
single disk and sensibly-sized 
manual in my hands and, after 
quickly backing up the disk and 
flicking through the manual while 
installing the textures onto my hard 
drive, I began my journey into the 
fourth dimension. I say fourth 
because the Essence textures can 
also be manipulated in time, as well 
as spacet so they can be made to 
fade across frames of an animation, 
or even change smoothly from one 
texture to another. 

But where to start? So many 
options.,* fractal noise, bumps, 
geometric patternst treebarkT marble, 
and many more - in fact 64 textures 
in total. And so many parameters to 
fiddle with, there are a lot more 
possibilities than even 64 would 

swirling clouds moving over its 
surface. I was impressed! 

Although the manual is more of a 
guide book than pure instructions, 
there are many handy hints to help 
manipulate the textures. Some of 
them are designed to work in two 
dimensions only, others give the full 
three dimensional treatment. There 
are some disconcerting omissions 
too, and 1 found myself grappling 
without success with some of the 
textures when a simple axes- 
placement diagram would have 
helped tremendously! 

By using multi-layered textures, 
as we If as brushmaps and attributes, 
a great range of surfaces can be 
conjured up. For instance, as 
Imagine users will know, four 
textures can be combined together 
on one object and overlaid in layers. 
This can lead to some interesting 
effects - such as cloudy, dirty 
marble, or spotty, gridmapped floors. 

The bad news is that Essence 
can only be used on Ami gas which 
have a floating point unit (FPU), 
which means having a 68020 or 

At going to press there there was 
not yet a UK distributor, but this may 
well have changed by the time you 
read this. Ask your dealer! 
Gary Whiteley can be e-mailed as 
drgaz@clx. compufink. co.uk. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Understanding Imagine 10. £2150 
by Apex Software Publishing Ltd 

Available from: 
Alternative Image, 
6 iothoir Rd, 
AyJestone, Leicester LE2 7QB 

0533 440041 

Essence £79.95 + PIP 
by Apex Software Publishing Ltd 

Available from: 
Apex Software Publishing,   
405 El (amino Reol Suite 121, T / 
Menlo Park, 
(A 94025, USA 
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THE CENTRE OF T@t 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUT< 

1 UK specification 
k 1MB system RAM 
1 Mouse 
• Full workbench disks, manuals & leads 
1 Free game included in pack 
1 Deluxe Paint III 
' Two Python joysticks 
1100 capacity lockable disk box £295 

Amiqa 600 HD Pack 
1 As above 
» Plus Integral 20MB hard drive £395 

Amiga 1500/2000 Pack 
♦ 1 MB System RAM • Workbench 2.04 • Mouse 
• Twin Floppy • Works (Platinum addition) * 
Deluxe Paint III * Home Accounts • Alf game • 
Toki game ■ Puzzntc game » Two Python joy- 
sticks * 100 capacity lockable disk box 
* Amiga 1500/2000 Pack £489 
•A150072000 with 52MB HD £759 
•With 2MB Chip Memory add £129 

Amiga 3000 
• 1 MB Fast Memory ■ 1 MB Chip Memory • 
2 5MHz Processor • 52MB HD • 100 capacity 
disk box M-M 

£1399 

Philips 8833 MKII Monitor Star Printers Hard Drives 

1 14 inch high resolution colour 
display 

'High clarity stereo sound output 
1 Full RGB and composite inputs 

* Free 1.5 metre long RGB cable 

* Full UK warranty 
13 Free games 

■ Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £199 

> When purchased with 
an Amiga £189 

StarLC2Q Mono 
* 180 characters per second, NLQ mode, 

multi Font 9 pin head £139 
Star LC200 Colour 
* 225 characters per second, IMLQ mode, 

multi font, 9 pin head £199 
Star LC24-100 Mono 
•204 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £194 
Star LC24-2G0 Colour 
•222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £284 
Star SJ48 Bubble Jet 
* Quality comparable with a laser printer, 

very quiet and portable. Mains and bat 
tery powered, a da pto r supplied   £ 2 24 

•GVP A500/A20Q0 
* High quality, high reliability 
* Easily expandable memory capability 

using low power si-mm5 
* Complete with installation software and 
power supply 

►A500 52MBHD £344 
> A500 52MB & 2MB Fast Memory £384 
>A5Q0 52MB & 4MB Fast Memory £424 

New 
* A500 52MB with Combo Accelerator' 
40MHz £$94 

»A1500/2000 52MB HD £278 
> A1500/2000 52MB & 2MB RAM £319 
■ A1500/2000 52MB & 4MB RAM £359 

Emulators/Accelerators 

1 The professionals and hobbyist tools 

1 KCS Powerboard Emulator £179 

►GVP 286 Emulator £189 
h AT Once Emulator £176 

' G Force 68030 25MHz & 1 MB £549 
1 G Force 6B030 40MHz Si 2MB £789 

G Force 68030 50MHz & 4MB £1109 
1 G Force 68030 2SMHz A3000 £1669 
1 G Force 68030 33MHz A2000 £1669 

• Economically sound 
• Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
• Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

•A500 Workstation £36 

• A600 Workstation £36 

• Swivel and tilt monitor stand 
for the above £5 

100 Capacity lockable disk box £4.99 
Squick mouse £13.99 
Mouse mat £2.50 
TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
1000 colour disk labels £12 
LC20 printer ribbon £3.49 
Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
Apache joystick £6.99 
Python joystick £9.99 
Zipstick joystick £14.99 

Vast range of leads for many 
a pp I ication s - PI ease ca 11 

* Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

* Comes complete with operation 
manual and the latest version of 
processing software 

* One of the fastest growing applications 
for home and professional users 

* High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

* Power Hand Scanner 
* 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 
* Thru"port to printer 
* Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 

* Power Hand Scanner £93.99 

* Highest quality stereo sound 
sampling 

* Compatible with A500, 
A1 500/2000, A3000 

* GVP Digital Sound Studio £49 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £25 
(Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga) 

* Megamix Master £37 

• Stereo Master £34 
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I, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) EE 

Est. since 1984 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 * Designed and 
built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips * Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling • Provides the same max. chipmem 
as the A3000/A60O &500+ * Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB • Complete with full instructions • 
British made 
»Pro Agnus 2MB 
»Fitted 

£139 
£159 

Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 

* Chip memory compatible • British made 
* Without clock 116 • With clock £19 

AS00 Pro-RAM 1.5MB Memory Upgrade 
* Gives a full 2MB of internal memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Memory upgrade £29.95 

Supra RX500 (2MB-8MB) 
* 2MB £138 * 4MB £194 • 8MB £299 

A600 1M B Memory upgrade £38 
1 DM 8 Memory upg rade A500 £408 

High Current Power Supply     Cumana 3.5" External Drive 

• Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

• Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

• Switch mode design 
•Full crow bar projection 
• A500, A500+ and A600 compatible 
• British Made 

• A500 Power supply unit £44.95 

• A590 Power supply unit £44.95 

Supra Modems Chips and Spares 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
• Top notch specification 
• An ti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box+ 20 blank disks 
• A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£54 

£57 

£63 

£39 

» Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
• Communicate with fellow computer 
users 

»Cuts down on telephone bills by using 
fast efficient baud rates 

»100% Hayes compatible 
• Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
'Standard RS232 Interface 
f Programmable number storage 
h Free Corns software 
> Supra 2400 £84 
'Supra 2400+ £129 
'Supra Fax Plus(0-9600 BPS) £148 
' Supra v.3.2 (Fax Modem) £199 
• Supra v32 BIS (Fax Modem) £258 

• WT5 have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(Includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2,04 £32 
• Kickstart 1.3 £24 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap between kickstart by keyboard control) 
•Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 
•Obese Agnus 8375 £48 
•High Res Denise £29 
• 1MB x9 Simms £22 
• 1MBx4Zips £16 
• 8520 CIA £8 

O SALES HOTLINE 0582 491 949 (6 LINES) OR 048O 471 1 17 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number,, expiry date, name and address and 
1H      the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

JT 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT. 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering, 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Malt Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 218228 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.6 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St. 

Hertford 
0992 503806 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
Opening Soon 

84 High Street North 
Dunstable 

All prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due 
to demand or low stock at its suppliers. WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself- 



COMPUTER LIFE 

Pure fc^enius 

Last month I described how 
to create a virtual creature, 
called Gene, whose sole 
aim In life was to find food. 

This time I'm going to show you 
how Gene actually moves around In 
the wood and develops an 
intelligent approach to his task, 

STRUCTURED CODE 
Let's start properly, with a little top 
down analysis. Figure 1 shows you 
how the code is structured. You've 
already got the code to initialise 
Gene and his wood, along with some 
other mechanical stuff, Now it's time 
to look at the main body of the 
program. Procedure CYCLE breaks 
down into three operations - Gene 
finds some food, (PROBLEM); his 
classifier rule_base, or memory, 
undergoes a transformation along 
genetic principles, (GENETIC); and 
the current state of his ability is 
graphed in (GRAPH_RESULT). 

PROCEDURE PROBLEM 
This month we'll be Jooktng at 
PROBLEM. Gene starts on each 
search for food afresh. PLACE_GENE 
makes sure that he begins in a 
randomly selected space in the 
wood, and then WALK makes him 
wander around the forest until he 
moves into a space containing food 
and he gets a reward. Let's look at 
each procedure called in WALK. 

The code for DRWJNOOD came 
last time - this has nothing to do 
with Gene's education, it simply 
provides a window on what he is 
doing for anyone who is interested. 
REFRESH_VECTOR is similarly 
straightforward, using 
F!ND_CONTENTS[J to look In each of 
the squares of the grid around Gene, 
(remembering that Gene doesn't 
notice the edges of the grid), ft uses 
this information to build the Global 
String GENE_VIS!ON$. 

Mow, one of the things about life 
in the real world is that it is prone to 
mutation caused by all sorts of 
factors, such as the occasional stray 
cosmic ray. To imitate this scarce 
random effect WALK can call 
NEW_CLA$SIFfERw\m a probability 
of 2%. This deletes - at random - an 
existing classifier from the classifier 
base, creates a new one at random, 
and puts it into the vacant slot. This 
does mean that good rules can be 
lost as well as bad rules, but, by 
making sure that the rulebase is 
never completely finalised, it ensures 

^ fc^^^   Philip Gladwin continues his 

journey through computer life. This 

month he explains how intelligence 

is born. PLUS: the second part of 

the genetic algorithms program 

that it never comes to rest on a set 
of bad habits - rules that are goodt 
but not as good as they could be. 

MAKING MATCHES 
The first section of 
BUiLO_MA TCH_$ET creates M()- 
an array listing the numbers of all the 
members of Gene's rule base that 
match what he can currently see. 
There is a problem with this - it's 
quite possible for Gene to come 
across new situations that he has no 
recognition of (ie RULE$() contains 
nothing to match GENE_VIS10N$). If 

rule in the match set is equal to its 
strength divided by the sum of 
strengths of the rules in the match 
set.) I don't particularly want to go 
into how the code does all this 
because it isn't especially 

set a proportion of their strength, 
total itf and divide it up among all the 
classifiers which were members of 
the Action set on the previous step. 
Gene then moves, and if he finds 
food this is noticed, and later, in 

cycle 
1 

1 
problem genetic graph-result 

place-gene reward-flog wilk 

i'         i | i I 
drw-wood refresh 

vector 

I i new-c build- 
classifier match- 

select-          reinforce move 
classifier 

I 
choose 

r~ 
reward 

| 
make- 

Figure 1: structure diagram for the essential parts of the 
program. It should help you follow the program working 

oEd- 
a 

this happens (RULE_MATCH = 0) 
then BUILD_MATCH_SET calls 
NEW.CLASSIFIER. Notice that 
NEW_CLASSIFIER bases the rule it 
creates on GENE_VIStON$, but 
randomly substitutes "?". It gives it a 
new, random action and a strength of 
100. This guarantees that the new 
rule will at least match the current 
situation, even if it's not a very good 
rule and, say, tells Gene to move 
directly away from food. 

Having created a list of all the 
classifiers possessed by Gene that 
match what he can currently seeT 
(called the match set from now on), 
WALK calls SELECT_CLASSIFIER to 
pick the rule that Gene will actually 
use this time, This is one of the 
more complicated procedures in the 
program, and it's wise to have an 
overview of what it's supposed to do 
before you spend a lot of time 
looking at the code, 

$ELECT_CLASSIFIER picks a 
rule from the match set using a 
probability distribution over the 
strengths of the classifiers in the 
match set. (More precisely, the 
probability of selection of a particular 

interesting. All that you really need to 
know here is that the rules in the 
match set with the larger strengths 
are more likely to be picked than the 
rules with the tower strengths. 

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT 
The last thing I want to look at this 
time is Procedure REINFORCE - part 
of the adaptation of the classifier 
rule base that leads to Gene 
developing "intelligence". 

As we can see in 
SELECT^CLASSIFIER, the strength of 
a rule is a major contribution to how 
often it is picked, and therefore how 
strong an influence it has on Gene's 
actions. If Gene is to learn from the 
past we need a method of increasing 
the strength of the classifiers that 
lead to Gene moving towards food, 
and decreasing the strength of the 
classifiers that tend to take Gene 
away from food. This works as 
follows. First, create the action set* 
This is the array A(), containing a list 
of the rules that are in the match set 
and which have an action the same 
as the chosen action. Take from 
each of the classifiers in this action 

Procedure REWARD, reward is 
distributed among the strengths of 
the current action set. If he doesn't 
find food then all the classifiers in 
the current action set are shifted into 
the previous action set This creates 
a chain, allowing rewards to flow 
back along a path of rules, reinforc- 
ing every contributing classifier. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
Procedures MOVE and CHOOSE are 
fairly self-evident, and I haven't really 
the space to go into them anyway. 
Next month we'll be looking at the 
heart of the adaption method, 
Procedure GENETIC, and I'll show 
you how to produce a graph that Jets 
you know if Gene is really making 
progress fn his learning. © 

PUZZLED BY THOSE SYMBOLS? 
Because of the width of the 
columns, we occasionally have to 
break a listing across two or more 
lines. Where this has occurred 
and you enter two or more lines 
without a [Return] between them, 
we've used the following symbol J 
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OMEGA 

PROJECTSLEGH 

OMEGA HOUSE 

83 RAILWAY ROAD 

(EUROPE) LTD 
LANCS, WN7 4AD 

0942 682203 

0942 682204 

0942 682205 

0942 682206 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

HARDWARE 
SALES ONLY 
HARDWARE 
SALES ONLY 
SOFTWARE 

SALES ONLY 
QUERIES 

& FAX 

ALL CHEQUES, P.O., 
ETC SHOULD BE MADE 
PAYABLE TO OMEGA 
PROJECTS LTD. WE 
ALSO TAKE ACCESS, 
VISA, MASTERCARD 

1 & EUROCARD 

SOUND ENHANCER 

3^5 

IF NOT SATISFIED WITH THIS PRODUCT SIM- 
PLY RETURN FOR A NO QUJBBLE REFUND. 
THIS 15 HOW SURE WE ARE THAT YOU WILL 
BE MORE THAN IMPRESSED. YOU'VE GOT 
TO HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT. 

100% COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL SOFTWARE 

IF YOU THOUGHT THAT THE AMIGA SOUND WAS GOOD THEN YOU ARE IN FOR A REAL SHOCK, 
AS YOU CAN ENHANCE THE SOUND TO NEW HEIGHTS WITH THE BRAND NEW RELEASE 
FROM OMEGA PROJECTS: LOOK OUT FOR THE REVIEWS 

NOW WITH BASS 

ENHANCEMENT 

CSA 

ROCKET LAUNCHER 
A BRAND NEW PRODUCT to enable 
people that own the Commodore 

A2630 Accelerator to Increase Its speed 
to a full 50MHz while retaining full origi- 
nal compatibility, So dont even think 

about swapping your original card for a 
faster one until you have seen the 

ROCKET LAUNCHER. 

595.00 
TURBO CHARGE YOUR CBM 

A2630 ACCELERATOR 
ST-506 HARD DRIVE INTERFACE 

£69.95 AS00ONLY 

KICKSWITCH ROM SWITCHER 
DOES NOT REQUIRE MACHINE TO BE SWITCHED OFF TO SWAP ROMS 
T - RIBBON CABLE MOUNTED 
2. WORKS WITH ACCELERATORS 
3. AUDIBLE SWITCH OVER 
4. EASY INSTALLATION 
5. FULLY AUTOMATIC 

24.95 (Bare) 
44.95 [Inc 13 Rom) 
49.95 (inc 2 x Rom) 

150/250Meg SCSI 
TAPE STREAMER 

The ULTIMATE back-up device 
INTERNAL 449.95 

AMIGA DOS 2.0 
EXTERNAL    549.95 COMPATIBLE 

AMI-BACK 
The WOODS taint, mod rtfabte hud dt* back-up uHWv avail- able tot tt» AMIGA. Backs up to 4 floppy ams (not 2 like ft* competitor!) or la TAP* STREAMER without the need for addWonol software, has a bdlf-tn SCHEDULER. Selective back-up. or DUk tmape. Guaranlesd, better Ifum any other w Iho nraket. 

AMIGA DOS 2.0 
COMPATIBLE  V2.0 49,95 

V-LAB VIDEO DIG1TISER 
£299.95 

Real time frame grabber for A1500 

AMIGA A600 & A600/HD 
This latest addition to the Amiga range of home 
computers is the ideal solution for those of you on 
the move, due to its size & internal TV Modulator. 
Comes complete with 1 meg ram, Mouse, PSU, 20 
Megabyte internal Hard Drive (A6Q0/HD]. 

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY FREE 
A600 349.95 
A600/HD 499.95 
New SOFTWARE included PACKS 

SUPRA RAM 500 RX 
External memory expansion for Amiga 
500 & 500 Plus. Adds up to 8 meg. 

1 Meg 119,95  4 Meg 199,95 
2 Meg 149.95   8 Meg 349.95 

TRUMPCARD PROFESSIONAL 
HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS 

A500  44MEG 299.95 
A500 105MEG 399.95 
PLUS UP TO 8 MEG RAM 

BARE SCSI and IDE DRIVES 
Quantum 52Meg 199.95 
Quantum 10SMeg 329.95 
Quantum 170Meg 449.95 
Quantum 21 QMeg 63995 
Fujitsu 44 Meg 179 95 
DEC 850 Meg 1299.95 
SCSI Case. inc PSU 109 95 

SYQUBST REMOVE ABLE HARD DRIVES 
44Meg inc, cartridge 399.95 
88Meg inc cartridge 499.95 

200 WATT PSU 
COMPLETE WITH A500 POWER 
CABLE & OPTIONAL HARD 
DRIVE POWER LEAD 

S?0™ 79.95 ™ POOLED 

VORTEX 
GOLDEN GATE BRIDGE BOARD 
25Mhz - 386SX PC Emulator 

A1500 
E479.95 

A600 UPGRADE DRIVES 
These 2.5" Drives will fit NEATLY 
inside your Amiga 600. 

20 Meg £139.95 
60 Meg £229.95 
80 Meg £299-95 
ICD NOVIA DRIVES 

These FULLY internal Hard Drives 
do NOT require you to remove 
your DFO. 

60 Meg £339.95 
80 Meg £389-95 
120 Meg £479-95 

GVP SERIES II 
AI5O0/2O00 COMBO ACCELERATOR 

25Mhi + IMeg 569,95 
40Mhz + 4meg 899.95 
50Mhz + 4meg 1449.95 

A500/500+ A5S0 ACCELERATOR 
52 Meg + 40Mhz + 1 Meg £699.95 
120 Meg + 40 Mhz + 1 Meg £799.95 
240 Meg + 40 Mhz + 1 Meg £1039.95 

HARD DRIVES 
1500 500 

52 
105 
120 
170 
240 

259,95 
399.95 
420.&5 
599.95 
699.95 

359.95 
479.95 
499.95 

N/A 
799.95 

ICD 

Flicker Free Video 2 

199.95 

Inc MULTI-SYNC 

499.95 

CSA MEGA-MIDGET RACER 
The UKs biggest selling ACCELERATOR card. For the A50<W2000. 
Offering a modular design allowing you to buy what you can afford then 
expand later. Up to 38Mhz CPU + 50Mhz Co-pro + 8 Meg 32 bit ram + 
512K Shadow (STATIC) ram. 
6S030 accelerator 25p 33, 38 Mhz 
Co-Processor socket for 68882 up io 50 Mhz 
68000 socket on board for FALLBACK compatibility 
Gives you more power than the A3000 
Optional DRAM expansion up to 8Meg 32 bit ram 
Fits INSIDE A500/1500/2000 easily and quickly 
Creates a monster machine for progs like FALCON etc 
Cuts Ray Tracing times 30x - 60x for SCULPT etc 
Speeds up screen refresh and overall performance 
Lowest price 68030 THAT WORKS'ISl 
As the ONLY OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS for CSA we offer a 50% 
buy back policy. This means that if you upgrade you won't be 
stuck with anything. 
25Mhz EC68030 
33Mhz EC68030 
25Mhz MC68030 
33Mhz MC68030 
25MhzEC + 68882 - Special offer 
33MhzEC + 68882 
STATIC RAM (512K) 
2Meg 32Bit ram 
4Meg 32Bit ram 
SMeg 32Bit ram 
25/25 + SRAM + 2Meg 
33/33 + SRAM + 2Meg 

349.95 
449.95 
449.95 
549.95 
399.95 
599.95 
99.95 

219.95 
399.95 
599.95 
718.95 
879.95 

CSA 

40/4 MAGNUM 
68040 28or33Mhz 
HIGH SPEED SERIAL PORT 
HIGH SPEED PARALLEL PORT 
4 MEG RAM (standard) 
EXPANDABLE TO 65 Meg RAM 
HIGH SPEED SCSI 1 & 2 CONT 
CALL FOR MORE INFO 

1699.95 

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR 

AMIGA A570 CD-ROM DRIVE 
Complete with the FRED FISH CD ROM 

*369-95 
NOW IN STOCK 

CSA DERRINGER 

BUDGET 68030 

ACCELERATOR CARD 

PRICES FROM £299.95 

INC 1MB OF 32 BIT RAM 

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS. 



GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM - PART 2 • GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM - PART 2 

f GENETIC ALGORITHM PROGRAM XPLUS=1 End Proc Wait Key 
' PART 2 - Enter after J Else Procedure NEW_J End If 
last month's listing XPLUS=XLOC+l CLASSIFIER[PLACE] TITHE# =GROS S_TITHE#/COUNT 
Procedure BUIII)_MATCH_SET End If TEMP $ =Right ? (GENE_J For 1=1 To 40 

' Finds the match set. J If ACTIONS="0" VISION? f16) If OLD_A(I)-1 
Looks for all the rules J LEVEL$=WOOD$(YMINUS)   : J For 1=1 To 16 STRENGTHS(I)=J 
whose classifier CONTENT? ^Mid$(LEVEL?,XLOC,1) If Rnd(3) =0 Then J TITHE#+STRENGTH#(I) 

1 section is identical toJ If CONTENT$<>"T" Kid?{TEMP?,I,1}="?" End If 
what Gene can see. YLOC=YMECTU3 Next I If M<I>=1 

' Steps through the J End If RULE?(PLACE,1)=TEMP? STRENGTHS(I)-STRENGTHSJ 
classifier base one by one,J Goto LEAVEPROC RULE?(PLACE,2)=J (I)*Q.9S r Rem 5% tax to J 
and for each it checks each End If Str?(Rnd(7>)-" " break loops 

' classifier character J If ACTION?!*»1" STRENGTHi(PLACE)=100.0 End If 
against the equivalent IiEVKL$=W0OD${Y5IINOS)   S CJ End Proc Next I 

1 character in J ONTENT$ =Mid$ (LEVEL?, XPLUS, 1 > Procedure PLACE_GENE End Proc 
GENE_VISION$. If the J If CONTENT$<>"T" Repeat Procedure REWARD 
character is the same, or J YLOC=YMINUS i XLOC=J XL0C=Rnd(l5}+l For 1=1 To 40 
if the rule has a "?", thenJ XPLUS YLOC=Rnd(15)+l If A(I)=1 
the counter is incremented. End If If Mid?(WOOD?(YLOC),J Inc COUNTER 

'  If COUNTER = 16 after J Goto LEAVEPROC XLOC,l)="-" Then PLACED=1 End If 
checking through all the J End If Until PIACED=1 Next I 
characters then the rule J If ACTION$="2" End Proc REWARDS=2 0 0,0 /COUNTER 
matches what Gene can see, J LEVEL? =WOOD? (YLOC)   : CON J Procedure PROBLEM For 1=1 To 40 
and is tagged as TENT?=Mid? (LEVEL$ f XPLUS, 1) PLACE_GENE If A(I)=1 

' being part of the MatchJ If CONTENT?<>"T" REWARD_FLAG= 0 STRENGTHS(I)=J 
set in M{). XLOC=XPLUS WALKED=0 STRENGTHS(I)+REWARD# 

For 1=1 To 40 : Hem Flag J End If Repeat End If 
the members of M Goto LEAVEPROC WALK Next I 

If STRENGTHS(I)<20.0 End If Until REWARD_FLAG=1 End Proc 
NEW_CLASSIFIER[I] If ACTION?="3" End Proc Procedure SELECT_CLAS SIFIER 

End If LEVEL? =WOOD$ (YPLUS)   : CO J Procedure REFRE SH_VECTOR Shared PERCENT() 
TEMP=0 NTENT?=Mld?(LEVEL?,XPLUS,1) GENE__VISION?= " " 1 Work out combined J 
POI$=RULE$(I,1) If CONTENT?<>"T" For 1=0 To 7 strength of H: 
For J=l To 16 YLOC-YFLUS : XLOC^XPLUS FIND_CONTENTSII] M_STRENGTH= 0 

If(Mid$(POI$,J,1)="?")J End If CONTENTS $=Param? For I=*l To 40 
or (MidS (GENE_VISION$ f J, 1} =MJ GOtO LEAVEPROC If CONTENTS?^"." Then J If M(I)=1 
d$(PGI$,J,l)} Then Inc TEMP End If TEMP?="00" M_STRENGTH=J 

Next J If ACTION$="4" If CONTENTS $="T" Then J M_STRENGTH+STRENGTHS (I) 
If TEMP=16 LEVEL?=WOOD?(YPLUS)   : J TEMP?="01" End If 

M[I>=1 CONTENT? =Mid$(LEVEL?, XLOC,1) If CONTENTS?""F" Then J Next I 
RULE MATCH =1 If CONTENT$<> "T" TEMP$="llrf PTR=1 

End If YLOC=YPLUS GENE_VISI0N$= J For 1=1 To 110 
next i End If GENEJVT SlON$+TEMP ? PERCENT(I)=0 
If RULE_MATCH=0 Goto LEAVEPROC Next I Next I 

PLACE=Rnd(39)+1 End if End Proc For 1=1 To 40 
NEW_CLASSIFIER[PLACE] If ACTION?="5" Procedure REINFORCEJ If M{I)=1 
M(PLACE)=1 LEVEL? =W0OD? (YPLUS)   : CO J [CLASSIFIER] STR=Int((STREJ 

End If NTENT$=Mid$(LEVEL?,XMINUS r1) * Complete Action Set J NGTH# {I) * 10 0,0) /M__STRENGTH) 
End Proc If CONTENT$<>"T" details - remove If STR>0 
Procedure CHOOSE YLOC=YPLUS  : J 1 20% tax on Action set For J-l TO STR 

If REWARD_FLAG=1 XLOC=XMINUS ' and distribute it to J PERCENT (PTR) =1 
REWARD End If the old action set Inc PTR 

Else Goto LEAVEPROC CHOSEN_ACTION$=Mid? J Next J 
HAKE_OLD_A End If (RULE?{CLASSIFIER,2), 1,1) End If 

End If If ACT10N$="6" GROSS_TITHEJN0,0 : COUNT=0 End If 
For 1=1 To 40 LEVEL? =WOOD$ (YLOC)   : CO J For 1=1 To 40 Next I 

A(I)»0 NTENT$=Mid$(LEVEL?,XMINUS,1) If M(I)=1 Repeat 
M(I)»0 If CONTENT $ <>"T" If CHOSEN_ACTION$=J RTN-PERCENT(Rnd{SB)+1) 

Next I XLOC=XMINUS Mid?(RULE?(1,2) ,1,1) Until RTN>0 
End Proc End If A(I}=1 End Proc[RTN] 
Procedure MOVE [CLASSIFIER] Goto LEAVEPROC GROSS_TITHE#=GROSS_J Procedure WALK 

ACTIONS =RULE$ (CLASSIFIER, 2) End If TITHE#+(STRENGTHS(I)*0,2) DRW_WQOD 
If YLOC-1=0 If ACTXGN?="7" STRENGTH#(I)=J REFRESH_VECTOR 

YMINUS=16 LEVEL?^WOOD$(YMINUS)   t J STRENGTHS{I}*(K 8 If Rnd(99)<2 
Else CONTENT? =Mid? (LEVEL?, J Inc COUNT PLACE=Rnd(39)+l 

YMINUS=YLOC-l XMINUS,1) End If NEW CLASSIFIER[PLACE] 
End If If CONTENT$<>"T'' End If End If 
If YLOC+l=17 YLOC=YMINUS t J Next I BUILD_MATCH_SET 

YFLUS=1 XLOC=XMINUS If COUNT=0 SELECT CLASSIFIER 
Else End If Print #1,"CLASSIFIER: J CLASSIFIER=Param 

YPLUS=YLOC+l GOtO LEAVEPROC "?CLASSIFIER REINFORCE[CLASSIFIER] 
End If End If Print #l,"CHOSEN_J MOVE[CLASSIFIER] 
If XLOC-1=0 LEAVEPROC: ACTION;    ■;CHOSEN_ACTION? CHOOSE 

XMTNUS=16 If CONTENT?="F'' For 1=1 To 40 For 1=1 To 40 
Else REWARB_FLAG=1 Print #1,A{I);"   M: J M(I)=0  : A(I)=0 

XMINUS=XLOC-l End If ";M{I};"   rule action: J Next I 
End If If CONTENT? =*"T" "?RULE$(I,2> Inc WALKED 
If XLOC+l=17 End If Next I End Proc 
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AMIGA SUPER VALUE PACKS 

A600FD STANDARD FEATURES 

★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 
★ 

ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
1MB RAM 
1MB DISK DRIVE 
BUILT I.N TV MODULATOR 
4096 COLOURS 
SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
MULTI-TASKING 
4 CHANNEL DIGITAL STEREO SOUND 
MOUSE 
WORKBENCH DISKS 
COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS 
ALL CONNECTING CABLES 

WANT 2MEG OF RAM? 

UPGRADE YOUR A600 TO A MASSIVE 
2MB OF RAM FOR ONLY 

£39.95 
WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR A600 

(Normal RRP £59.95) 

WANT AN A500 PLUS V.2? 
LOOK AT PAGE 3 

UNDER SPECIAL PURCHASE 

A600FD BAD INFLUENCE PACK 
|A600FD COMPUTER AS PER STANDARD SPECIFICATION 

PLUS ASTRA TEN GAME PACK PLUS BAD INFLUENCE GAMES PLUS ACCESSORY PACK 
Datastorm , 19.95 WWF WRESTLING ..£29.99 2 MICROS WITCH JOYSTICKS ..£25.981 

I Dungeon Quest 19.95 A must for wrestlemania fans Not one but two quality joysticks 
E-Motion 19.95 FINAL FIGHT £29,99 TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER.£12.991 

[Grand Monster Sam .,. 19.95 Arcade martial arts at its best! Essential protection 
[RVF Honda 24.95 PITFIGHTER ....£29.99 HIGH QUALITY MOUSEPAD..£7.991 
[Driving Force 24.99 Ringside fighting action        Keeps your mouse squeaky clean 
IPipemania 24.99 xi. / < 
RakVRoH 19.99 T^ value pack 
ISkweek19.99 refo^s r°r over £^5G, but     r *f Cff flj 
llower Of Babel , 19.99 « available to you for only    A Mk JW JW M 

A600FD GAMESMASTER PACK 
[Incorporating Commodores "THE WILD, THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED* 
A6O0FD COMPUTER PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN fBAD INFLUENCE1 PACK 
PLUS WILD, WEIRD & WICKED PLUS SPORTSTARS PACK        PLUS BASIC PACK 
DELUXE PAINT III £49.99 KICK OFF ,...£29.99 GFA BASIC ..,£49.991 

I Essential painting package The original and greatest football game Essentia! far Basic programming 
I GRAND PREX... .£34.99 PRO TENNIS TOUR ..£29.99 PRECISION DISKS..,.£12.99| 
I The best racing simulation ever! Stunning gameplay & effects   Ten branded disks to get you going 
PUSHOVER ..£29.99 GFL GOLF  .£29.99 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX ....£9.991 
lnfunatingty addictive puzzte Play a round in the comfort of home  Essential for storage 

Igame 
PUTTY., £29.99 '™5   super   va!ue   Pack II J|| 
Brand   new   release   from retails for over £950, but JF *99 

|System3 is available to you for only 

A600HD EPIC/LANGUAGE LAB PACK 
|A600HD as standard with 20Mb Hard Disk built in 
8 PLUS ALL ITEMS LISTED IN VBAD INFLUENCE1 PACK 

PLUS EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK PLUS BASIC PACK PLUS PAINT PACK 

[TRIVIAL PURSUIT...£39.99 GFA BASIC .....„, £49.99 PHOTON PAINT 2 ...£89.951 

EPIC£29'99 Ten branded blank disks comprehensive paint| 
I Space shoot-em-up 40 CAPACITY DISK BOX ..£9.99 packages on trie market. 
I ROME £29.99 Essential for storage 
iMillenium classic This super value pack retails     A mm jm. 
MYTH £29.99 for over £1140, but is avail-    £499 99 

I Arcade adventure able to you for only 



is 

BERING 

ABE EASY 

BY PHONE   2£ f3 
Simply coll our Head Office quoting your Access/Visa 
number on 0234 218060 (5 Him) 
Op an 9.00 am - 8,00pm 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
SEmpty call in to your nearest Future World store 
where our fully trained personnel will be more than 
happy to deal with your requirements. 

BY POST 
Make cheques, Building Society drafts or Postgl 
Orders payable to 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD, 
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAY 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD 
MU1 OEH 

Please write cheque guarantee cord number on the reverse of | 
cheque to ensure same day clearance. Cheques without a 

card number subject to 10 days clearance. 
I 1 REMEMBER Ail PftlCES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT 1 

P & COURIER DELIVERY (UK Mainland only] l~+-^9-J SATURDAY DELIVERY £10*00 

FINANCE 
Finance available to suit your specific needs. Written details on | 
request. Instant credit is available in all PutureWorld stores. 

PREMIER GOLD CARD 
• 7 day money back guarantee on goads purchased if not 

completely satisfied (subject to goods being returned in mint 
condition) 

• 30 day exchange for new policy should o fault occur 

should a fault occur. 
• 1 year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service 

• Exclusive Premier Gold Card with Personal Membership 
;    Number entitling you to special offers 
• All this for only £ 19.95 per item purchased 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 
completely free of charge 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE 
ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, 
COMMODORE & STAR, we are equipped to ded with the 
majority of queries. Lines open 3.00pm to 5,30pm 

FULLY COMPUTERISED 
ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute stock 
information coupled with efficient dispatch. 

FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining 
our motto: 

BEST 

J£ STAR 

^PRINTER! 
All our Star Printers now come with the following 

value pack worth £34.96 COMPLETELY FREE 
QUALITY COMPUTER CABLE RRP £9 99 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND . RRP £9 99 
200 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER RRP £4 99 
TAILOR MADE DUST COVER RRP £9 99 
16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION 
• PLUS • PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Word processor • Spreadsheet • Database # 
Virus Killers 0 Backup Utility 

STAR LC20 MONO PRINTER 
9 Pin Dot Matrix! 80/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £268.01 
Bui yours for an unbelievable £1 39. 95 

NEW STAR LCI00 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour, 180/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pock £299.95 
But yours for on unbelievable £ 1 79. 95 

STAR LC200 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £339.95 
But yovrs for an unbelievable £ 1 99. 95 

STAR 1424-200 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono printer 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £386.29 
But yours for an unbelievable £239. 95 

NEW STAR LC24-100 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pin mono, 192/64 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £349.95 
But yours far an unbelievable £ 1 89. 95 

STAR LC24-200 COLOUR PRINTER 
24 Pin colour printer, 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £445.04 
But yours for an unbelievable £289. 95 

STAR SJ4B INKJET PRINTER 
High speed/quality mono printer. lOGcps (LQ) 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £379.96 
But yours for an unbelievable £234, 95 

STEREO COLOUR 

MONITOR 

Exclusive to Futureworld 
PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
L0TUS/F19 PACK 

Features; 
* Award winning stereo monitor 

* On-site maintenance 
★ LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 2 

PIUS 
* F19 STEALTH FIGHTER 

ONLY 

£199,99 

MEMORY DRIVES 

& SCANNERS 

MEMORY 
I 512K RAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £19,95 

WITH CLOCK £24*95 
1,5 MEG EXPANSION (Not Plus compatible) £79.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION (Gives your A500 plus a massive 

I 2MB) £39.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION WITH THRU-PORT £49.95 

I NEW 8 MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER 
Complete with Thru-Pert Populafed board with 0 Meg RAM £99 f 
2 Meg RAM £129 »4 Meg RAM £119 .95 • 8 Meg RAM £299.95 

DRIVES 
DIRECT A500 REPLACEMENT DRIVE with instructions 
POWER PCSBOB Robust slim drive with anti-click 
CUM AN A CAX 354 5UMUNE DRIVE 
POWER PC 880B with Blitz/Virus hardware 
POWER PCSBOB + X-COPY PROFESSIONAL 

£44.95 
£49.95 
£54,95 
£69.95 
£99.95 

DUAL POWtR PCSSOS complete with Power supply £124.95 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP 52 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE 
TO SMB. 0 Meg RAM £379.95 * 2 Meg RAM £429 95 

1*4 Meg RAM £499 .95 • 8 Meg RAM £679 95 
GVP 105 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 

ItO Meg RAM £579.95 *2 Meg RAM £629.95 #4 Meg RAM 
I £729.95 • 8 Meg RAM £899.95 
I POWER SCANNER WUH VERSION 3.0 SOFTWARE £99.95 

UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 
I Complete with harcfware interface ond new version 
13,0 software £49.95 

AMIGA 1500 CARTOON CLASSICS SUPERPACK 
' AMIGA 1500 featuring Workbench/Kickstart 2, The Works, D Paint III, Home Accts etc RRP £699.95 

I ASTRA TEN OAME PACK 10 individually pocked games (see A500 Gamesmaster pack for details) RRP £229 
IGFA BASIC Essential for basic programming      RRP £49.99 m u „ 

TOTAL RRP £1082.62 
But yours fur on unbelievable 

£599.95 

I CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE 
I Bart Simpson Vs Space Mutants * Lemmings* 
I Captain Planet RRP £79.97 
12 FIGHTER JOYSTICKS RRP £15.98 

QUALITY MOUSEPAD RRP £6.99 

All goods subject lo availability 
All prices correct at time of going 
to press. E & OE 

LB This Machine require* a TV/Modulator (£24,95) if it Is to be used with a television 



LOCAL STOKE 
WORDWORTH 

vl.l SCOOP 

'aspl* AT £29.95* 

* With any 

purchase 

over £50 
Simply call in one oFour stores 

or ring our telesales department. 
Make any purchase to the value of £50 

or more and well supply you with the BEST Amiga wordprocessing package 
on the market for just £29.95 - saving you £100! 

But hurry stocks are limited at this crazy price! 
Alternately you can buy Wordworth vl.l on its own for £69,95 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

A500 PLUS VERS 2.0 

CARTOON CLASSIC PACKS 

FEATURING: 

DELUXE PAINT III 

BART SIMPSON 

CAPTAIN PLANET 

LEMMINGS 

SUPER LOW PRICE 

£299.99 

*★ SPECIAL PURCHASE 

TOP   TEN   CHRISTMAS I 
GIFT  IDEAS AT GIVE- 
AWAY   PRICES   WHEN I 

I YOU SPEND OVER £25 IN I 

ANY OF OUR STORES OR PUR- 
CHASE MAIL ORDER* 

NORMAL GIFT 
ITEM PRICE PRICE 

4* 40 Capacity 3.5" Lockable Disk Box £9.99 £2,99 

J| SO Capacity 3.511 Lockable Disk Box £14.99 £4.99 

Pack of Ten Branded Precision 
3.5" Disks £12.99 £3,99 

3 ifl Disk Drive Cleaner Kit £9,99 £1,99 

H igh Qua lity Semi-soft mou sepod £7.99 £ 1 *49 

200 Sheets of ConHnous Printer Paper £7,99 £1,99 

Standard Microswitch Joystick £9,99 £3,99 

Zipstick Superpro Aulofire Joystick £ 16.99 £8,99 

QuickpyTopslar Joystick-The Ultimate £23,95 £14,99 
Replacement Amiga Mouse £24,95 £9,99 

★ LIMITED TO ONE GIFT 
PER TRANSACTION 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
"Simply the Best" Commodore authorised repair centre 

FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY COURIER Make one simple phone call and leave the rest to osl 
GUARANTEED 7 DAY TURN AROUND We guarantee b return your computer WITHIN 7 days of collection 

FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Your Amiga will look as good as new 
3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineers work to the highest standard 

ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE We won't con you with hidden extras 
FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 

For a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pack completely free I 

ALL FOR THE INCREDIBLE 
PRICE OF £59.95 

NB Personal callers in to one of our stores may deduct £10 from the above price. 
We reserve the right to refuse computers that have been tampered with or are beyond 

economical repair. In this instance a nominal £10 charge will be made to cover carriage costs. 

EXTEND TOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL OF 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20.00 

dp 
MEGASTORE 
12/13 South Walk, Basildon 
Telephone (0268) 270013 

|d£> BEDFORD 

MEGASTORE 

1 The Howard Centre, Bedford. 
Telephone (0234) 212460 

IUTON 

SUPERSTORE 
3 Arndale Centre, Luton 
Telephone (0582) 482680 

NORTHAMPTON 

1-7 College St, Northampton 
Telephone (0604) 33996 

ST. ALBANS 

SUPERSTORE 

34 Market Place, St. Albans 
Telephone - Call Head Office 

WELWYN 

GARDEN CITY 

16 Church Road, W.G.C. 
Telephone {0707} 390029 

OPENING SOON 

MEGASTORES 

I # ALDERS HOT 

| WEMBLEY 

SUPERSTORES 

WALTHAMSTOW 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT * COURIER DELIVERY 



One particularly useful feature of the AMOS Pro Object Editor is its animation 
facility, allowing you to test an animated object before committing it to code 

What s so 
special about AMOS 
anyway? 

As any programmer will tell you, 
the Amiga can be programmed in 
two ways - through the operating 
system (this is called 'High Level 
programming") and by directly 
accessing the Amiga's hardware 
(low level programming). 

Although high level 
programming ensures a greater 
level of compatibility with future 
Amigas and operating system 
revisions, the OS routines are just 
too slow for programs that require 
high speed scrolling, animation 
and lots of sprites and bobs. 

Because AMOS was in the 
first place written as a language 
for games and demo 
programming, AMOS bypasses 
the Amiga's slow operating 
system routines and 'hits' the 

hardware directly. As a result, 
AMOS allows you to achieve the 
sort of results that were up until 
new only possible with the use of 
a low-level programming 
language, such as Assembler, for 
example* Unlike assembler 
though, AMOS protects you from 
the technicalities of setting up 
the custom chips and accessing 
the Amiga's central processor, 
the 66000. 

By using a very powerful 
implementation of BASIC, the 
Amiga's hardware can be 
programmed, using simple 
easy-to-understand, BASIC 
commands. 

In many cases, programs that 
would have previously needed 
hundreds of lines of assembler 
code can be knocked up in 
AM0$f using considerably less 
code. 

...ACCESSORIES... 

Gone is the AMOS editor of old and in its pi ace Is a very swish affair that not 
only looks good, but performs with panache 

AMOS 

Software developer Charlotte 

Hemmings discovers the delights 

of AMOS Professional, the latest 

work from Europress' hardware- 

hittin' programming language 

HMMH t's unusual for a programming 
I language to make much of an 
I impact unless It offers 
I something radically different 

from the competition, but this 
is exactly what Europress1 AMOS 
has managed to achieve. During the 
two and-a-ftalf years that it has been 
available, AMOS has sold In the sort 
of quantities that you'd usually only 
associate with a top-notch game. 
What's more, It's attracted 
attention and support from ail 
quarters of the Amiga community, 

resulting in the release of third 
party extensions, the establishment 
of dedicated user groups and even 
the regular publication of AMOS 
sections within magazines such as 
Amiga Shopper. 

Not wanting to rest on Its laurels, 
Europress has done its bit too with 
the release of the AMOS Compiler, 
AMOS 3D and - more recently - Easy 
AMOSr a cut-down version of the 
original AMOS interpreter designed 
with first-time programmers En mind, 
With AMOS you can now write just 

As any professional programmer will teEl you, 
there's far more to software development than 
simply writing code. If you're a games programmer, 
you'll need a number of extra tools which will allow 
you to incorporate graphics and sound effects into 
your programs. As you'd expect, AMOS Pro comes 
complete with a heaEthy selection of support 
utilities which make this task somewhat easier. 
The original AMOS came with a fairly healthy 
selection of these accessories', but to be perfectly 
honest, they were pretty unimpressive. 

Thankfully Europress have realised this too. In 
an attempt to rectify this, Europress have receded 
virtually all the AMOS accessories so that they not 
only share a common Eook and feet, but are also 

both easy to use and very 
flexible. Here's a rundown of the 
more commonly used 
accessories on offer, 

OBJECT EDITOR 
With all due respect to Aaron 
Fothergill (the author of the original AMOS Object 
Editor), it's nice to see that Europress have 
dumped the original object editor into the 
Workbench Trashcan and have replaced it with a 
far more capable beast altogether. Looking not too 
dissimilar to the Easy AMOS Object Editor, the 
AMOS Pro Object Editor offers a IE the sprite and 
biitter object editing functions you're ever likely to 

Bird brainy: the AMOS Pro object editor Is a vast 
improvement over the original version 

need En one package. Complete with the now 
obligatory bas-relief gadgets, the AMOS Pro object 
editor is a real joy to behold. 

One very nice feature of this new editor is its 
ability to preview animated objects. Simply by 
clicking on each frame in sequence, AMOS Pro 
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Play on; as you'd expect from AMOS, Europress kindly supply a nice selection 
of demo programs and games. This one's a very playable Tetris clone 

Up to you: AMOS Pro gives you considerable control over your working 
environment via on-line configuration programs 

about any program with the sort of 
ease that you'd associate with 
BASIC, but with the speed and 
quality of results that you'd normally 
only expect to get after hours slaving 
over a hot assembler. Ultra-smooth 
scrolling, high-speed blitter objects, 
sprites, sampled sound effects and 
interrupted riven music are only a 
small selection of the sort of things 
that are possible with AMOS. 

It has to be said though that 
despite its obvious power, AMOS 
was far from perfect As the author 

of AMOS, Francois Lionet, soon 
discovered, spoiling programmers 
with such advanced yet easy-to- 
access facilities can backfire, Once 
the initial fascination had worn off, 
AMOS programmers wanted more 
and more. Now, two and-a-half years 
on from that fateful day, AMOS has 
been reborn in the shape of AMOS 
Professional, the latest and 
undoubtedly the greatest version of 
AMOS ever to see the light of day. Is 
AMOS now perfect? Read on to find 
out. 

BOX CLEVER 
Europress are obviously very keen to 
let potential buyers know that they 
aren't just buying another version of 
AMOS with a couple of extra bits and 
pieces tacked on for good measure. 
Virtually every aspect of AMOS has 
been either enhanced or even totally 
rewritten to make AMOS Professional 
live up to its name. For starters, the 
rather tacky AMOS packaging has 
been given the boot and in Its place 
is some very attractive looking 
artwork that not only looks better, 
but also helps to give AMOS a more 
professional feel. I must admit 
though that I'm still not totally happy 
with the AMOS packaging - most 
professional programming languages 
come in sturdy box folders that can 
be thrown about and even stood on 
without causing much damage. As it 
is, the AMOS box is still a little too 
flimsy for comfort. OK, perhaps I'm 
being too picky, but then this sort of 
thing must be considered if the 
AMOS packaging and manual is to 
survive in the average working 
environment, 

One aspect of the packaging that 
does get the proverbial thumbs up 
though is the new AMOS manual. I 
must admit that I was never a great 

fan of the original's manual, so it's 
nice to see that Europress have 
dumped this too in favour of a much 
more comprehensive and certainly 
more readable manual, written by 
Mel Croucher, the author of the 
brilliant Easy AMOS manual. As you'd 
expect from Mel's talented typing 
fingers, it's packed with lucid 
explanations and is very well thought 
out indeed. Not only does it take you 
through those shakey first few 
sessions with your new programming 
language, but it also acts as a very 
good reference manual for 
experienced AMOS coders such as 
myself. Definitely top marks here! 

The old disk count has risen 
considerably too. The original release 
of AMOS arrived on just three disks 
(the main program disk, a 
demonstration disk and the freebie 
Sprites-600 disks), but AMOS Pro 
now occupies double that figure, 
There's the main AMOS Pro program 
disk, a separate Accessories disk, a 
tutorials disk, an examples disk and 
two so-called 'Productivity' disks 
(more example programs basically). 
For those of you who entered our 
101 procedures competition, you'll 
be pleased to know that all the 
winning entries are in there too! 

rQitNiwed on page 118 

displays the object as it will appear when animated 
under AMAL The object editor can also grab 
objects directly from an IFF file - good news if you 
prefer to design your sprites and bobs in a 
dedicated art package such as DPaint. 

SAMPLE BANK MAKER 
Another utility borrowed from Easy AMOS is the 
Sample Bank Maker, a useful little program which 
is used to pull together banks of sampled sounds 
ready for use within your own programs. Thanks to 
that very handy Left Amiga + A1 hotkey mentioned 
earlier, you can grab sounds using your favourite 
sampler and pull them straight into an AMOS bank. 
If the sample still needs fine tuning, you can then 
swap back to the sampler editing software and edit 
it to meet your needs. Isn't multitasking wonderful? 

RESOURCE EDITOR 
Designing attractive looking front ends for programs 

has never been so easy. 
Designed for use with 
AMOS Pro s new Interface 
language, the AMOS Pro 
Resource Editor is used to 
build up a resource file 
containing all the gadgets 
that your program requires, 
ft won't allow you to draw 
them directly though - 
you'll need a paint package 
such as DPaint for this. AH 
you have to do to create a 

BASSDRUH 3848 
PETSHCP 
EHpty 

Banking on success: pack those samples into a bank with ease using the 
new AMOS Pro Sample Bank Maker 

new gadget is to load in the IFF file containing the 
gadget image and then drag out a rectangle around 
the gadget. Couldn't be simpler! 

DISK MANAGER 
Another very nice If slightly redundant accessory 
(especially if you already own a program such as 

Directory Opus) is the AMOS Pro Disk Manager, a 
SID-like directory utility which allows you to carry 
out all those disk-related chores such as copying, 
deleting and renaming files, formatting disks, etc, 
without having to get your hands dirty with 
AmigaDOS, 
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RAZY CHRISTMA 

LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES??? 

LOOK   NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE HILLY GUARANTEED 

DISKS ! DISKS ! DISKS ! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" D5/DD £22.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD £38.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD £54.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD £70.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD , £105.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD £139.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD £167.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

All prices include VAT/free labels. 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 33" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box .......... £31.99 
100 3,5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box........ ,£46.99 
150 3,5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £70.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes.****.***. £87.99 

3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes >„, £139.49 
3.5" DS/DD + 5x80 Cap Banx Boxes £182,99 
3.5" DS/DD + 6x80 Cap Banx Boxes £216,99 

300 
400 
500 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

3.5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity £1*00 
40 Capacity (Lockable).... .,***..***» £4.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable) * £4.50 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3*5" 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box £9.95 
3*5" 150 Cap Posso Box £15.50 
5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box £16.50 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5.25" DS/DD Disks «.*..,...*** 21 p each 
5.25" P5/HD Disks 39p each 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PUIS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3*5" DS/DD + 100 cap box .,£25.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £41.99 
150 3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap box X58*99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 100 cap boxes .£75*99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 3x100 cap boxes £113*99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4 100 cap boxes £149*99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 cap boxes ..£178.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10 100 cap boxes *..** £ call 

All prices include VAT7 free labels 
REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £35.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £51.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box £66.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes,,,,,,,, ,,,,.,,,.£97,99 
300 3.5" DS/DD+ 2x150 Cap Posso Boxes** £131.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £180*00 
500 3*5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £219*99 

Ail prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 

5.25 STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity ...X1.00 
50 Capacity (Lockable)*. .. ....£5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable) £5,90 

3.5" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60 P EACH £61 For100incldellvery/tabels/VAT 

RANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5" DS/DD**, , .* £6*50 
10 3.5" DS/HD £tQ>50 

ffOX OF PAPER 11X 9.5,606MS MICR0PERF 2,000 SHEEl.X11.75   BOX OF A4 PAPER, 70GMS MICROPERF 2,000 SHEETS...C12.95 

4/KIG4 / ATARI 

I NALTSI1A /HOUSE 

AMAZING PRICE! 

A£7C CO RC/H RRIVE 

ALitws yeu TC WAS) & PlAY CCTV 

Software en your Amiga 

BCS Price cnty Ol8.cc 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
PRINTER 

Citizen 120D 
Citizen Swift 9 
Citizen Swift 24/24E/S24 
Panasonic 1124 
StarLC-10 
Star LC-20 
Star LC200 
Star LC24 10/15 

VStar LC24-2Q0 

BLACK RIBBONS 
BRANDED" 

£3,40 
£4,70 
£8.50 
£4.47 
£4.47 
£6,11 
£5.58 
£5.58 

COMPATIBLE 

£2,70 
£2.70 
£3.58 
£3.06 
£3.06 
£4.70 
£3.53 
£3.53 

COLOUR RIBBONS 
BRANDED 
 R7S 

INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge,... .,£14.98 
HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge £23,95 

"HP Deskjet 500C Coour Ink Cartridge £26,96 
Canon BJ10e/ex Black Ink Cartridge       ^H(r*N  £19.98 
Black Twin Refill Kit -MA*     >£14 98 

Colour Twin Refill kit   tt MW £14.98 
500C Colour Refill Kit ^Ml^ £14.98 

^ Amiga Colour Separation Software £39,95 



FFERS FROM BCS IT 

AMI GAS !   AMI GAS!   AM I GAS! B 

PACK 1 

NEW AMIGA 600 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD, 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL, 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

i ONLY £318.99 

PACK 2 

NEW AMIGA 80MB HD EPIC 

A600 +20 MB HD 
1MB RAM 
TRIVIAL PURSUITS 
EPIC, ROME, 
MYTH 
AMIGA TEXT WP 
DICTIONARY, MOUSE ETC 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
SOFTWARE 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £458.99 

PACK 3 

r 
PACK 4 

10 3.5 DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 
3.5 CLEANING KIT 

ONLY £17.00 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH PACK 1, 2 OR 6 

Y 
D 

NEW Z00L PACK INCLUDING: 
ZOOL 
STRIKER 
PINBALL DREAM 
TRANS WRITE WP 

ONLY £15.50 WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
^     AN AMIGA. OTHERWISE £19.99 

' GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
A ACCELERATORS FOR A300 

OVP 42MB HD8 II £279 

GVP 52MB HDSII vJPSCft £319 
GVP80MB HDSII £359 
GVP 120MB HD8 II Rhz^L.. £409 
GVP 240MB HD8 II £649 
GVP A530 COMBO 40 MHz +80MB £629 
GVF*A530 COMBO 40MHz + 120MB. £719 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB £949 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM UPGRADES 
s FOR GVP DRIVES , 

"    STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS " 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIN MONO . £124 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9PIN COLOUR . ..£179 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24PIN 224 COLOUR JLw> £220 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E COLOUR x^ ^N £245 
CITIZEN 200 MONO „mU - . i,£209 
CITIZEN 240 MONO Bi||yX245 
CITIZEN 240 COLOUR         ^     HF £268 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR £199 
STAR LC-24 200 COLOUR „ . £259 
SEKOSHASL-90 MONO 24 PIN £185 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST COVER 
^   QT|gN PRINTER? HOT g YEAR WARRANTY , 

I 
%4H 

PACK 5 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC 

CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 

ONLY £199 

GVP SERIES II HC8 HARD DRIVES 
FOR A1500/2000 

GVP 42MB HC8 II ,^^^MSS 
GVP 80MB HC8 II JPjj, £325 
GVP 120MB HC8  £395 
GVP 240MB HC8 ilLztZ^ £615 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES OH RAM 
UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS  £8 
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) £10 
MOUSE MAT £2,75 
MOUSE HOLDER  - fW .£2,50 
14" MONITOR STAND /. \ £10 
PRINTER STAND M |i M, I £6 
3.5" CLEANING KIT--V        W,£2,75 
PRINTER RIBBONS ^^^^F XCALL 
PARALLEL LEAD . . ..£8 
ZIPSTICK.-.. „, £11.50 
QS PYTHON IIIM , £9,50 
CHEETAH 125+ £8 

NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 
A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MYSTERY GAME 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
MOUSE ETC. 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £289.99 
v.  ...... ^ 

PACK 6 

BCS CRAW CHRISTMAS PACK 

NEW A600 1MB FDD, DELUXE PAINT III, 
MYSTERY GAME, SUPERBASE PERSONAL, 
MOUSE ETC, ON-SITE WARRANTY, 

+ PHILIPS CM8833 MKII COLOUR MONITOR. 
LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE, ON-SITE 
WARRANTY, UK SPEC, LEAD, DUST COVER. 

+ NEW CITIZEN 240C COLOUR 
24 PIN PRINTER, LEAD, DUST COVER & AMIGA I   ■ > 

c 

s 

DRJVER, CITIZEN 2 YEAR WARRANTY. 

ONiy £735.00 
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3 

AMIGA BIT'S *N' BOBS 
A500 iMB UPGRADE .... £29 
A600 1MB UPGRADE .0$L^*M&99 
A600 2MB UPGRADE (^^^* £115 
A600 4MB UPGRADE.,»1»^^ £135 
A520 TV MODULATOR ..£29,99 
AT ONCE CLASSIC PC286 EMULATOR £119,99 
3.5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE ..... £52.99 

DUST COVERS 
A500  
A600  
STARLC200. 
STAR LC-24 200.... 
CITIZEN 9  
CITIZEN 24  
PHILIPS MKI/11 
ATARI  

 £3 
 £3 
..£3.50 

.£3.50 
,..£3.50 
...£3.50 
...£3.50 
...£3.00 
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i WHY ORDER FROM BCS? m ^ 
, r Established for over 3 years BCS is well known for the quality of its products and servicesWu.VSSf 

V1 WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. rTr' 
Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry 1 year minimum guarantee. All products 

UK spec only. All prices include VAT. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 

Access 

349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 6JJ 
ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506369/0831 279084 
All offers subject 19 availability, EftOE. Prices/pack details may change without notice. 



AMOS 

continued from page 115 

CLOSE TO THE EDIT 
Playing around with the packaging 
and all those disks is all well and 
good, but fet's get stuck in to AMOS 
Pro itself. Booting up AMOS, it's time 
for pleasant surprise number two - 
the AMOS Source code editor has 
undergone major refurbishment and a 
considerable amount of 
enhancement. Gone is the rather 
blank and really quite unprofessional 
editor of old and in its place is a very 
swish affair that performs just as well 

eighties and now looks and performs 
how a real Amiga application should. 
Apart from the obvious colour palette 
change (I know, I know, you can1! see 
those colours in Amiga Shopper), the 
AMOS Pro Editor shares a more 
Workbench 2, Of eel complete with 
'real1 Intuition pull-down menus and 
raised bas-relief gadgets. 

Those pull-down menus really are 
a welcome addition - unlike the 
previous AMOS editor you've now 
got far more editing power at your 
fingertips. There are some 

AREXX MADE EASY 

All you multitasking buffs will also be pleased to hear that AMOS Pro now 
directly supports ARexx, William Hawes1 task communications language 
which is bundled with Workbench 2.0, Obviously ARexx is of little use to your 
average games or demo coder, but it does open up some quite exciting new 
avenues for AMOS program development - multimedia applications 
development is just one that springs to mind. With ARexx support at your 
side, there's no reason whatsoever that ARexx couldn't be used to take 
advantage of CD quality sound tracks, full-motion video or indeed just about 
anything that can be accessed and controlled via ARexx. As you can know 
doubt appreciate, the possibilities are endless. 

The commands that AMOS Pro provides for ARexx support give you the 
ability to receive and send messages to a named ARexx 'port', wait for a 
message from a named port, check the availability of a named port and 
much more besides. ARexx compatibility is a really smart move from 
Europress - AMOS Pro is now the one and only language available that 
provides high level support for ARexx, giving it a major and significant 
advantage over its competitors. 

as it looks. Oh joy! No more must we 
suffer the frustration of having to 
work with the original's garish 
colours and blocky gadgets and 
requesters. 

Thanks to the implementation of 
AMOS Pro's new 'Interface' language 
{more on this later), the AMOS Pro 
Editor has been dragged out of the 

genuinely useful new options in there 
too, including Check 1.3h which - as 
the name suggests - allows you to 
check that your AMOS Pro source 
code is compatible with the old 
version of AMOS. You can also 
access the AMOS accessories 
directly from the pull-down menus 
too, again very useful. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

BOBS - Short for Blitter Objects. Bobs are graphic objects which can be 
moved around the screen at high speed using the Amiga's powerful 
Blitter. 

SPRITES - Similar to Bobs, Sprites are high speed graphic objects which can 
be moved around the screen at much higher speeds than Blitter objects, 
They are therefore commonly used in high speed arcade games for such 
things as missiles and other fast moving objects, 

INTERRUPT - Interrupts are a very powerful facility offered by the Amiga's 
central processor which allows a program to do several things at once, 
independant of each other. A good example of this is AMOS' ability to 
play soundtracks - because the soundtrack is played under interrupt, it 
will continue to play while AMOS executes the rest of your program. 

AREXX - ARexx is a powerful programming language built into Workbench 
2.0 that allows one program to control the operations of another. You 
can find out more by following the ARexx column which is published 
regularly jn Amiga Shopper. 

DEBUGGER - A debugger is a program which lets you find 'bugs1 (logic 
errors) in a program by single stepping through the program to see its 
effect on the machine- A dedicated debugger can make the process of 
removing 'bugs' in a program faster and considerably less frustrating. 

The AMOS gadgets have been 
extended considerably too. As well as 
the usual HTestr and lRun" functions, 
there are also a couple of new 
facilities which allow you to collapse 
and expand procedures, indent 
nested code correctly (making code 
more readable), and so on. Another 
welcome addition is AMOS Pro's 
on-line help facility which gives you 
instant access to information on 
AMOS and its commands without 
having to flick through the manual. 
Users of Europress' Easy AMOS will 
probably recognise this facility 
straight away. On-line help isn't the 
only pass-medown from Easy AMOS. 
Quite a few of the AMOS accessories 
bear more than a striking 
resemblance to their Easy AMOS 
counterparts. 

Many of these 
new options and 
gadgets can be 
accessed through 
"hot key1 

combinations. In 
particular, one 
new hotkey facility 
that I've 
personally found . 
particularly useful 
is the <Left Amiga> <A> option which 
swaps you backwards and forwards 
between AMOS Pro and the 
Workbench. If you're writing an AMOS 
application that uses files produced 
by other programs (DPaint or 
AudioMaster IV, for instance.) this 
can be a real time-saver as you can 
have both Intuition applications and 
AMOS running concurrently - what's 
more, you can even swap back to 
Workbench whilst an AMOS program 
is running! This facility alone makes 
software development far easier. 

Finally, Europress have added 

"Europress have 

done us proud with 

no less than 200 

new commands" 

the facility to edit more than one 
source file simultaneously without 
having to use the original's rather 
useless 'Edit Other' function. The 
main editing area can be subdivided 
and separate source files loaded into 
each division. The number of source 
files that can be loaded isn't just 
limited to two either - you can load 
as many source files as your heart 
desires and then cut, copy and paste 
sections of code between them. 

SOMETHING 
BORROWED... 
SOMETHING NEW 
That's not to say that ail the new 
facilities offered by AMOS Pro are 
simply brought across from an earlier 
product. The AMOS Pro command set 
 has been extended 

extensively to provide 
direct support for many 
of the facilities that 
existing users have 
been crying out for. It's 
nice to see a software 
company take note of 
its users and 
Europress certainly 

—^^^^^_have done us proud 
with no fewer than 200 

new commands and functions that 
extend an already impressive 
command set, Most of these are 
dedicated to the new interface 
language, but there's still a number 
of major enhancements that extend 
AMOS' abilities extensively. 

One aspect of AMOS that proved 
to be a major pain was its printer 
support which was, to say the least, 
sadly lacking. Not wanting to get 
caught out again, Europress have 
addressed this problem with the 
implementation of some 
considerably powerful printer control 

DEBUGGING MADE EASY 

Squash those bugs before they can 
do any harm with the Monitor, a 
powerful debugging tool built into 
the AMOS Pro editor 

Lurking in the new improved AMOS 
Pro editor is a little gadget marked 
JMf that holds the secret to 
debugging AMOS Pro programs. If 
you've ever sweated over a bug that 
just won't show itself, then this is 
the-program for you. Based around 

the Tutor facility first 
introduced into Easy AMOS, 
the AMOS Pro monitor Is a very 
powerful source-level debugger 
that allows you to monitor 
(hence the name) the 
execution of your code and its 
effect on your Amiga. 

Once selected, you're 
transported to a very neat looking 
screen that is split into two sections 
- at the bottom of this screen is your 
source code and at the top you'll find 
an array of different gadgets and a 
window which displays a scaled 
representation of the graphical 
output from your program. 

Using these gadgets, you can 
single step through your code and 
see what's going on in the scaled 
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AMOS 

commands. For starters, there's now 
a pull-down menu option which 
allows you to print your program 
listings without having to mark the 
entire source file as a block first. 
How we ever survived before without 
this facility, I'll never Know' 

It's nice to see too that these 
new printer control commands don't 
just access the parallel or serial 
ports - instead, as soon as you 
issue the new 'PRINTER OPEN' 
command, AMOS Pro reads in the 
current Preference settings, allowing 
your program to legally access any 
printer, regardless of its type, 
complete with a set of standardised 
and user-definable escape codes 
(access your printer's fonts from 
within AMOS!). This isn't too 
important at the moment, but rumour 
has it that Commodore are 
developing a Postscript printer driver 
for a future release of the Amiga's 
operating system, allowing any 
program to print to a Postscript 
device regardless of whether the 
application supports Postscript or 
not Try to write pure ASCII to a 
Postscript printer and you'll get no 
end of problems] 

ANIMATED KFFS 
Graph ics-wise, probably the most 
major addition is direct support for 
IFF ANIM format animations. Why 
anyone would want to play IFF 
animations within their programs is 
beyond me, but it's there if you need 
ft. AMOS Pro can handle animations 
in just about any standard Amiga 
view mode [even HAM!), although by 
the very nature of complex 
animation, these should be 
restricted to title screens and 'In 
game' incidental breaks, etc. It has 
to be said, however, that AMOS Pro's 

screen display window. For larger 
projects, you can run the program at 
full speed with a full-sized screen 
display until you reach the section 
that you're interested in. 

All that is then required is a quick 
'Control C" and you're transported 
back to the monitor screen. From here 
ont you can monitor the flow of your 
program. 

The monitor also provides a very 
useful expression evaluator function 
which, as the name suggests, is used 
to display the result of a given 
expression. 

If, for example, you wanted to 
display the contents of a particular 
variable- ail you'd have to do is to 
click on the 'VAL' gadget and then on 
the variable you're interested in and 
the content of the variable is 
displayed at the bottom of the screen. 
It would have been nice to have been 
able to edit a variable s contents too. 
Oh well, can't have it all. 

ANIM implementation is pretty 
impressive, though according to 
Europress, AMOS Pro can actually 
play back animations faster than 
than DPaint! 

Surprisingly, AMOS Pro doesn't 
provide direct support for the 
Enhanced Chip Set, let alone the 
new AGA (Advanced Graphics 
Architecture) chip set in the A4000. 
OK, so the lack of AGA support isn't 
really that surprising, but I'm 
shocked that Europress haven't 
extended AMOS Pro's screen 
handling facilities to cover ECS 
screen modes at least! Oh well, at 

sound tracks are no longer restricted 
to the Amiga's four channels of 
internal sound- I would have liked to 
have seen support for 8-channel 
OctaMED tunes too, but then 
perhaps this is asking too much (8- 
channel soundtracks do tend to use 
up a lot of valuable processor time). 

SO, WAS IT WORTH 
THE WAIT? 
AMOS Pro has certainly been a long 
time coming, but it's been worth 
waiting for- As a software developer 
myself, the changes and 
enhancements present in AMOS Pro 

to everyone's programming 
requirements (it can't be used to 
write Intuition-based applications, for 
example), it's about as near to 
perfect as you're ever likely to 
encounter in this imperfect world. 
The original was pretty damned 
impressive- but AMOS Pro really 
does put it in the shade. 

Whether you're a hardened 
coder or just a Sunday afternoon 
part-time dabblert you'd be a fool to 
miss this one. Hold up a bank, sell 
your body, sell your granny's body - 
just do anything to get your hands on 
AMOS Pro! CD 

AMOS INTERFACE LANGUAGE 

Probably the most major addition to 
AMOS Pro is its all-new Interface 
language, an interrupt-d riven system 
that makes the process of 
displaying and handling complex 
user interfaces a breeze (it alone 
accounts for most of AMOS Pro's 
new commands - there are over 
100 in all!). Like AMAL, the 
Interface language contains its own 
subset of commands that run 
independently (under interrupt) of 
your main AMOS code. 

The similarities between AMAL 
and Interface don't stop there 
though. Like AMAL, Interface is 
controlled via mini programs that 

are held within your AMOS 
code as strings. The interface 
language allows you to code 
interrupt-d riven gadget 
handling routines that make 
the process of building up 
screen displays simpler than 
ever before. All you need to do 
is to tell AMOS Pro where a 
particular gadget is to appear and 
the rest is handled for you. If the 
user then clicks on that gadget, a 
simple status check is ail that is 
required to trap this. Even if the 
user clicks on the gadget at a time 
when your code is doing something 
else, AMOS Pro keeps its eye on 

JS33L 

HD: 

CBJ SB 

Mil,!!! 
Key notes: complex user Interfaces 
such as the one above are easy to 
create with AMOS* interrupt-d riven 
interface language 
the gadgets for you and informs you 
of gadget selections once your main 
program loop gets around to 
checking for them. 

least we can take refuge in the 
knowledge that thanks to AMOS' 
flexible extensions system, support 
for such things can be easily added 
simply by tacking on a new 
extension. Just imagine being able to 
write an AMOS game in AGA's new 
256 colour VGA-like screen mode! 
Knowing Francois' enthusiasm for 
the Amiga, I'm sure it's only a matter 
of time before such an extension 
arrives. 

AMOS' sound support commands 
have been extended a bit too, 
although many of the 
new commands 
surfaced previously 
in AMOS version 
1.34 - Sound 
Tracker and 
ProTracker support, 
for example. One 
welcome addition 
though is direct 
support for MED- 
format compositions 
complete with full data send 
{providing the module has been set 
up to use MIDI), if you1 re lucky 
enough to own a synthesiser you 
can now have your game sound 
tracks accompanied by high quality 
synthesised MIDI sound. Obviously 
you'll need a MIDI interface and 
some MIDI gear to take advantage of 
this facility, but it's nice to know that 

"AMOS Pro should 

be at the top of 

your shopping \istf 

it's so easy to use" 

have made my fife not inconsiderably 
easier. The new editor is a vast 
improvement over the original, 
making the process of writing AMOS 
code not only easier, but more 
productive. 

Professional programmers need 
professional tools and Europress 
have certainly come up with the 
goods with AMOS Pro - since the day 
the first beta test version of AMOS 
Pro landed on my door mat, Tve 
stopped using the original AMOS in 
favour of AMOS Pro simply because 

it's a more solid 
"and more 

comfortable system 
to work with. 
Obviously I've had 
to use the original 
to compile my code, 
although Europress 
have assured me 
that a compiler for 

_AM0S Pro wili be 
released during 

February next year, or thereabouts. 
Personally, I can't wait! 

Even if you are not a professional 
programmer, AMOS Pro should be 
right at the very top of your shopping 
list for one reason alone; it has 
remarkable power and an ease of 
use which is glaringly better than that 
of its predecessor, 

Although it's still not the answer 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Amos Professional.., 
by Europress Software 
Euro pa House 
Adlington Park 
Macclesfield SK10 4NP 
« 0625 859333 

. £69.95 

CHECKOUT 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 

Ease of Use • • • • • 
Programming the Amiga has never been 
so easy! 

Features • • • • • 
The original AMOS was feature-packed, 
but AMOS Professional is miles better. 

Documentation     • • • • • 
A vast improvement on the original, author 
Mel Ciwcher has done a splendid job. 

Price Value • • • • O 
No other programming language offers 
such value for money. 

Overall rating 

Whether you're writing games, demos, 
utilities or even full blown applications, 
AMOS Professional is the most powerful 
Amiga programming language available. 
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AMIGA A500 PLUS 
1Mb A500 version 2,04 complete 
with leads, p.s,u. etc 

ONLY £254.95 

Above with 2Mb Ram £279.95 

AMIGA A600 
1Mb A600 complete with leads, p.s.u. 
etc. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £254.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (E^r^nlridudmfcxft) 

£284*95 
THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED 
A600 Value Pack from Commodore 
Includes Deluxe Paint 111, Formula 1 

Grand Prix, Putty and Pushover 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY 0309,95 
Above with 2Mb Ram (Expansion includes clock) 

£339.95 

IGAA600 
1Mb A600 with 20Mb Hard Drive. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £424*95 

Above with 2Mb Ram £454*95 
EPIC/LANGUAGE PACK 

A600HD Value Pack from Commodore 
includes Deluxe Paint HI, Epic, Myth, 

Rome and Trivial Pursuit 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £439.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (Expansion includes dock) 

£469,95 

A600 80MbHDPAC 
DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE 

1Mb A600 with built-in 80Mb Hard 
Drive. Complete with leads, etc, 

ONLY £499.95 
Above With 2Mb Ram (Expansion Indudes clock) 

£529.95 

AMIGA 1500 
Latest 1Mb 2,04 version complete 
with mouse, leads, etc, (requires 
modulator for TV use) 

ONLY £479.95 
1500 HOME ACCOUNTS PACK 

As above plus The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Home Accounts, Toki, Elf, 

Puzznic & DPaint 111 

ONLY £524.95 

Latest V2, 25MHz, 2Mb Ram, 52Mb 
Hard Drive, 3Vs" Floppy, 
Complete with Wordworth 1,1 and 
Amisa Vision. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1299.95 
Above with 105Mb Drive 

£1479.95 

^■frMIGA 400C^H 
New multi-media system 6Mb Ram, 
40Mb HD, AmigaDOS 3. 
PLUS 1 YEARS ON SITE MAINTENANCE 

ONLY £1979*95 
Above with 120Mb Drive 

£2099.95 

A570CDR 
CD Drive for A500/A500+ 

Super low price... 

ONLY £259.95 

CDTV complete with infra-red remote, 
leads, etc. 

ONLY £354.95 
CDTV MULTIMEDIA PACK 

As above plus keyboard, infra-red 
mouse, 3,5" drive, Workbench Disks, 

Welcome CD 

ONLY £354.95 

GOLDSTAR 14" 
TV Monitor complete with remote 
control & sleeptimer 

ONLY £154.95 
Amisa cable for above £4.95 

PHILIPS 8833 Mkll 
Simply the best value stereo colour 
monitor. UK model complete with 1 
years on-site maintenance. 

ONLY £169.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 £6.95 
(when bought with 6833) 

CBM1084S 
Commodores official stereo colour 
monitor for the Amisa. 

ONLY £174.95 
Amisa cable for above £4.95 

CBM1935 
14- SVGA colour monitor .28 Dot 
Pitch 

A MUST FOR A3000/4000 

ONLY £254.95 
Amiga cable for above £4.95 

CBM1960 
14" Multiscan SVGA colour monitor 
,28 Dot Pitch 

ONLY £409,95 

Amisa cable for above £4.95 

R ACCESS 
A4 Copy Holder £3*99 
14" Monitor Dust Cover £3.99 
12/14" Screen Filter £4.99 
14" Tilt & Swivel Stand... £9.99 
View Centre/Monitor Stand £24*95 
View Centre/Control Centre £29*95 

CUMANA CAX 354 
Reputation speaks for itself 

ONLY £49.95 

POWER PC880E 
Solid Drive with anti-click 

ONLY £49.95 

ROCTEC ROCLITE 
New superslim drive now with anti- 
click & virus checker 

ONLY £54.95 

With anti-click, virus checker and built 
in blitz copier 

ONLY £59.95 

GVP HD8A500 
52 Mes Hard Drive ..£319*95 
80 Mes Hard Drive £369.95 
120 Meg Hard Drive £409*95 
Additional 2Mb Ram for above .£39*95 
Additional 4Mb Ram for above .£79*95 
Additional 8Mb Ram for above .£99*95 

GVPA530 COMBO 
52 Meg Combo , .£439*95 
80 Meg Combo £459*95 
120 Meg Combo ..£729.95 
213 Mes Combo £919*95 

GVP HC81500/2000 
52 Mes Internal £244.95 
SO Meg Internal £399*95 
120 Meg Internal £394*95 
Ram upsrades available for A530 
Combo and HC8 internal - Phone for 
details. 

WITH OUR PRICE BLASTER PLEDGE we CAHHOT BC stmn on mcc-ORMR HOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE. 



Price Blasters Pledge 

CITIZEN PRINTERS / 

MM ■ I 111 LC-90 120 
A5O0 V* Meg no Clock £14.95 
A500 Vs Meg with Clock £17*95 
A500 Plus 1 Meg Expansion 
(upgrades A500 Plus to 2 Meg)£S7*95 
A600 1 Meg Expansion 

no Clock ,,,,£99.95 
MOO 1 Meg Expansion 

with Clock ...,.,.. ,.,,£34.95 

ROM SHARER/ROM 
Keyboard Rom Sharer £14*9* 
Keyboard Switchable Rom 

Sharer , £19*99 
Kfckstart 13 Rom £91*99 
Kickstart 2.04 Rom £39*99 

EXTERNAL RAM UPGRADES 
Made by Power Computing 
Expandable up to 8 Meg, fuHy auto- 
confls with thru-port, Suitable for any 
A500/A500+ 
2 Meg Ram Board £104.95 
4 Meg Ram Board ,£144.95 
8 Meg Ram Board £979*95 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
CIA8520A.,.. ,  
Super Denise  

, , .£4.99 
.,£90.99 

Fatter Agnes 8372A £99,9* 

ESSENTIAL SPARES 
TV. Modulator  .£94,95 
Replacement Power Supply £34,95 
Replacement Internal Drive .. £39.95 
Replacement Quality Mouse, £9,99 
Mouse/Joystick Switcher 

Box Unit.,,, ,   £9,99 

9 Pin Mono, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £116.95 

LC100 COLOUR 

9 Pin Colour, 180/45 CPS 

ONLY £149.95 

LC 24-100 

24 Pin Mono, 192/64 CPS 
ONLY £164.95 

LC 300 COLOUR 

9 Pin Colour, 185/45 CPS 

ONLY £166.95 

LC 34-30 

24 Pin Mono, 180/60 CPS 
ONLY £176.95 

SJ 48 INKJET 

True LQ Printer, 100 CPS 
ONLY £194.95 

LC 34-900 

24 Pin Mono, 220/55 CPS 
ONLY £196.95 

LC 34-300 COLOUR 

24 Pin Colour, 220/55 CPS 
ONLY £239.95 

9 Pin Mono, 120/25 CPS 
2 year guarantee 
ONLY £107.99 

SWIFT 9 

9 Pin Mono with colour option, 
160/40 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £159.99 

Colour version £166.95 

ER SSENTIAL PRINTEI 
ACCESSORY PACI 

• Amisa to Printer Cable 
• 500 sheets continuous paper 
• Universal printer stand 
• Printer driver disk 

ONLY £9.99 
when purchased with printer 

SWIFT 300 

24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
180/60 CPS 
2 year suarantee 

ONLY £189.99 

SWIFT 300 COLOUR 

24 Pin Colour, 180/60 CPS 
2 year suarantee 

ONLY £219.95 

SWIFT 340 

24 Pin Mono with colour option, 
200/66 CPS 
2 year suarantee 

ONLY £249.95 

SWIFT 340 COLOUR 

24 Pin Colour, 200/66 CPS 
2 year guarantee 

ONLY £264.95 

BEST POSSIBLE mm BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE & BEST POSSIBLE PBICE-QRHR HOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE,,, 



SERIOUS SOFTWARE & 
HARDWARE APPLICATIONS 

Award winning Power Scanner 
with latest version 3,0 software. 
Extra value pack f. Includes 
Wordworth V1.1, Word- 
processing Package (RRP 
£129,95) 
ONLY,. ,£M*99 

Extra value pack 2. Same Scanner 
including Paint Pack comprising 
Deluxe Paint 3 and Photon Paint 2 
(RRP £139.95) ^„ M 
ONLY £99*99 

Colour Scanner available with 
either of above pack5 
ONLY, -  1*39.99 

MUSIC 
Music X Junior £9*99 
Music X Vers 1.1... £17.99 
Pro Midi 4 Port Interface ....£14,99 
Rombo Megannix £24,99 
GVP Sound Studio £49,99 

Scala 500 £69,99 
Scala Professional ..£179.99 
Take 2 (New enhanced vers) JE39.99 
Vldi-Amiga12 £74.99 
Vldi-Amiga 12 + Megamix„£96,99 
Rocgen* -£84.99 
Rocgen Plus .,,.£114.99 
Rocgen Rockey £264.99 

Deluxe Paint II , ,£4.99 
Deluxe Paint III £9.99 
Deluxe Paint IV £54.99 
Spritz Paint £4.99 
Photon Paint £4,99 
Photon Paint 2,. ..£9,99 

WORD PROCESSING/DTP 
Kindwords Version 3„ £34,99 
Final Copy 2..., £59.99 
Wordworth Vers 1.1      A4Q 
(Special Purchase) M/.99 
Pagesetter 2  .£39.99 
Pro Page Professional £124.99 
Saxon Publisher— £179.99 

UTILITIES/BACK-UP 
X-Copy Professional £29.99 
(includes Cyclone cartridge) 
Action Replay - Latest vers £54.99 
Amiga Release 2 £76.99 
Blitz Amiga  £18.99 

ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES 

3.5" DS/DD DISKS 
Bulk quality disks, 100% certified, 
complete with labels, 
Box of 50 , ...£19.99 
Box of 100 £37.99 
Box of 200 ..£69.99 
Box of 500 £159.99 
Box of 1000. £319.99 
Branded precision disks made by 
top manufacture Dysan. All boxed 
in 10's complete with labels, 
shrink wrapped - top quality. 
Box of 10.... £4.99 
Box of 20 £9.49 
Box of 50 ....£22.99 
Box of 100 £42.99 
500 Disk Labels ..£4.99 
1000 Disk Labels £7.99 

DISK BOXES 
10 Capacity Disk Box £1,29 
40 Capacity Lockable Box...,£3.99 
80 Capacity Lockable Box...,£5.99 
90 Capacity 'Banx' . ,£7.99 
150 Capacity 'Posso^ £15,99 

QUICKJOV 
SV119 JUNIOR TURBO 
6 micro switches, twin fire...£3.99 
SV123 SUPERCHARGER 
6 micro switches, autofire ...£7,99 
SV126 JETFIGHTER 
6 m/s, pilot grip, auto, S/M.. £9.99 
SV125 SUPERBOARD 
10 m/s, stopwatch, variable 
A/F, S/M £14.99 
SV129 FOOTPEDAL 
Ideal for Ftying/Driving.. £19.99 
SV133 MEGASTAR 
Steel Shaft, 7 m/s, A/F, S/M £19.99 
SV127 TOPSTAR 
6 m/s, Pistol Grip, Heavy 
Duty..... ..,£16.99 

BON DWELL - QUICKSHOT 
QUICKSHOT 1 
Basic Leaf Switch £3.49 
QUICKSHOT 2 
Pistol Grip - Classic. £4.99 
QUICKSHOT 2 TURBO 
Microswitch version..,, £7.99 
APACHE 
Leaf switch, Pistol Grip £5.99 
PYTHON 1M 
Super Pistol Grip with m/s....£8,99 

TOP 90 CHARTBUSTERS 
1. SENSIBLE SOCCER £17,99 
2. ZOOL   £17.99 
3. CIVILIZATION .£24.99 
4. MONKEY ISLAND 2, £26.99 
5. PUSHOVER £17.99 
6. FORMULA 1 GP £24.99 
7. PREMIERE £21.99 
8. BEAST III £20.99 
9. DUNE .£21.99 

10. ADDAMS FAMILY £17.99 
11. FALCON.,, £10.99 
12. MAN. UTD £5.99 
13. PGA TOUR+ , .£20.99 
14. TEAM SUZUKI £5.99 
15. GRAHAM TAYLORS £17.99 
16. WIZZKJD £17.99 
17. ESPANA GAMES '92 £20,99 
18. SPACE CRUSADE... £17,99 
19. COOL CROC TWINS £17,99 
20. STRIKER £17,99 

CONTROL CENTRES    ^■"■""I™1^ EDUCATIONAL 
CHEETAH Manufactured by Premier Micro's 

- the leaders in solid control 
centres. Made from sheet steel 
and epoxy coated to match 
A500/A600. 
Comprises of monitor platform 
plus shelf to store extra drives, 
etc. A500 version complete with 
extension leads for joystick/mouse 
ports. 
A600 version .£27.29 
A500 version .£32.99 

MICE & TRACKER BALLS 
Squik Quality Mouse £9.99 
Roctec Mouse  £12.99 
Golden Image Happy Mouse£18,99 
Golden Image Brush Mouse £23.99 
Naksha Mouse ...,,£23,99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse £28.99 
Zydec Trackerball £28.99 
Golden Image Crystal Trackerball£35.99 
8mm Mousepad. ...£3.99 
Optical Mouse Mat £8.99 

NEW CHARACTERSTICKS RANGE 
Choose from: 
BATMAN RETURNS, TERMINATOR 2, 
ALIEN 3 AND BART SIMPSON, 
Comes complete in amazing 
"MOVIE SET" GIFT BOX - IDEAL GIFT 
RRP £14.99 - SEE DIEGO'S 
SUPERSAVERS 
CHEETAH 125+ 
Industry standard, robust l/s£6.99 
MACH1 
Robus Microswitch, steel 
shaft £9.99 
STARPROBE 
Superb handling, m/s, steel 
shaft £11.99 
THE BUG 
Beautiful! Available in green/ 
black .£10.99 
BOLLISTICK 
Ergonomic hand held, 
gives NES/Megadrive owners 
a run for their money .....£6.99 

FUN SCHOOL 2 
Under 6..., £6,99 
6 to 8.... ...£6.99 
Over 8 £6.99 

FUN SCHOOL 3 
Under 5 .£14.99 
5 to 7 £14.99 
Over 7 ...£14.99 

FUN SCHOOL 4 
Under 5... , £14.99 
5 to 7 + ..T+£14,99 
7 to 11 £14,99 

KOSMOS LANGUAGES 
French Mistress £13,99 
German Master £13.99 
Spanish Tutor £13.99 
Italian Tutor £13.99 

SUPER VALUE PACK 
All four languages. £29,99 

HONE OF OUR COMPETITORS COMB CLOSE-WHY PAY M0REF-0RDER NOW 

9am - 8pm ORDER HOTLINE, 



CHECK OUT 

DIEGO'S TOP 10 

Christmas Supersavers 

CHEETAH CHARACTERSTICK JOYSTICK 
The perfect sift, available as either: 
* Batman Returns * Terminator 2 

★ Alien 3 * Bart Simpson 
Complete in movie set sift pack! ONLY £8*99 

TAILOR MADE 

AMIGA 500 DUSTCOVER 
A steal at just... £1.99 

DISK ACCESSORY PACK 
* Box of 10 branded precision disks 
* 40 capacity lockabie disk box 
* 3Va" disk drive cleaner kit 

ALL FOR ONLY £8*99 

6mm QUALITY MOUSEPAD 
At this price you can't go wrong 

£1,29 

ZIPSTICK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK 
Simply the best autofire joystick on 

the market 
ONLY £9.99 

CARTOON CLASSICS GAME PACK 
* Bart Simpson * Captain Planet 

* Lemmings 

£14*99 

GFA BASIC (RRP £49,95) 
Essential for programming 

£3,99 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Basic console with joypads & p.s.u. 

£99,99 

ASTRA TEN GAME PACK 
* Datastorm * Dungeon Quest * E.Motion * Grand 

Monster Slam * Powerpfay * RVF Honda 
★ Shufflepuck Cafe * Soccer * Tower of Babei 

ALL 10 GAMES FOR ONLY £1 4*99 

AMIGA 1.3 BUSINESS PACK 
PRO WRITE 2.5 (Wordprocessor) 
MAXIPLAN (Spreadsheet) 
INFOFILE (Database) „_ 

ONLY £24.99 

HOW TO ORDER 

Call us NOW on 

0234 214212 

Send Cheque or Postal Order to 
DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 

Dynamite House, 
44a Stanley Street, Bedford 

MK41 TRW 

NB: Please write cheque guarantee card 
number on the reverse of cheque to ensure 
same day clearance (cheques without card 
number subject to 10 day clearance). 
Call into our showroom for a fast and friendly 
service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 
DELIVERY CHARGES* 

££,95 for orders less than £100 
£4,95 for orders over £100 

Next day express service £7.50 
Saturday delivery only £15 00 

♦Charges appEicable to UK mainland only 

PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 
Only £19,99! 

Features: 
• Next day courier delivery 
• 30 day exchange for new 
• 1 year guarantee giving free collection and 

delivery should a fault occur 

TERMS & CONDITIONS: 
• Price pledge only applicable to individual 

items over £50 where the price differential 
exceeds £1 

• Price pledge applicable to goods on a like- 
for-llke basis and currently stocked by 
competitor. 

• Gift voucher may not be redeemed for 
cash. May only be used in future purchase 
where normal delivery charges will apply. 

• Goods all subject to availability, E&OE. 
• All prices subject to change without notice. 
• Platinum card is non-refundable and covers 

only one item. 
• This does not affect your statutory rights. 

ORDER FORM 
Name,..,,. 
Address.. 

Postcode  Tel 
Access/Visa No /♦.., 
Expiry date /  
Goods ordered   

Delivery. 
Total  

wc GUARANTEE YOU CAH-T BUY CHSAPSR THAH DYNAMITE-ORDER NOW 



ANTIC 

56 TAVISTOCK PLACE 

LONDON WC1H 9RG 

TEL 071 278 7602 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS   FAX 071 837 9024 

COMPUTERS 

Amiga A5O0 Cartoon Classics Pack 
(1Mb + Games Pack) £269.00 
A600.._,  £269.00 

 ..„...£425.00 A600 + 20MbHD.-, 
AcXW Wicked Pack., ,.£319.00 
(for 2Mb on above computers please add £40} 

A1500 (Home Accounts Pack) ....£549.00 
A2000 ~, JPOA. 
A3000 .„.„ PQA. 
A570 CDTV Drive -£329.00 

I Kli\ rtKc 

Citizen 120+0  
Citizen Swift 9 Colour™—. 
Citizen Swift 24E Colour  
Citizen Swift 9 136 Column., 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour  
Canon BJ10 ex .  
Canon BJ20 .  
Canon BJ330  

.£109.00 
..£179.00 
 £239.00 
......—POA. 

Panasonic 1123. 
Panasonic 2180 Colour ~ 
HP DeskJet Colour  

-.-£279,00 
...-£205.00 
...£315.00 
.-£499,00 
„.£175.00 

£189.00 
£499.00 
 POA. HP LaserJet UI&Llfl\...  

Please phone for any printers not Haled 

SOFTWARE 

DESIGN 
Photon Paint... 
Deluxe Paint4.. 
X-Cad2000  
X-Cad3000  
Vkti Amiga Colour Solution.. 
Pro Draw 3 ..  

WE/DTP 
Kindwords 3. 
Pen Pal  
Wordsworth.. 
Pro Page 3~.. 
Pagesetter  

.....£8.99 
-.£59.00 
...£89.00 

-.£99.00 
.-£89.00 

..JE34.00 

..£44.00 

Final Copy 3  
Home Accounts 2.. 

....£79.00 
JE139.0G 
JQ29.0O 
 PQA. 
.JE34.00 

PROGRAMMING 
Amos 3D .  £29.00 
Dev Pack 3 .™™  -£49.00 
System 3.. .„ £39.00 
Lattice C 5.1 „.m w £159.00 
Quarter Back—  £34.00 
Superbase Pro     POA. 
Pascal <.  „ £69.00 

2Mb.. ...£129.00 

MUSIC 
DR.T.-. 
Music X„ 

...POA. 

...POA. 
Pro Midi  m POA. 
Audk> Engineer... „ „FOA. 

EDUCATIONAL 
English Vocabulary -£21.95 
English Grammar...  -£21.95 
French Vocabulary  JE21.95 
French Grammar .„ .——..£2 1.95 
German Vocabulary.. 
German Grammar.... 
Spanish Vocabulary.. 
Spanish Grammar.... 
History 1   
History 2 .. 
British Politics.......... 

..J21.95 
-£21.95 
..-£21.95 
-£21.95 
..-£21.95 
..£21.95 

Comparative Politics« 
 £24.95 
  £24,95 

MEMORY 

A500 
512k 4 chip with clock  ...£23.95 
512k 4 chip no dock   
Up to 8Mb plugs into side port 
Full thru' port Also for A500+ 

,..,£18.95 

2Mb      ....£119.95 
4Mb   £1.79.95 
6Mb    ...JE39S5 
8Mb   T  .,,.-£299.95 

A50Q+ 
1Mb upgrades A500+ to 2Mb....   £39.95 

A60O 
1Mb with clock....   £49.00 
1Mb no clock  .   £45.00 

A1500, A2000 
Memory master, up to 8Mb voted best quality. 

Uses 1x4 Zip Ram. 

4Mb   £189.00 
6Mb.  ....  £249.00 
8Mb-. „ -£319.00 

Novia 605 internal hard disk £349.00 
NoviaSSL - £449.00 
AdSpeed  £129.00 
Flicker Free Video 2 _ £169.00 

Please phone for other ICD 
products 

ANNERS 

DAATA SCAN PRO   -..£89.95 
ALFASCAN PLUS with OCR £199.00 
ALFASCAN _.,£! 14.95 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR A4 
FLATBED SCANNERS 

POINTING DEVICES 

3 Button track ball £29.95 
290dpi Replacement Mouse..- £12.95 
300dpi Optical Mouse  ... £29.95 
Optica] Pen Mouse  £34.95 
Budget Replacement Mouse..- £9.99 

MONITORS 

Philips 8833 mk2  £199.00 
Multisync monitor  „„„„„-,—.£349.00 
Goldstar TV/monitor £195.00 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP A530 with 40MHz accelerator and 

optional maths co-processor 

52Mb   £695.00 
120Mb  £795.00 
240Mb   JE1029.00 
CO-Processor kit  .  POA. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OTHER 
GVP PRODUCTS 

FLOPTICAL DRIVES 
Phone for details of removable 

media and accessories 
inc Syquest internal drives, cartridges and 

floptical drives up to 128Mb and optical disks 

Kickstart switch m -£14.95 
Boot selector switch . ...«,.—...JE9,95 
A500 original PSU -.£34.95 
Auto joystick/Mouse switcher.., ...-.£12.95 
lMbSimms  £25.00 
1x4 Zip Ram £13.95 

 £15.00 10HD3.5" Maze! disks  
10 DSDD 3.5* Maze! disks £6.95 
100 s of leads and cables can be made. 

Please phone 
Blitz Amiga  - £23,99 
Genitizer Graphics Tablet  £129.00 
A500 Dual Port Expander £19,00 
Action Replay 3 „  £59.00 
JOYSTICKS 
Full range stocked including: 
Megastar Junior  £14.99 
Top Star £19.99 
SuperStar £10.99 

 £22.99 
 £9.99 

Foot Pedal Controller.. 
Manta Ray.,.—..——-* 

2ND HAND BARGAIN 
CORNER 

Please phone for latest item* on tale 
^g 
Original HP LaserJet printer. .-£350.00 
Pudul Hud Scanner 
Quality hand scanner with new V3.0 software. 
Please ring for details £89.95 
Beat Studio from Panda&L 
True stereo sampling, song and midi package 
with recording, editing and mixing software. 
Real time sound effects, free stereo lead.... 
   £29.95 

Please phone for details of any other 
items not listed 

All prices include VAT and are sub- 
ject to change. Specifications are 
subject to change without notice. 
Please enquire about p & p with 

your order. 

Now open UK's newest Amiga store, conveniently located in central London sandwiched between London Kings 
Cross, Euston main line and tube stations and Russell Sq, Holborn and Tottenham Court Road tube stations, 

making us easy to reach from almost every corner of the country. Alternatively you can order from the comfort 
of your arm chain just pick up the phone and speak to our experienced sales/technical staff for satisfaction 

guaranteed. Government and Educational orders welcome. 

ANTIC 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

56 TAVISTOCK PLACE LONDON WC1H 9RG 

TEL 071 278 7602   FAX 071 837 9024 



Now's your chance 

to take advantage 

of all the bargains 

we've lined up for 

you at special 

prices, a chance you 

can't afford to miss Order direct from Amiga Shopper 
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DIGITA WORDWORTH 

ONLY 

£89.95 

MMCCOWIS 

Digital acclaimed Wordworth word 
processing package was first reviewed in 
Issue 4, when Jeff Walker said: " Heavensf 
there's so much to the package/' Since 
then it has been further improved, It comes 
with a spell checker, a thesaurus, an on-line 
help facility, and one of the best manuals 
weVe ever seen. It also has a whole load of attractive fonts and, of 
course, excellent facilities for incorporating graphics into documents. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

when you order Digita Wordworth D'gi*<" Wordworth £89.95 

GASTEINER OPTICAL MOUSE 

SHWORD 

Order using 

the form on 

page 114 or 

use our credit 

card hotline on 

0458 74011 

SAVE SAVE SAV 

PRICE ORDER 

£24.99 SHRAM 

DESCRIPTION 
Gosteiner 
Optical Mouse 

DESCRIPTION 

SAVE £6 
This mouse solves all 
of those sticking 
trackball problems - It 
doesn't have one. 
Instead it uses solid 
state technology for 
trouble-free operation. 
PRICE ORDER 

£29.95 MOUSE 

DESCRIPTION 
WTS RAM Upgrade 

SAVE £6 
This excellent 
expansion for the 
A500 will take your 
computer up to 
1Mb. It has a 
battery backed-up 
clock and follows Commodore's guidelines. 

RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

SAVE £10 
Keep complete traGk of your 
accounts with your Amiga 
and Home Accounts 2. With 
Digita's unique Human 
Interface Protocol, finance 
control couldn't be easier. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

Digita Home Accounts £44.99 SHACCOU 

PRICE ORDER 
Connections Interdiai 
M5024 modem 
This handy little modem will get 
you into the world of comms 
with a whin. With MNP4 error 
corrections and MNP5 data 
compression, it will provide data 
transfer speeds of up to 4,800 bits 
per second, 

£299.95  CONN INT HYUNDAI MODEM 
The Hyundai modem Is an 
excellent item for the beginner in 
comms. It has data transfer rates 
of up to 2,400 bits per second 
and supports the V21, V22 and 
V22bis protocols. You'll also need serial cable 
and comms software to get started. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

INTERDIAL M5024 MODEM 
Hyundai HMD2401 
modem 

£99.95 HYUNDAI 

Technosound Turbo £29.95 SHTECH 

SAVE £10 
Yo - sample the action! 
Technosound Turbo provides 
everything you need to sample 
the delights of Amiga audio. 
Plug it into your printer port, 
grab sounds, edit them and 
add amazing effects. 

TECHNOSOUND TURBO 



AMIGA SHOPPER SPECIAL OFFER 

1 

4 
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The best Amiga painting package just got 

better! With a host of features at your 

disposal, you'll create masterpieces 
Since the early days of the Amiga, Deluxe Paint has held the position of king of the 2D 
paint packages. In its latest release, it offers even more power to get those prxels 
painted. HAM mode is now supported, so you can draw with up to 4096 colours on screen 
at once. Morpning is also supported to enable you to achieve Terminator 2-style effects. 
And, of course, there's Deluxe Paint's acclaimed animation system! 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Deluxe Paint 4 £65.95 SHDP4 

ORDER BY (.KIM CARD - RING 045S 74011 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 £19.95 SHMAD1 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 £17.95 SHMAD2 

MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM £27.95 SHSYST 

MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS £17.95 SHPRINT 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 BY MARK SM1DDY AND BRUCE SMITH - BRUCE 
SMITH BOOKS 
This is the essential book for the beginner to AmigaDOS. It explains step by 
step everything from the rudiments of opening a Shell and copying a disk to the 
advanced use of scripts. 
MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 BY MARK SMIDDY - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
The second volume In the Mastering AmigaDOS range will rapidly become one 
of your most valuable reference works. It contains an explanation of every 
single AmigaDOS command, from version 1.2 right up to the new version 2.04. 
MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM BY PAUL OVERAA - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Paul Overaa, programming expert and computer journalist, explains in detail 
how to make use of the Amiga's operating system In your own programs. 
Learn how to create efficient, operating system-legal code and to utilise the full 
power of Intuition. 
MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS BY ROBIN BURTON - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Just about everyone has problems with printers and the Amiga. But now, no 
matter what your set-up - dot matrix, bubble jet or laser - you'll learn how to get 
the hardcopy results you want with Mastering Amiga Printers. 

SAVE £2 PLUS FREE DISK 

m ems mum m, mm tm nmm 

Get your accounts in order 

with Europress Software's 

Mini Office - a uniques all- 

in-one package for the 

small business person 
Mini Office has everything the up and coming entrepreneur needs 
to keep ahead In the busy world of business. It includes a word 
processor, spreadsheet, database, graph plotting facilities and a 
collection of disk utilities, all presented with an attractive, easy to 
use interface. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
MINI OFFICE £49.99 ASMINOF 

TO ORDER 

TURN TO PAGE 

120 AND FILL 

IN THE COUPON 



AMOSJUNDLE AMOS, AMOS COMPILER AND AMOS 3D 

verything you need to create 

stunning programs - games or 

applications - is included in this 

amazing bundle* 

AMOS is one of the best implementations of 
Basic available far the Amiga. With it 
incredible visual and audio effects are 
achievable, And when used in conjunction wrth 
the Compiler and AMOS 3D the possibilities 
are limitless! 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
AMOS BUNDLE £89.95 AMOSBUND 

EASY AMOS 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
EASY AMOS £29.99 SHEASYAM 

Delve with confidence 

into the world of 

programming with 

Europress' Easy Amos 

Easy Amos retains all the features that have made AMOS so popular - easy support for graphics, sound and 
so on - but makes the task of programming so much easier for the beginner with on-line help, tutorials plus 
much more. 

ORDER EASY AMOS AND SAVE £5 NOW 

WRH YOUR mm MO 4 P 

WITH THE KCS POWERBOARD 

Take advantage of the wealth of 

business software for the PC, 

without changing your computer! 

The KCS Power PC Board plugs 

into the Amiga to provide almost 

100% PC XT compatibility 

The KCS emulator Is available as a trapdoor expansion for the A500 and 
A500 Plus, or with a plug-in card for the A1500/A2000/A3000 series. It 
comes with 1Mb of extra memory, too 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

KCS POWERBOARD PC £179.95 EXCLUDING DOS SHPCONLY 

£199.95 INCLUDING DOS SHPCDOS 

SLOTS INTO ANYA500 FOR COMPLETE PC COMPATIBILITY 

POWER PC BOARD 

ADAPTOR FOR 1500/2000 

You need this adaptor to plug a Power PC Board into 
your A15O0/A2000. Look with envy no longer at A500 
owners - now you too can explore the benefits of the IBM 
PC compatible world. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Power PC Board £65.00 SHPCADAP 
adaptor for 1500/2000 



DESCRIPTION 
AMOS 

PRICE ORDER DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
£35.95    SHAMOS    AMOS COMPILER 
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£2K95 SHAMCOM 
AMOS 
AMOS is one of the best 
implementations of Basic available 
for the Amiga, With it, users can 
quickly create stunning graphical and 
audio effects, It's no slouch when it 
comes to writing serious programs, 
either. 

AMOS COMPILER 
AMOS programs are pretty fast, but 
if you feel the need for even more 
speed, then the AMOS Compiler is 
for you. Your programs will become 
stand-alone applications, independent 
of the AMOS interpreter. 

DEVPAC 3 
HlSoft's Devpac 3 is 
probably the most 
advanced assembly 
language programming 
system you can buy 
for your Amiga. Not 
only does it come 
with a fully-featured 
assembler with 
macro support, 
but it also 
Includes 
Hi Soft's editor 
and debugging 
program MonAm. 
Commodore's header files are 
suppfied, so you can create Amiga 
applications immediately. 

AMOS AMOS COMPILER 
DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
DEVPAC 3 £65.95    DEVPAC 3 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMERS GUIDE £14.95 INTUIT 

PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA £14.95 DESIGN 

MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK £12.95 LITTLE 

ORDER FORM 

Home 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Shopper, 
Future Publishing Ltd, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TAH 7BR 

Do not send cosh through the 
post with your mail orders 

Pleose moke all cheques 
payable to Future Publishing 

Description Price Order No 

Total Order _ 

Machine (please circle) ASOO # A500+ m 

Method of payment (please circle) Access • Visa • Cheque m PO m 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 
BY MIKE NELSON - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Use of Intuition, the Amiga's graphical interface, is 
essential for giving your programs that professional look 
and maintaining compatibility across different versions of 
the operating system. This book shows you how, with 
sections on screens and windows, communications, menus, 
gadgets and requesters. 
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA BY PAUL 
OVERAA - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
If you've ever written reams of code only to find that it 
doesn't work and you can't find the bugs, then this book Is 
for you. It shows you how to design your programs before 
typing them in, ensuring more reliable and efficient code. 
MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK - 
KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Mark Smidrfy, probably one of the most knowledgeable 
Workbench gurus, brings you this guide to the Amiga's 
operating system. Handy tips include how to make a boot 
disk, how to set up a printer with the right driver, and how to 
customise your startup-sequence, with extensive examples. 

HISOFT PASCAL 
At last there's a version of this 
popular programming language 
for the Amiga! Pascal is 
popular throughout the 
academic world for its clarity 
and precision, so much so 
that it has been taken up by 
large portions of the 
commerciaf sector. Find 
out why it has done so 
well with Hi Soft's 
biindingly fast version, 
Highspeed Pascal. A 
full set of files are included for 
accessing the Amiga's operating system 
as well as an integrated editor and a debugger. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
HISOFT PASCAL £89.95 HISOFT P 

Credit Cord No, .Expiry Date Signature. 



THE Nol MONITOR FOR THE AMIGA 

OFFICIAL 
UK PRODUCT 

FULL SPECIFICATION AND 
1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

AND ATARI ST 

PHILIPS 8833 Mk n 

14" COLOUR MONITOR^ssS 

i 

'EUROPE 

THE GAME 
Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 from Gremlin 
Graphics lakes racing games to new 
dimensions. Pass through hazardous 
tunnels; twist along log-strewn tracks; | 
speed over sand drifts. 1trs an action 
packed test of your skill and speed - 
CAN YOU HANDLE ITI 
FINAL CHALLENGE EXCHANGE 
If you already own a copy of Lotus 
Turbo Challenge 2, don't worry. You 
can return the Free copy from your 
new monitor and, tor just £5, Philips 
will exchange it for "Lotus - The Final 
Challenge". Vbu can use this new 
software to design and create your 
very own racing circuits, 

THE COMPETITION 
WIN A DAY FOR 2 AT THE 
1993 BRITISH GRAND PRIX 

Imagine grandstand seats at the most acclaimed 
event in the Formula One year - The British 
Grand Prix. Philips will fly you and a friend into 
Silverstone and there's the chance to meet a 
famous Formula One personality at a celebrity 
reception. It's then time to take your grandstand 
seats for the morning's practice. A delicious 4 
course lunch follows; then it s back to your seats 
for the Grand Prix itself. 
It's all part of an exciting first prize package in the 
Turbo Challenge Competition. And, if you don't 
get the chequered flag, there are 40 runner-up 
prizes of Ferrari Testarossa remote control cars. 

THE MONITOR 
• 14" CGA COLOUR MONITOR 
• OFFICIAL UK PRODUCT 
m 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 
• FREE! LOTUS TURBO 

CHALLENGE 2 SOFTWARE 
• RESOLUTION: 600x285 
• HORIZONTAL FREQ: 15MHz 
+ A2mm DOT PITCH 
• STEREO AUDIO SPEAKERS 
• EARPHONE SOCKET 
• TTL-DIGITAL & RGB-ANALOG 

COMPUTER INPUT SIGNAL 
• CVBS VIDEO INPUT SIGNAL 
• DARK GLASS SCREEN 
• GREEN SWITCH TO 

SIMULATE MONO DISPLAY 
• AMIGA, ST, PC COMPATIBLE 
• CABLE REQUIRED 

See Accessories below 

USING A TV? 
Switch to a monitor and 

SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING! 
if you are currently using your Amiga or ST 

with a domestic television sets 
then you are missing out on picture quality. 

Unfortunately, because your TV is used to receiving inferior UHF 
transmissions' from the airwaves, it only has a UHF socket. So, 
your computer has to downgrade its high quality digital RGB (Red, 
Green, Blue) signal to UHF to enable your TV to receive it, 
However, because your TV can only display using RGB, it has to 
convert the UHF signal back to RGB before it can put a picture on 
the screen. Of course, every time you convert from one signal to 
another, there is a loss of quality which means that the final picture 
on the TV is not as good as the original signal from your computer. 
You can overcome this with a monitor, which has an RGB socket, 
not UHF. Your computer will recognise this, and send its original 
RGB signal to the monitor which will display the image directly to 
the screen with no loss of quality. 
The Philips 8833 is the best selling colour monitor for the 
Commodore Amiga and Atari ST. Ideal for game playing, it offers 
excellent colour graphics and has stereo audio speakers for 
enhanced stereo output from the Amiga and ST-E. The 
performance and reliability of the B833 is exceptional, which is why 
we are confident to offer 12 months ON-SITE warranty with every 
Philips 8833 monitor. Plus, every 8833 from Silica comes with 
FREE Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 software, all for only £199 inc VAT' 

RECOMMENDED! j 
For maximum enjoyment ol Lotus 
Turbo Challenge 2, we are pleased 
\o recommendthe best selling 2ip 
Stifc Super Pro Joystick. The Zip Stik is probably Ihe best joystick currently available and the world's 
fastest rapid lira! At only £12.95, ii represents superb value for money. 
• Durable steel shafted handle 
• S microswilches 
• Handheld/table top 
• 2 fire buttons 
• Triple action auto-lire 

Single shot Short rapid burst 
Mugabtast continuous lire 

• Rubber suction cups 
• Extra long 
• 1 yr g1tee 

T ictron cups 

COMPUTER 
WORK 

STATION 
£49.95 

ACCESSORIES 
AH of the accessories below 
are suitable for use with the 
Philips 8833 Colour Monitor 

TILT & SWIVEL 
MONITOR STATION 
£11.95 S3 

COMPUTER CLEANING 
AND VACUUM KIT £19.95 

HI-TECH GRIPPA 
COPY HOLDER 
C*Q €1*% W0A 
A»WB^W 1550 

CABLE - £9.95 You will need a cable to connect the PniNps 6S33 lo your computer. These cables are noiwalty £14.95 each put, if you buy one Irom Silica at the same time ea your new monitor, we will give you a £5 discount &□ you pay only £9.35 « w, Make sure you order the correct cable for your computer. 
CAB 5510 - ST-E STEREO SOUND 
CAB 550B - ST-FM MONO SOUND 

CAB 5050 - AMIGA STEREO SOUND 

SAVE £5! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK MAINLAND 
210*32-1*30 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ] 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product ■ Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with GO staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT Volume discounts available DS1 -308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new monitor, we suggest you ihink vary carefully about WHERE 
you buy It. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may 
require addilional peripherals and software, or help and aovjce with your new purchase. And. will ftie 
company you buy from contact you with details ol new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
wilt have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim lo meet our customers' requirements with an understanding 
wnich is second to none. Bui doni just take our word for it- Complete and return the coupon now lor our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatheriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40K Tel: 081-305 1111^ Onfcr Lines Qpefl; MOn-Sil B.MUnvS.OCpm HP Laig Kiflhl Qpenng fax No.: 081 -3QS 0606 
LONDON SHOP: Opening HOL S 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P DBA No Lale Nqhi Ot»niig   M 071-5S0 4000 Fai No: 071 -323 4737 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hour&. Selfridoes do FWI, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071*629 1234 WonrFri &30an>7.0upm (Sat doi* &J30fm\ Late Nighrt: Thursday - 8pm Extension: 39n 
SIDCUP SHOP: Opening Hours: Mon-Sal ft.00anv5.30pm ^-A The Mews. Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent. DAM ^DX M DB1-30Z 8811 Own LB1B NSghl: Friday   7pN Fa* Ntt 081-309 0017 

ILICA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-1292-91, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PHILIPS MONITORS 

Mr/Mrs/MiiiS/Ms: Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name {if applicable): 
Address:  

lei (Horns): - -  lei (Work): ...  
Which computer(s), if arty, do you own? 91 

E&OE Adwrtiwti prx-.r.x ;ind spedlicaiiona may change - Please return the coupon tar ihc aiesi "lurmatton. 

/^~~T\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

VI? 081-309 1111 
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Commodore 10S4S 14" Stereo Colour Monitor 
• 0.42mm Dot Pitch 
V Analogue, RGB, Digital RGB & Composite 

Video Inputs 
• Controls for: Centring, Height, Contrast, 

Brightness, Colour,, Volume, OrVOff 
• Amiga Cables Supplied 

Commodore 
Monitor 

SALES HOTLINE Telephone 0253 291919 (G Lines 



NOTE FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON 

ALL PRODUCTS SHOWN (UK MAINLAND) 

PLEASE 

SATURDAY DELIVERY ADD £10 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

We are not just another mail order company here for the busy period - we are 
here all year, and you are welcome to call and see us when you are in Blackpool 

Sega Megadrive 
UK spec, with 
FREE £14.99 
converter to play all 
import games and 
includes FREE 
Sonic the Hedgehog 
+ FREE next day delivery 

s £129. 

ALL aim 

Official UK 

Super 

Nintendo 
includes FREE 
Super Marioworld 
# FREE next day delivery 

f £129.99 

Sega 

Gamegear 
includes 
Sonic tne 
Hedgehog game 
• FREE next 
day delivery 

£125. 99 

Prices and spec subject to 
change without notice, check 

when ordering. E&QE 

STAR PRINTERS 

LC 20 Mono......  
LC100 Colour  £170.oa 
LC20Q Colour  £190,oo 
LC24-2QQ Mono „  £218.00 
LC24-200 Colour  £275.o* 

4E Ink Jet £22fi.™ 
Telephone for any other Star printer price 

HOW TO ORDER 

im mm mm 

O />r Phone 

FREE next working day delivery on all items 
shown and for credit card orders over £200 
placed before 3pm (UK mainland only). 
Saturday delivery add £10.00 

V ~ J E 

© 
By Post 

Send a cheque/postal order with your 
order made payable to 
"Computaworld Ltd" and post to: 

Computaworld Ltd 
174 Church Street 
Blackpool 
Lanes FY1 3PS 

© Visit Our Shop 

Our computer and games centre is 
situated in Blackpool town centre, 
where we would be pleased to see 
you. We are open six days a week, 
Monday to Saturday from 9am to 6pm. 

In addition to compute! 

hardware we stock a full 

range of computer an< 

games console software 

including Amiga, Atari, 

Sega and Nintendo. 

Remember, when you buy from 

Computaworld you receive: 

• Lowest Prices • 

# Full after sales service and advice • 

• Free next day delivery • 

• Fully inclusive, no hidden extra prices • 

■ Product 1'lice I 

| Total 

1 Address  

■ Postcode  AMC12 J 

Fax: 0253 23005 



Missing the complete set? - well get your back issues NOW while you can 

JriiWiti^^.dj'jj',.j^,^,^ ^i,t±ff 
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ITURBOCHARGE 
YOUn AMIGA I DON'T PANIC! 

i UJLUOIJ      2 Buying a paint package plus reviews of Pagestream, Cofourpic, Sequencer 1, KCS Powerboard, and Scafa.     Accelerating the Amiga \ 
reviews of Bars & Pipes, Daatascan, ATOnce, DynaCADD and BASIC languages.      Buying a printer plus reviews of Pro-24, Real 3D, Wordworth, TEX, Imagine and 
Superbase 4    5 Amiga Answers special plus reviews of Spectracolor, Superbase 4 Toucr>Upt Action Replay, VtdeoCenter Plus      The most comprehensive revie 
of Amiga word processors, plus the Video Toaster and a free fractals guide A hardware and add-on buyer's guide special, tons of tips for 
ProfessionalPage and the HAM-E colour system     The definitive guide to the A500 Plus, down-loading satellite imgesT choosing sequencng video and ProPage 2 
Special graphics issue plus reviews of Audition 4, Sound eEnhancer and Showmaker       Insight into COTV, a complete guid to printer preferences, 24-bit graphic 
Genesis, Turbo Print and Sereo Master        Drive Guide special all the facts on hard drives, quality video output with Impact Vtsion-24 cardT DCTV graphics 
FREE Tracey plus special animation tutorial, Roc Tec's new hard disk, Amiga CDT Pixel 3D and Superbase       Round up of best hand scanners, 5-page special on 
RAM boards, Artificial Intelligence, 3D animation and preview of Easy AMOS   15 PD special - includingPD postscripts plus reviews of imageMaster, SaxonScript and 
SuperJam   U 200 Top Tips of essential Amiga advice, plus reviews of Hotlinks, Hit Kit and Professioal Caic       DTP Special - the best package, high-end DTP 
hardware and typography tutorial plus reviews of Visionary and Mini Office       Amiga Answers special identify the source of anyAmtga problem plus imagemaster, MIDI 
coding and 3D graphics programming    :  PC Emulators plus What's in store for your Amiga, plus new series on Multitasking, ARexx and C Programming 



but better still, book up for the year ahead - and never miss out again! 

worth £4.95 

YOU SUBSCRIBE H< 

You get all these benefits when you subscribe: ^ 

You save time 

You save trouble 

You guarantee your copy 

You get it delivered 

Subscribe now to ensure your copy 

each month. For just £17.95 you 

will get the next 12 issues 

delivered direct to your home. 

SAVE! 

on 2-year 

subscription 

CRIPTIOI 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and protected right from the very start! 

FILL IN THE COUPONS BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 74011 

□ EUROPE £37.95 (Airmail) 

□ WORLD £37,95 (Surface) 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE 10 AMIGA SHOPPER 

Please tick the subscription you require / 2 isS06S 

□ UK £17.95 

□ REST OF WORLD £60.95 (Airmail) 

24 issues 
□ UK £33.95 □ EUROPE £69.95 (Airmail) 

□ REST OF WORLD £109.95 (Airmail)  □ WORLD £69.95 (Surface) 

Total amount payable 

METHOD OF PAYMENT please tick 

I VISA/ACCESS 

CARD HO 

EXPIRY DATE 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH 10 PURCHASE THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES 

OF AMIGA SHOPPER AND/OR BINDER 
Please tick the issues you roquire 

BACK ISSUES £175 EACH  □2D3D4n5D6a 81 9 

□ 10D 11 D12 □ 13 □ 14 □ 15 

□ BINDER £4.95 

[olo I craoiml payable lED EH   EH EH 

mi 

Please make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this form in an envelope to the following address: 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEP0ST, S0MERT0N TA117BR 

Pleose make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this form in an envelope to the following address: 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, SOMERTON TAT 1 7BR 



SPECIAL OFFER 

Normally £79.95 but only 

£49.95 
incVAT 

Upgrade your Amiga Format 
Oct.'92 issue of TV*Text by 
simply sending the coupon on the 
side panel along with your 
cheque or ACCESS/VISA details 
and £1,50 for post/package 

1 mM t 

professional 

Titling for Video and Desktop Presentations 

Applications: 
• Business and Sales Presentations 
• Video Productions 
■ Fine Arts 
• Education 

.Exciting Effect 

Drop, Cast Transpare, 

Sheens, 

r 

Dithered backgrounds 
and Text, Transparent 
Shadow, Borders with 
Glint Effect 

Dithered Background with Grid, 
Text rendered with various effects. 

TV*TEXT 

Professional 

Rendering effects 
applied to imported IFF 
digitized logo. 
Embossed and 
Wallpapered, Shadow 
and outline added in 
foreground. 

Exciting Effects 
Automatically 
• Outlines, shadows, metallics, 

strobes, edges, extrusions (3D) and 
more 

• Colour animated glows, glints, 
sheens, and cycles. 

• Apply to text, shapes, and IFF 
images 

• Dozens of preset rendering styles 
Included, 

• Cretae your own styles with built in 
editor. 

Fonts 
• Includes Zuma Fonts Volumes 1, 2, & 

3 on 3 disks. 
• Use any Amiga fonts including colour 

fonts. 
• Preview any font in any style. 
• Selectable italic, bold and underline. 
• Adjustable character spacing. 
Backgrounds 
• Eight different colour gradient 

backgrounds in any one screen 
• Wallpaper 
• Tile 
• Grid 
• Imported IFF images 

Sceen Modes 
• Low resolution, with or without interlace 

with up to 64 colours on any one screen. 
• High resolution, with or without 

interlace with up to 16 colours. 
• Two degrees of overscan for 

each screen mode 
• Genlock compatible 
Drawing Tools 
• Shapes, lines & borders with 

selectable automatic effects. 
• Stencils 
• Resize 
• Rotate & Flip 
• Automatic re-coiouring of 

imported images. 
Layout & Editing 
• Foreground/Background mode 

for easy layout. 
• Mouse or keyboard object positioning 
• Automatic justification & leading, 
• Grid stick 
a Full undo, Cut, Copy, Paste. 
Hardware Requirements 
a Amiga Computer 
• 1mb (or more) memory 

Dithered Background, 
Dithered Text box with 
Transparent Shadow. 

Buy the OFFICIAL Manual 

for your TV*Text cover disk 

inc VAT 

Simply fill in the coupon along the side 

panel and send it along with your 

cheque or ACCESS/VISA details and add 

£1-50 for post & packaging. 



DIY   HARDWARE PROJECTS 

■H I I ■ I ■  

Diagram 1 - the design has the two Kickstart ROMs sandwiching a DIL 
socket in the middle. The two wires are used to switch between them 

OUT request for readers' 
hardware projects In 
issue 18 has met with 
considerable response. 

It's Amiga Shopper's job to cater for 
Its readers, and we're happy to 
oblige by starting a new series 
detailing exciting and useful 
projects you can build for your 
Amiga for far less than the cost of 
buying their commercial 
equivalents. 

Diagram 2 - the four key parts to 
the project - the two ROMs, the DIL 
socket and a double pole single 
throw switch 

Diagram 3 - bend pin ten of both the 
1.3 Kickstart chip and the DIL 
socket through 90 degrees 

The series begins with an 
excellent and cheap ROM switcher 
from John King of Birmingham. 
Thanks for the submission, John; as 
promised we'ii be sending you £70 
for your efforts, 

Workbench 2 is here to stay. 
Most everyone is agreed that it's a 
vast improvement over version 1.3, 
and the rush to upgrade has been 

phenomenal. Workbench 2 requires 
the new Kickstart 2 ROM to run 
correctly and, sadly, this has caused 
many people problems, A lot of 
software written with Kickstart 1,3 in 
mind will not work with Kickstart 2. 
Of course, software written now is 
done so with compatibility in mind, 
but many of us still have plenty of 
otherwise useful programs sitting 
around collecting dust because it 
won't work with our new set-up. 

A solution that 
many third-party 
manufacturers have come 
up with is that of the ROM 
switcher. It does exactly 
as its name suggests: 
enables the user to 
choose whether to run the 
computer with the 
Kickstart 1.3 or Kickstart 
2 ROM. These boards 
normally sell for 
somewhere in the region 
of £20T but John's design, 
by cutting out commercial 
overheads, can be built for 
under £1 (assuming, of 

course, that you already have both 
ROMs). 

This massive reduction of cost 
does have a number of drawbacks 

that it's only fair to 
warn you about. 
Firstly, you can only 
switch between ROMs 
when the power is off; 
secondly, you may run 
into difficulties if there 
isn't enough space 
above your Kickstart 
chip (ift for example, 
you have an internal 
accelerator fitted to 

an A500); finally, a lack of care could 
result in damage to your chips. 

THE ROMANTIC STORY 
The design involves sitting one ROM 
on top of the other, with a chip 
socket sandwiched between the two. 
A fair amount of pin soldering is 
necessary to carry this out. 

As standard, each ROM has a 
pin called CS (for Chip Select) which 
tells it whether or not its services will 
be required. Each pin on one ROM 

O                    O o 

SHIELD 

tt 
o <- 0 

D 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
Diagram 4 - removing the case from an A500. First undo the screws on the 
underside, unplug the keyboard and then lift it and the metal shield away 

Diagram 5 - Attach a wire to pin ten of the 1,3 Kickstart ROM chip. Similarly 
attach a wire to pin 10 of the DIL socket 

4 ROM 

of one's own 

We kick off our new hardware 

series with a project to build a 

ROM switcher for less than the 

price of a public domain disk. Get 

that soldering iron warmed up 

and read on. ■##*• 

ch i p will be soldered to its equivalent 
on the other, except for the two CS 
pins which will be left free to allow us 
to choose which ROM to use. 

By setting this pin on the 
Kickstart 2 chip 'low', and the 
equivalent pin on the Kickstart 1.3 

chip 'high1, the Kickstart 2 chip will 
be selected* The reverse is true for 
selecting the 1.3 chip. It's possible 
to damage the ROMs if both CS 
signals are the same, so the switch 
is wired in such a way as to make 
this impossible. 

LET'S BE CAREFUL OUT THERE 
Just a few words of warning before you embark on your voyage of electronic 
discovery: 
• Disconnect your machine from the mams throughout this project. 
• Amiga Shopper accepts no responsibility whatsoever for damage caused by 
you to your machine as a result of following these instructions. 
• Building this project requires you to remove the lid of your Amiga. Doing so 
will void your warranty, so proceed with caution. 
• ROM chips are static-sensitive, so be sure to correctly earth yourself 
before touching them. 
• ROM chips are heat-sensitive, so exercise extreme care when soldering. 
Don't let the soldering Iron touch the ROM pins for more than three seconds. 

AMIGA SHOPPER * ISSUE 20 • DECEMBER 1992 



DIY   HARDWARE PROJECTS 

Diagram 6 - mount the DIL socket on top of the 1.3 chip, matching them pin 
for pin. Once they all contact welt, solder them together 

Diagram 7 - Now solder wire C on to the pfns already joined at pin 30, This is 
the source of the 'high' signal 

PREPARATION 
Wires need to be connected to the 
CS pin of both chips, This is pin 10, 
Before you begin soldering, it is 
necessary to bend a couple of pins 
to make them accessible. Pin 10 
(the tenth pin when counting 
anticlockwise from the dot on the 
chip) on the Kickstart 1.3 chip must 
be bent through ninety degrees so 
that ft faces directly away from the 
chip itself. Be sure not to snap the 
pin. 

In a similar manner; pin 10 on 

CAD 

SOLDER, SOLDER 

Cut four wires long enough to reach 
from the Kickstart chip to wherever 
you intend to mount the switch 
(preferably where it's unlikely to be 
thrown by mistake), We'll denote the 
wires as Ar Bp C and D, 

than three seconds. 
Now solder wire C on to the pins 

already joined at pin 30. (Remember 
that the pins are number 
anticlockwise from the dot on the 
ROM chip's top,) This will be the 
source of the 'high' signal- 

Solder the wires to the double 

REVISION 3 & 5 AMIGAS 
Those of you who own revision 3 or 5 Amiga 500s will have already had to 
install a jumper between pins 1 and 31 when installing the Kickstart 2 ROM. 
This jumper can be left In place with this switch, since Kickstart 1,3 works 
perfectly well with it. 

Solder A to the bent pin of the 
Kickstart 1.3 chip. Solder B to the 
bent pin of the DIL socket. Cover 
them with some sort of insulation to 
guard against short circuits. 

Next the DIL socket must be 
placed pin-for-pin on top of the 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM. Once you are 
satisfied that all pins are in good 
contact (aside from the two CS pins), 
solder them together carefully. 
Maximum contact time with the 
soldering iron should be no more 

YOUR DIY PARTS LIST 

To complete the project, you will need the following Items: 
* A soldering Iron, some solder, and something to hold components while 
you are working on them. 
* A pair of thin-tipped pliers and a Philips-head screwdriver. 
* A Kickstart 2,0 ROM and a Kickstart 1.3 ROM, 
• A 40-pin DIL (Dual In-Llne) chip socket. 
• About one metre of wire (thin solid-core wire Is the best for this). 
• A OPST (Double Pole, Single Throw) switch. 

pole single through switch as shown 
in diagram 8. Notice how wires B and 
C connect the opposite way around 
on the other side of the switch. 

Wire D can be bent into the pin 
10 hole of the Kickstart socket on 
the motherboard to provide a 'low' 
signal for the switch. 

Now you must fit the switch to 
the casing. Insert the Kickstart 2 
chip into the DIL socket and mount 
the whole assembly into the 
Kickstart socket on the Amiga's 
motherboard. Finally, put your Amiga 
back together. 

And that's it - job done I You 
should now find that your Amiga is 
compatible with just about any piece 
of software. Note though that some 
programs - notably some games - 
will still fail to work. This is not a 
problem with Kickstart but from badly 
written programs expecting to find a 
particular amount of Chip RAM and 
becoming confused. Aside from 
these ma [contents, everything will be 
fine. 

Diagram 8 - join the wires to the 
switch. Note that B and C connect the 
opposite way on the switch's other side 

the DIL socket should also be bent 
Do not bend any pins on the 
Kickstart 2 chip. 

The next step is to open the 
case of your machine. Opening up an 
A1500/A2000 is a simple matter of 
removing screws at the side and 
back of the case and lifting away the 
top. 

The case of the A5O0 is a 
slightly more complex one. Bear in 
mind that opening the case of an 
A500 will void its warranty. 

To do sor undo the screws on 
the cases underside [shown wrth 
black arrows in the left-most picture 
of diagram 4). Then turn the machine 
the right way up and lever the two 
casing clips (shown by the white 
arrows in the middle picture of 
diagram 4}, 

Now If ft off the casing top to 
reveal the keyboard and metal 
shield. Unplug the keyboard. Next 
remove the shield screws (shown by 
the black arrows in the diagram) and 
unbend the shield retainers. Take 
away the shield and you']] be able to 
see the Kickstart chip (which is 
shown by the black arrow in the third 
picture of diagram 4). 

Diagram 9 - wire D Is bent into the pin 10 hole in the Amiga's Kickstart 
socket, then the whole assembly can be fitted in 

SEND US YOUR DIY PROJECTS 

If you've designed a hardware project, send us details {as an ASCII file on 
disk and with a printed copy) along with clear diagrams and photographs 
and you could earn yourself £70. Only built and tested projects will be 
considered. Send them to: DIY Hardware Projects, Amiga Shopper, Future 
Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
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grsg PRINTERS iS^EW 

BUDGET 9 PIN PRINTER 

MODELS 
AND 

 inuiFR FREE! 
STARTER KIT £2 
ALL YOU NEED TO GET STARTED 
WITH YOUR NEW CITIZEN PRINTER 
• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
• 3/; Disk - Driver for Windows 3 
• 3JF Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers 
• 200 Sheets o1 "Continuous Paper 
• 100 Continuous Address Labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes 

WORTH £29.38 
WITH EVERY 

CITIZEN DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER FROM SILICA 
or £10.38 (£10 off RRP) to purchase. 

PLUS! FREE 
AMIGA PRINT MANAGER For faster priming from your Am^a, win &®m images and more tf*ant colours. Availabtefrae or charge (on request) when you buy a Swift 9, SO0 or £40 printer 

FMhminchxto: 
• hprond Inge Smattfto WORTH • forr^Cotou'Gnrrericri • r.?5fifcAi!-.) • CokmrSepa-mn • fiMtcen1li<nnat« Banttg (inc VAT «1w£iaiO|EIOflHRPjlflpuldi*S»lilSC457r, 

£14.10 

1 44 CPS 80 COLUMN^ 
Crf/zen - 9 pin 
144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ 
4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
Parallel or Serial Interface 
Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
Epson and IBM Emulation 
Pull tractor & bottom feed 
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

"PRICES 

RHP E1M 
SILICA STARTER KIT.£25 

TOTAL VALUE; K24 
SAVINS: £109 

SILICA PRICE: £115 
The Cilizen 12DD printer comes supplied with e parallel interface as standard, If you require a serial interface instead, please slate ref: PRI 2125 when placing your order wfth Sllca. 

9 PIN PRINTERS 

300 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Prodot 9 - 9 pin ■ 80 column 
* 300cps Draft, 60cps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
# FREE Cohur Kit 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

TOTAL VALVE: E2&5 SAWtG. C/6 SILICA PAtCF: CI 79 £179 
tYAT* £2H1.33 i*f Pfll 23151 

24 PIN PRINTER 

192 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 80 column 
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
• Epson end IBM Emulation 
• FREE Colour Kit 
9 FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
w— ma 
STARTED HIT. „J2_5 
fflTJt VALVE: SAVIN& £133 

+VAT-C1Sfi.SS -cf P 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swift 9x - 9 pin - 136 column 
• 192CpS Draft, 4Scps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
9 Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

TOm VALtSt E2S1 SAVtUG: E156 SILICA flfflGE E1M 

NEW 
SWIFT 2 
SERIES 

SWIFT 240M 
MONO PRINTER 

[COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE 

SWIFT 240C 
COLOUR PRINTER 

300 CPS      80 COLUMN       SWIFT 240 MONO 
• Citizen Swift 24W240C 24 pin 80 column • SOGcpS SO (ISCfH), 240 Cps Dra'l, 80cps LQ • 8K Printer Buffer - 40K maximum m 9LOFonts + 2 Soalahle Fonts (8-40pts) • 1 x Font Canridge Slot - for plug in 'Style' Fonts • ParaM Interface • Grspr/ics Resolution: 360x360 dpi • Epson. IBM, NEC P20 & CEL. Emulations • Quarter Printing Facility • Auto Set Facility - Si-directional I/F, Auto Emulation Detection • Command Vua IV Front Control Panel • Ultra Quiet Mode - 44.5 HBfA) • Colour Printing Standard * Swift 240c, Colour Printing Optional - Swift 240 • FREE S-'fc? P;:'Mv< SlMct Kit 

HBP—  E329 STAHTEfl KIT . _m 
TOTAL VALUE: OH SAVINS- £115 £239 

«UKT* QMKtt rnf; Pfl| 25$Q 
SWIFT 240C COLOUR 

24 PIN PRINTERS 

NEWTON 

INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER 
ACCESSORIES 

™ 200 ^ 

270 CPS    80 COLUMN • Citizen Swift 200 - 24 pki ■ B0 column • 270cps SD OSCpil 216 CpS Draft, JZcps LQ • 6K P.'TI.'LV Buffer 40K maximum m Parallel Interface   « 6 LQ Fonts • Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi • Epson. IBM, 6 NEC P20 Emulations • Quarter Printing and Auto Set F'acuity • Ultra Quiet Mode • 44.5 dB(A} » Colour Option Avail$t>te ■ FREE SMca Printer Starter Kit 
SniCA STUTEIH KIT m 

TOTAL mm.- m* SAVWS: E115 StUCAPruCI: E1T9 £179 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
» Gitteen Swift24x-24 pin-136 column 
* 192icps Draft, 64cps NLQ 
* SK Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi 
* Epson. IBM and NEC P6 Emulation 
* Colour Option Available 
* FREE Silica Printer Startsr Kit 

... £488 BlLtfA SUmtH KIT £25 
TQTAl milt; £S14 SAVIN&: E215 

- \jVKt.. W>\M .-nf- Pfll £&f-4y 

360 CPS  80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Prvjel - inkfet - 30 column 
9 360cps Draft. 120cps NLQ 
• 50 Nozzle Head - Whisper Quiet 47dB{A) 
9 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
9 Optional HP Compatible Font cards 
9 Parallel interface 
9 Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi 
9 HP Deskjet plus emulation 
WW £4M TOW VALUE: £488 SAVIHO: ElSf SiLIOl mtt 

V^'AT- ?d05.3fl -el' -   ; mj 

SHEET FEEDERS JfU'ftfj \m . ET13S FfU isiS i^D-.^^n^i .ras7D m s22fl ia[K2*ei^a2* ..aim 
SERIAL INTERFACES pfinnsa 121H]. 

HU trafl Sail-2«24aGi24a ...£2£3i 
32K MEMORY EXPN PW1?53 YMX&VMtSM- .£1118 

PRIffTEP STAND PRA1J4? UiflWSwihaW £WB3 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS T5*rt9B«fc 1291 ■ ... ^ ..... 
: ■ ':-:;■/ 1IB32<a fWaSiiqtoSlriR tlEI HIB 0343 PTHBMcfi'SlnK , £381 

COLOUR KITS ■ I..:... PH*'240 5«tfattf4i  t35,» 

■  • •• PWtIK PWtdfMmtir £16.» re.Wti<Wn>«Y  

64 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer 
• Afor?-f/npaicr Printing on Plain Paper 
9 53cps LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts 
9 Rear and Bottom Paper Loading 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphios Resolution: 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation 
9 Pounred From Mains, Battery or CarAdaptor 
TOMt MM £326 SAVING. E126 
StLHSA fMi: cm 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FREE DELIVERY NE-rt Day - Anyvrtiere in ttie UK rr-3iFiljnrJ 

FREE STARTER KIT Worth E29.3B - Wrih Cilizw dot matrix primers from Silica 
2 YEAR WARRANTY (inclirtinE; the del matrix printer head) 

WINDOWS 3.0 Free Windows 3.0 driver v,rilh Starter Kit 
FREE COLOUR KIT Wilh every PiedoiS aiid Swift 9 

FREE HELPLINE Technical support helpline open dunng cilice haurs 
FROM SILICA 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• H?£E OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ol technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product ■ Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales, 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCA TION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-3OB 0838. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers * software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you ihink very carefully about WHERE you 
buy it. Consider whal it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase., when you may 
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the 
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have noihing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers" requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
Fatest FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

SIUCA 

SYSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: Order Lies Opqrc 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hour* 

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley RrJ, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX i^OQrxri Ha Late NiflM Opening  Tel: Dfl1-3D9 11lO Fan Wa: 061-308 06 

LONDON SHOP: Opening Hans: 
Msfi-Sai g.30aT G.OOOT, 52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA  Mo lam Night Opening  Tel: 071-580 4000 Fax No: 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: Opwlnq Hour*: 
ESSEX SHOP: Opening Hours: 

list now). Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AB Mnn-Fri H.3aB-n-7.QDpn i.&itdiwf- F. rsOr.ni> Larie NigM: TriutsJay ■ flpm  Tel: D71-529 1234 Fjdenaon: 3S14- 
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX MftvSar, 9.00ajTi-S.3Qpm Late Nightl: Friday - 7pm  Tel: 08V302 8811 Fax      061-303 K17 

KerJrJies fsnrj floor). Hign Street. Southend-on-Sea, Essex. SS11 LA '■■. I-FM H . itv.i; >:n V;0::T:  Lale Night Qpenino  Tel: D70Z 462426 Fax W. 0702 462363 

To: Silica Systems, AWSHP-1292-55 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE 5END A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:  initials:.... 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address:  

Surname: 

I 

..."  Postcode:  ,  . 
Tel (Home):   Tel (Worlt):   ' 

| Which computers), if any, do you own? 55K J 
- Acjugmsed pncasarKJ speciftcatons may changa - 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 



FUTURE 

MAKING MUSIC WITH MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

Futun 
thiol 

NEW 
Music will change the way you 

' ii ••   se music technology. 

FREE 
The free book with this issue is packed 

with useful information for all music«an5. 

Gary Numan's techno 
secrets revealed 

BEAT THE 

DRUM 

Find the drum machine 

... that's best for you 

er the 

Free book with issue one! 

The Black Book is an invaluable 

resource for all musicians, con- 

taining technical information, 

practical advice, contact numbers 

and much more. 

Your computer, your creativity and 

Future Music are all you need to enter 

the fascinating world of making music. 

Well guide you to the right software 

and hardware at the best prices, then 

show you how to get the most out of 

them. 

Every month we will open up for you 

the entire world of music technology, 

from creating and playing live to record- 

ing and producing. Your computer can 

be the starting point for making superb 

music - STs, Amigas, Macs and PCs are 

all at the hub of making music today. 

We won't swamp you with jargon and 

technical drivel because we know just 

how confusing the business of music 

technology can be. You'll get clear, 

concise and entertaining reviews and 

features, written by experts who know 

what they're talking about and how to 

show you how to do it too. 

Find out just how 

exciting creating 

music can be. Future 

Music issue one is at 

your newsagent now! 

GH) Nuiun Album 

♦ Informative interviews with 

performers and sound crew 



world of musi 

Take control of your music! 
Yama iha SY8S on the rack 

1 II M 11 I II I 

■mini 

Getting at those sounds 

I II I 1 II 1 II 1 1 

Connecting to your setup 

4 Authoritative reviews of all the 

latest hardware and software 

♦ Expert technical advice on all your Technology 0/US CfOatlVil 

musical problems every issue 

Don't just listen - play! 

Buyers' Guide 

***** M>ii^»l ■ * * fcwfc ** Mm mm mvac Wi 

Laying down the tracks 

■ 

•* 

o 

!: i 1 

1ST 

E 

4 How to... guides that will help 

you get the most from your gear 

♦ Comprehensive buyers' guides to 

hardware and software 

FUTURE 

The technology fur making musk is becoming increasingly af- 
fordable* giving more people than ever the access lo equip- 
ment that can create, play and record lo a high quality level, 
W hat you need to know is what equipment is right for you ami 
how to get the most out of it. We wilJ guide you through ihis 

complicated world    ripping out needless 
jargon, giving authoritative reviews, provid- 
ing essential advice arid keeping you up to date 
with everything to do with music technology. Join us even 
month and he part of a unique cluh of music enthusiasts. 



NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY • Evesham Mic 

A500 HARD DISKS 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £ 229 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £ 329 
2Mb RAM Version: ADD £60 * 4Mb RAM Version: ADD £ 120 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
Evesham Micros Flrzt First for choice, prices and service. Established for over nine years, with a strong financial status and secure future, 
Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investment means fas1, 
otricipnt service. Won appointed Retail Showrooms with large product 
range on display. Our huge Customer database, high percentage of repeal custom and personal referrals underlines our popularity. 
REMEMBER - when you need us, we will still Be here. Our extensive 
expansion program means we could eventually be there as-well .., 

HOW TO 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 

TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 

9am - 5,30pm Saturday 

, Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to; 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS / VISA fSSS* 
Cards Welcome • 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery {UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra 
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed lor 

cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Bank Drafts. 
Moil Order Fax: 0386-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normai Opening times: Monday-Saturday, 9.00-5.30 ! 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday-Friday 

EVESHAM BIRMINGHAM 
1 Unit 9 St Richards Rd, 

Evesham 
WoicsVVR116XJ 
IT 0386*765180 

[        fax : 0386 765354 

251-255 MoseleyRd, 
High gate 

Birmingham 812 0EA 
© 021-446 5050 

fax: 021 446 5010 

CAMBRIDGE MILTON KEYNES 
5 Gllsson Road, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

■B 0223*323898 
fax: 0223 322883 

320 Witan Gate, 
Milton Keynes 

MK9 2HP 
^ 0908-23089$ 

few: 0908 230865 

BRk £ 6386-40303 
J/SS^S^^F   Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5 00 

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
Details co^ct at time of going to press * AH goods subject to avaitebtfity 

Dig** Wonjwwlr. ,.,..£ W.00 MR Backup £ 29.9S Kind Word* 2 £ 37.95 AMOS £ 37.50 Protect V5.5  £120.00 HSO« Lattice C £ 1» 00 Homo AeoOunlS V3 £49,00 GFA BASIC Compiler C 24 M IDOIUXD Paint A £ 79.M Dwvpnc 2.1$.,.. £44.9$ 
bfilutift Video 3 £ 34.95 Workbench Management £ 9.&S 

AT LAST... the chance fa hay Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at realistically law prices! 
*SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS for optimum performance, fast 

Access Time &. Autoparking 
& Includes its own DEDICATED PSU. CBM reconirrierjds against use or 

Hard Disks without independent power supply, 
>Opllan for up la 4MB additional easy RAM EXPANSION using 'SIMMS' 
A"COOL... by popular demand, we have fitted a Coaling Fan! 
"drGAM E SWITCH allows Games to bo loaded without disconnection 
^JnchJdes SCSI THROUGH PORT &J reer for further expansion 
-A-Hkgn. quality metal casing, colour and stylematched to the Amiga 500 
^includes MRBACKUP PRO' its w&ll as CunliguraliDru'Forrnal software 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

A500 512K Qf^LC 1 Q OQ 
RAM/CLOCK B *m" * 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY : 

£ 16.99 
^CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH -V AUTO-RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK > COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

A500 PLUS' 

1 MB RAM 

UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 

Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area V 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb 'ChipRAM 
;? RAM On/Off Switch > Compact unit size 
Only a tow power HAM IC'S Cr High reliability 

UPGRADE 11 

ONLY £37.95 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board Increases total RAM in ASOO to 2Mb I > Plugs 
into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY1 chip   Includes Battery- 

Sacked Real-Time Clock ,Y Socketed RAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 
Unpopulated RAM board with clock , £34.95 N.B.: The expansion board retires Kickslart 1.3 to 
With 15Mb FASTRAM installed £ 69.99 'ES^E^SE' 

1 

MEGABOARD' 

With our MEGABOARD, you can further 
expand your ASOO's memory to a total of 

2MB without disposing of your existing 
512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type, 

or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

CONNICTS TO YOUR 

512K RAM UPORADi 

TOOIVIUMI 
MEGABOARD needs Kickslarc 1.3 to operate 

J^l I ^% (Kickfitart 1.3 upgrade available from us for 
^^jP        L I     jtf # Jr  Jr      ^29 9S) Installation requires connection to I he GARY chip Easy to follow instructions provided. 

A500 EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 

£r Through port for further expansion 
ft Very low power consumption 
> Style matched to the ASOO 
JvRAW! access LED 

RAM test/run switch 
> Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, 

or fully populated with 8Mb 
ft Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power 

other devices) 

Incorporating the latest 'ZIP' DRAM 
technology, our new External Memory Upgrade 
allows the ASOO / A500+ to be upgraded by up 
to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

With 2MB fitted...£112.99   with 4MB...E159.99   with 8MB...£259.99 
PARTiALLYPOPUtATED UNITS EXPAND TO 3MB WTHMB MODULES, AVAiLAdLt St PARATELYrWONLY£0ftS3 PER2W ■ QPTKmt POWER SUPPLY£14.95 

N. B. Any memory fitted to this unit is in 
Addition to that on your machine already, 

to a maximum of 8Mb on the externa! unit. 



NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPINING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Star LC 20 Successor to LQ 10, 4 fonts, 180/44OPS £ 129.99 
NEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-Pin Colour, 4 foots £ 166.Q3 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts, 1B0/45cps £ 193.88 
WFWStar LC 24-100 24-Pin, 5 fonts. 192/64cps £ 196.23 
Star LC 24-20 24-Pin, 5 fonts. 192/64cps. excellent features...! 204.45 
Star LC 24-200C Superb 24-Pin Colour. 5 fonls, 200vo7cps ....£ 269.08 
Automatic Sheet Feeder tar 10" LC primers (pis.slate model).. .£ 64.95 
Star XB24-2Q0 COLOUR 24-pin. BO col. power printer £ 368.95 
Star XB24-250 132 column vors<on of XB24-200 £ 438.28 
Citizen Swift-24E including COLOUR kit £ 299.99 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500 £ 359.99 
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 5QQC (Colour) £ 529.00 
Canon BJ-10EX Inkjet Printer £ 233.85 
Epson LX4O0 budget 10" carriage 9-pln 1B0/25cps £ 139.00 
Epson LQ100 24-pm 1B0/S0cp&, Bk; buffer £. 205.00 
Panasonic KXP1124I upraled 24-pin model 30O/1OOcps £ 279.00 
Panasonic KXP2123 good value 24-pin colour model £ 299-00 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING - 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
At a genuine 40Odpi seaming resolution, this 
scanner produces 1ruly superb quality scans 
Has a full 105mm scanning width, variable 
brightness conlrol and 100 / 200 I 300 400dpi 
resolution. Daatascan Proleislorul Version 3- 
scanning and editing software allows real-time 
scanning In eiltver line art or in up lo 64 
simulated gray scales. Provides powerful 
editing features and excellent compatibility with 
most DTP and Paint Packages, eg. Define Paint 
Touch-Up, Also supplied es The Publisher DeskTop 
Pubishing package, ideal for incorporating, your 
scanned images ir>to fibers and newsletters. 

STILL ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that thfs is the 

smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price! 

C-i A QQ SATISFACTION 
t GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent travel+accuracy assured. MEW LOW PRICE! . • 

TRACKBALL 
High pertgrmare;e trackball, dweclly compaiajle 1o any Amiga or Atari ST. Ptugs Inld mouse or joystick ^ port. Super-smcolh and accurate ■ you probably 

worn wa.nl to use a mouse aga'n aller using (his Trackball! Full cne-handed control, Top 
quality nplr>mechanicai design, giving high 

soeec and accuracy every time. No drivor 
 sprhMae needad I 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICK START ON 

YOUR A500 IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
Vou cm improve; sollwaro compatibility on your ASOO Plus! By lifting our ROM Switcher, 
you can alienate between the Kic'Kstart 2 already resiOonl and another version oF 
KKkslart ROM chip, giving you trie tineedom Of choice. 
Fining is very simpfce indeed, and requites no s&ttlerifl$ or 
special technical knowledge. Filling atows iwo methqde 
0' switching; either oy keyboard reset, or by an external 
toggle switch. N.B. Kicfcstart ROM not supplied. A5W 
Revision 5A boards will require circuit modification, 

ONLY 

£24.95 
Kickstart 1.3 ROM supplied separately... -only £29.95 
Kickstart 2.0 ROM supplied separately only £39.95 
ASOO Revision 5A PCB Circuit Modification Service £29,99 

yv.Cf Amplified Stereo 
^ * Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND POTENTIAL 
OF YOUR 

AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiga, produces fine quality hi-fi stereo sound. Enjoy quality slereo sound reproduction tn ?r?e fc/fwith 
this new design iwin speaker system! Incorporate a built-in amplrtiei wilh separate adjustable volume controls for each speaker unit. Runs from PSU (supplied) or from batteries (not included). 

Speaker Dimensions WQ*35tlQ5wni {HxWxD} 

ONLY 

£39.95 

AMIGA 600 

STANDARD PAod 
Features: Delux Paint ■ Exerting game 
title ■ 12 months on-site maintenance 

ONLY £279.99 
2m tAM/oacx vmtmoN c 31 ±99 

MBrV PACKS 

US PACK 

Buttt-in TV 
Modulator • Built-in 

IDE Hard Disk Controller * Kickstart 2 • 
1 Mb Chip RAM ■ Accepts Memory Cards 

fAMIGA 600 

EPIC PACK 
Commodore's 20Mb I lard Disk 

version, features: Epic * Rome • Myth 
■ Language Lab • 5 language 

Dictionary * Trivial Pursuit ■ Delux 
Paint HI • 12 months on-site 

maintenance 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VtRStON £484,99 

Features: Push-over* Grand Prix 
* Putty • Delux Paint III ■ 12 months 

on-site maintenance 

ONLY £324.99 
1MB RAMVCLOCK VERSION £30099 

Evesham Micros SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 
We are now able lo supply Amiga A600 &with larger turn 

Install a high quality 2V IDE hard drive. All models are av 
1 disks. We take a single drive A600 and 
eilable with 2Mb RAM - please add £35,00 

Pteaae note the hard diek iftataflabon ia not oovamd by on-ifta warranty 
STANUAKQPACK 

WW PACK 

40Mb 80Mb 120Mb 
£479.99 
£524.99 

£529.99 
£574.99 

£599.99 
£644.99 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 

A600 TO HARD DISK 

Bring the benefits of a Hard Disk 
installation to your existing Amiga 
600 with our easy to fit upgrades. 

40Mb £229,00 
80Mb £279.00 

120Mb £359,00 

NEW FROM 
A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A600 TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADEI 

Simply Plugs into the A600 s 
trapdoor expansion area 
Increases total RAM capacity of 
A6O0 to 2Mb 'ChipRAM' 
RAM Enable f Disable Switch 
Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY I 

£39.99 | 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, the 

Roogen Genlocks offer levels of 
quality, fund ion and 

sophistication not normally 
aval Fable in this price category, 

CSAL OFFER' ROCGEN MK ti INCLUDES -HOME TiTiEP,'SOFTWARE FOfl A50& 
Genlock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.II     GENLOCK PLUS 

ONLY £79.99 ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
With ife dedicated monitor input, this mooef oomtJin&s 

Ihe advanlages oi a. high quality medium resolulion 
colour monitor wilh ihe convenience oi remote 
control Teletext TV - at an excellent low price ! 

Features dark gfase screen for improved contrast. 
plus Full range 3-way speaker sound cmtrxit. 

£269.00 ,nclud,n9VAT 
delivery & cable 

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UK version). 
includes oable, 1 Year on-site maintenance 
and 'Lotus Esprrt Turbo 2' game £ 199,00 

ACCESSORIES 
Arid-Din hard drive for A&ag external cased unrt with power supply 40Mb £ 249,00 

100Mb,,. X 399.00 MIDI interface connects to senal port JE 19.96 Virus Protector fits to last drive in system, protectng all drives £ 6,95 VIDI-12 Amiga video digftlser package inc. VI Dl -Chrome X 110.00 Amiga 500 Dust Cover .£ 4.95 Amiga 600 Oust Cover , i 4.95 

Fixed rate repair service, includes d s.< drive faults £ 54.951 
Please contact us on 0386-446441 

Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any 
machine which is beyond economic repair 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 

Replacement Power Sup? 

Genuine Commodore Amiga A500I 
type replacement Power Supply! 
Unit Good quality switch modej 

type. Super low price l| 

ONLY £39.95 
Replacement Power Supply for A59Q Hard Disfc  

3'/2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

m Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

m Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 8B0K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
0 Thro ugh port facility for 

addition of further drives 

Fully compatible, with 1Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

£39.99 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWR 



THIS MONTH: FORMATTING YOUR C PROGRAMS 

Here's a neat utility written in C 

to take any C source code and 

indent it with a user-specified tab 

width. Remember: we pay £20 

for any programs we publish 

Pete Lock wood's program 
should find favour among 
C coders. Called SCAN 
(for Source Code 

ANalyser), it will indent any C 
source file it is presented with 
using a user-specified tab width. 
It's ideal for making programs that 
have nested loops, switch 
statements and decisions easier to 
read. And that, of course, means 
that it will be easier to track down 
bugs in them. 

The program is written in C, and 
should be compatible with any C 
compiler and Amiga, it Is run from 
the Shell or CLI by typing SCAN 
followed by the name of the file to 
be operated on. The result - 
formatted to a default of three 
spaces - will be saved with a \sca5 

extension. The name of the output 
file and tab width can be changed 
using optional arguments in the 
following manner; 

SCAN in_file out_file /tab 

where 'tab' represents a number 
and 'outjile' is the name the 
output file is to be given, 

For example, to format a file 

called 'mandel.c' with a tab spacing 
of 5 characters, and have the result 
sent to a the file 'mandeLprettyx\ 
you would simply enter: 

SCAN mandel.c mandel_J 
pretty.c /5 

Many thanks, Pete, for your 
entry. As happens to all those lucky 
souls who get their programs 

published in the Listings pages, 
you'll soon be receiving £20, 

We re interested in submissions 
for any application in any language, 
but we can't print programs that rely 
on binary files. 

Pop your program on an 
AmigaDOS disk (along with source 
code if it Is compiled or assembled), 
include a written description and 
send it all to: 

Listings 
Amiga Shopper 
Future Publishing 
30 Monmouth Street 
Bath 
BA1 2BW 

Include an SAE if you want your disk 
to be returned, O 

/*   SCMt the Source Code ANalyser 
(c)1992 Pete Lockwood */ 
/* This version compiled 12/7/92 */ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#define M&X 80 
#define EOL 10 
ttdefine BON "\x9b""33m" 
tdefine BOFF "\x9b""0m" 
ma in (ar gc, ar gv)  argc af1tj a rgv a re used to 
int argc; pass arguments from the 
char *argv[];     CLI to the program itself 
{ 
First the program declares all of the variables it 
needs to use 

char filename [MAX], destname [MAX], J 
tnpdeat [80] , word [MAX], copy [10] , J 
tmp, tmp2 = '  * , fol? 

FILE *inf ,*outf; 
short f,i,ignore_ret-0,got=0,J 

first,in_quotes=0,in_string=Q, in_J 
comments 0,last=D,test ed_word= 0,1 ength*0; 

int indent=0,8 ingle=0,width-3,J 
ignore=0; 

printf("\n%BS%source %sC%scde J 
%sAN%salyser        *,BON,BOFF,BON,BOFF,J 
BON,BOFF); 

printf("(c)1992 Pete ' Jetman' J 
Iockwood\n\n"); 
/* Sort out parameters*^, */ 

argc-," 
argv++; 
if(large  I I   Istrcnp("?"t*argv)) 

If the user has typed a '?* as an argument, then 
a list of the expected arguments is given 

putsfUee;      SCAN <aource> J 
[destination]  [/tab width] *)i 

exit(0); 
} 

The arguments supplied from the Shell 
command line are processed one by one. The 
first is the name of the file to be formatted. The 
program also uses this name with the suffix of 
'sclT as a temporary file 

strcpy(filename, *argv); 
strcpy (tmpdest, *argv) ; 
strcat(tnpdest,",scl"),- 
argc—; 
argv++; 
if (argc && *argv[0] ! = '/ ') 
i 

s t rcpy (destname, *argv) ; 
arge-f 
argv+-f; 

} 
else 
{ 

atrcpy( destname, filename); 
streat(destname,"•sea"); 

} 
if(argc && 

*argv[0]=='/') if a •/ has been 
1 entered as an 

strcpy (copy, *argv) ? argument, then the 
i=width=0; folfowing 
while {copy [++i]) characters are 
{ converted Into the 

width*=10? number of spaces 
width*=copy[i]-48; to be used as a tab 

} 
} 

The source and temp flies are now opened, ready 
to be processed 
if{!(inf=fopen(filename,"rb"))) 
{ 

puts("Source file not found!"}; 
exit{0)i 

} 
if(!(outf=fopen <tmpdest, "wb">)) 
{ 

puts("Could not open temp file - J 
aborted!"); 

exit(Q); 
} 
printf{"Tab width :%s%d%s\n", J 

BON, width, BOFF) 
The file is actually processed twice - this is the 
first time through... 
printf{"Preprocessing %s%s%a\n",J 

BON,filename,BOFF); 
while({tmp=getc(inf)}I=EOF) 
{ 
firsts? 
if(!got && tmpl=32 fc& tmp1=9) 
£ 

first=got=l; 
} 
if(got) 
{ 

i f(i t e sted_word) 
{ 

If the next character read from the file Is alpha- 
numeric, then it is added to the string 'word' 

if(tmp>='a' && tira?< =' z') 
word[length++]=tmp; 

elae 
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LISTINGS 

Otherwise the string is terminated with a '0' 
{ 

word[length++] = 0; 
tested_word=l; 
if(1 ignore) 

Check to see if the string in 'word' corresponds 
to a variable declaration 

( 
if(!strcnp (word,"int")   I I J 
I strciqp (word, "double")  I I J 
I strcmp (word, "char")   | | J 
Istrcmp(word,"long")   ||J 
I strati? (word, "register")  [ |J 
Jstrcnp (word, "unsigned")  I IJ 
J stratp (word, "short")  I I J 
!strcmp(word,"struct")  I1J 
! strain (word, "float")  I |J 
!strcrop(word,"union"))J 
c 

ignore=l; 
fputc(1,outf); 

> 
) 

> 
> 
if(tmp==lO) 

lengthste3ted_word-0; 
if {J in_quotes && i in_string) 
{ 

if(Iin_comment} 
{ 

if the previously checked character was a slash 
and the current one is an asterisk, then what 
follows is part of a comment and should not be 
formatted 

if(last=='/' && tn©=='*') 
in_coamient=l/ 

} 
else 

lfT on the other hand, an asterisk is followed by a 
slash, then a comment has come to an end 

{ 
if(last^'*' && trap--' /'} 

in_comment=0; 
} 

} 
if (! internment) 
{ 
if (I in_quotes && ts%>==' *') 

in_string= [! in_string) j 
if (tmp=-39 & Jin_string) 

in_quotes={Iin_quotes); 
} 
if(trap==10) 

go t ~ t e s ted_word=1ength^0; 
if(Iin_quotea && ■in_string &fc J 

I in_coimient      tmp==1; *) 
{ 

if(ignore) 
fpute(2,outf) ,- 

ignore=te sted_word=length=0; 
> 
if[in quotes  I I  in_string I I J 

irL_carranent I I ignore) 
fputc (tirqp, outf) ; 

else 
( 

switch (tnp) 
I 

case('{'): 

{ 
fputc(tmp,outf); 
fputc(10,outf); 
ignore_ret=1; 
got=0; 
break; 

) 
case('}'); 
{ 
if(ifirst) 

fputc(10,outf); 
fputc (tti£>,outf); 
fputc(10,outf); 
ignore_ret=l; 
got-0; 
break; 

} 
case(10); 
{ 

if([ignore_ret) 
fputc<10,outf); 

ignore_ret=got=0; 
break; 

> 
default: 
{ 

fputc (tnp, outf) ; 
ignore_ret=Q; 

i 
> 

} 
> 
last=top; 

) 

The first pass Is complete. Both the input and 
output fiies must now be closed. The previous 
output file will now tie opened for input, while 
the final destination file will be opened for 
output 
fclose(inf); 
fclose(outf) ,- 

Now for the second pass through - this time 
taking input from the previously created 
temporary file and sending results to the final 
output file 

ignore=0; 
inf=fopen(tmpdest,"rb"); 
if (■(outf^fopen(destname,"wr/'))) 

We can only proceed if the destination file can 
be opened 

{ 
puts("Could not open destination file 

- aborted!"); 
exit(0)% 

} 
printf {"Writing %B%s%s\ntr, J 

BON,destname,BOFF}; 
while(Lfeof(inf)) 
i 

fol=tmp=getc (inf) f 
if("ignore) 
{ 

The following segment checks for an open or 
closed brace. If one is found, the variable 
governing the number of tabs to be employed Is 
modified accordingly 

if (single && ticp ! = '{') 
indent++; 

if<tmp=='}') 
indent-; 

} 
if(tmp==2) 

ignore=0; 
if<fOl!='#'> 
{ 

Now we convert the number of tabs to actual 
spaces in the output file. The number of spaces 
to be used is obtained by multiplying the 'indent' 
variable by "width', which holds the user- 
specified tab width. 

for(f=l; f <=indent *width; £++) 
fputc(32,outf); 

> 
if(tmp J-EOL) 
f 
if(tmp>2) 

fputc(tmp,outf); 
if(tmpi='}'> 

tl0jp2 =tlTlp f 
else 

tmp2='   '} 
while ((tnp=getc(inf))»=B0L && J 

tmp!=EOF) 
{ 

if (tirp==l) 
ignore^1; 

if (tmgp==2) 
ignore=0; 

if(tmp!=32 tmp>2) 
tmp2-tmp; 

if (tinp>2) 
fputc (tnsp, outf); 

> 
if(ignore) 

single-0; 
else 
f 

if{tmi>2=='{') 
i 

single=0; 
indent++; 

} 
if(single) 
{ . 

&ingle=0; 
indent—; 

} 
if({tmp2==')' II tmgp2=='e' I I J 

tnp2==':') && fol!='#'      indenti=0) 
single=lj 

if(tn^2=='}') 
indent—; 

} 
} 
if (tnp2!-EOF) 

f putc ('\n\ outf )? 
y 

Ail the processing has been done, so now all 
that remains is to close both the input and 
output files 

fclose(inf); 
fclose(outf); 

} 

Some program lines have to be split because of 
our column width. If you see the symbolJ. r, 
don't spfit the line when typing in the program, 
rather treat the two lines it separates as one 
long one. 

Watch out for the double symbols and 
'==r, both of which can easily be mistaken for 
their single counterparts:     and l= 
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Whatever will AMIGA FORMAT do next in 1992? 

Well, how about this! 

DECEMBER 1 SUE 

Complete program - SCRIBBLE! 

word processing package!!! 

IN THE MAG: 

Wow! Two new Amigas revealed, 
including a hands-on test of the 

A4000 plus full details of the 

all-new Amiga 1200! 

GET YOUR COPY ON 
NOVEMBER 12th! 

IM-jrfinixr SrribhMf 
PLUS! 

Word worth 2 

demo! 
a 

it* 

-ir-i' n , j 
noisv lend." Htr grey eyes to IS of the f e*r she hariored. "Sonetines at night 1 kin 'ear 'en ualkin' around, sanmn' into thirm, b-unpin' thing*, a<T Ine-re's. strawy-kind o' noises, IP you RfjWJ uh«( ] Scrapev IIOL5*5.? "Y«'nr Uk» sgh*thm'5 dragon' itroiit (ii* floor, or Sudjft  an a YDU know? fin' iwipt i.nes I'VE hearetf en ituafun' soft, '«a&t I ike iinnin\ only a kind of sad ion?.* H«i Long lias it been since you've heard tiiwt. Haggle?" 'Jitt * coop I'J flight i OAS,  The frail girl shut htr *v« 

II 

UARY 1993 ISSUE 

Complete program - the amazing 

AMOS programming language!!! 

IN THE MAG: 
Pages and pages of ideas for 
creating your own software with 

AMOS, plus an amazing games- 
of-the-year tip special! 

GET YOUR COPY ON 
DECEMBER 10th! 



uvap files between your Amiga and an MS-DOS 

based PC - Run PC programs on your Amiga 

0) 
> 

CrossDOS 

now includes 

Cross PC 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Upgrade your 

CrossDOS coverdisk 

to Version 5.1 

or a limited period, CONSULTRON have 

ackaged these two products as one 

CrossDOS Version 5.0 

The first MS-DOS File System for the AMIGA" 

Read from or write to your MS-DOS disks in your Amiga drive 

eads and writes the following MS-DOS or Atari ST disk types: 

o - 360k, 720k and 1.44M* floppies ("requires special drive) 

o - 20M floptical disks using the floptical drive 

o - Most hard disk partitions, including those created by CrossPC 

•ansparently accesses MS-DOS files from any utility or application 

ncluding file requestors) because it full integrates into the Amiga 

Jperating System (AmigaDOS Versions 1.3 and 2.0) 

rovides utilitiesto format or diskcopy either an MS-DOS or AmigaDOS 

isk. Many other features 

Send for the original 

manual for your 

CrossDOS 4.0 Cover 

disk: 

£4.95 inc VAT 

Simply send a cheque or 

ACCESS/VISA details for £4.95 

plus £1.00 post & package to the 

address shown in the coupon 

along the edge. 

wap files between your Amiga and an MS-DOS 

based PC - Run PC programs on your Amiga 

CrossPC 

The Software PC-XT Emulator for the Amiga" 

*uns many PC programs while multitasking with the Amiga 

Requires no additional hardware. It's a 100% software emulator. 

Jses Amiga connected floppies and hard drive. 

Vill boot from an MS-DOS hard drive partition. 

Vill automatically execute optimised code for 68020/030/040 CPU's 

'rovides a high level of integration with CrossDOS to allow data share. 

iquirements: AmigaDOS 1.3 or 2..0; 1.5M memory minimum; MS- 

5S Operating System ** 3.0 or higher (**not supplied) 

MS-DOS devices 

emulated: 

CGA 

Floppies 

Parallel 

Keyboard 

Mono 

Hard disk 

Serial 

Mouse 

i get your copy of CrossDOS V5.0 including CrossPC, simply send the 

iupon from the side of the page and a cheque (or ACCESS/VISA 

a»s) « £24.99 
ecommended retail £39.95 inc VAT inc VAT 

(plus £1.50 post, 

package and insurance) 

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga Inc., MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft, Inc., Atari ST is a registered trademark of Atari Corp. 



A500/500+ to 1Mb  ....£17.50 

A500+ to 2Mb  ....£29.99 

A600 to 2Mb with dock... ....£34.99 

HD8+ 

40Mb/ORAM £299.95 

40Mb/2 RAM £334.95 

40Mb/4 RAM £389.99 

40Mb/8 RAM £499.95 

120Mb/ORAM £429.95 

120Mb/2 RAM £464.95 

120Mb/4 RAM £519.95 

120Mb/8 RAM £629.95 

3.5" Replacement £35.99 

4x9-70 SIMMS £114.99 

1 x 9 - 70 £23.99 

256x9 . £10.99 

1 x4-80 ZIP £18.99 

256 x 4 - 80 ZIP £5.99 

MEMORY UPGRADE 

SPECIALISTS 

HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full FAX capability for 

send and receive. Auto-answer, pulse or tone dial, 

automatically determines incoming calls as fax or 

modem, industry standard command set with 

support for V22bi$, V22, V2 1 . Fully Hayes 

compatible. All types c/w PC software. Modem 

2400 has all above features but without fax. All 

types come complete with cables. 

Smart One ™ Fax with only PC software £119*99 

Straight Fax software £45.00 

Smart One ™ 2400.  ...£59.99 

SERVICE I 

£24.99 + Parts 
(computers quoted 

before payment) 

SERVICE 2 

£69.00 inc. fixed price 

(* guaranteed 
same day service*) 

* DOOR TO DOOR PICK UP AND DELIVERY OVERNIGHT 
£7.50 e.w. 

COMPUTERS 
DELIVERED 

GROUP 4 

TEL: 071 252 1551 
We reserve the right to 
re-assess computers in | 

extreme cases 

* ALL 
CUSTOMERS 
RECEIVE FREE 

PIECE OF 
SOFTWARE 

HOW TO ORDER 

Enquiries and credit card orders please 
Tel: 071 252 3553 Fax: 071 252 1551 

Please phone with enquiries between 
10.30am and 6.00pm Mon to Fri. 
Enquiries cannot be taken by post. 

For mail order please send description of goods and cheque/PO to: 

HCS 
144 Tanner Street 
london SE1 2HG 

Prices include VAT and P & P 
Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days. 
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Norkbench Screen 
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request is a typical example 

Just as happens in the 
cinema so often these days, 
people are scared to let go 
of a good Idea; or at least, 

an Idea that netted a few million. 
Software companies are pretty good 
at that - continuously updating their 
software to run better and faster 
wJth more features. Gold Disk is no 
exception- The original Office pack 
featured a good word processor 
(Transcript), wonderful spreadsheet 
and graphics system (Advantage), 
average database and the 
Pagesetter DTP system - enough 
said about that. Home Office 2 
comprises much the^^^^^^^^^ 
same selection, 
although all the 
modules have been 
updated with 
Workbench 2 'look 
and feel' plus more 
features. 

Office 2's format 
is the same as its 
predecessor: you - 
don't get a front-end 
menu system. Instead, the programs 
are supplied on four separate disks, 
Personally I prefer the wholly 
integrated approach taken by The 
Works, as the integration is more 
transparent and, since a shared 
function library is used, the programs 
can share similar features - the 
database has most of the 
spreadsheet functions for instance. 

Even so, the programs found in 
Office are good examples in their 
own right: even if they are just partly 
modified versions of Gold Disk's 
commercial offerings. At least the 
system understands Workbench 2 - 
rather than just duplicating it 
graphically. This is demonstrated as 
the program uses the standard 
Workbench 2 tile requester when 
used on a Workbench 2 machine and 
fts own when used on an older 
model. A good level of ARexx support 
is available in the spreadsheet and 
database so Workbench 2 users and 
people who have purchased ARexx 
separately can enjoy the extra 
benefits therein. An art college 
lecturer told me recently how much 
he enjoyed using ARexx, " I use Macs 
at work, and l1ve been able to write 
iots of genEes [ARexx macros] to 

nderstand — the preferences        Cafe has a very clear display — even when several windows are being 
displayed you can see what's going on 

BY///ACCOUNTS 

"Icons are the in 

thing and much 

to assimilate. 

make Pro Page work like Quark 
XPress/ he said. 

Although most applications will 
run faster with Workbench 1.3*5, 
Fast Fonts-activated Office programs 
run a respectable speed on their 
own, (Fastfonts is supplied with all 
Amigas between 1.3 and 1,3,3 but 
^^^^^^^^c an not be re- 

distributed by other 
developers. So you 
should boot from a 
copy of your original 
Workbench disk to 

easier for the mind STJESg 

SPREADSHEET 
—-  Tho spreadsheet 

and separate 
graphics modules are based on 
Michael Tordovic's amazing 
Professional Calc - also supplied by 
Gold Disk - and at first glance you 
could be forgiven for thinking the two 
are one and the same. I would hedge 
bets, the spreadsheet module is 
actually an early version of 
Professional Catc - since it fee is like 
Advantage with Workbench 2 
graphics added. Ease-of-use features 
such as the toolbar (ribbon) have 
gone, as has the ability to use large 
fonts inside the spreadsheet. But for 
all that, much of Professional Cafe's 
power has been retained - albeit in 
two separate modules: Calc and 
Graph. 

Calc is the spreadsheet proper: 
from here you can harness all the 
features you might expect from a 
professional spreadsheet. It's fast 
and quite economical on memory - 
even on a 1Mb machine it is 
possible to have multi-task Cafe and 
Graph together (which is often 
necessary as you will see later). In 
an ideal world, of courset a machine 
used for anything but playing games 
should have more that 1Mb. Some 
degree of integration shows in that 
Calc supports extended cell notes by 

Gold Disk's original Home Office 

was greeted with near universal 

acclaim - now comes the sequel, 

but was it worth the wait? 

 '   • 2 

Si 3 
u \   Cxpnp I        St oc^ .n^f Hot , 

 I EP I Eg* 

1 

nnnit^nnin iflillll 

The other part of Calc handles the graphics. Here stock market trends are 
being mapped on a bar chart — maybe a HiLo would be better? 
linking directly with Write. 

Editing is simpler than with 
Advantage since the program always 
pastes relative cell addresses unless 
you ask it otherwise: this was an 
option in Advantage. Also, one cell 
(or a block of cells) can be pasted to 
another block of cells. This useful 
n .   Exanr Ies/St ock_ttarke* .«PV &&:fei4 ' ' 

in B6 and you want to duplicate that 
across an entire row, where the 
contents of C6 are °=B4'\ D6 is 
fl=C4" and so on - such things are 
quite possible. In Advantage this 
operation was a t Ere some set of Cut 
and Paste Relative operations, in 
Office Calc this is a breeze. Simply 

Date 
J.in-BI -JJ9 Feb-81-89 Mar-B1 -89 flpr-81-89 Ma V-B1 -B3 Jun HI fl? JM<-81-89 fiug-Bl-33 3*P-81-89 

65. ? 54.2 68 .3 58 6 65 .3 6ft - I 66. e S3 . 4 61 .7 37 't 65 .0 66 a 66. 2 52*3 58 >7 58 2 66 .8 67 I 66, 9 45, 6 55 .3 47 66 ,5 66 ,9 66. 9 44, 3 47,6 45 68 . fcf 70 a 69. 1 11 , 2 45 .8 42 H 69 .8 7B 5 69, 5 39, 9 48 , 1 39 ■J> 7 0 .5 72 ■ 71 .4 82. 6 34 . J 32 9 69.,.5 38- 1 32, 7 38 & 

■■B 

Selecting a range to chart is a simple as dragging the mouse and clicking a 
button! 

feature, allowing a formula or value 
to be replicated across an entire 
sheet was not previously available in 
Advantage. 

To see how this works, imagine 
you have the simple formula "=A4" 

copy B6 to the clipboard (Right 
Amiga - C) drag across the row where 
you want the formul> to appear and 
press Paste (Right Amiga - V), 

Calc does not have the database 
facilities found in either Advantage or 
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Professional Calc, but this is hardly 
necessary since a perfectly adequate 
database has been included with the 
bundle. One disappointing omission 
in Office Calc is that negatives still 
cannot be highlighted by the 
program. This question is often 
0 ! untitled 

supported, there is no option to 
recalculate the sheet, Put simply, 
this makes the program unusable for 
any work except making graphical 
representations of numeric data. 
Quite why this approach was chosen 
is unclear - although it is something 

EES 

N#w Patatoasqi    Create F{»K4st IS. 
Virstnane 
Street Town County Postcode 

I 

Nane [Pa i e_ Joi ee d 
^jTejct  JNunoric _J Currency __]Lvgtc*t 
„J Integer _JTla* 

Uidth |B9~| 

i mm mitt 
Creating the Initial file definition in File is very simple., 

asked by Advantage users, so here's 
how to do it. Identify the values you 
expect could go negative (usually a 
row of final totals) and, for the sake 
of example, let's assume you wanted 
to flag negative values in the row 
A26IJ26* Now enter this formula 

of a nuisance when charting 
constantly variable data, 1 would 
have preferred one program which 
did the whole lot 

As data graphing packages go, 
Graph is harmless enough - but it 
lacks any of the all-singing facilities 

Pick J F Io-1»1 

Street [ Owl! County 

Street TOUR County 

Uidtfi \t -J. \ 

Building a customised report is a long job - made simpler by a nice interface 

(changing the references to suit 
yourself): 

=SETCOLOR(A26>=0,1,3,A26) 

Now copy and paste that formula 
relative to all places where you 
require negative values highlighting, 
Using the values shown on a four 
colour screen, negatives show are 
displayed in grey. 

Graph has most of the 
spreadsheet's formatting with some 
Important changes: the macro and 
ARexx functions are not available 
and, since formulae are not 

found in tailor made software. For 
instance, you cannot construct a bar 
chart of fruit where each bar is made 
up of little fruit icons. Such 
applications may appear esoteric or 
even downright obscure - but they 
can be very handy when it comes to 
charting statistical data for multi- 
media presentations. Icons are, after 
all, the "in-thing" these days - and 
much easier for the mind to 
assimilate than numbers, words and 
coloured bars. 

Many different conventional chart 
types are offered: Line; Area; Step; 
Horizontal and Vertical Bar; Hi-Lo; 

MORE WORKS - LESS DOUGH 

There's nothing like a little (good) competition to get software companies re- 
thinking their pricing policy is there? Shortly after Europress released Mini 
Office at £59.95, Micro Systems Software reduced the price of 'The Works! 
Platinum' from over £90 to £59.95 inclusive of VAT. Pound for pound, 
although the Europress offering looks better, the MSS system is far and 
away a better buy. In my opinion, The Works was pretty good value as It 
stood - the higher price merely reflecting the better feature list. 
Nevertheless, an HB Marketing spokesman commented, "Since the price 
dropped, Works has been flying out of the door." There you have it;there's 
nothing like a bargain to make the public open its collective wallet, 

Pie; 3D Pie and 3D Bar. Like 
Advantage, the chart type is selected 
from a simple iconic requester. But 
the chart, options selection still takes 
the form of buttons and string 
gadgets. Given the time elapsed 
since its inception, I would have 
thought Gold Disk would have altered 
this to a graphical representation 
too: this is one-strength Mini Office. 

Charts are quick to draw and 
many different data sets can be 
drawn on the same display - Chip 
memory allowing. However, the 
automatic label range selection, 
although simple for first-time users, 
Is still limiting for the more 
experienced. Once again, why can t 
some developer get hold of the idea 
Might it not be useful occasionally to 
have more than one chart on the 
same axis set? Although every major 
spreadsheet on every other platform 
I have used can do this - none on 
the Amiga can. While multiple chart 
windows are useful, there's nothing 
quite like the ability to overlay, sayT a 
line over a bar chart to press home a 
point. In multi-media presentation 
this could be essential. 

DATABASE 
The Office 2 database (Fite) is a 
great improvement on the original. It 
now boasts a completely new front- 
end and much better features - 
although it remains a flat-file affair. 
Basic field types are as follows: text; 
numeric (integer or float); time; date 
(European or international); currency 
and logical {on/off). Extended 
options for the field types are limited 
to just the width. Ftle isn't Superbase 
by any means - but this is a good 

|4>ff ice Hrlte I.t 
JL'PRCHT DOCUtfEMI 

?0: 

Pit i 
c our id«e 
But 
V8S, 

PRINT DESTINATION 

PAGE $ET1 IKGtf 
... wr Jlarg in 

can be selected by dragging the 
mouse. The default "browse" mode 
is quick, clear and easy to use - but 
File also includes the facility to 
"paint" entry screens too, The report 
generator is similarly simple to use 
and reports are automatically saved 
to disk. 

A comprehensive set of 
mathematical functions is included, 
although the most useful functions 
(sum, average, count etc.) can be 
accessed directly from a menu. 
Filters and indexes are similarly 
saved to disk for later use, so there 
is no restriction on the number of 
these which can be defined for any 
file- Unlike Superbase, filter and 
index calculations must be entered 
manually, which is a drag, but 
acceptable for the price. 

It's not all perfect though: one 
annoyance is the way Fiie quits when 
the last open database is closed - 
even closing a user-defined "view" 
does this. An "Are you sure?" 
request should have been included 
here. Also, editing the field 
definitions is difficult and confusing, 
These cavils aside, File is a neat 
tittle database which will fulfil the 
needs of most users. 

WORD PROCESSOR 
The original Office pack contained 
Transwrite, and the latest version 
has done much the same with a 
stripped-down version of Transwrite 
2. Stripped down it may be, but there 
is little doubt it is a deceivingly 
powerful word processor in its own 
right. Write can be used In one of 
two ways: either as a text engine for 
Page or as a word processor in its 

DOCUMENT OPTIONS 
hfunber of  zopien    \   1 | 

I Auto-Hyptt*natt©.r» 

" 1& 
"BIS, 

Per Fii-ytt 5 ides 
PflfiES TO PRINT 
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LIttE SPACING 
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The print requester looks complex at first — but It's logical and well laid out 

selection for general purpose use 
and it doesn't overcomplicate 
matters. Being a disk-based system, 
the database files can contain over 
32,000 records with 256 fields per 
file and 254 characters per field - 
although I doubt anyone would want 
that many, 

Once created, the database 
looks rather like a simple 
spreadsheet on screen, Record 
numbers are shown down the teft- 
hand side in the default mode with 
field names across the top, Like a 
spreadsheet too, a block of records 

own right. Just to give some idea of 
its flexibility, Write has headers and 
footers, handles widow and orphan 
control, has complete indexing 
facilities, automatic hyphenation and 
a mail-merge to boot. Mail merge 
files can be created using File or 
directly entered as a Write 
document. 

Getting into Write from day one 
is as uncomplicated as the program 
itself. New users can just sit down 
and start typing straight away, 
without any need to refer to the 
manual. Getting the most from the 
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ower PC Board 

About... 
rhe KCS Power PC is a complete 11MHz 1Mb 
*C sub-system that can be fitted to any Amiga in 
Timutes. 
3ased around NEC's highJy successful V30 CPU, 
tie Power PC Board offers a wry high degree of 
:ompatibiiity at machine language level, yet runs 
aster than an equivalent Intel 8086. 
[he 1Mb of Autoconftg™ memory can be 
accessed by all current Amiga models including 
tie A600 Plus, Even the original A500 can 
access 512K as a standard expansion with 
:lock; plus a 512K RAM disk, 
Stored by critics and users alike, the KCS 
?ower PC Board is a real alternative to buying a 
:offlpJete PC clone. 

Installation 
rhe KCS Power PC Board fits to any Amiga in 
ntnutes: 
t On A50O and A5GG Plus machines it simply 
iiides into Ifte trapdoor expansion and doesn't 
nvalidate your warranty! 
i On bigger Amigas, such as the 
[500/2000/2500/3000, it drops into a vacant 
toiiga slot using the custom designed adaptor 
>oard. 
i Once fitted, your Amiga can be switched into 
3C mode simply by clicking an icon. Just reset 
ind it's an Amiga again, 
to fuss, no hassle. Just two machines in the 
ipace of one. 

Video 
i Supports ihe majority of EGA 
md VGA modes in 16 glorious 
;olours and monochrome - 
graphics up to 640 x 480 and 
ext too, Interlace is required 
or some modes but a software 
licker fixer is built in. 
i Other video modes include 
ADA and CGA text and graph- 
;s. Also supports Tandy colour 
iraphics adaptor and Hercules 
nonochrome. 
i EGA and VGA graphics can be displayed on a 
lomestic TV or monitor. Unlike real PCs, no 
!Xtra hardware is required. 

Disk 
i Up to four Amiga drives can be connected to 
our system and accessd in PC modes as 3.5" 

F20K or 5.25" 360K. Typical disk access is at 
last twice as fast as most real PC clones! 
> DOS can be started from any mounted drive 
125" or3.b* and most Amiga hard drives, 
i Supports most popular hard disks including 
SVP impact, Supra and A590 (Ornil and SCSI), 
i A massive 200K ramdrive tup to 8Mb with 
ixpansionj is available in PC mode and it's PC- 
eset proof too. 

PC Emulation 

on your Amiga 

Memory 
• Even with a base Amiga 704K is free for DOS 
programs (640K in EGA and VGA modes), 
• EMS {expanded memory) is supported allowing 
you to run Microsoft Windows without problems 
and store massive files in Lotus 1-2-3. So, if you 
have 8Mb on board, the PC can use it. 
• XMS (extended memory) is supported even 
though this is not usually possible on NEC V30 
machines, 

Sf>eed 
Its Landmark speed puts it way ahead of many 
true PC systems - it even compares favourably 
with many AT clones. 
However, the crux of the matter lies with the 
video speed: and this, as many critics have 
noted is where the KCS Power PC Board scores 
over all others. It's no use having a wizz-bang 
processor if the screen takes several seconds 
to redraw itself. 
• Tests in text modes have shown it is severai 
times faster than even AT clones with dedicated 
video hardware. Even in graphics .modes, it's no 
slouch afthough the emulation is limited by 
Amiga hardware. 
■ Add a processor accelerator card, and the 32- 
bit clean KCS cache software will use it to its full 
advantage. 

Mouse 
• Automatic serial mouse emulation is supplied 
as standard - using your existing Amiga rodent. 
■ Mouse can be configured as COM1 or COM2. 

COMING VERY SOON 
The KCS Power 
PC Board for the 

MOO 
Also KCS 

high density 
Amiga Twin floppy 

Joystick 
* Up to two sticks can be 
employed at any time. You 
decide how they are arranged . 

Printer 
* Your Amiga's parallel port is 
accessed as LPT1 in PC mode 

Serial 
• DOS usually supports two serial ports, but one 
is taken by the Amiga mouse. The Amiga's serial 
can be set as C0M1 or COM2 as desired, ie for 
MODEM etc. up to 19200 baud fulMuplex. 

Sound 
• PC sound is supported, but there's an addition- 
al volume control available in software. 

Works on,.. 
• All Amigas (except the A1000J fitted with 
Kickstart 1.2 and Workoench 1.2 or hi^ier. 
• Extra memory is not required, but full use will 
be made of extra hardware, like accelerators, 
flicker fixers, modems etc. 

PC emulation is a contentions issue - but the KCS Power PC 
loard is the only one to carry my personal recommendation. It is 
n excellent product that does all it claims and does it well.1' - 
omments Mark Smiddy, coauthor of Mastering AtnigaDOS 2. 
iracl 
icluding on-board memory, £195.00 incl. VAT/Carr 
daptor for 1500/2000/3000 - £74.95 incl. VAT/Carr, 
)0S Extra - enquire for current price) 
nubble from your focal comouter shop (If they haven't got it - Ask Item why notif. Or direct from Bitcofi Devices 

BDL 

BITCON DEVICES LTD. 
88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR, 
NE81RS ENGLAND 
TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE (091) 490 0202 
FAX: (091) 490 1918 

ompatibiity Is eaceierrt but noone can guarantee ewry single program available, merefore rf your purchase defends «i a par- 
culai program, please ask us first or send in a copy of the program. IWitti suitable 5AE if to be returned). Price subject to hange without nonce. 

Vilrwlty developed and produced Sn the Netherlands 
tame of our importer* worldwide: 
AlStjrjiift HPD CTeJ] 08 349 8466. Kaotic (Tel) 03 879 7093. Soain: Discover lrrf\ (Tel) 957 47 89 38. 
wedep; Delikatess-Data HeO 31-300580, Decade (Tel) 40497480, Canary: Customs Chrpx {Tel) 928 
71064. denmarfr Betafon del] 31 31 02 73. PorfagaJ: Softdub (Tel) 01 3528452, lm|ajQ& Compute; 
ity/Dublin 745250. New Zealand: Pazac (Tel) 054^2940. M trade enquiries welcome. UK and Overseas 5AL only). 

WIN! Cumpact cameras bom Sigma and ru\l ■*unburn o«n 

PHOTOPUff 
TESTS; TIPS AMD I 

HOW TO LIGHT 

■ TO MAKE YOU A PHOTO EXPERT 

PORTRAITS 
And you don't need 
studio gear to do It! 

NIKON'S F90 
Super sophistication 
or electronic overkill? 

SHOOT GREAT 

SILHOUETTES 

 L  

PLUS 
Your prob^n* 

lip 

PERFECT PORTRAITS 

Become a portrait specialist - armed with 

just one flash gun! Discover how you can 

use light to your advantage. 

Create dramatic and mysterious effects 

with silhouettes. We show you how in the 

Photo Plus workshop. 

On show: the most stunning slides from 

the Royal Society's International Exhibition 

How can a plastic bag, a black card or a 

park bench help you take better photos? 

You'll find these, and 147 other ways to 

improve your photography, in our 

stunning 32-page supplement. 

Over £2,000 of 

state-of-the-art kit 

On sale October 22nd Only £1.95 

5LUMIIIIK 

Future Publishing is launching a sister title to 

PHOTOPH/S- CAMCORDER 

First issue on sale Thursday, PLUS 
December 3. Order your copy today! 



BUSINESS 

program will require a little more 
effort, of course. 

Perhaps Write's only limitation is that 
documents are held entirely In 
memory, and while the program is 
actually quite small (170K), large 

As a word processor it follows 
similar design concepts to that of 
Pretext and Scribble - basic 
formatting is WYSIWYG, but more 
complex operations (headers, 
footers, page numbers etc.) are 
handled with little control sequences 

1   Clint it Ied> 
□ 1.6 S 78 <rwft      tQ I Win*? 

Tntro4Ui£t \ oi*H 
t* Off ie 

uord <jUt in? work 

»t#r - the on* you*we sf 

Mail-merge doesn't come much simpler than this - 
a high-speed preview to screen 

• and Write even gives you 

documents will use up memory very 
quickly. The only time this may 
become troublesome Is when 
indexes are being created - and 
these are typically used for big 
documents. The program has an 
intelligent index: any reference has 
only to be marked once in any file - 
far simpler than the Macintosh's 
£300 Microsoft Word! 

However, several related files 
(chapters in a book or report) will 

dropped in the text. In this instance 
a little on-screen help would be nice: 
as it is you have to keep referring 
back to the manual. One last point - 
whyT oh, why is the print shortcut 
right-Amiga K? P is reserved for 
paste - even though it has long been 
convention to use V\ Oh well. 

DTP 
The Amiga has never been viewed as 
a machine for serious DTP. Gold Disk 

Page allows multiple columns and text flow around graphics but it is slow. 

each require a new set of index 
codes. Once created, the index is 
automatically sorted by Write. This 
could give rise to a situation where 
several indexes have to be joined 
and sorted by AmigaDOS, then 
manually edited. But this is unlikely 
to be a big problem for most users. 

disagree with the pundits and 
continue to support and up rate 
products such as Professional Page 
and the budget version, Pagesetter. 
Page in Office 2 is basically 
Pagesetter 2, so any comments my 
colleague Jeff Walker has to say 
about it will also apply here. 

UPDATE - WORDWORTH 2 

Showing on a computer screen near you soon will be Wordworth 2, the long 
awaited upgrade of Digita s acclaimed document processor, There's a long 
list of improvements to the package, both internal and external, but the 
most important two are column support and Intellifonts. This will allow 
Wordworth to produce large-size, high-quality printing even on low-cost dot- 
matrix printers - something it was not previously capable of. According to 
Digita, columns have been included at the request of over 2000 registered 
users responding to their survey. Upgrade costs are very reasonable (as 
usual from Digita) and the program should be on display at the forthcoming 
Future Entertainment Show (at Earls Court, November 5-8). 

Page is neither sold as nor 
intended for power DTP, such as 
producing books or magazines. It is 
meant as a simple tool to create 
flyers, newsletters and so on - 
simple stuff. Nevertheless it contains 
a lot of powerful tools for 
manipulating documents and as 
such it is the perfect complement to 
Write. Just in case you prefer another 
word processor, it supports Word 
Perfect, Scribble, Textcraft and 
Textcraft Plus. The internal word 
processor is limited and weak to the 
degree of being infuriating- Just for 
openers, it is not possible to drag- 
select text backwards - a basic 
function if ever there vvas one! 

Once that annoyance has been 
overcome, Page does at least 
support Agfa's Compugraphic fonts. 
These give high-resolution images at 
the maximum resolution of the 
printer or display - however, Gold 
Disk supply just one (Times) with 
Page. Surely they could have 
stretched to at least one sans-serif 
face such as Helvetica too? Extra 
fonts are available as an option - but 
they don't come cheap as a rule. 
Several bitmapped fonts are there 
including Zapf Chancery, Courier and 
Helvetica, but it would only be the 
bold or foolish to mix those with 
Compugraphic outlines. 

1 can report that the interface is 
a great improvement over its 
predecessor and must concede the 
refresh rate is acceptable if nothing 
special on an urvaccele rated 1.3 
machine. Users with more powerful 
models will see their money well- 
spent here. Getting to know Page is 
not a problem if you've never used a 
DTP system before and do not know 
what to expect. If, however, you're 
used to the likes of XPress, then 
treat it as a nice extra. 

CONCLUSION 
Gold Disk has done it again! Office 2 
is indeed a worthy successor to the 
original and contains almost 
everything you could want from a 
power user's system. A difficulty 
arises when comparing it to similar 
bundles like The Works or Mini Office 
because each has a slightly different 
set of goats. Office will find a 
welcome where DTP is a deciding 
factor. Neither Mini Office nor The 
Works can offer that. However, one 
other factor which should be 
considered is price - and Office 
currently costs around 30 per cent 
more than either of those. 

The main functions of a business 
bundle should be a word processor, 
database and spreadsheet - and it 
is on the strengths of those which it 
should be judged. Anything else - 
DTP, disk utilities and 
communications packages are but 
icing on the cake. Judged on these 
terms only, Office's database and 

spreadsheet are beaten by Platinum 
Works; there's little to choose 
between the three word processors - 
all do more or less the same things. 
Works Platinum and Mini Office word 
processors do handle graphics to a 
degree, but Office s word processor is 
better overall. Clearly a lot more 
investigation is needed to decide 
which of these is best, so I'll be 
doing a complete run down next 
month. CS 

(XJOOOOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

Home Office 2 £tbc 
by Gold Disk !nc 
PO Box 789, Streetsville 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5M 2C2 

Distributed in UK by: 
HB Marketing, Unit 3, Poyle H 
Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, '' 
Slough, Berks SL30DX 
?r 0753 636000 

CHECKOUT 

HOME OFFICE 2 

Speed 
Spreadsheet • • • • • 
Blinding! 
Database • • • • 
Very respectable thanks to indexed 
system 
Word Processor O • • • • 
An acceptable text engine - better on Plus 
machines 
DTP oooti 
Slow! You'll need a faster machine for this 
one 

Functions 
Spreadsheet O • • • • 
Lots of them to play with and ARexx too! 
Database O O • • • 
Slightly limited - the report generator is 
handy 
Word Processor OOtti 
Mot Protext - but what can rival that? 
DTP O O • • • 
Barely average - but enough for simple 
jobs 

Ease of Use 
Spreadsheet 
Clean, dear and esay to live with 
Database O • • • • 
Easy to learn and simple to use 
Ward Processor • # 0 • 
Separate spelling checker is a drag 
DTP ooott 
Restricted mainly by low speed and poor 
interface 

Overall 
Spreadsheet • # # • # 
Superb - almost makes Office worth the 
money in itself 
Database O • • • • 
Not Superbase - but useful in its own right 
Word Processor O OO •• 
Room for improvement 
DTP O O • • • 
Acceptable for a bundled product 
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EDUCATION 

Wilf Rees explains how to convert a CAD image into a full blown ray 

tracing using X-CAD 3000 and Imagine 2. Plus: a new way of 

learning a lingo with Audio Gallery Picture Dictionary 

LET THE CAD OUT THE BAG 

n the complex world of 
I engineering design, CAD, or 
I Computer Aided Design, Is 
I now dominant as the principal 

means of developing design 
solutions, Our major engineering 
companies use immensely 
sophisticated CAD packages, 
usually based on mainframes, to 
resolve material and manufacturing 
requirements. Indeed the 
involvement of computers in the 
realisation process does not stop 
there. CAM, or Computer Aided 
Manufacture means that 
components can be drawn on 
screen. The data can then be sent 
to lathes, milling machines, presses 
and other manufacturing machinery 
to engineer the required 
components to precision tolerances, 
previously carried out by 
technicians on a repetitive, 
laborious production line. 

Beyond the design and 
component manufacture stages, we 
now find vast sections of assembly 
can be directly performed by robotic 
devices, eliminating quality control 
fluctuations, and reducing labour 
costs. 

BRAVE NEW WORLDS 
The same processes are available to 
us on our Amigas. Following on from 
my two part article on 'Control' I am 
going to demonstrate the very 
sophisticated facilities offered by two 
packages in another two part series, 
The two packages are X-CAD 3000 
and Imagine 2t both available from 
DM Services on 0702 206165. 

X-CAD 3000 is without doubt the 
most comprehensive CAD package 
available for Amiga owners. Used 
extensively in industry, it can show 
many of its hugely expensive big 
brothers a clean set of heels. 

Imagine 2 is quite simply a revelation 
to use. Certainly my favourite ray- 
tracing package, it offers speed and 
facilities way beyond its competitors. 
The magic lies En bringing these two 
giants together. X-CAD has a facility 
for porting designs into Imagine so 
that it can then process the image to 
produce a beautiful simulation of the 
finished object in anything up to 24- 
bit graphics. 

To illustrate this process of 
design through to manufacture, I've 
decided to show how it is possible to 
build a vehicle which will be capable 
of climbing an ever elevating slope, 
negotiating an assortment of 

the options available in X- 
CAD for producing the 
various drawing tools. 
Accuracy in this package 
is incredible, down to one 
millionth of a millimetre 
with scaling virtually 
unlimited. X-CAD 3000 
comes with 2D and 3D 
drawing capabilities - and 
the outcomes can be 
edited mercilessly, 

Newcomers might 
find the procedures for 
drawing in X-CAD a little 
cumbersome. Entering 
commands into X-CAD 

requires a sequence of 
events which follow a set 
procedure: 

Verb 
(draw) 

Noun 
(tine) 

Identifiers 
{location) 

Drawn in X-CAD 3000, this is my 
design for a hill climbing vehicle. 
The extensive options available are 
visible along the top menu window 

obstacles, and collecting uselessly 
improbable objects such as ping- 
pong balls, drink cans or cotton 
reels. AH this will be possible with a 
configuration of the SDT teacher's 
favourite materials - Lego, perspex, 
balsa wood, welding rod and electric 
motors. 

Planning complete, we can set 
about drawing our design into X-CAD. 
in the illustration above you can see 
my design for a climbing device. 
Along the top of the shot you can see 

Aft of these functions can 
be mouse activated, but I 
found typing the commands 
quicker - of course this 
depends on how many 
fingers you use! 
Along the bottom of the 

EXTRA SUPPORT IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 
There are 4 PD packages which use the Amiga's multi-tasking facility. 
These offer useful additions to the effectiveness of X-CAD. Funkey, on Fish 
disk 106, allows up to 50 X-CAD commands to be assigned to the Amiga 
function keys. Cafckey, Fish disk 235, produces a pop-up calculator, 
available half way through entering an X-CAD command. Calculations can 
be made and the result 'pasted' back into the command window. MSH on 
Fish disk 327 enables MS-DOS disks with PC format files such as DXFto 
be read and entered into X-CAD. PIT is another handy utility which enables 
HPGL plot files to be printed via any of the Amiga preferences selected 
printer drivers at the highest possible resolution. PLT is on Fish disk 373, 

This time we have X-CAD 3D and the 
rotated view of the vehicle to 
demonstrate the transmission and 
motor location 

i[lustration above you will see the 
keyboard input facility. As you can 
see, an extensive range of options 
are available. This is where 
commands are directly entered. Once 
familiar with the system, however, 
inputting data can be quite quick 
and construction of a drawing gains 
pace rapidly. 

There are an unbelievable 
100,000,000 available layers in X- 
CAD 3000\ so com pi ex designing 
can be customised to suit needs. 

A visual outline of my vehicle drawn with DPatnt IV. 
Not much detail is required in the early stages 

X-CAD 3D 
Along with the professional package 
comes X-CAD 3D. Again the facilities 
avaiiable are endless - keyboard or 
mouse data entry, verb-noun-modifier 
commands, automenus which 
change according to user usage, 
display menus, 2,000,000 layers 
available, 2,000,000 available user 
definable views, 2,000,000 
construction planes, wire-frame or 
'surface drawing1, meshing and 
rendering from a single light source. 

To the left, we can see our hill 
climbing vehicle viewed from 
an angle which permits 
viewing of the simple 
transmission I've designed 
and the configuration of the 
final drive. Design develop- 
ments can be introduced at 
this stage to alter the nature 
of the vehicle or adjust the 
relative dimensions. X-CAD 
3D calculates the altered 
dimensions in perspective 
views as demonstrated in 

the diminishing wheel sizes. Probably 
the most difficult concept for any 
user to cope with is the X,Y,Z axis 
orientation. Drawing in 3D involves 
understanding the function of the 'T 
axis, which is the into the screen" 
axis. I found myself having to 
occasionally return to the 'right hand 
rule', ie thumb up, first finger 
pointing away, second finger pointing 
left. Thumb is the Y axis, first finger 
the X axis, second finger the 2 axis. 

OVER TO YOU IMAGINE 
This really is the key part of the 
process described in this article. The 
image having been designed, 

continued on page 147 
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Afi/fA 600 Eg] EXPM&/M |U P/StffffS 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 17,5% BUT 

EXCLUDE CARRIAGE AT £3.50 PER ORDER 
'\   BY POST. JUST WRITE YOUR V nDDFR flNCI UDlNG THF STOC ORDER (INCLUDING THE STOCK 

CODES) ON A PIECE OF PAPER 
TOG ET HE R Wl IH YOU I < NAME | 
ADDRESS AND A DAYTIME 

TELEPHONE NUMBER IF POSSIBLE. ENCLOSE 
YOUR PAYMENT AND SEND IT TO US AT THE 
ADDRESS BELOW. 

BY TELEPHONE 
*£gS^F   PLACE YOUR ORDER BY 

lELtPiIONE  USING YOUR 
CREDIT CARD. ONE OF 

OUR STAFF WILL BE HAPPY TO HELP YOU. 
DELIVERY ALL ORDERS 
ARE DESPATCHED ON AN 
EXPRESS COURIER AND 
ARE NORMALLY WITH YOU 

WITHIN 72 HOURS OF PLACING YOUR 
ORDER (DEPENDING ON STOCK 
AVAILABILITY) 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
PLEASE NOTE: PERSONAL AND BUSINESS 
CHEQUES WILL REQUIRE FIVE WORKING 
DAYS FOR CLEARANCE WHEREUPON 
YOUR ORDER WILL BE DESPA1CHLD. 
CREDIT CARD ORDERS WILL BE 
DESPATCHED STRAIGHT AWAY AS WILL 
BUILDING SOCIETY CHEQUES, BANK DRAFTS I 
AND OFFICIAL PURCHASE ORDERS. 
EDUCATION, LOCAL AUTHORITY AND 
GOVERNMENTAL ORDERS MUST BE ON AN 
OFFICIAL PURCHASE ORDER. TERMS ARE 30 
DAYS NETT. NO CREDIT TERMS WILL BE GIVEN TO 
LIMITED COMPANIES OR PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS 
ALL ITEMS AND OFFERS ARE SUBJECT TO 
AVAILABILITY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE. E.&O.E. 

DIRECT CHOICE POINTS 
WITH EVERY ORDER YOU PLACE WITH US YOU 
WILL RECEIVE DIRECT CHOICE POINTS. YOU 
WILL RECEIVE FIVE DIRECT CHOICE POINTS FOR 
EVERY COMPLETE FIVE POUNDS YOU SPEND 
(EXCLUDING SINGLE ITEMS OVER £120,00). 
YOUR DIRECT CHOICE POINTS CAN THEN BE 
EXCHANGED FOR FREE GIFTS.PLEASE ASK FOR 
DETAILS WHEN ORDERING OR CALL IN AT OUR 
SHOWROOM.POINTS WILL ALSO BE iSSUiD FOR 
PURCHASES FROM OUR SHOWROOM. 

COME AND VISIT 

OUR SHOWROOM 

OUR AMIGA A600 VALUE PACK NCLUDES 
AMIGA A600 COMPUTER COMPRISING 
INTERNAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE . INTERNAL TV 
MODULATOR , 1MB ON BOARD MEMORY , 
DIGITAL STEREO SOUND , MOUSE , WORKBENCH 
DISKS , ALL CABLES AND MANUALS. 
DELUXE PAINT III A SUPERB GRAPHICS AND 
ANIMATION PACKAGE MYSTERY GAME WORTH APPROXIMATELY £24.99 
PYTHON 1M JOYSTICK A SUPERB 
MICROSWTTCHED JOYSTICK 
QUALITY MOUSE MAT A MAT FOR YOUR MOUSE 
TO SIT ON 
TAILORED DUST COVER A HIGH QUALITY COVER 
TO KEEP YOUR AMIGA CLEAN WHEN NO? USED 
PLUS 1 YEAR FREE IN HOME WARRANTY., 
ALL FOR ONLY £299.95 CODE AMI GO 1 

PHILLIPS S833/11 COLOUR MONITOR 
INCLUDING LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO 

CHALLENGE II SOFTWARE 
ONLY £199.95 
STOCK CODE MON001 

PURCHASE 200 X 3,5" DSDD 
DISKETTES FOR £76.95 AND 

GET 2 X 100 CAPACITY 
STORAGE BOXES FREE 

SPC001 £76.95 

ACCESSORY PACK - GET A 
MOUSE MAT, MOUSE 

POCKET , DISK CLEANING 
KIT AND DUST COVER 

ALL FOR £7.95 
A500 SPCAM3...fi7.95 
A600 SPCA63...S7.95 

AMIGA 1MB UPGRADE PLUS 
AN EXTERNAL DJSK DRIVE. 

A500+ SPC504...£69.95 
A600 SPC604...£89.95 

AMIGA A500 0.5 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY CAPACITY TO 1MB. 
MAN U FACTL) RE D BY I YD EC   RID002 £22.95 
AMIGA AS00+ 1 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY C APACITY TO 2MB 'CHIP RAM" 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEG   RBD013 £39.95 
AMIGA A600 1 MB RAM EXPANSION 
FITS INTO YOUR AMIGA TO INCREASE THE TOTAL 
MEMORY CAPACITY TO 2MB 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC    RBDO 14„„.£43-95 
AMIGA 8 MB EXTERNAL RAM EXPANSION 
PLUGS INTO THE EXPANSION PORT AT THE SIDE OF 
THE AMIGA TO GIVE UPTO 8MB OF EXTRA 
MEMORY. THE UNIT IS COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
AMIGA A5D0 AND A500+. IT USES 1 MB x 4 ZIPS. 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC 
RBD006/0 UNPOPULATED MODULE £ 69.95 
RBD006/2 POPULATED TO 2 MB £112,95 
RBD D 0474 PQPU LATED TO 4 MB.. £159.95 
PBDDDA/fi POPULATED TO » MB £259.95 

u PERIPHERALS 

PR/AT EPS 

SHOWROOM OPENING SOON 

WATCH THIS SPACE !!! 

STAR LC20 9 PIN MONO PRINTER 
THIS HIGH SPECIFICATION LOW COST PRINTER 
FEAIURES MULIIPLL I ONr OPTIONS. 240 X 2^0 dpi 
GRAPHICS ASWELL AS EXCELLENT PAPER 
HANDLING CAPABILITIES, 
PTRS01 STAR LC 20- £139.95 
STAR LC24 20 24 PIN MONO PRINTER 
24 PIN QUALITY AT THE PRICE OF MANY 9 PINS, 
210 cps DRAFT, 64 cps JN LQ. MODE, TO 
RESIDENT FONTS. LCD FRONT DISPLAY ASWELL AS 
AUTO EMULATION SELECTION, 
PTRS02 STAR LC24 20 SI 99,95 
STAR LCI00 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER 
A LOW COST HIGH SPEC COLOUR PRINTER 
PTRS03 STAR LC TOO £ 
STAR LC200 9 PIN COLOUR PRINTER 
COLOUR 9 PIN PRINTER WITH 8 RESIDENT FONTS 
AND A HIGH SPEED OF 225 cps DRAFT AND 45 
cps IN NLQ. 
PTRSG4 STAR LC200... SI95.95 
STAR LC24 200 24 PIN MONO/COLOUR 
A HIGH QUALITY 24 PIN PRINTER WHICH 
FEATURES 222 cps DRAFT PRINTING AND 67 CDS 
NLG.THE PRINTER COMES COMPLETE WITH 10 
RESIDENT FONTS. 
PTRS05 STAR LC24 200 MONO £224 95 
PTRS04 STAR LC24 200 COLOUR £269.95 

DO NT FORGET HI ALL OUR PRINTERS 
COME COMPLETE WITH CONNECTING 
CABLE, DRIVERS DISK AND A TAILORED 

DUST COVER 

AMIGA 3.5" EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
1HLS DRIVE IS THE PF7FFCT PARTNER TO YOUR 
AMIGA IT'S FEATURES INCLUDE: ON/OFF SWITCH . 
LONG CONNECTING CABLE , VERY QUIET SLIM 
DESIGN ASWFLI AS A THROUGHPORT 
COMPATIBLE WITH AMIGA A500 . A50Q+ A600 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC   EXTDOZ.....£49.95 
REPLACEMENT INTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
ALL YOU NEED TO REPLACE YOUR AMIGA 
A500/A5QQ+ INTERNAL DRIVE, COMES COMPLETE 
WITH ALL FIXINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS. TH:S 
PRODUCT WILL INVALIDATE YOUR WARRANTY. 
MANUFACTURED BY ZYDEC    INTDO1 £44.95 
A500/A500+ POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
IF YOUR EXISTING POWER SUPPLY HAS 
FAILED YOU, THEN THIS IS WHAT YOU 
NEED. 
MAN. BY Z YD EC  PO WOO 1.. .£3995 
ZYFI STEREO SPEAKERS 
USTEN TO YOUR AMfGA AS IT SHOULD 
BE HEARD WTTH THESE SUPERB STEREO 
SPEAKERS. THEY COME COMPLETE, 
WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED 
JUST PLUG THEM IN . TURN 
THEM ON AND AWAY YOU GO, 
SPK0O1 £34.95 

3.5' DSDD BULK DISKETTES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

COMPLETE WITH LABELS 
DSK001/25 25 x 3.5" DSDD 135tpi £ 12,95 
DSK00T/50 50 x 3.5" DSDD 135tpi £ 22.95 
DSK001/10O 100x3.5* DSDD 135tpi . £ 39.95 
DSK001/200 200 X 3,5' DSDD 135tpi £ 76.95 
DSK001 /S00 500 x 3.5" DSDD 135tpi £174.95 
3.5" DSDD TDK BRANDED DISKS 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

DSKBRl/10 10x3.5'DSDD I35tpi £ 6.25 
DSKBR1/50 50 x 2 5' DSDD 135tpi £ 29,95 
DSKBR1/10O 100 x 3.5- DSDD 135tpi.„. £ 57.50 
DSK BR 1/200 200 X 3.5" DSDD 135tpE £109.95 
DSKBR1/500 500 x 3.5" DSDD lSStpt ,£259,95 
3£u DSDD BULK RAINBOW DISKS 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
COMPLETE WITH LABELS 

RED - BELLOW - GREEN - BLACK - WHITE - ORANGE COLOUJJS AND QUANTITIES OF YOUR CHOICE PLEASE SPECIFY COLOURS IN MULTIPLES OF 10 
DSK DR1/25 25 x 3.5' DSDD 135tpi £ 13.75 
DSKDR1/50 50x3,5* DSDD 135tpi £ 25.95 
DSKDR1/100 100 x 3.5' DSDD 135ipi £ 44.95 
D5KDR1/200 200 X 3.5' DSDD 135tpi £ 84.95 
DSKDR1/500 500 x 3.5' DSDD 135tpl. £194.95 

ACTION REPLAY 911 - BY DAT EL 
FEATURES INCLUDE: FREEZEFRAME 
BOOT SELECTOR . VIRUS DETECTION AND 
MUCH MUCH MORE. ALL AT A SUPER PRICE 
A500/A500+    AREP01 £56.95 
A1500/A2000   AREP02 „ ,.£66.95 
MIDIMASTER MIDI INTERFACE - BY DATE! 
MO IN - 3 X MIDI OUT & MIDI THROUGH 
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL LEADING MIDI PACKAGES 
COMES WITH 2 FREE MIDI CABLES 
A500 VERSIO N MIDIO T      „ ,£ 15.95 
AMIGA GREY SCALE SCANNER 
WTTH fTS GENUINE dOOdpi SCAN RESOLUTION THIS 
FASl HIGH QUALITY SCANNER PRODUCES 
FAITHFUL MONOCHROME IMAGES FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OR LINE ART ORIGINALS, 
IT IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING AND PAINT PACKAGES, 
COMES COMPLETE WITH 'DATASCAN 
PROFESSIONAL1 SOFTWARE AND FILES CAN BE 
SAVED IN IFF FORMAL 
MAN U FACTU RE D BY ZYDEC SCNOO1... ..£99,95 

OUR STORAGE BOXES 
ARE ANT! STATIC & LOCKABLE 

COMPLETE WITH 2 KEYS AND DIVIDERS 
EXCEPT 10 AND 20 CAPACITY DISKETTE BOXES 

DBX005 20 CAPACTTY 3.5" DISK BOX. £2.25 
DBX003 40 CAPACITY 3.5" DISK BOX,...,...£3-50 
DBX001 60 CAPACITY 3.5' DISK BOX £4.25 
DBXC02 100 CAPACITY 3.51 Dl SK BOX £4.75 
DBX01B 120 CAPACITY 3.5J DISK BOX £6,25 
—       DBX0O6 10 CAPACITY 3.5" DISK BOX 

£0.95 each OR £7.50 
FOR TEN 

AMESSOP/ES 

AMIGA SQUIK MOUSE 
A LOW COST, HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT 
MOUSE FOR THE AMIGA. 
MS1006 AMIGA SQUIK MOUSE £12,95 

MICROMANIA 
T5 RIVERDALE DRIVE 
CHELL, STOKE ON TRENT 
STAFFORDSHIRE ST6 6XS 

VISA 

CALL OUR 
ORDER 
HOTLINE 

HARD DP/V£S 

GVP IMPACT SERIES il HARD DRIVES. THE 
FASTEST HARD DRIVE/CONTROLLER FOR THE 
AMIGA. FEATURES INCLUDE, GAME SWITCH, 
EXTERNAL SCSI PORT, FAAASTROM SCSI DRIVER 
GVP S CUSTOM VLSI CHIP AND INTERNAL RAM 
EXPANSION UPTO 8 MB, UN ITS USE FAST ACCESS, 
QUANTUM HARD DRIVES ALL GVP DRIVES 
COME WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY.SUlTABLE 
FOR THE AMIGA A500 AND A50G+. 
HDD 100 52MB DRIVE 0MB RAM £347.95 
HDD102 52MB DRIVE 2MB RAM £391.95 
HDD104 52MB DRIVE 4MB RAM £435.95 
HDD 1 OB 52MB DRIVE 8MB RAM £523.95 
HDD20O 120MB DRIVE 0MB RAM £462.95 
HDD202 120MB DRIVE 2MB RAM £506.95 
HDD204 120MB DRIVE 4MB RAM £550.95 
HDD20B 120MB DRIVE 8MB RAM £636.95 
HDD300 240MB DRIVE 0MB RAM £724.95 
S1M001 1MB SIMMS FOR ABOVE .£ 24.95 

MMT001 QUALITY MOUSE MAI £2.50 
MPT001 MOUSE POCKET. £1.50 
DSKCL1 3.5' DISK CLEANING KIT, £1.95 
MST001 TILT AND TURN MONITOR STAND...£9.95 
PST0D1 UNIVERSAL 2 PCL. PR =NO STAND.£4.95 
MMT004 MOUSE/CUTTING PAD (HARD)...£3.95 
CPH0OT MONITOR COP/ HOLDER .£4.95 
SCF001 SCREEN FILTER 14'MONO ...,.,£9,95 
SCF002 SCREFN FILTER 14' COLOUR £9.95 
DST001 AMIGA A500 DUST COVER £3,50 
DST017 AMIGA A600 DUST COVER ,....,.£3,50 
DST006 STAR LC 10 DUST COVER .£4,95 
OST007 STAR LC20 DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST014 STAR LC200 DUST COVER.., ,...£4.95 
DSI012 STAR LC24 200 DUST COVER .£4.95 
D5T010 CITIZEN 120D DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST011 CITIZEN 124D DUST COVER. .£4.95 
DST00B CITIZEN SWIFT 9 DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST004 CITIZEN SWIFT 24 DUST COVER .£4.95 
DST009 PHILLIPS 8833/2 - CBM 1084S .£5.95 

AMIGA 
TRACKBALL TOTAL ONE 
HANDED CONTROL IS EASILY ACHIEVED WITH THE 
ZYDEC TRACKBALL. ITS TOP QUALITY OPTO 
MECHANICAL DESIGN ENSURES ACCURACY 
WITHOUT COMPROMISING SPEED OF 
OPE RATION. TKB001 .,.£27,95 

TEL : 0782 818189 

PHONEFOROURFREECATALOGUE 

PYTHON 1M MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK 
WITH AUTO FIRE 
JST004 ..,.£9,95 

MAVERICK IM ARCADE STYLE 
MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFlRE 
JST007 ..£12,95 
ZJPSTTCK SUPER PRO A ROBUST 
MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK WITH RAPID FIRE 
AUTOFlRE 
JST001 £12.95 
SPEEDKING AUTOFlRE A NEAT HANDHELD 
JOYSTICK WITH AUTOFlRE (MICROSWITCHED) 
JST015 ....£10.95 
NAVIGATOR A HAND HELD MICROSWITCHED 
JOYSTICK WITH TRIGGER TYPE FIRE BUTTON 
JST017 £12.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR THE ULTIMATE IN 
CONTROL THIS ROBUST MICROSWITCHED 
JOYSTICK IS SUPERB. IT ALSO HAS AUTOFlRE 
JSTOZO £13.95 
AVIATOR 1 THIS TABLE TOP MOUNTING YOKE 
STYLE JOYSTICK IS A MUST FOR FLIGHT SIM AND 
CAR RACE GAMES. IT IS FULLY MICROSWITCHED 
AND COMFS WITH TWO AUTOFJRF MODfcS. 
JST023 £24.96 



EDUCATION 

Having ported the vehicle ever to 
Imagine 2,1 have removed some of 
the detail In order to reconstruct ft 
using Imagine'* 'primitives' 
construction system 

continued from page 145 

modified and resolved is ported via a 
facility in the X-CAD 3000 drawer 
utilities, known as Save Turbosilver. 
Exit X-CAD 3D and load Imagine 2. 

Just as X-CAD 3000 is a jewel, 
imagine 2 is solid gold star. The 
principal editors in imagine are: 
detail forms, cycle, stage, action, 
project and preferences. 

Detail and forms are editors for 
object creation. Cycle is an editor for 
creating animation cycles. Stage is 
where all objects come together with 
lights and camera to create pictures 
and animation sequences. Action 
creates the scripts which affect the 
objects, cameras and lights, as well 
as the environment. Project is a 
special editor that sets the 
characteristics of the picture image 
size, and resolution, as well as 
rendering format. Preferences sets 
the interface environment you work 
in. The process of carrying out a task 
in imagine Is probably best 
understood by this schematic: 

1 Enter detail editor -* Make object 
-* Save object 

2 Move to stage editor 
Add lights -> Set globals 

3 Move to project editor -4 
Set resolution ^ 
Set render type 

4 Render ■+ Show image 

Whilst I could just go 
ahead and render the 
drawing imported from X- 
CAD 3D I want to 

Development on the wheels clearly shows the 
system of constructing geometric shapes. Once 
built these are called 'objects' and can be 
duplicated and scaled at will 

demonstrate that Imagine 2 is not 
just a tracing package, but also a 
very competent drawing utility. In the 
screen shot at the top left of this 
page, you can see that I have 
removed some of the stages in the 
drawing of the vehicle and taken the 
design back a few levels to repeat 
the construction in Imagine. Here is 
a description of how I went about 
creating the vehicle... 

to the original shape and removing 
some of the faces to allow viewing of 
the interior workings of the buggy. 
The screen shot below shows how 1 
went on to recreate the wheels. 

The wheels were created with a 
tube primitive, with 12 circular 
sections, 3 horizontal sections and 
closed ends. They were made into a 
tyre shape using the 'pick points' 
mode and given the attributes that 
you would expect of rubber. 

The wheel that I created was 
 then copied to all the other 

wheel positions along that 
side of the vehicle. To add 
the wheels to the other 
side, the wheels were 
rotated 90 degrees so that 
they faced in the other 
direction and then copied to 
all the positions along that 
side, A mud guard was 
made by selecting a plane 
primitive, with 3 horizontal 
sections and one vertical 
section. The plane was 
then bent into the required 
shape using the "select 
points" mode - essentially 

BODY OF THE VEHICLE 
First of all I chose a primitive to base 
my buggy on. In this case, I chose a 
cube and stretched it to the body 
shape. I then added a canopy to the 
main body by shaping another cube 

The final design which has been reconstructed 
using Imagine 2. Any of the on-screen windows 
can now be brought to full screen with the 
orientation altered until a suitable view Is 
selected for rendering 

an easy process, but one that brings 
us back to the position we were in 
when I first ported the drawing from 
X-CAD 3D, 

I want to present the completed 
design of my vehicle as more than 
just a technical drawing, so I move 
on to the ray-tracing or rendering 
facility. Options here are too 
numerous for me to go into, suffice 
to say that you can choose as many 
light sources or textures as you wish 
to make the completed article look 
as realistic as possible. 

The illustration below shows the 
completed set of four views of my 
vehicle, I have to make a decision 
about which view of the vehicle I wish 
to render, how big \ wish it to be, 
from what angle I wish ft to be 
viewed and from which directions 
light sources should emanate. 
Finally, by collecting a series of 
renderings, possibly 25 to 50, I can 
combine the images to create an 
animation which could, for example, 
show my vehicle rotating, presenting 
aspects of the design specifications I 
wished to emphasise. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The combination of two 
packages gives an outcome 
which is greater than the 
sum attributes of the 
respective programs. I do 
not often drool over 
software, but these two 
packages really deserve 
praise of the highest order. 
For anyone among you 
thinking about CAD or ray- 
tracing, these two are the 
business. Next month Til 
be spending more time 
looking at the individual 
merits of each of these 
packages, showing you how 
to get the best from them. 

AUDIO GALLERY PICTURE DICTIONARY 

Learning foreign languages involves three basic 
Ingredients; pronunciation, grammar and words. 
Audio Gallery software promises to Improve 
language learning across 10 different languages, 
but is it any good? I had a bash at the Korean 
package. 

One characteristic of this series of packages 
is that they onJy teach words, not phrases, so 
anyone hoping to start as an absolute beginner 
would be unable to conduct the simplest of 
conversations in the selected language* There is 
however a paperback with each package which is 
divided into several sections, the first being 
phrases, such as "Does this bank have an 
accountant?" or "\ have a kidney problem, and 
can't drink much." 

There are 7 disks in the Korean package, a 
system disk and 6 language disks. The menu 
screen offers a choice of locations. Once this is 
loaded we are presented with a picture featuring 

around 25 numbered objects 
or persons. Clicking on the 
relevant number produces a 
sampled pronunciation. The 
quality is acceptable, and 
apparently spoken by a native 
of the respective language course's country. A pull 
down menu offers options of word rate, QUIZ, 
translation and quit. At the bottom of the screen, a 
window shows the translation in English and the 
written form in the native language. 

Frankly I got bored quickly by the package. The 
computerisation adds nothing to learning the 
language instead of simply buying a paperback, 
other than a few pictures and digitised sounds. I 
was not Impressed and suggest you would easily 
find more pleasurable ways to waste your money. 
Fakhrothers Software Is available from Micro- 
PACE on 0753 551888. This range varies In price 
from £45 to £70 depending on the language. 

& lUliR) ^/.l 1 UK V i 

Left: The menu screen 
I showing Audio 
\ Gallery's choice of 
locations to learn or 

I test your vocabulary, 
; Try not to be daunted 
; by the non-Roman 
alphabet to come... 

Above: The living room with all the assorted 
paraphernalia that you might expect to find in 
any Korean household. Just point at a number 
and click - the speaker then bursts into life with 
digitised speech telling you the correct 
pronunciation for that word 
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where quality 

counts.»and adds 

...and spells and 

reads and draws... 

"Children love learning when it's fun and 
entertaining, that's why Kids' Academy 
had educationalists design the best 
educational software and cartoonists 
animate the antics of the characters. You 
can be confident your child is learning 
with hSe best." 
Trade Salisbury - 
Designer and Publisher. 

See inside Kids' Academy 
for details of the £25,000 
worth of educational 
software which must be won. 

Alvin's Puzzles       6-8 years 
Two great games to teach and reinforce spelling 
and reading and to decipher picture clues to 
moke picture cartoons. 

Paint Pot 2 4-10 years 
Pain ring has never been such fun. Friendly 
and humorous to use. Children can draw, 
choose and make their own colours to paint the 
pictures. 

Shopping Basket   6-8 years 
Two games. Practical maths and logic skills. 
Learn to count, odd and subtract in a 
supermarket by giving the right change at the 
check-out. Sort and categorise the shopping. 
Change part of a game to add more fun and 
learning, 

Which? Where? What? 
4-6 years 

Three enchanting and wacky games. Children 
have fun using their ingenuity to solve colour and 
pattern puzzles, learn and improve their spelling 
as well as learn to read. 

Kids' Academy comes to you from the 
makers of PLAY AND READ. 

Visit your local computer software retailer, or 
in and post the coupon to Kids' Academy, 

Please send me details about the Kids' Academy collection of educational software 
for 4-10yeor olds. 

Name (Mr/Ms/Mrs/Miss)  

Address  

Postcode.. ..Tel. 
Posl to: Kids' Academy, Prisma Software, P.O. Box 211, Chester. CHI 3NJ 
Telephone: 0244 326244 Facsimile: 0244 321237 

FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and aii this Maths revision,.. 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 
Number patterns 

MATHS 

ADVENTURE 
Nation* CuntaiW MaftsfarAfles6-14 

SUPER FREE QIFTi ontf for Kosmos maff order customers I 
CAS/O SOLAR) 
CALCULATOR] 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 

For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 
Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos. 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

as 

Reach the top with 

LCL Self-Tuition Courses 

World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors • In educational software charts. 
• Excellent reviews • £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3. 

MICRO GERMAN (Beginners - GCSE & business) 
Complete course with real speech,, adventure game and business letter 
generator, 24 programs # book and manual. Superb graphics    music. £24 

MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE) 
Complete course with real speech &L graphics adventure game, 24 programs 
+- a book and a manual. Superb graphics and music. £24 
MICRO MATHS (11 years - GCSE) 

J 
Best selling GCSE maths course in UK, For ages 11 upwards in 24 program 
options plus a book and manual- Superb graphics and music. £24, 

JMICROJENG^ 

Complete course taking students from spelling and punctuation tc 
understanding literature. Also for EFL. With real speech, 24 programs, a 
book and a manual Superb graphics and music £24. 

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3 12 years) 
i 

Complete course with full screen colour graphics. NATIONAL CURRICULUM 
(Levels 1-4). Counting, addition, subtraction, HTU, long and short multiplication 
and division, tables and fractions. 24 programs - a book and a manual £24. 

ALL 
AMIGA'S 

PHONE NOW 
FOR 

IMMEDIATE 
DESPATCH 

READING WRITING COURSE (3 12 years) 

NATIONAL CURRICULUM (A,T. 1-5) 24 program course teaching 
reading, wilting fit spelling with a book, manual and voice tape £24 
MEGA MATHS (A level course) 

Step-by-step course of 24 programs + a book and manual. Full screen 
_ graphics for calculus £24. 

"Definitely a first class package." AMIGA SHOPPER 
(*LCL courses are compatible with the N.C where appropriate) Most LCL courses run on 
most computers (PC, ST, Arc etc). Send cheques/PO's (+99p P&P) or phone orders or 
requests for free colour poster/catalogue to: 
LCI (DEFT AMS), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BLANDY ROAD, HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QI 

vmt or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 



COMMS 

This month, by popular 
demand, lTm going to be 
taking a look at comms 
from a beginner's point of 

view, offering a step-by-step guide 
to logging on to a BBS for the first 
time. I'll also try to dispel a few 
myths. Let's start off by talking 
through that all Important first call 
to a board. 

The logon procedure for bulletin 
boards is very similar, no matter 
what board you are calling. It usually 
takes the form of two stages. Firstly 
you enter a few basic pieces of 
information, your name, where you 
are calling from and your date of 
birth. This information is usually 
stored by the BBS software itself, 
and is easily on hand for the sysop. 

You then fill in a slightly more 
detailed questionnaire which is 
designed by the sysop* The 
questions in this vary depending on 
the board, but usually include things 
such as where you heard about the 
board and whether you would 
subscribe if it turns out to be good. 

QUASAR 
To give you an example of the sorts 
of questions you'll be asked, 111 take 
you through a complete BBS logon 
right up to the main menu. For this 
example 111 use Quasar, a PObased 
board which has two short 
questionnaires for you to fill in. Other 

Uflulij ypu like Fill51 eg], QUI* «wd 5Pd|»hiL?s (Y/ri)? Ye: 

How wans lines decs WHIP tfirplag have (11-56, M rtzcmenSoi): li 
Usuld you like to pause after each screen page (V/n>? Yes 

Uhepe are yen calling few? lanhupy, Cx»n 
VUisz ent*i> tnw tow/raise item? amber: 

Quasar's system questions - these 
control aspects of how you want 
the board to look when you dial in 

boards will be similar: only the 
questions will differ. 

There are two ways of dialling the 
board. You can either enter the 
details into the dialling directory of 

One of Quasar's most interesting 
aspects, an on-line database full of 
useful text files 
the comms package you are using or 
you can dial in manually. Which you 
choose is entirely up to you, entering 
the number in the directory can be 
long winded, and a waste of time if 
you decide you don't like the board. 

I prefer to see what the board is 
like before cluttering up the dialling 
directory with numbers I don't want 
to call again, so I usually make the 
first call by hand, 

To dial without using the dialling 
directory (using a Hayes compatible 
modem) you can talk direct to your 
modem. By typing: 

ATDT08466930 67 <RETURH> 

You will tell the modem to dial the 
number given and wait for a modem 
to answer. If what you type is not 
echoed back to the screen, check 
the modem is plugged in, turned on 
and the cable is connected. 

SPEED DEMON 
Also check that the speed at which 
the comms 
program is 
talking to the 
modern Is 
correct. Set it 
at the highest 
speed the 
modem 
supports, If you 
have a modem 
which uses 
MIMP5 or 
V42bis data compression, set it at 
twice the top speed. This is to 
ensure that the modem can transfer 
data between the modem and the 

computer fast enough to 
get a good download 
speed, 
If the modem's speaker is 
on you may be able to hear 
the phone ringing, then the 
BBS will (hopefully) answer 
and your modem will 
squeal. This is the two 
modems chatting' to each 

other establishing the speed at 
which they should talk. 

The same thing will happen if you 
dial using a dialling directory, except 
there will probably be a status 
window to tell you what's going on. 

CONNECT 2400 
Once the modems 
have finished 
establishing who 
and what they are, 
your end will return 
a message to tell 
you that it has 
connected and 
what speed you 
are operating at. 
The message you 

get should be the same no matter 
what modem you are using, and 
depends on the speed of the 
connection eg: 

• CONNECT 300 Baud connection 
• CONNECT 2400 2400 Baud 
connection 
• CONNECT 2400/REL 5 2400 Baud 

Take it all 

on board 

It's the turn of the beginners this 

month as Phil Harris demystifies 

modems and explores that 

nail-biting first call to a BBS board 

The Quasar main menu, make sure 
you've got a PC character set loaded 
if at all possible, otherwise the menu 
will look strange 

connection, with an MNP 5 "reliable" 
link (ie data compression turned on). 
• CONNECT 9600 9600 Baud 
connection 

The exact time it takes to get this 

message will depend on how fast the 
modem at the BBS answers the 
phone, and how complex the link is. 
For instance, if you are using a V32 
(9600 baud) modem with MNP 5 (a 
data compression standard), it will 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Archive - To pack files into a compressed "archive" which can then be 
downloaded much faster than a normal uncompressed file. 

BBS - An electronic bulletin board - what you call when you use your 
modem. It usually contains messages and archived files. 

CIS - Compuserve, a large international US-based BBS. Very expensive* 

CIX - Compulink Information exchange, A popular UK on-line conferencing 
system. Mix with the rich and famous, but pay for the privilege. 

Download - Transfer a file from the BBS, to your machine. 

EMail - Electronic Mail. This is similar to normal "snail" mail, but the 
letters are electronic, and are transferred via modems. 

Modem - A MODulator DEModulator. This connects to your machine and 
translates the digital signals from your computer into sounds which are 
then transferred down the telephone line to another modem. 

MNP - A data compression and error correction protocol. 

Off-line reader - A program which enables you to read messages from a 
conferencing system off-line such as CIX. saving you time and money. 

Terminal - The comms package used to communicate with your modem, 
NComm or JRComm are the most popular. 

Transfer protocol - The method used to upload and download software. It 
ensures that no data is lost or corrupted during the transfer. Transfer 
protocols include XModem, YModem Kermit and ZModem. 

Upload - To transfer a file from your machine to the BBS. 
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C O M M S 

take several seconds for the 
modems to establish the connection. 
Much longer than a standard 2400 
or 300 baud modem which only 
takes a second or two, 

ON TO THE BOARD 
Once the modems are talking to 
each other there will be a short delay 

One of Quasar's many on-line arcade 
games - Remote-Pongl 
and then you will start receiving data 
from the BBS. 

For Fidonet boards (a worldwide 
network of BBS enthusiasts), you will 
probably be greeted with a message 
from a mail handling 'front end'. 
These programs answer the phone 
and determine whether the call is 
from ahumanoran automatic 
electronic mail transfer If it is the 
latter, the messages are received 
and placed in the board's database. 
If the call is from a user, the user is 
allowed on to the board. 

To determine whether you are a 
human caller the front end will 
usually ask you to press the Escape 
key a coupfe of times. In the case of 
Quasar, this Is the message you get: 

CONNECT 2400/REL 5 
**EMSI_REQA77E 
FrontDoor 2.02; J 
Noncommerc ia1 version 
Press Escape twice for J 
*-QUASAR-* 

Once you press escape a couple of 

FAR SALE 
c ia m.ni t rsi- ^-}t*dkit', mxlcn  .Ml* nn r„*Tt\ 
■ffftft invited 

SERVICES flew BBS ..,•*»»» 
fliict BDU: Ifaj^p*' (ml kjifr, .  ,       ., * R*fi    2 18/68/92 
IRJ Read rtope       fP1 Post Advent       lUl UiihHn^u Advent       fOI Quit 

Another useful Quasar area, advert- 
isements for users to sell unused 
equipment or advertise their BBS 
times you get a second message; 

LOGON TIME 

You then get a title screen with a bit 
of information about the board and 
then you'll be asked for your name. 
Once you've typed this in the BBS 
will check to see if you are already a 
member of the board. 

If you are you will be asked for 
your password, 
if not, you'll be 
asked if you 
typed it 
correctly. If you 
did you'll be 
asked to go 
through the 
new user 
procedure. This 
name and 
password 
checking 

section is usually called logging on', 
logging in1 or just the login'. 

SETTING UP 
The registration procedure for Quasar 
consists of two sections. The first 
gets standard information from you 
on how you want the board to look 
and which editors you wish to use. 

tlmil t 5fA*l   HrKf. fp^Jnrl then choosv a sea a list ef thp available "1epics' *nd a Tapir 4nu Hish 'n spe t .1 m-*-.1 \ 1 «•< on. 

1 
SCRItn SETTIIf&S 

1 (1 ? \       nl tgpics <D llvm search <P) P^cvimis ite» / file <fl> Qisplnj A naned tex! » rl <S> Sejrck fwr * ITHM 
<X> 3ei»r«ri> length 

(♦) Rrtu^o to the Htain BBS -Hid givp mi hp ad tn»arp Fnter gom* Choice- : 
tMi fcMp wt-N Ibis «rnn . Thirt OP wot, . r.. 

The main menu for the Quasar 
Information centre, the board's on- 
line Information database 

An outline of the system's 
questions follows... 

*-QUASAR-* is being loaded. 

And you have to wait for a bit, while 
the BBS software is loading. This 
usually only takes a few seconds. 

• Would you tike ANSI colour and 
graphics (Y/n)? 

ANSI colour and 
graphics makes 
the board 
menus more 
colourful and 
sometimes even 
allows a limited 
form of 
animation. The 
disadvantage is 
that there is a 
lot of 
information 

required to create the menus so 
everything runs more slowly. So, if 
you have a slower modem (2400 is 
about as slow as you can go and still 
use ANSI) answer no' to this. 

* Do you want to use the ANSI full- 
screen editor (Y/n)? 
if you do use ANSI colour, many 
boards now offer the facility to use a 

full screen1 editor to enter 
messages. These editors are more 
friendly than the simple line based 
editors which are the alternative. 
They enable you to use the cursor to 
move around the screen and insert 
characters, in a similar manner to 
the Amiga's Ed program. 

• Use the futl screen message 
viewer (Y/n)? 
Again, the full screen message 
viewer is a more friendly method of 
viewing a board's messages, 
whether you use It or not is up to 
you. It will be slightly slower but it is 
a lot more friendly. 

• How many lines does your display 
have? (10-66f 24 recommended) 
This is the number of lines that 
make up one page on your display. 
For a standard Amiga, 24 will be fine. 

• Would you tike to pause after 
each screen page (Y/n)? 
If you answer yes to this, each time 
the number of lines specified above 
has been displayed, you will be 
prompted to see if you want to read 
more. This is to prevent information 

scrolling off the 
top of the 
screen before 
you get a 
chance to read 
it. All but the 
slowest modem 
users will 
answer yes to 
this; owners of 
slow modems 
will be able to 
read the text 

before it scrolls off the top of the 
screen anyway. 

• Do you want screen clearing 
codes to be sent (Y/n)? 
Answering yes to this question will 
cause your screen to clear after one 
of the prompts mentioned above. 

If your comms software is slow 
at scrolling the screen, answer yes. 
Otherwise it's a matter of personal 
preference. 

• Where are you calling from? 
The general convention is to put your 
town, followed by a comma, then the 
county or, for overseas boards, the 
country. So mine would be "Banbury, 
Oxon" or "Banbury, UK* for an 
overseas board. 

■ Please enter your home/voice 
phone number: 
rfs important to fill this one in 
correctly - the sysop will probably 
check. Most boards also ask you to 
confirm the number. 

Some boards also ask you for a 
data phone number, if you only have 
one telephone line, put the same 
number for both. 

» Enter your handle (RETURN tor 
none): 
Your 'handle' is a codename which 
you can use when writing messages. 
There aren't many boards that allow 
you to have one, but Quasar does. 

* Please enter your date of birth 
(DD'MM-YY): 
The sysop will use this to verify that 
you are who you are if you lose your 
password. 

PASSWORD TIME 
The board will then ask you for a 
password, When selecting a 
password try not to not use one 
which is easy to guess. Use a 
different password for different 
systems. When you enter your pass- 
word, check you've typed it correctly. 

The system then checks for silly 
phone numbers or ones that have 
been banned from the system. Then 
we're on to a second questionnaire 
which has really been designed by 
the sysop to obtain a little 'market 
research' information to help him 
make the board more interesting.. . 

Once you have filled this in, the 
system repeats the information and 
asks you to enter your password 
again, Then it's off to the main menu 
with access to the board, 

Your access will be limited until 
the sysop gets a chance to verify 
your details which usually takes 
around 24 hours. 

So that's about it as far as 
logging on goes, It is worth taking 
the time to answer any questions 
you are asked properly though, you'll 
avoid upsetting the sysop for a start 
- and you never know when you 
might need to ask him a question. 

MAGIC OF MODEMS 
There is nothing mystical about 
modems. Think of a modem as a 
special sort of telephone that 
transmits electronic noises rather 
than speech. They work via 
telephone lines and are subject to 
the same charges, 

When a modem is being used on 
a phone line, no-one else can use 
the line, as is the case when 
someone else is making a phone 
call. There is no way of allowing two 
people to use the same phone line, 
so you can't use a modem at the 
same time as a normal phone. 

If you re using a phone line as a 
BBS, calls will arrive in the same way 
as normal7 phone calls - the phone 
will ring. If you pick up the phone you 
will get an earful of modem speak. 
There is no way of telling whether or 
not a call is from a modem or a voice 
call without answering the phone. 

Philip Harris can be contacted as 
plharris on CIX (OBI 3901255} or 
on End Zone BBS Fidonet 
(2:252/116) on 0524 752245. 
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500 600 
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS 

PLUS! 

PHOTON PAINT 2 

AND GFA BASIC 

WORTH OVER 

£265 

Silica are pleased lo clfer THE Software Pack of the Year FREE with every Amiga 
purchased. 11 includes Ifie sensational new lilte ZOOL which has received rave 
reviews as the mosl original game eve* seen on the Amiga. 
ZOOL ■ "Knocks the socks off Sonic.11 - &7% - Amiga Goopmag* Nov^ge 
STRIKER ■ "Foolballer of the Year - and no mistake ..." - 94% - cu Amiga ■ June "93 
PINBALL DREAMS - Ya Guile simply superb" - 34% - AU1 - Sept '92 
TRANSWRITE - Premier word processor {UK version) with a 90K spell checker. 
Plus, wilh every Amiga from Silica, we win give you Photon Paint 2 paint paefc&tje 

Land GFA Basic programming language AtolaJ ol over E26S worth of free pa. 

ZOOt PACK: 
ZOOL-plattoroi Ulleof the year £25.99 
STRIKER - soccer simulation... £25.99 
PINBALL DREAMS- pintail simulation £25.99 
TRANSWRITE - word processor £49.95 
PLUS! 
GFA BASIC v3.5 - programming language £50.00 
PHOTON PAINT 2 - paint package... , £99.95 

£267.67 

^^M/IA^TTI MBBMAt1^^^ PAm 2 

GFA BASIC 

AMIGA 500 Plus CARTOON CLASSICS 

* ASK TV MOCUtATOR. 
• THE SIWSCMS.  

FREE 
£2<B 

... JS&Sfi 

... mm 
PLUS! FREE FHOH SIUCA 
• ZOOL PACK BET.M 
• PHOTON PWff VSJO.. £69.85 
• GFA BASIC rti .. £30.M 

PACK VALUE: HM JI 

PACK INCLUDES;     We are pleased Jo offer the 
• 1* AVIQA SM PLUS... Emm original  IMo Amiga 500 
• SULT4) iw> DR'-'E FREE 

PluS (Kickslgrt/Workbencb v2.04)> including a buiH-in 
10-key numeric keypad and 
Cartoon Classics sdlware 
ofily £299, The Amiga 500 
Plus can be upgraded, using any of Ihe hundreds 
of peripherals that are now 
available, which include the 
award winning range of GVP hard drives. GVP 
peripherals can also 
provide PC emulation, 

PAW MfflG^M additional RAM expansion, 
SILICA PfltCE: eratoo processor acceleration and   extra hard drive sloraga 

space. There Is also a wide 
range of expansions which 
give the A500 Plus higher 
resolutions and more colour and gen coking capabilities. 
*A500 FUB CARTOON CLASSICS 

£299 fNC VAT - AMC0592 

NEW! AMIGA 600 PACKS 

WILD, WEIRD a WICKED 

The Wild, The Weird and The Wicked (WWW.) is the 
tide of Commodore's new Amiga 600 games: pack. 
Priced at £349, i| comes complete with Amiga 600 
computer and mouse, plus a range of, high quality 
entertainment software. For pack 
contents, pfua a list of ihe FREE 
gifts from Silica with every Amiga 
600, see the chart on the right.     \K VAT £349 

EPIC 'HARD DRIVE' PACK 

For the more serious user, the £499 Epic Language 
Pack is based around the A60DHD, me A60O with 
20Mb hard drive. It includes challenging adventure 
games and software lor ihe linguistically minded! 
Details are shown on the chart on 
the right along with a I s' of the 
FREE gifts from Silica wilh every 
Amiga 600 purchased. £499 

AMIGA 

The new Amiga 600 
uses state-of-the-art surface 
mount technology, for maximum 
reliability and features a W floppy drive, 
mouse, TV modulator and smart card slot all as 
standard. The innovative smart card slot accepts games, 
ROM or RAM cards (from 1Mb up to 4Mb) and will take 
advantage of many future new developments. The very 
latest version of the operating system, Kickstart/ 
Workbench v2,05 is used in trie Amiga 600 and its 
enhanced chip set facilities include improved graphics 
resolution, increased genlock support and the facility for up to 
2Mb of chip memory. The Amiga 600 is fully compatible with the 
A670 CD-ROM Drive and Interface which will give it access to a full 
range of CDTV titles and audio CDs.The Amiga 600 is avatlaPfe 
from Silica in several configurations including a special 2Mb RAM 
upgrade optional extra - see the chart below. 

A6H0 + LEMMINGS + DFAINT III 

£299 INC VAT - Rei: AMG 0666 

9t K jOTf 
AMIGA 600 COMPUTER OPTIONS 
• 1MD AMIGA 600 t MOUSE, 3K" Disk Drive. TV Modulator, Smart Card Slot • 20wt HARD DISK-Very <asi mass storage tor Drogfams aitd (fala • DELUXE PAINT III - Award winning grapftlcs andanimalton package • LEMMINGS ■ Save (he Lemmings as INy drop frrto 100 screens al danger • MICHDPR0SE GRAND PRIX - Racing S>m witft all the UirlUs & spills ollrie tract • SILLY PUTTY - The pliable arcade game of immense payability • PUSH OVER ■ A gsanne of pusles. Can G.I. Ant save Colin Curty's Quavers? • EPIC - A Sci-Ei adventure. Can you guide a space Itort across the solar system? • ROME ■ Your goal is to become Emperc InjmJs role olaying adventure • MYTH - Can you stop the spread of evil and Question the judgements t?f the gods? » TRIVIAL PURSUIT (in 3 lamina) ■ The great trivia quiz game tor the Amiga • WORD PROCESSOR 4 DICTIONARY (in s language;;; • For crealmp documents • 1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY PLUS! * FREE FROM SILICA • ZOOL PACK - Four lop Amiga titles - see panel above • PHOTON PAINT v2.0 - An ar* package with numerous features & special effects • GfA BASIC INTERPRETER uq,5 - A laflfluapfr lorprog ran rr era ol all levels 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: LESS PACK SAVING; 
1UC A PRICE: 

NO 
HARD 
DRIVE 

£25.99 

£12?.e2 £89.95 E50.00 
£374.64 
£299 

£293.99 
£79.99 
£34.99 £25.99 

£127.92 ES9.95 £50.00 
£734. B2 

£349 
+£45 RAM 0610 

20Mb 
HARD 
DRIVE 
EPIC PACK 
£299.00 

£25.99 £19.99 £23,99 
/ 

£127.92 £39.95 £50.00 
£972.62 £473.82 

£499 
+£45 HAM 0610 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

I   SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 
m TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis, 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• tt2 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff); Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available OSSB. 
• SHOWRQ ?      Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THf FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements trom one supplier. 
• FfikE CA TALOCUES: Will f>e mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide wtien to buy your new Amiga computer, WB suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it wilt be like a few months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the 
company you buy trom contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers1 requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none, But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience Ihe "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: H The Mews, Hattierley R± Sirtcup, Kern, DA14 4DX ::   -Sal 3.fl0njr>S.OOpm Tel; 061-309 1111 Fan ND: 091-306 (MM 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hours:     Mcn-Srt 9JQWTve,0Qp<n 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA tik? Late Nigra Qpwiing- Tel: 071-580 Fa* No: 071-323 *737 
LONDON SHOP: SeUjjtt (1st Hod, Oxford Street, London, W1A IAS Opening Hours:     Mnn-F-n 5 50a*v7 00pm (Sat close 6.3gpm) Lale ^ht. Thursday - 6pffl  Tel: 071-629 1234 Extern: 3314 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatnerley Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX jOpfalfng Hours:     Mon-Sa5 3.flOan>5.3Qpm  Lale ^ ghfl: Friday - 7%m 
ESSEX SHOP: KedrJies {2nd Fkwr), High Street, South end-oa-Sea, Essex, SS11 LA OpwiTlfl HOWS:     Mfrl-Fri M0am-5.30pm (Sat a.Karn-&POprn> rfc Late Nif/it Opming-   

TeL 001-302 ttll Fax Ho: t»1-3Q» QQt? 
M 0702 462426 Fan Pte u7fl2 J 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-1292-80, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

in 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:  Inrtials:.... 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address'  

Surname: 

Tel {Home): Tel {Work): 
Which computerts), if any, do you own? aOG 

EAOE - AiJvertiSed CfiCDS and EDEZ: . (» - fleflftft tf.him in^ riAt?\xi Inr Ihm kln^ irrinrmalinn 



USER GROUPS 

Find your local group 

1520 Plotter Group (ICPUG) » John 
Bentley 06286 65932 
16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, 
bimonthly fanzine, PD, (Fish->590) 
Membership 100 FF/ £10 Contact F 
Moreau, 132 me Jean Follain, 50000 
Saint-Lo, France = 315220 02 

Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open 
nights For info SAE to A Minnock, 
CionkelEyt Binnr Co Qffaly, Ireland. 

Amiga Artists Club 34 Round hay 
Mount, Leeds LSS 4DW+ For Amiga 
artists, musicians and coders. Pirates 
not welcome. Free. » KAM on 0532 
493942 r 5-8pm 

Amiga Athens club PD swaps, tips, 
cheats etc. Free membership, just new 
PD or tips in exchange for our services* 
Contact Stefanos Papamichael, 9 
Derfeld Rd, Patisia, 11144 Athens, 
Greece. « 01/2027973 

AmigaBASfC club Free bi-monthly disk, 
help for beginners and experts. 
Membership 110/yean Contact Con ran 
Ahmad, 15 Weybridge Rd, Thornton 
Heath, Surrey CR7 7LN * 081 689 
9102 

Amiga Beginners' Club 110 Whitehill 
Park, Llmavidy, Co. Londonderry 8T49 
GQG. Club to help newcomers. Bi- 
monthly club disk, and a small PD 
library. Membership £2 for a single 
disk, or £20 for every issue 

Amiga help club Contact John Kewley, 
Derlwyn, New St, Bethel, Nr C'von, 
Gwynedd, LL57 1YW, Meetings 
Mondays 7 - 10pm, Graphics, sound, 
Workbench, programming, help on any 

If your group isn't mentioned, fill 

in the form at the bottom of the 

page to let us know about you 

topic. Beginners welcome. Free 
membership 

Amiga Helpline Contact Gordon 
Keenan, 21 Skirsa Place, Glasgow G23 
SEE. Software/hardware help service, 
free PD, DTP problems sorted, plus 
general Amiga chft-chat. Send a stamp 
for full details, Membership £15/year 

Amiga Mania Bimonthly publication 
(tips, reviews, advice), licenseware, PD, 
discount software, hardware and 
accessories. Annual membership £10. 
Contact D Cryert 88 Blackbull Rd, 
Folkestone, Kent CT19 5QS 

Amiga Musicians' Club Membership 
gets you a disk with 50 IFF samples a 
month for 12 months. Also sample 
service. Membership £30. Contact 
Gavin Wyiie, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, 
Angus 

Amiga Navigation Contact Dave 
Thomas 4a, Allister St Neath, W 
Glamorgan. PO, advice, even small 
repairs and social evenings. Weds 7 - 
9pm. Membership £10/year 

Amiga Network International 2 monthly 
club disk, reviews, advice. For info 
contact Phil or Steve: 434 Denby Dale 
Rd East, Wakefield, W Vorks WF4 3AE 

Amiga PD Oliver Mac-Donald at Tunley, 
Albaston, Gunnislake, Cornwall, PL18 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 

If you run a user group which isn't listed on this page, fill in the 
form below for your free entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User 
Groups list, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAl 2BW. We reserve the 
fight to refuse entries. 

AS20 

Group name.... 

Contact name. 

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address ...   

Place of meetings  

Time of meetings....,  

Type of activities  

Membership fee  
i —. j 

9EL, Small but friendly PD Library, 99p 
a disk. Distribute your own written PD. 
Send £1.50 for catalogue disk 

Amiga PD Exchange at 27 Spa Rd, 
Preston, Lancashire, PR1 SSL. Chance 
to exchange PD, shareware, Fish and 
Tbag disks. £1 for disk and 
membership 

Amiga Users' Kiub, Windsor House, 19 
Castle St, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2DX. 
Meets every Friday from 6.30-9pm, to 
expand members' knowledge of Amiga 
and to help solve people's problems. 
Contact Jack Tailing 

Amiga User Group - FYLDE Contact 
Andy Wilkinson tr 0253 724607 25 
Glen Eldon Rd, Lytham St Annes, 
Lancashire FYS 2AX, Meetings twice a 
month, newsdisk, tuition, technical 
support, Amiga advice Membership 
£15/year 

Amiga Users club Contact Edward 
Mctcalfc v 021 7441430 49 Burrnan 
Rd, Shirley, Solihull, W Midlands B90 
2BG PD swapping, games swapping (not 
copying), competitions, free 
membership 

Amiga Video Producers' Group Meets 
quarterly in Swindon. For info SAE to J 
Strutton, 8 Rochford CI, Grange Park, 
Swindon, Wilts SN5 6AB * 0793 
870667 

Amiga Wltham Users' Group 35 
Highfields Rd, WithamT Essex CMS 
1LW, Tips and Basic programs. K 
Anderson * 0376 518271 

Amiga holies Club Free membership. 
Own disk magazine. For further 
information contact Kevin Bryan * 071- 
580 2000 Ext 240 or write to 29 Wolfe 
Cres, Charlton, London SE7 8TS 

Amtgamania Bi-monthly newsletter [tips, 
advice etc), quality PD, discount 
hardware, software and accessories, 
free advice. Discount card for High St 
shops. Annual membership fee £10* 
Contact S Green, 9 St Lukes Walk, 
Hawkinge, Kent CT18 7EF 

Amos Programmer Club Free 
membership, swap AMOS programs and 
PDr disk magazine and help for new 
users. Contact Gareth Down es-Po well, 6 
Brassey Avenue, Broad stairs, Kent 
CT10 2DS 

AMOS Programmers' Exchange Free 
membership. Swapping software and 
ideas. Help available, J LanngT 7 
Majestic Rd, Hatch Warren, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD 

Amos Programmers Group John Mullen 
at 62 Lonssdale St, Workington, 
Cumbria CA14 2YD. Hints, tips, 
tutorialse tc. SAE for info. £10 
membership for bi-monthly disk mag 

Angus Amiga CDTV club Contact J 
Robertson, 22a High St, Brechin, Angus 
DD9 6ER * 0356 623072. Review 
software, discuss anything Amiga. Free 
membership 

Asia Amiga Association Newsletter, PD, 
information, advice, ideas, exchanges. 
Membership HK$250 per annum. For 
more Info contact Pete Alex, Room 11c, 
Fortune Court, 4-6 Tak Hlng St, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, B 7245196 

Astro PD Send SAE and blank disk for 
catalogue. Help and advice also 
available. Contact D Benson, 
3 Skiddaw Court, Nunthorpe, 
Middlesborough, Cleveland TS7 ORD 

Avon Micro Computer Club Graphics 
and animation, business and the 
chance to speak to professional users. 
£3 per annum. Contact Roger: 95 
Down end Rd, Horfield, Bristol 
B 0272 513224 

Basic Programmers' Group 68 Queen 
Elizabeth Dr, No mi an ton, West Yorks 
WF6 UF, Encourages the use of Basic, 
exchanges ideas and assists beginners 
to the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackall IT 0924 892106 

Beaconsfleld and district CC Contact 
Philip Lishman » 0494 782298 27 
Russell Court, Chesham, Bucks. 
Meetings at St Michaels Hall, St 
Michaels Green, Beaconsfleld 7.45 - 
9.45pm, Programming, gaming 
swapping PD, having fun. Membership 
£20/pa; £10/6 months 

Bloomfield video and computing 
Contact Mrs Beryl Hughes * 0267 
2357522 Nashville, 50 Glynderi, 
Carmarthen, Dyfed SA31 2EX, Meetings 
at the Bloomfield Community Centre, 
7.30pm alternate Tuesdays. Amiga for 
beginners, video techniques etc. 
Membership £5 

BR & CJ Computer Club B Robinson at 
23 Fairway Rd, Shepshed, 
Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE12 
9DS * 0392 72889 or 03922 841296. 
Regular disk mag packed with tips, 
reviews of games and serious software, 
game cheats database, demos and 
utiis, very large PD library. Membership 
fee £1.25 

Camber ley User Group Lectures, 
competitions, advice, meetings, free 
membership. For more info contact F 
Wellbelove » 0252 871 545 

Champion PD Club PD at 30p, 
newsletters, advice, help and more. 
Membership £10. Contact Steve 
Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, Catterick, 
N Yorkshire, DL9 3HE 

Chester-le-Street 16-Bit Computer Club 
Ground floor function suite, The Civic 
Centre, Newcastle Rd, Chester-le- 
Street. Meets Mondays from 7.30- 
9.30pm. Exchange advice and swap 
tips, IT Peter Mears 091 385 2939 

CDTV Users Club Swap views on 
software and hardware. Contact Julian 
Lavanini, 113 Fouracres Rd, Newall 
Green, Manchester M23 8ES 
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USER GROUPS 

Chic Computer Club Full details with an 
SAE to STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PO 
Box 121, Gerrards Cross, Bucks. For 
info contact Steve Winter 0753 
884473 

Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24 
hr helpline service (091=385 2627). For 
more info send SAE to Chris Longley, 5 
Bowes Lea. Shiney Row, Houghton Le 
Spring, Tyne and Wear 

Club Futura Advice to programmers and 
beginners. Send SAE for info to 
G Holland, 16 Hemniston, Monkseaton, 
Whitley Bay, Tyne & Wear NE25 9AN 

Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users 
in the outback. Newsletter, helpline, PD 
library. Membership A$24. Comp-U-Pal, 
c/o MDA, PO Box 29, Knoxfietd 3180, 
Victoria, Australia 

Computeque Steve Lalley at Inskip 
Meeting Hall, Ashurst, Skelmersdnle, 
Lanes on 0695 31378 7.45pm - 10.30 
pm every Tuesday, From beginner to 
advanced user. Half year membership 
£2.50 children, £3 adults 

Computer Club 16 Laton Rd, Hastings, 
East Sussex * 0424 421480, A 16-bit 
club dedicated to being computer 
enthusiasts Membership costs £15 per 
year 

Darlington Commodore Users Club 
News, discounts, cheap PD, advice, 
newsletter and more. Annual 
membership £5. For further info contact 
S Wheatley, 1 Ruby St, Darlington, 
County Durham DL3 OEN 

Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group Steven 
Frew at 96 Campden Green, Solihull, 
West Midlands, B92 8HG. Software 
advice. Updates every 2 months! £4 for 
disk £2 for updates 

Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership 
£5, includes free advice and PD. 
Contact Neil McRea, 37 Kingsknowe 
Road North, Edinburgh EH 14 2DE with 
SAE 

Enfield Amiga club For info contact 
Sean Clifton » 0818042867 32a Hoe 
Lane. Enfield, Middx Meet, swap, 
competitions* helping new users with 
problems 

Eureka PD Small library with friendly 
service. 70p per disk. Contact Liam 
Allen, 5 Hartwell Close, Northampton 
NN2 8TT 

Exeter 16 Bit User Group Andrew 
Dee ley or Phi! Treby at 25 A 
Gloucestershire Rd, Exwick, Exeter, EX4 
2EF. Meeting every Wednesday 7pm. 
Programming £6 per annum 

Galactlk PD Contact 10 Crugan Ave, 
Klnmel Bay, Clwyd LL1S 5DG. Demos, 
music, utilities, games, £1.50 for 
catalogue disk 

GFA Basic Forum Contact J Findlay 
■e 07S8 891197 or send SAE to 52 
Church Rd, Braunston, Nr Daventry 
Northants NN11 7HQ. Free advice on 
programming in GFA. Also tutorial disk 
for sale. Beginners and advanced users 
welcome. Free membership 

Guru Masters PD, demos etc, contact 
the Sheriff, 111 Sherbourne Rd, 
Banbury, Wolverhampton, WV10 9EU * 
0902 782277 

Hampshire PD Club Mike Gallienne at 
79, Carless CI, Rownes, Gosport, 
Hants, P013 9PW on 0705 585323. 
Public Domain Disks at 35p. 
Competitions once a month. Send an 
SAE for more info to the above address, 
£10 a year 

Hereford Amiga Group Membership 
free, help, exchange of PD and 
shareware, Lotus Turbo 2 Quad Player 
Championship. Contact John 
Macdonald, Alma Cottage. Allensmore, 
Hereford HR2 9AT * 0981 21414 

Homes oft PD Over 2000 Amiga PD from 
20p to 69p. Send SAE for free disk 
catalogue. Contact Chris Home 23 
Stanwelf CL Wincobank, Sheffield S9 
1P2 

Independent Commodore Products 
Users' Group Biggin Hill Library, Church 
Rd, Biggin Hill, Kent. Meets most 
Thursdays from 7.45h945pm, Lectures 
and open nights. * John Bickerstaff 
after 8.30pm 081-651 5436. Also 
national network of user groups. 
Contact individual groups for details on 
activities, cost, meetings etc; 
And over » R Gee re 0264 790003 
Anglesey » N Massey 0407 765221 
Coventry ™ W Light 0203 413511 
Dublin -a G Reeves 010 353 12 
883863 
Leeds w R Eyre 0532 487691 
Macclesfield ■ P Richardson 0298 
23644 
Mersey side IT G Tithe rington 051 521 
2553 
Mid Thames « M Hatt 0753 645728 
5 Wales ICPUG » I Kelly 0222 513815 
Solent» A Dimmer 0705 254969 
SouthWest * P Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage * B Grainger 0438 727925 
Watford u B Rigby 0923 264510 
W Riding v K Morton 0532 537318 
Wigan    B Caswell 0942 213402 

JJC Amiga correspondence course 
£50/year. Contact PO Box 19, High 
Wycombe, Bucks HP111UF. w 0494 
983347 

Kent Youth Computer Group Contact 
Jim Fanning * 0233 629804 North 
Youth Centre, Essella Rd, Ashford, Kent. 
Meetings at the North Youth Centre, 
Thursdays 7 - 10pm computer fair 
visits, video and DTP work, monthly 
newsletter Membership 40p/month 

Lothian Amiga Users Group Contact 
Andrew Mackte * 0506 630509 52 
Birniehill Ave, Bathgate, W Lothian 
EH48 2RR Advice and help in buying 
hardware, software etc, group buying, 
dealers' circulars welcome. Membership 
free 

Maritime Amiga Club Maritime 
computing, interact with seafarers 
ashore on Amigas. Contact COR K Osei, 
GIM Ships Refit Office, 51 Rue de la 
Bretonniere, 50105 Cherbourg, France, 
v 33 33225447 

Marksman {Trojan Phazer user group) 
Contact David Green, 67 Thicket Drive, 
Maltby, Rotherham, S Yorkshire S66 
7LB Promotes use of the Trojan Phazer, 
swaps PD and own programs, aims to 
set up a disk magazine 

N Ireland Amiga User Contact Stephen 
Hamer, 98 Crebilly Rd, Ballymena, Co 
Antrim BT42 4DS. Disk based mag 
£2,50/issue. Free PD, SAE for further 
info 

Norwich Masked Heros SAE for info. 
Free membership. Contact Zorro, 278 
Aylsham Rd, Norwich, Norfolk NR32RG 
»O603 409899 

Pennine Amiga Club 26 Spencer Street, 
Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 2BU. 
Free membership, free advice and a 
newsletter. Contact Neville Armstrong 
for more info * 0535 609263 

Perth and district amateur computer 
society For further information contact 
Alastair MacPherson 137 Glasgow Rd, 
Perth. Meetings third Tuesday in every 
month, 8pm, General advice, talks, 
Amiga PD. Membership £6 or free for 
under 16s 

Pete's PD PD from only £1 per disk. 
Send 50p for disk catalogue to Peter 
Garrett, chestnut Cottage, White Lion 
Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 9JR 

Public Domain Exchange Demos, 
music, utilities, animation. Annual fee 
£8 Contact D Mcleish, 26 Taunton Ave, 
Leigh, Lanes WN7 5PT 

Public Domain User Group Swaps PD, 
provides advice. SAE to 12 Oxford Rd, 
Guildford, Surrey 

PUG Contact S Jackson » 0446 
772331 Whitebeam Cottage, 
Trerhyngyll, Cowbridge, S Glamorgan 
Cheap PD library, swap hints r reviews, 
articles etc. Send an SAE for further 
details 

Red bum Computer User Group Contact 
Paul Armstrong * 0294 56003, 12 
Hlghfield St, Kilwinning, Ayrshire KA13 
7BN. Meetings at the Redburn 
Community Centre, Dickson Drive, 
Irvine. Group meets every second 
Wednesday from 5 Aug 92, 6.45 - 
930pm, Help, ideas, PD and 
shareware, graphics and business, 
Membership 75p per meeting: £7/year 

Rye Computer Club Swap/meet at the 
Rye Community Centre. For info contact 
Oliver Campion, 71 The Mint, Rye, E 
Sussex TN31 7DP « 0797 222876 

Serious Amiga Users Membership £5, 
£1 admission. Contact J Kucak for 
more: » 0706 290387. Fortnightly 
meetings 7.30-11 at the High Crompton 
Conservative Club 

Shi elds oft PD at Wilmar Lodge, 13 
Churton Rd, RhylT CLwyd.LLlS 3NB. 
Write for more information, Basic 
programming help. Advice on the CL! 
and AMOS. Disks from only 50p to 80p. 
Membership free * 0745 343044 

Sherlock PD Quarterly disk mag, help 
and advice for beginners. 50p/disk. A 
Doyle, 44 Milton Street. Warrenpoint 
Co Down, N Ireland 

Shropshire Amiga Unk Advice, monthly 
disk mag, PD £15/year fee. Contact N 
Cockayne, 2 Dodmoor Grange, Rancflay, 
Telford, Shropshire TF3 2AW n 0952 
591376 

Slim Agnus 115 Brocks Drive, North 
Che am. Sutton. Surrey SM3 9UW, 
Group meets the last Thursday of every 

month. PD library, BBS, advice from 
Amiga experts. Contact Philip WorreL 

Software City Swapping, competitions, 
club magazine. Membership £8. Contact 
N Richards, 9 HOIlis Close, Manor 
Estate Farm, Raw marsh, Rotherham, S 
Yorks S62 7LX or * 0709 526092 

Software Exchange Club Free help and 
advice. Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's 
Post Office, Enniscorthy, County 
Wexford, Republic of Ireland, 

Software Exchange Service 13 
Bournvrlle Lane, Stirchley, Birmingham, 
West Midlands B30 2JY. For more info 
-a Michael Pun 021-459 7576 

South 16 Bimonthly mag and disk, also 
PD library. SAE for more info. £l0/year. 
Contact Bruce, PO Box 16. 
Southampton S09 7AU 

South port Amiga Users Advice, friendly 
evenings Mondays at 8pm. No charge, 
discounts from local store. For info 
contact Michael Mitch am, 5 Easdale 
Drive, AinsdaleT South port, Me ray side* 
*t 004 79936 

South Wales Club Newsletter, PD 
library, free newsletter, programs, help 
and advice- For more info contact D 
Allen 53 West Avenue, Trecenydd, 
Caerphilly, CF8 2SF 

Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art, 
programming, hardware mods. Free 
membership. Contact James Whitehead, 
33 Middie Ciiffe, Drive Crowedge, 
Sheffield S30 5HB 

Unique Styles Derek at 15 Montgomery 
Rd, High brooms, Tun bridge Wells, Kent 
on 0892 518319. By post only. For 
Amiga artists, programmers/musicians. 
Free membership 

Ward ray Hern Consortium User group of 
user groups for Amiga and possibly 
others. Membership fees to be 
discussed and incurred. PD library to be 
set up. Also Hem connection - 
worldwide contacts wanted, SAE and 
disk to WardCon info, (AS) Warren 
Hardy, 21 Stockfield Ave, Fen ham, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE5 2DX 

Warpdrive (friends of Amiga) Amiga 
help-line, PD library, bi-monthly disk 
mag, free drinks, competitions and 
info sheet. £15 a year. Contact B Scales 
110 Burton Ave, Balby, Done aster DN4 
8BB * 0302 859715 

WCSPSA! Help available. PD disk of 
your choice and newsletter every month, 
PD at £1. Membership £25. For further 
info contact A Jamieson u 0749 
677609 

Wrexham District Computer Club PD, 
library, equipment loan. lOp to join, 50p 
to get in. Meetings at the Memorial Half, 
Wrexham every Thursday, 7-10pm. 
Contact Paul Evans, 3 Ffordd Elfed, 
Rhosnesi, Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 7LU 

Your Amiga Club Helplines, PD, social 
evenings, classes, club mag. Fee: £12, 
famiiy £15. Contact P Hlggins -a 0424 
892269. The Old Chapel, Church Rd, 
Catsfield Battle, Sussex TN33 9DP 

Zymurgy General Amiga computing. 
Free membership. For further info 
contact A CarrT 39 Sewlkirk Rd, Ipswich, 
Suffolk IP4 3JB. « 0473 725241 

In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD, 
swaps £2.50/year. For more 
information contact P Allen, 0342 
S35530, PO Box 21, Lingfield, Surrey 
RH7 6YJ 
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ANIMATION 

An i m a iKingdom 

Creating any form of 
animation Is very difficult 
unless you've trained as a 
professional animator. Try 

to draw an animation of a real living 
creature though, and the process 
becomes even harder as you're no 
longer given the sort of flexibility 
and artistic license that cartoon 
animations provide. Even the pros 
are often hard pushed to 
create lifelike line drawings of 
living creatures, resulting In 
the Increasing popularity of 
"Rotoscoplng", a relatively 
new animation technique that 
draws upon the power of a 
computer finked to a video 
digitiser to literally 'film7 the 
subject from real life actors. 

Rotoscoplng Is fine if you 
just happen to own the 
necessary hardware and have 
access to either live subjects 
or the appropriate video 
footage, but even then the results 
can be rather hit-and-miss. Spotting 
a not-so-obvious gap in the market, 
Robin Bllson and his team of expert 
animators surprised the Amiga 
Industry when he released Horses, 
the first in the series of Real Things 
animation packst onto the Amiga 
market just over two years ago. 
Since then, the Real Things series 
have earnt themselves a very 
respectable following. 

CLIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK 
The Real Things series is a natural 
profession from the clip art files that 
have become so popular amongst 
DTP users. Instead of just a single 
static image, each "real thing' is a 
DPaint Animation Brush which, when 
pasted down and looped, produces a 
very convincing illusion of movement. 
The applications for these anim 

Watch dogs: Even failed Barbara 
Woodhouses would find the dogs in 
RGB's latest Real Things offering 
easy to keep under control 

brushes are tremendous, ranging 
from education and animation 
training, to advertising, multimedia, 
point-of-information systems and 
much more besides. Although the 
current range of Reai Things kits are 
only the start, Living Data boss Robin 
Bilson believes that his animation 

THE REAL THINGS SERIES 

HORSES 
Released more than two years ago, 
this was the first in the Real Things 
series. Although ft was greeted as 
something of an oddity, it quickly 
received the recognition it so 
deserved. Although the brushes 
themselves are hand-drawn in DPaint? 
both image and animation quality is 
very high. The pack includes a wide 
selection of animation brushes, 
covering a wide variety of different 
views and situations include horses 
both walking and running, 

BIRDS 
Our feathered friends got the Real 
Things treatment in the second 
instalment of the series. Once again, 
this pack too is hand-drawn, so image 
quality isnTt qufte on par with the more 
recent releases. The species on offer 
include herons, seagulls, doves, 
swans, birds of prey and other more 
common species. 

HUMANS 
Although a natural choice for the Real 
Things series, human beings didn't 
get the anim brush format treatment 
until the release of this third pack. 
The pack includes both mate and 
female humans viewed from both the 
front and side, running, walking and 
generally being human-like. Real 
Things Humans is possibly the most 
useful of the entire series* 

SAFARI 
The Safari pack saw a radical 
improvement in the quality of the Real 
Things images with the introduction of 
actual digitised artwork. Although 
digitised images use more colours, 
the increase in quality is astounding. 
Create animations set in deepest 
Africa complete with Lions, Tigers, 
Giraffes, elephants and even 
monkeys, Visit Africa without the 
expense of travel! 

Jason 'Bellamy' Holborn goes in 

search of a rare but very useful 

breed of animal - the Real Things 

animation kits 

kits are the start of something big* 
With the continuing 

improvements in the quality of 
computer displays, there may 
eventually come a time when footage 
that would have previously have been 
filmed using traditional video tape 
will become completely digital. Take 
a common TV advertisement such as 
Andrex's toilet roll, starring that 
love able puppy, With 24-bit colour 
and broadcast quality resolution, an 
ad such as this could be produced 
entirely on a computer using 
animated clip art such as the Real 
Things series. It could allow 
advertising agencies to reduce 
production costs substantially. 

A NEW PACK 
The latest in the Real Things series 
is Dogs, a two-disk collection of 
digitised animation brushes of our 4- 
1 egged canine friends. Like all the 
Real Things kits, Reai Things Dogs is 
designed as a companion product for 
Electronic Arts' Deluxe Paint 3 or 4, 
both of which support the use of 
animation brushes, although they 

Shark practice: Jaws strikes again In 
sea life, the fifth instalment In the 
Real Things series 

SEA LIFE 
Following on from the success of 
Safari, Living Data takes you below 
the waves in this fifth instalment in 
the Real Things series. Animate 
sharks, crabs (thankfully not the STD 
type!), turtles and tropical fish in your 
own digital gold fish bowl. Also 
included is a comprehensive set of 
background graphics which can be 
used to aid the drawing of 
backgrounds. 

can also be used in any other 
package that supports the 
AnimBrush standard {Commodore's 
AmigaVision multimedia authoring 
system, for example). Coupled with 
DPaint s ease of use, the Reai 
Things Dogs pack provides you with a 
massive selection of dogs of various 
breeds doing the sort of things that 
dogs do best. 

Common household favourites 
and some rarer breeds are provided 
in side, front or rear views, running or 
walking. Making animations using 
these animated clip art files is easy 
using DPaint's powerful 'Move1 

option. 
The Real Things series is not 

everyone's cup of tea. But 
animators, educators and multimedia 
directors alike will find them to be a 
real source of inspiration, fffr 

CHECKOUT 

REAL THINGS DOGS 

Ease of Use 
If you know hew to use DPaint then you 
already know how to use Real Things. 

Image Quality      • • • • • 
Now that Living Data have started 
digitising its subjects, the quality of each 
brush is very high indeed. 

Documentation 
Ignoring the rather lame "in jokes', the 
manual is comprehensive enough for even 
the greenest of animators. 

Price Value IttOO 
Rather expensive for a collection of 
animation brushes unless you've got a 
genuine use for them. 

Overall rating • • m • o 
The Real Things series just keeps on 
getting better. 

OGOGOOOO 

SHOPPING LIST 

Real Things Dogs „ £29.95 
by Living Date Ltd, RGB Studios, 
Gables, Buxted, 
East Sussex 
TN224PP 
* 0825732666 
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ADS 

Reader Ads 

... Or how you can reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver 

WANTED 
Jubilee for Amiga only must be 
good condition. Ask for Ian » 
0939 233505. 

FOR SALE 
Two Meg Boards each 
populated with 2 Megs. 
£75.00 each and one Hard Drive 
control and 40 Meg Hard Drive 
£150,00. Gary Giles * 081 560 
2920 

DTP System - comprising 
ASOOplus and A590plus 
populated with 2Mb Ram EACH, 
with Philips 8533 colour 
monitor; Golden image scanner, 
Rom bo Video Digitise r and their 
software, Pro Page 2*1, PixMate, 
DPaintlll, etc.. Plus lots of 
other software, (non games), 
and a full set of Amiga Shopper 
Mags.,,, all for£750 cash, 
Les Jefferies,™ 0793, 527693 

Amiga A500 V1.3 4 Meg ICD 
Ad RAM board only 2 Megs Fast 
RAM populated through £400 52 
Meg GVP H08+. MEW and 
almost unused £850.tr R.T. 
Hughes 0344 771547, evenings 
and weekends. 

Vortex Atonce 286 Emulator 
Boxed £119 ONO - Slimline 
External Drive £25. Bargain. 
Mahmudul Hoque «■ 0582 
455461 after 6pm. 

Amiga A500 1-3 GUP 52MBHD 
UXL30 Accelerator Kcs 
PCemulator Philips MK1133 3 
1/2 + 5 1/4, Drives will not 
split all under 18 months old 
£1100 ono. Richard I 
Blenkinsop «■ 0751 74226 after 
7pm. Quick sale. 

Amiga 500 20 MEG H Disc 
10845 Monitor 2 Meg Memory 
2ND Disc Drive Pretext DPAINT4 
KIMDWORDS DGCALC plus loads 
of games and adventures all 
boxed in good condition £650. 
Brian Pendleton tr 0226 
249643. 

A500 (3MB} Twin Floppies 
Printer Optical Mouse TEN 
Games Twin Joysticks Two 
Power Supplies Approx. 150 
Blank Disks, £500, 
Mr M.D, Fuller = 0707 268901 
after 7pm. 

A500 Cartoon Classics Plus 
Pack - brand new, unwanted 
gift, Never used, buyer must 

collect, sensible offers of about 
£300. Please © Mr I. Paracha on 
0734 573489 after 6 pm. 

For Sale: Various Amiga 
software, plus COMPLETE 
Commodore 64 system worth 
£700+, 
Write for full details: Adam 
Wright; 33 Great Holme Court, 
Thorplands, Northampton, NN3 
1YD. 

2 MEG GPV 52 MB Series 2 HD 
6 months old £280 plus Might 
and Magic.Contact Vincent 
O'Malley at 
18 Queen Elizabeth Gardens, 
New Addingfon, Croydon, Surrey, 
CRO OHA. 

HARD DISK, Protar20mbfor 
Amiga 500, power Pack, 29ms 
access, lmb extra ram, RRP. 
£330, 8 months' warranty, £220 
ono. 
Justin,** evenings on 0244 
831662, day 0244 323323 ext 
2832, 

Amiga 3000 for £1250 ono. 
105 MS Quantum Drive 25 MHZ 
Tons of S/W and Digitizers etc... 
too. 
Paul Freeman ^ 0272 636728 

evenings, or 0272 228603 
daytime. Quick sale. 

Amiga 500 with 20 games, e.g. 
Shadow of the Beast 1 and 11, 
Sly Spy, Torvak The Warrior. 
Skidz, Interceptor etc. Two 
joysticks, mouse, ail manuals, 
good condition £200 ono. 
* Alex Brisk on 0227 452790 

Bargain A500 I MEG £1000 
worth of software Panasonic GXP 
10S1 Printer only £250 the lot 
ono. *r Adam 0272 734 504. 

Amiga A500, lmb 65mb H/D, 
A10845 monitor, Epson LX800 
Printer, loads of software, 
Joystick, mouse, manuals, 
original boxing, printer 
paper, other extras, best offer 

taken. 
Stefan ■ 0206 853101. 

Amiga 1500, two floppy drives. 
42MB SCSI hard disk, 1084s 
monitor, softwares 
The Works, DPaint 111, Games. 
£750. 
Tel Mr DJ. Prime on 0794 
517960. 

A3000 for sale 18 MEGS RAM, 
25 MHZ, 50 MEG Hard Drive. 

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED, This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All 
ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name  

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 20 

Postcode. 

Date  

Tel.  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted □ 

Personal.... J 

Fanzines 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section wiii be printed. Return with your 

cheque to: 
Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 
Street, 

Bath, 
Avon BA12BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature. 

. Like new, £1600, 
Roger w 0462 811113 

A500 V1.3 (lmb) with 2 
joysticks, loads of games and 
software. Original leads and 
manuals. Mint condition, only 18 
months old, £290. 
« 0732 354515 ask for Edward 
4pm-7pm. 

SUPRA 500RX, 4mb, 
(Expandable to Smb) through 
port, (Changing Systems) £100. 
Minimegs A500, 2mb (no 
through port) £40, 
Graham, * 0243 821 886, 

AMIGA 1500,10845 Monitor, 
the works platinum edition, 
games ref manuals etc.,* £600 
ono. or consider exchange for 
Canon T-90 camera 35-70 lens 
300TL flash. 
Mr S.A, Kitlen tr (0232) 658795. 

AT BRIDGE Board 5.25" 1.2m 
floppy drive. DOS 4.01 wfth 
manuals £450 new will accept 
£290, Tel 021 552 1160 after 
6.30pm. Ask for Wayne. 

AMIGA A3000,105mb hard 
disk, 6mb RAM, AOC multisync 
monitor, KCA PC board, triple 
Midi interface. Dr. T music 
software. Bars and Pipes pro. 
£1500 ono, Call David, 071 272 
9297 

HAM E Hires 24 BIT Display 
Hardware. Cost £400 will sell 
for £200 comes with original 
packaging and software. 
Tel 0733 555888 Ext 2251 
Monday to Friday ask for Robert. 

I WILL swap my G2Video center 
Broadcast Quality Genlock (worth 
£800 NEW-11 Tne best that 
money can buy" - CUAMIGA 
3/92) For any 68030 or better 
A2000/ A1500 Accelerator 
Board.« Tom Smith on 071 916 
5308. 

PERSONAL 
EXCHANGE Amiga. Regular 
contacts wanted. 
Please write to me, Michael 
Lacey at Ferns Post Office 
Enniscorthy, Co Wexford, Rep. 
Ireland. 100% reply. 

PERSONAL 

Dflve+ The ultimate in Disk- 
based magazines. For two disks 
worth of reviews games and 
much more. Only 99p. Postage 
and packing free! Buy it today - 
49 Western Way, Salisbury, 
Wiltshire,, SP2 9DR. 
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555J SOFTWARE 

Distance is another program for all 
you amateur radio fanatics out there. 
However, compared with the wider 
appeal of last month's Morse Code 
Tutor, it's a tittle disappointing 

So, here we are again. 
Another month, another 
collection of public domain 
disks, giving the postman 

a minor hernia as he walks up the 
path. A large number of disk 
magazines . 
continues to arrive, r 

so next month I'll 
be doing a major 
round-up of new 
titles and the best 
of the old 
favourites. This 
month, Fred Fish 
disks 721 to 730 
have Just arrived, so 
I'll be taking a look 
at the best software 
from those. It looks 
like the frequency of Fish disks is 
slowing down slightly -12 months 
ago, a new batch of ten seemed to 
appear every week or so. Is the end 
of Amiga PD In sight? I don't think 

".♦♦rfte frequency of 

Fish disks is slowing 

down**. Is the end 

of Amiga PD in 

sight? " 

DISTANCE 
Deja Vu disk L/102 
First off we have another amateur 
radio program from Paul Higginson 
and Jason Dudgeon, the people who 
created the excellent Morse Code 
Tutor reviewed last month- This time 
it's a distance estimator: enter your 
home location, in latitude and 
longitude format, and then enter the 
QTHs (locations) of the people you're 
 in contact with. If 

those cities are in 
the program's 
database, their 
longitude and 
latitude will be 
displayed, along 
with the distance (in 
miles) from you and 
the beam heading 
(the direction you 
should point your 
antenna to get the 
best reception). The 

program then prompts you for the 
next QTH. 

Unfortunately, this program 
doesn't really have the same appeal 
as last month's Morse code tutor, for 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the 
like are given a 'value for money' rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a 'program rating', 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account useability, 
bug-proofness, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 

so - Indeed I think that, by and 
large, the quality is actually getting 
better and better. Perhaps what's 
happening Is that people aren't 
releasing so much dross into the 
market nowadays, but are sitting 
tight on their projects until they are 
well polished and rather more bug- 
fixed. 

Anyway, on with the show.,. 

a number of reasons. First, the data 
file just isn't large enough - there 
are 194 locations entered, but they 
are from all over the world - and 
there are at least 194 cities and 
towns in Britain alone that should be 
included! 

Of course, it would be impossible 
for the authors to include every major 
location in the wortd - but I'd have 

Ian Wrigley rounds up the pick of 

the PD crop v/ith programs to test 

your maths, draw up a family 

tree, look to the stars and more. 

PLUS: A special look at the latest 

offerings in the Fred Fish collection 

mat is PD?    Y^^START HERE 
PD is a general 
term which many people 
incorrectly use to refer to all freely 

Iicenseware. 
This is a form of 
shareware which 

distributable software, in fact, PD 
(which stands for Public Domain) 
software Is only one branch of this 
area; the other main one Is 
shareware. 

Essentially, PD software may 
be copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing 3 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount for the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software. Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - it's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. Paying 
your shareware fees encourages 
software authors to write more 
programs - and if they don't, the 
Amiga scene will be a poorer 
place. Don't think that you're 
paying money for nothing, either - 
often hundreds or even thousands 
of hours of work have gone into 
creating a program, and it's only 
right that the programmer receives 
some reward for his or her work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

is licensed to one (or more) PD 
libraries. In essence, when you buy 
a Iicenseware program you are 
buying shareware and paying the 
license fee at the same time. For 
this reason, you should treat any 
Iicenseware that you buy as you 
would treat commercial software - 
don't pass It around to your 
friends. You've only bought the 
right to use It yourself. 

Cm I pass other people copies of 
PD? 

Yes - that's the way that It gets to 
a wide audience. Just make sure 
that you have followed the 
author's requirements for 
distribution - normally that you 
don't charge more than a certain 
amount for the disk, or that you 
make sure that all the docum- 
entation is included on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an Improved version of 
the program, then be careful not to 
give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, pass 
on Iicenseware - ft should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 
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preferred Nottingham to Tal Pei for 
starters. 

To be fair, though, I should point 
out that there is an editor program 
supplied which allows you to enter 
details for other locations. Then 
there's the fact that both Distance 
and the file editor are written in 
AMOS. I'm not at all against AMOS - 
it's a great 
language, and a ^Hanm 
large number of 
pretty brilliant 
programs have been 
written in it. But it 
doesn't seem 
particularly suited to 
multi-tasking with 
other programs - 
and surefy you re not 
only going to be 
using your Amiga to 
run Distance; lTd 
have thought that you'd also want to 
use a logging program or something 
similar. And neither Distance nor the 
editor has a quit function -youve 
got to re-boot the Amiga to leave the 
programs. And there are some other 
features that i'd want in the Distance 
program anyway. And... 

All in all, J was rather 
disappointed in Distance, After the 
Morse tutor, i was hoping for great 
things. Back to the drawing board 
with this one... 

Value for money .5/10 

A-GENE DEMO 
Angtia PD disk U4020 
This is a demo version of the full 
A-Gene program, a genealogy 
program written by Mike Simpson, 

The limitations on the demo 
are that it only allows a database of 
up to 200 people and 70 marriages 
to be created - the full version, on 
the other hand, will store about 
1500 people and 500 marriages on 
a floppy diskT more if you have a 
hard disk. Oh, and you can't work 
from a RAM disk in the demo 
version. 

The A-Gene program was written 
in GFA Basic, and seems to work 
pretty well. The documentation is 
fairly clear, and a couple of minutes' 
browsing should provide you with 
enough information to start entering 
details. 

The data entry screens are 
relatively straightforward, although 
I'm not particularly impressed with 
the requirement of entering dates as 
m Jan 1900': I automatically tried 
to enter a date as '01/01/1900', 
which managed to cancel the edit 
process - hitting */' cancels editing 
at any time. 

Another gripe is that you must 
assign each person - and each 
marriage - with a unique record 
number. However, the program 
doesn't automatically do that for you, 

"A-Gene includes 

the facility to 

enter.., the record 

numbers of up to 

three wives" 

so you need to keep track of which 
record numbers have been allocated 
and what the next bfank one is - not 
the most intuitive of procedures. 

There is space for a reasonable 
amount of 'standard' information - 
parents' names, birthdate, 
birthplace, date of death and so on - 
and the option to enter up to a 

screenful of 
^■■■^^^^■i additional data via 

a simple freeform 
text editor. 

You can also, if 
you wish, save 
digitised pictures of 
people, weddings 
and family groups - 
the documentation 
telfs you what 
filename to save 

  your IFF tile under 
*—— so that jt wi|| refer 

to the correct person/people. 
When you've entered all this 

data, the program will collate and 
output it in a variety of different 
ways. You can, for instance, output a 
list of all parents with the names of 
their children; a 

hundreds of fittle record cards and 
drawing vast charts on enormous 
sheets of paper, you wiil probabfy 
find A-Gene of great value. The fully- 
featured version is distributed by 
Amiganuts, but this demo should be 
good enough to be going on with. 

Program rating 8/10 

CONSTELLATION DEMO 
This is a demo disk of Constellation, 
a five-disk program containing 
images and information on a range 
of... yep, you've guessed it, star 
constellations. 

The disk is the product of a 
group called Astronomy News Amiga, 
which is apparently a charity disk 
magazine whose profits go to the 
Milestone Schooi for mentally 
handicapped kids. 

The disk auto-boots, and starts 
with a title screen and Bach's 
Toccata and Fuge in D Minor {at 
least, an approximation thereof 
which to my mind owes rather more 
to Sky's version than it does to the 

Above; The 
Maths 
Adventure: not 
as simple as It 
appears, this one 
may well frustrate 
adults, let alone 
children! 
Right; Ha! I knew I was 
good! Maths Reflex tests 
the speed of your addition, 
multiplication and 
subtraction 

list of family groups (mother, father 
and all kids; a 'pedigree chart*, 
which is the standard tree diagram of 
a person's ancestors; and so on. All 
of this can be sent to screen, printer 
or, in the case of particularly 
voluminous listings, to a file. 

If you're a member of the Church 
of the Latter Day Saints (Mormons to 
the rest of us), you'll be pleased to 
know that the program includes the 
facility to enter Ordinance 
information (whatever that Is) and 
the record numbers of up to three 
wives. 

The author is also currently 
writing a program to convert A-Gene 
fiies to the standard LDS Gedcom 
file format, so that they can be used 
on PCs running geneafogy programs 
which support this format. 

If you're interested in genealogy, 
and you can't be bothered filling in 

original). This title screen is 
displayed for about a minute and a 
half - there's no way of speeding it 
up, which is a bit of a pain. Then the 
main options screen appears, from 
which you can read a  
couple of doc files or ~ 
enter either the 
viewer program or 
another doc file 
which tells you that 
the astronomy quiz 
option you just 
selected is onfy 
available in the full 
working version of 
the program. 

Trie only 
constellation 

The screen is then divided into three 
areas (I'd show you a screen shot, 
but the program is written in AMOS 
and won't co-operate): a diagram, a 
'zoom window' and an information 
window which gives things such as 
the brightness, distance away and so 
on of the constellation or individual 
stars within that constellation. 

The zoom window comes into 
operation when you click on a star: it 
displays either a blob which 
represents the star in some way 
(don't ask me, I couldn't find any 
information on what the different 
colours are supposed to mean) or, in 
the more interesting cases, a 
digitised picture of the star or 
cluster. 

To be honest, I wasn't 
particularly impressed with this 
program. It feels a bit clunky, stars 
are rather difficult to select (you have 
to be exactly in the middle of the 
star's image on the diagram, to 
within a pixel or so), and the 
documentation could have done with 
being run through a spelling checker 
- or at least being proof-read by 
someone else: I really hate it when 
people talk about a "computer 
programme". 

As a charity disk mag, Astronomy 
News Amiga is at least a worthy 
idea. However, judging by the 
author's editorial style on the demo, 
many people might find it a bit of a 
trial to pfough through. 

Still, if you're interested, the five- 
disk version of Constellation, 
including data on 88 star 
constellations and an astronomy 
quiz, costs £6,50. The Astronomy 
News Amiga disk magazine is £1.75 
per issue. Either (or both) are 
available from Astronomy News 
Amiga, 214 Northview, Swanley, 
Kent BR8 8BJ. 

Program rating... 5/10 

MATHS REFLEX 
Anglia PD disk C728 
This disk contains two programs to 
test and improve kids' - and adults' 
- mathematical skills. Both were 

mm^^^_mm__ written by 18-year- 

"Although Maths 

Reflex is intended 

for beginners, I 

found it quite 

compulsive" 

supported in the viewer is Orion - 
although all the others' names are 
stiff present, so you're in for a fair bit 
of mouse work hitting the arrow 
button until Orion finaffy appears. 

oid Australian 
programmer Jason 
Lowe (I know his 
age because, for 
some reason, he 
has the program 
display it when it 
loads). The 
program is 
basicaffy a speed 
test, where you 
have to complete 

——40 fairly simple 
mathematical questions in as short a 
space of time as possible. 

When you finish, the program 

continued on page 158 
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THE NEW LIBRARY WITH NEW IDEAS 
We have inshop computers, so most programs can be viewed. 

All disks individually wrapped in self seal packets, 
AMIGA DISKS £2.00 EACH INCLUDING POSTAGE SAME DAY DESPATCH ON ALL 

ORDERS BEFORE 4PM, 
CATALOGUE DISK 50p FREE WITH ALL ORDERS 

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR LIBRARY 
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR NEW AND UNLISTED PROGRAMS 

Shareware may require separate payment to Author if found useful 
EDOS BUDGET RANGE COMMERCIAL GAMES FROM £4.99 

MISSION X RAID + 
SEA LANCE + * 
TRUCKIN (2 DISKS) + 
SKYFLYER + 
STAR TREK (2 DISKS) + 
AMOS FRUIT MACHINE + 
DRAGON TILES + 
DR. WHO + 
ZEUS + 
FORMUA 1 
CHALLENGE + 

SAVE THE TREES + 
RAID III TOTAL FIRE + 
WOTSJTSNAME + 
PRO TENNIS D + 
21 AMIGA GAMES + 
AIRMAN1A + 
AIR WARRIOR + 
BALLOONACY + 
TOTAL WAR (RISK) + 
JACKS BLACKJACK + 

FORMS UNLIMITED + 
BUDGET FINANCE + 
JOURNAL + 
600 LETTERS + 
BUSINESS 
CARD MAKER + 
AM IGASH + 
ramus V3 + 
TEXT ENGINE V3 + 
0 BASE AND SPREAD + 
B-BASE + 
A-GRAFH + 
POWERBASE V3.23D + 
AMIBASE PRO II + 
IN BUSINESS (3 DISKS) + 
U-EDIT + 
BANKIN + 
Q.E.D. + 
AMIBASE V3.76 + 
ANALYTICALC 
(2 DISKS) + 
LAST WILL & 
TKSTAMKNTS + 

UTILITIES 
L\BEL MAKER + 
FILE MASTER + 
NO CUCK + 
D-COPYII + 
SIDV2,0 + 
MESSY SID n + 
BOOT X V4.5 
POWER PACKER + 
FREE COPY V1.4 + 
ELECTRO CAD + 
60 FONTS 
(DPAINT ETC.) + 
MCAD + 
ICON MAGIC + 
VECTOR KIT + 
CASSETTE LABELER + 
HARD DRIVE UTILS, + 

ORDER A GUAL0GUE FOR 
LOTS MORE PROGRAMS 
AND SECTIONS, DEMOS 
ETC, 

BUY 10 DISKS GET ONE FREE 

Please make Cheques Payable to Classic Software 

CLASSIC SOFTWARE 
71 Park Street, Cleethorpes, South Humberside DN35 71\B 

TELEPHONE OR FAX (0472) 359957 
Authors Please send Programs for evaluation 

MAKE YOUR AMIGA 

EARN! 
Yes, making money with your AMIGA becomes incidental 

when you know how! 

Your AMIGA is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. 

The size and make is irrelevant, Make the initial 

effort NOW by starting your own 

HOME BASED BUSINESS. 

This may be the most important move you will ever 

make! 

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging 

someone else's "ditch". 

Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become 

very rich in a relatively short period of time just by 

doing a few basic things! It's more rewarding than 

playing games. 

The benefits are many and varied. 

Full or part time. 

For FREE DETAILS SEND SA.E. to: 

tome HhasedHtisiness. 

AS12, 31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, 

Walworth, London SE17 1DR. 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE 
Crazy Joes's, Dept. AS12, 

145 Effingham Street, 
Rotherham, S. Yorkshire S65 1BL 

This is just a small selection of the 
Amiga P.O. we have available. 
Details of the whole library may be 
found on the catalogue disk 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
(0709)829286 

FAX YOUR ORDER ON 
(0709)838068 

DISK PRICES (per disk) 
1 - 9 disks—£1.25 each 
10 or more,..99p each 
Catalogue Disk 99p 

Fish Disk Catalogue 99p 

POSTAGE 
Price includes postage in UK 
Europe (inc. Eire) add £2.50 

Rest of World add £4.00 
Overseas orders sent Air Mail 
PAYMENT IN STERLING PLEASE! 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS 
(2) = Number of disks in set 

(2D) = 2 drives 
(NP) = NOT A500 Plus orA600 

WE BUY AND SELL NEW & 
USED CONSOLE GAMES - 
Stamped addressed envelope 
for details! 

GAMES H 
2011 Twintris ® 
2013 Zeus jf 
2015 Yelp! H 
2016 Downhill Challenge ^ 
2018 Wizzy's Quest c 
2050 Insiders Club -g 
2155 Ghostship 
2167 Llamatron 
2177 Nicklaus Data Disk 2 - Linford E 
2178 Sky Flyer 
2183 Revenge of Mutant Camels 
2184 Tomcat 
2185 Quik & Silva 
2188 Card Sharp 
2192 Storyland 2 
2196 AssassS n s Games 14 {N P) 
2198 21 Games 
2222 Challenger (NP) 
2223 Landmine / Sub Attack 
2226 Mine Clearer / Scud Buster 
2227 Bounce & Blast 
2228 Question Tort 
2235 Beast 
2236 Escape 
2241 Supers koda C h allenge 
2243 E-fype 
2244 Survivor 
2249 SIC 
2251 Orb-it/Vingtet un 
2252 Smash TV Rip-Off (NP) 
2253 Contact Number 1 (NP) 
2255 Kingdom at War 
2270 Cybernetix (NP) 
2273 Blob 
2274 Billy the Dragon 
2275 Serene 3; Final Battle 
2277 Pest 
2293 Mr Brick 
2294 Mag natron (NP) 
2295 Rush Hour 
2296 Pork A Pig 
2297 Nebula: Wars of Uropa 
2298 Super Pacman r92 
2299 Ouch! 
2300 Excalibur (NP) 
2301 Property Market (NP) 
2302 No Mans Land 
2303 Operation Desert Storm 
2304 Project 1 
2305 Master of the Town (NP) 
2306 Destination Moon 
2307 Nadroj 
2310 GoLooly! 

d. 

"O 
Q. 
E CO 

CO 

USEFUL SOFTWARE 
442 DPaint Fonts Disks (4) 
632 MSH (Messy DOS) 
642 C Manual 
901 The Comms Disk 

1022 AMOS Update 1.34 
1095 Database Workshop (2) 
1097 DPaint/PSetter Clip Art (2) 
1117 Geneaology 
1451 ElectroCAD 
1545 SpectraPaint V3.0 
1550 FlexiBase V2.0 
1569 Lang u age Tuto r 
1606 Database Master 2.0 
1878 Textplus Shareware WP 
1880 DCopy & Utilities 
1893 DICEV2.06A 
1896 Desk Bench (3) 
1906 PageSetter Clip Art (8) 
1914 SI ides how Construction Kit 
1951 Ki ng James Bible (4) 
1987 Quickbench 
2012 Draw Map V2.3D 
2174 Anti-Virus V3.14 
2180 Text Engine V3.0 
2181 Amiga Fox DTP 
2182 Window Bencti (NP) 
2186 Perm Check 
2139 Print Studio V1.25 
2190 Picture Convenors 
2195 BBase2 
2197 UniCopy V1.0 
2200 Little Bench (Plus only) 
2202 Tarot 2 (2) (NP) 
2220 Dungeon map V1,0 
2221 Amigazer V3.0 
2224 Landscape (NP) 
2225 Budget 
2229 MEDV3.2 
2230 Mega Monitor V3.2 
2231 Hardware Hints Vol.1 
2232 Hardware Hints Vol.2 
2233 Opti Comms 2 
2234 STD Code Finder 
2237 Term V1.9C (WB 2 only) 
2242 8-Colour Icons 
2247 S I ides h ow Creator 
2248 EdWord 
2254 AMOS Compiler Update V1, 
2256 Race Rater V1.6 
2257 Cyclops V1.0 
2259 Magnetic Pagex V1.3 
2276 DLab 
2314 The Ani mation Construction 

o 

CO 
p 

to 
E o O 

CL- 

EF 

E 
E o O 

Q_ 
O zc CO 

34 tr 
o 

Kit 

Deja Vu Licenceware £3,99 each 
(SAE. tor full list plus descriptions) 

GA^Game UT-Utility CH= OK for kids 
V0O4 THINGAMAJIG (CH) 
V008 WORK & PLAY (CH) 
V010 WORD FACTORY (CH) 
V013 JIGMANIA (GA) (UT) 
V014 PLAY IT SAFE (CH) 
V017 DOG-FIGHT II (GA) 
V028 BUDDBASE(UT) 
V029 BIG TOP FUN (CH) 
V042 X-STITCH(UT) 
V044 FORMULA ONE CHALLENGE (GA) 
V045 MUSIC BOX (CH) 
V047 DIRTY CASH (FRUIT MACHINE) 
V048 SPARX STOCKING 

FILLERS (GA) (CH) 
V049 MARVIN THE MARTIAN (GA) (CH) 
V051  MAGICAL YOUNG ARTIST (CH) 
V055 SPRITEX V1.32 (AM) (UT) 
V056 CTEXTV1.3 (AM) (UT) 
V059 PREHISTORIC FUN (GA) (UT) 
V064 RESCUE II (GA) 
V065 POWER PLANNER / DIARY (UT) 
V066 HOTEL MANAGER (GA) 
V068 VIRUS BUSTER V2.2 (UT) 
V069 MAGICAL MIX-UP (GA) 
V070  PAINTBOX (CH) 
V071   BATTLECARS (GA) 
V072  MONSTER ISLAND (GA) (UT) 
V073 AMOS DATABASE V4.0 (UT) 
V075 VIDEO LAB V1,Q (UT) 
V077 POWERBASE V2.1 (UT) 
V079 MUSIC ENGINE (AM) 
V081 P00LSPR0V1.2(UT) 
V082 COLOURING BOOK 2 (CH) 
V083 PICTURE HANGMAN (GA) (CH) 
V084 GUESS WHO (GA) 
V087 PUZZWORD (GA) 
V089 SKYBASE 22 (GA) 
V090 CONCERT BOX (UT) (CH) 
V091  FUN TO LEARN (CM) 
V094 ALL SQUARE (GA) 
V095 KIDDIES CLIP ART 2 
V096 MAGIC WASSOCKS 2 (GA) 
V098 POWERTEXT VI,02 (UT) 
V099 PEG A PICTURE (CH) 
VI00 SPRITE EDITOR +11 (UT) 
V101  MORSE CODE TUTOR (UT) 
V102  DISTANCE ESTIMATOR (UT) 
V103 GADGE1 (GA) 
V104 MONEY MONITOR (UT) 
V105 SUPER SKODA REVENGE (GA) 
V106 ORGANISER! (UT) 
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marks your answers and gives you a 
final percentage, based on your 
speed and number of correct results. 
Although it s really intended for 
learners7, I found that it became 
quite compulsive - you know that you 
can do better than your previous 
score, if you only try it one more 
time... 

The other program on the disk is 
Tire Maths Adventure, which takes 
the form of a series of questions 

Maths Reflex Test is shareware, with 
a £5 fee requested. I can thoroughly 
recommend this disk to anyone who 
wants a little mathematical challenge 
to while away an evening or so - I'm 
determined to get to the end of the 
Adventure, if it takes all day! 

Value for money. 10/10 

THE MAIN EVENT 
Software Expressions disk U149 
The Main Event is an event editor - 
essentially a timer system which 

Joi tventlfT'l ■ Untitled 

Men lue M Thu Fri Sat Sua 
H 82 83 84 IS U 87 8S 19 11 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 IS 2S 
21 22 23 24 25 26 2? 28 23 31 
31 im Feb Mar Apr Hay Jurt 

Jul Bug Sep Oct Hoy Dec 

1ml at startup IIIHlll J 

Event at ww 
Hrs Kin 

J Use Intervals WW 

fir 

ft! 

The Main Event allows you to set up 
a list of events which will occur at a 
specific time. These can be 
programs running, or just alerts 
appearing on the screen 

which you must answer to pass 
through ten rooms. Many of the 
questions are not particularly hard: 
"How many sides does a pentagon 
have?", "What is the difference 
between 99 and 1001?". However, 
some are rather more tricky, requiring 
some algebra and the ability to work 
out exactly what the question is from 
the text - which is interesting and 
amusing. 

If you get a question wrong, you 

allows you to specify actions which 
will occur at given dates and times. 

"the Converter will 

convert horn and to 

any units that you 

can think of" 

These actions can include messages 
being flashed up on the screen, a 
specific program running or whatever. 

DisfcMin»9er Version 2.8a 
Database; 

| Pelete Disk | 
I Re-scan Disk j 

rHBTfffl 
Copyright  <c>  199? - flitdreu Moods 

Ut itities: 

| Sit If* Chttcfr* | 
[Sa^jg tipt i nnfi | 

tnter a title for tills dlsfcS 
Enter an 18 f»r this disfe: 

DiskMan catalogues your floppy 
disk collection, then allows you to 
search for files, or for free space 

are sent back to the beginning - and 
the questions change, so you can't 
just remember the answers and 
repeat them. 

Along the way, you are also given 
snippets of information: "Kim's watch 
is 15 minutes fast but she thinks it's 
10 minutes slow", that sort of thing. 
At the end of the game you must use 
this information to solve a final 
puzzle. 

The Maths Adventure is PD; 

The program supports five 
different types of event: a CL1 
command, a message posted in a 
Workbench window, a display of the 
date and time, screens flashing and 
an alert - specified text appearing in 
one of those *Oh no, my Amiga's 
eras h e d" - sty I e or a nge b oxes. 

The program's uses range from 
posting reminder messages to 
running hard disk back-up programs 
at night when the machine isn't in 
use. 

The package actually comes in 
the form of two separate programs: 

MainEvent, the actual event 
processor, and EventEd which allows 
you to create and edit events. 
MainEvent can either be run from the 
CLt or Workbench, or entered as a 
command in your startup-sequence - 
which means that it will automatically 
run. In fact, Workbench 2 owners can 
just drop the event file into the 
WB_Startup drawer and this will kick 
the program off automatically. 

The event editor is easy to use, 
consisting of requesters for the time 
and date of each event, and a looping 
list of possible event types (CLI 
command, alert text or whatever). 
When you've created your list of 
events, you just save the whole 
'project. 

The Main Event is shareware: a 
£5 registration fee gets you the full 
version. The trial version allows up to 
20 events in any project, and files are 
valid for a month from their creation 
date. The full version allows up to 50 
events in any project - and files are, 
of course, valid forever. 

You probably already know 
whether you would find a use for 
The Main Event if you've been 
thinking, "By God, that's exactly what 
I want" then you should get hold of it 
now. 

if you haven't the slightest idea 
why on Earth you would want to run 
programs at specific times, keep that 
fiver safely tucked in your pocket. 

Program rating ..,8/10 

DELUTILS 1 
NBS disk U727 
The main program a^mH^™^^HiM 
on this disk is The 
Converter, by Derek 
Piper, This is a 
shareware {£2 fee 
requested) program 
which will convert 
from and to virtually 
any units you can 
think of. Pounds to 
gallons? Fahrenheit 
to Kelvin? Metres to 
yards? Wavelength 
to frequency? No problem. 

And for many of the conversions, 
there's the option to print out a 
conversion table, too, 

Also included on the disk are 
Screeninfo, an AMOS utility for getting 
information on screens, and 
PoiyCoiour, a "proglette" which 
displays a 'bouncing rubber band' 
effect. 

Basically, if you buy this disk it'll 
be for The Converter- and if you've a 
need for a conversion program, it 
might as well be this one. 

The program actually multi-tasks - 
F6 takes you to the Workbench, F10 
flips back to the program - and 
contains just about any conversion 
you might need. The other programs 

"DiskManager will 

be found useful by 

anyone with a large 

collection of 

floppies" 

will probably soon be consigned to the 
bin. 

Program rating 7/10 

DISKMANAGER 2 
By Andrew Woods 
DiskManager is a disk cataloguing 
program which allows you to build up 
a database of the contents of your 
floppy disk collection, It will then 
search that database according to 
criteria you specify, 

A good deal of thought has 
obviously gone into this program, and 
the result is something which is easy 
to use and which will probably be 
found useful by anyone with a large 
collection of floppies. For instance, 
moving the cursor over any button 
produces a line of text at the bottom 
of the screen describing its action. 
Scanning disks is as simple as 
inserting a disk, hitting the Scan Disk 
button, entering a name and ID 
number (the disk's name appears as 
a default, as does a sequential ID 
number) and waiting for a few 
seconds. 

Once your disk collection has 
been catalogued, you can search for a 
specific file or, if you wish, for a disk 
which has a certain amount of free 
space. You can even specify a 
filename and a size - so looking for, 
say, ail '.doc' files over 300K is easy, 
Finally, the program will print a disk 
label containing the names of up to 
seven different files on the disk. 

DiskManager is shareware; the 
author, Andrew Woods, requests a 

£10 fee. 
—_     To encourage you 

to register, a 
requester appears 
periodically, 
reminding you that 
you're using an 
unregistered copy - 
a conscience-pricking 
idea which appears 
to be becoming 
more and more 
popular in the 

" shareware field. 
If you've a large library of disks, I 

can thoroughly recommend 
DiskManager. It should start 
appearing soon in the catalogues of a 
number of PD houses, including 
Battle axe PD; but if you want to 
register immediately, send your £10 
to Andrew at 1 Westwood Gardens, 
Scarborough, North Yorkshire YOll 
2JQ. 

Since Andrew is also one of the 
creators of the TDH disk magazine, 
anyone who mentions that fact when 
sending in their shareware fee will get 
a free copy of TDH. 

You can't say fairer than that. 

Program rating.... 9/10 
i on page 161 
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CUT, TICK & FOST....CUT, TICK & POST 

ft il 
VISA 

1 

Telephone or Fox Hotline (0702) 466933 

PD Soft (AS20) 1 Bryant Ave, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 

t V13 PLAY I READ CHALLENGE \2\ Education progs for ihe under 7"s □X V51o KIDS PAINT A painting pugrar-i deigned fo* children. Induces various colou rs & speech JSC V5B4 FASTFACTSv Everylmig yuu evft' needed to mr*v abct.:i Ihe roar system. WORLDMAP Produces different sods of Mops. PLANETS Instanl location JX V737 EDUCATION > * ie! Animalions gives o bosk: knowledge on Sleam Engine's. Four Slroke Petrol Engine's &The Gasfurbine Engine 43} JX V776 AMOS LE5SOH 1 The besi Amos Tutorial program. '1AP015H JX V791 KIDS GAMES Indudes Geography. Mai), S»cer-ie and Word Games Also contains Whee of'oiune JX V793 AMIGA B: ; - eel lor il1 AI .'.-I':: fnr    nerjinnfir en u&rg your Amiga! Covers CU & Work- bench, ilsgreol for earing obst* tie Ango JX F652 EUEMENT5 V3.0 Very - inrerodive dispk?/ of "he Periodic fab* UX LPB WORK & PtAY. 3 orrqroms CJCK CLOCK for Loarnirg the time. LET GO SHGPPtN lor .^ir-.ph; r: rvisicn & multiplication. FUNTlMES TABUS, 
-ix LP10 WORD FACTORY □ program 10 help kids learn to spslf. £4.99 !_IX LP29 BIG TOP FUN Carlains four prop/oms ro help children with words & pictures. £4.99 OX LP37 ROCKET MATHS Tmes Tables, Tate 0WW, Add up 4 Dr.ide. £4.99 JXLP4S MUSK:BQXExcefJentTO ;nrrodJce music, ages 7* £4.99 -IX LP59 PREHISTORIC FUN Who likes Onosaurs four excellent ports £4.99 □X IP9? PEG Wrote lor a nursery school. The idea is 10 build a picture wilh peds or coloured shapes. £4.99 

< V48 TV & VO€0 GRAPHICS (8> d wilh background screens for your video productions. Different lypes o( graphic styles PeeC takes or, IFF Pic & peels M down Ihe screen . □X VB6 VIDEO PRODUCTION ffl Peeked w II- vdf»i: ft Genlock ulililies. OX V415 VIDEO SCREENS ; 1 Back around p*c!uresfar video proJjdion □X V517 V»EO & AMIN : VIDEO DB, A program for keeping track on your video tope co'ed^ns RTA>r Lels you play targe anims on small mem machines J* V5IB IMAGE LAB T iis umcjmrr; Is like a mim An DEPT. Took On Tap Does fades, colourbars & gray bor JX VS19 VIDEO: STlLLSTORE Used to create over the shou lder graphic inserts like 1he O'D clack news. JX V636 VIDEO; SHADES & FADES ANIMFADER, A 1 li; ly l:.i fodn screei s in & ojt. SUPERVIEW v'v il display fFF pidures. TURBOTTTLE C-eale sublilles. JX V«77 ANDROIDS VTDEO BACK GROUNDS ::-;iudion ot B/G Pidures. JX V6B7 VI DEO WIPES A cc:l«f o - ol 'IFF Brushs Sibackgrounc grap- ■: elteds ■JX Vi93 HARLEQUIN VIDEO ART 8, FONT DISKS A video production with excellent backgrounds & Forms 13) UX L£7 VIDEO- REAL 3D TEXTURES Centals various excellent Textures ike iackTiurbie. s ick Work. SuuX ce, Warble. Ties, Water ripples & Wood £3.50 JX LP75 VIDEO LAB Vl.O Simple 30 use- v dco Mhrg packoge. Genlock is not required. Reg Two Drives £4.99 JX FFP9 FLETCHER FONTS A three disk pack of 50 -100 point 16 colour Video Fams. includes temptaies £9 JX FFP10 FLETCHER FONTS A three k pock of 50 -100 point 16 colour ' 0 Fonts. Includes templates £9 ' 

mode* iriL ud*-, -.pne::.. nor yes JX V649 WP & SPELL CHECKING A Col&edion of utilities to help with your ■ivoid ;; :.>.c\.:: n-j 'tcv-i SL-L- •-• V4ZO CURSOR BASIC COMPILER |j* V650 CHECKBOOK ACCOUNT 

JX V413 WORKSTATION NOJ fust onolher WB done. ITs a coledion of jiii.lies wilh ihe Wotbench theme. |2) JX V417 SUPfRBENCH & EXTRAS \2\ An excellenl repbcemenl disk ■ft t r.cre yiliries man mo original. 
Compile any Amiga Basic program JX V423 Cr COMMANDS this d*sk is filled wilh utiWies which can be used in vour Slartup-seciuences. JX V424 ANTI-FUCKER Said To stop the fluke* in High Res mode during some Anigc program oooroliors' JX V43T IMPLODER v4.0 Seduces file size for sloroge or hard drives our vour own cfct collections. JX V433 AN IMATION STUDIO .V, excelenl Animation creator for you 1o 1   1:0 yyi;i rjv/i 1 li! He or iiro'ic-ns □X V444 PRINTER DRIVER DISK 111 Now contains instructions on how lo install Ibern. includes over 90 
JX V445 JRCOMM vl,03 This is Ihe loiesi '^ersicn ol the modem proorom. JX V479 CHESS & CHESS UTILITIES A coUedion of chess relaled Puzzles □  VAB4 ADVENTURE SCHUT10NS |2] SoMkms tot voriuus games. ■" PROFESSIONAL 

r V16 RSH TANK SIM A program ' simulates an aoyQrium 

JX V28 WORD WRIGHT & AMIGA i SPELL, Cnnl:i ns over 9.00Q VAirds JX       PRINT STUDIO Ekcellent lef printing pictures or text. JX V191 MASTER VIRUS KILLER 'Virus gChecker & K-ller. With Excellenl ■iplions Inr udes seorch disk JX VT94 M.R,BACKUP HD Hard disk oack up program. V215 DISKMA5TIR V3.2 Cop es |liles from one diskto anaiher. DISK IV Correct & repaws bod tracks. DUPLICATION i BACKUP jper Duperjurbo copy, Sanity copy 1 PCOpy Four new disk COpierS. 1 V277 FORTRAN-77 vT,3c Com- liler, linker & run time support libs ~;\ V279 CROSSWORD CREATOR :reates crosswords oPj4T:DVE5'5i"N ■ V2B4 MCAD PROGRAM The ■h eri Drawirg Proarorr- ie C.A.O "i V298 NOITTH c vi.3 |2| c- langyage ■ Amiga. Encludes all files rcc uVoc. : V3D1 EYE OF THE BEHOLDER HINT BOOK nc Intradjcltari, Back _ground. Maps. Slrailegy Sokrlion Ifix V323 ANALT1CALC SPREAD |SHEET (2) The hesl spread sheel Jj   V330 RED SECTOR EXTRAS IDISKS (21 LGGCS ot extra b is for El 1 V332 AIWOA PUNT PROGRAM Lf wt iLti tiurse will van wilh rhis ! predidion program, f V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR ii DISK T Advcnlure Classics V350 BUSINESS CARD MAKER ■1 yaur own Business cards. V365 RED SECTOR MODULES Jse with P'O Trocker / R!-J Serna .Vc ter JX V34& 600 BUSINESS LETTERS ■ 600Slandard Business letlers I JX V390 D€SK TOP PUBUSHING (Includes vanous extra Matures over llhe old Word processor, Text Edrior & Graphics edilor & many olhers. "T V392 AMICASH BAN KIN ThebfiSl nkin program ihai: have ever used .. 1 ih^ Amiaa very easy conirols. JX V394 CHEMESTETrtS V2.06 ■Program :har drov/s molecules using "ne cafohe model [ACO lent efteds t V40I WINDOWBENCH vl 0 (2) 1 excellent Workbench 2 reploce- \f Upgrade foi ol     vl.3 users. 

J   V64fl TTTANKS CRUNCHER vl 0 Cruncher wilh help & various prolect modes includes speed chai 

JX V4S9 AMIBASE *2 0 loiesi version of the excellent Database prooam. NEW FEAl USES JX V490 MESSY SID v2.0 VUiR read MS-Dos disks. Transfer ar\y le*d Dies 10 & from the PC. So you can do work an an IBM or an Amiga & swap lext. □X V493 DESKBENCH |3j This *s on excellent workbench replacement □ V49fl THIEF SOUND RIPPER v3.0 Finds all mosl ell "racker modules JX V499 STAR CHART vl 2 This is an excellent star plotting program wi1h some inleresling Jeohjres. JX VS15 A44 PACKAGE v2.0 DEMO {2( PD version of Ihe 64 Emukrlor Actually runs faster that 64. Runs 64 boat JJt THE COMPLETE A64 PACKAGE v2.0 Wilh pntericKe & Fuil Cornencal software Transfers disks rrom your origHnol 64 disk drive. Now in stock for £44.99 Thrs c a Full regersled version of the Shareware wogram. JX V521 PLOTTING 8, GRAPHICS PLOTXY, A pnwr-rful liJI ^ohjred plofting prog. PLANS A computer aided draft nq zxon ?cqt-ir.-; AR? JX V522 ARP Vl.3 : Conrnan vl.BC l*Aakes rrvany im-provemen1s to Dos. Includes full developers gukfe. JX V523 DICE C COMPILER [2) Mofihew CHIIons full featured power- M C compiler & environment system. JX V536 CATALOGUE UTIUTIES A crJecfon of utilities used 10 Catalog disk/ Video & 'ape collections |2f J  V554 R.S.I. MUSIC MODULES (2) Another setedlon erf music from RSi. J V554 RED SECTOR HELP DISK HelpS you use ihe R9 Demo Creator. □ VS40 0UPUCATK3N & BACKUP IIA cofledion ol copiers like Amiga Copy. Coder copy. Pcopy. Ratllecopy. □ V567 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR A selection of uiilldes wHih various excelieni Printer Driver Generaiors. JX V569 DUNGEON MASTER MAPPER A iihle loo' that creates mops of dungeons, lands which can be used by a DM lor use in AC&D. JX V57T WHOM II v2.02 {2\ The Dr.'A'ho da-cbase program. Gives all info or. Dr Wt'-n n'nqorrs JX VS73 FILE A HD MANAGEMENT (2]: HDCUCK v2.0, A program seJedor io mote Hard disk Menus. Stalls with gadgets. RLE MINDER Utility for "!0"-iirjining f !es 4 Directories, DOSCONTROl, Toollhel combines ihe : 'v ol many separate loots. JX V57S HOME BUSINESS PACK htsMeti selection ol utilities based on word processincj,. Dota;Aonaq-ement, Spread Sheeis. Accounis & Printing. [6t JX V5B3 KONEDTIOR HE v2.D. Cnn creale Icons uplo 640x200 pixels, icons. Edil & Create any Amiga icon. JX V5B7 GELGNfTE FONTS |2] A seledion of (onts lor use wilh any OTP Puckoge Or Dpainl disks J V604 PD COPY vl.O New disk copy wilh same exlra commands & quick copy modes buit in. ftMbj JX V60S PRO CALC vl.O CTers the C 0^ Machine cede orogrommer a 6fl(XM W'' iuluilu'i' v,-.S". is use ;if\'ih| V406 SAMPLE MAKER vl .0 ThfS works specially for these who ore ngl able 10 mcp.c sa-np os wii-i a surraler .J V607 PRO TRACKER v2,2 Written by Lars 2ap Hamre:. Anolher updale la Ihe Ulrimaie sound moting program. JX V610 GOLF SCORES irl.84 ltw>1l record each round you piny. Store it, make up on eclectic score NEW! J Vil1 FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR vl.O WnnMo updone your teams league position as ihe results come in. JX V&20 ASPICE v3.2 ■ \ full feclured p-oera^ for electric circurl JX V621 ED WORD v2.2 is a fully feolured & operationrjl Word processor which offers oil slondord reolures & Mofe lake Powefful ones. V624 NIB COPTER v2.Q Will copy in AmigaDos. mdex Nibble modes, search '-coe fi, spat ol pc-c-e'-sf copy. JX V62S NCOMM v2.0 Contains. lHArcvZ.0. Lhircc v: C'2. Zoom v5 40. DMSvl.03. LHAvlll. IHASfXvl.ll JX V627 DPAINT FONTS No'i 1^ _ The loTesi selection Foms for use with any IFF Painring / DTP Program. V635 IBeM EMULATOR vl 05 s a CGA Colour IBM-PC Emulator wrrHenlo run on any Amiga. Shareware version JX V639 RADBENCH PLUS v2.0 hot jusTan updale but a complelly NEW JX Vfi4S UEDTT v3.a Wurd Processor wtfri team modes. Online Helpr A •each Mode. Split windows, copy & pasle, undo 4 all standard features JX V646 SID v2.Q FILE MANAGER ^ cc ■ oe usee   voncus ;oe-oiion?, The besi is probably 1he file copier □X V647 HACKS A selection of WB Hacks 1hal hove been re^iesved in CU 

M\ manage your bonk account with easy. *~ V659 COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS w9.1 Is Ihere a problem wirh your computer! Then whot is m, JX V66O HOME MANAGER This is a jreot all in one address book wilh an rwiarrtary database & To-do ksl JX V66T MODELLING ; VERTEX Allows yau to create 3d obieds wifhrHJt using ihe X, Y & Z views. Locds Sculpt Mrtd A Torbo Silver. J V662DCOPYv3,0PROVoucan select the speed of ihe disk drive, Copy modes, Dos, Nibcopy, Ve* & saletopy. Loods of other features JX V666 MODELLING OBJECTS COnlains aver 20 vector abjeds in lr-ii::;-W:r le'lec' vvi'h D sk    6' JX V667 STAR TREK OBJECTS Comains ihe U5S fiefamt. NCCRGTJ Image formal. Perfed wilh Disk V66I JX V668 PRODUCTTVITY / BUSINESS Slock Anatyss program. SUBSTOSE Log Magazines with search scans. JX V669 CELLULAR AUTOMA Ths efedronic model will allow you to Sirnulote cellufnr rircuils. JX V670 ANDROIDS FONTS 1-7 Se l instolllng font disks for use with DPamJ programs |2 Drivas Rec. 7 Dtsksl. JX V678 DRAW MAP v4,0 [2) Will now generote ony 16 colour palette wan user control. New features include larger map wilh nalianal boutaarles. improv- ed help & printing. 2Mb.Oiher verstans 11Mb JX -.V.l: JX V:::•!: |2| J V650 DISK OPTIMIZER vl.O Re- creates Disks for faster Loading. V6B1 GAME TAMER v2.2 Gel u nnii- ol ihnl extra hard gome $■ Z\'-r-:\ W H - Guii-y "cut! vl! 'il. JX VoS2 DEKSfD v2.05 Hexa & Ascf E*or for use wilh yoix Amiga. Full Program but still Sharewore $15 V6B3 SUPER LOCK vl .01 Seal your disks / Hard drrVes for your eye's only Proleds wilh □ Passward, JX V6S4 FONT FARM A COHcd on ol utilities based around Ihe subject foms, Chofocier Edikw vl.O, Font master vl.O, ShowFont v3.3r Se1 Font JX V4£S ASTRO PRO ASTROLOGY The best Astrology program on Ihe ATiiqn ny 'r.r Sftf- Ar-.ifjr: Shnppft- JX V6S6 MULT1DOS Vl.12 fhiS S anolher must lor people with PC disks Alter ihis program hosbeen instclled yourAmigc .■ JX V«BB MAGNETIC PAGES vl.30 This Sliarev/ore program will create disk based magazines wiih graphics JSV690 WB V2.04 UTTUTES \2\ f' is sel comains 1he programs that should have been wilh W& 2.04+ They take full advantage of Ihe many 
NEW capabilities ihoi ore ovodaUe. JX V*92 RACE RATER vl.6 An xelleni program for people who want information aboui horse races. JX V694 POSTvl.7 An excellent PostScript inier-preier l« the Amiga which implements ihe Aoobe lang- locje? Requires v39+ fit ConMpn vl.3 JX V49B AGRAPH v2.0 J-r-gs Ihe world a cheap draw Bar, line, Area & Pie chart produdion/presentation program. JX WOO PERM CHECK fPUJSl: Is designed to take ihe chore oul tA checking plans lor winning Imes. JX V701 STRATA vl.O s o"!ondscope generating program. II allows printing of mem from any angle, from any position, A with any magnification JX WO2 EASY RAMOS FOR EASY AMOS This is the: firsi update for Easy Amos user's. Reqwres Easy Amos JX V703 AMOS UPDATER DISK VL34 This updale is a major update to Ihe software, Forexampte, you con now diredly update a version of AMOS irsralled on a hard disc. JX V7Q4 AMOS COMPILER vl. 34 Second AMOS Compiler Update. JX WQ5 MED V3.21 Exce en" update to Ih-i ;:;rrous music Crogram Med. Jit W07 SCALEABLE CUP ART : is completely new scaleable Clip pic- ■I.-HS'.:- :'r.: D;,:-,v (NOW 1 DISK) JX V710AREXX TUTORIAL Induces several sompleArexx scripls fl. sanrtpfe progs. ARexx comes free on bfl WB* Worfebencri Disks. JX V711 UNIX Ilonloins o wr>rkiny demo of Min<x, A Unix workalnke. Minix ts system call compellable. OX V712 PROTEUS BBS An excallenF pfogram for modem & Hard Drive used 10 start ihier own BBS J© V713 COMUGRAPHIC FONTS Contains 2 dtpari style fonts & 4 actual lypefoces for use win WB 2.04+ & desktop publishing &/or video projects. JX V714 24-Blf Rend2^ allows you to proof 5oa5tergerTero5ed 24-bn anims. V71S THE COMPLETE BIBLE W !h Ihe entire lex! of ihe New Teslamenl & Torah (Olri TesmmenH IMo [3| V7T8 SPECTRUM EMULATOR vL4 Which is NOW!! 3 times fosler, Requires a spedrurn compuler once JX V719 FREECOPY vl.fl Removes prOlecled qurnes L'jpy prolettion so lhatihe user can install them an HD. JX V720 DtSKPRWT v3.51 A lobe! database ^ c^ prmlers & sloes disk labels, combined database & prim utility For disks. Works fine with every prmler. J W23 BOOT INTRO CONSTRUCT ION SET nrros JX W24 PRINTER DRIVERS v4 This is an updoted Drivers disk: Canon LPS. Canon Bubble jet's & Skw 9 pin. JX V725 THE SUPER KIUJ^RS v2.6: BOOT X V4.S0 This is the besi vfrus killer disk to dale, kills over 262 virus & may be- more. Includes many others V72A COPPER EDFTOR v2.0 Enobte you to Creole those mce colour lisls found in games like Turrican" 

OX V727 ART OF MED 2 A uaolhef excelleni seted of Med lunes. JK V72B MOBED H This iSO mOvobfe object Sprite Edrior for your cwn use JX V729 EDIT KEYS Will Edil your disks key maps Full instructions. JX V730 ICON MANIA An excellent selection ol Icon dp Art for your WB Disk JX V731 AMOSBROT vl .la This updale has even mare fractal types which indude Logisfc: Ecfuof ion, Coosi trees see As for renews J® W32 WORKBENCH V2.04+ UnUTiES 3 DCopy, Bool menu writer, F-Pic, Scenery. Huge, QEO. JX V733 SOFTWARE USTER vl.6 This program is designed lo keep 0 track of your Software collection. JX W34 THE MAIN EVENT *2 0 This autoschedutar will execute progran^s / siripl fSes ul OITV given dule. JX W35 MEMORY MANAGER vU Seted any amount of Chap / fasl ram JX W34 THE DESK TOP HARPSI CHORD Inf -v-?nl; - , - 'or Prograin JX V740 POWERBENCH vl.2 The WorkBencfi disks wilh more Power This 2 disksel has been cruched & Orii.mi/Hd lor maxin-n s'!:-:::]« \2) 
JX V742 ONUNE vL4 Program wi fJowyou to find cheote within games. □•W43 TtflM ¥3,0 Sesl COmmgnicp- lions progrom for use with Wfc v2.04+ [2f JX V745 THE PROFESSIONAL C MANUAL v3,0 "r, > lo'gcsl colledon of docimnenls. exomples fc uliilies n C fw Ihe ATngrj. T consists of six maruofc, with more tian«chapters, 175 tjiy exuAibte exom- ples complele with source codes, full inslrucl- ions for C □ 112) Uncrunthed & only □ crunched Disks F691-F695 JX V757 AMIGAOEX vl,61 Creoles / converls your Amipo into a card Database syslem. Very well done. JX W50 TEXTPLUS v4 <te Anolher ipdate of this eaceltenl Word pfa- cesser program Needs Uncruncriin JX V75? f EXT ENGINE *3.4 Updal- ed vBision of Ihe Word processor wil -1 AZSPELL \-.<X IH: yi ■! sp^ cl ■ HC ■ V7M BOOTX vS.01 An easy 10 use bool. file and link wvs killer. Has lots of oplions lo c-st<- & < ■• '• 'igc viruses J  W6T A-GENE v4.1BThe iolesl version ol the popular genealogy date- base program Bry Mike Simpson 
JX V7A2 BBASE v5.5 :; iiple data- base will exlra features like fast searches. ma*ng label support, and best of all it's easy to use. Max 9 Fields JX Wd3 GRAPHIC PRODUCTION Contains Scenery, landscape. Land ouild v3.2. Cloud 9. Genesis demo. JX V764 AMPP vo > An excellem painting package like Dpainl. Amos JX V7*S 1V1EGACOLOUR vl.O A program which iransforms a B/w saeen indo a full colour screen mO'256M □X V769 WORD POWER is an excellenl spelf checker / Darabase JX V770 ACCOUNT MASTER vl.02 Excellent Amas written Account program J© V773 WB V2.04 WINDOWBENCH v2,0 Lxcoiic-n- workbench replace- ment for Oil WB v/1>: -      JSHI:- \2\> □X V777 VOKE CU The taeo is 10 control the CLI/Shell wilh yaur voice JX W7B RAYSHADE V4.0 Complex Ray (racing package.2Mb |3| JX V7B2 FORMS Creole Edit, DrOw Colour & prim your own forms JX V7B3 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX Many programs lo net In your develop- ment ehoris (most C but some r, basid. JX WB4 ARexx Twn disks which \2] contain Arexn programs & examples □X WB6 PASCAL This disk contains everything needed 10 program In Pascal. Indudes aoaki&SOO assembler & more. JX V7S7 PROGRAMMER TOOLS CadTools ta design your user interface to your OJvn prOgrcXns using oil of Amiga OOS1 O^s new features. AtsoRegTools JX V7U RELIGION Contains scripure_Mem aids lor memorizing verses & passages Pauls Journey. JX V790 ANIMATION UTLS Indudes CyroUMs tar splitling. combinincj, and creating oriimaliDfis from IFF pidure files, ux V791 DIRECTORY ULT5 includes ihe mosl powerful and highly recommended programs which are designed lo make Cii 4 SNfl tasks vjiuolfy oTasoiete □X W94 GRINDER A complete graphic conversion package thai supports GIF, JPeg, Atari St (Neochrome / Deoasl, PCX, Targa. Tiff, Ham-E and IFF Format pks. JX V79S ABC ADV&JTURE CREATOR You can create your very own odventares wihin Amos. Progrom by Chris Beeson. JX V796 ADDRESS & BOOKBASf Wrt dolahase programs for recording your Address & Books, Speaoly designed JX V797 EASY AMOS PROGS |2] Conlgin swrce code tor use with Easy Amos JX V799 ADVENCED UTlLs SerNd & PorNel, Conned 2 Amiga & shure resour- ces via ihe serial / Parallel ports. Mymenu P-i-Hs menus on your l/iorfebench screen. JXVBOOARCHIVERSII Ihisdisfeis packed wilh me tales! Archivers 10 dota. J©VM)6 WB V2.04 UT1LJTES [2) Th s is the Our second double disk collection otWB v2 01* utilrties lhat lake advantage of ire NEW machines capabilities JX V&09 MEGA CHEATS v2,l This disk comains ihe very loiest cheais. JX V&llELECTROCADv1.42a PROTOYPER Anolher Updated on the cad / Electronics drawing Programs. □X VB12 CANON This cSsI; contains Pnmer Drivers fi. Canon Studio. Gives better prinl output for any 9 pr, printer JX V6T4 PC TASK vl .11 s a software IBM-PC Emuktior. Allows you lo run the majority ol IBM software wilh NO addh- ional hardware. CGA Gatouf NEW UPDATE JX V8TS FILE & HD MANAGEMENT 2 : DirWofK vl.62 File copier. MegcO Anolher NEW Updale on on excellent File copier like ihe NEW Disk Master Pro II in it's Operations Also contains loads of other programs ta help oul |2) J   VS17 ASOO PLUS EMULATOR As ii sounds w* let vl .3 owners emulate WB v2.0fl+ Ulilifes. No hprdwnre req 

JX V818 INSCRIPT vl.l £ prelum for woduting video lilies. Feoiures include uiiy eattable text entry, IFF Pics as bock grounds. Unkmired number of tents load- ed, outline support fWB?.Q4l. lext styles, "  r, ptaybuck. Lydiiiy. ull resulu! •jr i J© V819 ICONAUTHORvl.l) A replace- ment lor tcanEdlt2.D. tl can transform IFF images or brushes inlo reaped 2-BilPine brusnesoricon liles rhat Tialch the WB v2.D4* colours Help avoikjWe, And More V&20 BBBBS VS.4 Baud Bandit buaetffi Board System Flures trdude up 1o M tile libraries, inledoce to exrro devices like CD-ROM: Plus much. more. JX VB21 SNOOPDOS vl.5 A utility lo monitor Am»gaDos calls. It ollows you 10 seewhai library, devices, funis any program is looking for. — VB22 HD BACKUP v3,5 A hard s backup program ihot features, muth drive support foil backup, compression ILH.LIbraryf, uptoonol verify &. restarabfe :c--.iiqu'':".:''i. Requires Arp v3? ;v522| JX VB23 POWERPLAYER v3.D A ver,' powerful, user friertaty k system triendty module plover ikon handle neoriy oil module formats, can read power packed modules & comes wilh it's own cruncher JX VS24 ELEMENT v3.0 A very r ce inlerodive display of the Periodic Toble of tlemems. tducotmn Produd JX V82S WORLD DATA BANK v2 .2 Using 0 database or coordinates compil- ed by ihe CIA this program plots world maps i\ cylindrical or spherical projeds, with various degrees al magnification. JX VB2* AHDM v3,Wa Hard Drh* Menu. When placed in your startup- sequence, offers a lo poge menu, each page having uplo IO possible actions. JX VB27 REPAIR-^ Newiap v3.3, A mulii sectar rile edftna system. RXDISK wl.2, Recover s as much as possible tam g defective disk DttKSALVEvT.42, Creoles a new filesystem slructureon crolher device, w -, ns      -> riiTn safiraged Irom rthe original device. 

Strategical War Game ByT A Scar from Srwebury's vvar Gamma, Club. This is me second & finol version {2) 
W73 TETRtS ORIGINAlTh is is rhe c losesl game 10 ire originol letris JX 1420 DTRlS Ms\ 2 f^'aver fetns J  1486 SOUTAIRE S S. ROYAL JX 1561TRTTWIS ConlOins I player. 2 player & 3 Paver game options. JX 1665 BATTLE FORCE ROBOT A simutar game m sryle te Baitte Mech Ihe role pteyino hfc Tek combai pome LJX 173S ASTEftlODS THE ORIGINAL' Ano*ier old dossk. Original dossk □  1747 LLAMATRON GAME 2001 By Jefl Minler & an excellent production JX1749 SCRAMBLE TK Or q lol' Remember lhal old classic game JX 1570 PATIENCE'S This is 1he besi version la dale. DOMINOS. Play vs the compurer or another player. JX 1977 POM POM GUNNER Shod down the incoming world wor II at planes in this Operation Wall game j  2019 JETMAN Another Spectru m classic converted te ihe omigg it's JelPokwilh. all Hie original sounds. JX 2022 SEA LANCE The first Silent Service lype sub war game on PD JX 2054 ATIC ATAC A rendition of tne game from the original spedrum compuler. Graphic Maze adventare JX 2162 BATTLE OF BRITIAN WAR GAME 2 Siroieay war gomes which bolh need loading tfirougjh Wb. JX 2164 DUNGEON ON NADROJ TMs rslhe besi Dungeons & Draoons Public domain type game. Load Wb 2T73 CARD GAMES Conloins Croboge, Blje iVoon.. xjrg, Palience & Hearts. JX 217B SURVIVOR CnlriLir(L,l gmphicd advelure within the Aliens iheme JX 2199 PARACHUTE JOUST f ou are tailing down 10 earth, &, musi take Ihe Parachute from iheolher player. JX 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES Elernal Rome. Lords Of HOSlS. In MO0ft$Hne An Excellent coHectwiof games. JX 2221 MIND GAMES 21 of Ihe best Mind gomes to challenge your mind nal your shoot* nq skills, j 2224 SWORD OF THE WAR LOCK A Bards totes / £ye of tae Behold- er adventure game packed on three dsKs.This is Sftoreworeflr IMtj |2 Driven 

JX 2272 BLACK JACK LAB Flay all Ihe popular versions af Pontoon JX 227B CARD SHARP A very professionally presented setediOr'i of solitaire type card games. Excellent JX 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.O ConlrOl tne torpedoes & sink ihe enemy Ships as -hev -:.v \:\vi\ LANDMIUE, JX 2280 DIPLOMACY Classic straiegy gome loosely based on Workl War 1. 2Mb for cor-oaler ploer JX 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS By Jeff Minler The nde of a life time with mutonl camels JX 239* PETERS QUEST" I hsiiihuiy an exceHenl platform game. JX 2411 TOTAL WAR The biXird jame RISK as reviewed in Amiga ■ormal.. An excellem production. JX 2432 GOLDEN OLDIES Golugu, .Galaxians. Space invaders. Aster- iods, Salty & Misste Command. JX 2447 COWDROPM !■„ 1 Macine simuloter with various gamble modes J   2449 CRAZY SUE AliOltief flrst rale cute school girt platform game. □  2450 SMASH TV - THE RIP OFF j '-■-■-'! lo ''it unyiiul c'Cadc!iiOLh!-o Wilh neal grapgics& sound JX 24BO AMOS FRUIT MACHINE II As rear as possible to Ihefruil machine found in Pubs & Arcades. JX 24*2 DESCENDER Is a cteneol Ihe CIOSSK orcode gome Tempesi complete wirh vectonied graphics. JX 2«3 INTRUDER is a Wjh svel Berserk clone which leatures srnoolh gameplay. great graphics & sound JX 24B4 CATACOMB vi,7 A graphical adventure gome sei on a smnll island in ihe middle ol the fond of EXOUL /. NEW JX 2485 IRON ClADS [IMbj Upcof e tc- theeMceleni SiraJegic Wa^ Gorr*; \2\ JX 2489 COLOSSAL CAVE vl.O'S virtually ider.titol to ihe Originol classic JX 2490 RUMMTC-rcnnicol card Come JX 24'1 LEGEND OF LOTHIAN vl.01 is an adventure game in tne vein of Ihe Ullima qame series. JX 2494 HUNCHBACK - his is a conversion of ihe old classic game. JX 2498 AMOS CRICKET -jcellenl arcade cnc<c_ simu oior w- qrnp- C5 JX 2535 5UPCR PACKMAN 92 This is he best Pack man to date with super smooti scrolling & excellent graphics 
:JX 2613 DUAL A 2 player game where you control oimcwd tanks s rockets, "' 2614 TORIH is a 1 or 2 ptayer Teiris game written in Amos. 2 player gome is Heed To Head QX 2*15 WAR Is a space straiegy war gome, in which yau control a fleet of space craft Space War game J* 2616 RUSHHOUR is □ gome 11 which you control o charader who's needs fo cross the rood. Like Frogger JX 2617 Golden Oldies 2 : Croak, Excellent 1 or 2 player version c* Frogger. MpwrtiMan,vp-s:;- nl pqrkiVion B|- "'     . This s the most additive games we have played here 2 p*ayeronly. Trail- Blaier, fJ-AB iA Gass*:. Squample. the shoot em across. JX 2620 Dr MARIO A Sl'nnge TelriS like game where you move coloured pills down Ihe screen. 3 in a raw go's JX 2621 ETERNAL ROME Start Ihe roman Empire Irom 32BC Build fleds. armies & send ihen -,ta bcltie. JX 2622 CLASSIC GAMES 3: Dcrnkev Kong, An ^xceltent platform igame in which you must rescue ihe dir Frantic Freddie ft Mad Bomber JX 2674 INTERPfD r ihe Anic rce you CO".lrol 0 tank, or; a mission 'a rescue • '..••':!•;•:•• - H:i:: : - .::i >.-:<; .: JX 2675 ADDAMS FAMILY QUI?. Tr ey 're creepy & spoafcy and now they're in your Amiga! Class* digihsea graphics 6 srx nda Ticke Ihis real crowd pfeaser. 

JX AT33 THE PROBE I Animation BHD OF PREY Anim from Star Tiek. JX AT84 LEAVING SPACE yame based an "NC. ml OFRCE, DOCKING A-. m     J 2501 STAR TREK Irom sloMrek. ATTACK .Bfd of Prey Scout Ship in allocs JX 1060 STAR TREK THO:GamHisbvTeri Vib&P Mc I ntOSh Vl .47 ■ JX V367 STAR TREK JX 1081 UTLTTMATE STAR  INFO A Dolahase of all | P) The Classic Original the original series. 
ERIC SCHWARTZ JX 981 STEALTHY MANEUVRE II ' JX 1035 F-16 SWISS FLYING 1 

JX 1609 NAVY AGRE5SOR, SOVIET SOFT LANING, STEALTH BOMBER ■ 1700 ANTl- LEMMINS r2> 2Mb JX 1703 DATING GAME (2) 3Mb JX 1842 SHUTTLS COCK " JX 2013 AGILUTY * 1850 LATE NIGHT / TERMINAL' 2021 VIETNAM CONFUCT ' JX 2133 GULF WAR CONfUCT 2Mb JX 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES II (4] JX 2311 AMY vj WALKER H |2| 3Mb 2384 AMY AT THE BEACH |2) 3Mb JX 2427 CAMOURF4AGE * 2475 BATMAN & VTOL CONTEST' JX 2476 HOW TO RUN JX 2477 AMTWALKS JX 2478 UNSPORTING 2Mb 2499 ERIC SCHWARTZ TOR ' JX 2500 THE SKY DRIVE- 

Game by Tobias Richter m JX 2222 STAR TREK : | TNG The laJeslquiz 

Game / Jimbo Barber. Anericcr. versw 1Mb |2ff JX 2503 STAR TREK Game by Eric Gastafsan 

DEJA VU SOFTWARE £4.99 
Those disks are NOW commercJal disks We NOW Stock all olrhe Trtfes. JX LP35 T-TECORAW The b«s1 Drawing program with il's field, recommend By PD-Sofl JX LP42 X^STnCH Create / Design patterns for use with knifting. Another program ?ec' 2y ^C-Sofr JX LP44 FORMULA ONE lie best Formula one managmenl game on ihe Am qa -,F" SF i \('. jx LP47 DIRTY CASH vl.D6 Has been hailed as J ihe besi Irurt Machine Simulator available :jx LP71 AMOS BATTLE CARS Joystick controll- ed racing game lor one or two ployer. OX LP77 POWEFBASE v2.1 The Lofes" version ol | 1his exceltenl powfirfull Dnlnhase program JX LPB2 COLOURING BOOK II This dhe sequel ta LPOOT with oeher pidures io colour JX LPB9 5KYBASE 22 A'Cude/s^a^eqv gome In which yoj musl ic<e c eiq^i secors of5kyocse2Z JX LP93 LC2CK) FONTS>.V:rv, u ;iry lew lontS JX LP98 POWfRTiXT This is a very good Ward Processor  he hesl ten lure? is a h-.iit in spall checker , disk contains full Instructions. JX LP100 SPRITE EDITOR II Enables yau to design sprites, and icor, irraaes in a friendly &. easy woy. JX LP101 MORSE COSE TUTOR it you want to llearn Morse code fhis progmm is a must, JX LP102 DISTANCE ESTIMATOR This Is an rmnrm r rr.d n irilify which calcu'/ile nisrnnces JX LP104 MONEY MONITOR A home accoun's ulility that can keep track of upta 3 separate bonk I accounts. Easy to use. Full instructions. JX LP106 ORGANISER! Se^ oul ice a filafax with | frve sedians Calendar, diary, Names & address.. Note book & profs Contains full instructions. 

TOPOEMO DISK CHART 
J ' X2.622 ■ 7 ' i2> 

JX 2676 AMI MOREA v5.4 Loads of 3| IWO^tf^N^m 
dun-gar^ On screen urates, overvtew  ^ 4 * ^^ENTSpJ ■gonsr Cr. screen updof es. ol the dungon's mop & Loods more. JJf 2702 SHAKES & LADDERS The classic board game Now on ihe Amiga JX 2707 KLAKLPJS Yes Its anolher excellent TETRI5 variant NEW VERSION JX 2708 SUPER COMBAT v2.0 ' ■■ ■> 
JX 2715 TANK ATTACK This S u 1-4 player version of ihe Classic Cartnc^e gome Cor-ibol l Joysticks cc-= be usee ■ ■ 2721E-TYPEII Asterpods space advenlure where you |el around collecting new weapons NEWVTOJOH 
JX ATS KLINGON D7 CRUISER torpedoes while poss*>g by NCC-IB64 JX ATTO ENTERPRiCES 
Station dock, NCC17C1-A The classic JX AT22 APPROACHING VESSELS, Animcrttoa Btaon/ Eight Wireframe. JX AT23 FLEET WANEUVER f iCC-1940 Fly over& byanlmoikin. eMcellenr classic 

J 5 X 2627 KAROKEIGOSPELI/ COMR.EX J 6   2631 REFLECT / SOUND VISION J 7 X 2611 RAVE VISION / INTENSE J3 X 2524 MELON / HUMAN TARGET J ■ X2590 : .VF FT R :VE NGE * J10  2632 TECHNO CGtsSPIRAOVMAJlCl 2 ' 
s a 2 ptayer Gaunllei TVpe conba"l garre j-| ^ |=f0 gSSrSSfJSJSS^ Wb (21 

J'2X2628 GET FROGGED / DECAY J 3  2713 UNLEASHED FURY/MMRAGCIN5W] "'A   2679 FNr FP1AJ M.WF. NT (XPRtSS PtC [NEW] J15 2602 TECHNO TOWER t PARADE£ J16X 2626 HARDCORE / ANARCHY J 37   267B SYS MEGA DEM.O / SYMBIOSIS (NEW] J f3  2508 JOYfilD€ BY PHENOMENA J19 2560 DOS Bv ANDROMEDA |J 20X2639 QPTWJ5MAXMJ5/PAR ; |2)  
THE KEY flP|.„ Deia Vu Dtsk Cosls £4.99 I {??1 This Title has r? disks | {"I, This lilte requirEis 1Mb Amount of memory I (X) This d.sk / Title works on WB ir2jfJ4+ \&) "• ■'•:-:kvv onfyv.vjrlc on rtR 'u M* nrjf.hin«i } 

ORDERI HQ BY POST       Please \>c\-z loll ul Ihe COLLECTING DISKS        You can now colled ony disks ol our I disk number wilh a cqJcved penr h€-Lighter ar jusl aulline the disk New office address 6-3 Durham Road. Unii 2, Sourhend-On-5ea, 1 yau want to order. After selecting yourorderpleosefi in your Personal ESSEX, 551 2YD. Orders are quicker if you ring in advance, details on ihe order form provided. CUT OUT or Photocopy this advert EUROPEAN ORDERS       Whcr ordering from within _ and Posl to Ihe Address above. Hand written orders are also acepted. European counlry remember that the-e is a mm order of 5 disks I Cheques SPosttfordersstiouldbemade p<p,able ta:PD'50n.lfyouQndallQrderssmtbyAJRN\AILFreeofcharge.Eurochequosarel how wdered before please tick ihe Accounl Ntxnber box or just I in acepled and your order will be seni AirMail ihe same day tNTBRNAT-'- the Account number on your previous invoice. iTTON ORDERS   All orders are sen! by Air Moil. Please I TELEPHONE ORDERS      Credit Card orders can beaccepled aed 20% f 0 yc Jr c rd ?r s tor 1 ter any postage casts. on our Telephone / Fax H^nea^fngji^n^ 

AMIGA PLUS C REDFT CARD NUMBER 1MA5TERCARD or VISA) OWNER S i> I 
= ITW0?KS ■   llll    ■   !■■ ■■■IH 

300 Adobe Type 1 Forrts This Fan Pack took, ever 'Omonhsio produce. The onry comprehenshre sel CKT fonls lhat works t n'.vlo5sly or vour Am qa. \c mq your lor- rood:. \' om 10 Z. |_| Special Price: €39.99 E urape's Largesr Fan! Sel 
100 Adobe Type 1 Forrts These's fonls will work wilh Page- tream v2 1+ & Professional Page v3.0+. Send a C5 5 A.Elor a I   I NarrmJ Disks vflOl (5) complete list or |us1 ring and ask 
COMPLETE HieCorTC H!^-rb:J ris!i has bem pratessionrtl FRED FISH printed bo^rtd r. In eludes a sorted index, of a H rhe disks, it now siands al over 150+ Pooes, 11 also comes wilh free updole pages as the new disks ore releosed. FRED FISH Is a colledion of Amiga Games. UlilhTes & Mucn Mare. Each disk is rotary packed wirh programs,    09 f~ All Free i sh disks come wirh Wl nsl-jchors "   [ I 

Any Olher disks or Budget Software 

1 Disks £3,00 
2-5 Disks £2.75 
4-10 DESKS £2,50 
11-20..Disks £2.00 
21-SO..Disifcs £1.75 

□ MOUSE PAD,E3.4i J A500 J A6O0 DUST COVES....84.49 I J 3.5 DISKCLEANfMG KT £3.49 \  DISK LABELS 3p Each / Min 50 or [ □(£11.99 for 1000. Which includes P&P I DISK BOXES        J 140 Cap).., £54? I Cap|...£8.99 J 1210 Capl £14.99 I 
CATALOGUE Tired of boring ccta ague dis^ Ge* me unque, easy DISKS    louit: • "jins derails ol wu-u over 5,500 disks & are all available diredly irom slack. A | muHitudeof oplions mcludinq 5eorCh & Prinl, Contains details |_ on Fred Fish. fBAG. Amos. FAUG, 5MAUG, Scope, Agatron, 2M£wJ APDC. Panorama. AmicLH, Slip risk; Jae Lorson.^ rCUG. NZAUG. TOP! <. POL LYSOFT A CF j A VJ £150 

TOTAL PRICE 

SEE PD-SOFT AT THE FUTURE ENTERTAINMENT SHOW IN NOVEMBER 1992 STAND 3130 



Express Public Domain 

1-9 disks 9QpK 10+ disks 80p, adcf 50p for P&P per order. Large selection of Amiga PD including, 
Games, Graphics and Animation, Utilities, Music, Damos, Fred Fish Disks 1-710, T-Bag Disks 1-64. 

Below is a small selection of titles available. 

1007 
1031 
1039 
1054 
1082 
1106 
1107 
1110 
1111 
1129 
1135 
1140 
1100 
1101 
1107 
1100 
1162 
1103 

Pieman AT (P| 
Alt Warrior [OimHFI Treasure Search (P] 
BallcMiucy" (bomber) (PJ 
Qulk & Sllva (platform) 
Fata'a Quest (platform) (P) 
Blackjack Lab (pontoon) (P) 

!(P1 ■u nner {PJ 
i Fruit Machine 2 |P) 

i»2* 
Othello & Card Sharp (p) 
Total War (Risk) (P| 
Pi rt ball Dream (demo) [P] 
Maria va.oo* (roiepi»yJ [P] 
Battle Can 2* (P| 

I I AII ICS \S| 4MH1TH\ 
2001 Walker 1" (animation) (P) 
2000 Porky Pf 9* Jani mat ion ] {P] 
21 SO Allena (sMdOjihaw) 
2184 Qlrift Of Sport («lhtoshow) 
2186 Four Stroke Engine* (anim) (P) 
2187 Terminator 3* |anim) 
2188 The Art of T. Hlchter (2D) (P) 
2206 Unsporting (E«S. nntm) [2Mb) |P) 
2212 Allen Breed* (snim} 
2213 P f unfit si de* | antm) (P| 
2217 Pen Is of the Deep* (2D) 
2231 RDF Shuttle Slldeehow 1 {P| 
2234 Cry for Dawn the Slide snow fP| 

|P) - 500+ and A60O compatible, * 

408T C Manual VZ.0 [4D| fFJ 
41OT Pdom Clip It 1.5 [clip art) (P) 
4108 HorlhC V1.3(2D) (P) 
4108 BBaa* 11 VS. 32 (P) 
4117 Electric Cad V1.2 (PJ 
4118 MED V3,21 (Muilc Editor] (P) 
4124 AmloasePro II V1*2{P) 
412G PC Task VI .04 (demo) (P) 
4127 Magnetic Page* 1.3 (PJ 
4139 BootX V4.00/V0.01 IP) 

HI M<   \\l  Ml M 
5001 Flash (Queen hit) (2D) (P) 
5002 Lumberjack Song (2D) 
5004 Gorilla Sketch (2D) (P) 
9009 Madonna JSpanky) (P) 
soi 7 Pwre Metal 
9020 CG4 Tunes {game tunes) [P) 
9040 The Xmas Song (2D) fP) 
9072 Van Helen (Eruption) (P) 
5063 300 Things [P) 
5067 Hypnotic Whale Sim 1.4 (P) 

I I HI V 
0048 Bodokan (game demo) (P) 
5090 IndlsnapoHs 50O (game demo) (P) 
0003 Thames TV Demo (P) 
0060 Virtual Worlds Demo 
6073 Alpha Omega (P) 
0074 Can Do f demo} (P) 
0075 Odyssey (5D) (P) 
0078 Voyage (P) 
0090 Cat Computer Club Demo jP) 
0002 KGB Megademo 1 [2D) 

Mb. (2D) - 2 Disks, (3D) * 3 Disks etc 
/ Con 

I I VSI J ISIS L>  I t I S 
Mitsubishi Branded 

All blank disk* are 100% 
10 £6.00 certified and guaranteed. 
SO        £28.00 Prices include labels, VAT 
10O      E92.00 and postage/delivery. 

Catalogue disk only 60p or send S.A.E. for list of titles. All orders of PD by first class post. 
Europe add 25p per disk, ROW add 5Qp par disk. 

Cheques/postal ardors made payable to South Lines PD. 
South Lines PD, Dept AS, 10 Linden Rise, Bourne, 

Lines, PEIO 9TD, Tel 0778 393470 

Unbranded 
10 E4.75 
50 E21 .00 
100 £39.00 
200 £72,50 
500 £169.00 

AMIGA PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE SOFTWARE 
UTILITIES S3. C Manuals V3(1S)(P) 46. Spetfrum Emulator/12 1. Giani Utilities 3 (P) 24. North CV1.3 (2) (P) Games (P) 2. Hard Dme Utilities 25. Proliacker V2.2a (P) 47. Pinter Utilities (2) (P) 3. Bed Devlts UtHHias 7 (NP) 26. A64 Emulator V2 (2) (P) 46. Red Devi;* Unities 4 4. Video Application (2) fP} 27. Pool Forca&ter V1 49. Rippers Disk {P) 5. Video Graphics (4) (P) 28. Perm Check Plus (P) 50. Super Lock (P) 6. Database Workshop (2) 29. TV G raphics (2) (P) 51. Ratlle Copy 5 Pro 7. Opococn 1 (PI 30. Cyclone Capiar (NP) 52. LSD CLI Utilities 1-2 (2J_{P) 6. Optoim 2.2 (P) 31. Frse Copy V1 .R (P) 53. Printer Ohvars I -3 (3) (P) 9. Opll Utlllltes 1-2 (P) {2} 32. Nib Copier 2 (NP) 54. Vogue Utilities (P) 10. Express Utililfe* 1 (P) 33. Super Duper V2.01 (P) 55. Kefans Metlalien Utilities 11. Germinators Utilities (PJ 34. PD Copiers 1 fP) 56. Archieura Disk (P) 12. 2G2 Utiles lPI 35. Essenlral Utilities 1 -3 (3) 57. Donkey Hong fSame!') fP) 13. Boot Utilities {2} (P) 36. Edword (Text Editor) 58 Assassin* Games 1 -30 (30MP) 14. Oarkslar Utilities 1-4 {4} 37. AmicashVI 59. Express Catalogue Disk (2) fP) 15. SidV2(P) 33. Filemasler V2 (P) 16. Messysid V2 (P> 39. RSI Demaker V2 (NP) ACCESSORIES 17. Vitus Z V2.23(P) 40. Acton Replay VI .5 (P) 3.5 disk ,36p each 18. Imploder V4 (P) 41. Bootx V5.11 (WB2)   ' 3,5 100 cap box £6.50 19. Power Packer V3.lMb (NP)        42. Sysinfo V2.76 (P) Mouse Mai £2 99 20. Astronomy pack 1 {4} (P) 43. Ffexibase V2 (PJ Dust Cover A50O £3.99 21. Term V2.3 (2) (WB2) 44. virus Checker V6.15 (P) Cleaning Kit £2.99 ^. A-imtour Radio 1-25 (25> (P)        45. Assassins Multi Utilities 1 (P)  

All P.O. Is S9p per disk. Buy 22+ gel 2 disks free and receive tree Catalogue Disk (2), All our disks: Includes 3 Games, 2 Virus Killers. Chany Music Demo and complete list ng ol Graphics, O Guaranteed err or tree! Music. Demos, Adult. Bus'rvess, Utilities, DIY, T-Bag (1-62), Fred-Fish (1-700)- □ Comptete with own labefef 
''lease add 60p to order Iram U.K., Europe £i .00, rest ol world £2.50 for P&P □ Virus ireen □ 48 Hours DeBvery 
EXPRESS P.O., 47 ABEHDALE RDM, WIST KWIGKTOH, LEICESTER LE2 &SD, Tel eng. welcome after 7,30pm Tel |0S33) 887061 

19 Hwisfci^OfT Rd 
Kirkby-In-AshrieEd, 
H^tts KG17 7DJ 
Tel: 06fl3 754061 

GA PUBLIC DOMAIN AMD SHAREWARE 

Jewel PD 

- Messy SW II W.p. 03U ■ Label Printers 04U ■ Modem Utility Disk 05U - Printer Utility Disk (W - Master Virus Killer VSS 11U- mCADvl.S.5 13U - C Language Manual (4 disks) 14U-Mo<lr»Cl.3 (2 disks) 16U - SW II S4U - 6W Business Letters 2BU - Assasirts Mejatooot Utilrtres mi - Ripper's Disk 31U - Dope Intro Maker 01W- Text Plus v3 OSW - Amrga Fox D T P. 03W - Clip Art I Cartoons etc Ftsh 453 - Power Packer 2 3B Fish 609 - BBase II PD Cover ■ D Copy 

01G Rollerpede 0£G Air Warrior Q9G Wacky watobla 06G Interferon 07G Tiles 08G Asteroids 10G Gfri Actions 11<5 Drip 14G Hack 19G Lam vtS,06 21G Blizzard £3G Golden Fleece £9G Coin Drop N.P. 1ME 31G MrssKe Comafid 35G Mesabsll Operation Lerrrmlnas M.P. 45G Squabte 43G Croak 45G Seven Tiles RP. 48G Zeus 50G wiister*MlsselME 
FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE 
DISKS: 1 -9 £1,25 each-10 or more £1.00 each 
Make Cheques payable to J* Lowe 

01M   Perfect Sound (3 disks) OoM Medv3.10 01E   Educational f5 disks} 
02£   Learn &Plsy(£ disks) QED    Mors Right Demo OGD    Anti Lemmings Demo (S disks) (2 Meg) 09D   Light Cycle Dual Demo (2 drsks) 
13D   Gulf Conflict Demo (2 Meg) 1*D   Amy Vs Walker 17D   At The Movies (1.5 Meg) 18D   At The Movies II (i Meg 4 disks) 03 D   Ghost Witter 25U    Amateur Radio 27U    Tele Communications 05M   Cats Sing kylie Rsh 617 - A Day At The Beach (B disks 3 Meg) 

POSTAGE 
(Mjn % disks) 

Same day despatch 
N+R = Plot Plus Compatible 

{%) a Magazine review score 
anglia PD 

(P) B Works on A5Q0, ASftO PJus and AtiOO 

only Hip - tnuliides a 
superl) Scenery 

Generator! 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3DfSK5{P) LV.QJ 
Cflfcnder, Mortgage, SpeeAdsteet, Gr3rrwr Mileage, World 
Time, Bucket, Gxqtxt>iok, Cajafaasei Twins Tutor, Typewriter, 
GrootKiistMaker, Home Banking. CLIPART PACKS 1, 2 OR 3 EACH PACK =r 5 DISKS £4,95 
3 rJ'rferenf OKksoFS oVsfcs. atf Mat the very best dipert for 
FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £4.95 5 different pocks of 5 crt'sfe, pock 1 contains: Ptibitsher fonte, 
various tones-, fonts d>$k £. Cosmcpo'rtan foots, targe fonts (foods ofsreal fonts foe DPmnt eft:.; (P) 
ANGLIA C0L0URFONT5 PACK 1 Oft fi (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 
-5 dtks fuH pforigirsl colour fonts produced here er A^JJ. 77>eseaif 16 crotoyr fonts - rat cut and pastel They &z produced 
in trte same way as the cJwe/ font supplied with DP&tnt $no the 
Kara ranje ofcofnmercvi fonts! Tt-<eyarc typed straight in and Weft Dpainl and TV Text 
EDUCAT16N PACK 1 (P> 5 DISKS £4-95 
German GVcoe, Geotune, Drawmap, frvMicn Clouds, formij, Aiibt!, Grjvir/5ir7i, Weather, *'sve tfaker and moot! (Jhij hmeof&jr 
best seNetsand is TOctifete value for money). 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £3.96 
TTiis siflwjfci pack new includes.- Star Chart, Amigazer, Total 
Concepts Astronomy, GravtiyWcli, Gr&Bim, Orbit, Planet and fast facts on the sotar system. PRINTER US E R PACK 2 {P) [N EW) 4 DISKS       £3.96 
A completely new collection of programs to help you get the best 
out of your printer! Includes.- Distprint V3.5I (Disk labels), 
MOriaster (Cassette covert), ftwlfflcs, JBSPoot, Brvprint 
(Envelopes), New Print (Margins - Headers Footers etc) and mote. SIMULATIONS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 
ASS of the best PD simulations in one pack! Mettp -Sea city 
planner, King Oii • you are J.S.I Nuke - t-Juclear arms race, 
impre.wn l&namm - Grab ancient Mediterranean power, 
Sealance - Save the worldw\th your nuclear sub. Trvckm-Run 
yourovmtruckin company. DC 10- Leam toft/a 1X10 jet text of 
Conquest - Two players- take o*ei the gjAuyr Insiders Gub - 
Superb storkm^et simulation, Ar Wam>or - 7abe youpkkfroma 
huge onge of aircraft with this excellent flight simuSatorl 
EASY BUSINESS PACK (?) S DISKS £4.95 
Ail programs included are pow&fui but easy* Includes.- Text 
EngineV3(Tne very latest wprdprocessor). SpreadYS 
(Spreadsheet), QSase (Simple database), BBase If (Good 
Database), Bankn (Great accounts package), X-$peSI (Spell 
checkerX Print Shx±o. 
INTERMEDIATE BUS1 NESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS    £4.95 
Wordwight Wcxdpfocessor mcfuding Mail Merge and Macros!), 
$-Cak (Good Spreadsheet), Amibase Pro 2 (Stunning PD 
database • l^ewi), Atuigaspell (Spell Checker), 15 Label (Infinite 
label control), Messysid Vp (Amiga File Management + PC File 
Transfer), Amiga Fox (Desktop Publtshng) DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 if you want to learn mare about yourAmga, get this pack' - You'll be a disk expert in no time' Includes Power Packer (Easy file 
compactsr), Sid (Mlianl Of Replacement TooH), iconmonia (Change any Icon in seconds), (ixdisk, V/ruscheckerVS.3, O-Copy (Copies, ftepavs. formats, and more), CU Tutorial (Alt you need to knew) end'202 other utilities"! 

"C PROG RAMMERS PAC K (P) 6 DISKS £ 5.94 
<4ccmpfete 'C Ix^gu*^ and wpet' mstnjctxjn msnus) pn^vJe 
all yai reed to team the *C language, irKii^NofthC(2cfcks) 
and the CManual (4 disks) MED V3.41 MUSIC PACK (?) 4 DISKS £3.96 
MED Is widefy recognised as the best musx: package, PD or 
otherwise!! This pack contains V3.21, the btest version complete 
with loads of digital sanpfes, a disk lull of MED musk; scores and 
some great MZDrrujiK to load art playi Listen to what your machine is capable of! 
500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (?) 5 DISKS £4,95 
An incredible collection of superb commercial quality arcade games1 Hotjrz ofAjn for both kids and adults Includes: Defender, 
Gaiaxans, Scramble, Missile Command, Pac-Men, Bi-Planes, Dnp{ 
Space invader. Asteroids, Breakout, Tetris + more! CARD + BOARD GAMES 4 (pj 4 DESKS £3.96 
Anoirwr outstanding collection! 3$ very good 'Thinking' Games!.- 
Chess V2, Backgammon, blackbox Towers, Pipe, Zerg. Maze, 
Cluedo, Connects Dominoes. Draughts, OtheHo, Go Moku, 
Dragon Tiles, Klondke, Canfield Mastermind, Wxdsearch, Hangman Pontoon atxi many more. PUZZLES F - RACK 3 (P) 3 DISKS £2 97 6 brand newgraphicat puzzle games, all brilliantly done, guaranteed to keep you playing!; Asbido,F)ag Catcher. Rotheilo, Quadri*. Paragonjecrvioban 
PC EMULATOR PACK (P) (NEWI) 3 DISKS £2.97 includes the incredible PCJask CGA Emulator and two disks fuH of PC Public Domain Software. 
C MANUAL V3 PACK (P) (MEW!) 5 DISKS £4.95 The Amiga C Encyclopedia consists of six manuals with more than ^chapters, 175 fully executable examples, utilities and other goodies. It All adds up to a complete work on how to program inConthe Amiga. Expands onto IS disks! C MANUAL VI DE-CRUNCH ELD? (P} .12 DISKS £11.88 KIDS EDUCATION PACK (P) (NEW!) 2 DISKS £1-96 AxMjde* hxny fcr Htnx&i BvHenrwtta'i Book of Spells, lots of titty dDw«T7icfo:tea7iTO.n'r^,T^^^ft'?g. fw 5 years and cm. HARD DISK PACK 2 (P) J DISKS £2.97 Gnat GoHedan rfihe btesrtvrd diskatidties. kckxks ftkkkfam mater) t^rr^(rjmctaryetcl * backup (spotix supertnc^(pwwlprotect every ticf/e, mouse xxtisrytvyrff), dtsk optmzer, copter, vm& kHitTjnd 
STNGLE DISKS AT ONUr 99p! 
BUSINESS 
8321 (P) (85%) Amigarox (English Desk TopFubtisning) B329 (P) (95*) 600 Business Letters (Superb! - Heady to use) 5330 (P) (80%) Amicash (Superb new bank account manager) 9331 (P)(92*)QED (Very gocxiwordprocessor for begk^ 8332 (P) (90%) iJ-Edit vg.OA (latest and greatest word pro) B333 (P)m%)Atrnb*e Professional S (HwP0<. SkfMr database) 8335 (?) (92%) Forms unlimited ( Design nvaices etc, quickly) 8339 (P) A-Graph (Jtoduce Bar + Line Graphs easily!) 
8327(P)(86%) Text Engine V3.4 (great looking wordproccssor) 
B340(P){8S%)BBasellV5.5. Latest Database now includes 

better printouts and mailing Sabefsl 
B343 (P) (Fiewi) FUeohx (Get your life organised!) 
B342 (P)(New() Wordpower (Great spdl checker with 

crossword and anagram solving tool) 
B344 m&mbe Money Program (Very nice accounts package) UTILITIES 
04 T6 (P) (70%) CU Tutorial (Learn oil about it) 
(M37(P)(95%) D-Copy V2(Now an even better disk copier!) 

U478 (P) Typing Tutor (New! Great features ) 
IM95 (97%) Yinrschecker Vtt 75 (P) (The latest - For the ptustoo!) 
U4% (P) (95%) Messysid VP {Heads and writes PC disks) 
V497(P) (95%) A500+ Utilities (For theA500+ onfyt) 
U4W4 (P) (NEW)Pools fredktarOtt tactf 1992 season) 
U4C06 (P) fancy disk label designer (The best!) 
U4007(P) (93%) Disk Optimiser (Fastdisks, DUO: Too!) 
U4O09 (P) Amiga Tutorial (A beginners manual on disk, superb!) 
04011 (P)toeeBater. Horse rarx predictor - Good (NEW!) 
04013 (P)(8S%) Power logo. Full language (NEW) 
04015 (P) (Newf) WSase + Wcontsol (very useful pop up database 

and printer control panel) 
0401$ (P) (Newt) Clips! (100% fullof structuredctip art for 

Pagestieam, Pro Page etd) 
0*019 (P) Freecopy VI.8. (Sesncnes protection from disks to 

aHowbackup) 
OM22(P) Opticomms 2 (Includes neomm W) 
U4023 (P) (NEW)Main Event (Set your amrga to perform many 

tasks by itself, at any time!) 
U4024 (P) AM Emulator(2 disks - C64 Emulator) GAMES 
G6019 (P) A5Q0+ Games (91 Games for the Pius!) 
G6022 (P) Ouedo (100% accurate version) 
G6025 (P) Monopoly (excellent Amencan version!) 
G6027 (P)(91%)Lothian. Siperf5Urtirrvr(>^floVen^ 

graphics - hordes of monsttrsi (NPXrj 
G602S (P) (95%) DeteKferi (Arcade conversion - Brilliant!) 
G6033 (P)(HEW) Wots Us Name (Very good general kmwtedge 

board game) G6034 iT) (NEW) Oossmaze (excellent crossword quiz game) 
G6035 (P) (NEW) Kbktns (Superb Columns' game!) 
G6036 m<W){#%)foial War (Perfect ^on of tlx te bosdprM) 
&mm (mCybemetst (PDs best sfoot-etrHft by kf) 
GcWJfNWlfflt forge (A ^^np byfcdftfW) 
Gffl4d(?) (HEW Ae*to (Pink     - ato yptsyer tsfen 
G5«T m fNHW OdoMo (3stied otteMplays a memgame) 
SrXW(W9Sawr Ajcmar 9£(Easity r^erctf ifiyvjtaW 

C701 (P) Learn + Phy(2 disks-super education for 4- tOyrs) 
C712 (P) Colour Pad (New coievring book lor youngsters) 
C7U (94%) Storyiand II (Mlsani kids game) 
C7T5 (P) Composer (simpty superb must maker for 12yrs +) 
C719 (?) (87%) Total Concepts (2 Disks) (Astronomy & Dinosaur 

Education Pack - Good!) 
C720 (P) Cotour theatphabet (Gnat education tor early learners 4ys+) 
C724 (P) (95%) Doody. (Lite Mario Bros and very good -NEW!) 
€725 (P) (91 %) MH- Mrs. (Platform adventure for 7yrs+ - it's got 

everything!! 
C726 (P) (83%) GCSE Maths (Gvot revision disk) 
C727(P) (100%) Top Secret (reviewed as the best platform 

game ever!!) 
C729 (P) (NEW) Counting Fun (For age 4+, Excellent simple 
C730 (P) Wzrys Quest (Wizard, Damsel * Monsters, great 

game)) 
C731 (P) (NEW) Wilfy in the Castle (Professional platform gome) 

Simply phone your order through or send a cheque/postal order. Ptegse add 60p to cover post and packing. 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (P) (100%} 4 DISKS £3.96 
Prcbably our test pack yet' ^^eT^O^^tosf^^c^rri 
video. S Afctvje for Smooth scrolling titles using arty font of any size. 
Stow forsttdeshows with bads of wipes and fades.- A-Graph kf 
business wdeos.- SK*Jc,v Mjker to acid shacfavs and smoothany 
tort: Video Librarian: Video Tools: Video Tests. Loads of fonts and 
more!! 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL! M (p) £2.99 
A 50 page, instruction manual for DTVpack 2. Professicnaih' printed, 
contains JinsfAiCfjforrs foraV/^prT^grams« ^pad^arxJ',3 section 
on font and how to use theml Also mcludes a superb guided 
tutcna) that takes you through the major ofc^grarm step by step, 
letting you create your ow htles as you go! Designed for banners 
and experienced users, this manual will mate desktop video easy! 

FISH DISKS IN 
STOCK 350-730 

ONLY 99V EACH! | 

"1-LATEST" 
IN STOCK 1^85 

£3.99 EACH! 
ANGLIA PUBLfC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
[Dept ASH), 115 Raoelagh Road, Folixstove, SuTTolk, IP117HU 

TELE 

nntm welcome 
3t>p per disk far port ft packing. CREDITQI 

0394 

283 

494 
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Dish Peek and Update allows the Inquisitive to find out about - and change 
the contents of - any disk drive attached to the Amiga. Make sure you're 
supervised by an adult, though! 

FISH DISKS 

Anglfa PD has sent me the 
latest batch of disks to 
come from the Fred Fish 
collection - disks 721 to 

730 - so here Is the pick of the 
contents. They can all be obtained 
from Angfla. 

DPU (DISK PEEK 
AND UPDATE) 
Fish disk 721 
This is a hex disk and file editor 
which allows you to access, at a low 
level, all the data on any disk 
attached to the Amiga, whether it's a 
floppy disk, a hard disk or even a CD- 
ROM. You can also display various 
parameters associated with the 
device. 

This is the kind of program which 
enables you to wreak havoc with your 
disks - so only use it if you know 
exactly what you Ye doing! However, 
for the more propeller-headed out 
there, it does its job well, and 
provides you with as much control 

"DPU is the kind of 

program which 

enables you to 

wreak havoc with 

"This program is very easy to use 
and therefore shouldn't need a very 
long doc file," says the author, Ken 
Winfield. Well, Ken... 

You enter details of your tapes' 
names, subject type, location and so 
on, and you can then search using 
any of these categories. 

The usual printing functions are 
available, as are some mysterious 
numbered buttons which seem to do 
almost random things such as 
quitting the program with no warning. 
Still, if you really have so many 
videotapes that you need a computer 
program to keep track of them all, 
this one will do nicely. 

Program rating. 7/10 

ANIMAN 
Fish disk 723 
I couldn't test this program out, 
since it requires either a Perfect 
Sound 3 or Sound Master digitiser, 
but I felt that I just had to list it. 
According to the documentation, 
AniMan provides you with "an 

your disks* 

over the disks as you coufd want. 
DPU is totally keyboard-drivenh 

with function keys selecting the 
various options, so you can keep 
your fingers hovering over the keys, 
ready to totally corrupt that vital boot 
block! Seriously, I'd love to know if 

VCT Tape Flier- If you've got so 
many tapes that you need a 
database of them, this one will do 
the Job nicely 

there's anyone who actually needs 
this kind of program. f1m sure that 
the author had a reason for writing it, 
but I doubt that more than about 1 
per cent of the Amiga-using public 
will actually find a use for it Still.., 

Program rating 8/10 

VCR TAPE FILER 
Fish Disk 721 
This is yet another flat-form 
database, tailored to a specific 
purpose - in this case, cataloguing 
your videotapes. It only works in 
interlaced mode, which means that 
unless you've got good eyesight and 
a decent monitor you'll find it pretty 
unusable, but given that [imitation it 
performs pretty well. 

You'll have to be prepared to do 
some experimenting with VCR Tape 
Rler though, because the 
documentation is somewhat sparse. 

animated talking head that will run 
any Amiga program by voice 
command. 

"Ask for an Amiga program by 
name, and AniMan will oblige. If 
AniMan becomes impatient, you may 

most appal ing program ever - and 
I'm fascinated. If anyone has actually 
used it, do write in and let me know 
what it's likel 

DISKMATE 2.1 
Fish disk 723 
DishMate is a multi-tasking, multi- 
drive disk copying program by 
Malcolm Harvey, ft should work with 
DOS and non-DOS disks, and 
incorporates facilities to format and 
erase disks. 

The program allows you to copy a 
disk image to the RAM disk, so 

"AniMan will run 

any Amiga 

program by voice 

command" 

people with only one floppy disk drive 
(but enough RAM) can avoid all the 
annoying disk swapping that many 
other copiers require. 

The documentation is a bit 
sparse, so you should be prepared to 
experiment a little, but most of the 
functions are quite obvious. 

The fact that it seems to work 
fine in the background is a major 
plus-point with me - it means that 1 
can get on with other things while the 
Amiga grinds away duplicating 
important data. 

DiskMate 2.1 is a simple little 
program, with few frills, but it does 
its job quietly and efficiently. For that 
reason, I give it... 

Program rating ..,.9/10 

BACKUP 
Fish disk 724 
BackUP is a shareware program from 
Felix Jeske, which will create full or 
incremental back-ups of your hard 

DiskMate Is a multi-tasking disk 
copier - and that's all. It works well, 
though 

be insulted. Animan will also recite 
poetry if you ask nicely.,r 

This sounds like the naffest, 

drive. Basically, a full back-up puts 
all of your files on floppy, whereas an 
incremental back-up will only save 
those files which have been changed 
or added since the last back-up. 
Incremental back-ups are useful 
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BackUP will create full or 
Incremental back-ups of your hard 
drive: if you use a hard drive, get 
hold of a copy! 

where the majority of the data 
doesn't change - and because they 
take far less time to make than full 
back-ups, many people who can't be 
bothered to go the whole hog can be 
persuaded just to stick a couple of 
floppies into the disk drive and put 
up with a couple of minutes extra at 
the end of the day. 

The program makes use of the 
J.lh library', to implement X2.H file 

"Any hard disk user 

who's experienced 

a system crash will 

tell you about that 

experience,™ 

compression - so that you save on 
the number of floppies needed. 
Although the documentation supplied 
says that this library is not included, 
good olr Fred Fish has come to the 
rescue and supplied scripts which 
install both that and the special font 
required. 

Be sure to install both of these - 
without them, the program refuses to 
run, but doesn't tell you why it's not 
working. Of course, file compression 
has a downside: it can take far 
longer for the back-up to be 
performed. On the other hand, when 
you're backing up a 50 or lOQMb 
drive, time may be less important 
than the fact that you'd need well 
over half a hundred floppies to do 
the job. 

The user interface is very neat, 
using blue and red text to inform you 
just what's going on. You can 
automatically exclude, say, .info files 
from the back-up, and select whether 
to have file compression and data 
verification turned on or not. You 
select whether or not to include files 
in the back-up by simply clicking on 
them in a scrolling window. 

Any hard disk user who's 
experienced a system crash will tell 

you just how 
dreadful that 
experience is - 
and you can 
guarantee that, 
if it happens to 
you and you 
didn't bother 
making a back- 
up, the first 
thing anyone will 
say is, "QUT you 
should have 
backed your data 

up. I do." 
Rather than getting into this 

situation - where your next step is 
usually to pick up a big stick and 

ways, such as changing the gamma 
value (which changes the contrast of 
dark areas while inversely changing 
the contrast of lighter areas), 
changing the overall contrast and 
brightness, adjusting the colour 
response curves, independently 
scaling the X- and Y-axis, dithering 
and so cm The image can then either 
be saved in IFF mode or exported in 
other file formats such as 
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) and 
JPEG, 

The program's user interface, 
while necessarily containing a large 
number of options, is soon 
understood, and most basic 
functions can be performed without 

5..L.JLsiik^R.-£i.y,5.^.?^.f..-..§^, 
b 3C kdrtip 
ILtm 

Co tit tflm-afc Ion.. 
Color Conj^ro^* 
flREXX tOjj*Q**£ 

LO-4 

tiiM ; J  20* J LB: 
Futl Size] 

Chews* * M porter 

OPEN       1       gXPORT   j _D.TJ5 

HIk4UhIt£ PnstScript <EPS> c^pr"papier-ipt tepss 
JP1TC 

J 
HamLab Plus is an extremely 
powerful Image manipulation 
program, with a wealth of import and 
export filters. Highly recommended! 
beat your ex-friend around the 
head - you really should back up at 
least your important data files- It 
only takes a few minutes, a stock 
of floppies, and a program such as 

reference to the copious 
documentation, There's even an 
ARexx port built in. 

One of the great beauties of the 
program is that it is expandable: it 
uses separate 'filters' to cope with 
importing and exporting the different 
file formats, so new filters can be 
(and are being) written, which add to 

Set' Tnto the dVrt n tir-v £tr#?*b«tf t_ Tfhe iratfr  is  1 sckti bu i I d i iiy 
Ynu*re at ■ I A ok Sorry, nut f an not T   will   rrppAt   thr I 

end sf road ig 

Around you ts fl ■■.n.i I I Jttr»J" enter 
^ road _ forest, ftow.  out  of the build 

(on, 
before a JUiaLf brick bui (din<?. 

inq and down a putty. 

There There Thcip a«p 
food 

tvs _. a   r.hi rty   hr I wip Hfl tasty food bene. battIff of water here 

a wet I hottse for a tar9* sprtn^. ground  hOrfr, arSy. 
Ml 

Subh lng%ns e^ctp le l*ttpis not particularly rewarding. Rnvw*v,  OOt hi Ftp enc it in? happens. 
The Colossal Caves adventure finally 
makes It to the Amiga - with all the 
dodgy old Jokes still Intact! 

this - which can be thoroughly 
recommended. 

Program rating.............. 9/10 

HAMLABDEMO 
Fish disk 726 
This is a demo version of HamLab 
P/usT an extremely powerful image 
processing/conversion package 
written by Ed Hanway. 

This program allows the import of 
images In formats such as HAM, 
HAM-ET GIF (Graphics Interchange 
Format), TIFF {Tagged Image File 
Format), JPEG (Joint Photographic 
Experts Group), Sun Rasterfiles and 
a number of others. 

Once imported, the image can be 
cropped or altered in a number of 

the program's functionality, 
This idea of 'plug-in modules' is 

used in image manipulation 
programs on other platforms - such 
as Photoshop on the Mac - with 
great success. It means that anyone 
with the Know-how and the 
specifications can write filters - and 
the more filters that are available, 

the more popular the program wiEE 
become. 

And the best thing of all is that 
the shareware fee is just $25 (or 
$20 if you register before January 
1993). 

To ensure that people do 
register, Ed has limited the demo 
version to images of 512 x 512 
pixels or less. While this is plenty 
good enough to try out the program, 
you will want the full version before 
long. And remember, you may well 
get other filters when you register 
your copy of the program - I'd guess 
that graphics professionals will have 
a vested Interest in making sure that 
this program does well. 

This program shows just how 
good Amiga programs can be; in 
some respects it rivals programs like 
Photoshop, which only runs on the 
Mac and costs £800 or so. 

I really do urge anyone who 
works with images on the Amiga to 
check it out. And register! 

Program rating... * 10/10 

ADVENTURE 
Fish disk 727 
OK, OK, I know that we don't cover 
games in Amiga Shopper, but I 
couldn't resist this. It's the Colossal 
Caves adventure, the grand-daddy of 
them all which was written on a 
mainframe by Donald Woods and Will 
Crowther, 

Totally text-based, with a limited 
expression parser, this game should 
be made compulsory for anyone who 
wants to see how adventure gaming 
really started. 

The Amiga version, converted by 
Tony L Belding, looks to be pretty 
damned close to the original. There 
are some slight differences: short 
descriptions are not quite as tfdy, so 
you are told things like "You are at 
end of stream", but these are just 
semantic quibbles. 

If you pine for the good old days 
when you were lucky if you could get 
10 minutes on the printer-only 
terminal of an old IBM mainframe, 
then... 
a) You're a sad old bugger, and 
b) You should get hold of this. 

Program rating.... ...,8/10 

Trow Brawi* ?£T*w*r* 1773B-I5th t*E 5u<tg Sf^S***** RRexx port * B»*_of f 9i*«;*flf.fc*f£f'ff c*pvr l»nt if»B-9t-9z Rich - FMELY »lsfRIBUlftlil as Xottu *« €BT* notice re 
■htn.4 sure at I needed <i i ree t. or <• es »r« iking furt aitftte Ubrerv directorI* n>*<Mno ttnejrTist.. .    „ „. The larger the BBS net*, th $ettin* UP nunlie conferences th* tender the setup takfrs* es. , , 

NMECTED T » * w * *     YOU      ft R E C 
* * * * »    YOUR    NftttE    HERE      » • * « # 

* it  K  n B       B       S W   -K   *   * * 
12fl&/2488 baud 

BRS_TEXTVHELLtt  is seen by  everyone who gets a "CONNECT", 
It can be whatever you want,,  just keep It  leas than 1 'i ttftts. 

Nate the uay to  put ANSI j Lor the ness 
R [ C HRftD_ £ T QQC TON 

P I ease enter time: 
If you ever wanted to run your own bulletin board, BBBBS might be the 
answer to your dreams 
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WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold of Amiga PD and shareware: from a bulletin 
board or from a PD library, 

The advantage of using a bulletin board is that often the latest software is 
uploaded as soon as it's available. On the down side, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay phone charges (and sometimes a connection fee 
to the bulletin board as well). 

There are a growing number of bul letin boards with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. Check out 01-for Amiga (071 377 1358) and the 
Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board (081 644 8714), Another good option is joining CIX 
(the Compulink Information exchange), which not only has Amiga software but also 
contains conference and file areas on a wide range of subjects, from politics to 
scuba diving, biking to Science Fiction. Many of the Amiga Shopper writers have 
accounts on CIXT so you can get first-hand advice on your problems, too. For more 
details, cat! CIX on 081 390 8446 (voice) or 081 390 1255 (modem). 

If you don11 want to use a bulletin board, the other way to get PO software is 
from a PD house. Many advertise in Amiga Shopper, and you'll find a com- 
prehensive list of names and addresses at the end of this article. Expect to pay 
between 99p and about £2.50 per disk - there's often a discount if you buy in 
bulk, too- As for the difference between the companies which charge 99p and 
those which charge £2.50 - well, try both types. There are brilliant, totally 
professional PD houses which charge iess than a quid, and there are totally 
incompetent (disorganisations which charge more than twice that. On the other 
hand*.. 

BBBBS 

Fish disk 729 
BBBBS is the Baud Bandit Bulletin 
Board System, and was written by 
Richard Lee Stockton. It requires the 
commercial BaudBandit programt 
which (apparently) sells for around 
$50t and also ARexx - which, of 
course, is built in to Workbench 2.xx. 

Once you have these things, you 
can easily set up your bulletin board; 
the instructions provided with BBBBS 
are fairly clear, and shouldn't cause 
you many problems if you've used 
bulletin boards yourself. Essentially, 
the set-up procedure involves editing 
system files so that things like logon 
messages and the like are relevant 
to you - then connect up your 
modem and wait for your first call! 

A neat feature is the ARexx 
interface to the system, which 
means that you as sysop can access 
the board at the same time as a user 
who's dialled up. This way you can 
perform housekeeping tasks without 
taking your board off-line - and 

nothing frustrates prospective callers 
more than not being able to access a 
board for long periods of time. 

Although the system has a 
features list as long as your arm, 
some of the important features are: 

• Up to 99 file libraries 
• Up to 99 threaded message 
conferences 
• Unlimited number of users 
• Unlimited number of flies and 
messages 
• Sysop-controiied access to files 
• Interface to external devices such 
as CD-ROM 
• E-mail can include binary mail 

If you think that starting a BBS might 
be a good idea - and if you can get 
hold of the BaudBandit software 
which is required for this system - 
BBBBS might be just the job. What's 
even better as long as you're not 
going to use the program 
commercially, it's free. 

Program rating.. „ 8/10 

3 Amigos 
16 MarsettWay 
Leeds LS14 2DN 
w 0532 733043 

Amiganuts United 
169 Daie Valley Road 
H o 11 ybroo kT South a mpto n 

AMOS PD 
1 Penmynydd Road 
Penlan, Swansea SA5 TEH 

Angiia PDL 
115 Ranefagh 
Felixtowe, Suffolk EP11 7HU 
» 0394 283494 

Blltterchips 
CI iffe House, Primrose Street 
Keighley BD21 4NN 
™ 0535 667469 

CIS 
PO Box 7 
B letch ley 
Milton Keynes, MK2 3YL 
* 0908 640763 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherham 
South Yorks S65 1BL 
» 0709 829286 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodetwyddan Ave, Old Colwyn 
Clwyd LL29 9NP 
n 0492 515981 

Deja Vu 
7 Hollinbrook, Beech Hill 
Wigan WNQ 7SG 
• 0942 495261 

Digitz 
PO Box 144, Mexborough 
South Yorks S64 9SL 
a 0709 571748 

EtiUta 
7 Sampford Brett Lane 
WfllitOh 
Somerset TA4 4JT 
» 0984 32320 

EM PDL 
54 WatnaEl Road 
Hucknali 
Nottingham NG15 7LE 
v 0602 630071 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex SS16 4JA 
« 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hail Farm, 
Cucumber Lane 
Essendon 
Herts AL9 6JB 

0707 664 654 

Goldstar Computers 
PO Box 2 
Tyldesley 
Manchester M29 7BN 
a 0942 895320 

ICPUG 
PO BOX 1309 
London N3 2UT 
« 081-346 0050 

Kernow Software PD library 
51 Ennors Road 
Newquay, Cornwall 

NBS 
1 Chain Lane, Newport 
Isle Of Wight P030 5QA 
* 0983 529594 

Neural Images 
4 Flint Walk, Hartlepool 
Cleveland TS26 OTE 
w 0429 263508 

Office Choice (OC-PD) 
30 Town St, Kirkintilloch 
Glasgow G66 1ML 
* 0236 737901 

PO Soft 
1 Bryant AveT Southend On-Sea 
Essex SSI 2YD 
* 0702 466933 

Pentire PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane, Taplow 
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 OJH 
* 0628 666641 

Public Dominator 
PO BOX 801, Bishop's Stanford 
Herts CM23 3TZ 
* 0279 757692 

Riverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
Tilehurst, Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 
w 0734 452416 

Tetescan Computer Services 
Hands worth Road 
Blackpool FY5 1SB 
*r 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Holfow Way, Cowley, Oxford 
« 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO BOX 97t Wakefield 
West Yorks WF11XX 

0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Unit 4, 44 Beau fey Road 
South ville 
Bristol BS3 1PY 
* 0272 637634 

Softvllle 
Unit 5T Stratfield Park 
Elettra Avenue, 
Wateriooville 
Hants 
POT 7XN 
» 0705 266509 

Start Computer Systems 
20 Holrnside 
Sunderland 
Tyne and Wear SRI 3JE 
n 091 565 2506 

Startronics 
4 Arnold Drive, Droylsden 
Manchester M35 6RE 
v 061 370 9115 

Unique Computing 
114 Salters Road, Gosforth 
Newcastle on Tynet NE3 3UP 
tr 091-284 7976 

vally PD 
PO BOX 15, Peteriee 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ 
' 091-587 1195 

Wirral PD 
PO Box 4, Birkenhead 
Mersey side L41 4FW 
tr 051 651 0646 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone or at a local store, 

here's our advice on how to get what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly. 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear In mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have), 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary, You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

A CHECK LIST FOR 

MAIL ORDER BUYING 

1 Make sure you know exactly what you want. Draw up a checklist of the 
specifications you are looking for and what you want It to be able to do. 
Check with the suppliers that their product matches your fist 

% Will the prod yet you have In mind work with your existing set-up, and 
anything else you are planning to buy? 

3 Can you see a demonstration? Many products are on display at computer 
shows around the country. 

4 Are there any hidden extras? Does it need 1Mb to run, or a hard disk? 

5 What technical support Is provided by the supplier? Does the 
manufacturer offer after sales advice? Check before you buy. 

6 Check the guarantee terms. How long is the free warranty? What does It 
offer? 

7 Draw up a list of these details and make them a condition of your order. 

8 Check the price and delivery details when you order, and make a note of 
them, 

9 Note down when you placed the order and who you spoke to, 

10 When it arrives, check everything carefully, if anything is missing, don't 
use the product at ail - contact the supplier. If It doesn't work, make the 
obvious checks such as the fuse* If It still doesn't work don't try to fix It - 
contact the supplier. 

• The goods must be of 
'merchantable quality', 
• The goods must be 1as described3, 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible! and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee, 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
dearly as possible, 

Shopping around Is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit 
making operations, CD 
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HGVP 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 

GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to present the GVP range 
of peripherals. GVP are the world's largest third party 
manufacturer of peripherals for the Amiga range arvd 
have a reputation for high specification, quality 
products. The company was founded only four years 
ago by a man who knows about the Amiga, 
Commodore's ex-Vice President of Technology. He, 
along wrth a team of Amtga experts induing other ex- 
Commodom staff, understand the add-on requirements 
of Amiga owners better than anyone. Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amiga owners want, 
they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 year warranty 
on the products they manufacture, So, if you are 
looking lor the very best in peripherals for your Amiga 
computer, look no further than GVP, 

FREE BROCHURE 
RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPY 

GVP's HD6+ hard drive and A530 hard drive with 40MHz accelerator, represent 
the highest quality Amiga 500 peripherals, at very affordable prices. Each 
incorporates a test action hard drive, RAM expansion capability, custom 
VLSI chip and FaaaSTROM SCSI driver, for unbeatable performance. 
The HD3+ hard drive offers up lo 8Mb of siandard vS^C1^1^1** 
internal Fast RAM expansion and the v*OC^^' 
A530 Combo, up to 8Mb of 32-bit wide v i^\\v 
fast RAM expansion. Both feature a 
SCSI controller, which supports up to 
6 additional devices, and an 
Autoboot/Game cut-off switch. Both 
are available in 80, 120 and 213Mb 
hard drive versions. 
In addition, the A530 Combo zooms 
the Amiga forward with an 030 
accelerator, running at a blistering 
40MHz. This enables your Amiga 500 
to run at an incredible 12.1 MIPS, faster 
than an Amiga 3000! No other product in 
the world combines all the features found in 
the A53Q Combol A plug-in PC emulator option 
shown below, 3s available for 
the H D8+ and A530 Combo. ^-r—v 

NEW! NOW IN STOCK 

ONLY £399 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUG-IN OPTION FOR HD8+ & A530 

■ 16MHz 80286 processor 
* 267 Maths Co-Processor socket 
* 51SK of PC RAM plus the use of Amiga RAM 
* Supports Hercules, CGA. EGA/VGA 

(monochrome) and T31O0 video modes 
* Runs MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 
This powerful 266 emulator module simply pluos into 
Ihe "mini-slot* of the GVP HD8+ or A53Q (without 
invalidating the warranty). It has full access to the 
Amiga's resources and allows 
you to run PC and Amiga pro- 
grams at the same time, giving 
you two computers in one. £199 

SCSI HUD DflSVE 40, &U. 12&i213M3 MtRSlONS * * 
UI.TFA FAST ACCESS. * * 
TRANSFER HATE UP TO MUffl^ac* :-T(lF -a"    - ;ES-jy-,HD-' * • 

ACCELERATOR 
40 MHz 6303 Of G CPU » 
OF T IQWflL 60&32 MATHS CO-FHDtESinH * 
RUNS AT 12.1 HIPS iFASTIR THAN AN MSGO') * 
HAflfMARE SUMS 3D MAP KIC*&W Hfltt CHI FASTER OPERATION (Lit OkCMNBKffEMTM SYSTEM] * 

RAM BOARD 
UP TO BMU OF BOH 3-blt FAST RAM | OR fMfllOl SIMMS - IZOdS OR QUICKER} • 
UP TO BMb OF 32 bit WIDE FAST RAN |32-bilWDEE '.'Mr J'>:. * 
1M1POPUUTEO • 

HOD/flCCfcLfcRATd* 'CUT-OFF' SWITCH m-1 

VLSI CUSTOM CHIP 
F AAA ST ROM SCSI DRIVER 
IDENTICAL COLOUR i STYUNQ Tt> THE ASDQ 
fl pit T-l H Vfam AH0 K FA N TO PR EVENT THE UNiT FROM DVFHHFATIHfi  

■MTNJ-SLOr FOR FlfTORF EXPANSIONS ■> :> K::'.iii   
flLMOVAHLt MtDIA SOFPOSl 

PRESS COMMENT) 
"Superb build extent aesthetics 
and blinding speed make this the 
bestASOO hard drive' _ 

AMIGA SHOPPER (HD3+) 
JGvf claims this is the fastest hard 
drive in th$ world and none of our 
tests could prove that wrong _ 
Untouchable, Irifz choice' 

AMIGA SHOPPER (HD8+) 
mi me best hard dmeL 92% 

AMIGA FORMAT 11/91 (HDS+) 
'GVP have done it again!'- 94% 

AMIGA FORMAT &92 (A530) 
the build quality is excellent- 

in farms of performance, their 
gear is the best _ their 
equipment is worth every penn/r 

AMIGA FORMAT 982 (ASM) 

HARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS 
PfttCES FROM: 

£399 
80Mb 120Mb 213Mb 

HARHDDsfVEI £3991£4491£699 Rfc": HAR H33 
A5™B01£699|£749|£999 

FOR ALL AMIGAS 
ACCELERATORS 

\ 030 \ 030 V 40wA 030 V 040 50W\ 33i«r Pn«H30r aaoaec 5flC30EC 8M30 tm 
Speed MIPS m 111 IS Si 
Speed MHz a 40 ta 5J 

MfltiUKHroe BOSS mi &m BuiL-r- 
1u 4* ** 

33-bi: RAM 13* m lto 
sea SCSI SCSJ SCSJ SflflP* 

Cak UPGiMM 
PRICE £599 £849 £1199 £1699 

2000 RODUCTS 

SOUND SAMPLER • 8-bit stereo sampler • Plugs into parallel port • MIDI support (or song input • Extensive editing features 
ftr Bie 9$n>ipnfe5WTel and aria hobbyistaNgri tjuali^' E-M stenM su/vl sampler thai oomacis into Tie pamllei port on any Arrras 930,605,1500,3D0O or 30M computer. Combined with ona of (l» tastes, most powerful and easy-Hnse sand and music ed% pxcgnms a/ststie. bsjudes 4-liadt sanJjwiBf w canoaftte saquenoef. 
MUS 
2500 £49 

AJI GVP G-Force acralerators. can be tometi 
inlo a hard card by adding a Mowvt KH, OVA 
4261, £39J5, makiftg it (ha ULTIMATE Amiga 
1500/2000 periphery. Any 1' SCSI driin? can 
then bo mounted on to the accelerator. 

HARD CARDS • Factory installed Hard Drives • 0. SO, 120, 213, & 420MP options • On-boerd 8Mb memory sockets • Add up to 6 SCSI devices Tnelrrpaa il HC9 hard can* are thaaruhalertallte hmj *iwe. tM tof the 1500 ard 2000 modeis. Hiey are sow od iti& faslast hard drives avalatrta. andinwponaean unpopulated 8Mb 
OMb Hflf: HAH 1300 

80Mb HAH 138S 
1 20Mb HAR 142£ 
213Mb Rer: HAR 1533 
420Mb PlBf:HAFl1M2 

£129 
£349 
£399 
£599 
£999 

VIDEO ENHANCER • 16 nMon colours 9 768 x 5B0 PAL Flas • SuppedCOYHP wcteo, S-VHS&RQB 
• f^wwmRGSspftil/er Impact Vifion 24 b »« latesl 24-bt Protesnnal Video Arfaplor. It leaiures 16 fniilkm cotours on screen al once, tut-in goto*, fliiker freer, frame buffer, frame grabber and digilaJ kByer. Supplied with C4ligeui-rV24 3D mooetling and rerrierins software, Scala IV24 video thing software, plus Macro Painfl 24-bfl pairt package. A1500/2000 raqulrKarJdiorial adaptor. GVA 5224. £49.95 
LV-24 ■ VIu SPLITTEfl tmwo im £1499 
\V-U ■ WITiUUlSCODEItngi vin     £1899 

RAM BOARDS 
• Up to 8Mb of FAST FfAM 
• Upgrade in 2Mb increments 
• Supports indostry standard FtAM chips 
• Diagnostic $Ofiw$re included 
• Futfy auto-configuring 
The RAM-g offers an easy way lo upgrade your 1500 or 2000 in 2Mb kiersmwits up to SMb. Trie RAW 6 is lultv auto-configunng and is supplied with paaci-al-mifto1 diagnaslio soliware. 6Mb occifiguraliwi supported for bridge board owners 
OMb populated FUUI29X1 £99 
2Mb populated WHOM £149 

REMOVABLE MEDIA 
• Smtest 44 or 88Mb removable media • Avaiiabta with or without HCS Controller • 20ms access time • GVP HCS Controfier option extra • £Nfemaf case available for ASOD/3QOO 
Each drive oomes with a removable canridge. 
External Case mimsm £170 

£399 
(♦HC*> PMHAH1SH £479 

88Mb (Bam DHv*] Fn* Htfl \67i £499 
UHIAIBI £579 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT ■ DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis, 
• ESTABLtSHED 14 YEARS: Proven track recgrd in professional computer sales. 
• £ 12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable, 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available OB1-308 0888, 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities al our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one Supplier 
• FREE CA TALOGUES: Will be mailed to you witti offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think veiy carefully about 
WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require addiJional peripherals and software, or help and advice And. will the company 
you buy from contact you with dataits of new products? Al Silica Systems, we ensure lhat you will have 
nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim lo meel our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and reium the coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the ^Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews. Hatiierlar Rd. Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX Tef: mm 1111^ Ofdy HUM Opw: Mw-SH Bj00»n-&aopm  Ma Ut* NlgH Qpwilnfl  Fax No: 0S1-3O& offA 
LONDON SHOP: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 0BA Tel: D71-580 4DM Opening Hums:     Mmi-Sm 3.30aflvfi.Q0rJm Ha Late Night Opening F&i No: 071^3 4737 
LONDON SHOP: Opening HOufc: Self ridges (1st Roor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Mbn-Firi fl.Marn-7.a0pm (Sal dosg B.3Qpn\) Lala Night: Thursday - flprti  Tel: D71-6ZS 1234 Extension: 3914 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews. Hatiiertey Rdp Sfdgup, Kent, DA14 4DX Opwtafl How;    McfrSH lMBw>&30pm Lit* Night Friday - 7pm TeL 081-302 811 FIX No: 091-309 0Qt7 
ESSEX SHOP: Opening Hours: Keddies (2nd Floor}. High Street, Souttiend-nn-Sea, Essex, SSI I LA Mon-Fn i?.3:am-5_30prn (Sat g.OCam-B.DOprn) No LHEB Nlghl Opening Tel: D7D2 462426 Fas ND: 0702 463363 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-1292-68. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd.. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 

I 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:         Initials: Surname: 
' Company Name (If applicable):   
| Address:  

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

  Postcode:  
| Tel (Home):   Tel (Work):   
I Which computed), if any, do you own? 68 F 

E£OE Advertised prices and BfMclteatkxra may change - Plaab* rt n Itie LTKjfxx) lur Ihn lulcsl mlgrrreilian. 

i 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

^ 081-309 1111 



SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to what's 
hot and what's not in the Amiga market place. It's designed as a simple-to- 
use yet comprehensive guide which will help you to make the right buying 
decisions. It may not include each and every product ever produced for the 
Amiga (that would take up virtually the whole of Amiga Shopped), but rest 

assured that all the major brands are here. 
The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new products \ 

released and others discontinued, well be updating It accordingly. This 
month we bring you what is possibly the most comprehensive guide to 
software for the Amiga owner. 

PAINT PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Prrce Screen Modes Max Colours Overscan Animation Rating Issue 
MyPaint HB Marketing £20 L 12 No No *** 2 
The Graphics Studio Accolade £50 L/M 32 No No *** 2 
Deluxe Paint 3 Electronic Arts £70 L/LI/M/B 64 Yes Yes ***** 2 
Deluxe Paint 4 Electronic Arts £90 l/LI/M/H 4096 Yes Yes ***** 10 
Deluxe PhotoLab Electronic Arts £130 L/U/M/H 4096 Yes No * * * 2 
DigiPaint 3 Silica Systems £80 L/LI 4096 Yes No * ** * 2 
Photon Paint 2 Mlcrof Hustons £90 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes ***** 2 
Spectra Col our HB Marketing £60 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes * ** 5 
L-Low Res, Ll-Low Res Interlaced, M-Mediump H-High Res 

ANIMATION SOFTWARE 
Product Supplier Price ANIM Compat Onion Skin X-Sheet Sound Rating Issue 
Disney Animation Studio Silica £80 Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * * 1 
Fantavision HB Marketing £50 No No No Yes * * ** 14 
MovieSetter Silica £80 No No No Yes **** 14 
Take-2 Rombo £95 No No Yes Yes * * -k * 14 

SQUD MODELLING/RAY TRACING 
Product Supplier Price Ray Tracing 24-bit Animation Bump Maps Textures Rating Issue 
Real 3D 1.4 Alternative Image £120 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 4,7 
Imagine Silica £235 Yes Yes Yes No Yes ***** 4J 
3D professional Marcam £260 Yes Yes Yes No Yes * * * 7 
Draw 4D Surface UK £150 No No Yes No Yes *** 7 
Sculpt 40 Alternative Image £400 Yes Yes Yes No Yes ***** 7 
Imagine 2 Computech £270 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * * 14 
Ray Dance Radiance £100 Yes Yes No Yes Yes * ** 14 

MISC GRAPHICS 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
VistaPro HB Marketing £100 Fractal Landscapes ***** 7 
Genesis Microlllusions £50 Fractal Landscapes **** 11 

IMAGE PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price 24-bit Max Colours File Formats Composition Colour Control Rating Issue 
Image Master Amiga Ctr Scot. £175 Yes 16.7m IFF Yes Yes ***** 18 
Art Department Silica £100 Yes 16.7 m Many No Yes * * * * 
Art Department Pro Silica £200 Yes 16,7 m Many Yes Yes * * * * * 10 
PIXmate Precision £70 No 4096 IFF, Neo No Yes * ** * 
Butcher 2 HB Marketing £50 No 4096 IFF No Yes * ** 

PAGE LAYOUT SYSTEMS 
Product Supplier Price Outline Fonts Pa n tone Postscript 24-bit Cof Colour Sep Rating Issue 
PageStream 2,2 stilea £200 Yes No Yes Yes Yes *** 2t3 
ProPage 2,1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 1,17 
Saxon Publisher Surface UK £250 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 17 
PageSetter 2 Silica £100 Yes No No No No *** 
Shakespeare Cloudhall £100 No No Yes No Yes 
CityDesk Precision £130 No No Yes No No * * 
ProPage 3.0 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 17 

STRUCTURED DRAWING PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Price Bezier Curves Postscript Outline Fonts EPS compat Rating Issue 
ProDraw 2.1 Silica £132 Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 
Design Works Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No ** 
ProDraw 3.0 Silica £132 Yes Yes Yes Yes * ** * 
Expert Draw HB Marketing £70 Yes Yes Yes Yes *** 14 

CAD PACKAGES 
Product Supplier Price DXF Compat No, Of Vector PostScript Rating Issue 

layers Fonts 
DynaCADD ExpressWorks £650 Yes 256 Yes Yes 3 
X-CAD 2000 Digital Multimedia £129 Yes 255 Yes With util included * ** * 
X-CAD 3000 Digital Muiti Media £300 Yes 255 Yes With util included ***** 
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PRODUCT LOCATOR 

Ultra Design Marcam £200 Yes 128 Yes Yes *** 
WORD PROCESSORS 

product Supplier Price Spetl Checker Thesaurus Picture Import Rating Issue 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Yes NO NO **** 17 
Scribble! HB Marketing £30 Yes No No * ** 6,9 
Transwrite HB Marketing £40 Yes No No *** 6,9 
Pen Pal Harwoods £80 Yes No Yes * * 1k * 6,9 
Kind Words 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes No Yes ** 6,9 
Pretext 5,5 Amor £150 Yes Yes No ***** 6,9 
Wordworth Digita £130 Yes Yes Yes 4,6,9 
Excellence 3 HB Marketing £79.95 Yes Yes Yes **** 
ProWnte 3.2 Silica £143 Yes Yes Yes ** * 12 
Word Perfect Sentinel £230 Yes Yes No *** 
Final Copy Gordon Harwood £TBA Yes Yes Yes **** 15 

DATABASES 
Product Supplier Price Type Programmable dBASE Compatible? Rating Issue 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Card index No NO *-*■ # 17 
Jnfoflle KB Marketing £50 Card index No No *** 9 
ProOata 1.2 Arnor £100 Card Index No Yes ** 9 
SuperBase Precision £30 Relational No Yes ** ** 9 
SuperBase 2 Precision £100 Relational No Yes ** ** 9,12 
SuperBase Pro 4 Precision £400 Relational Yes Yes ***** 4,9 
Organize 2 HB Marketing £62 Relational No Yes ** * 

SPREADSHEETS 
Product Supplier Price Rating Issue 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 No Yes ***. 17 
MaxiPian 4 HB Marketing £130 Yes Yes *** IS 
LP Calc HB Marketing £50 No NO * 19 
SuperPlan Precision £80 Yes Yes *** 3 
Analyze! Precision £50 Yes Yes 9 
Maxlplan 500 HB Marketing £80 Yes Yes *** 9 
ProCale Silica £150 Yes Yes ***** 
Advantage Silica £100 Yes Yes **** 1,9 
K-Spread 3 Kuma £70 Yes Yes * #* 9 
K-Spread 4 Kuma £100 Yes Yes *+** 9 
DGCaic Digita £40 No No ** 
Analyze 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes Yes * * * 

MULTIMEDIA 
Product Supplier Price Interactive External Drivers ARexx Rating Issue 
Presentation Master HB Marketing £350 Yes No No * ** * 9 
HyperSook Silica £100 Yes No Yes * *** 6 
AmigaVision Commodore £80 Yes Yes Yes **** 
Can Do 1.5 Checkmate Digital £130 Yes No Yes ***** 
Vivai Micro Deal £200 Yes Yes No *# 

VIDEO TITLERS _  
Product Supplier Price Overscan Transitions Amiga Fonts Horiz Crawl Rating issue 
Broadcast Titler 2 HB Marketing £234 Yes Yes No Yes 2 
Sea la 1.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes No ***** 2 
Scala 500 Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No * * 
Alternative Scroller Alternative Image £50 Yes No No Yes *** 
Home Titler HB Marketing £40 Yes No No Yes 9 
Premier HB Marketing £100 Yes Yes Yes Yes * ** 9 
Video Caption Designer Maze £200 Yes No Yes Yes *** 3 
Video Ease Interactive Tchnlgy £40 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** tx 

DTV UTILITIES 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
AntiA Zen £40 Fbnt Enhancer **** 8 
8T2 Font Enhancer HB Marketing £130 Font Enhancer * ** 8 
ShowMaker Silica £250 Presentation System 10 
Elan Performer 2 Silica £180 Presentation System * *** 11 
Deluxe Video 3 Electronic Arts £100 Presentation System 

MIDI SEQUENCERS 
Product Supplier Price No. of Tracks Amiga Smpls Song Arrange Rating Issue 
Sequencer One Gajits £90 20 Yes Yes 2 
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Bars&Pipes Pro Zone £200 Unlimited Yes Yes * * * * * 3 
Pro-24 Eventode £300 24 No Yes ** * 4 
Harrnoni HB Marketing £50 24 Yes No ** * 7 
KCS 3.5 Zone £280 48 Yes Yes ***** 8 
Tiger Cub Zone £100 Yes Yes **** 

Music-X Microlllusions £150 256 Yes No **** 

Music-X Junior Microlllusions £50 256 Yes No * *** 

Master Tracks MCM £200 64 NO Yes * * * 

Trax MOM £70 64 No Yes ***** 

Sequencer One Plus Gadgits £50 16 
MISC MIDI SOFTWARE 

Product 
XOr 
CMPanion 
Caged Artist 
Copyist Apprentice 
Copyist DTP 
Audition 4 
AudioMaster 4 
Audio Sculpture 
Quartet 
Mugician 
Music Studio 
TFMX 
OctaMED 2 
SuperJAM! 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

Supplier Price 
Zone £220 
Gajits £100 
Zone £100 
Zone £100 
Zone £230 
HB Marketing £50 
HB Marketing £80 
SMG £50 
MicroDeat £50 
Thalamus £30 
HB Marketing £25 
HB Marketing £45 
AmigaNuts £20 
Blue Ribbon Sound. £100 

Type 
Librarian 
Patch Editor 
Patch Editor 
Score Notation 
Pro Score Notation 
Sample Editor 
Sample Editor 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Algorithmic Composition 

Product Supplier Price Type 
MicroFrench LCL £24 Language 1\ 
Learn to Read With Prof Prisma £25 Reading 
The Three Bears School Software £23 Reading 
Donald's Alphabet Entertainments Int. £25 Reading 
Case 
Let's Spell Softstuff £20 Writing 
Things To Do With Words Softstuff £20 Writing 
Kids Type GeniSoft £25 Writing 
Mickey's Zoo Entertainments Int. £25 Maths 
Game, Set & Match GeniSoft £21 Maths 
Magic Maths School Software £23 Maths 
Fun School 3 Euro press £25 3 'R's 
Fun School 4 Europress £25 am 
Puzzle Book 1 Softstuff £20 3 *R's 
Sesame Street Merit Software £16 Painting 
Piay It Safe Deja Vu £3.50 General 
Pick A Puzzle Deja Vu £2.50 Jigsaw 
Hooray For Henrietta Sketlander £25 Maths 
Back To Basics HB Marketing £40 Maths 
Maths Adventure HB Marketing £26 Maths 
Spell! Europress £9 Writing 
Maths Blaster Plus Ablac Computec £40 Maths 
Maths Mania School Software £23 Maths 
Better Spelling School Software £23 Writing 
Answer Back Quiz Kosmos £20 3'R's 
Weather Watcher GeniSoft £25 Weather 
What Is It? GeniSoft £20 Geography 
Better Maths School Software £23 Maths 
French Mistress Kosmos £20 French 
Mr Robot's HB Marketing £25 Writing 
Speak&Spell 
Early Learning Maths ESP Software £20 Maths 
SpelliCopter ESP Software £20 Writing 
Spell Book Softstuff £8 Writing 
Cave Maze Coombe Valley £12 Quiz 

Rating Issue 
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Maths Dragons Coombe Valley Maths -ff 

Shapes & Colours Rainbow £8 Basic 7 
First Letters Rainbow £8 Reading * * * 7 
Reasoning With Trolls Coombe Valley £15 Quiz 8 
Spellbound Lander Software £28 Writing 10 
Cound & Add Lander Software £26 Maths * * * * 10 
Pepe's Garden Prisma £26 3 R's 10 
Picture Book Triple 'R' Education £20 3 ARTs 10 
Money Matters Triple *Rf Educational £20 Money ie *fe * * * 
Maths Adventure Kosmos £26 Maths ** * 12 
Compendium Six HB Marketing £35 Six educational programs ***** 14 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Product Supplier Price Language Compiler Rating Issue 
Aegis Visionary Precision £59 Adventure Yes *.+ # 17 
HISpeed Pascal HiSoft £100 Pascal Yes *** # 19 
GFA BASIC 3.5 GFA Data Media £50 BASIC Separate **** 3,9 
GFA Compiler GFA Data Media £30 Compiler **** 3,9 
Blitz Siren Software £70 BASIC Yes *** 3,9 
AMOS Eu repress £50 BASIC Separate ***** 3,9 
AMOS Compiler Euro press £30 Compiler Yes * # 5,9 
AMOS 3D Europress £30 BASIC Extension ***** 5,7 
AMOS Tome Deja Vu £30 BASIC Extension **** 11 
Easy AMOS Europress £35 BASIC No ***** 12 
HiSoft BASIC HiSoft £50 BASIC Yes **** 9 
RQ Forth HB Marketing £80 Forth Yes ** ** 9 
Lattice C 5 HiSoft £230 C Yes 3,9 
Aztec C Precision £130 C Yes **** 9 
IV12 Amiga Real Time £125 Modula-2 Yes **** 7,9 
ArgAsm HB Marketing £60 Assembly * + * 9 
Devpac 3 HiSoft £70 Assembly £ * jfc # $ 10,12 

UTILITIES 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
Reverser Alternative Image £10 Animation Utility # ** * 17 
Director 2 Alternative Image £100 Video Presentation scripting language * ** 19 
Ami-Back 1.4 Omega Projects £50 Hard Disk Backup ***** 9 
QuarterBack HB Marketing £50 Hard Disk Backup * * * * 5 
Personal Fonts Maker HB Marketing £70 Bitmap Font Editor 7 
GB Route Pius Complex Computers £80 Journey Planner ***** 10 
GB Route Pius Edit Complex Computers £30 Editor For GB Route * *** 10 
Flow 3,0 Silica £80 Ideas Processor * ** 10 
Turbo Print Pro HB Marketing £50 Enhanced Printing * * * * 11,12 
Directory Opus Checkmate Digital £40 Directory Utility * * ** * 
MapMaster Alternative Image £54 Image Mapping package 14 
Surface Master Alternative Image £28 Add on for Imagine * ** * 14 
Touch Typist Sector Software £14 Teach yourself touch typing * ** * 15 
SaxonScript Surface UK £100 Postscript interpreter * ** 15 
Smooth Talker Zen Computers £140 Video Prompting package * * ^* 16 
HotLinks Silica £70 Add on for PageStream 2.2 * * 16 
Shades Mend fan Software £60 Gradient fills for PageStream ** 16 
Hit Kit! Gadgits £25 Sequences for Sequencer One *** 16 

SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER 
Ablac Computec     0626 331464 Deja Vu 0942 495261 Gen i Soft 0753 686000 Meridian 0533 896743 School 010 353 61 45399 
Accolade             071 738 1391 Digita 0395 270273 GFA Data Media 0734 794941 Merit          0101 214 385 2353 Software 
Alternative Image   0533 440041 Digital Multimedia 0702 206165 Harwoods 0773 836781 Software Sentinel 0932 231164 
Amiga Centre       031 557 4242 Electronic Arts 0753 549442 H8 Marketing 0753 686000 MicrolMusions 0480 496497 Silica 081 309 1111 
Scotland Entertainments Int 0268 541212 HiSoft 0525 718181 Omega Projects 0925 763946 Siren Software 061 724 7572 
Amor                    0733 68909 ESP Software 0702 600557 Interactive 0423 501321 Precision 081 330 7166 Sketlander 041 357 1659 
Checkmate Digital 071 923 0658 Europress 051 357 1275 Technology Prisma Software 0244 326244 SMG 0274 562999 
Cioudhall            0604 231211 EvenLode 0993 898484 Kosmos 0525 53942 Radiance    0101 408 270 7420 Softstuff 0732 351234 
Commodore         0628 770088 Sound Works Kuma 0734 844335 Rainbow 0392 77369 Surface UK 081 566 6677 
Complex Computers 0706 224531 ExpressWorks 0252 726255 Lander Software 041 357 1659 Real Time 081 656 7333 Triple lR' 0742 780370 
Computech           0702 206165 Gagits Music 061 236 2515 Marc am Ltd 071 258 3454 Associates Software 
Goom be Val 1 ey      0626 779695 Software MCM 081 963 0663 Rom bo Productions 0506 466601 Zone 081 7666564 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

over £1,900 of 

Wordworth 

Digita International has given us ten copies of its new word processor 

Wordworth % plus five copies of Wordworth 1.1 for runners up 

Acclaimed as one of the 
top Amiga word 
processors, Wordworth 
is an excellent tool for 

wordsmiths, poets and anyone who 
needs to write. 

As you read this, Digita is set to 
launch version 2, which, as well as a 
much-improved user interface, 
promises many brand new features. 

When Jeff Walker reviewed 
version 1 for Amiga Shopper, his 
verdict was clear: "Pounds-per- 
feature, no other Amiga word 
processor comes close. 
"I predict that Wordworth will become 
the word processor for the Amiga." 
You'll have to wait until next month 
to read what he has to say about the 
latest version, but it's a safe bet that 
it will be complimentary. 

The package's impressive list of 
new features includes the ability to 
output documents at the highest 
resolution of any printer used. A total 
of 17 scalable Agfa fonts are 

THE CHALLENGE 

QUESTION 1 
From which play does the phrase 
though this be madness, yet there is 
method tn't come? 
a) Hamlet 
b) Macbeth 
c) Man And Superman 

QUESTION 2 
A host of golden daffodils comes 
from which Wordsworth poem? 
a) The Wanderer 
b) The Excursion 
c) I Wandered Lonely As A Cloud 

QUESTION 3 
Who wrote The Wasteland? 
a\ Wilfred Owen 
b) T5 Eliot 
c) James Joyce 

AMIGA SHOPPER SELLS LIKE THERE'S NO 

TOMORROW - WHY RUN THE RISK OF MISSING 

OUT ON YOUR COPY? RESERVE IT AT YOUR 

LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! DON'T MISS OUT 

Please reserve/deliver me a copy 

January issue which goes on sole on Thursday, December 3 

Home   
Address   

Phone 

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: Amiga Stopper is published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) 

and is available from your local wholesaler 

Oh, and if you do have any problems getting hold of your favourite Amiga mag 

then (aii Kate Ikon on 0225 442244 and she 'd help you out 

In conjunction with university researchers, Digita has improved Wordworth's 
user interface in many ways, including the print requester 
included, all of which can be 
magnified to beyond 800 points in 
size. All this in addition to the 
previous version's already 
impressive array of features. 

Wordworth 2 will sell for 
£129.99, but thanks to Digita we 
have 10 free copies to give away. In 
addition, we have five copies of the 
earlier Wordworth 1.1 for runners-up. 

As usual, entering the 
competition couldn't be easier. Just 

have a go at the three questions in 
the panel, jot your answers along 
with your name and address on the 
back of a postcard or envelope, and 
send it to: 

Poetry In Motion 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 2DL 
(dosing date: December 4, Only one 
entry per household) 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT! 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE*** 

# A cover disk! It's the arrival of the Amiga Shopper 
Shareware Collection Volume One, packed full of the best 
and latest in PD and shareware utilities. For the special 
price of £2.25 well give you the best in serious software. 

• The Amiga Shopper Awards - a mammoth analysis of the 
best products that have been launched for the Amiga this 
year. Each of our major contributors will have his say on 
which products performed the best in his field - business, 
desktop publishing, graphics, video, hardware, the lot. 

Plus regular columns on Amiga Answers, public domain, 

video, AmigaDOS, desktop publishing, programming, 

education, business and much more 

»» On sale Thursday, December 3 »» 
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Co/ou*P±, 

ColourPic is JCL'5 best selling video digitiser. Grab- 
bing frames from a live video source in 64,000 vibrant 
colours is simplicity itself. Sf you have struggled with a 
colour wheel or splitter and have had to limit your video 
digitising to static objects or just monochrome, you will 
find ColourPic pure joy. ColourPic has its own built-in 
64,000 colour framestore which is constantly digitis- 
ing the incoming picture in REAL-TIME. Just press a 
key to freeze the picture and import it into the Amiga, 
it couldn't be easier! 

NEW! ColourPic has been upgraded to include a 
S-VHS (Y-C) input and is now shipped with 'Cabaret1 

our comprehensive 24-bit image processing software 
in addition to the standard ColourPic software, 

* ColourPic can capture lo-rest interlace or hi- 
res images and convert them to HAM, 32 
colour, 16 colour and monochrome IFF files. 

* ColourPic has RGB, composite and UHF TV 
outputs from its framestore to drive a second 
monitor. 

* ColourPic works with all Amiga computers, 
even the A500P. 

■ ColourPic can be upgraded to ColourPic 
AniMate. 

* ColourPic has comprehensive monochrome 
image processing tools. 

* ColourPic is shipped with Cabaret 24-bit 
image processing software. 

ColourPic RRP £499 inc VAT 
ColourPic AniMate  RRP £599 inc VAT 

SuperPic is a framcgrabber and genlock in one box! it is 
the perfect answer to anyone who needs all the facilities of 
real-time colour video digitising and the ability to combine 
computer generated graphics with a video source. SuperPic 
has a built-in 64,000 colour framestore which is constantly 
digitising the incoming video source in real-time. Just press 
a key to freeze the picture and import it into the Amiga. It 
just couldn't be easier! The genlock built in to SuperPic has 
an RGB output for the finest possible results in addition to 
composite output and provides the Amiga user with a very 
stable product, ideal for titling. 

NEW! SuperPic is now shipped with 'Cabaret1 our 
comprehensive 24-bit image processing software in addition to 
the standard SuperPic software and a three button optical 
mouse with mat. 

* SuperPic can capture lo-res, Interlace or hi- 
res images arid convert them to HAM, 32 
colour, 16 colour arid monochrome IFF files. 

* SuperPic can be upgraded to SuperPic AniMate. 
* SuperPic has it's own built-in genlock for 

combining computer generated graphics with 
a video picture - ideal for titling. 
SuperPic allows you to switch between Amiga 
display, framestore and video outputs on your 
standard RGB monitor at the touch of a button. 

* SuperPic is shipped with Cabaret 24-bit im- 
age processing software. 

SuperPic 
SuperPic Animate 

RRP £599 inc VAT 
RRP £699 inc VAT 

ColourPic Plus. J CL's latest addition io cheir Amiga real- 
time colour video digitiser range, brings you the most 
powerful digitiser available to the Amiga user in its price 
range. A professional machine engineered to the highest 
standards and using the latest technology, ColourPic Plus 
combines all the features present in ColourPic with AniMate 
as standard and an impressive number of new features and 
new software. 
The Impossible? - ColourPic Plus can do it! 
Combine a framestore picture in 64,000 colours with text 
on an Amiga database display - without a genlock! 
With the optional "Grabif software from JCL and 
a prepared database control language module 
you can add pictures to your personnel file or 
parts list. Your database pictures could even be 
animated! 

ColourPic Plus can capture lo-res. interlace T 
hi-res or hi-res with interlace images and 
convert them to HA.MT 32 colour, 16 colour 
and monochrome IFF files. 

* ColourPic Plus is shipped with 512K RAM 
and can be upgraded to 1MB for more anima- 
LioTi frames and even higher resolution modes, 

* ColourPic Pius can switch between your Amiga 
display and the 64,000 colour framestore 
picture at the press of a key* 

' ColourPic Plus has S-VHS (Y-C)5 RGB and 
composite inputs and provides RGBT com- 
posite and UHF TV outputs for an extra 
monitor if required. 

* ColourPic Plus is shipped with Cabaret Plus 
24-bit image processing software. 

ColourPic Plus RRP £699 inc VAT 

2 

AniMate. for ColourPic artd SuperPic. adds a whole new 
dimension to video digitising - colour animation. The complete 
AniMate package upgrades the digitlser to 512K RAM using a 
Special RAM expansion card with time marker control logic and 
includes control software and manual. AniMate provides a 

simple and complete method of producing short sequence colour animated images on an Amiga, 
where the images come from live video such as a camera or a VCR. Simply point a camera at a 
moving object, select ANEM RECORD/SEQUENCE and press the space bar to capture a series of 
real life movements. 
* ANIM SET options include frame delay and first field hold off. 

ANIM RECORD options include sequence record and single step record, 
* Select ANIM PLAY/CYCLE and the recorded sequence is repeated, 
* ANIM PLAY options include sequence, single step, mouse scroll, cycle and ping- 

pong. 
" Sequences recorded from a VCR may be joined together to produce ANIM files. 
* The Interval between recorded fields can be set at any number of fields. 

The individual fields of an animation may be examined by using the up/down 
movement of a Joystick. 

* Fields from an animation sequence may be converted to standard Amiga IFF formal; 
and then built into an ANIM format file for replay. 

Upgrade your ColourPic or SuperPic for £150 inc VAT 

CABARET the image processing package shipped v^th ColourPic 
and SuperPic provides image import facilities together with colour 
and monochrome image processing functions to modify existing 
pictures. Cabaret has a wide range of filter and masking options to 
enhance pictures and produce interesting effects. 

* Cabaret will import and display HAM, EHB, 32, 16T 8 and 4 colour pictures plus 
Monochrome and Threshold images in normal and overscan modes. 

* Cabaret will SAVE and LOAD images in standard IFF format, plus a wide range of other 
formats including TARGA and AIM. 

* Cabaret will produce X & Y flips, mirror images, multiple images, magnified parts of an 
image and control colour balance, contrast and brightness. 

* Cabaret works on all Amigas with 1 MByte or more of memory. 

CABARET PLUS software, which needs 3 MByte of memory to make fulE use of all facilities, has all 
the features of Cabaret - PLUS 
" Extra filters including Uniform, KuwaharaT Posterize, Median and Gamma. 
* New features Including Emboss, Dropshadow and Combine. 
* Interlace and bi-rcs modes AND Save in 24-bit IFF! 
For the user with less than 3 MByte of memory the Cabaret functions may be used without the 'Plus' 
features. 

Cabaret     RRP £29.95 inc VAT Cabaret Plus RRP £89.95 tnc VATy 

ColourPic. SuperPic and ColourPic Plus are available from selected dealers or direct from JCL 

** GOLD DEALERS AND STOCKISTS!! ** 

^7F 

Trilogic 
253 New Works Road 
Low Moor 
Bradford 
BDI2 0QP 
Tel: 0274691115 
Computer Care South Ltd 
499 Oxford Road 
Reading 
Berks 
RG31HQ 
Tel: 0734 393615 

Gordon Haru'ond Computers 
New Street 
Alfreton 
Derbyshire 
DE5 7BP 
Tel: 0773 S367S1 
Ultima 
First Floor 
White Lion Walk 
Guildford 
Surrey, GUI 3DW 
Tel: 0483 506939 

JCL 

Videoquip 
5 Fosse Road South 
Leicester 
LE3 OLP 
Tel: 0533 5588IS 
Silica Systems 
1^4 The Mews 
Hatherley Road 
Sidcup 
Kent, DAI 4 4DX 
Tel: 081 302 8811 

About our framestore. . . 

All of JCL1 s video digitisers can grab a frame from a live video 
source in 1 /25th of a second using a 64,000 colour framestore 
which is constantly digitising the incoming picture in real- 
time. The framestore displays a picture of such high quality 
thai you may suspect you are looking at a straight through 
connection from the video input, but don't be deceived, this 
is a digital picture, just press the Z key to see it freeze! 
The framestore's 64,000 colour palette can be used to display 
previously digitised images stored on a disk as well as show 
Sculpt (and other) images in a much wider range of colours 
than the Amiga's HAM mode. The effect is stunning] 

For your free show disk of pictures:- 
Contact Carolyn on 0892 518181, 

JCL BUSINESS SYSTEMS LTD 
71 St Johns Road Tunbridge Wells Kent TN4 9TT England 

I 

Tel 0892 518181 Int +44 892 518181 Fax: 0892 511772 Int +44 892 511772 



WE PUT YOUR 

PIECES TOGETHER 

/ 
Puzzled about music and the Amiga? 
Look to us for the answers! 

At The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks, 
we've developed a strong lineup of 
talent. Each of our products receives 
the special care it takes to produce a 
winner. That's why you'll find a Blue 
Ribbon on every box! 

Take SuperJAM! With this 
automatic 
copyrigtit- 

free com- 
poser, you'll 

be writing the 
next hit song or creating the perfect 

soundtrack for your video production 
in no time. SuperJAM! comes with over 
30 different musical styles and a backup 
band that performs beautifully, whether 
it's Mozart or Motown. And with the 
Extras Disks for SuperJAM!, you can 
instantly increase your repertoire 
with styles like Fusionist, Funkjungle, 
Rachmaninoff and Rockapeggio. 

Our One-Stop Music Shop turns 
your Amiga into a powerful music 
machine! This hard ware-soft ware 
combination includes all you need to 
get 16-bit stereo multi-timbral audio 
for an incredible price! 

When you're ready for multi-track 
recordins, automated mixing, notation 
printing and 
state-of-the- 
art MIDI 
sequencing, 
you're ready 
for BARS&PIPES PROFESSIONAL Special 
effects, multi-media sync, sophisticated 

BARS&PIPES 
PROFESSION A~T? 

harmonies, non-destructive editing, 
and an unlimited number of tracks for 
recording only begin to describe it. 
Plus, you can integrate it seamlessly 
with SuperJAM! 

If you're into MIDI but don't need 
full power, check out BARS&PIPES, music 
software made simple, BARS&PIPES 

features multi-track recording, graphi- 
cal editing, tempo mapping and more, 
BARS&PIPES is expandable, so it grow s 

as you do. 
Once the music is flow- 

ing, pick and choose from the 
BARS&PIPES ADD-ON SERIES. 

These packages make 
BARS&PIPES or BARS&PIPES 

PROFESSIONAL even more fun to own. 
Use the Creativity Kit to invent 

fresh musical ideas, or the Pro Studio 
Kit for complete control of your MIDI 
studio. 1 he Internal Sounds Kit elimi- 
nates the need for MIDI altogether. 
Imagine, multi-track recording inside 
your computer! To round it off, we pre- 
sent Rules for Tools, documentation 
and C source code for writing your 
own musical features. 

To get organized, grab The 
PatchMeister, our graphical, uni 
ver sally -configurable MIDI 
patch librarian. It 
comes with T*

£ 

, uni- 

dozens of MIDI 
drivers and 
templates. Don't 
see what you want? 
Make it yourself with the special driver 
creation feature. And, The PatchMeister 
integrates easily into BARS&PIPES 

PROFESSIONAL for the ultimate compo- 
sition environment. "^^^v 

Want to triple the capacity of your 
MIDI studio? Use Triple Play Plus, our 
MIDI interface that 
includes 3 sepa- 
rately-addressable 
MIDI outs for 48 
simultaneous MIDI 
channels* Of com $ p 
we designed it especial-     L \i 
ly for our software* No compatibility 
problems here. 

Synchronizing with video and 
audio tape is simple with SyncPro, our 
universal SMPTE 
synchronization 
box for audio, 
video and multi- 
media production. 
Yes, it comes with 
special Blue 
Ribbon software and works with any 
Amiga application that supports MIDI 
Time Code. 

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks. 
When it comes to quality, we don't 
miss a beat! 

BLUE RIBBON 
SOUNDWORKS 

I North Highland Station 
Post Office Box 8689 

Atlanta, Georgia 30306 USA 
(404)377-1514 

fax (404) 377-2277 

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks, Bars&Pipes Bars&Pipes Professional, Bars&Pipes Add-on Scries, Creativity Kit, Internal Sounds Kit. One-Stop Music Shopt Pro Studio Kit, RuJ^s for Tools. Multi-Media Kit, MusicBox A, MusicBox 8, 
SuperJAM!* The PatchMeister, Triple Play Pius and SyncPro are trademarks of The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks. Ltd. All other product and brand names are trademarks and/or servicemarks of their respective holders. 


